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Preface 

Characteristics of this new grammar 

My purpose in writing this new grammar has been to offer a complete and explained grammar, one that, while still being 
a handy grammar, user-friendly and simple, covers as much as possible. I have tried to write it in a teaching- and 
learning-oriented way, as practical as possible, positioning myself in the place of the usual university and college student 
(or a sixth-former) and thinking which kind of grammar I would like to have: one that helps me to learn the language, 
with explanations, with examples, etc., avoiding very advanced stages but at the same time without falling too short.  

In the course of time I have observed that a lot of instructors like teaching the language directly from the grammar. 
Although my personal preference is using a textbook and using the grammar only as reference tool rather than using it 
as only teaching material, I have taken this practice into account and I have written this grammar also with it in mind, so 
that instructors that follow this practice may find it and its corresponding book of exercises a useful tool.  

I would like to make some more comprehensive comments about its characteristics:  

a) All the needed grammar:  As mentioned above, without falling too short and without making the student have to go 
to a larger grammar to find what they need after the initial stages, but at the same time avoiding a phone book, as 
students want something reduced but that offers all they need to read the classical authors.  

b) Teaching skills:  Offering students very clear explanations of what is being presented, not just the presentation of 
tables and a couple of examples. I also include the same comments I make when teaching in situ in front of the students, 
for instance calling the students’ attention to avoid some common mistakes, to make them realise this or that similarity, 
this or that difference, etc. We could say that at some points it may sound as if somebody had recorded the teachers’ 
voice when explaining each item on the whiteboard and then had typed the explanations.  

c) Clear structure:  A clear division of accidence, syntax, etc. (the Index of Contents is very illustrative about this point). 
This helps students to learn things in an ordered way and to find each item easily. I distinguish different blocks for the 
nominal system, the verbal system, syntax of clauses, etc., and inside each of these blocks the classification into different 
sub-sections makes finding each grammatical item easy.  

d) A good amount of exercises (in an additional book):  Ideal for students who not only need to study Greek grammar 
but who want to be able to practise each one of the presented aspects. These exercises will be published as an additional 
shorter book; this has the advantage of leaving the grammar on its own in a much more reduced size (and cheaper), 
ideal for those who want only the grammar for consultation and do not want to buy an immense amount of exercises 
that they will not use.  

e) Basic vocabulary:  This grammar offers a reduced list of the most useful terms that follow a given scheme (a 
declension, a verbal system, etc.) after that scheme has been presented. For instance, after liquid verbs have been 
presented, I offer a list of the most frequent verbs of this kind. This helps students to realize that the scheme they have 
learnt has not been studied just for itself, but for a given purpose: there they have the most usual terms that follow it.  
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Use of original authors 

An important point is the use of classical authors to illustrate what has been explained. A lot of the very initial examples 
are made up, which has allowed me to adapt any sentence to the level of a student who is beginning to learn this or that 
construction, but it would be nonsense not to offer at the same time original sentences taken from classical authors, so I 
have considered convenient to include, side by side with the made-up ones, real original sentences.  

I have tried to be careful in this procedure of including sentences from original authors: there is nothing easier than 
typing a preposition in the searcher for TLG and finding sentences in which this or that preposition is used, but I would 
not see much sense in offering as an example a long sentence with a participle with a[n or any other difficult structure 
just to show an example of this or that preposition, so that my tendency has been to choose easy sentences that 
illustrate what I want the student to see, avoiding unnecessary complications.   

Note about the translation of Greek examples 

In few cases, the translation of Greek sentences may not sound as fluent as an English speaker would expect and they 
may sound somehow “forced”, but we have preferred to remain as faithful to the Greek as possible, to the detriment of 
English fluency, in order to help show the specific grammatical point being discussed.  

Feedback 

It would be a pleasure to receive comments from colleagues about any mistake they may spot or any suggestion. The 
way in which this book has been published (Print On Demand) allows me to modify the original pdf in 48 hours, so that 
any copy purchased after I have modified it and e-mailed the new version to the printer will already be printed with the 
modification in it. My e-mail address is:   jc210@st-andrews.ac.uk 
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Alphabet and writing 

 
a)  The alphabet  [1] 

Capital Small English name Greek name Pronunciation 

A a alpha a[lfa a  as in father 

B b beta bh`ta b 

G g gamma gavmma g  as in guest 

D d delta devlta d 

E e epsilon e] yilovn short e  as in met 

Z z zeta zh`ta sd 

H h eta h\ta long e  as ai in hair 

Q q theta qh`ta th  as in think 

I i iota ijw`ta i  as in police 

K k kappa kavppa k 

L l lambda lavmbda l 

M m mu mu` m 

N n nu nu ̀ n 

X x xi xi ̀ x 

O o omicron o] mikrovn short o  as in lock 

P p pi pi ̀ p 

R r rho rJw` r 

S s, ~ sigma sivgma s 

T t tau tau` t 

U u upsilon u\ yilovn French u  as in  tu 

F f phi fi` f 

C c chi ci ̀ see Notes below 

Y y psi yi` ps 

W w omega w\ mevga long o as in more 
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Notes  

1/ There is no general consensus regarding the pronunciation of Classical Greek, but variation exists between  
   countries; some letters are pronounced otherwise, for instance z could be pronounced as ts or ds rather than sd.  

2/ With respect to c, in some countries it is pronounced as a very strong h, stronger than the h in house. The tradition  
   in English-speaking countries is to pronounce it as the ch in chorus.  

3/ s is used at the beginning and middle of a word (sw`ma, mavlista), ~ is used only at the end of a word (as in  
   stratiwvth~). There is also a third (unusual) option, the sigma lunata: ç for all positions (as in çtratiwvthç).  

b)  Pronunciation of diphthongs and special combinations  [2] 

1/ These combinations are pronounced as one long syllable, quite dissimilar to how they would be pronounced as two 
independent vowels:  

• au  as   -ow-  in  how, allow 
• eu  as   -eo-   in  Beowulf 
• ou  as   -oo-   in  too        ² Observe that this is the only Greek diphthong pronounced as one unique sound.  

2/ The following combinations are pronounced in a similar way as their two vowels independently, only they form one 
syllable:  

• ei  as   -ei-  in  eight • ui  as   -wee-  in sweet 
• ai  as the pronoun I • hu  same as  eu, but with the e longer 
• oi  as   -oi-  in  void 

3/ ll is just a double l, as in ballot.  

4/ g in front of g, k or c is pronounced n, as in bank. So, a[ggelo~ is pronounced angelos, NOT aggelos. Some linguists call 
a gamma in this circumstance an agma.  

c)  Iota subscript  [3] 

1/ Sometimes, the vowels a, h, w may have a sign under them in the form of a small i, usually in the syllable at the end 
of the word; this is known as an iota subscript, and need not be pronounced (this point of pronunciation varies between 
countries). For instance (for the moment, disregard other signs):  

 ajgora`/   mach`/   didaskavlw/   swv/zw 

2/ However, it is never used under a capital letter; in such cases it is written adjacent to the capital, and is called an iota 
adscript, and still need not be pronounced. The former four words in capital letters would be:  

   AGORAI    MACHI    DIDASKALWI    SWIZW 
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3/ Even if the first letter of a word has an iota subscript, when it is capitalised this becomes an iota adscript: a/{dh~, which 
means HELL, if used as the proper name of the god HADES, becomes ”Aidh~. Again, the iota need not be pronounced, and it 
should be treated as if it were subscript.  

d)  Accents  [4] 

[The elementary accentuation rules, the ways to use these correctly, are explained towards the end of this book.] 

1/ There are three forms of accent:        • acute (av)        • grave (a;)        • circumflex (a`)  

However, this may have been different in life in Ancient Greece, and the way in which accents affected pronunciation 
remains unascertained; the usual way to read them aloud is to raise the pitch of the syllable on which you find any 
accents.  

2/ If a diphthong has an accent, it is placed on its second vowel: paid̀a~, aujtou;~, touvtoi~, peivqw, ejkeiǹo~, toiauvth, etc., 
and if the diphthong is pronounced as two sounds (always  – except in the case of ou) the accent must be pronounced on 
the first one, as for instance when saying leivpw we must stress the e, not the i.  

e)  Breathings  [5] 

1/ When a word begins with a vowel, this initial vowel must have on it a breathing, which resembles a small comma. 
There are two types of breathing: 

 • smooth: aj         • rough: aJ               ² They are not interchangeable.  

If a smooth breathing (aj) is used, the pronunciation is not affected. For example, a[rtio~ is pronounced artios.  

But if a rough breathing (aJ) is used, this is pronounced as if there were an initial h. For example, oJ is pronounced ho, 
a{maxa is pronounced hamaxa.  

2/ In diphthongs, the same rule for breathings applies: put it on the second letter, but pronounce it as if it were on the 
first one. Observe the pronunciations of the following pairs of words that contain diphthongs; the first of each pair has a 
rough breathing, the second has a smooth one: 

• aiJ  hai      aijtiva  aitia • ei|~       heis            ei[lhfa  eilefa 
• oiJ  hoi      oijkiva  oikia • ou{tw~  hootos       oujdeiv~  oodeis 

3/ A vowel can have both a breathing and an accent. In this case the breathing is written before the acute or grave, or 
below if it is a circumflex:      a{   a}   a[   a]    a|   a\   

4/ If the initial vowel is a capital, any breathing or accent that would be found on it is written to the left of the top of 
the letter. For example:    ∆Aqh`nai    “Isqmo~ 
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5/ Breathings should be memorized when learning a word that begins with a vowel, as they often help to differentiate 
between words that look similar:  

• ei |~  ONE    ≠   ei j~  TOWARDS  • o {ro~  BOUNDARY   ≠   o [ro~  MOUNTAIN 

6/ When r is the initial consonant of a word, it always has a rough breathing: rJovdon, rJhvtwr, rJuqmov~. This indicates that 
the pronunciation of the r is very hard. It is the only consonant that has a breathing.  

7/ When a whole word is written in upper case, no accents or breathings are used. For example: 

 oJ didavskalo~ ajnagignwvskei polla;~ bivvblou~   >   O DIDASKALOS ANAGIGNWSKEI POLLAS BIBLOUS 

f)  Elision, crasis and diaeresis  [6] 

1/ Elision: Sometimes a short final vowel of a word is elided if the following word begins with a vowel. In this case an 
apostrophe (resembles a smooth breathing) is written in the place of the elided vowel. This is called elision (compare 
with English don’t, it’s). Note this example:   ajlla; oJ ajnhvr  >  ajll∆ o J ajnhvr.  

Moreover, if the second word starts with a rough breathing, this may affect the (now) last consonant of the first word, 
making it aspirate. For instance: meta; hJmw`n > met∆ hJmw`n > meq∆ hJmw`n. This happens also in compound verbs: ejfoplivzw 

comes from ejpiv + oJplivzw: the iota of ejpiv has disappeared and the p has become aspirate (f) because of the oJ-.  

2/ Crasis: Sometimes a breathing is found on a vowel within a word (taujtav). This indicates that two words have been 
combined (this is known as crasis). For example, ta; aujtav can be written as taujtav. The breathing (called coronis in this 
case) facilitates recognition of this fusion. Other examples can be w\ndre~ by w\ a[ndre~, tajlhqh` by ta; ajlhqh`, etc. See the 
section on Contractions in the chapter Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms.  

3/ Diaeresis: Two points that are placed on the second vowel if two vowels must be pronounced separately instead of 
together; in other words: to indicate that the two vowels do not form a diphthong. For example, aju>thv (observe also that, 
as au is not a diphthong, the breathing falls on the first vowel).  

g)  Punctuation marks  [7] 

In Greek, the full stop and comma are used as in English, but the semicolon ( ;) represents a question mark. For example: 

• tiv~ ei\…     WHO ARE YOU?  • pou` ejstin oJ Swkravth~…     WHERE IS SOCRATES? 

The high dot (a:) found in Greek translates either as a colon or a semi-colon. For example:  

• oJ Swkravth~ ei\pe tavde:   SOCRATES SAID THIS: (whatever follows).  
• oJ pai`~ gravfei: oJ ajnh;r kaqeuvdei  THE BOY IS WRITING; THE MAN IS SLEEPING.  
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a) Definition of basic grammatical concepts: 
case, declension and gender 

 
1.		Concepts	of	syntactical	function,	endings	and	case 

a)  Concepts of syntactical function and endings  [8] 

1/ In comparison to Modern English, Greek language works in a very peculiar way: like Latin, Russian and other 
languages, Greek is a highly inflected language, which means that the words of a sentence change their ending according 
to the grammatical function they implement, verbal forms change according to their person, etc. While Old English was 
a highly inflected language, Modern English is classified as a weakly inflected language, as only some characteristics of 
inflection are still present in English nowadays, such as plurals, the use of pronouns, some inflected verbal forms and the 
possessive indicator ('s, which derives from the Old English genitive case).  

2/ Back to Modern English and Greek, observe these two sentences:  

• THE GOD IS PURSUING THE GENERAL.  • THE GENERAL IS PURSUING THE GOD. 

In English, word order is crucial to indicate the role (or grammatical function) of a word in a sentence. In the first 
example given above, the god is the subject (i.e. the one who performs the action), while in the second one it is the 
direct object (i.e. the one who is acted upon). The opposite happens with the general: it is the direct object in the first 
sentence, but is the subject in the second one.  

3/ Observe now both sentences translated into Greek:   (oJ qeov~  THE GOD;  oJ strathgov~  THE GENERAL;  diwvkei  PURSUES) 

• oJ qeo;~ diwvkei to;n strathgovn THE GOD IS PURSUING THE GENERAL. 
• oJ strathgo;~ diwvkei to;n qeovn THE GENERAL IS PURSUING THE GOD. 

As we can see, noun endings are different according to the function they perform in the sentence: oJ qeov~, which is the 
subject in the first sentence, becomes to;n qeovn in the second sentence, because here it is the direct object. The opposite 
happens with to;n strathgovn: from being the direct object in the first sentence, it becomes oJ strathgov~ in the second 
one because here it is the subject of the action. Moreover, word order is very variable in Greek, as it can change on the 
basis of which element of the sentence you want to emphasize; for instance, the second sentence could have been 
presented as     to;n qeo;n diwvkei oJ strathgov~     or even     diwvkei to;n qeo;n oJ strathgov~.  

Both of them mean THE GENERAL IS PURSUING THE GOD: the endings -o~ and -on respectively are what indicates who the 
subject is and who the direct object is, not their position in the sentence (note as well that the articles change in 
agreement with the nouns they refer to). The sentence to;n qeo;n diwvkei oJ strathgov~ could NEVER mean THE GOD IS 

PURSUING THE GENERAL just because the word GOD appears first in the sentence and the word GENERAL appears later: the 
endings of the words determine who is pursuing whom, not their position in the sentence.  
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b)  Concept of case  [9] 

1/ The grammatical function of a noun in a Greek sentence (subject, direct object, etc.) is indicated by its form, not by its 
position in the sentence. In Greek a noun can take five different forms, according to the role it performs, and each of 
these forms is called a case. For instance, considering the two words employed in the former examples, we observed that 
the ending -o~ was used when the noun represented the role of subject: this is an example of nominative case (i.e. the 
case of the subject of a sentence). We also noted the employment of the ending -on associated with the role of direct 
object: this is an example of accusative case (i.e. the case of the direct object of a sentence). So, according to the 
function they must play, nouns change their form following different patterns, known as declensions (it must be noted 
that singular and plural endings of the same cases are different).  

2/ There are five cases in Greek. Their names (and usual abbreviations) are as follows:  

q  Nominative  Nom.  or    N.  ² The order in which the cases are listed above is 
common in many English-speaking countries, but 
Greek grammars in other countries can present them 
in a different order.  

q  Vocative  Voc.  or    V.  
q  Accusative  Acc.  or    A.  
q  Genitive  Gen. or G.  
q  Dative  Dat. or D.  

2.		Main	syntactical	functions	and	correspondence	to	cases 

a)  Main syntactical functions  [10] 

1/ The next necessary step is to acquire a sound understanding of the main syntactical functions. We will offer two 
examples for each of these functions in English:  

q  The subject is the noun or pronoun that performs the action described in the sentence:  
•  THE HORSE HAS GOOD TEETH    THE HORSE  is the subject of this sentence. 
•  THE CHILDREN CAME LATE    THE CHILDREN  is the subject of this sentence.  

q  The predicative object indicates how or what something or somebody is:   
•  YOUR BIRTHDAY PRESENT IS NICE    NICE  is the predicative object of this sentence.  
•  PETER IS OUR LEADER   OUR LEADER  is the predicative object of this sentence. 

q  The addressed object is the person (or abstract entity) that is addressed directly by somebody:  
•  “FATHER, COME HERE”, SAID THE BOY  FATHER  is the addressed object.  
•  WHAT ARE YOU DOING, CHILDREN?   CHILDREN  is the addressed object.  

q  The direct object is the person (or entity, thing, etc.) who is acted upon by the subject:  
•  I HAVE A BOOK   A BOOK  is the direct object.  
•  I SEE THE CITY THE CITY  is the direct object.  
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q  The possessive object is the person (or entity, thing, etc.) to whom something belongs or is related:  
•  I SEE THE GATE OF THE HOUSE   OF THE HOUSE  is the possessive object of this sentence.  
•  I SEE PETER’S FATHER   PETER’S  is the possessive object of this sentence.  
    ² In the sense that it means OF PETER.  

q  The indirect object is the person (or thing) for whom or to whom something is done:  
•  I GIVE THIS TO PETER    TO PETER  is the indirect object of this sentence.  
•  I GIVE PETER THIS   PETER  is the indirect object of this sentence.  
    ² In the sense that it means TO PETER.  
•  I HAVE BROUGHT THIS FOR PETER    FOR PETER  is the indirect object of this sentence. 

Important   Students tend to confuse between direct object and indirect object when nouns or personal pronouns are 
presented with the function of indirect object without the preposition TO. Observe these examples:  

• I SEE HIM:   HIM  is the direct object  
• I TELL HIM THIS:  HIM  is the indirect object      ² Because it means TO HIM. The direct object is THIS. 

2/ Prepositions are used in Greek as well, but not so frequently as in English, because in some situations the meaning is 
implicitly expressed by the choice of specific cases. For instance, in the former example I SEE THE GATE OF THE HOUSE, the 
phrase OF THE HOUSE will be translated by putting THE HOUSE in the correct case (therefore adding the necessary ending to 
the noun); for this reason the preposition OF is not literally translated, as the meaning of the preposition is expressed by 
the corresponding case. Something similar would happen in translating the sentence I GIVE THIS TO PETER: the sense of the 
preposition TO would be expressed by the grammatical case of the word PETER, reflected by its ending; in this kind of 
sentence, the English preposition TO would not be translated.  

3/ Other questions may come to mind now; for instance, in the sentences above there was no example featuring the 
prepositions IN or WITH. Then, how will we translate IN THE FIELD, WITH MY FRIENDS, or DURING THE SUMMER? As will be 
explained in detail in the corresponding sections, these complements can be expressed by combinations of prepositions 
and specific cases, or by the choice of a particular case.  

b)  Correspondences of functions and cases  [11] 

So, depending on the function of a word in a sentence, we will put it in a specific case, which implies a definite ending to 
be added to the word. The correspondences are as follows:  

q  Nominative:  Used for subjects and predicative objects. So, in the sentence THE TEACHER SEES THE HOUSE, the 
subject THE TEACHER would be expressed by the nominative case. In the sentence THE TEACHER IS TALL, the predicative 
object TALL would also be nominative.  

q  Vocative:  Used to address or call someone (addressed object). So, in the sentence PETER, COME HERE!, PETER 
would be expressed by the vocative case.  

q  Accusative:  Used for direct objects. So, in the sentence THE STUDENTS SEE THE TABLE, the direct object THE 
TABLE would be expressed by the accusative case.  
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q  Genitive:  Used for possessive objects. So, in the sentence I LIKE THE PEOPLE OF THIS CITY, the possessive 
object OF THIS CITY would be expressed by the genitive case.  

q  Dative:   Used for indirect objects. So, in the sentence I HAVE BROUGHT THIS FOR YOU, the indirect object FOR 
YOU would be expressed by the dative case.  

Remember that questions on how to translate different complements (e.g. AT MIDDAY, WITHOUT HELP, etc.) will be dealt 
with in the corresponding sections; they will be expressed sometimes employing combinations of prepositions and cases, 
sometimes just choosing the correct case.  

3.		Concept	of	declension		 [12] 

To decline a noun means to go through all its possible endings (five in singular and five in plural). Leaving adjectives to 
later analysis, Greek nouns can be classified in three groups, called declensions, and the words belonging to the same 
declension are declined following the same pattern, i.e. they adopt the same ending for each case. For instance, both the 
nouns we met in the previous examples (qeov~ GOD and strathgov~ GENERAL) belong to the same declension, therefore 
they change their endings in the same way according to the function they must perform.  

There are three declensions in Greek. The first declension has five sub-variants but is relatively easy to learn, as its 
structure is quite simple and regular. The second one has two main sub-variants (and two additional minor sub-variants) 
and is very regular. The third declension is the most complex one, as both of its main sub-variants present several 
different forms, or sub-categories.  

4.		Concept	of	gender		 [13] 

There are three genders in Greek: masculine, feminine and neuter. Although in some cases the correspondence between 
name and gender seems to be logical (for instance, the Greek words for MOTHER and SISTER are feminine, as expected, and 
those for FATHER and BROTHER are masculine, as expected), in other cases this logic doesn’t seem to be apparent (for 
instance, the word for LAND is feminine, and the word for PLACE is masculine, while in English both would be considered 
neuter and we would use the pronoun it when referring to them).  

The following list of nine English nouns and the gender of the corresponding Greek word shows that the gender of nouns 
is unpredictable and, for this reason, it must be learnt together with the noun (in the same way as a student of German 
must learn that in German Messer  KNIFE  is neuter, Löffel  SPOON  is masculine, and Gabel  FORK  is feminine):  

• DEATH qavnato~ masculine  • MIDDAY meshmbriva feminine   • ARROW bevlo~ neuter 
• WISDOM sofiva feminine  • CIRCLE kuvklo~ masculine   • WALL tei`co~ neuter 
• FAMILY  gevno~ neuter   • DANGER kivnduno~ masculine   • SHIP nau`~ feminine  

How to know whether a noun is masculine, feminine or neuter will be explained in the chapter devoted to declensions.  
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b) The definite article 

1.		Accidence		 [14]	

a/ Although in English the definite article has only one form, THE (THE table, THE tables, THE man, THE woman), in Greek 
the article presents several forms according to the case, the gender and the number of the noun it refers to:  

 
singular plural 

masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 
Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

oJ 
tovn 
tou ̀
tw`/ 

hJ 
thvn 
th`~ 
th`/ 

tov 
tov 

tou ̀
tw`/ 

oiJ 
touv~ 
tw`n 
toi`~ 

aiJ 
tav~ 
tw`n 
tai`~ 

tav 
tav 

tw`n 
toi`~ 

b/ Note that there is no vocative form of the definite article and that most forms begin with t: only four forms do not 
feature an initial t and, instead, they begin with a rough breathing.  

c/ For some reason, while learning the declension’s endings vertically, in column, facilitates their memorisation, the 
article forms are memorised more easily if learned horizontally, in rows.  

2.		Syntax	

a)  Differences with English use of articles  [15] 

1/ To begin with, Greek uses the definite article in many cases in which English does not:  

q  With proper names: • oJ Swkravth~ pavrestin    SOCRATES IS HERE.  
     ² In English, we would not say  THE SOCRATES IS HERE.  

q  With abstract nouns: • hJ sofiva kalhv ejstin    WISDOM IS BEAUTIFUL.  
     ² In English, we would not say  THE WISDOM IS BEAUTIFUL.  

q  With generic nouns: • oiJ levonte~ ejpikivndunoiv eijsin     LIONS ARE DANGEROUS.  
     ² In English, we would not say  THE LIONS ARE DANGEROUS.  

2/ On the contrary, in Greek the definite article is usually omitted in the predicative object but it is necessary in English: 

• oJ basileu;~ swthriva ejsti; th`/ povlei     THE KING IS THE SALVATION OF THE CITY.  
   ² No article for swthriva SALVATION in the Greek sentence.  
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3/ But it is not always omitted in the predicative object:  

• The sentence oiJ Lakedaimovnioi ajsebei`~ eijsin means    THE SPARTANS ARE IMPIOUS.  
• But   oiJ Lakedaimovnioi oiJ ajsebei`~ eijsin means  THE SPARTANS ARE THE IMPIOUS ONES.  
   ² As if answering a question about which people are the impious ones: the Spartans or the Athenians.  

b)  Article + adjective  [16] 

1/ Sometimes the definite article can be followed directly by an adjective, without any noun to which the adjective 
refers. This noun may be supplied by the reader. Observe the following example:  

• oiJ qeoi; filou`si tou;~ ajgaqouv~     THE GODS LOVE THE GOOD ...  

There is no noun after the adjective ajgaqouv~, therefore the sentence could be translated in several ways: THE GODS LOVE 

GOOD MEN / THE GOOD ONES / GOOD PEOPLE   etc.  

A typical example of this phenomenon is represented by  oiJ plouvsioi  THE RICH PEOPLE: this form originally is an adjective, 
not a noun, but in this specific use it becomes a substantival adjective, and therefore is treated as a noun. The same goes 
for polevmio~ ENEMY, which is in fact an adjective, not a noun, but the plural  oiJ polevmioi  is to be translated as a noun: 
THE ENEMIES, THE ENEMY. Let’s see an example:  

• eja;n de; eu\ pravttwsin oiJ plouvsioi kai; oiJ crhstoiv, ...     IF THE RICH ONES AND THE HONEST ONES ARE DOING WELL, …  
   (Xenophon, Atheniensium Respublica).  

2/ Related with the former point is the use of article + participle, given that a participle is an adjective. This use is very 
frequent and will be explained in detail in the corresponding section, but for now an example will suffice:  

• hJ gravfousa    THE ONE WHO IS WRITING      ² GIRL, WOMAN, STUDENT, etc.: the context will clarify more in detail who  
   this person is but just from this expression all we know is that the number is singular and the gender is feminine.  

c)  Neuter article + neuter adjective  [17] 

1/ An evolution of the former construction is represented by the Greek form that features a neuter article followed by a 
neuter adjective. This is a very useful and common construction, employed in order to describe an abstract concept 
(TRUTH, BEAUTY, HOLINESS, etc.). For instance, we know that the abstract term for BEAUTY is kavllo~, -ou~, but we can use as 
well the neuter form of the adjective kalov~, -hv, -ovn with the neuter article to express the same concept: 

• tiv de; to; kalovn…     WHAT IS BEAUTY?   (Plato, Cratylus).  

2/ For this same purpose, we can also use the neuter plural forms of the adjectives: for example, ta; divkaia (article and 
adjective in neuter plural) is roughly equivalent to the previous construction to; divkaion (article and adjective in neuter 
singular), and they are both used to express the concept of  hJ dikaiosuvnh   JUSTICE:  

• oi\maiv ge tou;~ ta; divkaia pravttonta~ ajnagkai`on ei\nai kala; pravttein     I BELIEVE THAT IT IS NECESSARY THAT THOSE WHO  
   PRACTICE JUSTICE PERFORM GOOD ACTIONS   (Plato, Alcibiades).  

Another example would be   ta; nautikav   THE NAVAL MATTERS.  
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3/ In the case in which the (either singular or plural) neuter adjective appears without an article, the expression will be 
indicating something more concrete:  

• kaka; levgw  I SAY BAD THINGS.   
• kako;n levgw   I SAY SOMETHING BAD.  
• kala; levgei~ peri; tou` poihtou`  YOU SAY NICE THINGS ABOUT THE POET   (Plato, Ion).  
   ² Or YOU SPEAK NICELY ABOUT ... or similar expressions.  

d)  Article alone (i.e. without a noun)  [18] 

1/ The article can be used alone in association with the particles mevn - dev, in which case it must be translated as THE ONE 

… THE OTHER, SOME … OTHERS, etc. For example:  

• oiJ me;n kaqeuvdousin, oiJ de; ponou`sin  SOME ARE SLEEPING, OTHERS ARE WORKING.  
• hJ me;n ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ejstivn, hJ de; ejn th`/ oijkiva/  ONE IS IN ATHENS, THE OTHER ONE IS IN THE HOUSE.  
• o{pla ejpoiou`nto, oiJ me;n xuvlina, oiJ de; oijsuvina  THEY MADE WEAPONS, SOME (MADE THEM) OF WOOD, OTHERS OF WILLOW  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

When used in this way, the forms of the article that normally have no accent can acquire one, making them look like 
relative pronouns, but the context will make clear whether it is an article or a relative pronoun. So, the first sentence of 
the previous examples could have been written as follows:  

• oi} me;n kaqeuvdousin, oi} de; ponou`sin    (same meaning)  

Also when found alone, the article can be used in all the grammatical cases. For instance:  

• th`/ me;n bivblon divdwmi, th`/ de; si`ton     I GIVE A BOOK TO ONE AND FOOD TO THE OTHER ONE.  

2/ The article can be also used without a noun just with dev and no previous mevn to indicate a change of subject, provided 
that this subject was mentioned as the object of the former sentence. For instance:  

• oiJ gewrgoi; to;n didavskalon oJrw`sin, oJ de; kaqeuvdei     THE FARMERS SEE THE TEACHER, AND HE (the teacher) IS SLEEPING.  
• ejpei; de; pavlin h\lqe, levgei th;n manteivan tw`/ Swkravtei. oJ d∆ ajkouvsa~ ...     WHEN HE CAME BACK HE TOLD THE ORACLE  
   TO SOCRATES. AND HE (SOCRATES), AFTER HEARING IT, …   (  Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• tai`~ parqevnoi~ bivblou~ didovasi oiJ didavskaloi, aiJ de; eij~ th;n oijkivan ta;~ bivblou~ fevrousin     THE TEACHERS GIVE BOOKS  
   TO THE MAIDENS, AND THESE TAKE THE BOOKS INTO THE HOUSE.  
• oJ ijatro;~ favrmakon divdwsi tw`/ uiJw`/, oJ de; pavlin ponei`n ejqevlei     THE PHYSICIAN GIVES A MEDICINE TO HIS SON, AND HE  
   (the son) IS WILLING TO WORK AGAIN.  
• Luvsandron ejxevpemyan nauvarcon. oJ de; ajfikovmeno~ ... eij~ Kw` kai; Mivlhton e[pleusen     THEY SENT LYSANDER AS NAVAL  
   COMMANDER, AND HE, AT HIS ARRIVAL …, SAILED TO COS AND MILETOS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

It is worth noting that this use of the article as pronoun derives from some typical traits of the Greek language in its 
archaic developments. For instance, it is a recurrent feature in Homer (see the corresponding section). 
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c) declensions 

 

 
General observations [19] 

1/ To learn the declensions properly, it is convenient to have clear from the very beginning their scheme, which could be 
called the “map of declensions”, the way in which they are grammatically structured. Therefore, we offer here a 
schematic table of the declensions and their sub-types: 

[We include in this schematic table the title of the a) Introduction section in the 3rd declension just to make the b), c) 
and d) letters of the following sections coincide with what will be found in the chapter further ahead.]  

 

1. 1st declension 

a) 1st sub-variant 
b) 2nd sub-variant 
c) 3rd sub-variant 
d) 4th sub-variant 
e) 5th sub-variant 

2. 2nd declension 

a) 1st sub-variant 
b) 2nd sub-variant 
c) The Attic declension 
d) The contract declension 

3. 3rd declension 

a) Introduction 
b) Consonant stems 
          1/ Stems ending in labial (b, p) and guttural (g, k, c) consonants 
      2/ Stems ending in dental (d, t, q) and nasal (n) consonants 
      3/ Stems ending in the group -nt 
      4/ Stems ending in liquid (r, l) consonants 
      5/ Stems ending in sigma 
c) Vowel stems 
      1/ Stems ending in -i, -u 
      2/ Stems ending in -eu, -au, -ou 
      3/ Stems ending in -oi, -w 
d) Irregular nouns  

 
2/ For each declension, we will highlight the case endings by writing them in bold type and by separating them from the 
stem of the word with a hyphen, to make it easier for the student to memorise them (our advice is not to memorise as a 
paradigm the whole declined word, but to memorise only the endings: -a, -a, -an, -a~, -a/, etc.). Whether these endings 
are accented or not (and, if they are accented, what kind of accent they present), depends on each specific word. So, in 
the examples provided, the presence or absence of accents on the endings should not be interpreted as an example 
showing a general rule.  

3/ Greek nouns are usually presented by their singular nominative and genitive forms. Even though adjectives also use 
inflectional models based on declensions, they will be presented in another way, introduced in the corresponding 
chapter.  
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1.		1st	declension  [20] 

The first declension can be divided into five sub-variants: three for feminine nouns and adjectives and the two last ones 
for masculine nouns (no adjectives follow the two last sub-variants).  

a)  First sub-variant  

 singular plural  Example:  ajgorav, -a`~     MARKET, MARKET SQUARE 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

hJ     ajgor-av 
w\     ajgor-av 

th;n  ajgor-avn 
th`~  ajgor-a`~ 
th`/    ajgor-a`/ 

aiJ     ajgor-aiv 
w\      ajgor-aiv 

ta;~   ajgor-av~ 

tw`n   ajgor-w`n 

tai`~  ajgor-ai`~ 

 

² See also the feminine article accompanying  
      the noun. 

 
Note 

It is worth noting that the particle w\, found preceding vocative cases of any declension, is not an article but an 
exclamation (“O”) that Greeks used to emphasise the vocative itself:  

• w\ Swvkrate~, deu`ro ejlqev     O SOCRATES, COME HERE!  

 
The following list presents some of the most frequent nouns belonging to this sub-variant. Keeping with the 
conventional practice mentioned above, here are listed the singular nominative and genitive forms of each noun:  

 

ajgorav, -a`~  MARKET, SQUARE 
ajdikiva, -a~  INJUSTICE 
aijtiva, -a~  CAUSE 
ajlhvqeia, -a~  TRUTH 
aJmartiva, -a~  ERROR, MISTAKE 
ajndreiva, -a~  MANLINESS, COURAGE 
ajpeiriva, -a~  INEXPERIENCE 
ajporiva, -a~  PERPLEXITY 
ajsevbeia, -a~  IMPIETY 
bohvqeia, -a~  ASSISTANCE, HELP 
deiliva, -a~  COWARDICE 
dustuciva, -a~  MISFORTUNE 
ejkklhsiva, -a~  ASSEMBLY 
ejleuqeriva, -a~  FREEDOM 

 
ejpiqumiva, -a~  DESIRE 
eJspevra, -a~  EVENING 
eujdaimoniva, -a~  GOOD FORTUNE 
eujsevbeia, -a~  PIETY 
eujtuciva, -a~  GOOD FORTUNE 
hJmevra, -a~  DAY 
hJsuciva, -a~  REST 
qeav, -a`~  GODDESS 
quvra, -a~  DOOR 
qusiva, -a~  SACRIFICE 
maniva, -a~  MADNESS 
naumaciva, -a~  NAVAL BATTLE 
oijkiva, -a~  HOUSE 
paideiva, -a~  EDUCATION 

 
peniva, -a~  POVERTY 
poliorkiva, -a~  SIEGE 
politeiva, -a~  POLITICAL  
  CONSTITUTION 
proqumiva, -a~  DESIRE, ZEAL 
sofiva, -a~  WISDOM 
strateiva, -a~  EXPEDITION 
stratiav, -a`~  ARMY 
summaciva, -a~  ALLIANCE 
sumforav, -a`~  MISFORTUNE 
swthriva, -a~  SALVATION 
timwriva, -a~  VENGEANCE 
filiva, -a~  FRIENDSHIP 
cwvra, -a~  LAND, COUNTRY

 
Note that the stem of the words belonging to this sub-variant ends in one of these three letters: r, e, i.  
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b)  Second sub-variant  [21] 

 singular plural  Example:  mavch, -h~     BATTLE 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

hJ     mavc-h 

w\     mavc-h 

th;n  mavc-hn 

th`~  mavc-h~ 

th`/    mavc-h/ 

aiJ     mavc-ai 

w\      mavc-ai 

ta;~   mavc-a~ 

tw`n   mac-w`n 

tai`~  mavc-ai~ 

 

² With regard to the 1st sub-variant, the singular endings, 
previously featuring an a, here present h in all forms, 
while the plural endings are identical to the previous ones. 

 
Some of the most frequent nouns of this sub-variant are:  
 

ajdelfhv, -h`~  SISTER 
∆Aqhvnh, -h~  ATHENA (goddess) 
ajnavgkh, -h~  NEED, NECESSITY 
ajrethv, -h`~  VIRTUE, EXCELLENCE 
ajrchv, -h`~  BEGINNING, EMPIRE 
bohv, -h`~  SHOUT 
boulhv, -h`~  COUNCIL 
gh`, -h`~  EARTH 
gnwvmh, -h~  OPINION 
dikaiosuvnh, -h~  JUSTICE 
divkh, -h~  JUSTICE 
eijrhvnh, -h~  PEACE 

 
eJorthv, -h`~  FESTIVAL 
ejpistolhv, -h`~  LETTER, EPISTLE 
kefalhv, -h`~  HEAD 
kovrh, -h~  GIRL 
mavch, -h~  BATTLE 
metabolhv, -h`~  CHANGE 
mhcanhv, -h`~  DEVICE 
nivkh, -h~  VICTORY 
ojrghv, -h`~  ANGER 
paraskeuhv, -h`~  PREPARATION 
prosbolhv, -h`~  ATTACK 
puvlh, -h~  GATE 

 
sighv, -h`~  SILENCE 
skhvnh, -h~  TENT 
spondhv, -h`~  LIBATION 
scolhv, -h`~  LEISURE 
swfrosuvnh, -h~  PRUDENCE 
teleuthv, -h`~  END 
tevcnh, -h~  SKILL, CRAFT 
timhv, -h`~  HONOUR 
tuvch, -h~  FORTUNE 
u{lh, -h~  FOREST 
fughv, -h`~  FLIGHT 
yuchv, -h`~  SOUL

c)  Third sub-variant [22] 

 singular plural  Example:  qavlatta, -h~     SEA 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

hJ     qavlatt-a 

w\     qavlatt-a 

th;n  qavlatt-an 

th`~  qalavtt-h~ 
th`/    qalavtt-h/ 

aiJ    qavlatt-ai 

w\     qavlatt-ai 
ta;~  qalavtt-a~ 

tw`n  qalatt-w`n 
tai`~ qalavtt-ai~ 

 
² In this sub-variant, the singular endings present 
a combination of the endings introduced in the 
previous sub-variants, while the plural endings are 
still identical to the previous ones. 

 
The nouns belonging to this sub-variant are not very numerous. These are some of the most frequent ones: 
 

a{maxa, -h~  WAGON 
a{milla, -h~  CONTEST 
glw`tta, -h~  TONGUE, LANGUAGE 
devspoina, -h~  MISTRESS 

 
divaita, -h~  WAY OF LIVING 
dovxa, -h~  OPINION 
h|tta, -h~  DEFEAT 
qavlatta, -h~  SEA 

 
mou`sa, -h~  MUSE 
tovlma, -h~  DARING 
travpeza, -h~  TABLE
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Important Remarks 

1/ The plural endings do not change in any of the sub-variants of the 1st declension; they will be the same for the two last 
sub-variants as well (they feature masculine nouns). So, the sub-variants differ only in the singular endings. 
2/ The differences that we have seen in accentuation do not depend on the sub-variant, they are determined by the 
words taken as examples.  
3/ The feminine definite article follows the pattern of the second sub-variant; the forms of this article will stay 
unchanged for all feminine words (also for those belonging to other declensions).  
4/ Given that the conventional presentation (or “dictionary entry form”) of Greek nouns features the singular 
nominative and genitive forms, it is easy to see what the declension and sub-variant of a word is. For example:  

• eJspevra, -a~ -a, -a~   =   1st declension, 1st sub-variant 
• timhv, -h`~  -h, -h~    =   1st declension, 2nd sub-variant 
• qavlatta, -h~  -a, -h~    =   1st declension, 3rd sub-variant 

d)  Fourth sub-variant [23] 

Both 4th and 5th sub-variants borrow the genitive singular ending -ou from the second declension and have an additional  
-~ in the nominative singular ending. The plural endings are identical to the previous ones.  

As nouns belonging to the 4th and 5th sub-variants are all masculine, the definite article accompanying the nouns is 
masculine as well; for this reason, it is important to note that the endings of the article and those of the nouns they 
accompany are not always identical.  

 singular plural  Example:  neaniva~, -ou     YOUTH 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

oJ     neaniv-a~ 

w\     neaniv-a 

to;n  neaniv-an 

tou`  neaniv-ou 

tw`/    neaniv-a/ 

oiJ      neaniv-ai  

w\       neaniv-ai 

tou;~  neaniv-a~ 
tw`n    neani-w`n 
toi`~   neaniv-ai~ 

 ² There are only two recurrent nouns belonging to this 
sub-variant: neaniva~, -ou YOUTH, YOUNG PERSON, and 
tamiva~, -ou STEWARD. Some proper names also follow 
this declension, like ∆Arciva~, -ou  ARCHIAS,  Puqagovra~, 
-ou  PYTHAGORAS. 

 

e)  Fifth sub-variant  [24] 

 singular plural  Example:  nauvth~, -ou     SAILOR 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

oJ     nauvt-h~ 

w\     nau`t-a 

to;n  nauvt-hn 
tou`  nauvt-ou 

tw`/    nauvt-h/ 

oiJ      nau`t-ai 
w\       nau`t-ai 
tou;~  nauvt-a~ 
tw`n    naut-w`n 
toi`~   nauvt-ai~ 

 

² With regard to the 4st sub-variant, the singular 
endings, previously featuring an a, here present h in 
all forms except in the vocative.   
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The most usual nouns belonging to this sub-variant are the following ones:  
 

despovth~, -ou  MASTER 
dikasthv~, -ou ̀ JUROR, JUDGE 
eujergevth~, -ou  BENEFACTOR 
ijdiwvth~, -ou  INDIVIDUAL 
iJkevth~, -ou  SUPPLIANT 
klevpth~, -ou  THIEF 
krithv~, -ou ̀ JUDGE 
kubernhvth~, -ou  STEERSMAN 

 
lh/sthv~, -ou ̀ PIRATE 
maqhthv~, -ou ̀ STUDENT, DISCIPLE 
nauvth~, -ou  SAILOR 
nomoqevth~, -ou  LAWGIVER 
oJplivth~, -ou  HOPLITE 
Pevrsh~, -ou  PERSIAN 
poihthv~, -ou ̀ POET 
polivth~, -ou  CITIZEN 

 
prodovth~, -ou  TRAITOR 
sofisthv~, -ou ̀ SOPHIST 
stratiwvth~, -ou  SOLDIER 
tecnivth~, -ou  ARTIST 
toxovth~, -ou  ARCHER 
uJphrevth~, -ou  SERVANT 
uJpokrithv~, -ou ̀ ACTOR

 Note 

 Some proper names may have a vocative ending in -h instead of in -a, like  w\ Qoukudivdh  O THUCYDIDES.  

2.		2nd	declension 

The second declension is the easiest one of the three. It has four sub-variants, the 1st and the 2nd of which are the most 
common; the 3rd and 4th sub-variants are usually called Attic declension and Contract declension respectively.  

a)  First sub-variant [25] 

 singular plural  Example:  ajdelfov~, -ou ̀    BROTHER 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

oJ     ajdelf-ov~ 

w\     a[delf-e 

to;n  ajdelf-ovn 

tou`  ajdelf-ou ̀

tw`/    ajdelf-w`/ 

oiJ      ajdelf-oiv 
w\       ajdelf-oiv 
tou;~  ajdelf-ouv~ 

tw`n    ajdelf-w`n 

toi`~   ajdelf-oi`~ 

 
² Most of the words belonging to this sub-
variant are masculine, but there are some 
feminine ones as well. 
 
² The retraction of the accent in the Voc. is an 
exception for this word.  

  
Note 

 Observe that nouns belonging to this variant and the masculine article follow the same ending pattern, except for 
the nominative singular (and the vocative forms as well but, as noted above, w\ is not an article).  

 
Some of the most frequent words of this declension are (all of these examples are masculine):  

a[ggelo~, -ou  MESSENGER 
ajgrov~, -ou ̀ FIELD 
ajdelfov~, -ou ̀ BROTHER 
a[nemo~, -ou  WIND 
a[nqrwpo~, -ou  MAN 
a[rguro~, -ou  SILVER 
ajriqmov~, -ou ̀ NUMBER 

bivo~, -ou  LIFE 

bwmov~, -ou ̀ ALTAR 
gewrgov~, -ou ̀ FARMER 
dh`mo~, -ou  PEOPLE, DEME 
didavskalo~, -ou  TEACHER 
dou`lo~, -ou  SLAVE 
ejniautov~, -ou ̀ YEAR 
e[paino~, -ou  PRAISE 
h{lio~, -ou  SUN 

qavnato~, -ou  DEATH 
qeov~, -ou ̀ GOD 
qovrubo~, -ou  UPROAR 
ijatrov~, -ou ̀ PHYSICIAN 
i{ppo~, -ou  HORSE 
kairov~, -ou ̀ OPPORTUNITY 
kivnduno~, -ou  DANGER 
livqo~, -ou  STONE 
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lovgo~, -ou  WORD, STORY 
mu`qo~, -ou  MYTH, TALE 
nekrov~, -ou ̀ CORPSE 
novmo~, -ou  LAW 
xevno~, -ou  FOREIGNER, GUEST 
oi\ko~, -ou  HOUSE 
oi\no~, -ou  WINE 
o{milo~, -ou  CROWD 
o[neiro~, -ou  DREAM 
o{rko~, -ou  OATH 

o{ro~, -ou  BOUNDARY 
oujranov~, -ou ̀ HEAVEN 
ojfqalmov~, -ou ̀ EYE 
o[clo~, -ou  CROWD 
povlemo~, -ou  WAR 
potamov~, -ou ̀ RIVER 
si`to~, -ou  BREAD, FOOD 
stevfano~, -ou  CROWN 
strathgov~, -ou ̀ GENERAL 
stratov~, -ou ̀ ARMY 

suvmmaco~, -ou  ALLY 
tovpo~, -ou  PLACE 
trovpo~, -ou  WAY, MANNER 
tuvranno~, -ou  TYRANT 
uiJov~, -ou ̀ SON 
u{pno~, -ou  SLEEP 
fivlo~, -ou  FRIEND 
fovbo~, -ou  FEAR 
crovno~, -ou  TIME 
crusov~, -ou ̀ GOLD

 
    ² With respect to qeov~, -ou ̀ GOD:  c Vocative sing. qeov~.  The form qeev belongs to New Testament Greek.  
 c hJ qeov~  =  hJ qeav  GODDESS 

Feminine nouns of the second declension  [26] 

A small number of feminine words follow the first sub-variant of the second declension; they are declined in the same 
way, i.e. use the same endings, but their article and adjectives, if any, will be feminine. The most usual ones are:  

hJ a[mpelo~, -ou  VINE 
hJ bivblo~, -ou  BOOK 
hJ h[peiro~, -ou  MAINLAND 

hJ nh`so~, -ou   ISLAND 
hJ novso~, -ou  ILLNESS, PLAGUE 
hJ oJdov~, -ou ̀ WAY, ROAD 

hJ parqevno~, -ou  MAIDEN 
hJ tavfro~, -ou  DITCH 
hJ yh`fo~, -ou  VOTE, PEBBLE

 

In some cases, only the article will give you information regarding the gender of the noun. Observe these two cases:  

c hJ a[nqrwpo~, -ou  WOMAN:  same word for MAN, oJ a[nqrwpo~, but different article; moreover, in the 3rd declension  
     there is another word that means WOMAN).  
c hJ qeov~, -ou ̀ GODDESS:  same word for GOD, oJ qeov~, but different article; cf. the  1st declension synonym qeav, -a`~,  
     GODDESS).  

b)  Second sub-variant [27] 

All the words belonging to this sub-variant are neuter, therefore the article accompanying these nouns is neuter as well. 
The differences with respect to the first sub-variant affect only the three first cases (nominative, vocative and 
accusative).  

 singular plural  Example:  e[rgon, -ou     WORK, TASK 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

to;    e[rg-on 

w\     e[rg-on 

to;    e[rg-on 

tou`  e[rg-ou 

tw`/    e[rg-w/ 

ta;    e[rg-a 

w\     e[rg-a 

ta;    e[rg-a 

tw`n  e[rg-wn 

toi`~ e[rg-oi~ 

 
² It is important to know that for all neuter nouns the 
nominative, vocative and accusative endings are identical and 

the plural ending in these cases is always -a (this rule applies 

also to other languages, as for instance Latin and Russian).  
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The most common words of this sub-variant are:  

a\qlon, -ou  PRIZE 
ajrguvrion, -ou  MONEY 
davkruon, -ou  TEAR 
dei`pnon, -ou  DINNER 
devndron, -ou  TREE  (irregular)  
desmwthvrion, -ou  PRISON 
dikasthvrion, -ou  LAW COURT 
dw`ron, -ou  GIFT, BRIBE 

e[rgon, -ou  WORK, TASK 

zw`/on, -ou  ANIMAL 
iJmavtion, -ou  GARMENT 
mantei`on, -ou  ORACLE 
nautikovn, -ou`  NAVY 
xuvlon, -ou  WOOD 
o{plon, -ou  WEAPON, ARM 
paidivon, -ou  LITTLE CHILD 

pedivon, -ou  PLAIN 
ploi`on, -ou  BOAT 
shmei`on, -ou  SIGN 
stratovpedon, -ou  CAMP 
tekmhvrion, -ou  PROOF 
tovxon, -ou  BOW 
cwrivon, -ou  PLACE

c)  The Attic declension [28] 

 singular plural  Example:  newv~, -wv     TEMPLE 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

oJ     ne-wv~ 

w\     ne-wv~ 

to;n  ne-wvn 

tou`  ne-wv 
tw`/    ne-wv/ 

oiJ     ne-wv/ 
w\      ne-wv/ 
tou;~  ne-wv~ 

tw`n   ne-wvn 

toi`~  ne-wv/~ 

  
² The most frequent words that follow the Attic 
declension are oJ newv~ TEMPLE and oJ lewv~ PEOPLE. The o 
is lengthened into w and the iota is always subscript. 

 
Notes 
 

1/ Observe that the dat. singular and the nom./voc. plural forms are identical (new/v). 
2/ With regard to adjectives that follow the Attic declension, they will use the variant -wn in the singular ending of  
  the first three cases and -a in the plural ones if the adjective is needed in neuter gender (no neuter nouns follow  
  the Attic declension); all the other endings will be identical to the ones given in the example newv~.  
3/ Some proper nouns follow this sub-type, like Menevlew~, -w MENELAUS and Mivnw~, -w MINOS.  
4/ The “regular” forms naov~, -ou ̀and laov~, -ou ̀can also be found.  

d)  The contract declension [29] 

This declension is followed by words whose stems end in -o or in -e. These vowels interact with the ones featured in the 
declension’s endings (e.g. nov-o~ > nou`~; ojstev-on > ojstou`n), producing this peculiar result. The most common words 
following this declension are oJ nou`~ MIND, oJ plou`~ NAVIGATION, oJ rJou`~ STREAM and the neuter to; ojstou`n BONE:  

 sing.  plur.   sing. plur.   

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen 
Dat. 

n-ou`~ 

n-ou ̀

n-ou`n 

n-ou ̀

n-w`/ 

n-oi` 
n-oi` 
n-ou`~ 

n-w`n 

n-oi`~  

 Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ojst-ou`n 

ojst-ou`n 

ojst-ou`n 

ojst-ou ̀

ojst-w`/ 

ojst-a` 
ojst-a` 
ojst-a` 
ojst-w`n 

ojst-oi`~ 

 
² Observe that only the first three cases 
feature different endings from the standard 
2nd declension. Remember as well that it is not 
uncommon to find the words uncontracted: 
ojstevon and novo~. 
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3.		3rd	declension		

a)  Introduction [30] 

 
 
The third declension comprises a large amount 
of sub-variants. The standard endings of the 
3rd declension are these:  

 masc./fem. neuter 
sing. plur. sing. plur. 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

-~ or -ø 
-~ or -ø 
-a 
-o~ 
-i 

-e~ 
-e~ 
-a~ 
-wn 
-si(n) 

-ø 
-ø 
-ø 

-o~ 
-i 

-a 
-a 
-a 
-wn 
-si(n) 

 
1/ Main stem:    One of the most important concepts related to the 3rd declension is how to find out the main stem of a 
word: in order to do this, the ending -o~ must be removed from the genitive singular form of the word and the 
remaining part will reveal the main stem of that word. For example, to find the stem of the word oJ givga~ GIANT it is 
necessary to look at the genitive singular form, givganto~, and remove the genitive ending -o~: this will reveal the stem 
givgant-, which will be the basis for the whole declension. 

2/ Learning both stems:    As we can see from the example, the main stem of a word may look different, and 
sometimes very different, from the nominative and vocative singular form (and accusative as well, if the word is neuter). 
Sometimes they are so different that it is possible to think that they have two stems: one for the two first cases in the 
singular (or three, if the word is neuter) and another one (the main one) for the rest of the declension.  

The key point for declining correctly a word of the third declension is to learn both stems, when they are different 
(almost always), and to understand clearly when the two different forms have to be used: the nominative stem, or the 
form appearing as the first in the dictionary entries, has to be employed exclusively in the nominative and vocative (and 
accusative, if the word is neuter) singular form, while in all other cases the main stem must be used.  

3/ Two main groups:    The third declension patterns can be divided into two large groups: those applying to words with 
consonant stems and those applying to words with vowel stems. Both these categories can be divided into different sub-
classes.  

b)  Consonant stems 

1/ Stems ending in labial (b, p, f) or guttural (g, k, c) consonants  [31] 

This sub-variant comprises both masculine and feminine nouns.  

The consonant at the end of the stem and the sigma that is present in the nominative singular and the dative plural 
endings will combine with each other, in the interests of euphony. An example of each class follows: for labial, hJ flevy, 

flebov~ VEIN, and for guttural, oJ fuvlax, fuvlako~ GUARD.  
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 sing. plur.   sing. plur. 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

flevy 
flevy 
flevba 
flebov~ 
flebiv 

flevbe~ 
flevbe~ 
flevba~ 
flebw`n 
fleyiv(n) 

 Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

fuvlax 
fuvlax 
fuvlaka 
fuvlako~ 
fuvlaki 

fuvlake~ 
fuvlake~ 
fuvlaka~ 
fulavkwn 
fuvlaxi(n) 

 
Note  

 When you decline a third-declension word, be careful not to add the endings to the nominative form as, for  
instance, flevy, going on with the wrong forms flevya, fleyov~, fleyiv, flevye~ etc. This is a very frequent mistake,  
but also one than can be easily avoided.  

Other frequent words belonging to this category are the following:  

guvy, gupov~ oJ  VULTURE 
qwvrax, -ako~ oJ  BREASTPLATE 
kh`rux, -uko~ oJ  HERALD 
kovlax, -ako~ oJ  FLATTERER 

savlpigx, -iggo~ hJ  TRUMPET 
Sfivgx, -iggo~ hJ  SPHINX 
favlagx, -aggo~ hJ  PHALANX

 [32] 

A very frequent word belonging to this sub-variant is 
the word hJ gunhv, gunaikov~ WOMAN and, as it is quite 
irregular in its declension, it is important to study its 
peculiarities closely.  

  sing.  plur. 
 Nom. 

Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

gunhv 
guvnai 
gunai`ka 
gunaikov~ 

gunaikiv 

gunai`ke~ 
gunai`ke~ 
gunaik̀a~ 
gunaikw`n 

gunaixiv(n) 

 
2/ Stems ending in dental (d, t, q) or nasal (n) consonants  [33] 

This sub-variant comprises masculine, feminine and neuter nouns.  

a/ Although the declension of words featuring dental stems should have been presented in the same section as the labial 
and guttural ones, as they form the so-called group of the occlusive consonants, they are presented together with the 
nasal ones because they share the same morphological characteristics. Let’s begin with a dental stem: 

 sing.    plur. 

 

Example:  hJ lampav~, -avdo~    LAMP 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

lampav~   
lampav~   
lampavda    
lampavdo~   
lampavdi   

lampavde~  
lampavde~  
lampavda~ 
lampavdwn  
lampavsi(n)  

² The dental or the nasal consonant 
disappears when a sigma is added to 
the main stem.  
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Peculiar morphological phenomena for dental stems:  

1/ Nouns with dental stems ending in -i~ and -u~ form the accusative singular by replacing the -~ of the  
      nominative with a -n if the nominative does not have an accent on the ending; if the ending is accented,  
      instead, it follows the usual system, adding an  -a to the main stem:  

c cavri~, cavrito~  GRACE:  acc. sing. cavrin  (because the -i~ has no accent on it) 
c patriv~, patrivdo~  FATHERLAND:  acc. sing. patrivda  (because the -i~ has an accent on it)  
² Exception: “Artemi~, -ido~  ARTEMIS can be either “Artemin or ∆Artevmida in acc. sing.  

2/ Nouns in -i~ have a vocative singular without sigma: pai`~ CHILD, vocative singular pai`.  

3/ kleiv~, -idov~ hJ KEY has both klei`n and klei`da for acc. sing., although klei`da is late Greek, and both klei`~  

      and klei`da~ for acc. plural, although klei`da~ is also late Greek.  

Other common words with dental stem are:  

ajspiv~, -ivdo~ hJ  SHIELD 
ÔEllav~, -avdo~ hJ  GREECE 
ejlpiv~, -ivdo~ hJ  HOPE 
e[ri~, -ido~ hJ  STRIFE 

kovru~, -uqo~ hJ  HELMET 
o[rni~, -iqo~ oJ / hJ  BIRD 
pai`~, paidov~ oJ / hJ  BOY, GIRL 
pouv~, podov~ oJ  FOOT 

u{dwr, u{dato~ tov  WATER 
fugav~, -avdo~ oJ  FUGITIVE, EXILE

  
Notes  

1/ As an exception to the rule above, o[rni~ has both acc. o[rniqa and o[rnin, and three possible acc. pl.:  
      o[rniqa~, o[rni~ and o[rnei~.  

2/ Also as an exception to the same rule, kovru~ has both acc. kovruqa and kovrun.  

3/ nuvx, nuktov~ hJ NIGHT and a[nax, -akto~ oJ KING, MASTER could also be considered guttural, as the disappearance  
      of the -t-  in front of the sigma leaves a guttural (-k-) as the last consonant, which then combines with the  
      sigma (a[nakt-si > a[nak-si > a[naxi). Apart from this, a[nax has a very unusual vocative singular: a[na.  

b/ A very frequent type of dental stem is the -ma, -mato~ type:  

 sing. plur. 

 

Example:  to; sw`ma, -ato~     BODY 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

sw`ma 
sw`ma 
sw`ma 
swvmato~ 
swvmati 

swvmata 
swvmata 
swvmata 
swmavtwn 
swvmasi(n) 

² All of the words that follow the  
     pattern -ma, -mato~ are neuter.  
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Some very common words of this type are: 
 
a[galma, -ato~ tov  STATUE 
ajdivkhma, -ato~ tov  ACT OF INJUSTICE 
ai|ma, -ato~ tov  BLOOD 
aJmavrthma, -ato~ tov  ERROR 
kth`ma, -ato~ tov  POSSESSION 

o[noma, -ato~ tov  NAME 
pra`gma, -ato~ tov  MATTER, AFFAIR 
shm̀a, -ato~ tov  SIGN 
stovma, -ato~ tov  MOUTH 
stravteuma, -ato~ tov  ARMY 

sw`ma, -ato~ tov  BODY 
teivcisma, -ato~ tov  FORTIFICATION 
trau`ma, -ato~ tov  WOUND 
crh`ma, -ato~ tov  THING, MATTER 
crhvmata, -wn tav  MONEY

² Observe the difference in meaning for crh`ma, -ato~ in singular and plural. 

c/ Let’s see now a nasal stem:  [34] 

 sing. plur. 

 

Example:  oJ limhvn, -evno~     HARBOUR 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

limhvn 
limhvn 
limevna 
limevno~ 
limevni 

limevne~ 
limevne~ 
limevna~ 
limevnwn 
limevsi(n) 

² Observe that also the -n- disappears  
     in front of a sigma. 

 
Some other common words in nasal are:  

ajgwvn, -w`no~ oJ  CONTEST, STRUGGLE 
geivtwn, -ono~ oJ  NEIGHBOUR 
”Ellhn, -hno~ oJ  GREEK (person) 
hJgemwvn, -ovno~ oJ  LEADER 

kuvwn, kunov~ oJ / hJ  DOG, BITCH 
leimw`n, -w`no~ oJ  MEADOW 
mhvn, mhnov~ oJ  MONTH 
poimhvn, -evno~ oJ  SHEPHERD 

ceimwvn, -w`no~ oJ  WINTER, STORM 
ciwvn, -ovno~ hJ  SNOW

3/ Stems ending in the group -nt-  [35] 

This group represents a sub-variant of the one comprising stems ending in dental consonants, as it ends in -t, but its 
characteristic morphological trait is that the whole group -nt- disappears when a sigma is added after it, while the 
preceding vowel is sometimes lengthened in compensation. This lengthening takes different forms, depending on 
whether the stem finishes in -a, -o or -e. This sub-type is a very important one to remember, as a lot of participles use it. 
Let’s see some examples: 

 sing. plur. 

 

Example:  oJ gevrwn, -onto~     OLD MAN 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

gevrwn 
gevron 
gevronta 
gevronto~ 
gevronti 

gevronte~ 
gevronte~ 
gevronta~ 
gerovntwn 
gevrousi(n) 

² Note the similarity of gevrousi and equivalent forms 

with the normal present indicative 3rd person plural 
verbal form; confusing them is a common mistake. 
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 sing. plur. 

 

Example:  oJ givga~, -anto~     GIANT 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

givga~ 
givgan 
givganta 
givganto~ 
givganti 

givgante~ 
givgante~ 
givganta~ 
gigavntwn 
givgasi(n) 

² Note that the -a- of the dative plural remains 
graphically as it is (although in fact it becomes a long 
alpha) after the elision of the group -nt-.  

 

 sing. plur. 

 

Example: (oJ) grafeiv~, -evnto~     WRITTEN 
Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

grafeiv~ 
grafeiv~ 
grafevnta 
grafevnto~ 
grafevnti 

grafevnte~ 
grafevnte~ 
grafevnta~ 
grafevntwn 
grafei`si(n) 

² This example is a passive past participle: no usual 
nouns follow this type, so it is reported here to show 
how the declension in -ent- works. 

 
 Note 

 Observe the different forms in the vocative singular cases: sometimes the stem vowel is shortened, as in gevron, 
other times it will remain as it is. There is no specific rule to predict it and, therefore, its form must be learnt for each 
word.  

With respect to the dative plural, the final summary is:  

➢  Type  -ei~,  -ento~  dat. pl.   -eisi ➢  Type  -wn,  -onto~  dat. pl.   -ousi 
➢  Type  -ou~, -onto~  dat. pl.   -ousi ➢  Type  -a~,  -anto~  dat. pl.   -asi 

Some frequent words of this kind are:  

a[rcwn, -onto~ oJ  RULER, GOVERNOR 
qeravpwn, -onto~ oJ  SERVANT 

levwn, -onto~ oJ  LION 
ojdouv~, -ovnto~ oJ  TOOTH 

Xenofw`n, -w`nto~ oJ  XENOPHON

 
4/ Stems ending in liquid (r, l) consonants  [36]  

a/ This declension is quite simple as both lambda and rho remain unvaried when a sigma is added. Let’s see the two 
examples  oJ rJhvtwr, -oro~  ORATOR  and  oJ qhvr, qhrov~  BEAST:  

 sing. plur. 

 

 sing. plur. 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

rJhvtwr 
rJh`tor 
rJhvtora 
rJhvtoro~ 
rJhvtori 

rJhvtore~ 
rJhvtore~ 
rJhvtora~ 
rJhtovrwn 
rJhvtorsi(n) 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

qhvr 
qhvr 
qh`ra 
qhrov~ 
qhriv 

qh`re~ 
qh`re~ 
qh`ra~ 
qhrw`n 
qhrsiv(n) 
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As in the previous category, the vocative singular form is unpredictable here as well: in some cases the vowel shortens, 
and in other cases it remains as it is.  

Other words of this sub-type are:  

ajhvr, ajevro~ oJ  AIR 
aijqhvr, -evro~ oJ  UPPER AIR 
a{l~, aJlov~ oJ  SALT      ² This is the only noun in -l- 
e[ar, h\ro~ tov  SPRING (season) 

krathvr, -h`ro~ oJ  BOWL 
mavrtu~, -uro~ oJ  WITNESS 
pu`r, purov~ tov  FIRE        ² dat pl. puroi`~, as if of the 2nd decl. 
ceivr, ceirov~ hJ  HAND      ² dat. pl. cersiv

b/ Three nouns in -r (pathvr FATHER, mhvthr MOTHER, qugavthr DAUGHTER) present some irregularities, and it is important [37] 
to learn them accurately as they recur very frequently. The noun  pathvr, patrov~  FATHER  declines as follows:  

 sing. plur.   

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

pathvr 
pavter 
patevra 
patrov~ 

patriv 

patevre~ 
patevre~ 
patevra~ 
patevrwn 

patravsi(n) 

 

² Observe especially the unusual alpha in 
the dative plural and the loss of the -e- in 
some cases. 

 
² mhvthr, mhtrov~ hJ  MOTHER  and qugavthr, qugatrov~ hJ  DAUGHTER  decline in the same way as pathvr.  
² ajsthvr, -evro~ oJ  STAR  is regular, but has a dative plural in the same style as pathvr: ajstravsi(n). 

c/ The word ajnhvr, ajndrov~ MAN presents even more irregularities:  

 sing. plur. 

 
² Observe especially the unexpected delta  
      in most cases.  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ajnhvr 
a[ner 
a[ndra 

ajndrov~ 
ajndriv 

a[ndre~ 
a[ndre~ 
a[ndra~ 

ajndrw`n 
ajndravsi(n) 

ajnhvr means MAN as opposed to WOMAN, while a[nqrwpo~ means MAN in the sense of HUMAN BEING,  PERSON, and, therefore, 
can be either masculine or feminine (this last differentiation depends exclusively on the gender of any accompanying 
adjective or article).  

5/ Stems ending in sigma  [38] 

This group is rather difficult because intervocalic sigmas (i.e. sigmas placed between two vowels - in the present case 
between the final vowel of the stem and the initial vowel of the ending) disappear and the vowels contract.  

This category can be divided into three groups:  
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a)  Group of variable  -e~ 

All of them are neuter, and there is an alternation -e~ / -o~ in the stem. With this alternation and the contractions that 
take place after the disappearance of the sigma between vowels, the final result looks like this:  

 sing. plur. 

 

Example:  gevno~, -ou~     FAMILY, CLASS 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

gevno~ 
gevno~ 
gevno~ 

gevnou~ 
gevnei 

gevnh 
gevnh 
gevnh 
genw`n 
gevnesi(n) 

² Do not confuse the -o~ of this sub-variant 
with the -o~ of the 2nd declension, and the -h 

plural with the -h of the 1st declension.  

 
²  It could be said that the usual alpha of neuter plural is “hidden” inside the final contraction:  
     gevnesa > gevnea > gevnh.  

Some frequent words of this kind:  

bevlo~, -ou~ tov  MISSILE 
gevno~, -ou~ tov  FAMILY, CLASS 
devo~, -ou~ tov  FEAR 
e[po~, -ou~ tov  WORD 
e[to~, -ou~ tov  YEAR 
qevro~, -ou~ tov  SUMMER 
kavllo~, -ou~ tov  BEAUTY 
kevrdo~, -ou~ tov  GAIN 

klevo~, -ou~ tov  GLORY 
kravto~, -ou~ tov  POWER, STRENGTH 
mevgeqo~, -ou~ tov  MAGNITUDE 
mevro~, -ou~ tov  PART 
xivfo~, -ou~ tov  SWORD 
o[neido~, -ou~ tov  REPROACH 
o[ro~, -ou~ tov  MOUNTAIN 
o[felo~, -ou~ tov  BENEFIT 

pavqo~, -ou~ tov  SUFFERING 
plh`qo~, -ou~ tov  CROWD 
skeu`o~, -ou~ tov  EQUIPMENT 
tei`co~, -ou~ tov  WALL 
tevlo~, -ou~ tov  END, COMPLETION 
yeu`do~, -ou~ tov  LIE

 

b)  Group of invariable  -e~ 

This group comprises only adjectives and proper names (like Socrates, Diogenes, etc.), with the exception of hJ trihvrh~ [39] 
TRIREME, which is the only noun belonging to this group. But there is a reason for its inclusion: in fact trihvrh~ is simply 
an adjective but, because of its frequent use, it has come to be considered as a noun. 

So, except for proper names and hJ trihvrh~, this group is used for adjectives only. Hence, the examples that will follow 
will show the full declension of hJ trihvrh~ and of the neuter adjective ajlhqev~ TRUE, which will provide an example for the 
neuter form of this declension (for the complete explanation of this type of adjectives, see the appropriate section).  

The ending -e~ was originally kept all along the declension, and this is why it is usually called invariable; nonetheless 
some contractions took place and, after the contractions, the final result is as follows:  
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 sing. plur.  
 

 

 sing. plur. 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

trihvrh~ 
trih`re~ 
trihvrh 

trihvrou~ 
trihvrei 

trihvrei~ 
trihvrei~ 
trihvrei~ 

trihvrwn 
trihvresi(n) 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ajlhqev~ 
ajlhqev~ 
ajlhqev~ 

ajlhqou`~ 
ajlhqei` 

ajlhqh` 
ajlhqh` 
ajlhqh` 

ajlhqw`n 
ajlhqevsi(n) 

 
² Observe that the accusative plural trihvrei~ is identical to the nominative plural.  

Some of the proper names following this declension are:  

Diogevnh~, -ou~    DIOGENES 
Swkravth~, -ou~   SOCRATES 
² But proper names can also have an acc. in -hn, as if they belonged to the -h~, -ou sub-type of the 1st declension:  
     Swkravthn, Diogevnhn. 
² Periklh`~ PERICLES and other proper names ending in -klh`~ (for instance, ÔHraklh`~  HERACLES) present this  
     peculiar declension: -klh`~, -klei~, -kleva, -klevou~, -klei`.  

c) Group of -a~ 

All the nouns comprised in this category are neuter. After the contractions, the final result is as follows:  [40] 

  sing. plur. 

 

Example:  gevra~, -w~     REWARD 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

gevra~ 
gevra~ 
gevra~ 
gevrw~ 
gevra/ 

gevra 
gevra 
gevra 
gerw`n 
gevrasi(n) 

² Nouns belonging to this group  
     are not very frequent.  

 
Apart from gevra~, the only frequent word is kevra~, -w~  HORN, WING (of army). This last word can also follow a different 
declension, like sw`ma, -ato~, resulting in kevvra~, -ato~.  

c)  Vowel stems 

1/ Stem ending in -i or -u:  [41] 

This category can be divided into two groups: words featuring an invariable stem and words featuring a variable stem. In 
both cases, the main characteristic is in the accusative singular they use the ending -n and instead of -a.  
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a)  Invariable stem 

 singular plural 

 

Example:  oJ ijcquv~, -uvo~     FISH 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ijcquv~ 

ijcquv 
ijcquvn 
ijcquvo~ 
ijcquvi> 

ijcquve~ 

ijcquve~ 
ijcqu`~ 
ijcquvwn 
ijcquvsi(n) 

² Observe the similarity between the nom. sing. and  
     the acc. pl. forms, which differ only in the accents.  

² ijcquv~ may have an acc. plural ijcquva~.  

 
Actually, only a few words belong to this group; the two most frequent ones are:  

hJ ijscuv~, -uvo~  STRENGTH 
hJ oi\~, oijov~   SHEEP  ² It declines as ijcquv~: acc. sing. oi\n, nom. pl. oi\e~, etc. 

b)  Variable stem 

The most frequent type of this kind of substantive is the feminine one in -i~, -ew~. The other one, masculine in -u~, -ew~, [42] 
is not so frequent, and the neuter type in -u, -ew~ even rarer. Here we have an example of each: the feminine hJ povli~,  

-ew~  CITY, the masculine oJ prevsbu~, -ew~  AMBASSADOR, and the neuter to; a[stu, -ew~  TOWN.  

 sing.  plur.  sing.  plur.   sing. plur. 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc.  
Gen.  
Dat.  

povli~ 
povli 
povlin 

povlew~ 
povlei 

povlei~ 
povlei~ 
povlei~ 

povlewn 
povlesi(n) 

 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc.  
Gen.  
Dat. 

prevsbu~ 
prevsbu 
prevsbun 

prevsbew~ 
prevsbei 

prevsbei~ 
prevsbei~ 
prevsbei~ 
prevsbewn 
prevsbesi(n) 

 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc.  
Gen.  
Dat. 

a[stu 
a[stu 
a[stu 

a[stew~ 
a[stei 

a[sth 
a[sth 
a[sth 

a[stewn 
a[stesi(n) 

² Observe that the accusative plural form is identical to the nominative plural, accent included. 

³ Some adjectives are declined following the -u~ and -u types for masculine and neuter forms, respectively; although it 
will be pointed out again in the corresponding chapter, it is worth noting here that in the genitive singular the adjectives 
have the ending -eo~ instead of -ew~, used by nouns.  

The most frequent nouns of this type are:  

ai[sqhsi~, -ew~ hJ  PERCEPTION 
ajkrovpoli~, -ew~ hJ  ACROPOLIS 
duvnami~, -ew~ hJ  POWER 
krivsi~, -ew~ hJ  DECISION, JUDGEMENT 
o[yi~, -ew~ hJ  SIGHT 
pivsti~, -ew~ hJ  PLEDGE, TRUST 

povli~, -ew~ hJ  CITY 
pra`xi~, -ew~ hJ  ACTION 
provfasi~, -ew~ hJ  EXCUSE 
stavsi~, -ew~ hJ  FACTION 
tavxi~, -ew~ hJ  POST, ARRANGEMENT 
u{bri~, -ew~ hJ  INSOLENCE 

frovnhsi~, -ew~ hJ  PRUDENCE 
fuvsi~, -ew~ hJ  NATURE 

mavnti~, -ew~ oJ / hJ  SOOTHSAYER 
pevleku~, -ew~ oJ  AXE 
prevsbu~, -ew~ oJ  AMBASSADOR, OLD MAN 
a[stu, -ew~ tov  TOWN
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2/ Stem ending in diphthong -eu, -au and  -ou  [43] 

a/ The most frequent one is the type in -eu. All the nouns belonging to this category are masculine.  

 sing. plur. 

 

Example:  oJ basileuv~, -evw~     KING 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

basileuv~ 
basileu ̀
basileva 

basilevw~ 
basilei ̀

basilei`~ 
basilei`~ 
basileva~ 

basilevwn 
basileu`si(n) 

² Note that in this sub-type the accusative 
plural is different from the nominative (in the 
sub-type prevsbu~, -ew~ they were identical).  

 
Other frequent nouns belonging to this category are the following:  

aJlieuv~, -evw~ oJ  FISHERMAN 
∆Acilleuv~, -evw~ oJ  ACHILLES 
goneuv~, -evw~ oJ  PARENT 
dromeuv~, -evw~ oJ  RUNNER 

eJrmhneuv~, -evw~ oJ  INTERPRETER 
iJereuv~, -evw~ oJ  PRIEST 
iJppeuv~, -evw~ oJ  HORSEMAN 
∆Odusseuv~, -evw~ oJ  ODYSSEUS 

suggrafeuv~, -evw~ oJ  WRITER 
foneuv~, -evw~ oJ  ASSASSIN 
calkeuv~, -evw~ oJ  SMITH

b/ Nouns containing the diphthongs -au and -ou are very unusual. The two most frequent ones are hJ grau`~ OLD WOMAN 
and  oJ bou`~ OX: 

 sing.        plur. 

 

 sing. plur. 

 
² Observe that in these words 
the accusative plural is identical 
to the nominative singular.  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

grau`~ 
grau ̀
grau`n 
graov~ 

grai? 

gra`e~ 
gra`e~ 
grau`~ 
graw`n 

grausiv(n) 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

bou`~ 
bou ̀
bou`n 
boov~ 

boi? 

bove~ 
bove~ 
bou`~ 
bow`n 

bousiv(n) 

 
c/ A very important word containing the diphthong -au is the word  hJ nau`~  SHIP. It is important to study its declension [44] 
in detail, as it features numerous irregularities:  

 sing.      plur. 

 

² Observe the alternation not only between a and e  

     but also between e and h.  

 

² Apart from these standard forms, more are found in  
     classical writers.  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

nau`~ 
nau ̀
nau`n 
newv~ 
nhiv 

nh`e~ 
nh`e~ 
nau`~ 
new`n 
nausiv(n) 
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3/ Stem ending in -oi and  -w  [45] 

In this group we find three types of morphologically unusual words. The phenomena of elision, contraction, etc., produce 
peculiar endings, in some cases with many alternative options.    

 a)  First type:    aijdwv~, iJdrwv~, crwv~, fw`~ 

 sing.      

 
 
 

Example:  hJ aijdwv~     RESPECT 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

aijdwv~ 
aijdwv~ 
aijdw ̀
aijdou`~ 
aijdoi ̀

² As a general rule, these words lack plural.  

The words appearing in the title follow this declension, but they can also use a stem ending in -t (gender and meaning, of 
course, are the same), giving the following forms:  

hJ aijdwv~, -w`to~  RESPECT  oJ crwv~, crwtov~  SKIN 
oJ iJdrwv~, -w`to~  SWEAT  to; fw`~, fwtov~  LIGHT   

In this case, they decline as normal nouns with dental stems.  

 b)  Second type:    peiqwv 

 sing. 

 

Example:  hJ peiqwv     PERSUASION 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat.  

peiqwv 
peiqoi ̀

peiqwv 
peiqou`~ 
peiqoi ̀

² Other nouns that follow this type are:  

     hJ hjcwv       ECHO 
     hJ Sapfwv    SAPPHO  (Acc. -ou`n) 
     hJ Lhtwv       LETO 

 c)  Third type:    h{rw~  

The word h{rw~  HERO presents several optional forms even within the Attic dialect:  [46] 

 sing.  plur. 

 
² Other nouns that follow this declension are:  

     oJ Trwv~    TROJAN 
     oJ dmwv~    SLAVE 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat.  

h{rw~ 
h{rw~ 
h{rwa    -  h{rw 
h{rwo~  -  h{rw 

h{rwi     -  h{rw/ 

h{rwe~  -  h{rw~ 
h{rwe~  -  h{rw~ 
h{rwa~  -  h{rw~ 
hJrwvwn 

h{rwsi(n) 
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d)  Irregular nouns  [47] 

The word uiJov~, -ou`  SON, which can be declined following the 2nd declension, is sometimes declined following the 3rd 
declension in some of its forms:  

 sing.          plur. 

 
² The missing forms are not used in the optional  
     version created by following the 3rd declension.  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat.  

 
 
 
uiJevo~ 
uiJei ̀

uiJei`~ 
uiJei`~ 
uiJei`~ 
uiJevwn 
uiJevsi(n) 

 
Most of other 3rd declension nouns that are usually considered to be irregular have already been included in the section 
corresponding to the sub-variant they belong to, if they occur very frequently: for instance, gunhv, gunaikov~  WOMAN  has 
been included in the sub-variant of the gutturals, and ajnhvr, ajndrov~  MAN  in the sub-variant of stems in -r.  

Other irregular nouns that do not occur so frequently were not listed in the sections corresponding to the sub-variant 
they belong to (for instance, to; ou\~, wjtov~  EAR  would clearly belong to the dental sub-variant, as its stem finishes in -t). 
The nominative and genitive forms of these nouns are so different that they seem to be irregular, while instead they 
decline regularly.  

The main ones are:  

to; ou\~, wjtov~  EAR 
hJ qrivx, tricov~  HAIR 
oJ Zeuv~, Diov~  ZEUS  

As can be observed, they all have consonant stems, except for Zeuv~. 
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d) Adjectives 

General	observations		 [48]	

a/ An adjective has gender:  In Greek, as in many other languages, if an adjective accompanies a masculine noun, it 
must be masculine; the adjective must be feminine if it accompanies a feminine noun, and neuter if the noun is neuter. 
On the basis of the different classes adjectives belong to, gender will be expressed by means of different declensions.  

b/ Classes of adjectives:  There are three classes of adjectives in Greek, and each adjective belongs to one of these 
classes: please note that we are talking about classes, not declensions. For instance, the Greek adjective ajgaqov~ GOOD 
belongs to the first class, the adjective  ajsfalhv~  SAFE  belongs to the second one, and the adjective tacuv~ QUICK belongs 
to the third one.  

1.		1st	class	of	adjectives	 [49]	

a)  The standard -o~, -a/-h, -on scheme 

The first class uses the 1st and 2nd declensions. They are the so-called 2-1-2 adjectives, as they inflect as follows: 

 c  If the adjective is masculine,  it follows the 2nd declension  (1st sub-variant).  
 c  If the adjective is feminine,  it follows the 1st declension  (one of the sub-variants for feminine nouns).  
 c  If the adjective is neuter,  it follows the 2nd declension  (2nd sub-variant).  

The dictionary form shows the three nominative forms (masc./fem./neuter). For instance: 

 ajgaqov~, -hv, -ovn     GOOD  divkaio~, -a, -on     LAWFUL, FAIR 

The dictionary form will show which of the 1st declension sub-variants is to be used to inflect the feminine adjective. If 
the dictionary form of the adjective is -o~, -h, -on, the -h indicates that the feminine version will follow the 2nd sub-
variant of the 1st declension (h all through). If the dictionary form is -o~, -a, -on, the feminine will use the 1st sub-variant 
(a all through). Hardly any adjectives follow the 3rd sub-variant for the feminine.  

The most frequent adjectives following the 2-1-2 scheme are: 

q  Type  -o~, -h, -on 

ajgaqov~, -hv, -ovn  GOOD 
a[smeno~, -h, -on  GLAD 
deilov~, -hv, -ovn  COWARDLY 
deinov~, -hv, -ovn  TERRIBLE 
dh`lo~, -h, -on  CLEAR, EVIDENT 
dunatov~, -hv, -ovn  POSSIBLE, CAPABLE 
e[scato~, -h, -on  FURTHEST 

qaumastov~, -hv, -ovn  AMAZING 
qnhtov~, -hv, -ovn  MORTAL 
iJkanov~, -hv, -ovn  SUFFICIENT 
i[so~, -h, -on  EQUAL 
kainov~, -hv, -ovn  NEW 
kakov~, -hv, -ovn  BAD 
kalov~, -hv, -ovn  NICE, BEAUTIFUL 

kenov~, -hv, -ovn  EMPTY 
koinov~, -hv, -ovn  COMMON 
loipov~, -hv, -ovn  REMAINING 
mevso~, -h, -on  MIDDLE 
mestov~, -hv, -ovn  FULL 
movno~, -h, -on  ALONE 
ojlivgo~, -h, -on  LITTLE 
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pistov~, -hv, -ovn  TRUSTWORTHY 
prw`to~, -h, -on  FIRST 
sofov~, -hv, -ovn  WISE 

fivlo~, -h, -on  FRIENDLY 
calepov~, -hv, -ovn  DIFFICULT 
crhvsimo~, -h, -on  USEFUL 

crhstov~, -hv, -ovn  GOOD

q  Type -o~, -a, -on  

∆Aqhnai`o~, -a, -on  ATHENIAN 
aijscrov~, -av, -ovn  SHAMEFUL 
ai[tio~, -a, -on  RESPONSIBLE 
ajnagkai`o~, -a, -on  NECESSARY 
ajndrei`o~, -a, -on  VALIANT, BRAVE 
a[xio~, -a, -on  WORTHY 
ajrcai`o~, -a, -on  ANCIENT 
blaberov~, -av, -ovn  HARMFUL 
deuvtero~, -a, -on  SECOND 
dhmovsio~, -a, -on  PUBLIC 
divkaio~, -a, -on  JUST, RIGHT 

ejleuvqero~, -a, -on  FREE 
ejpithvdeio~, -a, -on  USEFUL 
ejcqrov~, -av, -ovn  HOSTILE 
qei`o~, -a, -on  DIVINE 
i[dio~, -a, -on  PRIVATE 
iJerov~, -av, -ovn  SACRED 
ijscurov~, -av, -ovn  STRONG 
kaqarov~, -av, -ovn  PURE 
makrov~, -av, -ovn  BIG, LONG 
mikrov~, -av, -ovn  SMALL, LITTLE 
nevo~, -a, -on  YOUNG 

o{moio~, -a, -on  SIMILAR 
plouvsio~, -a, -on  RICH 
polevmio~, -a, -on  HOSTILE 
ponhrov~, -av, -ovn  WICKED 
provtero~, -a, -on  FORMER 
rJav/dio~, -a, -on  EASY 
spoudai`o~, -a, -on  DILIGENT, EARNEST 
teleutai`o~, -a, -on  FINAL 
fanerov~, -av, -ovn  CONSPICUOUS 
foberov~, -av, -ovn  FRIGHTENING, FEARFUL

Common mistake:     oJrw` kalo ;n nh`son     instead of    oJrw` kalh ;n nh`son    I SEE A NICE ISLAND. 

Adjective and noun must agree in case, number and gender (in this example, accusative feminine singular), but do not 
necessarily follow the same declension. nh`so~ ISLAND is feminine in Greek, so the adjective must be feminine as well, 
therefore it will follow the first declension. The fact that the noun nh`so~ ISLAND itself belongs to the second declension 
must not affect the choice of the declension used to inflect the adjective: this decision must be based on the gender of 
the noun, NOT on the declension followed by the noun.  

b)  The -o~, -o~, -on scheme 

This class of adjectives has a variant, which comprehends compound adjectives, i.e. adjectives formed by adding a prefix [50] 
to the basic form of an adjective (for example, a privative alpha). These adjectives inflect the feminine forms using the 
2nd declension (it could be said that the follow a 2-2-2 scheme), although some of them can also follow the 1st declension 
for the feminine (2-1-2 scheme), like ajqavnato~: we may find it both as an -o~, -h, -on adjective and as an -o~, -o~, -on one.  

The most frequent adjectives of this type are:  

a[dhlo~, -o~, -on  UNCLEAR 
a[diko~, -o~, -on  UNFAIR 
ajduvnato~, -o~, -on  IMPOSSIBLE, INCAPABLE 
ajqavnato~, -o~, -on  IMMORTAL 
ajxiovlogo~, -o~, -on  WORTH MENTIONING 
a[peiro~, -o~, -on  INEXPERIENCED 
a[pisto~, -o~, -on  UNTRUSTWORTHY 

ajprosdovkhto~, -o~, -on  UNEXPECTED 
a[timo~, -o~, -on  DISHONOURED 
bavrbaro~, -o~, -on  NON GREEK-SPEAKING 
bevbaio~, -o~, -on  SECURE, FIRM 
duvsmoro~, -on  DISGRACEFUL 
e[mpeiro~, -o~, -on  EXPERIENCED 
e[ndoxo~, -o~, -on  FAMOUS 

e[rhmo~, -o~, -on  DESERT 
eJtoi`mo~, -o~, -on  READY 
h{suco~, -o~, -on  QUIET 
provqumo~, -o~, -on  EAGER 
frovnimo~, -o~, -on  PRUDENT 
suvmmaco~, -o~, -on  ALLIED 
wjfevlimo~, -o~, -on  BENEFICIAL

• ejgw; d∆ oJrw`sa duvsmoro~ kata; stevga~ klaivw     AND I, ILL-FATED, SEEING IT, CRY THROUGHOUT THE HOUSE  
   (Sophocles, Electra).      ² Observe that duvsmoro~ refers to a feminine subject.  
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c)  Adjectives following the contract or Attic declensions  [51] 

Some 2-1-2 (or even 2-2-2) adjectives follow the contract or Attic declensions for masculine and neuter forms, while the 
feminine form (1st declension) does not differ.  

1/ The most frequent adjectives following the contract declension are:  

diplou`~, -h`, -ou`n DOUBLE 
aJplou`~, -h`, -ou`n SIMPLE 
ajrgurou`~, -h`, -ou`n SILVER 

crusou`~, -h`, -ou`n  GOLDEN 
eu[nou~, -ou~, -oun  BENEVOLENT       ² Observe that this is a 2-2-2 scheme.  
kakovnou~, -ou~, -oun  MALICIOUS           ² Also a 2-2-2 scheme. 

We can find them also without contraction: cruvseo~, etc. 

2/ The most important adjectives following the Attic declension are: 

i{lew~, -w~, -wn   FAVOURABLE                               ² Observe that it is a 2-2-2 scheme.  
ajghvrw~, -w~, -wn   UNDECAYING, IMPERISHABLE      ² Also a 2-2-2 scheme.  

plevw~, -a, -wn  FULL

It must be noted that the neuter plural of Attic forms of adjectives does not contract: i{lea, NOT i{la. Also some of the 
contract adjectives do not contract in neuter plural, while others do: eu[noa (uncontracted) but ajrgura` (contracted).  

2.		2nd	class	of	adjectives		 [52]	

This class of adjectives uses only the third declension to inflect all genders. Adjectives belonging to this type have two 
forms: the so-called -h~ adjectives and the so-called -wn adjectives. In both categories, the masculine and feminine forms 
are identical, and the neuter form is just a little different, but all of them follow the third declension. As usual, their 
entry form in a dictionary features the masc./fem. and neuter nominatives. As the adjectives kalov~, -hv, -ovn were called 
adjectives 2-1-2 on the basis of the declensions they employed, these are called adjectives 3-3.  

a)  Adjectives of the -h~, -e~ type  [53] 

The endings were affected by phenomena of contractions between the final e of the stem and the vowels featured in the 
endings, as happened in the 3rd declension nouns in -s-. This type of adjectives follows, for the masculine and feminine 
forms, the same declension of trihvrh~, -ou~ TRIREME (which, as we noted in the corresponding section of the Declensions, 
is in fact a substantival adjective), while the neuter endings are similar to those of gevno~, -ou~, apart from the 
Nom./Voc./Acc. singular endings in -ev~. Let’s see the declension of the adjective that means FALSE, LYING:  

 singular plural 

 

Example:   yeudhv~, -ev~     FALSE 

 masc./fem neuter masc./fem neuter 

² Observe that the nominative, vocative 
and accusative plural forms are identical 
also in masc. and fem.  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

yeudhv~ 

yeudev~ 
yeudh` 
yeudou`~ 
yeudei` 

yeudev~ 
yeudev~ 
yeudev~ 
yeudou`~ 
yeudei` 

yeudei`~ 

yeudei`~ 
yeudei`~ 
yeudw`n 
yeudevsi(n) 

yeudh` 

yeudh` 
yeudh` 
yeudw`n 
yeudevsi(n) 
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 Note 

 Some adjectives have -a instead of -h in the acc. sing. masc. and fem.: uJgihv~ HEALTHY, acc. sing. uJgia,̀ not uJgih.̀  

The most frequent adjectives belonging to this category are:  

ajkribhv~, -ev~  EXACT, PRECISE 
ajlhqhv~, -ev~  TRUE 
ajmaqhv~, -ev~  IGNORANT 
ajmelhv~, -ev~  NEGLIGENT 
ajsebhv~, -ev~  IMPIOUS 
ajsqenhv~, -ev~  WEAK, ILL 

ajsfalhv~, -ev~  SAFE, SECURE 
dusmenhv~, -ev~  HOSTILE 
dustuchv~, -ev~  UNFORTUNATE 
ejmfanhv~, -ev~  EVIDENT 
eujgenhv~, -ev~  NOBLE 
eujsebhv~, -ev~  PIOUS 

eujtuchv~, -ev~  FORTUNATE 
plhvrh~, -e~  FULL 
safhv~, -ev~  CLEAR 
suggenhv~, -ev~  AKIN 
uJgihv~, -ev~  HEALTHY 
yeudhv~, -ev~  FALSE, LYING 

b)  Adjectives of the -wn, -on type  [54] 

There are no contractions in this type, so it is easier than the previous one. It follows the type of limhvn, -evno~ HARBOUR. 
Let’s see the declension of the adjective that means PRUDENT:  

 sing. plural 

 

Example:  swvfrwn, -on    PRUDENT 

 masc./fem. neuter masc./fem. neuter 
² Observe that in this case the 
masc./fem. accusative plural is not 
identical to the nominative 
(because there have been no 
contractions).  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

swvfrwn 
sw`fron 
swvfrona 
swvfrono~ 

swvfroni 

sw`fron 
sw`fron 
sw`fron 
swvfrono~ 
swvfroni 

swvfrone~ 
swvfrone~ 
swvfrona~ 
swfrovnwn 

swvfrosi(n) 

swvfrona 
swvfrona 
swvfrona 
swfrovnwn 
swvfrosi(n) 

 
The most frequent adjectives belonging to this category are:  

ejpisthvmwn, -on SKILLED 
eujdaivmwn, -on BLESSED 

kakodaivmwn, -on   MISERABLE 
swvfrwn, -on   PRUDENT,  SENSIBLE 

tlhvmwn, -on       WRETCHED 

c)  Adjectives of the -i~, -i type  [55] 

There are three adjectives ending in -i~, -i that deserve some attention: 

q  filovpoli~, -i  PATRIOTIC    It declines like povli~ except the special cases for the neuter:  
     ²  filovpoli in the singular and filopovlh in the plural.  

q  eu[elpi~, -i  HOPEFUL    It declines like ejlpiv~ except the special cases for the neuter:  
     ²  eu[elpi in the singular and eujevlpida in the plural.  

q  a[cari~, -i    THANKLESS  It declines like cavri~ except the special cases for the neuter:  
     ²  a[cari in the singular and ajcavrita in the plural.  

There are other two-ending adjectives of this style, but very unusual, like ajpavtwr, -or FATHERLESS.  
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3.		3rd	class	of	adjectives		 [56]	

The third class uses a combination of the 1st and the 3rd declensions:  

 Masculine :  3rd declension           Feminine :  1st declension           Neuter :  3rd declension 

Because of this distribution, they are also called 3-1-3 adjectives.  

a)  Adjectives of the type -u~, -eia, -u  [57] 

The masculine follows the type prevsbu~, -ew~ but with a slight modification which will be highlighted in the notes, 
while the neuter follows the type a[stu, -ew~, but with another modification in the plural. Let’s see the declension of the 
adjective that means FAST:  

 sing. plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

tacuv~ 

tacuv 
tacuvn 
tacevo~ 
tacei ̀

tacei`a 
tacei`a 
tacei`an 
taceiva~ 
taceiva/ 

tacuv 
tacuv 
tacuv 
tacevo~ 
tacei ̀

tacei`~ 

tacei`~ 
tacei`~ 
tacevwn 
tacevsi(n) 

tacei`ai 
tacei`ai 
taceiva~ 
taceiw`n 
taceivai~ 

taceva 

taceva 
taceva 
tacevwn 
tacevsi(n) 

 
Notes 

 1/ The genitive singular masc. and neuter ending is not -evw~, but -evo~. REMEMBER: -evw~ in nouns, -evo~ in   
      adjectives.  
2/ The neuter ending -ea does not contract into -h, as happened with adjectives in -h~, -e~.  
3/ The masculine accusative plural is identical to the nominative.  

 
The most frequent adjectives that follow this type are:  

baquv~, -ei`a, -uv  DEEP 
baruv~, -ei`a, -uv  HEAVY 
braduv~, -ei`a, -uv  SLOW 
glukuv~, -ei`a, -uv  SWEET 

eujruv~, -ei`a, -uv  WIDE, BROAD 
hJduv~, -ei`a, -uv  SWEET 
h{misu~, -eia, -u  HALF 
qrasuv~, -ei`a, -uv  BOLD 

ojxuv~, -ei`a, -uv  SHARP 
tacuv~, -ei`a, -uv  FAST, QUICK 
tracuv~, -ei`a, -uv  ROUGH

 

b)  Adjectives of the type -nt- in masculine and neuter  [58] 

The masculine and neuter follow the -nt- sub-variant of the 3rd declension, with some variations in the nominative, and 
the feminine follows the 3rd sub-variant of the 1st declension. This type of adjectives with -nt- in masculine and neuter is 
extremely important because it is used to inflect participles, which will be introduced in the relevant sections of the 
chapters on verbs.  
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1/ A very important adjective belonging to this category is the adjective  pa`~, pa`sa, pa`n  ALL: 

 singular plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

pa`~ 
----- 
pavnta 

pantov~ 
pantiv 

pa`sa 
----- 
pa`san 

pavsh~ 
pavsh/ 

pa`n 
------ 
pa`n 

pantov~ 
pantiv 

pavnte~ 
----- 
pavnta~ 

pavntwn 
pa`si(n) 

pa`sai 
------ 
pavsa~ 

pasw`n 
pavsai~ 

pavnta 
----- 

pavnta 

pavntwn 
pa`si(n) 

Usually this adjective pa`~ is used with the article if we want to make emphasis on the quantity:  

• pavnte~ oiJ a[nqrwpoi e[fugon     ALL THE MEN FLED.  

But if the quality is meant, it will be found without the article (and usually in singular):  

• pa`~ a[nqrwpo~ th;n povlin filei`     ANY MAN LOVES HIS CITY.  
   ² It means the same as pavnte~ oiJ a[nqrwpoi, but in this case the emphasis falls on the quality.  

2/ Another one is the adjective  eJkwvn, -ou`sa, -ovn  WILLING:  

 sing. plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

eJkwvn 
----- 
eJkovnta 
eJkovnto~ 

eJkovnti 

eJkou`sa 
----- 
eJkou`san 
eJkouvsh~ 

eJkouvsh/ 

eJkovn 
------ 
eJkovn 
eJkovnto~ 

eJkovnti 

eJkovnte~ 
----- 
eJkovnta~ 
eJkovntwn 

eJkou`si(n) 

eJkou`sai 
------ 
eJkouvsa~ 
eJkousw`n 

eJkouvsai~ 

eJkovnta 
----- 

eJkovnta 
eJkovntwn 

eJkou`si(n) 

 
3/ Another one, the adjective  carivei~, -essa, -en  GRACEFUL:  

 sing. plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

carivei~ 

carivei~ 
cariventa 
carivento~ 
cariventi 

carivessa 

carivessa 
carivessan 
carievssh~ 
carievssh/ 

cariven 

cariven 
cariven 
carivento~ 
cariventi 

carivente~ 

carivente~ 
cariventa~ 
carievntwn 
carivesi(n) 

carivessai 

carivessai 
carievssa~ 
cariessw`n 
carievssai~ 

cariventa 

cariventa 
cariventa 
carievntwn 
carivesi(n) 

 
² Note the irregular dative plural forms carivesi, which substitutes the expected lengthened form cariveisi. 
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4.		Irregular	adjectives		 [59]	

A small number of adjectives that appear very frequently are irregular not just insofar as the morphology of each 
declension is concerned, but also with regard to the combination of declension-types.  

a/ The two most frequent ones are:  

➢  mevga~, megavlh, mevga  BIG, LARGE  
➢  poluv~, pollhv, poluv  MUCH      ² In plural,  MANY 

Although in nominative and accusative they look like adjectives of the 3-1-3 type, in fact they belong to the 2-1-2 type, 
but instead of the expected -o~, -h, -on adjective forms we find some irregularities in the masculine and neuter singular 
inflection, while the plural forms are completely regular. 

The irregularities are highlighted in italics in the following charts:  

 sing. plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

mevga~ 

megavle 

mevgan 

megavlou 
megavlw/ 

megavlh 
megavlh 

megavlhn 
megavlh~ 
megavlh/ 

mevga 

mevga 

mevga 

megavlou 
megavlw/ 

megavloi 
megavloi 

megavlou~ 
megavlwn 
megavloi~ 

megavlai 
megavlai 

megavla~ 
megavlwn 
megavlai~ 

megavla 
megavla 
megavla 
megavlwn 
megavloi~ 

 

 sing. plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

poluv~ 

----- 

poluvn 

pollou ̀
pollw`/ 

pollhv 
----- 

pollhvn 
pollh`~ 
pollh`/ 

poluv 

------ 

poluv 

pollou ̀
pollw`/ 

polloiv 
------ 

pollouv~ 
pollw`n 
polloi`~ 

pollaiv 
----- 

pollav~ 
pollw`n 
pollai`~ 

pollav 
----- 

pollav 
pollw`n 
polloi`~ 

 
b/ There are two other adjectives that are not irregular in their inflection, but present some unusual combination of 
declension-type: they are of the 3-1-3 type, but they do not look like -u~, -eia, -u.  

These adjectives are:  

➢  mevla~, mevlaina, mevlan  BLACK 
➢  tavla~, tavlaina, tavlan  UNHAPPY  
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 sing. plural 
 masculine feminine neuter masculine feminine neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

mevla~ 
mevla~ 

mevlan 
mevlano~ 
mevlani 

mevlaina 
mevlaina 

mevlainan 
melaivnh~ 
melaivnh/ 

mevlan 
mevlan 

mevlan 
mevlano~ 
mevlani 

mevlane~ 
mevlane~ 

mevlana~ 
melavnwn 
mevlasi 

mevlainai 
mevlainai 

melaivna~ 
melainw`n 
melaivnai~ 

mevlana 
mevlana 
mevlana 
melavnwn 
mevlasi 

 
²  tavla~ tavlaina, tavlan declines in the same way.  

c/ In the category of irregular adjectives we can include some other ones that are not declined irregularly but either [60] 
have only one set of endings for the three genders, or can be only masculine or only feminine. The most common ones 
are:  

➢  a[pai~, -aido~  CHILDLESS 
➢  pevnh~, -hto~  POOR 
➢  a{rpax, -ago~  RAPACIOUS 
➢  mavkar, -aro~  HAPPY 
➢  ÔEllhniv~, -ivdo~  GREEK     ² Only in fem.  

² For practical reasons, they could be considered almost like nouns rather than adjectives.  

5.		Position	of	the	adjective		 [61]	

1/ The adjective in Greek is usually placed between the article and the noun it agrees with, like in English:  

• oJ ajgaqo;~ polivth~     THE GOOD CITIZEN 
   ² If we had written oJ polivth~ ajgaqov~ (or ajgaqo;~ oJ polivth~), it would mean THE CITIZEN IS GOOD, with the elided  
        verbal form ejstiv to be supplied.   

However, a small number of adjectives that convey special meanings may give a different sense to the sentence 
according to their position, as shown in the following examples:  

• to; mevson o[ro~  THE MIDDLE MOUNTAIN, THE MOUNTAIN IN THE MIDDLE 
   ² The mountain that is in the middle of a row of several mountains, for instance.  
   to; o[ro~ mevson  THE MIDDLE OF THE MOUNTAIN.  
   ²  The area between the base and the summit.  
 
• to; ajkro;n oi[khma  THE HIGH BUILDING 
   to; oi[khma ajkrovn  THE HIGH PART OF THE BUILDING 
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2/ Another use of leaving the adjective outside the group article + noun is the description of the noun by itself rather 
than differentiating it from others. Observe this example:  

• oJ pai`~ tou;~ poda;~ mikrou;~ e[cei     THE CHILD HAS SMALL FEET. 
   ² Literally, it says  THE CHILD HAS THE FEET SMALL,  as if answering to the question How does he have them?  
   ² But if we write    oJ pai`~ tou;~ mikrou;~ poda;~ e[cei    we would be saying something as strange as  
        THE CHILD HAS THE SMALL FEET,  as if of several pairs of feet he had taken the small ones and somebody else had  
        taken the big ones.  

Two more examples:  

• oJ ∆Acilleu;~ th`/ e[cqra/ megavlh/ mavcetai     ACHILLES FIGHTS WITH STRONG HATRED.  
   ² Literally, it says  ACHILLES ATTACKS WITH THE HATRED STRONG,  as if answering the question With which kind of  
        hatred does he attack?  
        Maybe a better-sounding free translation could be    ACHILLES FIGHTS WITH A HATRED THAT IS REALLY STRONG.  
   ² But if we write    oJ ∆Acilleu;~ th`/ megavlh/ e[cqra/ mavcetai    with the adjective inside the article + noun group, we  
        would be saying something as strange as  ACHILLES FIGHTS WITH THE STRONG HATRED,  as if there were another  
        hatred, a weak one, which he is not using.  

• hJ kovrh th;n ajgaqh;n bivblon e[grayen     THE GIRL WROTE THE GOOD BOOK.  
   ² As if specifying from a group of books: good ones, bad ones, etc.  
   ² But if we leave the adjective outside the article + noun group,   hJ kovrh ajgaqh;n th;n bivblon e[grayen   will mean  
        THE BOOK THAT THE GIRL WROTE WAS (or IS) GOOD.  
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e) Numeral adjectives 

 
To present all of the numeral adjectives would exceed the purpose of this grammar, so we present here those that the 
student is more liable to find.  

1.		Cardinals		 [62]	

a/ The cardinals from 1 to 20 are:  

1   ei|~, miva, e{n 

2   duvo 

3   trei`~, triva 

4   tevttare~, tevttara 

5   pevnte 

6   e{x 

7   eJptav 

8     ojktwv 

9     ejnneva 

10   devka 

11   e{ndeka 

12   dwvdeka 

13   trei`~ (triva) kai; devka 

14   tevttare~ (tevttara) kai; devka 

15   pentekaivdeka 

16   eJkkaivdeka 

17   eJptakaivdeka 

18   ojktwkaivdeka 

19   ejnneakaivdeka 

20   ei[kosi(n) 

b/ Only the cardinals 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be declined, the rest are indeclinable. The declension of these four numbers is as [63] 
follows:  
 

 
 

ONE TWO THREE FOUR 

masc. fem. neuter all genders masc./fem. neuter masc./fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ei|~ 
e{na 

eJnov~ 
eJniv 

miva 
mivan 

mia`~ 
mia`/ 

e{n 
e{n 

eJnov~ 
eJniv 

duvo 
duvo 
duoi`n 
duoi`n 

trei`~ 
trei`~ 

triw`n 
trisiv(n) 

triva 
triva 

triw`n 
trisiv(n) 

tevttare~ 
tevttara~ 

tettavrwn 
tevttarsi(n) 

tevttara 
tevttara 

tettavrwn 
tevttarsi(n) 

² Observe that ONE follows a 3-1-3 scheme. TWO follows an independent scheme, and THREE and FOUR  
     follow the 3rd declension.  

The adjective oujdeiv~, oujdemiva, oujdevn (and the corresponding mhdeiv~ etc.) NO ONE, NOBODY, NOTHING  is declined like ei|~, 

miva, e{n:  

• oujdei;~ a[nqrwpo~ h\lqe cqev~  NO MAN CAME YESTERDAY. 
• oujdei;~ h\lqe cqev~  NOBODY CAME YESTERDAY.  
• oujdevna ei\don I SAW NOBODY.  
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c/ From here on, 20, 30, etc. are as follows:  

30  triavkonta 

40  tettaravkonta 

50  penthvkonta 

60  eJxhvkonta 

70  eJbdomhvkonta 

80  ojgdohvkonta 

90  ejnenhvkonta

 
When we have to form a compound number, for instance EIGHTY-FIVE, we have these options:  [64] 

➢  ojgdohvkonta kai; pevnte 
➢  pevnte kai; ojgdohvkonta 
➢  ojgdohvkonta pevnte 

² But never   pevnte ojgdohvkonta 

If the compound number has the cardinals 1, 2, 3 or 4, any of these four is declined:  

• oJrw` ei[kosi kai; tevttara~ oijkiva~  I SEE TWENTY-FOUR HOUSES.  
• w[/khsen ejn ei[kosi kai; trisi; cwvrai~  HE LIVED IN TWENTY-THREE COUNTRIES.  

d/ From 100 on, they are as follows:  

100  eJkatovn 

200  diakovsioi, -ai, -a 

300  triakovsioi, -ai, -a 

400  tetrakovsioi, -ai, -a 

500  pentakovsioi, -ai, -a 

600  eJxakovsioi, -ai, -a 

700  eJptakovsioi, -ai, -a 

800  ojktakovsioi, -ai, -a 

900  ejnakovsioi, -ai, -a

² Observe that from 200 on they are declined following the 2-1-2 scheme, but 100 is indeclinable. 

e/ Into the thousands:   

1,000  civlioi, -ai, -a 

2,000  discivlioi, -ai, -a 

3,000  triscivlioi, -ai, -a 

4,000  tetrakiscivlioi, -ai, -a 

5,000  pentakiscivlioi, -ai, -a 
and so on

² Observe that they are formed with the multiplicatives that can be found further down in Point 3. 

f/ Reaching the ten thousand:  

10,000 muvrioi, -ai, -a  

 Notes 

 1/ murivoi, -ai, -a (observe the difference in accent) means COUNTLESS.  
2/ There is also the substantive muriav~, -avdo~ hJ MYRIAD (10,000): duvo muriavde~ = 20,000.  

g/ Some examples:  

• ajfivketo Tissafevrnh~ pro;~ aujton a[gwn e{na tw`n iJerevwn     TISSAPHERNES CAME TO HIM BRINGING ONE OF THE PRIESTS  
   (Plutarch, Artaxerxes).  
• kai; Kuvrw/ parh`san aiJ ejk Peloponnhvsou nh`e~ triavkonta kai; pevnte     AND THE THIRTY-FIVE SHIPS FROM THE  
   PELOPONNESOS ARRIVED FOR CYRUS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
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• ejnteu`qen ejxelauvnei staqmou;~ duvo parasavgga~ devka  FROM THERE HE ADVANCES TEN PARASANGS IN TWO STAGES  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• ejyhfivsanto oJplivta~ te aujto;n katalevxasqai cilivou~, iJppeva~ de; eJkatovn, trihvrei~ de; penthvkonta     THEY VOTED THAT  
   HE COULD TAKE ONE THOUSAND HOPLITES, ONE HUNDRED CAVALRY MEN AND FIFTY TRIREMES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
•... to;n Yavron potamovn, ou| h\n to; eu\ro~ triva plevqra …  THE RIVER PSAROS, WHOSE WIDTH WAS THREE PLETHRA  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
•... e[cwn nau`~ eJtevra~ Kuvrou pevnte kai; ei[kosin …     WITH TWENTY-FIVE MORE SHIPS OF CYRUS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• parh`n de; kai; Ceirivsofo~ ... eJptakosivou~ e[cwn oJplivta~  ALSO CHEIRISOPHUS WAS THERE … WITH SEVEN HUNDRED  
   HOPLITES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• ajpostavnte~ h\lqon para; Ku`ron, tetrakovsioi oJpli`tai  REBELLING, FOUR HUNDRED HOPLITES WENT OVER TO CYRUS  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• ejnteu`qen ejxelauvnei staqmou;~ ... triskaivdeka parasavgga~ ejnenhvkonta     FROM THERE HE ADVANCES NINETY  
   PARASANGS IN THIRTEEN STAGES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

2.		Ordinals		 [65]	

The ordinals are adjectives that follow the 2-1-2 scheme :  

prw`to~, -h, -on  FIRST 
deuvtero~, -a, -on  SECOND 
trivto~, -h, -on  THIRD 
tevtarto~, -h, -on  FOURTH 

pevmpto~, -h, -on  FIFTH 
e{kto~, -h, -on  SIXTH 
e{bdomo~, -h, -on  SEVENTH 

o[gdoo~, -h, -on  EIGHTH 
e[nato~, -h, -on  NINETH 
devkato~, -h, -on  TENTH

² Note that deuvtero~ is the only ordinal that follows the alpha declension in the feminine. 

To define a year, the ordinal, not the cardinal, is used:  

• to; disciliosto;n e[to~     THE YEAR TWO THOUSAND  (“THE TWO THOUSANDTH YEAR”)  

Some examples:  
• kai; ajfiknou`ntai ejpi; to; o[ro~ th`/ pevmpth / hJmevra/     AND THEY ARRIVED AT THE MOUNTAIN ON THE FIFTH DAY  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• th`/ de; tetavrth / h|kon oiJ tw`n polemivwn iJppei`~         ON THE FOURTH DAY THE CAVALRYMEN OF THE ENEMY ARRIVED  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• hJmevra/ pevmpth / h] e{kth/ kai; dekavth / ... dieporeuvqh ... eJxhvkonta kai; eJkato;n stavdia     ON THE FIFTEENTH OR SIXTEENTH  
    DAY … HE TRAVELLED … ONE-HUNDRED AND SIXTY STADES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

3.		Multiplicatives		 [66]	

a/ These are not very frequent, but it would be worth knowing the following:  

diplou`~, -h`, -ou`n            DOUBLE 
triplou`~, -h`, -ou`n          TRIPLE 
tetraplou`~, -h`, -ou`n     QUADRUPLE 

etc.  

 
² Note that they belong to the category of contract  
     adjectives (also of the 2-1-2 scheme).  
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b/ Although they are not adjectives, it is not superfluous to include these multiplicative adverbs here:  

a{pax  ONCE  
div~  TWICE  
triv~  THRICE  
tetravki~  FOUR TIMES 

pentavki~  FIVE TIMES 
eJxavki~  SIX TIMES  
pollavki~ MANY TIMES

 ² Note the expression a{pax legovmena: words that appears only once  – a useful expression when studying Homer.  
² Observe that, from div~ onwards, we have used them in Point 1 to form the thousands.  

Here are some examples:  

• kai; di;~ me;n h] tri;~ ajpekrouvsanto     AND TWICE OR THRICE THEY REJECTED [THEM]   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• oujc a{pax ... mevmnhtai aujth`~, ajlla; pollavki~     NOT ONCE … HE REMEMBERS HER, BUT MANY TIMES  
   (Lucian, Muscae Encomium).  
• dareiko;n e{kasto~ oi[sei tou` mhno;~ uJmw`n, locago;~ de; to; diplou`n, strathgo;~ de; to; tetraplou`n     EACH ONE OF YOU  
   WILL OBTAIN A DARICOS PER MONTH, A CAPTAIN DOUBLE, AND A GENERAL QUADRUPLE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).   
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f) Comparative and superlative 

1.		General	observations		 [67]	

Usually, when the concept of comparative degree of adjectives is mentioned, the first type that springs to mind is the 
comparative of superiority (taller than…); however, both in English and in Greek, there is another type of comparative, 
which will be introduced in this chapter: the comparative of inferiority (less tall than…).  

To construct their comparative and superlative forms, adjectives must follow one of the two paradigms presented below. 
It is important to understand that it is not a matter of choice, but it is part of each specific adjective’s morphology to 
follow one of the two systems; moreover, please remember that there is no correlation between the comparative system 
followed by an adjective and the adjective’s own class: in other words, you will find adjectives belonging to the same 
class that will use two different systems to form their comparative degrees, as well as adjectives belonging to different 
classes that follow the same paradigm with regard to comparative forms.  

2.		Accidence	

a)  First paradigm: <ovtero~ / <ovtato~  [68] 

1/ Standard formation: 

a/ Comparative.     Most adjectives form the comparative of superiority by adding the following suffixes to the stem:  
 -ovtero~,  -otevra,  -ovteron 

Examples: 

➢  uJyhlov~, <hv, <ovn    HIGH  uJyhlovtero~, <a, <on     HIGHER 
➢  calepov~, <hv, <ovn  DIFFICULT  calepwvtero~, <a, <on   MORE DIFFICULT 

In the previous examples, you will have noted that the first case featured a short omicron (<ovtero~) while in the second 
case the vowel was lengthened into an omega (<wvtero~). There is a specific rule, with few exceptions, commanding this 
phenomenon:  

³ If the vowel of the previous syllable is short, then the omicron is lengthened into an omega.  
³ If the vowel of the syllable preceding the suffix is long (for instance, the vowel h or a diphthong or any vowel  
     followed by two consonants, which makes it long) then the omicron remains omicron.  

b/ Superlative.     Adjectives that inflect their comparatives in <ovtero~, <otevra, <ovteron form the superlative degree by 
adding the following suffixes: 

 -ovtato~,  -otavth,  -ovtaton 

These suffixes are subject to the same rule explained above with regard to the choice between omicron/omega.  
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Examples: 

➢  sofov~     WISE:  sofwvtato~      WISEST, VERY WISE 
➢  divkaio~  FAIR:  dikaiovtato~    FAIREST, VERY FAIR 

2/ Other ways of formation:  

Both regarding comparatives and superlatives, there are several cases in which the regular form explained above is 
modified (although some Classical authors retain the regular forms). The most common altered comparative forms are 
reported in the following list:  

q  -tero~, -tato~  

Some adjectives drop the -o-:  

➢  palaiov~  ANCIENT:  palaivtero~  ² But palaiovtero~ exists as well.  
➢  gerai`o~  AGED:  geraivtero~ NOT geraiovtero~ 

➢  bracuv~  SHORT:  bracuvtero~ NOT bracovtero~ 

➢  mevla~  BLACK:  melavntero~  (genitive mevlan-o~) NOT melanovtero~  

The superlatives are formed accordingly: bracuvtato~, etc.  

 q  -aivtero~, -aivtato~  

Some adjectives form their comparative and superlative by adding the altered suffix -aivtero~, -aivtato~:  

➢  h{suco~   QUIET:  hJsucaivtero~,   NOT hJsucwvtero~  
     ² Note:  There is also the adjective hJsucai`o~, and it could be argued that hJsucaivtero~ comes from it after  
          losing the omicron.  
➢  fivlo~      FRIENDLY:  filaivtero~ (sometimes also fivltero~), NOT filwvtero~ 

      ² Example:  w\ fivltat∆ Ai[a~   O AIAX, MY DEAREST! (Sophocles, Aiax).  
➢  mevso~     MIDDLE:  mesaivtero~,   NOT meswvtero~  

Note 

The coincidence in the ending -aivtero~ with some of the former section like geraivtero~ is due to the fact that those 
like gerai`o~ happen to have a stem ending in -ai- (gerai`-o~), it is not the -ai- of the suffix -aivtero~.  

q  -evstero~, -evstato~  

The adjectives belonging to the second class (adjectives 3-3) form their comparative and superlative form by using the 
suffix -evstero~ -evstato~: 

➢  ajlhqhv~, <ev~        TRUTHFUL  (and all the adjectives of this type -h~, -e~):   ajlhqevstero~ 

➢  eujdaivmwn, <on   BLESSED     (and all the adjectives of this type -wn, -on):   eujdaimonevstero~ 
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Note that, as far as adjectives like eujdaivmwn are concerned, the -es- is added as part of the suffix but on the contrary, 
with regard to adjectives like ajlhqhv~, the group -es- is already part of the stem of the adjective and consequently only 
the endings -tero~, -tato~ are added to the stem. The final aesthetical result, anyway, looks like the comparative form of 
eujdaivmwn.  

³ Two points should be mentioned:  

1/ carivei~  GRACEFUL, an adjective of the 3rd class (3-1-3 scheme), also uses this suffix and becomes carievstero~.  

      ² The stem of the adjective is carivent-, but it is not used to form the comparative.  

2/ Contract adjectives use the ending -evstero~ as well but, after the contraction, the final form of the ending will  
      be -ouvstero~, -ouvstato~, as in the following example:  aJplou`~   SIMPLE:    aJplouvstero~  (<aJploevstero~).  

b)  Second paradigm: <ivwn / <isto~  [69] 

1/ A small group of very common adjectives form their comparative and superlative degrees by using a different set of 
suffixes and are declined following the 3rd declension (like swvfrwn). In some cases, these adjectives feature two 
alternative forms, resulting from the loss of intervocalic -n- followed by the contraction of the remaining vowels. In fact, 
the contract forms are much more frequent than the non-contract ones.  

The comparative form SWEETER, from the adjective hJduv~, <ei`a, <uv SWEET, inflects as follows:  

 singular plural 
 masc./fem neuter masc./fem neuter 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

hJdivwn 
hJdivwn 
hjdivona  <  hJdivw 
hjdivono~ 
hjdivoni 

h{dion 
h{dion 
h{dion 
hJdivono~ 
hJdivoni 

hjdivone~  <  hJdivou~ 
hjdivone~  <  hJdivou~ 
hjdivona~  <  hJdivou~ 
hJdiovnwn 
hjdivosi(n) 

hJdivona  <  hJdivw 
hJdivona  <  hJdivw 
hJdivona  <  hJdivw 
hJdiovnwn 
hJdivosi(n) 

 
Note 

 The alternative contract forms CANNOT be applied to normal adjectives like swvfrwn, but only to comparatives that 
follow this paradigm.  

The superlative form is h{disto~, <h, <on, which declines normally as any 2-1-2 adjective.  

2/ This kind of adjectives, however, features very often some remarkable modifications in their stems (for instance, 
losing the -i- of the suffix -ivwn in the comparatives). Sometimes a completely different stem is supplied in order to form 
the comparative and superlative forms. The most frequent adjectives of this kind are the following ones:  
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positive  comparative  superlative 
     
aijscrov~   SHAMEFUL  aijscivwn  ai[scisto~ 

ejcqrov~     ENEMY  ejcqivwn  e[cqisto~ 

kalov~     NICE  kallivwn  kavllisto~ 

mevga~     BIG  meivzwn  mevgisto~ 

mikrov~    LITTLE  meivwn  mei`sto~    ² but also the regular version mikrovtero~ < mikrovtato~ 

ojlivgo~     FEW  ejlavttwn  ejlavcisto~ 

poluv~      MUCH  pleivwn / plevwn  plei`sto~   ² oiJ plei`stoi MOST PEOPLE 

rJav/dio~   EASY  rJav/wn  rJa`/sto~ 

tacuv~     QUICK  qavttwn  tavcisto~ 

 

3/ There are two adjectives, ajgaqov~ GOOD and kakov~ BAD, that have different comparative and superlative forms 
according to the meaning that the writer intends to convey:  

➢ ajgaqov~ 
     meaning  GOOD or VALIANT:  ajmeivnwn, a[risto~ 
     meaning  HONEST or VIRTUOUS:  beltivwn, bevltisto~ 
     meaning  STRONG:  kreivttwn, kravtisto~ 

➢ kakov~ 
     meaning  BAD:  kakivwn, kavkisto~ or ceivrwn, ceivristo~ 
     meaning  WEAK:  h{ttwn     ² There is no superlative form.  

3.		Syntax	

a)  The basic construction  [70] 

1/ In the first place, remember that comparative and superlative forms are, grammatically speaking, adjectives and 
therefore must be employed following the rules we have previously given in the relevant section on Adjectives (e.g. in 
agreement with the noun it refers to, etc.):  

• e[cw sofou;~ fivlou~  I HAVE WISE FRIENDS.  
• su; e[cei~ sofwtevrou~ fivlou~  YOU HAVE WISER FRIENDS.  

2/ There are two ways of expressing the second term of comparison of an adjective. For example, in order to translate 
the sentence I HAVE A TEACHER WISER THAN THE GENERAL, the main part can be translated as follows: 

• e[cw didavskalon sofwvteron ...     I HAVE A TEACHER WISER ...  
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The second term of the comparison (... THAN THE GENERAL) can be expressed in two alternative ways:  

➢  In genitive:   e[cw didavskalon sofwvteron tou` strathgou `.  
➢  In the same case as the first term of comparison (in this example, in accusative), preceded by the conjunction h[Ú   
      e[cw didavskalon sofwvteron h] to;n strathgovn. 

Examples:  

• ejpeceivroun ... ejrwta`n oJpovtero~ dikaiovtero~ kai; sofwvtero~ aujtw`n ei[h     THEY TRIED TO ASK WHICH ONE OF THE TWO  
   WAS MORE JUST AND WISER   (Plato, Lysis).  
• oJ ejpivtropo~ oJ ejmo;~ beltivwn ejsti; kai; sofwvtero~ h] Periklh`~ oJ sov~            MY ADMINISTRATOR IS BETTER AND WISER  
   THAN PERICLES, WHO IS YOURS   (Plato, Alcibiades).  

³ It is very common to express a stronger degree of superiority by means of the adjective pollw`/ BY MUCH: 

• ou|toi oiJ nau`tai pollw`/ beltivonev~ eijsin h] oiJ Pevrsai     THESE SAILORS ARE MUCH BETTER (“BETTER BY MUCH”)  
   THAN THE PERSIANS.  

3/ The superlative can be used by itself (known as absolute superlative) meaning VERY + adjective: 

• gignwvskw palaitavthn povlin     I KNOW A VERY ANCIENT CITY.  

If we use a superlative adjective together with a second term of comparison, it will mean the most + adjective. In this 
case, the second term will be expressed in genitive, as happened with comparatives (even though some Classical authors 
put the preposition ejk before the genitive as well). This construction is called relative superlative, because the 
superlative is conceived in relationship with other elements having the same quality. Let’s see a couple of examples:  

• oJ ejmo;~ ajdelfo;~ uJyhlovtato~ (ejk) pavntwn tw`n maqhtw`n ejstin     MY BROTHER IS THE TALLEST OF ALL THE STUDENTS.  
• ou|to~ uJmw`n, w\ a[nqrwpoi, sofwvtatov~ ejstin     THIS ONE, O MEN, IS THE WISEST OF ALL OF YOU   (Plato, Apologia).  

4/ In order to compare two adjectives, both adjectives must be expressed in the comparative form:  

• oJ Swkravth~ ajndreiovtero~ h] ejndoxovterov~ ejstin     SOCRATES IS MORE COURAGEOUS THAN FAMOUS.  
   ² Literally, MORE COURAGEOUS THAN MORE FAMOUS.  
• sofwvtero~ h] ajmaqevstero~ dokei` ei\nai                    HE SEEMS TO BE MORE WISE THAN IGNORANT   (Plato, Respublica).  

b)  Further observations  [71] 

1/ Additional meanings of the comparative adjectives: 

In addition to meaning MORE …, the comparative form of an adjective can mean also RATHER + adj. or TOO + adj. For 
instance: 

• ou|to~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ geraivterov~ ejstin  THIS MAN IS TOO OLD.  
• oJ strathgo;~ sofwvterov~ ejstin  THE GENERAL IS RATHER WISE.  
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Underlying this use of the comparative form, there is the idea that the quality expressed by the adjective appears more 
than what one would expect. Therefore the context will indicate which is the best way to translate this feeling, by 
employing RATHER or TOO.  

2/ Comparative with a number:  

When the second term of comparison is represented by a number, the h[ is not always expressed:  

• e[comen ouj plevon penthvkonta trihvrei~     WE HAVE NO MORE THAN FIFTY TRIREMES.  

3/ wJ~ + superlative:  

If the particle wJ~ appears just before a superlative, then the sense of the superlative is enhanced, conveying the meaning 
AS … AS POSSIBLE. Compare and contrast the following examples: 

• oJ didavskalo~ sofwvtatov~ ejstin THE TEACHER IS VERY WISE / THE WISEST.  
   oJ didavskalo~ wJ~ sofwvtatov~ ejstin THE TEACHER IS THE WISEST POSSIBLE / AS WISE AS ONE CAN POSSIBLY BE.  
• dei` ... a{panta a[ndra ou{tw~ paraskeuavzesqai, o{pw~ wJ~ sofwvtato~ e[stai     EACH MAN MUST PREPARE HIMSELF SO AS  
   TO BE AS WISE AS POSSIBLE   (Plato, Euthydemus).  

This construction is also used with superlative adverbs (cf. further explanation in the relevant chapter):  

• oJ stratiwvth~ ajndreiovtata ejmacevsato  THE SOLDIER FOUGHT VERY BRAVELY.   
   oJ stratiwvth~ wJ~ ajndreiovtata ejmacevsato  THE SOLDIER FOUGHT AS BRAVELY AS POSSIBLE.   
• e[peiqon aujtou;~ hJgei`sqai wJ~ tavcista eij~ th;n Lakwnikhvn     THEY PERSUADED THEM TO LEAD THEM TO LACONIA AS QUICKLY  
   AS POSSIBLE   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

³ Sometimes the particle wJ~ can be substituted by o{ti and, rarely, by h|/.  

4/ Idioms meaning more than the average, more than there is need to :  

One way of translating the sentence SOCRATES IS WISER THAN AVERAGE is the following:  

• oJ Swkravth~ sofwvterov~ ejsti tou` metrivou.  

But we can also translate it in this other way:  

• oJ Swkravth~ sofwvterov~ ejsti tou` devonto~   (Literally, ...WISER THAN IS NECESSARY).  

Let’s see an example by Isocrates: 

• pleivou~ tou;~ polevmou~ ejpoiouvmeqa tou` devonto~     WE HAVE WAGED MORE WARS THAN NECESSARY  
   (Isocrates, Archidamus).  
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c)  Other comparative/superlative constructions  [72] 

A small number of adjectives do not form their comparative and superlative degrees by employing the regular suffixes 
(except in very late writers); therefore, in order to express these grammatical functions, the adverbs ma`llon MORE and 
mavlista MOST are used in association with the positive adjective. 

   dh`lo~, -h, -on  EVIDENT 
    ma`llon dh`lo~  MORE EVIDENT  ² dhlovtero~  is not frequent.  
    mavlista dh`lo~  MOST EVIDENT, VERY EVIDENT  ² dhlovtato~  is not frequent.  

d)  Comparative and superlative of inferiority 

The comparative and superlative of inferiority are expressed using adverbs: h|tton LESS, and h{kista LEAST in conjunction 
with the positive adjective [cf. the previous Point c)]:  

• oJ path;r h|tton sofov~ ejstin h] oJ didavskalo~  THE FATHER IS LESS WISE THAN THE TEACHER.  
• oJ path;r h{kista sofov~ ejstin tw`n ejn th`/ nhvsw/ ajnqrwvpwn  THE FATHER IS THE LEAST WISE OF THE MEN ON THE ISLAND.  

In the following example, Aeschines is about to make a quotation from Euripides and he characterises the latter in this 
way:  

• oJ toivnun oujdeno;~ h|tton sofo;~ tw`n poihtw`n Eujripivdh~ ... levgei pou: ...    EURIPIDES, IN COMPARISON WITH WHOM NO OTHER  
   POET IS WISER, … SAYS SOMEWHERE:  ...   (Aeschines, In Timarchum).  
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g) Pronouns 

 
Introductory note: many of the pronouns presented in this chapter are adjectives in origin, but as a general rule they are 
referred to as pronouns, grammatically speaking. So if they accompany a noun, they are to be treated as adjectives (for 
instance, oJrw` tou`ton to;n a[ndra I SEE THIS MAN) but, if they appear alone, they are to be considered as pronouns (for 
instance, oJrw` tou`ton I SEE THIS ONE). For this reason in some of the following explanations both the terms adjective and 
pronoun are used indistinctly. In some cases, nevertheless, they can only be pronouns, as for instance in the case of 
personal pronouns we, you, etc.  

1.		Demonstrative	pronouns		 [73]	

a)  Accidence 

There are three demonstrative pronouns (also called deictic pronouns) in Greek:  

➢  ou|to~,  au{th,  tou`to  THIS 
➢  o{de,  h{de,  tovde  THIS 
➢  ejkei`no~,  ejkeivnh,  ejkei`no  THAT 

In keeping with the grammar of adjectives, these are declined in singular or plural, masculine, feminine or neuter forms. 
These adjectives decline approximately following the paradigm provided by ajgaqov~, -hv, -ovn. As usual, if the adjective 
accompanies a noun, they will agree in gender, case and number.  

q  ou|to~,  au{th,  tou`to  

 singular plural 
 masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ou|to~ 
tou`ton 
touvtou 
touvtw/ 

au{th 
tauvthn 
tauvth~ 
tauvth/ 

tou`to 
tou`to 
touvtou 
touvtw/ 

ou|toi 
touvtou~ 
touvtwn 
touvtoi~ 

au|tai 
tauvta~ 
touvtwn 
tauvtai~ 

tau`ta 
tau`ta 
touvtwn 
touvtoi~ 

 

Learn carefully the use of -ou- and -au- in the feminine and neuter plural forms. A typical mistake is to write for instance 
tauvtwn instead of the correct form touvtwn in the feminine genitive plural case, because it is similar to the feminine 
singular tauvth~. Note as well that the neuter plural form is not tou`ta but tau`ta. Be also careful about the similarities 
between the two feminine forms beginning with auJt- and some forms of aujtov~, -hv, -ov as well, especially because of the 
morphological features resulting from contractions between opening vowel and article (e.g. auJthv < hJ aujthv), as both 
forms present initial rough breathing marks.  
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In this pronoun it is very frequent to find an additional -iv, called deictic iota, added as a suffix (e.g. ouJtosiv, auJthiv, etc.) 
to emphasise the meaning of the pronoun, meaning THIS ONE HERE (almost as if pointing at the person or object with 
one’s finger):  

• oJ ajnh;r ouJtosiv  THIS VERY MAN HERE 
• levge moi tautiv  TELL ME THESE VERY THINGS   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

q  o{de,  h{de,  tovde  

 singular plural 
 masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

o{de 
tovnde 
tou`de 
tw`/de 

h{de 
thvnde 
th`sde 
th`/de 

tovde 
tovde 
tou`de 
tw`/de 

oi{de 
touvsde 
tw`nde 
toi`sde 

ai{de 
tavsde 
tw`nde 
tai`sde 

tavde 
tavde 
tw`nde 
toi`sde 

 
 ² As can be easily noticed, this pronoun is formed by the definite article and the particle -de  
                (which in this case has nothing to do with the particle de v AND).  

q  ejkei`no~,  ejkeivnh,  ejkei`no  

 singular plural 
 masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ejkei`no~ 
ejkei`non 
ejkeivnou 
ejkeivnw/ 

ejkeivnh 
ejkeivnhn 
ejkeivnh~ 
ejkeivnh/ 

ejkei`no 
ejkei`no 
ejkeivnou 
ejkeivnw/ 

ejkei`noi 
ejkeivnou~ 
ejkeivnwn 
ejkeivnoi~ 

ejkei`nai 
ejkeivna~ 
ejkeivnwn 
ejkeivnai~ 

ejkei`na 
ejkei`na 
ejkeivnwn 
ejkeivnoi~ 

 
b)  Syntax  [74] 

1/ Position in the sentence: 

When demonstrative pronouns agree with nouns, it is necessary to use a definite article to accompany the noun and the 
demonstrative pronoun must be placed outside the group article + noun. For example, THESE WOMEN can be translated 
into Greek as au|tai aiJ gunai`ke~ or aiJ gunai`ke~ au|tai BUT NOT as aiJ au|tai gunai`ke~ or au|tai gunai`ke~. Let’s now 
look at an example from Xenophon: 

• dw`ron de; kai; au|tai aiJ povlei~ h\san para; basilevw~     THESE CITIES AS WELL WERE A PRESENT FROM THE KING  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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2/ Difference ou|to~/o{de:  

Both ou|to~ and o{de mean THIS; nevertheless, ou|to~ is used in reference to something which was already mentioned or is 
supposed to be already known by the reader:  

• oJ Swkravth~ tou;~ neaniva~ didavskei: tou`ton de; oiJ poli`tai filou`sin     SOCRATES TEACHES THE YOUNG BOYS: THE CITIZENS  
   LOVE HIM.  

On the other hand, o{de is rather used in reference to something which is about to be mentioned:  

• oi{de eijsin oiJ strathgoiv: oJ Periklh`~ kai; oJ Swkravth~ kai; oJ ∆Alkibiavdh~     THESE ARE THE GENERALS: PERICLES,  
   SOCRATES AND ALCIBIADES.  

To put it concisely: ou|to~ “looks backwards” and o{de “looks forwards”.  

• tau`ta d∆ eijpw;n ... hJsucivan ei\ce     HAVING SAID THIS, HE KEPT QUIET   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ejkklhsivan aJqroivsa~ tw`n Milhsivwn tavde ei\pen: ∆Emoi; mevn, w\ Milhvsioi, ...     HAVING GATHERED THE ASSEMBLY, HE SAID  
   THESE WORDS: TO ME, O MILESIANS, …   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

3/ Use of demonstrative adjectives as pronouns:  [75] 

a/ As all adjectives, demonstratives can be used on their own (i.e. without accompanying a name). In this case, the 
gender of the adjectives will indicate its referent. For example: 

• oJrw` touvtou~  I SEE THESE ONES (masculine objects, such as boys, men, etc.). 
• oJrw` tauvta~  I SEE THESE ONES (feminine objects, such as girls, women, etc.). 
• kai; Farnavbazo~ me;n touvtou~ h\gen AND PHARNABAZOS LED THESE ONES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

b/ It is very common to find demonstrative pronouns in neuter forms, where they stand for abstract concepts or imply a 
neuter object, as in the following examples:  

• oJ Swkravth~ ei\pe tavde:  SOCRATES SAID THESE THINGS (i.e. THESE WORDS or just THIS).  
• filou`men tou`to  WE LOVE THIS.  
   ² This last object can be a concept, an activity, etc., since it is neuter.  
• tau`ta me;n e[stin ou{tw~, w\ Swvkrate~ (THESE) THINGS ARE IN THIS WAY, SOCRATES   (Plato, Cratylus).  

c/ Sometimes, instead of using the neuter form tou`to, the demonstrative pronoun can anticipate the gender of the 
following attribute. Therefore, in order to translate THIS IS THE SALVATION FOR THE CITY, rather than writing  

 tou`tov ejstin hJ th`~ povlew~ swthriva, 

it is equally possible to use the feminine form, as follows:  

 au{th ejsti;n hJ th`~ povlew~ swthriva.  

Let’s look at an example of this phenomenon in Plato: 

• oujc au{th ejsti;n hJ tw`n logopoiw`n tevcnh     THIS IS NOT THE CRAFT OF SPEECHWRITERS   (Plato, Euthydemus).  
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4/ Demonstrative pronouns do not have vocative forms:  

While o{de and ejkei`no~ cannot be used to address someone, the missing vocative form of ou|to~ is substituted by the 
nominative, as shown in the following example:  

• ou|to~, tiv poiei`~…     YOU, WHAT ARE YOU DOING?  

2.		Personal	pronouns		 [76]	

a)  Accidence 

 singular plural   

 I you we you  

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ejgwv 
---- 
ejmev / me 

ejmou` / mou 
ejmoiv / moi 

suv 
suv 
sev / se 

sou ̀/ sou 
soiv / soi 

hJmei`~ 
---- 
hJma`~ 

hJmw`n 
hJmi`n 

uJmei`~ 
uJmei`~ 
uJma`~ 

uJmw`n 
uJmi`n 

 
² It will be noticed that there is no 
personal pronoun for the 3rd person, 
either in singular or in plural.  

 
Unaccented forms, also known as enclitic forms, are never used after a preposition or as the opening word of a sentence:  

• pro;~ se ; baivnw        I AM WALKING TOWARDS YOU.  
   ²  prov~ se baivnw   would be wrong.  

Moreover, accented forms are used when we want to emphasize the pronoun:  

• bouvlontai ajpokteivnein me  THEY WANT TO KILL ME.  
• bouvlontai ajpokteivnein ouj se; ajlla; ejmev  THEY WANT TO KILL NOT YOU BUT ME.  

b)  Syntax  [77] 

1/ The nominative form of personal pronouns is used only to emphasise the subject of an action, for example in order to 
highlight a contrast with someone else’s action, as in the following example:  

• ejgw; me;n ponw`, su; de; kaqeuvdei~     I AM WORKING, WHILE YOU ARE SLEEPING INSTEAD.  
• ouj gavr pw oujd∆ aujto;~ e[gwge manqavnw: w\ ÔErmovgene~, su; de; manqavnei~…     I DO NOT YET UNDERSTAND IT MYSELF.  
   DO YOU, HERMOGENES?   (Plato, Cratylus).  

2/ As there is no third personal pronoun in Greek, the oblique cases of aujtov~, -hv, -ov (see this pronoun further down in 
Point 5) are used to replace it when needed as an object (note that, in this pronoun, the neuter form aujtov loses the final 
-n). Let’s see some examples: 

• oJrw` aujthvn  I SEE HER.  
• divdwmi ta;~ bivblou~ aujtai`~  I GIVE THE BOOKS TO THEM / I GIVE THEM THE BOOKS.  
• e[pemyan aujtou;~ eij~ Lakedaivmona  THEY SENT THEM TO LACEDAEMON   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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3/ In order to translate a simple subject, such as HE or SHE, it is necessary to use the pronouns ou|to~ THIS ONE and 
ejkei`no~ THAT ONE. It is not correct to use aujtov~ in the nominative case to indicate generally the subject of an action as it 
has a different meaning, which will be explained further ahead (Point 6, Identity pronouns).  

3.		Possessive	adjectives		 [78]	

a)  Accidence 

In Greek, there are possessive adjectives for the first and second persons, but not for the third person, in the same way as 
there are no personal pronouns for the third person.  

The existing forms of possessive adjectives, declined following the 2-1-2 scheme, are:  

➢  ejmov~, ejmhv, ejmovn   MY 
➢  sov~, shv, sovn   YOUR (sing.) 
➢  hJmevtero~, hJmetevra, hJmevteron  OUR 
➢  uJmevtero~, uJmetevra, uJmevteron   YOUR (plural) 

Examples:  

• bivblou~ divdwmi toi`~ soi`~ fivloi~  I GIVE BOOKS TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
• oJ ejmo;~ uiJo;~ tou;~ stratiwvta~ oJra`/  MY SON SEES THE SOLDIERS. 
• ejn th`/ hJmetevra/ oijkiva/ mevnousin  THEY REMAIN IN OUR HOUSE.  
• kai; uJmei`~ ejpi; th;n hJmetevran cwvran e[rcesqe  AND YOU ARE MARCHING AGAINST OUR LAND   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

b)  Syntax  [79] 

1/ If the subject of the sentence is also the person who owns the objects referred to, then the possessive adjective is not 
used explicitly. For example, if we want to translate into Greek the sentence I GIVE BOOKS TO MY FRIENDS, we would write 
simply divdwmi bivblou~ toi`~ fivloi~, and it would be clear that the friends were mine. In keeping with this principle, the 
sentence oJra`/~ to;n patevra means YOU SEE YOUR FATHER. See the following example:  

• e[xestiv soi, w\ uiJev, sw`sai to;n patevra     NOW, MY SON, YOU CAN SAVE YOUR FATHER   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ In Greek, possessive adjectives must be preceded by a definite article (like in Italian, la mia città, equivalent to the 
English MY CITY), unless the possessive represents the predicative object of a sentence. Some examples:  

• oJ ejmo;~ path;r ejkei` ejstin  MY FATHER IS THERE.  
• th;n ejmh;n mhtevra oJrw`   I SEE MY MOTHER.  
• ejlavmbane Qeovfrasto~ oJ ejmo;~ path;r th;n ejmh;n mhtevra     THEOPHRASTUS, MY FATHER, MARRIED MY MOTHER  
   (Isaeus, De Astyphilo).  
• oiJ ajndrei`oi stratiw`tai ejmoiv eijsin  THE BRAVE SOLDIERS ARE MINE.  
   ² No article here as ejmoiv is the predicative object of the sentence.  
• tiv ou\n… ouj sov~ ejstin oJ kuvwn…      SO WHAT? ISN’T THE DOG YOURS?   (Plato, Euthydemus).  
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3/ Possessive pronouns can be replaced by the genitive form of the corresponding personal pronoun (which will remain [80] 
outside the article + noun group), by the enclitic form if there is one:  

• th;n mhtevra sou oJrw`     I SEE YOUR MOTHER.  
• crovnon diatrivbousi to;n patevra mou diabavllonte~     THEY SPEND TIME SLANDERING MY FATHER   (Isocrates, De Bigis).  

The only difference is that in this case the emphasis on the possession is not so strong; if we use the possessive pronoun, 
we make emphasis on who the possessor is:  

• th;n sh;n mhtevra oJrw`     I SEE YOUR MOTHER (making it clear that I see your mother, not anybody else’s mother).  

Given that there is no third person pronoun in Greek, in order to use the construction we have just looked at with 
reference to a third person, it is necessary to use the genitive of aujtov~, -hv, -ovn, (so that, rather than saying HIS, HER etc., 
the literal expression would be OF HIM, OF HER, etc.). Let’s see some examples:  

• crhvmata parevcw tw`/ patri; aujtou ̀ I OFFER MONEY TO HIS FATHER (“TO THE FATHER OF HIM”). 
• th;n mhtevra aujth`~ ei\don  I SAW HER MOTHER (“THE MOTHER OF HER”).  
• dia; tiv e[labe~ ta; o{pla aujtw`n…  WHY DID YOU TAKE THEIR WEAPONS (THE WEAPONS OF THEM)?  
• ... kai; o{ti se oJrw` to;n patevra aujtou ̀paralambavnonta eij~ ta;~ ... sunousiva~     ... AND THAT I SEE THAT YOU TAKE HIS FATHER  
    ALONG TO THE MEETINGS   (Xenophon, Symposium).  

 Notes 

 1/ Remember that in this construction the genitive always lies outside the group article+noun, as this is a recurrent  
     mistake (for instance, for the second example, the order th;n aujth`~ mhtevra ei\don would be wrong).  

 2/ Note as well that this use of the genitive form of aujtov~, -hv, -ovn, in sentences whose subject is a third person,  
      cannot have a reflexive meaning. For example, ajnagignwvskei th;n bivblon aujtou` means HE READS HIS (somebody  
      else’s) BOOK; in order to translate the sentence HE READS HIS (OWN) BOOK it is necessary to use a different 
      construction (with the genitive of the reflexive pronoun, which will be introduced later on).  

4.		Reciprocal	pronoun		 [81]	

a)  Accidence  

In order to indicate a mutual interaction between two or more people, in Greek it is necessary to use the reciprocal 
pronoun, which logically has only plural forms and no nominative forms, as this pronoun can not express the subject of a 
sentence. Its declension follows the 2-1-2 scheme:  

 masc. fem. neuter 

Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ajllhvlou~ 

ajllhvlwn 
ajllhvloi~ 

ajllhvla~ 
ajllhvlwn 
ajllhvlai~ 

a[llhla 
ajllhvlwn 
ajllhvloi~ 
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b)  Syntax 

This pronoun is quite straightforward to use, as it conveys in one word what is expressed in English by the pronouns EACH 

OTHER. Some examples will show this clearly:  

• ajpokteivnousin ajllhvlou~  THEY KILL EACH OTHER  ² Masc.: men to men.  
• didovasi bivblou~ ajllhvlai~  THEY GIVE BOOKS TO EACH OTHER  ² Fem.:  women to women.  
• ejpolhmhvsamen pro;~ ajllhvlou~  WE WAGED WAR AGAINST EACH OTHER   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• kraugh;n pollh;n ejpoivoun kalou`nte~ ajllhvlou~  THEY MADE A LOT OF NOISE CALLING EACH OTHER   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

5.		Anaphoric	pronoun		 [82]	

a)  Accidence 

In order to supply the lacking personal pronoun in the third person when used as an object (not as subject), it is 
necessary to use the so-called anaphoric pronoun. The word anaphoric means that it refers to something / somebody 
already mentioned previously. As it cannot be used as a subject, it lacks nominative forms. Its declension is as follows:  

 singular plural   

 masc. fem. neut. masc. fem. neut.  

² Note that the neuter singular  
      form aujtov looses the final -n. 

Acc.  
Gen. 
Dat. 

aujtovn 
aujtou ̀

aujtw`/ 

aujthvn 
aujth`~ 

aujth`/ 

aujtov 
aujtou ̀

aujtw`/ 

aujtouv~ 
aujtw`n 

aujtoi`~ 

aujtav~ 
aujtw`n 

aujtai`~ 

aujtav 
aujtw`n 

aujtoi`~ 

 

 
b)  Syntax 

The anaphoric pronoun substitutes the 3rd person pronoun, and it must be used on its own and without article:  

• divdwmi aujtw`/ to;n i{ppon  I GIVE HIM THE HORSE. 
• divdwmi aujth`/ to;n i{ppon  I GIVE HER THE HORSE. 
• oJrw` aujtouv~  I SEE THEM     ² It must be somebody masc. 
• oJrw` aujtav~  I SEE THEM     ² It must be somebody fem. 

In Greek there is no need to mention the anaphoric pronoun if it can be easily understood from the context of the 
sentence (in the following examples, the Greek forms in brackets would be skipped):  

• fevrw tou;~ karpouv~, su; de; ejsqivei~ (aujtouv~)  I BRING THE FRUITS AND YOU EAT (THEM).  
• e[cw dou`lon kai; pevmpw (aujto;n) pro;~ th;n stratiavn  I HAVE A SLAVE AND I SEND (HIM) TO THE ARMY.  
• oJrw` to;n ajdelfo;n kai; divdwmi (aujtw`/) bivblon   I SEE MY BROTHER AND I GIVE (HIM) A BOOK.  
• ejgwv se a[xw kai; ejpi; touvtou~, ... , su; de; qewvmeno~ (aujtou;~) dhvpou katamaqhvsh/     I WILL TAKE YOU TO THESE MEN TOO;  
   AND YOU, OBSERVING (THEM), WILL REALISE IT   (Xenophon, Oeconomicus).  
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6.		Identity	pronouns		 [83]	

a)  Accidence 

The pronoun aujtov~, aujthv, aujtov that we have seen above is also used as an identity pronoun. Its declension is the same 
one we have seen above, but in this case there are nominative forms as well:  

 singular plural 
 masc. fem. neut. masc. fem. neut. 

Nom. 
Acc.  
Gen. 
Dat. 

aujtov~ 

aujtovn 
aujtou ̀
aujtw`/ 

aujthv 

aujthvn 
aujth`~ 
aujth`/ 

aujtov 

aujtov 
aujtou ̀
aujtw`/ 

aujtoiv 

aujtouv~ 
aujtw`n 
aujtoi`~ 

aujtaiv 

aujtav~ 
aujtw`n 
aujtai`~ 

aujtav 

aujtav 
aujtw`n 
aujtoi`~ 

b)  Syntax  

We have already seen how the oblique cases of aujtov~ can be used to replace the lacking personal pronouns in the 3rd 
person (e.g. filou`men aujtovn WE LOVE HIM). But aujtov~ can be used to express two additional meanings as identity 
pronoun, with reference to all persons. 

1/ Meaning  SAME:  

 a/ Placed immediately after the article (with or without noun), this pronoun means SAME, as in the following examples:  

• su; kai; ejgw; ejn th`/ aujth`/ oijkiva/ oijkou`men  YOU AND I LIVE IN THE SAME HOUSE.  
• su; kai; ejgw; to; aujto ; levgomen  YOU AND I SAY THE SAME THING.  
• fanhvsetai oJ aujto;~ ajnh;r ejn th`/ aujth`/ povlei  THE SAME MAN WILL TURN UP IN THE SAME CITY  
   (Aeschines, In Ctesiphontem).  

b/ Very frequently the article and the corresponding form of aujtov~ contract with each other, creating a new word that 
will have a peculiar breathing mark in the middle: this specific feature will prevent confusions with other forms of ou|to~, 
au{th, tou`to. Examples: 

• su; kai; ejgw; ejn taujth`/ oijkiva/ oijkou`men  YOU AND I LIVE IN THE SAME HOUSE.  
• kai; th`/ uJsteraiva/ de; taujta; tau`ta ejpoivhsen  AND ALSO AT THE FOLLOWING DAY HE MADE THESE SAME THINGS  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• Klevarco~ de; taujta ; ajpekrivnato  CLEARCHUS ANSWERED THE SAME THINGS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

 Note  

 When aujtov~ is used in its neuter singular form as a pronoun (i.e. not accompanying any nouns) and it contracts with 
the article, an ending -n can be added as if the neuter form were aujtovn instead of aujtov. Therefore, we can write the 
sentence su; kai; ejgw; taujto;n levgomen YOU AND I SAY THE SAME, but only if there is a contraction, and it would be 
WRONG to write su; kai; ejgw; to; aujto;n levgomen, as the genders of the article to; and the object aujtovn do not agree, 
being respectively neuter and masculine.  
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2/ Meaning  SELF:  

This interpretation is possible in two circumstances:  

a/ If aujtov~ is the only word forming the subject. Remember, however, that if aujtov~ were used as a pronoun in other 
cases, it would mean HIM, HER, etc. Moreover, observe in the examples that it can be used in reference to 1st and 2nd 
person, as will be indicated by the verb. 

• aujto;~ tou`to ejpoivhsen  HE HIMSELF DID THIS. 
• aujto;~ tout̀o ejpoivhsa  I MYSELF DID THIS. 
• aujtai ; tou`to ejpoivhsan  THEY THEMSELVES (fem.) DID THIS. 
• aujtai; tou`to ejpoihvsate  YOU YOURSELVES (fem.) DID THIS. 
• aujto;~ me;n pezh`/ h\lqen eij~ Shstovn  HE HIMSELF WENT TO SESTOS ON FOOT   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• aujtov~, e[fh, tou`to levgei~, w\ Swvkrate~  AND HE SAID: “YOU YOURSELF ARE SAYING THIS, SOCRATES”  
   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

b/ If aujtov~ accompanies a noun in any case, but does not follow immediately the article (i.e., it is outside the group 
article + noun):  

• ei[domen aujto;n to;n basileva  =  ei[domen to;n basileva aujtovn WE SAW THE KING HIMSELF.  
• aujth; hJ qea; h\lqen  =  hJ qea; aujth; h\lqen  THE GODDESS HERSELF CAME.  
• kai; aujtoi; oiJ qeoi; uJpodeiknuvousin  AND THE GODS THEMSELVES INDICATE IT (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• ∆Andokivdh~ de; kai; aujtou;~ tou;~ qeou;~ ajdikhvsa~ ... AND ANDOCIDES, HAVING WRONGED EVEN THE GODS THEMSELVES, …  
   (Lysias, In Andocidem).  

Observe the difference in meaning depending on word order:  

• ei[domen to;n aujto;n basileva     WE SAW THE SAME KING (and not a different one).  

7.		Reflexive	pronouns	

a)  Accidence  [84] 

In English the reflexive pronoun self is used in order to say that the object of a sentence is the same as the subject, e.g.: 
he killed himself, she bought herself a book, etc. Greek reflexive pronouns follow a peculiar inflectional pattern, which 
features a combination of the basic personal pronouns and aujtov~ as follows:  

1st person:  

 
singular plural 

 

² It lacks neuter forms and all nominatives,  
     as they indicate an object.  
 
² In plural compound forms, both words  
     must be declined simultaneously.  

masc. fem. masc. fem. 

Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ejmautovn 
ejmautou` 

ejmautw`/ 

ejmauthvn 
ejmauth`~ 

ejmauth`/ 

hJma`~ aujtouv~ 
hJmw`n aujtwǹ 

hJmi`n aujtoi`~ 

hJma`~ aujtav~ 
hJmw`n aujtw`n 

hJmi`n aujtai`~ 
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Some examples:  

• ejmauto;n oJrw` ejn tw`/ u{dati  I SEE MYSELF (reflected) IN THE WATER.  
• hJmi`n aujtoi`~ o{pla hjnevgkamen  WE HAVE BROUGHT WEAPONS FOR OURSELVES.  
• blavptomen hJma`~ aujtouv~  WE HARM OURSELVES.  

2nd person:  

 singular plural   
² Sometimes contracted forms are used: 
sautovn (< seautovn), sauthvn (< seauthvn), 
etc.  
 
 

masc. fem. masc. fem. 

Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

seautovn 
seautou ̀

seautw`/ 

seauthvn 
seauth`~ 

seauth`/ 

uJma`~ aujtouv~ 
uJmw`n aujtw`n 

uJmi`n aujtoi`~ 

uJma`~ aujtav~ 
uJmw`n aujtw`n 

uJmi`n aujtai`~ 

Some examples:  

• gnw`qi seautovn  KNOW THYSELF   (Plato, in several dialogues).  
• uJmw`n aujtw`n a[rcete  BEHAVE YOURSELVES.  

3rd person:  

 
singular plural  

² Sometimes contracted forms are 
used, e.g. auJtovn (< eJautovn), etc. Be 
careful not to confuse auJtovn with 
aujtovn etc., as the breathing marks are 
different.  

masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter  

Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

eJautovn 
eJautou` 
eJautw`/ 

eJauthvn 
eJauth`~ 
eJauth`/ 

eJautov 
eJautou` 
eJautw`/ 

eJautouv~ 
eJautw`n 
eJautoi`~ 

eJautav~ 
eJautw`n 
eJautai`~ 

eJautav 
eJautw`n 
eJautoi`~ 

 

 
 Notes 

 1/ The 3rd person reflexive pronoun inflects in all three genders, and its plural forms use the same stem as the  
     singular, differently from the plural forms of 1st and 2nd persons 
2/ There is also a compound form of the plural, even though not very common: sfa`~ aujtouv~, -av~, -av, sfw`n aujtw`n,  
      sfivsin aujtoi`~, -ai`~, -oi`~.  

Some examples:  

• oiJ filovsofoi qaumavzousin eJautouv~  PHILOSOPHERS ADMIRE THEMSELVES.  
• hJ tou` stratiwvtou gunh; auJth;n ajpevkteinen  THE SOLDIER’S WIFE KILLED HERSELF.  
• ejpei; de; pavnth/ oiJ polevmioi katei`con, ... parevdosan sfa`~ aujtouv~     WHEN THE ENEMY WERE KEEPING CONTROL OF  
    EVERYWHERE, … THEY HANDED THEMSELVES IN   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

b)  Syntax  [85] 

These pronouns can be used plainly to represent the object of the sentence, but if their genitive depends on a noun 
preceded by an article they must be placed inside the group article + noun. See the following examples: 
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• pro;~ ejmauto;n skopw`  I LOOK INTO MYSELF   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
• wjgaqev, mh; ajgnovei seautovn  O DEAR FRIEND, DO NOT IGNORE YOURSELF   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• oJ Periklh`~ ajnagignwvskei th;n eJautou` bivblon  PERICLES READS HIS OWN BOOK. 
• ∆Alkibiavdh~ ... ajpevpleusen eij~ Cerrovnhson eij~ ta; eJautou` teivch     ALCIBIADES … SAILED AWAY TO THE CHERSONESOS,  
    WITHIN HIS OWN WALLS (  Xenophon, Hellenica).  

³ Remember that, in order to express somebody else’s possession of an object, the genitive of aujtov~ must be left outside 
the group article + noun:  

• oJ Periklh`~ ajnagignwvskei th;n bivblon aujtou`      PERICLES READS HIS (somebody else’s) BOOK.  

c)  A special case: 3rd person reflexive pronouns in subordinate clauses (indirect reflexive)  [86] 

1/ Sometimes in a subordinate sentence it is necessary to indicate a direct or indirect object which refers to the subject of 
the main sentence, as for instance in the following sentence:  

HE SAYS THAT AN ALLY WOUNDED HIM         ² HIM = HE, with the original sentence being AN ALLY HAS WOUNDED ME.  

In this case, we could use a normal reflexive pronoun, but unless the context makes it clear it could refer to the subject of 
the subordinate sentence and not to the subject of the main sentence, as in this sentence: 

• levgei o{ti suvmmacov~ ti~ eJauto;n e[trwsen HE SAYS THAT AN ALLY WOUNDED HIMSELF   or    
HE SAYS THAT AN ALLY WOUNDED HIM.  

To solve this type of problems in Greek, authors generally use the pronoun aujtov~ as in the following sentence: 

• levgei o{ti suvmmacov~ ti~ aujto;n e[trwsen      HE SAYS THAT AN ALLY WOUNDED HIM (HIM being the same as HE).  

³ Of course this aujtovn could also indicate a third person, neither the main subject nor the ally, but usually the context 
clarifies this point.  

2/ Nevertheless, to avoid any possible confusion, there is an additional reflexive pronoun, the indirect reflexive, which 
even being part of a secondary clause refers to the subject of the main sentence. It declines as follows:  

 sing. plur.  
 ² The singular has also enclitic forms, i.e. without accents. 

 
² Do not confuse ou| with the genitive of the relative or 
with the adverb of place WHERE, and oi| with the other 
adverb of place WHERE TO.  

 m./f./n. mas./fem. neuter 

Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

e{ 

ou| 
oi| 

sfa`~ 

sfw`n 
sfivsi(n) 

sfeva 

sfw`n 
sfivsi(n) 

 
So, the sentence we were looking at above can be translated as follows using the indirect reflexive pronoun: 

• levgei o{ti suvmmacov~ ti~ e} e[trwsen     HE SAYS THAT AN ALLY WOUNDED HIM (HIM being the same as HE).  
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More examples:  

• oiJ a[rconte~ ... pro;~ sfa`~ ejkevleuon levgein o{tou devoito THE LEADERS … ORDERED (HIM) TO TELL THEM WHAT HE  
   NEEDED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).        ² The sfa`~ are the a[rconte~ themselves.  
• oiJ triavkonta, oujkevti nomivzonte~ ajsfalh` sfivsi ta; pravgmata, ... THE THIRTY, THINKING THAT THE STATE OF AFFAIRS WAS  
   NO LONGER SAFE FOR THEM, …    (Xenophon, Hellenica).        ² The sfivsi is the triavkonta themselves.  

3/ There is a form of possessive adjective derived from the indirect reflexive pronoun: sfevtero~, -a, -on. Let’s see some 
examples:  

• oJ didavskalo~ levgei o{ti oJ maqhth;~ th;n sfetevran bivblon ajnevgnw   THE TEACHER SAYS THAT THE STUDENT  
   HAS READ HIS OWN BOOK        ² The teacher’s book, not the student’s book.  
• ei\pon de; o{ti ... bouvlointo eij~ a[stu pro;~ tou;~ sfetevrou~ stratiwvta~ parelqei`n  THEY SAID THAT THEY WANTED TO GO  
   TO THE CITY WITH (TOWARDS) THEIR OWN SOLDIERS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

8.		Interrogative	pronoun		 [87]	

a)  Accidence 

The basic meaning of the interrogative pronoun is WHO/WHAT/WHICH? for masculine and feminine ones and 
WHAT/WHICH? for the neuter form. This pronoun inflects following the third declension, with masculine and feminine 
sharing the same forms. For some cases, there are alternative forms looking like the article, but they are rarely used.  

 singular plural 
 masc./fem. neuter masc./fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

tiv~ 

tivna 
tivno~ - tou ̀
tivni - tw`/ 

tiv 

tiv 
tivno~ 
tivni 

tivne~ 

tivna~ 
tivnwn 
tivsi(n) 

tivna 

tivna 
tivnwn 
tivsi(n) 

 
b)  Syntax 

1/ The interrogative pronouns can also accompany a noun, becoming interrogative adjectives;  

• tiv~ pavrestin…  WHO IS HERE? 
• tiv~ pai`~ pavrestin…  WHICH CHILD IS HERE?  

The case, gender and number of the interrogative pronouns/adjectives have to agree with the (explicit or implicit) 
referent they refer to:  

• tivna ei\de~ cqev~…  WHOM DID YOU SEE YESTERDAY? 
• tivsi stratiwvtai~ ta; crhvmata divdw~…  TO WHICH SOLDIERS DO YOU GIVE THE MONEY?  
• tivno~ ejsti; hJ bivblo~…  WHOSE BOOK IS IT?  (Literally, OF WHOM IS THE BOOK?).  
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• tivna~ gunai`ka~ oJra`n bouvlei…  WHICH WOMEN DO YOU WANT TO SEE?  
• dia; tivno~ povlew~ trevcei~…  THROUGH WHICH CITY DO YOU RUN?  
• tivna dh; sumbouleuvei~ aujtoi`~ tivqesqai novmon…  WHAT LAW DO YOU ADVISE THEM TO SET?   (Plato, Leges).  
• tivne~ uJmei`~ a[ra ejstev, w\ xevnoi…  WHO ARE YOU, STRANGERS?   (Lucian, Verae Historiae).  
• ejrwtwvmeno~ ejn tivni crovnw/ mevlloi tau`ta pravttesqai, ei\pen o{ti ...     BEING ASKED AT WHAT TIME HE WAS ABOUT TO DO  
   THESE THINGS, HE SAID THAT…   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ Observe that in English there are not specific plural forms for WHO, WHICH etc.; so, the sentences    tiv~ pavrestin…    
and tivne~ pavreisin…    will be both translated as  WHO IS HERE?, even though in the second case clearly the question 
regards the identity of several people.  

9.		Other	interrogative	pronouns		 [88]	

In addition to the interrogative tiv~, tiv, in Greek there are other interrogative pronouns with more specific meanings, 
which will be described in the following paragraphs. 

a)  The quantitative interrogative pronoun   povso~, -h, on   HOW BIG? (HOW MANY? in plural) 

• povshn oijkivan e[cei~…  HOW BIG IS YOUR HOUSE?       ² Literally, HOW BIG A HOUSE DO YOU HAVE? 
• povsou~ fivlou~ e[cei~…  HOW MANY FRIENDS HAVE YOU GOT?  
• povsoi dev, e[fhn ejgwv, pavnte~ ou|toiv eijsin…  AND I SAID: “HOW MANY ARE ALL THESE?”   (Lucian, Verae Historiae).  
• e[skeyai povson crovnon iJkanov~ ejstin oJ ... si`to~ diatrevfein th;n povlin     YOU HAVE LOOKED INTO HOW LONG WE WILL  
   BE ABLE TO FEED THE CITY WITH CORN   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

b)  The qualitative interrogative pronoun   poi`o~, -a, -on   OF WHICH KIND? 

• poiva~ bivblou~ e[cei~…   WHICH KIND OF BOOKS DO YOU HAVE?  
• poivou~ de; pevnhta~ kai; poivou~ plousivou~ kalei`~…  WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE DO YOU CALL POOR AND WHAT RICH?  
   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

c)  The selective interrogative pronoun   povtero~, -a, -on   WHICH OF BOTH?  

It is used to imply that the referents are exactly two in number:  

• povteron stratiwvthn ajpevkteina~…  WHICH SOLDIER DID YOU KILL?  
   ² As we use this adjective, we imply that there were only two soldiers, so we could have translated it as  
        WHICH ONE OF THE TWO SOLDIERS DID YOU KILL?  
• povtero~ ajdikwvterov~ ejstin…  WHICH OF THE TWO IS MORE UNJUST?   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• potevrou~ de; eujdaimonestevrou~ crh; levgein…  WHICH OF THE TWO (GROUPS OF PEOPLE) SHOULD WE CALL HAPPIER?  
   (Plato, Leges).  
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10.		Relative	pronoun		 [89]	

a)  Accidence 

The relative pronoun inflects as follows:  

 singular plural 

 

² It is possible to add to these basic forms 
the suffix -per to add extra emphasis: 
o{sper, etc. In this case, it will mean 
PRECISELY THE ONE WHO etc. 

 masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

o{~ 
o{n 
ou| 
w|/ 

h{ 
h{n 
h|~ 
h|/ 

o{  
o{ 
ou| 
w|/ 

oi{ 
ou{~ 
w|n 
oi|~ 

ai{ 
a{~ 
w|n 
ai|~ 

a{ 
a{ 
w|n 
oi|~ 

 
b)  Syntax 

As further detailed explanations regarding relative clauses will be given in the chapter devoted to secondary clauses, in 
this chapter is reported just an outline of its basic use . 

Let’s see an example of relative period, i.e. the group made of one main sentence and a relative subordinate clause:  

• oJrw` tou;~ pai`da~ oi|~ dw`ra e[dwka~     I SEE THE BOYS TO WHOM YOU GAVE PRIZES.  

Explanation:  

oi|~ (TO WHOM) is the relative pronoun which introduces the secondary clause, while tou;~ pai`da~ (THE BOYS) is the so-
called antecedent, or the word to which the relative pronoun refers to. The relative pronoun and its antecedent must 
agree in gender and number, but not in case, as the case will depend on the function performed by the two terms in their 
respective sentence: tou;~ pai`da~ (THE BOYS) is in accusative because it is direct object of the main sentence, while oi|~ (TO 

WHOM) is in dative because it is the indirect object of the relative sentence.  

More examples:  

• oJ pai`~ o}~ ejkei` ejsti sofov~ ejstin  THE BOY WHO IS THERE IS CLEVER.  
• oJ a[nqrwpo~ o}n su; cqe;~ ei\de~ th;n mavchn ejnivkhsen  THE MAN THAT YOU SAW YESTERDAY WON THE BATTLE.  
• aiJ gunai`ke~ ai|~ ta;~ bivblou~ parevsce~ sofaiv eijsin  THE WOMEN TO WHOM YOU OFFERED THE BOOKS ARE CLEVER.  
• aiJ gunai`ke~ ai|sper ta;~ bivblou~ parevsce~ sofaiv eijsin  THE WOMEN PRECISELY THE ONES TO WHOM YOU OFFERED THE  
   BOOKS ARE CLEVER.  
   ² As said, we can add -per to add emphasis, to make it clear that we mean these women, not any other ones.  
• pavnte~ ga;r ou|toi novmoi eijsivn, ou}~ to; plh`qo~ ... e[graye     ALL THESE ARE LAWS WHICH THE PEOPLE WROTE  
   (Xenophon, THE Memorabilia).  
• meta; de; tau`ta ejkklhsiva ejgevneto, ejn h|/ tw`n strathgw`n kathgovroun a[lloi     AFTER THIS THERE WAS AN ASSEMBLY,  
   IN WHICH OTHER MEN ACCUSED THE GENERALS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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11.		Indefinite	relative	pronoun	

a)  Accidence  [90] 

The indefinite relative pronoun is made of the combination of two elements: the relative pronoun and the indefinite 
pronoun ti~, ti. Both halves are declined, each half according to its own declension. Genitive and dative singular 
masc./neuter and nominative and accusative plural neuter can have alternative forms; moreover the neuter singular 
form o{ ti is usually written as two words, in order to avoid confusion with the conjunction o{ti.  

 singular plural 
 masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

o{sti~ 
o{ntina 

ou|tino~  <  o{tou 
w|/tini      <  o{tw/ 

h{ti~ 
h{ntina 

h|stino~ 
h|/tini 

o{ ti 
o{ ti 

ou|tino~  <  o{tou 
w|/tini      <  o{tw/ 

oi{tine~ 
ou{stina~ 

w|ntinwn 
oi|stisi(n) 

ai{tine~ 
a{stina~ 

w|ntinwn 
ai|stisi(n) 

a{tina  <  a{tta 
a{tina  <  a{tta 
w|ntinwn 
oi|stisi(n) 

 
b)  Syntax  [91] 

1/ The most common meaning of the indefinite relative pronoun is the one indicated by its own name, i.e. WHOEVER, 
WHATEVER, and is used in order to introduce a relative clause with a general meaning (sometimes with no antecedent):  

• o{sti~ tou`to poiei `, sofov~ ejstin  WHOEVER MAKES THIS IS CLEVER.  
• w|/tini ta; crhvmata divdw~, tou`ton ajpoktenw`  WHOEVER YOU GIVE THE MONEY TO, I WILL KILL HIM.  
• w|/tini ejntugcavnoien ”Ellhni ... pavnta~ e[kteinon  WHATEVER GREEK PERSON THEY MET, THEY KILLED THEM ALL  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• par∆ ejmoi; de; oujdei;~ misqoforei`, o{sti~ mh; iJkanov~ ejstin ... ponei`n  NOBODY SERVES IN MY ARMY, WHO(EVER) IS NOT  
   GOOD ENOUGH   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ejkevleuon de; kai; to;n Qhramevnhn labei`n o{ntina bouvloito  THEY ALSO ORDERED THERAMENES TO TAKE  
   WHOMEVER HE WANTED TO   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

In the corresponding chapters devoted to relative sentences and indefinite sentences further possibilities will be 
explained (e.g., subjunctive + a[n to emphasise the indefinite character of the sentence, etc.).  

Another indefinite sense of this pronoun is WHOEVER (IS) CAPABLE OF, as clarified in the following examples:  

• levge moi didavskalon o{sti~ to;n ejmo;n uiJo;n paideuvei  TELL ME A TEACHER WHO MAY EDUCATE MY SON.  
• dov~ moi xivfo~ w|/tini mavcomai  GIVE ME A SWORD WITH WHICH I MAY FIGHT.  

2/ Another possible meaning of this pronoun is the same as that of the interrogative tiv~, tiv, but used in indirect [92] 
questions, where the interrogative word tiv~, tiv (in all cases) can be replaced by the corresponding form of the indefinite 
relative o{sti~, h{ti~, o{ ti (note that this replacement is optional, not compulsory).  
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Examples: 

• tivna oJra`/~… WHOM DO YOU SEE? ejrwta`/ tivna oJra`/~ or ejrwta`/ o{ntina oJra`/~     HE ASKS WHOM YOU SEE.  
• ejpeceivrhsa~ sauto;n ejpiskopei`n o{sti~ ei[h~…     DID YOU TRY TO CONSIDER WHO YOU WERE?   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
   ² In this case, it is an indirect question inside another question.  
• w\ Ku`re, ouj mhv se kruvyw pro;~ o{ntina bouvlomai ajfikevsqai     CYRUS, I WILL NOT CONCEAL FROM YOU WHOM I AM  
   TRYING TO REACH   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

12.		Other	indefinite	pronouns		

q  ti~, ti  [93] 

a)  Accidence 

The basic meaning of this pronoun is SOMEBODY, SOME, ANY, A and it is declined the same way as the interrogative, with 
the only difference that generally it does not have any accents. However, if special cases of accentuation rules make this 
word bear an accent, this could go only on the second syllable, never on the first one.   

 singular plural  

² Take care not to confuse a[tta (from 
ti~) with a{tta (from o{sti~), as they 
differ only in the breathing mark.  

 masc./fem. neuter masc./fem. neuter  

Nom. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 

ti~ 
tinav 

tinov~  -  tou 
tiniv     -  tw/ 

ti 
ti 

tinov~ 
tiniv 

tinev~ 
tinav~ 

tinw`n 
tisiv(n) 

tinav  -  a[tta 
tinav  -  a[tta 

tinw`n 
tisiv(n) 

 

 
b)  Syntax 

Like the interrogative pronoun, ti~ / ti can be used as well as an adjective, accompanying a noun:  

• a[nqrwpov~ ti~ h\lqe cqev~  A MAN CAME YESTERDAY.  
   ² Contrast with tiv~ a[nqrwpo~ h\lqe cqev~…  WHICH MAN CAME YESTERDAY? 
• ei[domevn tina~ ejn tw`/ ajgrw`/  WE SAW SOME PEOPLE IN THE FIELD.  

This pronoun/adjective can never open a sentence, as it is an enclitic form, and usually it follows the noun it agrees with. 

Let’s see some examples:  

• gunhv ti~ ajndriv tiniv ti ei\pen  A WOMAN SAID SOMETHING TO A MAN.  
• kovrai~ tisi; ta;~ bivblou~ e[dwka  I GAVE THE BOOKS TO SOME GIRLS.  
• ejn th`/ mavch/ ejxaivfnh~ ti ejgevneto  SUDDENLY, SOMETHING HAPPENED IN THE BATTLE. 
• oiJ iJppei`~ h[launon ejpi; lovfon tinav  THE HORSEMEN RODE ONTO A HILL   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ajnhvr ti~ aJlieu;~ para; th;n qavlassan a[gran ijcquvwn ejpoivei     A FISHERMAN WAS FISHING ON THE SEASHORE  
   (Aesopus, Fabulae).  
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q  a[llo~, <h, <o  [94] 

a)  Accidence 

It means ANOTHER ONE, and it inflects following in the usual 2-1-2 scheme apart from the neuter singular form, which 
lacks the ending -n in nominative and accusative.  

b)  Syntax 

a[llo~, <h, <o conveys the meaning THE REST OF when accompanied by a definite article:  

• e[peita de; oiJ a[lloi stratiw`tai ajfivkonto  LATER, THE REST OF THE SOLDIERS ARRIVED.  
   ² THE OTHER SOLDIERS would sound strange.  
• ta;~ me;n ∆Aqhvna~ ei\don, th;n de; a[llhn cwvran oujkevti ei\don  I HAVE SEEN ATHENS, BUT NOT THE REST OF THE COUNTRY YET.  
   ² THE OTHER COUNTRY would sound strange.  
• oiJ d∆ a[lloi strathgoi ; eij~ to;n ÔEllhvsponton w[/conto  THE REST OF THE GENERALS WENT TO THE HELLESPONT  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

If not accompanied by the definite article, it just means OTHER:  

• e[peita de; a[lloi stratiw`tai ajfivkonto  LATER, OTHER SOLDIERS ARRIVED.  
• a[lla~ bivblou~ ajnagignwvskw  I READ OTHER BOOKS.  
• a[lloi polloi ; tw`n ∆Arkavdwn kai; ∆Acaiw`n eJkovnte~ h\/san  MANY OTHERS OF THE ARCADIANS AND OF THE ACHAEANS  
   WENT WILLINGLY   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

c)  Double a[llo~  [95] 

1/ We have seen that this indefinite, if not followed by the article, means OTHER, but there are some cases in which 
different acceptations of this pronoun are used in the same sentence:  

• a[lloi pai`de~ a[lla~ bivblou~ ajnagignwvskousin  DIFFERENT CHILDREN READ DIFFERENT BOOKS.  
   ² Literally, OTHER CHILDREN READ OTHER BOOKS.  
• a[lloi a[nqrwpoi a[lloi~ qeoi`~ ajnaqhvmata didovasin  DIFFERENT MEN GIVE OFFERINGS TO DIFFERENT GODS.  
   ² Literally, OTHER MEN GIVE OFFERINGS TO OTHER GODS.  
• a[lloi a[lla divkaia hJgou`ntai     DIFFERENT PEOPLE REGARD DIFFERENT THINGS AS FAIR   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

2/ When we use two forms not in the same sentence but in two consecutive sentences (usually combined by mevn-dev), 
this pronoun indicates the conceptual opposition of two groups of objects, persons or concepts, so that they should be 
translated as SOME….OTHERS. In fact, this use is almost identical to the use of the article with mevn-dev:  

• a[llou~ me;n misw`, a[llou~ de ; filw ̀ I HATE SOME, I LOVE OTHERS.  
• to; gou`n aujto; ... a[lloi~ me;n ajgaqovn, a[lloi~ de; kakovn  THE SAME THING… FOR SOME IS GOOD, FOR OTHERS IS BAD  
   (Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum).  
• tou;~ me;n misw`, tou;~ de; filw`  I HATE SOME (OF THEM), WHILE I LOVE THE OTHERS.  
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q  e{tero~, <a, <on  [96] 

a)  Accidence 

This pronoun means THE OTHER ONE, and it inflects following the standard 2-1-2 scheme, even though the following 
contractions are also allowed:  

a{tero~  =  oJ e{tero~ 
qavteron  =  to; e{teron 
qatevrou  =  tou` eJtevrou 

b)  Syntax 

This pronouns is used only when we speak about couples of objects, people, etc., as in the following examples: 

• oJ e{tero~ fivlo~ ajfivketo cqev~     THE OTHER FRIEND ARRIVED YESTERDAY        ² Referring to two friends.  
• ajnevbhsan ejpi; to;n prw`ton ghvlofon kai; katevbainon, wJ~ ejpi; to;n e{teron ajnabaivnein     THEY WENT UP ONTO THE FIRST HILL  
   AND CAME DOWN, AS IF THEY WERE GOING TO CLIMB THE OTHER ONE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Like a[llo~, it can be used in double sentences, repeating the same pronoun (even in different cases), or twice in the 
same sentence:  

• to;n me;n e{teron misw`, tw`/ de; eJtevrw/ crhvmata divdwmi  I HATE THIS ONE, WHILE I GIVE MONEY TO THE OTHER ONE.  
• tevlo~ de; oJ e{tero~ to;n e{teron paivei AND FINALLY ONE HITS THE OTHER   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• ejdovkei a[ra, wJ~ e[oiken, ÔOmhvrw/ e{tero~ me;n ei\nai ajnh;r ajlhqhv~, e{tero~ de ; yeudhv~     APPARENTLY, ONE SEEMED TO  
   HOMER TO BE AN HONEST MAN, AND THE OTHER A LIAR   (Plato, Hippias Minor).  

q  movno~, <h, <on  [97] 

a)  Accidence 

This pronoun means ONLY (which of course is an adverb) and ALONE, and it inflects following the 2-1-2 scheme.  

b)  Syntax 

1/ The context will make clear whether it means ALONE or it should be translated using the adverb ONLY:  

• movno~ ejn th`/ nhvsw/ eijmiv  I AM ALONE ON THE ISLAND.  
• movno~ oJ Periklh`~ tou`to oi\den  ONLY PERICLES KNOWS THIS.  
• movno~ d∆ ejporeuvou, e[fh, h] kai; ajkovlouqov~ soi hjkolouvqei…     DID YOU GO ALONE, HE SAID, OR DID AN ATTENDANT  
   ACCOMPANY YOU?   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

2/ Even when translated in the adverbial sense ONLY, in Greek movno~, <h, <on is an adjective and, therefore, must agree in 
case, number and gender with its referent:  

• movnai aiJ kovrai tou`to i[sasin     ONLY THE GIRLS KNOW THIS.  
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3/ Sometimes it can convey the meaning THE ONLY ONE THAT (see former example on Pericles), as in these examples: 

• oJ Swkravth~ movno~ th;n ajlhvqeian e[legen  ONLY SOCRATES SPOKE THE TRUTH / SOCRATES WAS THE ONLY ONE WHO  
   SPOKE THE TRUTH.   
• au{th de; movnh diamevnei sunech;~ basileiva  ONLY THIS MONARCHY REMAINS / THIS IS THE ONLY MONARCHY THAT  
   REMAINS   (Xenophon, Agesilaus).  
• hJ hJdonh; movnh au{th plei`sta ajgaqa; paraskeuavzei  ONLY THIS PLEASURE BRINGS VERY MANY BENEFITS / THIS IS THE  
   ONLY PLEASURE THAT BRINGS VERY MANY BENEFITS   (Xenophon, Cynegeticus).  

Observe that the word order in this context plays an important role with regard to the overall meaning of the sentence:  

• oJ movno~ iJereu;~ tou`to ejpoivhsen  THE ONLY PRIEST DID THIS.  ² The only priest that was there.  
• oJ iJereu;~ movno~ tou`to ejpoivhsen  THE PRIEST DID THIS ALONE.  ² Without help.  

q  e{kasto~, <h, <on  [98] 

This pronoun inflects following the standard 2-1-2 scheme. Its meaning is EVERY, EACH, and it can use article or not:  

• eJkavstw/ stratiwvth / xivfo~ e[dwka   =   eJkavstw/ tw`/ stratiwvth/ xivfo~ e[dwka     I GAVE A SWORD TO EACH SOLDIER.  
• hJgemw;n me;n h\n oJ despovth~ eJkavsth~ th`~ oijkiva~     THE MASTER OF EACH HOUSE WAS A LEADER   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• iJmavtion t∆ e[dwken eJkavstw/     HE GAVE A CLOAK TO EACH ONE   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

q  eJkavtero~, <a, <on  [99] 

This pronoun inflects following the standard 2-1-2 scheme, meaning EVERY, EACH with reference to couples of concepts, 
objects or persons, usually accompanied by the definite article (which in e{kasto~ is optional):  

• eJkatevrw/ tw`/ stratiwvth / xivfo~ e[dwka  I GAVE A SWORD TO EACH OF THE TWO SOLDIERS.  
   ² We do not need the words BOTH SOLDIERS in genitive, as this is implied in the sense of the pronoun. 
• eJkavteroi ejpekalou`nto to;n Ku`ron  EACH ONE OF THE TWO (GROUPS) SUMMONED CYRUS   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  
• eijpev moi, e[fh, w\ ∆Arivstippe, ... pw`~ a]n eJkavteron paideuvoi~…     TELL ME, ARISTIPPUS, HE SAID, HOW WOULD YOU EDUCATE  
   EACH OF THE TWO?   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

q  ajmfovteroi, -ai, -a  [100] 

This pronoun inflects following the standard 2-1-2 scheme. It means BOTH and it is followed by the plural accompanied by 
definite article: ajmfovteroi oiJ a[ndre~ BOTH MEN.  

• ijdovnte~ de; ajllhvlou~ ... , to; me;n prw`ton e[sthsan ajmfovteroi  SEEING EACH OTHER…, AT FIRST BOTH STOOD STILL  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ejgw; d∆ ou\n filw` me;n ajmfotevrou~ uJma`~ oJmoivw~, w\ pai`de~  THEREFORE I LOVE BOTH OF YOU ON AN EQUAL BASIS, O SONS  
   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

³ Note that the unusual form a[mfw must be followed by the dual (see the corresponding section): a[mfw tw; fuvlake.  

• ejntau`qa kai; ajpoqnhv/skei Caivrwn te kai; Qivbraco~, a[mfw polemavrcw     THEN BOTH CHAIRON AND THIBRACHUS DIE,  
   BOTH OF THEM POLEMARCHS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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13.		Negative	pronouns	

Sometimes they are considered to be a sub-category of indefinite pronouns, as they actually derive from them, but as 
they share the characteristic negative meaning we have grouped them separately.  

q  oujdeiv~, oujdemiva, oujdevn  [101] 

a)  Accidence:  

It is formed by the combination of the negative oujdev and the numeral adjective ONE (observe that in the masculine and 
neuter forms, the final -e of oujdev has been elided as the second part of the word also begins with the same letter). It 
inflects exactly like ei|~, miva, e{n: oujdevna, oujdemivan, oujdenov~, etc.  

b)  Syntax:  

1/ Its meaning is NO, NONE, NO ONE, NOBODY, NOTHING, to be translated according to its use as pronoun or as adjective, or 
alone in neuter, etc. Let’s see some examples:  

• oujdei;~ ajnh;r ejpanh`lqen  NO MAN CAME BACK. 
• oujdei;~ ejpanh`lqen  NOBODY / NO ONE CAME BACK. 
• oujdemiva gunh; ejpanh`lqen  NO WOMAN CAME BACK. 
• oujdemiva ejpanh`lqen  NOBODY / NO ONE CAME BACK.  
   ² Specifically feminine agents: NO WOMAN, NO GIRL, NO FEMALE STUDENT, etc.  
• oujde;n ejpoivhsa         I DID NOTHING.       ² Although in English we would say I DID NOT DO ANYTHING.  
• oujdevna ei\don           I SAW NOBODY / NO ONE / NONE.       ² Although in English we would say I DID NOT SEE ANYBODY.  
• oujdemivan ei\don       I SAW NOBODY / NO WOMAN / NO ONE / NONE.       
   ² Specifically feminine agents: NO WOMAN, NO GIRL, NO FEMALE STUDENT, etc.  
• oiJ de; ejx a[stew~ iJppei`~ ... tw`n me;n polemivwn oujdevna e[ti ei\don  THE HORSEMEN FROM THE CITY … DID NOT SEE ANY  
   OF THE ENEMIES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• uJpo; pollw`n de; ejrwtwvmeno~ ... , oujdeni ; ajpekrivnato   BEING ASKED BY MANY, … HE DID NOT ANSWER ANYONE  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ A special construction: THERE IS NO ONE WHO… + negative sentence  [102] 

The negative pronoun oujdeiv~ combined with the indefinite relative o{sti~ should be translated by means of the 
periphrasis THERE IS NO ONE WHO…: please note that in the main sentence the verb ejstiv is to be provided by the reader. 
Let’s see an example :  

• oujdei;~ o{sti~ oujk oi\de tou`to     THERE IS NOBODY WHO DOES NOT KNOW THIS.  

To translate a sentence such as THERE IS NO ONE WHOM SOCRATES DOES NOT LOVE, generally we would decline only the WHOM, 
because the NOBODY apparently should be expressed in nominative, as it is the subject of the English sentence, with the 
following result:  

• oujdei;~ o{ntina ouj filei` oJ Swkravth~.  
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But the problem with this translation is that, in Greek, oujdei;~ in this construction must be in agreement with the 
relative pronoun, breaking the correspondence with the English sentence (according to which NOBODY should be the 
nominative); the correct Greek translation of the sentence, therefore, is the following:  

•  oujdevna o{ntina ouj filei` oJ Swkravth~.  

Both pronouns must be declined, and as far as the indefinite one is concerned the optional forms seen above for the 
indirect cases are to be used:  

Acc.   oujdevna o{ntina 
Gen.   oujdeno;~ o{tou 
Dat.    oujdeni; o{tw/ 

Examples:  

• oujdeni; o{tw/ crhvmata ouj divdwmi      THERE IS NO ONE TO WHOM I DO NOT GIVE MONEY.  
• oujdeno;~ o{tou ouj dikaiovterov~ ejstin ou|to~ oJ dikasthv~      THERE IS NO ONE WHO IS FAIRER THAN THE JUDGE IS. 
• ∆Apollovdwro~ de; ... oujdevna o{ntina ouj katevklase tw`n parovntwn  THERE WAS NO ONE WHOM APOLLODOROS DID NOT  
   BREAK DOWN   (Plato, Phaedo).  

q  mhdeiv~, mhdemiva, mhdevn  [103] 

a)  Accidence:  

It declines in the same way as oujdeiv~, oujdemiva, oujdevn, except that the negative component is represented by mhv instead 
of oujdev.  

b)  Syntax:  

Its meaning is the same as for oujdeiv~, oujdemiva, oujdevn, but mhdeiv~ etc. is used instead of oujdeiv~ etc. in the clauses that 
need mhv instead of ouj as simple negative for the verb, i.e. conditional sentences, participles with subjective meaning, 
clauses depending on verbs of wish, result clauses in infinitive, etc. Let’s see some examples:  

• eja;n mhdei;~ tou`to poih`/, ajpoqanouvmeqa  IF NOBODY DOES THIS, WE WILL DIE.  
• bouvlomai to;n pai`da mhde;n poiei`n  I WANT THE CHILD TO DO NOTHING.  
• mhdevna kakhgoreivtw mhdeiv~ LET NOBODY ACCUSE ANYONE   (Plato, Leges).  
• oiJ mhde;n poiou`nte~ crhvmata ouj devxontai  THOSE WHO DO NOTHING WILL NOT RECEIVE MONEY.  
   ² The conditional sense is evident, meaning  IF THEY DO NOTHING. oiJ oujde;n poiou`nte~ would mean THOSE WHO ARE  
        DOING NOTHING.  
• oJ didavskalo~ ou{tw tacevw~ trevcei w{ste mhdevna aujto;n nika`n     THE TEACHER RUNS SO QUICKLY THAT NOBODY BEATS HIM.  
• so;n e[rgon [ejsti] mhdevna ajfievnai tw`n pro;~ se; ajfiknoumevnwn     YOUR DUTY IS NOT TO SEND AWAY ANY OF THOSE  
   THAT COME TO YOU   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  
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q  oujdevtero~, <a, <on  [104] 

a)  Accidence:  

Its declension follows the normal 2-1-2 scheme.  

b)  Syntax:  

oujdevtero~ is the negative of the indefinite pronoun e{tero~, meaning NO ONE OF BOTH, NEITHER (NOT ... EITHER). Examples:  

• – a\ra tou;~ duvo strathgou;~ ei\de~…  DID YOU SEE THE TWO GENERALS? 
   – ouj mevntoi, oujdevteron ei\don  NO, I HAVE NOT SEEN EITHER (OF THE TWO).  
• oujdevteron gignwvskw, w\ Swvkrate~  I KNOW NEITHER, SOCRATES   (Plato, Euthydemus).  
• nuni; d∆ oujdevtero~ aujtw`n ... ei\pen ejn toiouvtw/ kairw`/     THEN NEITHER OF THEM SPOKE IN SUCH A CIRCUMSTANCE  
   (Demosthenes, Contra Phormionem).  

Observe that this OF BOTH is not the translation of any word meaning BOTH in genitive: it is used because the Greek 
sentence makes it clear that we are talking about two generals; it is the negative equivalent form of the interrogative 
povtero~ and the indefinite eJkavtero~.  

q  mhdevtero~, <a, <on  [105] 

a)  Accidence:  

Its declension follows the normal 2-1-2 scheme.  

b)  Syntax:  

As mhdeiv~ corresponds to oujdeiv~ in sentences where the simple negative would be mhv instead of ou j, mhdevtero~ 
corresponds to oujdevtero~ in the same sense of “no one of both” in sentences where the simple negative would be mh v 
instead of ou j. Let’s see some examples:  

• eja;n mhdevtero~ e[lqh/, tav crhvmatav soi dwvsw  IF NEITHER COMES, I WILL GIVE THE MONEY TO YOU.  
• bouvlomai mhdevteron ejk th`~ povlew~ ejxei`nai  I WANT NEITHER TO LEAVE THE CITY.  
• kaivper mhdetevrou ajfikomevnou, ejgw; au[rion a[rxomai  EVEN IF NEITHER HAS ARRIVED, I WILL BEGIN TOMORROW.  
   ² Observe that the use of mhdetevrou gives a conditional sense, meaning the possibility that tomorrow no one  
        may have turned up; using oujdetevrou would convey the following meaning: ALTHOUGH NO ONE OF BOTH HAS  
        ARRIVED / WILL HAVE ARRIVED…, i.e. that no one of both has arrived or will arrive by then.  
• dei` dh; tajlhqe;~ mhdevteron levgein     NEITHER SHOULD SPEAK THE TRUTH   (Plato, Phaedrus).  
• prokalouvmeqa de; uJma`~ fivloi me;n ei\nai, polevmioi de; mhdetevroi~  WE OFFER TO BE YOUR FRIENDS, AND ENEMIES TO  
   NEITHER SIDE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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h) Adverbs and prepositional adverbs 

 

1.		General	observations		 [106] 

When we mention adverbs, we tend to think of some frequent English words ending in -LY, such as STRONGLY, QUICKLY, 
SLOWLY, etc., but this is just one of several different possible morphological forms of adverbs, which can be represented 
by words that appear very different from each other, such as TODAY, HARDLY, ENOUGH, QUICKLY, WHEN?, EVERYWHERE, etc.  

Adverbs are indeclinable parts of speech with variable frequency rates, as some are really common while others are 
hardly attested. For this reason, we will present only the most frequent ones. We will include as well some recurrent 
adverbial expressions (i.e. formed by an adverb and other words), which are to be remembered as well.  

2.		Modal	adverbs		 [107] 

These adverbs define the way in which an action is performed (they would respond to the question HOW?). While a lot 
of times the English equivalent form ends in -LY, other translations are possible as well. 

a/ In Greek, most modal adverbs are formed adding the ending -w`~ to the stem of the adjective they derive from (or 
replacing the -n of the genitive plural by a -~, if you prefer):  

From  sofov~  sofw`~  WISELY 
From  ajlhqhv~  ajlhqw`~  TRULY 
From  divkaio~  dikaivw~  FAIRLY, WITH JUSTICE 
From  hJduv~   hJdevw~  SWEETLY            ² The genitive of the adjective is hJdevo~.  
From  ou|to~  ou{tw~  SO, THIS WAY     ² Note that this adverb has no corresponding English form in –LY.  
From  o{de   w|de  SO, THIS WAY     ² But the sigma has been lost.  
From  a[llo~  a[llw~  IN ANOTHER WAY 

² Important expression:  a[llw~ te kaiv  AND MAINLY, AND ESPECIALLY.  

• oujde;n nomivzw ajndri; a[llw~ te kai ; a[rconti kavllion ei\nai kth`ma oujde; lamprovteron ajreth`~ kai; dikaiosuvnh~  
   I THINK THAT FOR A MAN, AND ESPECIALLY IF HE IS A RULER, THERE IS NO BETTER OR BRIGHTER POSSESSION THAN VIRTUE  
   AND JUSTICE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

b/ Other Greek adverbs do not follow the rule stated above:  [108] 

tavca  QUICKLY     ² Although tacevw~ also exists 
oujdevn  IN NO WAY  

oujdamw`~  IN NO WAY 
bavdhn  STEP BY STEP 
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² Important expression:  bavdhn tacuv  AT A QUICK PACE.  

• Ceirivsofo~ de; bavdhn tacu ; ejfeivpeto su;n toi`~ oJplivtai~     AND CHEIRISOPHOS WAS GOING AFTER [THEM] AT A QUICK PACE  
   WITH THE HOPLITES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Some adverbs can even have a completely different stem from that of their related adjective: for example eu\; WELL has 
nothing to do with ajgaqov~. 

c/ Many adverbs derive from accusative or dative forms of nouns or adjectives:  

biva/  BY FORCE 
dhmosiva/  IN PUBLIC, PUBLICLY 
ijdiva/  IN PRIVATE, PRIVATELY 

lavqra/  SECRETLY 
eJllhnistiv  IN GREEK 
tevlo~  FINALLY 

proi`ka  FOR FREE 
sfovdra  STRONGLY 
mavthn  IN VAIN

• qaumasto;~ oujk ijdiva/ movnon ajlla; kai; dhmosiva / para; pa`sin a]n ei[h~     YOU WOULD BE ADMIRED NOT ONLY WITHIN YOUR  
   PRIVATE CIRCLE BUT ALSO PUBLICLY   (Xenophon, Hiero).  

d/ Finally other modal adverbs have absolutely independent forms , unrelated to any other adjective or noun:  

movli~  HARDLY 
w{~  SO, THIS WAY 

• ou{tw movli~ ajph`lqon ajpo; tou` cwrivou, pu`r ... poihsavmenoi      SO THEY HARDLY WENT OUT OF THE PLACE, AFTER SETTING FIRE  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

² Important expression:  ajlla; kai; w{~  BUT EVEN SO.  

3.		Comparative	and	superlative	of	modal	adverbs		 [109] 

a/ As well as adjectives do, adverbs may express different degrees of intensity: 

- HE DID IT WELL.  Positive adverb 
- I DID IT BETTER.  Comparative adverb 
- YOU DID IT THE BEST.  Superlative adverb 

The starting point to form different degrees of an adverb is the adjective from which the adverb derives; for instance, if 
we want to say SOCRATES EXPLAINED THIS WISELY, we will say oJ Swkravth~ tou`to dih`lqe sofw`~, using the normal adverb 
WISELY, but if we want to say MORE WISELY (comparative adverb), we must first form the comparative of the adjective 
WISE, which would be sofwvtero~, <a, <on, and its neuter form sofwvteron will be used as comparative adverb: 

• oJ Swkravth~ tou`to dih`lqe sofwvteron     SOCRATES EXPLAINED THIS MORE WISELY.  

³ Note that some comparative adverbs ending in -w~ can be found exceptionally in Plato and Thucydides, for instance 
ajlhqestevrw~ instead of ajlhqevsteron, or even using the irregular ones:  

• to; pra`gma meizovnw~ ejlavmbanon     THEY TOOK THE MATTER RATHER SERIOUSLY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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If we want to say VERY WISELY, MOST WISELY, we will use the neuter plural superlative form of its adjective, sofwvtataÚ  

• oJ Swkravth~ tou`to dih`lqe sofwvtata     SOCRATES EXPLAINED THIS MOST WISELY / VERY WISELY.  

³ Note that the superlative adverb sofwvtata could have been translated as well in this way:  

• oJ Swkravth~ tou`to dih`lqe sofwvtata     SOCRATES IS THE ONE WHO EXPLAINED IT IN THE WISEST WAY.   

More examples:  

• ejgw; me;n tou`to hJdevw~ ejpoivhsa, su; de; h{dion, oJ de; Periklh`~ h{dista     I DID THIS WITH PLEASURE, YOU WITH MORE  
   PLEASURE, AND PERICLES WITH MUCH PLEASURE.        ²  Or  ... AND PERICLES IS THE ONE WHO DID IT WITH THE MOST PLEASURE.  
• ejnhg̀e de; proqumovtata th;n strateivan ∆Alkibiavdh~     ALCIBIADES ENCOURAGED THE EXPEDITION MOST EAGERLY.     
   ²  Or  ALCIBIADES IS THE ONE WHO ENCOURAGED THE EXPEDITION MOST EAGERLY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

b/ If the adjective forms its comparative and superlative forms irregularly, the same will happen with the different [110] 
degrees of the adverb, as the comparative and superlative of the adjective will be the basis to form the comparative or 
superlative forms of the adverb:  

• oJ Swkravth~ tou`to dih`lqe bevltion  SOCRATES EXPLAINED THIS BETTER.  
• oJ Swkravth~ tou`to dih`lqe bevltista  SOCRATES EXPLAINED THIS VERY WELL / SOCRATES WAS THE BEST AT EXPLAINING THIS.  
• ejgw; me;n tou`to tacevw~ ejpoivhsa, su; de; qa`tton, oJ de; Periklh`~ tavcista     I DID THIS QUICKLY, YOU DID IT MORE QUICKLY,  
   AND PERICLES VERY QUICKLY.          ²  Or PERICLES IS THE ONE WHO DID IT MOST QUICKLY.  
• oiJ de; Skiri`tai ijdovnte~ aujtou;~ qa`tton h] bavdhn ajph`lqon     AND THE SCIRITANS, HAVING SEEN THEM, DEPARTED MORE  
   QUICKLY THAN JUST WALKING   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

c/ In order to convey the expression AS … AS POSSIBLE with adverbs, we must use the particle wJ~ before the superlative 
form of the adverb, similarly to the construction wJ~ + sup. adjective  that we have already studied. 

• oJ stratiwvth~ ajndreiovtata ejmacevsato  THE SOLDIER FOUGHT VERY BRAVELY.   
   oJ stratiwvth~ wJ~ ajndreiovtata ejmacevsato  THE SOLDIER FOUGHT AS BRAVELY AS POSSIBLE.   
• oJ didavskalo~ tavcista h\lqen  THE TEACHER CAME VERY QUICKLY. 
   oJ didavskalo~ wJ~ tavcista h\lqen  THE TEACHER CAME AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.  
• ajkouvsante~ tau`ta oiJ stratiw`tai ... ejyhfivsanto plei`n aujto;n wJ~ tavcista     AFTER HEARING THIS, THE SOLDIERS … VOTED  
    THAT HE SHOULD DEPART AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

4.		Quantitative	adverbs		 [111]	

a/ The most well-known adverbs are reported in the following sequence, which comprehends respectively the positive - 
comparative - superlative forms of the same adverb:  

mavla - ma`llon - mavlista      MUCH/VERY - MORE - MOST 

Let’s remember that the expression RATHER ... THAN  is  ma`llon ... h[:  

• ma`llon a]n e{loitov m∆  h] tou;~ pavnta~ ∆Argeivou~ labei`n     HE WOULD PREFER TO CAPTURE ME RATHER THAN CAPTURE  
   ALL THE ARGIVES   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  
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² Another important expression: wJ~ oi|ovn te mavlista  AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE:  

• dievbainon th;n gevfuran ... wJ~ oi|ovn te mavlista pefulagmevnw~     THEY CROSSED THE BRIDGE … PAYING AS MUCH ATTENTION  
   AS POSSIBLE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

b/ The following quantitative adverbs are independent from each other and do not form any family:   

poluv  MUCH          
ojlivgon  FEW 
a{li~  ENOUGH 
a[gan  TOO MUCH 

a[dhn  ABUNDANTLY 
movnon  ONLY 
pantavpasin  COMPLETELY, AT ALL 

• Korivnqioi me;n pantavpasin oujk hjkolouvqoun aujtoi`~     THE CORINTHIANS DID NOT ACCOMPANY THEM AT ALL  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

² While mavla is more relative to intensity, poluv is more relative to quantity.  

5.		Adverbs	of	time		 [112] 

They are quite easy to remember; the following list shows the most common ones, grouped by related meanings:  

q ajeiv / ajieiv  ALWAYS 
     eij~ ajeiv  FOREVER 
     oujdevpote  NEVER 

q pavlai  LONG AGO 
     nu`n  NOW 
     tovte  THEN 

q prw v/  EARLY IN THE DAY 
     ojyev  LATE 

q cqev~  YESTERDAY 
     thvmeron  TODAY 
     au[rion  TOMORROW

² IMPORTANT EXPRESSION:   oJ ajei; crovno~   ETERNITY   

q a[rti  RECENTLY 
     e{w~ a[rti  UNTIL JUST NOW 
      e[ti  STILL, YET 
     h[dh  ALREADY 

q eujquv~  AT ONCE, IMMEDIATELY 
     aujtivka  IMMEDIATELY 
     aujtivka mavla  IN THE VERY MOMENT, IMMEDIATELY

² Observe this possible use of h[dh: ouj movnon... ajlla; h[dh = ouj movnon... ajlla; kaiv  NOT ONLY… BUT ALSO.  

q prw`ton  FIRST 
     u{steron  AFTERWARDS 
     e[peita / ei\ta  AFTERWARDS 

q pavlin  AGAIN 
     au\qi~  AGAIN 

q ejxaivfnh~  SUDDENLY   

 

² ejx ojlivgou has the same meaning as ejxaivfnh~.  

• eja;n ajkouvshtev mou, ejgw; uJmi`n aujtivka mavla ejpideivxw     IF YOU LISTEN TO ME, I WILL SHOW YOU IN THIS VERY MOMENT  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• toi`~ me;n ejx ojlivgou te ejgivgneto     THIS HAPPENED SUDDENLY TO THEM   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
   ² Meaning  they did not expect it, they did not have time to react.  
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6.		Adverbs	of	place		 [113]	

a/ Some adverbs of place state the position of an object with respect to a given point of reference. Some of these 
adverbs will be mentioned again in the section devoted to Prepositional adverbs, as they may also work as prepositions 
followed by a noun in genitive. The following list divides adverbs according to their sense, to facilitate their 
memorisation:  

q a[nw  ABOVE 
     kavtw  UNDER 

q e[ndon  INSIDE 
     e[xw  OUTSIDE, APART FROM 

q e[mprosqen  IN FRONT OF 
     o[pisqen  BEHIND

q plhsivon  NEAR 
     ejgguv~  NEAR 
     makravn  FAR AWAY 
     povrrw  FAR AWAY 

q metaxuv  IN THE MIDDLE OF / BETWEEN 
     ajntikruv  IN FRONT

• ouj povrrw e[dei aujto;n ejlqei`n     HE DID NOT HAVE TO GO FAR AWAY   (Demosthenes, In Evergum et Mnesibulum).  
• tovte me;n dh; oJ ∆Aghsivlao~ tropai`ovn t∆ ejsthvsato metaxu; Pranto;~ kai; Narqakivou     AGESILAOS ERECTED A MONUMENT  
   OF TRIUMPH BETWEEN PRAS AND NARTHACIUM   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• oJ koniorto;~ th`~ u{lh~ newsti; kekaumevnh~ ejcwvrei polu;~ a[nw     THE CLOUD OF DUST, REALLY LARGE, FROM THE FOREST  
   RECENTLY BURNED WAS MOVING UPWARDS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

The most frequent adverbs of place are the following ones:  

ejnqavde  HERE  deu`ro  (TOWARDS) HERE  ejnqevnde  FROM HERE 
ejkei`  THERE  ejkei`se  (TOWARDS) THERE  ejkei`qen  FROM THERE 

b/ With reference to these last forms, note that the ending -qen usually means FROM, and that the ending -se (that may 
suffer alterations) means usually TOWARDS. Let’s see some examples:  

q pantacou`  EVERYWHERE 
     pantacovse  (TOWARDS) EVERYWHERE 
     pantacovqen  FROM EVERYWHERE 

q aujtovqi / aujtou `  IN THE SAME PLACE 
     aujtovse  TO THE SAME PLACE 
     aujtovqen  FROM THE SAME PLACE 

q a[lloqi  ELSEWHERE 
     a[llose  TO ELSEWHERE 
     a[lloqen  FROM ELSEWHERE

q oi[koi  AT HOME 
     oi[kade  (TOWARDS) HOME 
     oi[koqen  FROM HOME 

q ∆Aqhvnhsi  IN ATHENS 
     ∆Aqhvnaze  TOWARDS ATHENS 
     ∆Aqhvnhqen  FROM ATHENS

This suffix -qen can be found in many adverbs indicating where from the object is moving:  

a[nwqen  FROM ABOVE  e[ndoqen  FROM INSIDE 
kavtwqen  FROM BELOW  e[xwqen  FROM OUTSIDE 

• xevno~ pantacou` eijmi     I AM A STRANGER EVERYWHERE   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• proafigmevno~ de; aujtovse h\n kai; oJ Qrasuvboulo~    THRASYBULUS HAD COME TO THE SAME PLACE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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c/ There are many more adverbs of place that will be learnt by means of practice (e.g. pollacou ̀IN MANY PLACES, etc.). An 
important expression to remember is a[llh/ kai; a[llh/ HERE AND THERE. See this example:  

• a[llh/ kai; a[llh/ prosevpipton     THEY ATTACKED HERE AND THERE   (Flavius Arrianus, Alexandri Anabasis).  

d/ As a final point, it would be worth mentioning that some adverbs of place, especially those ending in -w, have [114] 
comparative and superlative forms (observe that they usually feature the irregular endings in -w, even though the 
regular forms in -teron and -tata can also be found):  

a[nw  ABOVE ajnwtevrw  FURTHER ABOVE ajnwtavtw  VERY MUCH ABOVE 
kavtw  UNDER katwtevrw  FURTHER UNDER katwtavtw  VERY MUCH UNDER 
ejgguv~  NEAR ejggutevrw  NEARER ejgguvtata / e[ggista  NEAREST 
povrrw  FAR AWAY porrwtevrw  FURTHER AWAY porrwtavtw  FURTHEST AWAY 

• meta; de; tou`to Brasivda~ kai; to; stravteuma ejcwvroun ejggutevrw th`~ qalavtth~     AFTER THIS BRASIDAS AND THE ARMY  
   MOVED NEARER TO THE SEA   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• pareskeuavzeto ga;r poreusovmeno~ wJ~ duvnaito ajnwtavtw     HE WAS PREPARING TO GO AS MUCH ABOVE (“INLAND”)  
   AS HE COULD   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

7.		Interrogative	adverbs		 [115] 

a/ In modal sense: 

pw`~…   HOW?  • pw`~ tou`to ejpoivhsa~…     HOW DID YOU DO THIS?  

b/ In causal sense: 

tiv…   WHY? ² The usual way of asking  WHY  is  dia; tiv, but the neuter ti v on its own may also have this meaning: 
                                      • tiv h{kei~…     WHY HAVE YOU COME?  

c/ In temporal sense: 

povte…   WHEN? • povte au{th hJ mavch ejgevneto…     WHEN DID THIS BATTLE TAKE PLACE?  

 ² Important expression:  e{w~ povte…  UP UNTIL WHEN? 
          • e{w~ povte mequsqhvsh/…     UP UNTIL WHEN WILL YOU BE DRUNK?   (Philo Iudaeus, De Ebrietate).  

d/ In local sense:  

pou`…     WHERE?   poi`…     WHERE TO?    povqen…     WHERE FROM?  

 • povqen kai; poi` baivnei~…     WHERE [HAVE YOU COME] FROM AND WHERE ARE YOU GOING?  

e/ In quantitative sense:  

povson…   HOW MUCH?       ² Important expression:  ejpi; povsw/…  FOR HOW MUCH?  (asking for a price).  
          • ejpi; povsw/ a]n aujtou` devxaio stevresqai…     FOR HOW MUCH WOULD YOU ACCEPT TO BE DEPRIVED  
                OF IT?   (Plato, Alcibiades).  
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8.		Indefinite	adverbs		 [116] 

a/ In the section on pronouns, we have dealt with indefinite pronouns. There are also indefinite adverbs, indeclinable (as 
all adverbs), mostly deriving from interrogative adverbs, which become indefinite just by means of a change in the 
accentuation (or complete lack of it). Observe these two sentences:  

• pou` didavskei oJ Swkravth~…  WHERE DOES SOCRATES TEACH?  
• oJ Swkravth~ pou didavskei  SOCRATES TEACHES SOMEWHERE.  

² While pou ̀means WHERE?, pou means SOMEWHERE.  

Following the same rule:  

• pw`~ tosouvtou~ polemivou~ ejnivkhsa~…  HOW DID YOU CONQUER SO MANY ENEMIES?  
• tosouvtou~ polemivou~ pw~ ejnivkhsen.  HE CONQUERED SO MANY ENEMIES SOMEHOW.  

² While pw`~ means HOW?, pw~ means SOMEHOW.  

³ Note that sometimes the indefinite adverb, in spite of being indefinite, has an accent on it for reasons given by a 
combination of numerous accentuation rules, but note that the kind of accent is different or is placed on a different 
syllable:  

• povte ou|to~ oJ povlemo~ teleuthvsei…  WHEN WILL THIS WAR END?  
• ou|to~ oJ povlemo~ teleuthvsei potev  THIS WAR WILL END AT SOME TIME.  

b/ As well as pou,̀ the interrogatives poi ̀and povqen have their indefinite adverbs too:  

• poi` trevcei~…   WHERE ARE YOU RUNNING TO?  
• trevcw poi   I AM RUNNING (TO) SOMEWHERE.  
• povqen h{kei~…   WHERE DO YOU COME FROM?  
• ejxaivfnh~ oiJ polevmioiv poqen ajfivkonto SUDDENLY THE ENEMIES ARRIVED FROM SOMEWHERE.  
 

c/ Remember that these indefinite adverbs, as they are enclitics, can never open a sentence, e.g. it is wrong to write pw~ 

tou`to poihvsw I WILL DO THIS SOMEHOW. The indefinite adverb has to be postponed, so that the right sentence would be 
tou`tov pw~ poihvsw.  

A couple more of examples: 

• kai; tovte dh; h[rxato w|dev pw~: «W a[ndre~ Lakedaimovnioi, ...     AND THEN HE BEGAN SOMEHOW IN THIS WAY: O SPARTANS, …  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• kaiv tine~ kai; ejpolevmhsavn pote aujtw`n     AND SOME OF THEM ALSO WAGED WAR AT SOME POINT   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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9.		Affirmative	and	negative	adverbs	

a)  Affirmative adverbs  [117] 

The most important affirmative adverb is nai v  YES, with the emphatic form mavlista, a very strong YES.  

Other expressions used to give affirmative answers are the following ones:  

➢  nh; to;n Diva  YES, BY ZEUS. 
➢  e[sti ga;r ou\n  IT IS CERTAINLY SO. 
➢  i[sw~  PERHAPS, MAYBE.          ² It is not an affirmative adverb, though, but we have included it here.  

• oJ ou\n Kevbh~ uJpolabwvn, Nh; to;n Diva, w\ Swvkrate~, e[fh     AND CEBES, ANSWERING, SAID “YES, BY ZEUS, SOCRATES”  
   (Plato, Phaedo).  
• i[sw~ toivnun, w\ a[ndre~ dikastaiv, peri; touvtwn me;n oujde;n ajpologhvsetai     MAYBE, O JUDGES, HE WILL PROVIDE  
   NO EXCUSES ON THESE POINTS   (Lysias, In Theomnestum).   

b)  Negative adverbs  [118] 

1/ Main ones: ouj and  mhv   NO / NOT 

a/ The adverb ouj has three possible morphological variants, according to the opening syllable of the word following the 
adverb: ou j can be used if the following word starts with a consonant, oujk can be used if the following word starts with a 
vowel with a smooth breathing mark, and oujc can be used if the following word starts with a vowel with a rough 
breathing mark.  

• ouj gravfw muvqou~  I DO NOT WRITE MYTHS. 
• oujk e[cw livqou~  I DO NOT HAVE STONES.  
• oujc oiJ dou`loi ajlla; oiJ gewrgoi; i{ppou~ e[cousin     NOT THE SLAVES, BUT THE FARMERS HAVE HORSES.  

The adverb mhv is used to substitute ouj in some main clauses expressing desire, prohibitions, etc., and in some subordinate 
clauses like conditionals, purpose and result clauses: 

• ei[qe oiJ polevmioi mh; h{koien  IF ONLY THE ENEMY WERE NOT COMING!  
• mh; poivei tou`to DON’T DO THIS!  
• mh; toivnun o[knei, e[fh  SO DO NOT HESITATE, HE SAID   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• eij crhvmata toi`~ stratiwvtai~ mh; parevcei~, ouj mavcontai    IF YOU DO NOT OFFER MONEY TO THE SOLDIERS, THEY DO NOT FIGHT.  
   ² Observe that mhv is used only in the “IF” clause (protasis).  
• ejk th`~ povlew~ ejxevrcomai i{na oiJ polevmioi ejme; mh; labw`sin     I AM GOING OUT OF THE CITY SO THAT THE ENEMY CANNOT  
   CAPTURE ME.  
• ou{tw d∆ ejtavcqhsan, i{na mh; dievkploun didoi`en     THEY WERE ARRANGED IN THIS WAY, TO AVOID GIVING A WAY THROUGH  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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b/ In the sentences that would use mhv as negative, as the ones provided above, compound negatives are formed with the [119] 
adverb mh v as prefix:  

• ejk th`~ povlew~ ejxevrcomai i{na mhdei;~ ejme; ajpokteivnh/  I AM GOING OUT OF THE CITY SO THAT NOBODY CAN KILL ME.  
• ou{tw~ braduv~ ejstin w{ste mhdevna nika`n duvnasqai  HE IS SO SLOW THAT HE CAN BEAT NOBODY.  
• eja;n mhde;n poiw`men, th;n povlin ouj swvsomen      IF WE DO NOT DO ANYTHING, WE WILL NOT SAVE THE CITY.  
• th`/ ojrgh`/ ou{tw caleph`/ ejcrh`to ... w{ste mhdevna duvnasqai prosievnai     AND HE HAD SUCH A BAD TEMPER THAT NOBODY  
   COULD APPROACH HIM   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

2/ Strong denials: 

A very strong way of answering NO would be  ouj pavnu ti: 

• ouj pavnu ti mevntoi moi dokei` ou{tw~ e[cein     I DO NOT THINK THIS TO BE SO AT ALL   (Plato, Cratylus).  

Also oujciv means a strong denial.  

Other ways of expressing negative meaning:  

➢ Double negative:  ou[te ... ou[te  NEITHER … NOR      ² These particles are conjunctions rather than adverbs 
➢ In modal sense:  oujdamw`~  IN NO WAY 
➢ In temporal sense:  oujdevpote / ou[pote  NEVER 

• a[topa levgei~, w\ Swvkrate~, kai; oujdamw`~ pro;~ sou`     IT IS STRANGE WHAT YOU SAY, SOCRATES, AND IN NO WAY NORMAL  
    IN YOU   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

³ Remember the possibility of swapping ouj- with mh- in these compound forms, if syntax needs it, as in the cases 
considered above.  

3/ Position:  

As a general rule, the negative is placed in front of the element to be denied:  

• oijkw` oujk ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ajlla; ejn th`/ Spavrth/  I LIVE NOT IN ATHENS BUT IN SPARTA.  
• nu`n oJ path;r ouj gravfei  THE FATHER IS NOT WRITING NOW.  
• oujc oJ path;r gravfei ajlla; hJ mhvthr  IT IS NOT THE FATHER WHO IS WRITING, BUT THE MOTHER.  

10.		Prepositional	adverbs		 [120]	

a/ There are a group of words in Greek that perform as if they were prepositions, as for instance a[neu which takes the 
genitive and means WITHOUT:  

• ejnivkhsa a[neu bohqeiva~     I WON WITHOUT HELP.  

But these words are not prepositions, although they look like it, and the distinguishing trait is that they can not be used 
to form compound verbs: for example, we can say ajnabaivnw, katabaivnw, etc., but we can not say ajneubaivnw. 
Sometimes they can play the role of simple adverbs:  

• povrrw eijmiv     I AM FAR AWAY.  
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b/ The first twelve adverbs of place mentioned in Point 6 (Adverbs of place) can be used as prepositional adverbs:  

a[nw  ABOVE      kavtw  UNDER      e[ndon  INSIDE      e[xw  OUTSIDE  / APART FROM      e[mprosqen  IN FRONT OF      o[pisqen  BEHIND 
plhsivon  NEAR      ejgguv~  NEAR      makravn  FAR AWAY FROM      povrrw  FAR AWAY FROM      metaxuv  IN THE MIDDLE OF       
ajntikruv  IN FRONT OF.  

If used as such, all of them must be followed by a genitive:  

• e[xw th`~ oijkiva~     OUT OF THE HOUSE  • ejggu;~ th`~ povlew~     NEAR THE CITY 

c/ Apart from these, there are other adverbs that can be used as prepositions, also taking the genitive (or sometimes an [121] 
infinitive), except for wJ~ and a{ma. The following list features the most frequent ones:  

a[neu  WITHOUT 
mevcri  UNTIL 
ei[sw  (TOWARDS) INSIDE 

ejnantivon  IN FRONT (0F) 
pevran  BEYOND 
plhvn  EXCEPT 

e{neka  BECAUSE OF 
povrrw (ajpov)  AWAY (FROM)  
a{li~  ENOUGH (OF) 

² The preposition ajpov follows, if povrrw is used as preposition. 

• tivni ga;r a]n povli~ ajrevskoi a[neu novmwn…  WHO WOULD LIKE A CITY WITHOUT LAWS?   (Plato, Crito).  
• a{li~ paidia`~, w\ Luki`ne ENOUGH OF JOKES, LYCINUS   (Lucian, Navigium).  
• tiv ou\n m∆ a[nwga~ a[llo plh;n yeudh` levgein…   WHAT ELSE HAVE YOU ORDERED ME EXCEPT TELLING LIES?  
   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  

e{neka is always postponed to the genitive:  

• th`~ nivkh~ e{neka caivromai  I REJOICE BECAUSE OF THE VICTORY.  
• tivno~ e{neka…  WHY?  

d/ a{ma  TOGETHER WITH  takes the dative:  

• a{ma tw`/ hJlivw/  TOGETHER WITH THE SUN / AT SUNRISE 
• a{ma de; th`/ hJmevra/ oJrw`sin iJppeva~  AT DAYBREAK THEY SEE SOME HORSEMEN   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

And the word wJ~, if used with a noun denoting a person, means TOWARDS and it takes the accusative:  

• trevcw wJ~ to;n fivlon  =  trevcw pro;~ to;n fivlon      I AM RUNNING TOWARDS MY FRIEND.  
• h|ke d∆ ajggevllwn ti~ wJ~ tou;~ prutavnei~ wJ~ ∆Elavteia kateivlhptai  IT WAS IN THE AFTERNOON, AND SOMEBODY CAME TO  
    THE PRYTANEANS ANNOUNCING  THAT ELATEA HAD BEEN CAPTURED   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

Observe, in this last example, the double use of wJ~.  
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i) Correlatives 

	

1.		Correlative	adverbs		 [122]	

a)  Definitions and example 

The group of correlatives comprises words that share a stem and, according to their final form, may be a relative 
adjective/pronoun, a direct interrogative adverb, an indefinite adverb, etc. Let’s see, for example, the series of 
correlatives deriving from the interrogative adverb pw`~ HOW:  

1/ The interrogative adverb  pw`~…  means  HOW?, as in the following example: 

• pw`~ tou`to poihvsei~…     HOW WILL YOU DO THIS?  

2/ The same adverb without accent (or with a change in it, depending on accent rules) conveys an indefinite nuance of 
the adverb, meaning SOMEHOW:  

• tou`tov pw~ poihvsw     I WILL DO THIS SOMEHOW.  

3/ In order to make the direct question indirect, we may add the prefix oJ< to the interrogative adverb (the choice is 
optional, and will probably cause a change in the accent), with the following result:  

• oJ maqhth;~ ejrwta`/ o{pw~ tou`to poihvsw     THE STUDENT IS ASKING HOW I WILL DO THIS.  
² Do not confuse this adverb o{pw~ with the conjunction that introduces a purpose clause.  

4/ The word without the initial p- means AS / HOWEVER in relative sense; please note that the rough breathing mark is still 
present in this form: 

• tou`to poihvsw wJ~ su; keleuvei~     I WILL DO THIS [AS/IN THE WAY/HOWEVER] YOU ORDER.  
² Do not confuse this wJ~ with the conjunction that introduces a temporal clause.  

5/ To convey this same relative sense but with an indefinite nuance (HOWEVER / IN WHATEVER WAY), we add oJ<, as we have 
done to form the indirect interrogative:  

• tou`to poihvsw o{pw~ su; keleuvei~     I WILL DO THIS IN WHATEVER WAY YOU ORDER.  

6/ The final element that belongs to this “family” of correlatives of the same word is the demonstrative adverb, meaning 
SO / THIS WAY:  

• tou`to w}~ (or w|de, or ou{tw~) ejpoivhsa     I DID THIS IN THIS WAY.  
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7/ To sum up, the correlative adverbs deriving from pw`~ are the following ones:  

q  Direct question:  pw`~ 

q  Indirect question:  o{pw~ 

q  Indefinite:  pw~        ² Or change of accent, if needed by accent rules.  
q  Relative:  wJ~  
q  Indefinite relative:  o{pw~      ² As for the indirect question.  
q  Demonstrative:  w{~, ou{tw~, w|de 

 Note 
 The form of indirect question is also used to repeat a question:  

 • pw`~ e[cei~…  HOW ARE YOU? 
• o{pw~… kakw`~, w\ fivle HOW? BAD, MY FRIEND.  

 This can be applied to anyone of the other interrogative adverbs presented further ahead in this chapter.  

Let’s see some examples:  
• ouj mevntoi ge siwpw`n oi\da o{pw~ a[xia tou` deivpnou ejrgavsomai   IF I KEEP SILENT, I DO NOT KNOW HOW I WILL DO  
   SOMETHING WORTHY OF THE DINNER   (Xenophon, Symposium).  
• ajll∆ e[cei mevn, e[fh oJ Swkravth~, poikivlw~ pw~ tau`ta, w\ Kritovboule BUT THIS, SOCRATES SAID, IS SOMEHOW COMPLICATED,  
   O CRITOBULUS   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• pw`~ ou\n, e[fh, tou`to didavxw…     HOW THEN - HE SAID - WILL I TEACH THIS?   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• u{steron de; ej~ to; aujto; xunelqovnte~ oujd∆ w}~ ejdunhvqhsan xumbh`nai   LATER NOT EVEN BY MEETING IN THE SAME PLACE  
    WERE THEY ABLE TO AGREE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

b)  The same again with another adverb  [123] 

Following the same rules exemplified above, let’s see now the correlative adverbs belonging to the “family” of the 
interrogative adverb  pou…̀  WHERE?:  

q  Direct question:  pou ̀

q  Indirect question:  o{pou 

q  Indefinite:  pou       ² Or change of accent, if needed by accent rules.  
q  Relative:  ou|  
q  Indefinite relative:  o{pou     ² As for the indirect question.  
q  Demonstrative:  ejnqavde HERE, ejkei` THERE      ² Observe that the demonstratives may have another stem.  

Some examples featuring these correlative adverbs:  

• pou ̀ejstin oJ ejmo;~ ajdelfov~…  WHERE IS MY BROTHER? 
• ejrwta`/ o{pou oJ ajdelfov~ ejstin  HE IS ASKING WHERE HIS BROTHER IS.  
• oJ ejmo;~ ajdelfov~ pouv ejstin  MY BROTHER IS SOMEWHERE.          ² Note the accent change.  
• menw` ou| su; keleuvei~  I WILL WAIT WHERE YOU ORDER. 
• menw` o{pou su; keleuvh/~ a[n  I WILL WAIT WHEREVER YOU ORDER. 
• oJ ajdelfo;~ ejnqavde ejstivn  MY BROTHER IS HERE.  
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• ejxevstai w{sper tuflou;~ ... tuvptein o{pou a]n boulwvmeqa     IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO HIT THEM WHEREVER WE WANT,  
   AS IF THEY WERE BLIND   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• kai; ou|toi me;n nukto;~ diakomisqevnte~ pou th`~ cwvra~ eijsh`lqon eij~ th;n povlin     AND THESE MEN, BEING BROUGHT ACROSS  
   BY NIGHT SOMEWHERE IN THE COUNTRY, ENTERED THE CITY   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

c)  With other adverbs  [124] 

Therefore by adding the suffix oJ<, making the adverb enclitic (no accent), or omitting the initial p-, etc., we can form all 
the correlative forms of an adverb. We could do the same with the interrogative adverbs  poi ̀ WHERE TO?, povqen  WHERE 

FROM? and  povte  WHEN? as in the following examples:  

1/ I WONDER WHEN HE WILL COME HERE.  

Inside this sentence we have an indirect question, so let’s put the oJ< at the beginning of povte WHEN? (but remember that 
it is not compulsory):  

• qaumavzw oJpovte deu`ro ei\sin.  

2/ PERHAPS I WILL DO THIS SOMETIME.  

The adverb SOMETIME is indefinite, so let’s put the word povte WHEN? as enclitic:  

• i[sw~ tou`tov pote poihvsw.  

 3/ HE WENT WHERE HE WAS ORDERED TO.  

Here the adverb WHERE has a relative sense (“TO THE PLACE TOWARDS WHICH”), so we will elide the initial p- from the word 
poi ̀WHITHER?:  

• ajpevbh oi| ejkeleuvqh.  

Some examples from Xenophon:  

• oJpovte toivnun soi dokei` kalw`~ e[cein, provsiqi pro;~ aujtovn  WHENEVER IT SEEMS RIGHT TO YOU, GO TO HIM  
   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  
• wJ~ d∆ ejxhvgagev pote, proquvmw~ me;n hjkolouvqoun o{poi hJgoi`to  WHENEVER HE LED (THEM) OUT, THEY FOLLOWED  
   HIM EAGERLY WHEREVER HE WOULD TAKE THEM   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• pavnte~ oiJ touvtwn a[rconte~ e[cousi dei`xai oJpovqen e[maqon tau`ta  ALL WHO RULE ON THESE MATTERS CAN SHOW  
   WHERE THEY LEARNT THESE THINGS FROM   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

 Note 

 The adverbs ou|, oi|, o{qen, derived from the interrogatives pou`, poi`, povqen, are sometimes called relative adverbs, as 
they actually replace them:  

 • poreuvomai pro;~ th;n povlin ejn h|/ oijkei`~    I AM GOING TOWARDS THE CITY IN WHICH YOU LIVE 
   means the same as 
• poreuvomai pro;~ th;n povlin ou| oijkei`~         I AM GOING TOWARDS THE CITY WHERE YOU LIVE.  
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2.		Correlative	adjectives		 [125]	

In the first part of this chapter, we have learnt how to construct families of correlative adverbs; now let’s do the same 
with adjectives. The method to be followed will be the same one, and moreover the correlative adjectives can be used in 
all grammatical cases.  

a)  The correlatives   SUCH … AS   and   SO MANY … AS 

1/ We will begin with the study of the quantitative and the qualitative correlative adjectives, given their importance as 
they can perform some functions proper to demonstrative and relative adjectives. 

➢  toiou`to~ ... oi|o~ 

➢  tosou`to~ ... o{so~ 

toiou`to~ is a qualitative demonstrative, and it could be translated as SUCH, OF SUCH A KIND. It is declined like ou|to~Ú  

Nom.  toiou`to~, toiauvth, toiou`to 
Acc.  toiou`ton, toiauvthn, toiou`to 
etc.  

oi|o~ is a qualitative relative used to establish comparisons, meaning (SUCH) AS, although the translation may vary to 
show the correlation with the demonstrative adjective toiou`to~, which is almost always used in combination with oi|o~. 
oi|o~ follows the same declension of the adjective divkaio~, <a, <on.  

2/ Now we will show with some examples how these qualitative demonstrative and qualitative relative adjectives are 
used to compare things or people:  

• toiauvthn povlin oJrw` oi{an oujdevpote su; ei\de~ I SEE SUCH A CITY AS YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE.  
   ² Literally, I SEE SUCH A CITY SUCH AS YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN, but the second SUCH is superfluous in the translation.  

• toiou`toiv eijsin oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi oi{ou~ nika`n ouj dunavmeqa  THE ATHENIANS ARE SUCH (literally, OF SUCH A KIND) AS  
    WE ARE NOT ABLE TO CONQUER.  
   ² A better translation could be THE ATHENIANS ARE THE KIND OF PEOPLE WE CAN’T CONQUER.  

• ejn toiauvth/ povlei oijkou`men ejn oi{a/ pavnte~ oijkei`n filoi`en a[n  WE LIVE IN SUCH A CITY AS (literally, IN SUCH AS) ALL  
   WOULD LOVE TO LIVE.  
   ² Or also WE LIVE IN THE KIND OF CITY IN WHICH ALL WOULD LOVE TO LIVE. The possibilities of translation are several,  
        provided that they show the correlation between the demonstrative and the relative.  

The qualitative relative can also be used without the corresponding qualitative demonstrative:  

• dokw` ga;r oi|on ei\pa~ a[ntron eijsora`n     I THINK I SEE A CAVE SUCH AS THE ONE YOU SAID   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  
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Other examples:  

• toiau`ta ga;r kai; ejmeletw`men kai; ejsofizovmeqa oi|avper kai; su; nu`n ejmoi; dokei`~ meleta`n     FOR WE PRACTISED AND  
   PHILOSOPHISED ABOUT THAT KIND OF MATTERS, SUCH AS NOW YOU SEEM TO ME TO BE PRACTISING   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• oujc oJ Kuvrou trovpo~ toiou`to~ oi|o~ crhmativzesqai, ajlla; didou;~ ma`llon h] ktwvmeno~ h{detai     CYRUS’ WAY (OF BEING)  
   IS NOT SUCH AS TO ACCUMULATE WEALTH, BUT HE PREFERS GIVING WEALTH AWAY RATHER THAN GETTING IT  
   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

3/ A similar phenomenon happens with the couple tosou`to~ ... o{so~, but in this case what is pointed out is the [126] 
quantity, not the quality, as they are a quantitative demonstrative and a quantitative relative adjective. They are 
inflected like the previous ones, with the difference being that the relative follows the <o~, <h, <on scheme (instead of 
<o~, <a, <on).  

tosou`to~ could be translated as SO BIG (SO MANY in plural), and o{so~ as (SO BIG) AS (SO MANY AS in plural). Let’s see some 
examples:  

• oujdei;~ e[cei tosauvta~ bivblou~ o{sa~ ejgw; e[cw   NOBODY HAS AS MANY BOOKS AS I (HAVE).  
• tosou`to xivfo~ e[cei ou|to~ oJ stratiwvth~ o{son su; oujdevpote ei\de~   THIS SOLDIER HAS SUCH A BIG SWORD AS YOU  
    HAVE NEVER SEEN.  
• ejn tosauvth/ mavch/ ejmachsavmhn o{shn oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi oujdevpote ejpoihvsanto I FOUGHT IN SUCH A BIG BATTLE AS THE  
   ATHENIANS NEVER FOUGHT.  

Note that, if in the former sentence we had written ejn toiauvth/ mavch/ ejmachsavmhn oi{an oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi oujdevpote ejpoihvsanto, 
we would emphasise some particular characteristic of the battle (cruel, harsh, or maybe short, or long, etc.), not the size: 
I FOUGHT IN SUCH (A KIND OF) A BATTLE AS (“OF THE KIND THAT”) THE ATHENIANS NEVER FOUGHT.  

• eu\ toivnun ejpivstasqe o{ti uJmei`~ tosou`toi o[nte~ o{soi sunelhluvqate mevgiston e[cete kairovn     KNOW WELL THAT YOU,  
    BEING AS MANY AS YOU ARE HERE, HAVE A GREAT OPPORTUNITY   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• ajlla; ga;r o{pla tw`n polemivwn ejskuvleusan tosau`ta o{sa per uJmw`n ajfeivlonto     FOR THEY DESPOILED THE ENEMY OF AS  
    MANY ARMS AS THEY TOOK FROM YOU   (Lysias, Against Eratosthenes).  

The difference qualitative-quantitative must be clear:  

• oijkw` ejn toiauvth / povlei...  I LIVE IN SUCH A [NICE] CITY…  ² Emphasis on the quality, style, etc. 
• oijkw` ejn tosauvth / povlei...  I LIVE IN SUCH A [BIG] CITY…  ² Emphasis on the size.  

4/ Sometimes the demonstrative is not mentioned in Greek, but it must be mentioned in English:  [127] 

• fivlou~ e[cw o{sou~ bouvlomai     I HAVE AS MANY FRIENDS AS I WANT.  

Often the antecedent is pavnte~, and in this case the sentence has the sense of ALL WHO:  

• pavnte~ o{soi ejn th`/ mavch/ ejmachvsanto ajndrei`oiv eijsin     ALL WHO FOUGHT IN THE BATTLE ARE BRAVE.  

The quantitative adjective o{soi may also be used without specifying the antecedent, although we need it in English. 
Therefore, the former example could have omitted the first word: 
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• o{soi ejn th`/ mavch/ ejmachvsanto ajndrei`oiv eijsin  AS MANY AS FOUGHT IN THE BATTLE ARE BRAVE.  
• tou;~ me;n ajpevkteinan, o{soi xuselhvfqhsan  THEY KILLED SOME OF THEM, AS MANY AS WERE CAUGHT  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• e[swsav s∆, wJ~ i[sasin ÔEllhvnwn o{soi taujto;n suneisevbhsan ∆Argw`/on skavfo~     I SAVED YOU, AS SO MANY OF THE  
   GREEKS AS EMBARKED THE SAME SHIP ARGO KNOW   (Euripides, Medea).  

³ Apart from these basic usages, oi|o~ and o{so~ are part of numerous idiomatic expressions. Some of them can be found 
in the chapter Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms.  

b)  The whole series of correlative adjectives  [128] 

1/ Here we will report the complete family of the correlative adjectives deriving from the qualitative interrogative 
adjective poi`o~, poiva, poi`on, that means OF WHICH KIND? (as in the sentence poi`on a[ndra zhtei`~… WHICH KIND OF MAN ARE 

YOU LOOKING FOR?). For the sake of brevity, only the singular masculine forms will be given in the following list:  

q  Direct question:  poi`o~ 

q  Indirect question:  oJpoi`o~ 

q  Indefinite:  poiov~        ² Change of accent.  
q  Relative:  oi|o~ 

q  Indefinite relative:  oJpoi`o~      ² As for the indirect question.  
q  Demonstrative:  toiou`to~   SUCH 

Some examples:  

• ei[q∆ ... toiou`to~ w]n fivlo~ hJmi`n gevnoio IF ONLY YOU, BEING SUCH AS YOU ARE, WOULD BECOME OUR FRIEND!  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).        ² Demonstrative.  
• toiouvtou~ fivlou~ e[cw oi{ou~ su; oujdevpote e{xei~ I HAVE SUCH NICE FRIENDS AS YOU WILL NEVER HAVE.  
   ² Demonstrative and relative.  
• eijdevnai bouvlomai oJpoi`o~ pathvr soiv ejstin  I WANT TO KNOW WHAT KIND OF FATHER YOU HAVE.   
   ² Indirect question.  
• Ku`ro~ ... hjxivou, oi|ovsper aujto;~ Lakedaimonivoi~ h\n ejn tw`/ pro;~ Aqhnaivou~ polevmw/, toiouvtou~ kai; Lakedaimonivou~  

   aujtw`/ givgnesqai     CYRUS … DEMANDED THAT THE LACEDAEMONIANS SHOULD BEHAVE WITH HIM IN SUCH A WAY AS HE HAD  
   BEHAVED TOWARD STHEM DURING THE WAR AGAINST THE ATHENIANS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
   ² Relative and demonstrative.  

2/ The same rule can be applied to the quantitative interrogative povso~: 

q  Direct question:  povso~ 

q  Indirect question:  oJpovso~ 

q  Indefinite:  posov~         ² Change of accent.  
q  Relative:  o{so~ 

q  Indefinite relative:  oJpovso~       ² As for the indirect question.  
q  Demonstrative:  tosou`to~    SO LARGE 
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• dei` me eijdevnai oJpovsou~ stratiwvta~ oiJ polevmioi e[cousin       IT IS NECESSARY FOR ME TO KNOW HOW MANY  
   TROOPS THE ENEMIES HAVE.       ² Indirect question.  
• eijsfora;~ tosauvta~ soi prostavxousin o{sa~ su; ouj rJa/divw~ uJpoivsei~  THEY WILL DEMAND OF YOU SUCH A LARGE  
   AMOUNT OF TAXES AS YOU WILL HARDLY BE ABLE TO BEAR (Xenophon, Oeconomicus).   ² Demonstrative and relative.  

c)  The series of   WHO, WHAT [129] 

As far as the interrogative tiv~, tiv is concerned, the procedure is not so mechanical, as the indirect question is expressed 
by means of the compound o{sti~ (the same word we use for indefinite relative pronoun):  

• poluv moi diafevrei o{sti~ tou`to ei\pen     IT IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR ME WHO SAID THIS.  

The other words of the series of correlative adjectives deriving from tiv~, tiv have different stems, as in the following list: 

q  Direct question:  tiv~, tiv 

q  Indirect question:  o{sti~, h{ti~, o{ ti 

q  Indefinite:  ti~, ti 
q  Relative:  o{~, h{, o{ 

q  Indefinite relative:  o{sti~, h{ti~, o{ ti     ² As for indirect question.  
q  Demonstrative:  ou|to~  THIS,   ejkei`no~  THAT 

• oi{tine~ a]n toi`~ polivtai~ aijtiwvtatoi w\si tou` toi`~ novmoi~ peivqesqai, ou|toi a[ristoiv eijsi     ALL THOSE WHO ARE MOST  
   RESPONSIBLE FOR PERSUADING THE CITIZENS TO OBEY THE LAW, THEY ARE THE BEST ONES   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
   ² Indefinite relative and demonstrative.  
• w/|tini ta; crhvmata e[dwka~, tou`ton ijdei`n bouvlomai     THE PERSON WHOM YOU GAVE THE MONEY, THIS IS THE ONE I WANT 
    TO SEE.     ² Indirect question and demonstrative.  
• h{ti~ me;n toivnun tevcnh kai; ejpisthvmh ejsti;n au{th, eij~ au\qi~ skeyovmeqa     WHAT KIND OF ART AND SCIENCE THIS IS,  
   WE WILL ENQUIRE AT SOME POINT   (Plato, Protagoras).     ² Indirect question and demonstrative.  

d)  The series of   WHICH ONE OF BOTH [130] 

For the interrogative  povtero~  WHICH ONE OF BOTH, the series (irregular in the relative) is:  

q  Direct question:  povtero~ 

q  Indirect question:  oJpovtero~ 

q  Indefinite:  nonexistent 

q  Relative:  oJpovtero~       ² Instead of the expected but nonexistent o{tero~.  
q  Indefinite relative:  oJpovtero~       ² As for the indirect question.  
q  Demonstrative:  e{tero~            THE ONE   or   THE OTHER ONE 

• divdwmiv soi ... oJpovteron bouvlei eJlevsqai     I GIVE YOU EITHER ONE YOU WANT TO CHOOSE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
   ² Indefinite relative.  
• uJmw`n ou\n, e[fh, bouvlomai [pai`da] to;n e{teron poihvsasqai, oJpotevrw/ uJmw`n kalw`~ e[cei     I WISH TO ADOPT [AS SON]  
   ONE OF YOU TWO, WHOEVER IS FITTING   (Isaeus, De Menecle).      ² Demonstrative and indefinite relative. 
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a) General observations 

1.		The	difficulty	of	Greek	verbs		 [131] 

The conjugation of Greek verbs poses one of the most difficult problems for students, and this is not only due to the 
large variety of moods and tenses, but also to the difficulty of establishing groups within which verbs are conjugated 
according to the same pattern. In this chapter we will subdivide Greek verbs into the main groups: non-contract, liquid, 
consonantic, etc., with the purpose of trying to learn a set model for each group. Then, once a verb has been identified as 
belonging to a particular group, we shall conjugate it following the model, in much the same way as it is done with the 
four Latin conjugations (apart from the few irregular Latin verbs).  

Unfortunately, this will not be as straightforward as first anticipated, since it is common that a Greek verb, while 
forming the majority of tenses in exactly the same way as other verbs in that group, shows variation in some tenses and 
forms, following the model of an entirely separate group or even groups. Thus, it is these irregularities in the formation 
of tenses that complicates the study of Greek verbs.  

2.		The	tenses		 [132] 

The tenses in Greek are more or less equivalent to those of any language (the translations supplied below apply for the 
indicative mood only):  

a/ Present tense:   What happens or is happening: I SLEEP, I AM SLEEPING.  

b/ Imperfect tense:   I WAS SLEEPING, continuous action in the past. In some cases, the imperfect may also have the 
meaning of starting an action or even of attempting it (I TRIED TO SLEEP).  

c/ Future tense:   What will happen: I WILL SLEEP.  

d/ Aorist tense:   This is the most important tense in Greek. It reflects punctual action in the past, I SLEPT or I HAVE SLEPT 
The context will indicate which translation is more appropriate, as for instance in Greek we would use the aorist tense to 
say both THIS MORNING I HAVE SLEPT TWO HOURS and YESTERDAY I SLEPT TWO HOURS.  

e/ Perfect tense:   Generally, this tense is not used frequently. It denotes an action performed in the past but whose 
consequences are still lasting in the present, so, to some extent, it also has a present meaning. Nevertheless, it can 
usually be translated almost as if it were aorist, for example I HAVE SLEPT, but sometimes it will even be translated by a 
present, as for instance oJ strathgo;~ tevqnhken, which can be translated by THE GENERAL HAS DIED but also by THE GENERAL IS 

DEAD, expressing in this last translation the present state resulting from a past action. Another example is the verb 
ktavomai TO OBTAIN: its perfect kevkthmai can be translated by TO POSSESS rather than TO HAVE OBTAINED. So, we must always 
bear in mind that the perfect tense has a very strong present component in its meaning.  

f/ Pluperfect tense:   This tense is used infrequently, since in cases in which English would use the pluperfect, such as I 

HAD ALREADY FINISHED THE HOMEWORK, Greek tends to use the aorist tense instead. Nevertheless, when encountered, it 
should be translated by, for instance, I HAD SLEPT.  
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g/ Future perfect:   This tense is hardly used. Its use is so scarce that some textbooks do not even include it. It can be 
found in the passive voice, but sometimes can have active or middle meaning. For the purpose of completion, it will be 
shown in the paradigm of the first verb fully developed in the following pages. It will not be included in the paradigms of 
the other verbs. It would be translated by, for instance, IT WILL HAVE BEEN WRITTEN, I WILL HAVE BEEN SET LOOSE, ETC.  

3.		The	moods		 [133]	

a/ Indicative:   This is the mood used to express real facts; all the examples given above are in indicative. It has all the 
tenses: present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect and pluperfect.  

b/ Imperative:   This is the mood used to give orders. It has the present, aorist and perfect tenses. Note that an order 
given using the aorist tense would of course have a present meaning; the aorist tense would simply denote a punctual 
action rather than a continuous action.  

c/ Subjunctive:   This mood has various meanings. It is used for expressions such as LET’S DO THIS, and in some 
subordinate clauses. As for the imperative, it has the present, aorist and perfect tenses, and again, the choice of the aorist 
tense does not correspond to a past action but to the expression of a punctual action. 

d/ Optative:   Like the subjunctive, this mood has a variety of meanings, and is also found in some subordinate clauses. 
It has the present, future, aorist and perfect tenses. Usually, the choice of tense will not depend on the time to be 
expressed (present, past, etc.) but on the aspect (punctual or continuous action), but this is not always the case (for 
instance, in reported speech).  

e/ Infinitive:   This is one of two impersonal moods. It has the same four tenses as the optative. Again, the choice of 
tense may depend on continuous or punctual aspect or on temporal circumstances (in reported speech). We must 
remember that an infinitive is a noun: bouvlomai ejsqivein, I WANT TO EAT: TO EAT is a noun, since it is the name of an action, 
and in this example it plays the role of direct object, as we could have said I WANT A BOOK. Note: the infinitive is a noun 
that does not decline (there is no equivalent to the Latin gerund).  

f/ Participle:   This is the second impersonal mood. It is a very important mood; participles are far more common in 
Greek than in Latin. This mood has the same four tenses as the optative and the infinitive. In this mood, the choice of 
tense will almost always depend on the time to be expressed and almost never on the expression of aspect. We must 
remember that a participle is an adjective: hJ trevcousa gunhv, THE RUNNING WOMAN: RUNNING is a verbal adjective that 
qualifies the subject of the action, acting in much the same way as for instance TALL would qualify somebody (with 
respect to a quality) in THE TALL WOMAN. Note: the participle is fully declinable.  

Note on aspect 

In moods other than the indicative and the participle, often the difference between the choice of the present or aorist [134] 
tense (for example, the present infinitive or the aorist infinitive) is not a temporal difference but one of aspect: the 
present tense concerns a continuous or repeated action, whereas the aorist tense is related to a punctual action. The 
sentence I WANT TO WRITE can be translated by:  

• bouvlomai gravfein ² gravfein is a present infinitive.  
   or 
• bouvlomai gravyai ² gravyai is an aorist infinitive.  
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The choice between these two tenses is ultimately based on whether we mean that the action of writing will continue 
indefinitely (for example, to copy a long text) or that it will be a short action (for example, to copy a sentence).  

The same also applies to the use of imperatives:  

• quve toi`~ qeoi`~  SACRIFICE TO THE GODS!  
   ² Present imperative: This action is continuous, therefore not only applies to the present.  
• qu`son toi`~ qeoi`~  SACRIFICE TO THE GODS!  
   ² Aorist imperative: The addressed person must make a sacrifice straightaway: MAKE THE SACRIFICE TO THE GODS!  

4.		The	voices		 [135] 

a/ The Active Voice.   With the usual meaning of performing an action:  

• bivblon e[graya     I HAVE WRITTEN A BOOK.  

b/ The Passive Voice.   With the usual meaning of an action being performed by somebody:  

• hJ bivblo~ uJpo; ejmou` ejgravfh     THE BOOK WAS WRITTEN BY ME.  

c/ The Middle Voice.   It uses the same personal endings as the passive voice in some tenses. While it is simple to 
understand why a verb should be in either the active or passive voice, the reasons why a verb may use the middle voice 
are not quite so simple. There are three reasons:  

1/ If a verb uses the middle voice, it may convey a sense of reflexivity. For example:  

louvw TO WASH,  if used in the middle voice  louvomai,  may mean  TO WASH ONESELF.  
faivnw TO SHOW,  if used in the middle voice  faivnomai,   may mean  TO SHOW YOURSELF, TO APPEAR, TO TURN UP.  

2/ Sometimes the middle voice of a verb can cause it to have a different meaning (not necessarily reflexive); usually, it 
means that the subject takes an interest in the action. For instance, fevrw means TO CARRY, but if used in middle voice, 
fevromai, it means TO CARRY FOR ONESELF, TO WIN (a prize). However, in other cases this personal implication is not so 
discernible, and it must be assumed that the verb has another meaning (which has to be learnt). For example:  

➢ luvw   TO FREE, TO LET GO but   luvomai  means  TO RANSOM 
➢ baivnw  TO WALK but   baivnomai  means  TO MAKE SOMEBODY WALK 
➢ didavskw   TO TEACH but   didavskomai to;n pai`da   I HAVE MY SON EDUCATED (by somebody else), etc.  
➢ quvw  TO MAKE A SACRIFICE but   quvomai  means  TO ORDER A SACRIFICE  (to make somebody else make it).  

Yet, a verb may sometimes have the same meaning both in middle and in active. For example:  

➢ mhcanavw / mhcanavomai  TO PLAN, TO DEVISE.  

In some cases the two meanings may appear to diverge from all the rules. For example:  

➢ ajpodivdwmi  TO GIVE BACK  ajpodivdomai  TO SELL 
➢ daneivzw   TO LEND  daneivzomai  TO BORROW 
➢ politeuvw  TO BE A CITIZEN  politeuvomai  TO PERFORM THE ROLE OF A CITIZEN 
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3/ Finally, there is a group of verbs which only have the middle voice: these verbs are known as deponent verbs. They [136] 
have the usual middle form, but their meaning is active. For instance, e[rcomai means TO GO and bouvlomai means TO 
WANT  – e[rcw and bouvlw do not exist. Practice will elucidate the most frequently used deponent verbs. This third kind of 
verbs are presented in the dictionary with the middle ending -omai, since their active form in -w does not exist.  

The best-known deponent verb is givgnomai  TO BECOME / TO HAPPEN / TO TAKE PLACE / TO BE BORN / TO BE APPOINTED:  

• oJ Oijdivpou~ strathgo;~ givgnetai  OEDIPUS IS APPOINTED (BECOMES) GENERAL.  
• tiv givgnetai…  WHAT IS HAPPENING?  
• oJ Zeu;~ ejn th`/ Krhvth/ givgnetai   ZEUS IS BORN IN CRETE.  

Other frequent deponent verbs are:  
  ajfiknevomai  TO ARRIVE 
  bouvlomai   TO WANT 
  devcomai   TO RECEIVE  
  dialevgomai  TO CONVERSE WITH 
  e{pomai   TO FOLLOW 
  eu[comai   TO PRAY 

  hJgevomai   TO LEAD, TO REGARD 
  h{domai   TO ENJOY 
  qeavomai   TO LOOK AT  
  mavcomai   TO FIGHT WITH 
  yeuvdomai   TO LIE (TO TELL A LIE)

d/ Similarity between the middle and passive.    Passive verbs in Greek are identical in form to middle with the 
exception of the future and aorist tenses. In any other form, therefore, the context will tell us whether we ought to 
translate the verb by middle or passive. For example:  

➢  Example 1:     hJ oijkiva oijkodomei`tai.  

It is obvious that the house does not construct anything for itself  – THE HOUSE CONSTRUCTS is a nonsensical statement. 
Thus, we must come to the conclusion that this verb is in the passive voice and translate it accordingly as THE HOUSE IS 

BEING CONSTRUCTED.  

Of course, if moreover there is an agent object (usually expressed by uJpov + Genitive), the sense of passive is still more 
evident:  

• hJ oijkiva oijkodomei`tai uJpo; tw`n politw`n     THE HOUSE IS BEING CONSTRUCTED BY THE CITIZENS.  

 Note 

 If the agent object is not a person but a thing (instrument, any kind of phenomenon, etc.), the plain dative is used:  
• hJ nau`~ diefqavrh quevllh/   THE SHIP WAS DESTROYED BY A STORM.  

➢  Example 2:     oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi nevon strathgo;n aiJrou`ntai.  

There is a direct object in this sentence, and passive sentences cannot have a direct object. Therefore, this should be 
translated by the middle voice. Note that the verb aiJrevw TO TAKE means TO CHOOSE when in the middle voice, and so the 
appropriate translation would be THE ATHENIANS CHOOSE A NEW GENERAL.  
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5.		Formation	of	tenses		 [137] 

We can adhere to the following guidelines that are applicable, in general terms, to non-contract verbs of the 1st 
conjugation, for instance luvw. This is usually the group of verbs studied first when learning the formation of the tenses, 
moods, etc. The remaining sub groups are then usually studied by observing any differences. 

a)  Active voice 

1/ Present tense:   Simply add the corresponding personal endings to the stem. Example: luv-w.  

2/ Imperfect tense:  Only the indicative mood has the imperfect tense. It is formed adding an augment to the beginning 
of the stem (the letter ej-) and then adding imperfect personal endings, which differ from those of the present. Example: 
e[-lu-on. Morphologically, it is very much linked to the present tense (in the sense that any irregularity that appears in 
the present will appear also in the imperfect).  

3/ Future tense:   Take the stem, add -s- and add the same personal endings as for the present. Example: luv-s-w.  

4/ Aorist tense:   Take the stem, add an augment at the beginning of the verb (as for the imperfect), then also add a 
sigma to the stem (as for the future) and add the corresponding aorist personal endings. Example: e[-lu-s-a.  

5/ Perfect tense:   Take the stem, add an augment at the beginning of the verb and repeat the first consonant before 
the augment (this is called reduplication), add a -k- to the stem, and add the corresponding perfect personal endings 
(these are very similar to those for the aorist). Example: l-ev-lu-k-a.  

6/ Pluperfect:   Follow the procedure of augment and reduplication as for the perfect, but moreover add another 
augment at the beginning. Then, add a -k- as for the perfect and add the corresponding pluperfect personal endings. 
Example: ej-l-e-luv-k-h.  

b)  Middle voice 

The changes with respect to the active voice are as follows:  

➢  Different personal endings for all tenses.  Example:  aorist ej-lu-s-avmhn, not e[-lu-s-a.  
➢  The perfect and pluperfect do not add a -k- to the stem.  Example:  l-ev-lu-mai, not l-ev-lu-k-a.  

c)  Passive voice 

Passive and middle differ only in the future and aorist tenses. The characteristics for the passive voice are:  

➢ In the future tense, instead of inserting -s-, insert -qhs-.  Example: lu-qhvs-omai.  
➢ In the aorist tense, instead of inserting -s-, insert -q-.  Moreover, the endings will be different (in fact, they  
     look very similar to the endings used for the active voice). Example: ej-luv-q-hn.  

➢ The future perfect tense, which is found only in the passive voice, is formed by the reduplicated perfect stem + s  

    + the simple future personal endings. Example: l-e-luv-s-omai. Note: Although this belongs to the passive voice,  
     do not add -qhs-, add only -s- as if it belonged to the middle voice. 
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6.		Formation	of	moods		 [138] 

The other moods share the same temporal characteristics (for instance, active aorist optative, imperative, subjunctive, 
etc. continue to have the usual -s-), but they have different tense endings. It must be noted that only the indicative uses 
an augment.  

The characteristics are as follows:  

a/ Imperative:     It has its own set of endings, and lacks the 1st person.  

b/ Subjunctive:   It has only three tenses: present, aorist and perfect. Moreover, the aorist never has past meaning, only 
aspectual meaning (as in the imperative mood). It is easily recognizable because its personal endings always have long 
vowels: the basic endings are -w, -h/~, -h/, -wmen, -hte, -wsi for the active, and -wmai, -h/, -htai, -wmeqa, -hsqe, -wntai for 
the middle; nevertheless, some alterations will take place. 

c/ Optative:         Apart from different personal endings, note the -i- which is present in all optative verbs.  

d/ Infinitive:        It is a noun, and is undeclinable. It has its own endings (only one per tense).  

e/ Participle:      It is an adjective, therefore it does not have personal endings, but adjectival endings. The model verbs 
conjugated in the following pages will show that some participles follow a 2-1-2 scheme, declining the same as ajgaqov~,  

-hv, -ovn, while others follow a 3-1-3 scheme, with the masculine and neuter using several forms of the 3rd declension.   

Note that, as initial presentation, the letters M. - F. - N. will be included in the box of the participles only in the very first 
verbal table in the next chapter.   

7.		Types	of	verbs		 [139] 

Greek verbs are divided into two conjugations, each one of which is subdivided into smaller sub-classes:  

a)  The 1st conjugation, also called thematic conjugation or conjugation in -w 

1/ Non-contract verbs: Verbs whose stem ends in a vowel, which will therefore not produce any contraction 
with the personal endings. Example: luvw TO LOOSEN.  

2/ Contract verbs: Verbs whose stem ends in a vowel, which will therefore produce a contraction with the 
personal endings. Example: timavw TO HONOUR.  

3/ Consonantic verbs:  Verbs whose stem ends in a consonant (other than l, m, n, r); this will produce some 
alteration when adding certain consonants in the formation of some tenses. Example: diwvkw TO PURSUE.  

4/ Liquid verbs: Verbs whose stem finishes in one of the four consonants l, m, n, r; as with the 
consonantic verbs, this will produce some alteration (but in a different way) when adding other consonants for the 
formation of some tenses. Example: stevllw TO SEND.  
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b)  The 2nd conjugation, also called athematic conjugation or conjugation in -mi 

1/ Verbs with reduplication in the present: In present tense (and in imperfect, a tense always linked to 
the present), the stem reduplicates in -i- at the very beginning. Example:  div-dwmi  TO GIVE. 

2/ Verbs with suffix -nu- in the present: In present tense and in imperfect, the stem shows this suffix 
-nu- between the stem and the personal endings. Example:  deivk-nu-mi  TO SHOW.  

3/ Verbs with neither reduplication nor suffix: In present tense and in imperfect, these verbs present neither 
of the two former characteristics, but just the stem and the personal ending. Example:  fh-miv  TO SAY.  

8.		Principal	parts		 [140] 

Owing to the fact that many verbs form some of their tenses according to the parameters of groups other than their 
own, it is essential that we know not only the specific group to which it belongs, but also all of the verb’s principal parts, 
in order to be able to conjugate any tense of a Greek verb. This would be equivalent to learning rego, regere, rexi, rectum 
in Latin.  

For the very regular verbs it will suffice to know only the present stem, since the other stems can be deduced from it 
according to the general rules. However, for some verbs we will also need to know the aorist stem, for other verbs the 
aorist and the future stem, and for others only the future stem, etc. Therefore, there is no fixed rule regarding which 
principal parts must be supplied for each verb, and, although it is customary to give only the parts that cannot be 
deduced from the present stem because they are irregular, grammars differ in this aspect, as do dictionaries also.  

For instance:  

➢  luvw  TO LOOSEN: This verb is regular – we only need the present stem. From it we can deduce the stems for  
      the remaining tenses.  

➢  oJravw  TO SEE:    Fut. o[yomai, aor. ei\don, perf. eJwvraka, aor. pass. w[fqhn. This verb is so irregular that a  
      different stem is required for each tense.  

➢  pevmpw  TO SEND:    Perf. pevpomfa. This verb is fairly regular with the exception of the perfect tense, so we  
      must only learn this tense apart from the present.  
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b) Verbs in -w: vocalic verbs 

1.		Non-contract	verbs		 [141]	

We will present a chart of all the verbal tenses and moods in each voice, formed according to the rules explained in the 
previous chapter. To highlight the parts of each verb, a hyphen will separate different elements.  

a)  Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

luv-w 
luv-ei~ 
luv-ei 
luv-omen 
luv-ete 
luv-ousi(n) 

 
lu`-e 
lu-evtw 
 
luv-ete 
lu-ovntwn 

luv-w 
luv-h/~ 
luv-h/ 
luv-wmen 
luv-hte 
luv-wsi(n) 

luv-oimi 
luv-oi~ 
luv-oi 
luv-oimen 
luv-oite 
luv-oien 

luv-ein 

M. luv-wn, 
           -onto~ 
F.  luv-ousa 
           -ouvsh~ 
N. lu`-on 
           -onto~ 

Imp. 

e[-lu-on 
e[-lu-e~ 
e[-lu-e(n) 
ej-luv-omen 
ej-luv-ete 
e[-lu-on 

     

Fut. 

luv-s-w 
luv-s-ei~ 
luv-s-ei 
luv-s-omen 
luv-s-ete 
luv-s-ousi(n) 

  

luv-s-oimi 
luv-s-oi~ 
luv-s-oi 
luv-s-oimen 
luv-s-oite 
luv-s-oien 

luv-s-ein 

M. luv-s-wn 
          -onto~ 
F.  luv-s-ousa 
           -ouvsh~ 
N. lu`-s-on 
           -onto~ 

Aor. 

e[-lu-s-a 
e[-lu-s-a~ 
e[-lu-s-e(n) 
ej-luv-s-amen 
ej-luv-s-ate 
e[-lu-s-an 

 
lu`-s-on 
lu-s-avtw 
 
luv-s-ate 
lu-s-avntwn 

luv-s-w 
luv-s-h/~ 
luv-s-h/ 
luv-s-wmen 
luv-s-hte 
luv-s-wsi(n) 

luv-s-aimi 
luv-s-eia~ 
luv-s-eie(n) 
luv-s-aimen 
luv-s-aite 
luv-s-aien 

lu`-s-ai 

M. luv-s-a~ 
          -anto~ 
F.  luv-s-asa 
           -avsh~ 
N. lu`-s-an 
          -anto~ 

Per. 

lev-lu-k-a 
lev-lu-k-a~ 
lev-lu-k-e(n) 
le-luv-k-amen 
le-luv-k-ate 
le-luv-k-asi(n) 

 
lelukw;~ i[sqi 
lelukw;~ e[stw 
 
lelukovte~ e[ste 
lelukovte~ o[ntwn 

le-luv-k-w 
le-luv-k-h/~ 
le-luv-k-h/ 
le-luv-k-wmen 
le-luv-k-hte 
le-luv-k-wsi(n) 

le-luv-k-oimi 
le-luv-k-oi~ 
le-luv-k-oi 
le-luv-k-oimen 
le-luv-k-oite 
le-luv-k-oien 

le-lu-k-evnai 

M. le-lu-k-wv~ 
                -ovto~ 
F.  le-lu-k-ui`a 
                -uiva~ 
N. le-lu-k-ov~ 
                -ovto~ 

Plu. 

ej-le-luv-k-ein 
ej-le-luv-k-ei~ 
ej-le-luv-k-ei 
ej-le-luv-k-eimen 
ej-le-luv-k-eite 
ej-le-luv-k-esan 
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² Alternative forms  [142] 

➢  The singular persons of the aorist optative, rather than being luvsaimi, luvseia~, luvseie, can present the  
      following alternative forms as well: luvsaimi, luvsai~, luvsai. Moreover, the 3rd person plural, can also be  
      luvseian instead of luvsaien.  

➢  The pluperfect indicative singular, instead of being ejleluvkein, ejleluvkei~, ejleluvkei, can also be ejleluvkh,  
      ejleluvkh~, ejleluvkei (note that the 3rd person is identical in the two possible series).  

 

Additional observations 

1/ Note that the aorist subjunctive can be easily confused with the future indicative of the same verb: the 1st person 
singular is identical. Note as well that the personal endings are always the same in all subjunctive tenses.  

2/ The imperfect and pluperfect tense exist only in the indicative mood.  

3/ Insofar as participles are concerned, the chart presents only the nominative and genitive singular form of each 
gender: the four of them follow the 3-1-3 scheme, with three of them following the -nt- type of the 3rd decl. for masculine 
and neuter.  

4/ The perfect participle does not correspond exactly to any of the patterns seen in the chapter treating adjectives. 

5/ The perfect imperative, which is hardly used, is formed by the perfect participle combined with the present 
imperative of the verb TO BE (eijmiv). Remember that the participial part of this combination must be inflected in 
agreement with the subject’s gender, although in the chart you will find only the masculine form as an example (e.g. if 
the order were given to a woman, it should be lelukui`a i[sqi, etc.). There is another one-word form of the perfect 
imperative, which uses the same endings as the present imperative: levluke, lelukevtw etc. This last form is extremely 
rare, as it is almost always replaced by the mentioned periphrasis.  

6/ In other verbal tables, participles that follow the usual 2-1-2 scheme (-o~, -h, -on) will be introduced in a more 
abbreviated form (none in the active voice follows the 2-1-2 scheme). If their declension may offer some doubt 
(especially if they make use of the 3rd declension), the nominative and genitive will be offered, but in any case the 
abbreviations M. F. N. will be unnecessary.  
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b)  Middle voice  [143] 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

luv-omai 
luv-ei 
luv-etai 
lu-ovmeqa 
luv-esqe 
luv-ontai 

 
luv-ou 
lu-evsqw 
 
luv-esqe 
lu-evsqon 

luv-wmai 
luv-h/ 
luv-htai 
lu-wvmeqa 
luv-hsqe 
luv-wntai 

lu-oivmhn 
luv-oio 
luv-oito 
lu-oivmeqa 
luv-oisqe 
luv-ointo 

luv-esqai 
lu-ovmeno~,  
-omevnh, -ovmenon 

Imp. 

ej-lu-ovmhn 
ej-luv-ou 
ej-luv-eto 
ej-lu-ovmeqa 
ej-luv-esqe 
ej-luv-onto 

     

Fut. 

luv-s-omai 
luv-s-ei 
luv-s-etai 
lu-s-ovmeqa 
luv-s-esqe 
luv-s-ontai 

  

lu-s-oivmhn 
luv-s-oio 
luv-s-oito 
lu-s-oivmeqa 
luv-s-oisqe 
luv-s-ointo 

luv-s-esqai lu-s-ovmeno~, 
-omevnh, -ovmenon 

Aor. 

ej-lu-s-avmhn 
ej-luv-s-w 
ej-luv-s-ato 
ej-lu-s-avmeqa 
ej-luv-s-asqe 
ej-luv-s-anto 

 
lu`-sai 
lu-s-avsqw 
 
luv-s-asqe 
lu-s-avsqwn 

luv-s-wmai 
luv-s-h/ 
luv-s-htai 
lu-s-wvmeqa 
luv-s-hsqe 
luv-s-wntai 

lu-s-aivmhn 
luv-s-aio 
luv-s-aito 
lu-s-aivmeqa 
luv-s-aisqe 
luv-s-ainto 

luv-s-asqai lu-s-avmeno~, 
-amevnh, -avmenon 

Per. 

lev-lu-mai 
lev-lu-sai 
lev-lu-tai 
le-luv-meqa 
le-luv-sqe 
le-luv-ntai 

 
lev-lu-sw 
le-luv-sqw 
 
lev-lu-sqe 
le-luv-sqwn 

lelumevno~ w\ 
lelumevno~ h/\~ 
lelumevno~ h\/ 
lelumevnoi w\men 
lelumevnoi h\te 
lelumevnoi w\si 

lelumevno~ ei[hn 
lelumevno~ ei[h~ 
lelumevno~ ei[h 
lelumevnoi ei\men 
lelumevnoi ei\te 
lelumevnoi ei\en 

le-luv-sqai le-lu-mevno~, 
-mevnh, -mevnon 

Plu. 

ej-le-luvmhn 
ej-lev-lu-so 
ej-lev-lu-to 
ej-le-luv-meqa 
ej-lev-lu-sqe 
ej-lev-lu-nto 

     

² Alternative form 

In present and future indicative, the ending -ei in the 2nd singular can be written -h/ as well.  
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Additional observations  [144] 

1/ Some middle tenses are formed periphrastically using a participle accompanied by eijmiv. As seen above, the participial 
part should agree in gender with the subject; for instance, to form the perfect subjunctive plural, with reference to a 
feminine subject in the 3rd person, the participle lelumevnai has to be accompanied by the subjunctive form of eijmiv: 
lelumevnai w\si.  

2/ Middle participles are much easier to learn than in active forms, as all of them follow the 2-1-2 scheme.  

c)  Passive voice  [145] 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. 

lu-qhvs-omai 
lu-qhvs-ei 
lu-qhvs-etai 
lu-qhs-ovmeqa 
lu-qhvs-esqe 
lu-qhvs-ontai 

  

lu-qhs-oivmhn 
lu-qhvs-oio 
lu-qhvs-oito 
lu-qhs-oivmeqa 
lu-qhvs-oisqe 
lu-qhvs-ointo 

lu-qhvs-esqai 
lu-qhs-ovmeno~, 
omevnh, -ovmenon 

Aor. 

ej-luv-q-hn 
ej-luv-q-h~ 
ej-luv-q-h 
ej-luv-q-hmen 
ej-luv-q-hte 
ej-luv-q-hsan 

 
luv-q-hti 
lu-q-hvtw 
 
luv-q-the 
lu-q-evntwn 

lu-q-w` 
lu-q-h`/~ 
lu-q-h`/ 
lu-q-w`men 
lu-q-h`te 
lu-q-w`si 

lu-q-eivhn 
lu-q-eivh~ 
lu-q-eivh 
lu-q-ei`men 
lu-q-ei`te 
lu-q-ei`en 

lu-q-h`nai 
lu-q-eiv~, -evnto~ 
lu-q-ei`sa, -eivsh~ 
lu-q-evn, -evnto~ 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 

Fut. 
per. 

le-luv-s-omai 
etc. 

  le-lu-s-oivmhn 
etc. le-luv-s-esqai 

le-lu-s-ovmeno~,  
-omevnh, -ovmenon 

 

² Alternative form  
As in the middle voice, the 2nd singular -ei can be written -h/ as well.  

Additional observations [146] 

1/ For the sake of completeness, the chart above shows the future perfect  as well, but it is important to remember that 
its use is extremely rare. To express meanings like  HE WILL HAVE BEEN SET FREE, the periphrastic combination of a perfect 
participle and a form of eijmiv is more common: lelumevno~ e[stai. The same combination can be used for the active and 
the middle: I WILL HAVE SET FREE  lelukui`a e[somai.  

2/ In the aorist indicative, the 3rd person plural ending (-hsan) features a sigma similar to the corresponding active 
ending (-san).   
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3/ Note that the passive aorist uses active endings, and its participle follows the 3-1-3 scheme, with the -nt- genitive 
form for the 3rd declension.  

4/ Some verbs, in the future and aorist passive, insert a sigma at the end of the stem: pauvw TO STOP fut. pausqhvsomai, 
aor. ejpauvsqhn.  

d)  Final remarks  [147] 

1/ So, this is the way in which a regular verb would form its tenses and moods. In the following sections, we will deal 
with the characteristics of other verbal groups, studying their differences with respect to this regular pattern.  

Few verbs follow entirely the regular conjugation given above. Some frequent verbs that use this regular pattern are:  

basileuvw  TO REIGN 
bouleuvw  TO DELIBERATE 
dakruvw  TO CRY 

keleuvw  TO COMMAND 
kinduneuvw  TO BE IN DANGER 
louvw  TO WASH 

paideuvw  TO EDUCATE 
pauvw  TO STOP

2/ In Greek, personal pronouns are usually omitted, as the verb endings are precise enough to distinguish different 
persons. E.g. e[comen i{ppou~ WE HAVE HORSES, gravfousin THEY WRITE, lambavnei HE/SHE/IT TAKES (context will tell you 
whether it means HE, SHE or IT).  

2.		Study	of	augment	and	reduplication		 [148]	

Given the importance that these two phenomena have in the formation of past tenses, we offer here a detailed 
presentation of both of them before proceeding to study other verbal groups.  

a)  Augment 

Imperfect and aorist tenses feature a specific element that is the most marked characteristic of past tenses. This element 
is called the augment, and consists of an ej- added at the beginning of the verbal stem; more specifically, this additional 
epsilon is called the syllabic augment. For instance, the imperfect of baivnw TO WALK begins with e[bain-, the imperfect of 
kwluvw TO PREVENT begins with ejkwvlu-, etc.  

The basic procedure is very simple: just add an initial epsilon. But it is not always so easy, as in the following cases there 
are some exceptions to this rule:  

1/ If the verb begins with a rJ, the r is doubled when adding the epsilon: rJivptw TO THROW, imperfect e[rript-.  

2/ If the verb begins with a vowel, instead of adding an ej< the initial vowel is lengthened: this is called the temporal 
augment. Example: ejlauvnw TO GUIDE, imperfect h[laun- The lengthening process follows these correspondences:  

➢   a-  lengthens into  h- a[rcw  TO RULE imperf.  h\rc- 
➢   e-  lengthens into  h- ejlauvnw  TO GUIDE imperf.  h[laun- 
➢   h-  lengthens into  h- hJsucavzw  TO KEEP CALM imperf.  hJsuvcaz- 
➢   i-  lengthens into  i- iJketeuvw  TO BESEECH imperf.  iJkevteu- 
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➢   o-  lengthens into  w- oJplivzw  TO ARM imperf.  w{pliz- 
➢   w-  lengthens into  w- wjfelevw  TO HELP imperf.  wjfevl- 
➢   u-  lengthens into  u- uJbrivzw  TO OFFEND imperf.  u{briz-  

As can be seen, some vowels do not show any apparent alteration (an w cannot be lengthened any more, for instance). 
And in some cases, the augment is not applied: for instance, the imperfect form of the verb euJrivskw TO FIND, can be 
either eu{riskon or hu{riskon.  

3/ Some verbs beginning with e- lengthen into ei- instead of into h-, as happens for instance with  e[cw TO HAVE, imperf. [149] 
ei\c-. The most important ones are given in the following list (verbs with irregular aorists, which would not show this 
phenomenon, appear with the imperfect form):  

• ejavw   TO ALLOW imperf.  ei[wn 

• ejqivzw   TO ACCUSTOM imperf.  ei[qizon 

• e{pomai   TO FOLLOW imperf.  eiJpovmhn 

• ejrgavzomai  TO WORK imperf.  eijrgazovmhn 

• e[cw  TO HAVE imperf.  ei\con 

4/ If the initial vowel features an iota subscript, the augmented vowel will have the iota subscript as well. If the iota is 
adscript, i.e. written after the vowel, it becomes subscript:  

• a[/dw   TO SING imperf.  h\/don 
• ai[rw   TO RAISE  imperf.  h\/ron 

5/ Augment in compound verbs (i.e. verbs formed with a preposition) is inserted between the preposition and the verb. [150] 
The last vowel of the preposition, if any, is elided:  

• ajpo-bavllw  TO THROW AWAY  imperf.  ajpevballon 
• sun-avgw   TO BRING TOGETHER imperf.  sunh`gon 
• ajna-baivnw  TO CLIMB imperf.  ajnevbainon 
• kata-baivnw  TO DESCEND imperf.  katevbainon 

Exception: kaqeuvdw TO SLEEP is formed by katav and eu{dw, but this subdivision was not perceived any more, therefore 
there are two different augmented forms: the regular one, as in the imperfect kaqhu`don, and an irregular form that adds 
the augment to the prepositional prefix, ejkavqeudon. 

In some verbs, the preposition is altered in the present tense as its last consonant changes for the sake of euphony, 
depending on the first consonant of the verbal stem: e.g. sun-lambavnw TO GATHER becomes sullambavnw. When the 
augment is added to this kind of verbs, the preposition is separated from the verb and therefore it “retakes” its original 
form: sun-e-lavmbanon.  

Another example: The verb ejgkovptw is formed with the prepositional suffix ejn, but the contact with the kappa of kop- 
transforms it into ejg-. As the augment prevents the contact with the kappa, the preposition shows its original form: 
imperfect ejnevkopton.  
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If the preposition is ejk, it becomes e[x when adding the augment: ejkbaivnw TO GO OUT, imperf. ejxevbainon.  

IMPORTANT RULE: Do not elide the final vowel of the prepositions ajmfiv, periv and prov. Examples: ajmfilevgw TO DISPUTE, 
imperfect ajmfievlegon; perimavcomai TO FIGHT EVERYWHERE, imperfect periemacovmhn; prolambavnw TO TAKE BEFOREHAND, 
imperfect proelavmbanon. Nonetheless, remember that the omicron of the prefix prov- contracts with the augment in 
Attic Greek, a phenomenon that is indicated by a sign of crasis (similar to smooth a breathing mark): e.g. proujlavmbanon.  

6/ Double augment: Some verbs take both augments at the same time, the syllabic one and the temporal one. The most [151] 
common ones are:  

• oJravw  TO SEE imperf.  eJwvrwn 

• ajnoivgw  TO OPEN imperf.  ajnevw/gon  

Other verbs have two augments, as they feature one of them applied to the prepositional prefix and another one to the 
verb. So, they both lengthen the preposition and augment the stem:  

• ajntibolevw  TO ENTREAT  imperf.  hjntebovloun 

• ejnoclevw   TO TROUBLE  imperf.  hjnwvcloun  

• ajmfisbhtevw  TO DISPUTE  imperf.  hjmfesbhvtoun  

² NB: the final vowel of ajmfiv is elided, an additional exception to the rule seen above.  

b)  Reduplication  [152] 

The distinguishing characteristic of the perfect tense is reduplication, which is the repetition of the initial consonant 
after the augment e (in these examples, please disregard the occasional absence of the expected k at the end of the stem, 
which is not due to the way in which reduplication works):  

• luvw  TO LOOSEN perf.  levluka 
• diwvkw  TO PURSUE perf.  dedivwca 

• gravfw  TO WRITE perf.  gevgrafa 

If the verb begins with two consonants, only the first one is to be reduplicated:  

• klonevw  TO DRIVE IN CONFUSION perf.  keklovnhka.  

The basic concept is quite simple: the initial consonant of the verbal stem has to be repeated before the augment. But 
the following additional rules have to be added to the basic procedure: 

1/ If the verb begins with an aspirated consonant, the consonant to be reduplicated at the beginning is in that case the 
corresponding hard consonant:  

• quvw  TO SACRIFICE   perf.  tevquka   not  qevquka 
• coreuvw  TO DANCE  perf.  kecovreuka   not  cecovreuka 
• foneuvw  TO KILL  perf.  pefovneuka   not  fefovneuka 
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2/ In verbs that begin with a vowel, as there is no initial consonant to reduplicate, the vowel is lengthened, following [153] 
the same procedure of that we have seen with regard to temporal augments; in other words, these verbs show only the 
augment, which substitutes the whole reduplication:  

• a[gw   TO LEAD  perf.  h\ca 
• oJrivzw   TO BOUND  perf.  w{rika 
• ajsebevw   TO BE IMPIOUS  perf.  hjsevbhka 
• euJrivskw   TO FIND  perf.  hu{rhka 

• ojfeivlw  TO OWE  perf.  wjfeivlhka 
• ajggevllw   TO ANNOUNCE  perf.  h[ggelka 
• aijsqavnomai  TO REALISE  perf.  h[/sqhmai

In some verbs beginning with a vowel, a strange phenomenon called Attic reduplication takes place: the initial vowel + 
consonant are both repeated followed by the lengthened form of the original opening vowel:  

• ajkouvw  TO HEAR  perf.  ajkhvkoa 
• ajgeivrw  TO GATHER perf.  ajghvgerka 
• ejlauvnw  TO GUIDE  perf.  ejlhvlaka 

3/ Some combinations of consonants, as well as double consonants, do not accept any modification within the stem; in [154] 
these cases only the augment will be added at the beginning of the verb, without repeating the initial consonant:  

• sterevw   TO DEPRIVE  perf.  ejstevrhka 
• yauvw   TO TOUCH  perf.  e[yauka 

Verbs beginning with the consonant r- do not allow reduplication either:  

• rJivptw    TO THROW perf.  e[rrifa 

In all the cases in which augments stand for the whole reduplication, the augment in the perfect tense is kept 
throughout all the moods; for instance, the perfect participle of sterevw is ejsterekwv~, -ovto~, the perfect infinitive of 
yauvw is ejyaukevnai, etc.  

Finally, some verbs feature reduplications only in one voice, e.g. in the active but not in the middle-passive (or vice-
versa): for instance ktivzw TO COLONISE, perf. active kevktika, middle-pass. e[ktismai.  

4/ As we have seen with regard to augments, reduplications will go between prefix and the stem in compound verbs: 

• dialuvw   TO DISSOLVE perf.  dialevluka 

5/ In some other cases, the form of reduplication is irregular: for instance, some verbs feature unpredictable redupli-
cations and in some cases on a completely modified stem (in these last cases, more than irregular reduplication, we 
should say irregular perfect):  

• levgw   TO SAY  perf.  ei[rhka (active),  ei[rhmai (passive)  
• lambavnw   TO TAKE  perf.  ei[lhfa  

• fevrw   TO CARRY  perf.  ejnhvnoca  

• e[rcomai   TO GO  perf.  ejlhvluqa  

[For a whole list, please check the list of irregular verbs supplied further ahead.]  
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3.		Contract	verbs		 [155]	

There are three kinds of contract verbs:  

➢  With stem ending in -a Example:   timavw  TO HONOUR  
➢  With stem ending in -e  Example:   poievw  TO DO, TO MAKE 
➢  With stem ending in -o Example:   dhlovw TO SHOW 

The difference with respect to non-contract verbs is that the combination of the vowel ending the verbal stem and the 
vowel opening the additional endings produces two kinds of alterations:  

1/ In present and imperfect tenses, when the personal ending is added, vowels will contract and produce a new 
form. Example: timav-ei~ becomes tima`/~. In some cases, differences with respect to non-contract verbs will be 
almost inappreciable; in other cases (as in the example) the difference is stronger.  

2/ In the other tenses, when a consonant is added (for instance, the sigma to form the future), the vowel ending 
the verbal stem will lengthen. Example: timav-s-w becomes timhvsw.  

³ With respect to the personal endings, there is a slight change in the present optative active set: the singular, instead 
of using -oimi, -oi~, -oi, uses -oivhn, -oivh~, -oivh; of course, these endings can be altered after contractions.  

To help students, verbs in dictionaries and grammars are always given in the first person without contractions, so that 
the contracted vowel, if any, can be identified. So, we will find oJravw, not oJrw `, poievw, not poiw,̀ and kuklovw, not kuklw`. 
As a consequence of this, a typical beginner’s mistake is forgetting to add contractions when translating into Greek: e.g. 
it is necessary to write timw,̀ NOT timavw.  

The following chart shows the conjugation of the present and imperfect tenses in full and the first person singular of 
other tenses, as these follow regular patterns.  

a)  Contract verbs in -a-  [156] 

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pres. 

timw ̀
tima`/~ 
tima`/ 
timw`men 
tima`te 
timw`si(n) 

 
tivma 
timavtw 
 
tima`te 
timwvntwn 

timw ̀
tima`/~ 
tima`/ 
timw`men 
tima`te 
timw`si(n) 

timw/vhn 
timwv/h~ 
timwv/h 
timw`/men 
timw`/te 
timw`/en 

tima`n 
timw`n, -w`nto~ 
timw`sa, -h~ 
timw`n, -w`nto~ 

Imp. 

ejtivmwn 
ejtivma~ 
ejtivma 
ejtimw`men 
ejtima`te 
ejtivmwn 
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 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Fut. timhvsw 
etc.   timhvsoimi 

etc. timhvsein 
timhvswn, 
-ousa, -on  

Aor. ejtivmhsa 
etc. 

tivmhson 
etc. 

timhvsw 
etc. 

timhvsaimi 
etc. timh`sai timhvsa~, 

-asa, -an 

Perf. tetivmhka 
etc.  

tetimhkw;~ i[sqi 
etc.  

tetimhvkw 
etc. 

tetimhvkoimi 
etc.  tetimhkevnai 

tetimhkwv~,  
-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plup. ejtetimhvkein 
etc.       

 

Additional observations 

1/  The present indicative and subjunctive are identical.  

2/  The neuter present participle looks like the masculine one.  

3/  The -i- of the optative is subscript.  

4/  The present infinitive is easily confused with an accusative of the 1st declension, especially because the iota is elided.  

Middle voice  [157] 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

timw`mai 
tima`/ 
tima`tai 
timwvmeqa 
tima`sqe 
timw`ntai 

 
timw ̀
timavsqw 
 
tima`sqe 
timavsqwn 

timw`mai 
tima`/ 
tima`tai 
timwvmeqa 
tima`sqe 
timw`ntai 

timwv/mhn 
timw`/o 
timw`/to 
timwv/meqa 
timw`/sqe 
timw`/nto 

tima`sqai 
timwvmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejtimwvmhn 
ejtimw` 
ejtima`to 
ejtimwvmeqa 
ejtima`sqe 
ejtimw`nto 

     

Fut. timhvsomai 
etc.   timhsoivmhn 

etc. timhvsesqai timhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on  

Aor. ejtimhsavmhn 
etc. 

tivmhsai 
etc.  

timhvsomai 
etc. 

timhsaivmhn 
etc.  timhvsasqai 

timhsavmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Per. tetivmhmai 
etc.  

tetivmhso 
etc.  

tetimhmevno~ w\ 
etc.  

tetimhmevno~ ei[hn 
etc.  tetimh`sqai tetimhmevno~, 

-h, -on 

Plu. ejtetimhvmhn 
etc.       
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Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. timhqhvsomai 
etc.   timhqhsoivmhn 

etc. timhqhvsesqai 
timhqhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejtimhvqhn 
etc. 

timhvqhti 
etc. 

timhqw ̀
etc. 

timhqeivhn 
etc. timhqh`nai 

timhqeiv~, 
-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
 

Some common -a- contract verbs [158] 

Although some of these verbs feature irregular forms as well (for instance oJravw TO SEE), they are listed here as their 
present indicative forms are contract:  

aijtiavomai   TO CONSIDER RESPONSIBLE 
aJmillavomai   TO CONTEND 
boavw   TO SHOUT 
gelavw   TO LAUGH 
ejavw   TO ALLOW 
ejrwtavw   TO ASK 

qeavomai   TO CONTEMPLATE 
ktavomai   TO OBTAIN 
mhcanavomai   TO CONTRIVE 
nikavw   TO WIN 
oJravw   TO SEE 
oJrmavw   TO SET IN MOTION 

peiravw   TO TRY 
sigavw   TO KEEP SILENCE 
teleutavw   TO END, TO DIE 
timavw   TO HONOUR  
tolmavw   TO DARE

Irregularities of some -a- contract verbs [159] 

1/ Four verbs have contractions in h, instead of a, both in the present indicative and subjunctive:  

➢  diyavw  TO BE THIRSTY 
➢  peinavw  TO BE HUNGRY 

➢  zavw  TO LIVE, TO BE ALIVE 
➢  cravomai  TO USE

Taking diyavw as model, these verbs contract in the present as follows: 

diyw`, diyh`/~, diyh`/, diyw`men, diyh`te, diyw`si(n),    
       instead of  the expected 
       diyw`, diya`/~, diya`/ etc. 

Also the imperfect form has the same modification:  

ejdivywn, ejdivyh~, ejdivyh, ejdiyw`men, ejdiyh`te, ejdivywn 
       instead of the expected 
       ejdivywn, ejdivya~, ejdivya etc.  

Finally, the infinitive form is diyh`n instead of diya`n, crh`sqai instead of cra`sqai, etc.  
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2/ Other verbs in -a- feature the opposite phenomenon: in future and aorist tenses, where we should find the a 
lengthened into an h because of the addition of the sigma (as in ejtivmhsa), the alpha remains unaltered: dravw TO DO, TO 

MAKE: aorist e[drasa, NOT e[drhsa. The same happens when adding the kappa to form the perfect tense: devdraka, NOT 

devdrhka.  

The most frequent verbs that maintain -a- in future and aorist are: 

aijtiavomai  TO ACCUSE 
gelavw  TO LAUGH 
dravw  TO DO, TO MAKE 
ejavw  TO ALLOW 

eJstiavw  TO ENTERTAIN (as a guest) 
qeavomai  TO OBSERVE 
peiravw  TO TRY 

 
For instance, I WILL LAUGH = gelavsw, NOT gelhvsw.  I OBSERVED = ejqeasavmhn, NOT ejqehsavmhn.  

• oi[moi, tiv dravsw…     ALAS, WHAT AM I TO DO?   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

b)  Contract verbs in -e-  [160] 

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

poiw ̀
poiei`~ 
poiei ̀
poiou`men 
poiei`te 
poiou`si(n) 

 
poivei 
poieivtw 
 
poiei`te 
poiouvntwn 

poiw ̀
poih`/~ 
poih`/ 
poiw`men 
poih`te 
poiw`si(n) 

poioivhn 
poioivh~ 
poioivh 
poioi`men 
poioi`te 
poioi`en 

poiei`n 
poiw`n, -ou`nto~ 
poiou`sa, -ouvsh~ 
poiou`n, -ou`nto~ 

Imp. 

ejpoivoun 
ejpoivei~ 
ejpoivei 
ejpoiou`men 
ejpoiei`te 
ejpoivoun 

     

Fut. poihvsw 
etc.   poihvsoimi 

etc. poihvsein 
poihvswn, 
-ousa, -on 

Aor. ejpoivhsa 
etc. 

poivhson 
etc. 

poihvsw 
etc. 

poihvsaimi 
etc. poih`sai poihvsa~, 

-asa, -an     

Per. pepoivhka 
etc. 

pepoihkw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

pepoihvkw 
etc.  

pepoihvkoimi 
etc. pepoihkevnai 

pepoihkwv~, 
-ui`a, -ov~      

Plu. ejpepoihvkein 
etc.      
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Middle voice  [161] 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

poiou`mai 
poiei ̀
poiei`tai 
poiouvmeqa 
poiei`sqe 
poiou`ntai 

 
poiou ̀
poieivsqw 
 
poiei`sqe 
poieivsqwn 

poiw`mai 
poih`/ 
poih`tai 
poiwvmeqa 
poih`sqe 
poiw`ntai 

poioivmhn 
poioi`o 
poioi`to 
poioivmeqa 
poioi`sqe 
poioi`nto 

poiei`sqai poiouvmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejpoiouvmhn 
ejpoiou` 
ejpoiei`to 
ejpoiouvmeqa 
ejpoiei`sqe 
ejpoiou`nto 

     

Fut. poihvsomai 
etc.   poihsoivmhn 

etc. poihvsesqai poihsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejpoihsavmhn 
etc. 

poivhsai 
etc. 

poihvsomai 
etc. 

poihsaivmhn 
etc. poihvsasqai 

poihsavmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Per. pepoivhmai 
etc. 

pepoivhso 
etc. 

pepoihmevno~ w\ 
etc. 

pepoihmevno~ ei[hn 
etc. pepoih`sqai pepoihmeno~, 

-h, -on 

Plu. ejpepoihvmhn 
etc.      

 

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. poihqhvsomai 
etc.   poihqhsoivmhn poihqhvsesqai 

poihqhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejpoihvqhn 
etc. 

poihvqhti 
etc. 

poihqw ̀
etc. 

poihqeivhn 
etc. poihqh`nai poihqeiv~, 

-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 

Some common -e- contract verbs [162] 

ajganaktevw  TO FEEL INDIGNATION 
ajgnoevw  NOT TO KNOW 
ajdikevw  TO DO WRONG 
aiJrevw  TO TAKE, TO CAPTURE 
aijtevw  TO ASK FOR 

ajnacwrevw  TO WITHDRAW 
ajpeilevw  TO THREATEN 
ajporevw  TO BE AT A LOSS 
ajsebevw  TO BE IMPIOUS 
ajfiknevomai  TO ARRIVE 

bohqevw  TO HELP 
gamevw  TO MARRY 
deipnevw  TO HAVE DINNER 
devomai  TO REQUIRE 
dianoevomai  TO THINK 
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dihgevomai  TO NARRATE 
dokevw  TO SEEM 
dustucevw  TO BE UNFORTUNATE 
ejxhgevomai  TO NARRATE 
ejpainevw  TO PRAISE  
ejpiqumevw  TO DESIRE 
ejpimelevomai  TO TAKE CARE 
eujsebevw  TO BE PIOUS 
eujtucevw  TO BE LUCKY 
zhtevw  TO LOOK FOR 
hJgevomai  TO LEAD 

qarrevw  TO DARE 
qorubevw  TO RAISE A CLAMOUR 
kaqairevw  TO DEMOLISH 
kalevw  TO CALL  
katafronevw  TO DESPISE 
kathgorevw  TO ACCUSE 
kratevw  TO PREVAIL 
misevw  TO HATE 
naumacevw  TO FIGHT A NAVAL BATTLE 
nosevw  TO BE ILL 
oijkevw  TO DWELL 

oJmologevw  TO AGREE 
plevw  TO SAIL 
poievw  TO DO, TO MAKE  
polemevw  TO MAKE WAR 
poliorkevw  TO BESIEGE 
skopevw  TO LOOK 
filevw  TO LOVE 
fobevomai  TO FEAR 
fronevw  TO THINK 
wjfelevw  TO HELP  

 
Irregularities of some -e- contract verbs [163] 

1/ Some verbs in -e- do not lengthen the thematic vowels following the regular pattern, similarly to what some verbs in 
a do. The most frequent ones are:  

aijdevomai  TO BE ASHAMED 
ajrkevw  TO SUFFICE 
ejpainevw  TO PRAISE 

For example: IT WILL SUFFICE = ajrkevsei. I WILL PRAISE = ejpainevsw.  

2/ There are two verbs that feature a peculiar phenomenon: televw TO FINISH (plus relative compounds) and kalevw TO 

CALL (plus relative compounds). In the same way as the previous -a- contract verbs, they do not lengthen the -e- in the 
aorist (ejtevlesa < ejkavlesa), but moreover their future form is exactly identical to the present: kalw`, kalei`~, kalei `, 

etc., and telw`, telei`~, telei `, etc.  

3/ Finally, monosyllabic verbs, like plevw TO SAIL, present contractions only when two e meet: the present indicative 
form, then, is plevw, plevomen, NOT plw`, plou`men. In addition, these monosyllabic contracted verbs form the present 
optative using the set of personal endings -oimi, -oi~, -oi (i.e. as if they were non-contract verbs), not with -oihn, -oih~, 

-oih; therefore the present optative form is plevoimi, NOT ploi`mi or ploivhn.  

The most common of these verbs are:  

devw  TO NEED 
plevw  TO SAIL 
nevw  TO SWIM 

rJevw  TO FLOW 
pnevw  TO BREATHE 

 
Exception: devw, in the sense TO BIND, does contract: dou`men, NOT devomen, etc., but in the usual sense of TO NEED (and TO 

ASK FOR in the middle voice) it does not contract: deovmeqa, NOT douvmeqa, etc.  
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c)  Contract verbs in -o-  [164] 

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

dhlw ̀
dhloi`~ 
dhloi ̀
dhlou`men 
dhlou`te 
dhlou`si(n) 

 
dhvlou 
dhlouvtw 
 
dhlou`te 
dhlouvntwn 

dhlw ̀
dhloi`~ 
dhloi ̀
dhlw`men 
dhlw`te 
dhlw`si(n) 

dhloivhn 
dhloivh~ 
dhloivh 
dhloi`men 
dhloi`te 
dhloi`en 

dhlou`n 
dhlw`n, -ou`nto~ 
dhlou`sa, -h~ 
dhlou`n, -ou`nto~ 

Imp. 

ejdhvloun 
ejdhvlou~ 
ejdhvlou 
ejdhlou`men 
ejdhlou`te 
ejdhvloun 

     

Fut. dhlwvsw 
etc.   dhlwvsoimi 

etc. dhlwvsein 
dhlwvswn, 
-ousa, -on 

Aor. ejdhvlwsa 
etc. 

dhvlwson 
etc. 

dhlwvsw 
etc. 

dhlwvsaimi 
etc. dhlw`sai dhlwvsa~,  

-asa, -an 

Per. dedhvlwka 
etc. 

dedhlwkw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

dedhlwvkw 
etc. 

dedhlwvkoimi 
etc. dedhlwkevnai 

dedhlwkwv~, 
-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ejdedhlwvkein 
etc.      

² Do not confuse the present infinitive or participle dhlou`n with any form of the contract declension.  

Middle voice  [165] 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

dhlou`mai 
dhloi ̀
dhlou`tai 
dhlouvmeqa 
dhlou`sqe 
dhlou`ntai 

 
dhlou ̀
dhlouvsqw 
 
dhlou`sqe 
dhlouvsqwn 

dhlw`mai 
dhloi ̀
dhlw`tai 
dhlwvmeqa 
dhlw`sqe 
dhlw`ntai 

dhloivmhn 
dhloi`o 
dhloi`to 
dhloivmeqa 
dhloi`sqe 
dhloi`nto 

dhlou`sqai 
dhlouvmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejdhlouvmhn 
ejdhlou` 
ejdhlou`to 
ejdhlouvmeqa 
ejdhlou`sqe 
ejdhlou`nto 

     

Fut. dhlwvsomai 
etc.   dhlwsoivmhn 

etc. dhlwvsesqai 
dhlwsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 
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 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Aor. ejdhlwsavmhn 
etc. 

dhvlwsai 
etc. dhlwvswmai dhlwsaivmhn 

etc. dhlwvsasqai 
dhlwsavmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Per. dedhvlwmai 
etc. 

dedhvlwso 
etc. 

dedhlwmevno~ w\ 
etc. 

dedhlomevno~ ei[hn 
etc. dedhlw`sqai dedhlwmevno~, 

-h, -on 

Plu. ejdedhlwvmhn      

 

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. dhlwqhvsomai 
etc.   dhlwqhsoivmhn 

etc. dhlwqhvsesqai dhlwqhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejdhlwvqhn 
etc. 

dhlwvqhti 
etc. 

dhlwqw ̀
etc. 

dhlwqeivhn 
etc. dhlwqh`nai dhlwqeiv~, 

-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 

 
Some common -o- contract verbs [166] 

ajxiovw  TO CONSIDER WORTHY 
bebaiovw  TO CONFIRM, TO ASSURE 
biovw  TO LIVE 
dhlovw  TO SHOW 

doulovw  TO ENSLAVE 
ejleuqerovw  TO FREE 
ejnantiovomai  TO OPPOSE  

Irregularities of some -o- contract verbs 

1/ The verb ajrovw TO PLOUGH does not lengthen the omicron in future and aorist forms: ajrovsw < h[rosa.  

2/ The two verbs iJdrovw TO SWEAT and rJigovw TO SHIVER FROM COLD keep an omega for their contractions, resulting in 
unusual forms like the present indicative iJdrw`, iJdrw`/~, iJdrw`/ etc., NOT iJdrw`, iJdroi`~, iJdroi ̀etc., and the curious infinitive 
iJdrw`n, NOT iJdrou`n.  
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c) Verbs in -w: consonantal and liquid verbs 

	

1.		Consonantal	verbs		 [167]	

These are verbs that have a consonant as the last letter of their stem. They undergo no alteration when adding the 
personal endings directly onto the stem, so long as they begin with a vowel (present and imperfect tenses), but some 
alterations will take place when a consonant is added; this is the case in the future, the aorist, the perfect and the 
pluperfect tense endings: in some cases two consonants will amalgamate, in other cases one will disappear and moreover 
the remaining one will change, etc.  

Since the added consonant is almost always the same for all the persons (sigma for aorist active, kappa for perfect active, 
etc.), the forms are easily deduced from the first example provided. However, the perfect and pluperfect middle/passive 
use endings with a variety of initial consonants (-mai, -sai, -tai, etc.), and the result is rather irregular; therefore, these 
two tenses have been presented in full.  

a)  Verbs ending in -bw, -pw, -fw, -ptw (labial verbs).   Example: blevpw TO LOOK  [168] 

The main alteration that these verbs undergo is that these consonants usually become y when a s is added (note that 
this is not always the case; see the middle perfect imperative), and that they become a f when the recognisable q is 
added for the passive. Observe also that there is no -k- in the perfect active and that the consonant suffers a 
modification in exchange.  

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. blevyw 
etc.   blevyoimi 

etc. blevyein blevywn, 
-ousa, -on 

Aor. e[bleya 
etc. 

blevyon 
etc. 

blevyw 
etc. 

blevyaimi 
etc. blevyai blevya~, 

-asa, -an 

Per. bevblefa 
etc. 

beblefw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

beblevfw 
etc. 

beblevfoimi 
etc. beblefevnai 

beblefwv~, 
-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ejbeblevfein 
etc.      
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Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. blevyomai 
etc.   bleyoivmhn 

etc. blevyesqai bleyovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejbleyavmhn 
etc. 

blevyai 
etc. 

blevywmai 
etc. 

bleyaivmhn 
etc. blevyasqai 

bleyavmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Per. 

bevblemmai 
bevbleyai 
bevbleptai 
beblevmmeqa 
bevvblefqe 
beblemmevnoi eijsiv 

 
bevbleyo 
beblevfqw 
 
bevblefqe 
beblevfqwn 

beblemmevno~ w\ 
etc. 

beblemmevno~ ei[hn 
etc. beblevfqai beblemmevno~, 

-h, -on 

Plu. 

ejbeblevmmhn 
ejbevbleyo 
ejbevblepto 
ejbeblevmmeqa 
ejbevblefqe 
beblemmevnoi h\san 

     

 
² Observe that the 3rd plural beblemmevnoi eijsiv and beblemmevnoi h\san are periphrastic (to avoid forms with too many  
     consecutive consonants). Of course, the participial part must agree with the subject.  

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. blefqhvsomai 
etc.   blefqhsoivmhn 

etc. blefqhvsesqai blefqhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejblevfqhn 
etc. 

blevfqhti 
etc. 

blefqw ̀
etc. 

blefqeivhn 
etc. blefqh`nai blefqeiv~, 

-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
 
Other verbs of the same style 

gravfw  TO WRITE 
rJivptw  TO THROW 

pevmpw  TO SEND  
kovptw  TO KNOCK, TO CUT DOWN 
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b)  Verbs ending in -gw, -kw, -cw, -ttw (guttural verbs).   Example: diwvkw  TO PURSUE  [169] 

[The inclusion of -ttw is due to the fact that this -tt- originates from a former -k-] 

The main change is that these consonants become x when a s is added, and that they become a c when the recognisable 
q is added for the passive. Observe also that there is no -k- in the perfect active and that the consonant suffers a 
modification in exchange.  

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. diwvxw 
etc.   diwvxoimi 

etc. diwvxein 
diwvxwn, 
-ousa, -on 

Aor. ejdivwxa 
etc. 

diw`xon 
etc. 

diwvxw 
etc. 

diwvxaimi 
etc. diw`xai 

diwvxa~, 
-asa, -an 

Per. dedivwca 
etc. 

deiwcw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

dediwvcw 
etc. 

dediwvcoimi 
etc. dediwcevnai dediwcwv~, 

-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ejdediwvcein 
etc.      

 
Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. diwvxomai 
etc.   diwxoivmhn 

etc. diwvxesqai diwxovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejdiwxavmhn 
etc. 

diw`xai 
etc. 

diwvxwmai 
etc. 

diwxaivmhn 
etc. diwvxasqai 

diwxavmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Per. 

dedivwgmai 
dedivwxai 
dedivwktai 
dediwvgmeqa 
dedivwcqe 
dediwgmevnoi eijsiv 

 
dedivwxo 
dediwvcqw 
 
dedivwcqe 
dediwvcqwn 

dediwgmevno~ w\ 
etc.  

dediwgmevno~ ei[hn 
etc. dedivwcqai deiwgmevno~, 

-h, -on 

Plu. 

ejdediwvgmhn 
ejdedivwxo 
ejdedivwkto 
ejdediwvgmeqa 
ejdedivwcqe 
dediwgmevnoi h\san 
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Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. diwcqhvsomai 
etc.   diwcqhsoivmhn 

etc. diwcqhvsesqai 
diwcqhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejdiwvcqhn 
etc. 

ejdiwvcqhti 
etc. 

diwcqw` 
etc. 

diwcqeivhn 
etc. diwcqh`nai diwcqeiv~, 

-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
 
² Some verbs in -ttw behave as if they were dentals (see the following group) as for instance plavttw TO MOULD:  
      future plavsw, aorist e[plasa, etc.  

Other verbs of the same style 

a[gw  TO LEAD         ² This verb also has a strong aorist, apart from the expected one h\xa.  
pravttw  TO MAKE, TO DO 
taravttw  TO DISTURB, TO THROW INTO DISORDER 
fulavttw  TO GUARD 

c)  Verbs ending in -dw, -tw, -qw, -zw (dental verbs).   Example: peivqw TO PERSUADE  [170] 

The main alteration that these verbs undergo is that these consonants disappear when a s is added, and that they 
become another s when the recognisable q is added for the passive. This group keeps the -k- in the perfect active (but 
the previous consonant disappears).  

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. peivsw 
etc.   peivsoimi 

etc. peivsein peivswn, 
-ousa, -on 

Aor. e[peisa 
etc. 

pei`son 
etc. 

peivsw 
etc. 

peivsaimi 
etc. pei`sai 

peivsa~, 
-asa, -an 

Per. pevpeika 
etc. 

pepeikw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

pepeivkw 
etc. 

pepeivkoimi 
etc. pepeikevnai pepeikwv~, 

-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ejpepeivkein 
etc.      
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Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. peivsomai 
etc.   peisoivmhn 

etc. peivsesqai peisovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejpeisavmhn 
etc. 

pei`sai 
etc. 

peivswmai 
etc. 

peisaivmhn 
etc. peivsasqai 

peisavmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Per. 

pevpeismai 
pevpeisai 
pevpeistai 
pepeivsmeqa 
pevpeisqe 
pepeismevnoi eijsiv 

 
pevpeiso 
pepeivsqw 
 
pevpeisqe 
pepeivsqwn 

pepeismevno~ w\ 
etc. 

pepeismevno~ ei[hn 
etc. pepei`sqai pepeismevno~,  

-h, -on 

Plu. 

ejpepeivsmhn 
ejpevpeiso 
ejpevpeisto 
ejpepeivsmeqa 
ejpevpeisqe 
pepeismevnoi h\san 

     

 

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. peisqhvsomai 
etc.   peisqhsoivmhn 

etc. peisqhvsesqai peisqhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor. ejpeivsqhn 
etc. 

peivsqhti 
etc. 

peisqw ̀
etc. 

peisqeivhn 
etc. peisqh`nai peisqeiv~, 

-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
 
Other verbs of the same style 

ajtimavzw  TO DISHONOUR 
yeuvdw  TO LIE, TO DECEIVE 
skeuavzw  TO PREPARE 
nomivzw  TO CONSIDER, TO THINK 
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2.		Liquid	verbs		 [171]	

a)  Definition and characteristics of liquid verbs 

Verbs whose stem ends in one of these four consonants: l, m, n, r are called liquid verbs.  As in the case of the 
consonantal verbs, some changes take place when adding endings etc. These changes are:   

1/ In future tense:    No sigma is added, and the personal endings applied are exactly the same as those that would 
correspond to the present of the e contract verbs. Moreover, the stem of the verb may change slightly. Example: stevllw 

TO SEND, fut. stelw ` (observe that one lambda has disappeared). Of course, when we meet one of these forms in a text, 
we will have to know whether it is the present of an e contract verb or the future of a liquid verb. For instance, if we 
want to know the meaning of the form diafqerei` and we look for the verb diafqerevw in the dictionary and we do not 
find it, we will have to consider the possibility that we are faced with a liquid future, until we find out that it comes from 
diafqeivrw TO DESTROY.  

2/ In aorist tense:    As in the future tense, no sigma is added (but the endings are the usual ones for aorist), and again 
the stem may change slightly (but it will probably be a different change from that for the future tense). Example: 
stevllw, aorist e[steila (observe the new stem steil-).  

3/ In perfect tense:    It does have the usual kappa, but the stem may also change. Example: stevllw, perfect e[stalka 

(for this example, remember that verbs beginning with st- cannot reduplicate, this has nothing to do with the verb being 
liquid or not).  

4/ In future passive, aorist passive and perfect middle-passive tenses:    Verbs follow their usual rules: -qhs- for 
the future passive, etc., but the three of them are based on the active perfect stem. Example: stevllw TO SEND, perfect 
active e[stalka (stem -stal-), therefore future passive stalqhvsomai, aorist passive ejstavlqhn, perfect middle-passive 
e[stalmai (the lack of reduplication has nothing to do with the condition of liquid verb, it is just a coincidence).  

With respect to the changes of stem, although they seem to follow a fixed pattern at times, in fact the exceptions 
outnumber the regular cases, so the best system is to learn the stems for each tense (example: faivnw TO MAKE APPEAR, 

future fanw`,̀ aorist e[fhna, perfect pevfagka, etc.). The change may involve the disappearance of a letter, the addition of 
a new one, etc.; nevertheless, sometimes the stem remains unchanged, in which case only the accent may provide an 
indication of tense (present or future); for instance, krivnw TO JUDGE, future krinw.̀  

b)  A liquid verb fully conjugated 

Here, we provide the forms of ajggevllw TO ANNOUNCE as an example, but we further reinforce that the changes [172] 
experienced by this verb in the stem do NOT mark a parameter to be followed by other liquid verbs with respect to the 
changes experienced by the stem in the different tenses. As in the case of the consonantal verbs, the perfect and 
pluperfect middle-passive are given in full owing to their complexity, given the variety of the initial consonants of their 
personal endings (but the alterations are much minor in the liquid verbs than in the consonantal ones).  
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Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. 

ajggelw ̀
etc. 
(like present 
of poievw) 

  

ajggeloivhn 
etc. 
(like present 
of poievw) 

ajggelei`n 

ajggelw`n,  
-ou`sa, -ou`n 
(like present 
of poievw) 

Aor. h[ggeila 
etc. 

a[ggeilon 
etc. 

ajggeivlw 
etc. 

ajggeivlaimi 
etc. ajggei`lai 

ajggeivla~,  
-asa, -an 

Per. h[ggelka 
etc. 

hjggelkw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

hjggevlkw 
etc. 

hjggevlkoimi 
etc. hjggelkevnai hjggelkwv~,  

-ui`a, -o~ 

Plu. hjggevlkein 
etc.      

 
Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. regular formation 

Imp. regular formation 

Fut. ajggelou`mai 
etc.   ajggeloivmhn 

etc. ajggelei`sqai 
ajggelouvmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. hjggeilavmhn 
etc. 

a[ggeilai 
etc. 

ajggeivlwmai 
etc. 

ajggeilaivmhn 
etc.  ajggeivlasqai ajggeilavmeno~, 

-h, -on 

Per. 

h[ggelmai 
h[ggelsai 
h[ggeltai 
hjggevlmeqa 
h[ggelqe 
hjggelmevnoi eijsiv 

 
h[ggelso 
hjggevlqw 
 
h[ggelqe 
hjggevlqwn 

hjggelmevno~ w\ 
etc. 

hjggelmevno~ ei[hn 
etc. hjggevlqai 

hjggelmevno~,  
-h, -on 

Plu. 

hjggevlmhn 
h[ggelso 
h[ggelto 
hjggevlmeqa 
h[ggelqe 
hjggelmevnoi h\san 
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Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. ajggelqhvsomai 
etc.   ajggelqhsoivmhn 

etc. ajggelqhvsesqai 
ajggelqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. hjggevlqhn 
etc. 

ajggevlqhti 
etc. 

ajggelqw ̀
etc. 

ajggelqeivhn 
etc. ajggelqh`nai 

ajggelqeiv~,  
-ei`sa, -en 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 

 
c)  Other frequent liquid verbs  

 [Only future and aorist active are given, the most common tenses.]  [173] 

ai[rw  TO RAISE fut.  ajrw ̀ aor.  h\ra 

ajpokrivnomai  TO ANSWER fut.  ajpokrinou`mai aor.  ajpekrinavmhn 

ajpokteivnw  TO KILL fut.  ajpoktenw` aor.  ajpevkteina 

bavllw  TO CAST, TO THROW fut.  balw ̀ aor.  e[balon  
diafqeivrw  TO DESTROY fut.  diafqerw` aor.  dievfqeira 

krivnw  TO JUDGE fut.  krinw ̀ aor.  e[krina  

mevnw  TO REMAIN, TO WAIT fut.  menw ̀ aor.  e[meina 

nevmw  TO DISTRIBUTE fut.  nemw ̀ aor.  e[neima 

stevllw  TO ARRANGE, TO DISPATCH fut.  stelw` aor.  e[steila 

faivnw  TO SHOW fut.  fanw ̀ aor.  e[fhna 

² Observe that, in the case of krinw,̀ only the accent differentiates the future from the present. This is also the  
     case for other verbs.  
² e[balon is a strong aorist, not liquid. It follows another scheme.  

d)  Additional observations on liquid verbs 

1/ Some verbs that end in -ivzw (consonantal verbs in dental, theoretically) form the future in the same way as liquids; 
for instance, nomivzw TO CONSIDER, active fut. nomiw,̀ middle fut. nomiou`mai. This kind of future is called the Attic future.   

2/ Other verbs that are neither liquid nor end in -ivzw also have a future of the same kind, i.e., resembling an e contract 
present. For instance, the verb levgw TO SAY, apart from the regular future levxw, has also the future ejrw`, ejrei`~ etc., and 
the same applies for the verb mavcomai TO FIGHT: future macou`mai.  

3/ Several cases may be found which will not follow the given framework. For instance, while ojxuvnw TO SHARPEN forms 
the perfect middle-passive w[xummai, the verb faivnw forms it in pevfasmai: in the first verb, the n becomes a m in the first 
person, and in the second verb it becomes a s.  
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 d) Verbs in -w: important phenomena 
 

1.		Strong	tenses		 [174]	

The term strong tenses is applied to the tenses of some verbs that are not formed according to the usual rules. They can 
be divided into two classes:  

a/ Tenses formed using personal endings different to the regular ones: strong aorist active and middle (including the 
root aorists).  

b/ Tenses formed using the expected personal endings, but with the irregularity that the expected temporal 
characteristic is omitted: future active and middle lacking the expected s, perfect and pluperfect active lacking the 
expected k, and future and aorist passive lacking the expected q.  

There is no firm consensus about whether the second class should be called strong tenses, and some textbooks only 
consider the first class to be strong.   

a)  Strong aorist (active and middle)  [175] 

Many verbs form the active and middle aorist in a different way, producing the strong aorist (this is also known as the 
second aorist), in contraposition to the standard aorist, which is known as the weak aorist (also the first aorist). The 
strong aorist is hugely significant. The aorist is the most frequently used tense in Greek and, moreover, the most 
common verbs have a strong aorist.  

The two identifiable characteristics of the strong aorist are:  

1/ The stem is usually different from that for the present tense; sometimes the difference will be very minimal, as for 
instance in the verb bavllw TO THROW, which has, for its aorist, the stem bal- instead of the stem ball-. In other cases, 
the change will be absolute, entirely different to that of the present, as for instance in the verb oJravw TO SEE, which has, 
for its aorist, the stem ijd-. There are no rules to work out whether a verb has a strong aorist or a regular one, and it is 
even more difficult to predict the stem for the strong aorist (if the verb has this type of aorist). Therefore, it is essential 
that this is learnt as one of the principal parts.  

2/ The endings added on this stem are, for the indicative, equivalent to those for the imperfect tense. For the other 
moods, the endings are equivalent to present tense endings. The reason for using present tense endings is that the other 
moods do not have the imperfect tense, therefore the present tense endings are used instead.  

This second characteristic will cause both the imperfect and the strong aorist indicative of a verb to be very similar (both 
have the augment and imperfect endings), especially if the stem has changed just slightly. For example, the imperfect of 
bavllw is e[ballon, while the aorist is e[balon. Of course, in the other moods the strong aorist, which uses present 
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endings, will be very similar to the present: in the case of the verb bavllw, the present infinitive would be bavllein and 
the aorist infinitive would be balei`n (note, also, the difference in accent).  

As an example, we offer here the present, imperfect and aorist tenses, and both the active and middle voices, of [176] 
lambavnw TO TAKE, (aor. e[labon). Observe that the aorist indicative resembles the imperfect and that the aorist of the 
other moods resembles the present in those moods:  

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. lambavnw 
etc. 

lambavne 
etc. 

lambavnw 
etc. 

lambavnoimi 
etc. lambavnein 

lambavnwn,  
-ousa, -on 

Imp. 

ejlavmbanon 
ejlavmbane~ 
ejlavmbane(n) 
ejlambavnomen 
ejlambavnete 
ejlavmbanon 

     

Aor. 

e[labon 
e[labe~ 
e[labe(n) 
ejlavbomen 
ejlavbete 
e[labon 

labev 
etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

lavbw 
etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

lavboimi 
etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

labei`n 
labwvn,  
-ou`sa, -ovn 

 

Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. lambavnomai 
etc. 

lambavnou 
etc. 

lambavnwmai 
etc. 

lambanoivmhn 
etc. lambavnesqai 

lambanovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejlambanovmhn 
ejlambavnou 
ejlambavneto 
ejlambanovmeqa 
ejlambavnesqe 
ejlambavnonto 

     

Aor. 

ejlabovmhn 
ejlavbou 
ejlavbeto 
ejlabovmeqa 
ejlavbesqe 
ejlavbonto 

labou ̀
etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

lavbwmai 
etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

laboivmhn 
etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

labevsqai labovmeno~, 
-h, -on 
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The most common verbs that have a strong aorist  [177] 

a[gw  TO LEAD h[gagon       ²  Curious reduplication of the stem. 
aiJrevw  TO TAKE ei|lon 

aijsqavnomai  TO REALISE hj/sqovmhn 

aJmartavnw  TO MAKE A MISTAKE h{marton 

ajpoqnhv /skw  TO DIE ajpevqanon 

ajfiknevomai  TO ARRIVE ajfikovmhn 

bavllw  TO THROW e[balon 

givgnomai  TO BECOME ejgenovmhn 

e{pomai  TO FOLLOW eJspovmhn 

e[rcomai  TO GO h\lqon       ²  Observe that the aorist is active.  
ejrwtavw  TO ASK hjrovmhn     ²  In fact, this is the aorist of e[romai, which is almost never  
    used in the present tense. On the other hand, ejrwtavw has its  
    own weak aorist, hjrwvthsa, but this is rarely used, the verb 
    “borrows” the other one for the aorist.  
ejsqivw  TO EAT e[fagon 

euJrivskw  TO FIND eu|ron or hu|ron 

e[cw  TO HAVE e[scon 

kavmnw  TO GET TIRED e[kamon 

lambavnw  TO TAKE e[labon 

lanqavnw  TO ESCAPE THE NOTICE e[laqon 

levgw  TO SAY ei\pon        ² There is also a weak aorist, e[lexa, but this is not so common.  
leivpw  TO LEAVE e[lipon 

manqavnw  TO LEARN e[maqon 

oJravw  TO SEE ei\don 

pavscw  TO SUFFER e[paqon 

peivqomai  TO OBEY ejpiqovmhn    ² The active peivqw TO PERSUADE has a weak aorist: e[peisa.  
pivnw  TO DRINK e[pion 

pivptw  TO FALL e[peson 

punqavnomai  TO LEARN BY INQUIRY ejpuqovmhn 

tevmnw  TO CUT e[tamon 

trevcw  TO RUN e[dramon 

tugcavnw  TO HAPPEN TO BE e[tucon 

fevrw  TO CARRY h[negkon     ² There is also an aorist h[negka: endings of a weak aorist,  
     but without the sigma, acting as if it were a liquid verb.  
feuvgw  TO FLEE e[fugon 

ojfeivlw  TO OWE  w[felon 
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b)  Root aorists (active)  [178] 

Within this group of strong aorists, there is a special sub-group of verbs that have a so-called root aorist (some 
grammars call it the third aorist, or athematic aorist, and in fact, no agreement has been reached on whether this type of 
aorist should be considered a sub-group of the strong aorists or whether it is separate). Their identifiable characteristic is 
that they contain a long vowel in all cases of the indicative, and moreover, they lack the first vowel of the personal 
ending. To complicate matters further, the third person plural shows a different form in -san (this actually is a weak 
aorist ending). Their appearance also resembles the passive aorist.  

The most common root aorists are baivnw and gignwvskw. We offer some more here, with relevant comments:  

1/ baivnw   TO GO 

Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

e[bhn 
e[bh~ 
e[bh 
e[bhmen 
e[bhte 
e[bhsan 

 
bh`qi 
bhvtw 
 
bh`te 
bavntwn 

bw ̀
bh`/~ 
bh`/ 
bw`men 
bh`te 
bw`si 

baivhn 
baivh~ 
baivh 
bai`men 
bai`te 
bai`en 

bh`nai 
bav~, bavnto~ 
ba`sa, -h~ 
bavn, bavnto~ 

² The aorist of baivnw is not found on its own in Attic prose, but always as a compound verb (ajpevbhn,  
     eijsevbhn, etc.).  
² There is a regular aorist e[bhsa, but this has a transitive meaning: TO MAKE GO.  

2/ gignwvskw   TO KNOW 

Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

e[gnwn 
e[gnw~ 
e[gnw 
e[gnwmen 
e[gnwte 
e[gnwsan 

 
gnw`qi 
gnwvtw 
 
gnw`te 
gnovntwn 

gnw` 
gnw`/~ 
gnw`/ 
gnw`men 
gnw`te 
gnw`si 

gnoivhn 
gnoivh~ 
gnoivh 
gnoi`men 
gnoi`te 
gnoi`en 

gnw`nai 
gnouv~, gnovnto~ 
gnou`sa, -h~ 
gnovn, gnovnto~ 

3/ ajpodidravskw   TO FLEE 

Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

ajpevdran 
ajpevdra~ 
ajpevdra 
ajpevdramen 
ajpevdrate 
ajpevdrasan 

 
ajpovdraqi 
ajpodravtw 
 
ajpovdrate 
ajpodravntwn 

ajpodrw ̀
ajpodra`/~ 
ajpodra`/ 
ajpodrw`men 
ajpodra`te 
ajpodrw`si 

ajpodraivhn 
ajpodraivh~ 
ajpodraivh 
ajpodrai`men 
ajpodrai`te 
ajpodrai`en 

ajpodra`nai 
ajpodrav~, -avnto~ 
ajpodra`sa, -h~ 
ajpodravn, avnto~ 

 
² This verb is only found in compound forms.  
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4/ duvomai   TO SINK 

Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

e[dun 
e[du~ 
e[du 
e[dumen 
e[dute 
e[dusan 

 
du`qi 
duvtw 
 
du`te 
duvntwn 

duvw 
duvh/~ 
duvh/ 
duvwmen 
duvhte 
duvwsi 

non 
existent du`nai 

duv~, duvnto~ 
du`sa, -h~ 
duvn, -duvnto~ 

² This verb will almost always be found in the compound form kataduvomai.  
² In the active (duvw), it means TO MAKE SINK, and would have a regular aorist e[dusa, but it is almost always found  
     in its middle form (duvomai), with the intransitive meaning TO SINK, and the corresponding root aorist is e[dun.  

5/ caivrw   TO REJOICE 

Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

ejcavrhn 
ejcavrh~ 
ejcavrh 
ejcavrhmen 
ejcavrhte 
ejcavrhsan 

 
cavrhqi 
carhvtw 
 
cavrhte 
carevntwn 

carw ̀
carh/`~ 
carh/ ̀
carw`men 
carh`te 
carw`si 

careivhn 
careivh~ 
careivh 
carei`men 
carei`te 
carei`en 

carh`nai 
careiv~, -evnto~ 
carei`sa, -h~ 
carevn, evnto~ 

6/ Other verbs with root aorist [179] 

q   fqavnw   TO ANTICIPATE      aorist e[fqhn, e[fqh~, etc.  

This verb (the use of which will be dealt with subsequently in the chapter on participle clauses) also has a sigmatic aorist 
e[fqasa. However, in this case, both aorists have the same meaning, and there is no transitive / intransitive 
differentiation as in duvomai.  

q   aJlivskomai   TO BE CAPTURED      aorist eJavlwn, eJavlw~, etc.  

Observe that the aorist of this verb is active but retains the passive meaning TO BE CAPTURED.  

q   fuvw   transitive meaning  TO PRODUCE    aorist   e[fusa  
   intransitive meaning  TO BE BORN, TO BE BY NATURE    aorist   e[fun, e[fu~, etc.  

Like duvomai, the root aorist of this verb has intransitive meaning, but the verb has a sigmatic aorist e[fusa which means 
TO PRODUCE. Observe that the present active shares both meanings.  

• oJ a[nqrwpo~ ajgaqo;~ fuvei     MAN IS BORN GOOD / MAN IS GOOD BY NATURE.  
   ² In aorist, it would be e[fu.   Intransitive meaning.  
• e[fun ga;r oujde;n ejk tevcnh~ pravssein kakh`~  I WAS NOT BORN TO DO ANYTHING WITH BAD INTENTION  
   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).     ² Intransitive meaning.  
• hJ gh` karpou;~ fuvei     THE EARTH PRODUCES FRUIT.     ² In aorist, it would be e[fuse.   Intransitive meaning.  

This verb is much used in its perfect tense, pevfuka, and this will be dealt with in Point 4 Other presents and perfects with 
swapped meanings.  
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q   i{sthmi   TO MAKE STAND        aorist   e[sthn, e[sth~, etc.  

This is a verb of the second conjugation and has some special characteristics; the verb and its uses will be studied with 
the verb as a whole further ahead, with the -mi verbs.  

c)  Strong future active and middle  [180] 

These futures lack the usual sigma (so, they are also called asigmatic futures) and, as a result, the personal endings 
resemble those of the present of an e contract verb. They include: 

1/ The future tense of the liquid verbs presented in the former chapter:  

mevnw  TO REMAIN fut.   menw` 
ajpokteivnw  TO KILL fut.   ajpoktenw`  

2/ Verbs ending in -ivzw (also presented in the former chapter):  

nomivzw  TO CONSIDER fut.   nomiw ̀ 

3/ Some other verbs that are neither liquid nor end in -ivzw also have this future:  

mavcomai  TO FIGHT fut.   macou`mai 

d)  Strong perfect and pluperfect active 

These perfects and pluperfects lack the expected kappa (as previously seen with consonantic verbs), and also undergo 
some alteration in the final consonant:  

blevpw  TO LOOK perf.   bevblefa plup.   ejbeblevfein 
diwvkw  TO PURSUE perf.   dedivwca plup.   ejdediwvcein 
leivpw  TO LEAVE perf.   levloipa  plup.   (non existent) 
 
² Note that in this last verb the final consonant has not changed, but the internal vowel has.  

Some verbs have both perfects: a regular one and a strong one, or even two strong ones (both lacking kappa), such as 
pevpraca and pevpraga (from pravttw), with different meanings: pevpraca I HAVE DONE, pevpraga I HAVE FARED.  

e)  Strong future and aorist passive  [181] 

1/ Some verbs lack the usual -q- of the passive suffixes for the future and aorist tenses. Therefore, for the future tense, 
instead of adding the suffix -qhs-, the q is omitted, and -hs- is added, and for the aorist, instead of adding -qh-, only -h- is 
added:  

gravfw  TO WRITE Future   grafhvsomai  NOT    grafqhvsomai  Aorist   ejgravfhn   NOT    ejgravfqhn 
kovptw TO KNOCK Future   kophvsomai  NOT    kofqhvsomai  Aorist   ejkovphn     NOT    ejkovfqhn  
 
² Observe in kophvsomai and ejkovphn that the phonetic change that the presence of the -q- would have produced on the  
     consonant at the end of the stem (making it change from p to f) is not produced.  
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2/ But in some cases the verb has both forms:  

trivbw TO RUB Future trifqhvsomai  AND   tribhvsomai  Aorist   ejtrivfqhn     AND   ejtrivbhn 
qfeivrw  TO DESTROY Future fqarqhvsomai  AND   fqarhvsomai Aorist   ejfqavrqhn AND   ejfqavrhn 
tavssw     TO ARRANGE Future tacqhvsomai AND   taghvsomai Aorist   ejtavcqhn AND   ejtavghn 

2.		Deponent	tenses		 [182]	

a)  Verbs with middle future but with active meaning  

Some verbs that are active in the present tense form their future in the middle voice (but retain the same meaning). 
Sometimes the verb follows the regular rules for future formation and simply switches to the middle, but sometimes the 
stem suffers such a change that it is difficult to identify the verb from which it is derived, unless we have previously 
encountered that verb. The most common ones are:  

ajkouvw  TO LISTEN fut.   ajkouvsomai        ² This is absolutely regular, but middle.  
ajpoqnhv/skw  TO DIE fut.   ajpoqanou`mai    ² This, apart from being middle, also becomes -e- contract,  
          as if it were a liquid verb.  
baivnw  TO WALK fut.   bhvsomai 

blevpw  TO LOOK AT fut.   blevyomai 

boavw  TO SHOUT fut.   bohvsomai 

gignwvskw  TO KNOW fut.   gnwvsomai 

lagcavnw  TO OBTAIN BY LOT fut.   lhvxomai 

lambavnw  TO TAKE fut.   lhvyomai 

manqavnw  TO LEARN fut.   maqhvsomai 

oJravw  TO SEE fut.   o[yomai 

pavscw  TO SUFFER fut.   peivsomai      ² Take care: peivqomai, middle of peivqw, has the same future.  
pivptw  TO FALL fut.   pesou`mai     ² This, apart from being middle, also becomes  -e- contract,  
    as if it were a liquid verb.  
sigavw  TO BE SILENT fut.   sighvsomai 

trevcw  TO RUN fut.   dramou`mai   ² Also this one becomes -e- contract, as if it were a liquid verb.  
tugcavnw  TO HAPPEN TO BE fut.   teuvxomai 

feuvgw  TO FLEE fut.   feuvxomai 

fqavnw  TO ANTICIPATE fut.   fqhvsomai 

As we can see, these are very irregular verbs. For instance, we would expect baivnw to behave as a liquid verb, since its 
stem ends in -n-, yet it produces a future with a sigma. Furthermore, its aorist is a root aorist (e[bhn). Additionally, some 
of these futures are asigmatic, like ajpoqnhv/skw TO DIE and trevcw TO RUN.  

b)  Verbs with passive aorist but with active meaning  [183] 

Many verbs, almost all of them deponent (therefore, using the middle voice in the present), form their aorist in the 
passive voice, but the meaning goes on being active; for instance, the aorist of the verb poreuvomai TO TRAVEL is 
ejporeuvqhn I TRAVELLED. As expected, any mood in aorist (infinitive, participle, etc.) will be in the passive voice but with 
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an active meaning: poreuqh`nai TO TRAVEL / TO HAVE TRAVELLED, poreuqeiv~ HAVING TRAVELLED, etc. Furthermore, as usual, 
the stem may undergo some alterations. The main verbs that have this kind of aorist are:  

bouvlomai  TO WANT  Aorist    ejboulhvqhn  
devomai  TO BEG, TO NEED, TO LACK  Aorist    ejdehvqhn  
dialevgomai  TO CONVERSE  Aorist    dielevcqhn     ² dielexavmhn also exists.  
dianoevomai  TO INTEND  Aorist    dienohvqhn  
duvnamai  TO BE ABLE  Aorist    ejdunhvqhn  
ejnqumevomai  TO LAY TO HEART  Aorist    ejnequmhvqhn  
ejpimelevomai  TO TAKE CARE  Aorist    ejpemelhvqhn  
ejpivstamai  TO KNOW  Aorist    hjpisthvqhn  
ejravw  TO FALL IN LOVE  Aorist    hjravsqhn  
h{domai  TO ENJOY  Aorist    h{sqhn  
mimnhvskomai  TO REMEMBER  Aorist    ejmnhvsqhn  
oi[omai  TO BELIEVE  Aorist    wj/hvqhn  
ojrgivzomai  TO GET ANGRY  Aorist    wjrgivsqhn  
ojrevgomai  TO TEND TO, TO DESIRE  Aorist    wjrevcqhn     ² This verb also exists in the active:  
     ojrevgw   TO REACH OUT 
poreuvomai  TO TRAVEL, TO GO  Aorist    ejporeuvqhn  
faivnomai  TO APPEAR  Aorist    ejfavnhn  
fobevomai  TO FEAR, TO BE AFRAID  Aorist    ejfobhvqhn  

Additional observations 

1/  Some of these verbs may also have an aorist which keeps the middle form. For instance, poreuvomai may have as 
aorist ejporeusavmhn in middle and ejporeuvqhn in passive, both of them meaning I TRAVELLED.  
2/  Another characteristic is that some may also have a future passive. For instance ejpimelevomai may have as its future 
either ejpimelhvsomai in the middle voice, or ejpimelhqhvsomai in the passive, both of them meaning I WILL TAKE CARE.  
3/ duvnamai and ejpivstamai are in fact -mi verbs, not -w verbs, but they have been included here just because they also 
have this characteristic.  

c)  Verbs with middle future but with passive meaning  [184] 

Essentially, this is the opposite from the former case; some verbs do not have a passive future and so they use the middle 
one with a passive meaning. For instance:  

ajdikevw  TO DO WRONG  Its middle future   ajdikhvsomai  means  I WILL BE WRONGED 
ajpatavw  TO DECEIVE Its middle future   ajpathvsomai  means  I WILL BE DECEIVED 
kwluvw  TO PREVENT Its middle future   kwluvsomai  means  I WILL BE PREVENTED 

BUT take care: These verbs do have a passive aorist with a passive meaning. For example: 

hjdikhvqhn  I WAS WRONGED ejkwluvqhn  I WAS PREVENTED 
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3.		A	perfect	with	present	meaning		 [185]	

The verb oi\da TO KNOW is a perfect with present meaning. Observe, moreover, that this perfect does not have the 
expected k, so in fact it is a strong perfect. Given its significance, oi\da is always studied independently from the strong 
perfects, which are presented in the section dealing with strong tenses.  

This verb has very irregular forms, therefore all are listed below. Note that since the perfect has a present meaning, the 
pluperfect will have an imperfect meaning. It has also an irregular future.  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Perfect  
 
(present 
meaning) 

oi\da 
oi\sqa 
oi\de(n) 
i[smen 
i[ste 
i[sasi(n) 

 
i[sqi 
i[stw 
 
i[ste  
i[stwn 

eijdw ̀
eijdh/`~ 
eijdh`/ 
eijdw`men 
eijdh`te 
eijdw`si(n) 

eijdeivhn 
eijdeivh~ 
eijdeivh 
eijdei`men 
eijdei`te 
eijdei`en 

eijdevnai 
eijdwv~, -ovto~ 
eijdui`a, -a~ 
eijdov~, -ovto~ 

Pluperfect  
 
(imperf. 
meaning) 

h[/dh          <    h[/dein 
h/[dhsqa   <    h/[dei~ 
h[/dei(n) 
h/\smen     <    h[/demen 
h\/ste        <    h[/dete 
h\/san       <    h[/desan 

     

Future 

ei[somai 
ei[sei 
ei[setai 
eijsovmeqa 
ei[sesqe 
ei[sontai 

  

eijsoivmhn 
eijsoi`o 
eijsoi`to 
eijsoivmeqa 
eijsoi`sqe 
eijsoi`nto 

ei[sesqai eijsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

 
Notes 

 1/ The pluperfect has alternative forms.  
2/ The second singular imperative is identical to that of the verb eijmiv TO BE.  
3/ The future tenses are very similar to those of the verb eijmiv (e[sesqai, e[somai, etc.).  
4/ The perfect optative plural can also be ei[hmen, ei[hte, ei[hsan.  

5/ This verb is in fact a very old perfect of oJravw TO SEE, which has its own perfect eJwvraka.  

4.		Other	presents	and	perfects	with	swapped	meanings		 [186]	

a)  Other perfects with present meaning  

1/ gevgona   is the active perfect of the present givgnomai TO BECOME, TO TAKE PLACE, TO HAPPEN. It means TO BE BY BIRTH. The 
other perfect gegevnhmai retains the sense of TO HAVE HAPPENED.  

• ouj pavnte~ kakoi; ejk gastro;~ gegovnasin NOT ALL ARE WICKED FROM BIRTH   (Theognis, Elegiae).  
• wJ~ d∆ h[/sqonto oiJ Qhbai`oi to; gegenhmevnon, ... WHEN THE THEBANS HEARD ABOUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED, ...  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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2/ devdoika and devdia   are two perfects with different stems of the verb deivdw, TO FEAR, unused in Attic in present 
tense. Note that the second does not even have the customary -k- of the perfect tense. These two perfects have a 
present meaning I FEAR. They are in fact an alternative to fobevomai (also TO FEAR).  

• devdoik∆ ajkouvwn thvnde th;n proqumivan     I AM AFRAID, HEARING THIS DESIRE   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

3/ e[oika   is the perfect of the verb ei[kw, unused in Attic in present tense, and means TO BE SIMILAR and TO SEEM. The 
participle ejoikwv~ has a variant, eijkwv~, which is much used in the neuter to; eijkov~ WHAT IS NATURAL, and in expressions 
such as kata; to; eijkov~ ACCORDING TO WHAT IS NORMAL / AS EXPECTED, and the adverb eijkovtw~ OF COURSE.  

• e[oika gou`n touvtou ... sofwvtero~ ei\nai     I SEEM, THEN, TO BE ... WISER THAN THIS ONE   (Plato, Apologia).  

4/ ei[wqa   is the perfect of the present e[qw, unused in Attic in present tense, and means TO BE USED TO.  

• ajei; ei[wqa, ejpeidavn ti~ levgh/ ti, prosevcein to;n nou`n     I AM USED TO PAYING ATTENTION, WHENEVER ANYBODY  
   SAYS SOMETHING   (Plato, Hippias Minor).  

5/ e{sthka   is the perfect of i{sthmi TO SET. In perfect tense, it means I AM STANDING.  

• tiv pro;~ puvlaisi thvnd∆ a[gous∆ ejrhmivan e{sthka~…     WHY ARE YOU STANDING, IN YOUR SOLITUDE, AT THE GATES?  
   (Euripides, Medea).  

6/ kevkthmai   is the perfect of the present ktavomai. The present means TO OBTAIN, and the perfect means TO POSSESS (this 
follows logically, since something that has been obtained is now in our possession).  

• nautikovn te kekthvmeqa plh;n tou` par∆ uJmi`n plei`ston     WE POSSESS THE MOST COMPLETE NAVY, EXCEPT YOURS  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

7/ mevmnhmai   is the perfect middle of the present mimnhvskw. The active means TO REMIND, the middle means [187] 
TO REMEMBER. This meaning is usually expressed by the perfect tense. The future I WILL REMEMBER is expressed by the 
unusual future perfect: memnhvsomai.  

• o{sti~ d∆ h\n, ouj safw`~ mevmnhmai     WHO IT WAS, I DO NOT REMEMBER EXACTLY   (Plato, Phaedo).  

8/ o[lwla (ajpovlwla)   is the perfect of the present o[llumi TO DESTROY. In perfect tense, it means I AM LOST.  

• o[lwla, tevknon, oujdev moi cavri~ bivou     I AM LOST, MY SON, AND I HAVE NO JOY IN LIFE   (Euripides, Hippolytus).  

9/ pevpoiqa   is the perfect of the present peivqw TO PERSUADE. In perfect tense, it means TO TRUST. It rules a dative.  

• e[gwge ouj pavnu tw`/ Timoklei` pevpoiqa     I DO NOT TRUST TIMOCLES AT ALL   (Lucian, Iuppiter Tragoedus).  

10/ pevfuka   is the perfect of fuvw. The present means TO PRODUCE (it is transitive), and the perfect has the intransitive 
meaning TO BE BY NATURE. For instance: 

• ajgaqoi; pefuvkasin oiJ a[nqrwpoi     HUMAN BEINGS ARE GOOD BY NATURE.  
• pefuvkasiv te a{pante~ kai; ijdiva/ kai; dhmosiva/ aJmartavnein     ALL MEN HAVE THE NATURAL TENDENCY, BOTH IN THEIR PRIVATE  
   AND IN THEIR SOCIAL LIFE, TO COMMIT OFFENCES   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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11/ tevqnhka   is the perfect of ajpoqnhv/skw TO DIE (note that the perfect does not use the prefix ajpo-). The perfect tense 
can be translated both as I AM DEAD and as I HAVE DIED. Therefore, the perfect participle oiJ teqnhkovte~ means THE DEAD 

ONES.  

• oiJ nu`n teqnhkovte~ iJkanoi; h\san zw`nte~ nika`n macovmenoi pavnta~ tou;~ barbavrou~     THOSE WHO NOW ARE DEAD WERE  
   ENOUGH, WHEN THEY WERE ALIVE, TO DEFEAT ALL THE BARBARIANS IN BATTLE   (Xenophon, Agesilaus).  

As expected, the pluperfect of these verbs should be translated using an imperfect meaning. For example: ejmemnhvmhn I 

WAS REMEMBERING.  

b)  Presents with perfect meaning  [188] 

There are two verbs that have a perfect meaning even when they are used in the present tense:  

h{kw  TO HAVE COME, TO BE HERE 
oi[comai  TO HAVE GONE, TO BE GONE 

Accordingly, their imperfects will have a pluperfect meaning: 

h|kon  I HAD ARRIVED 
wj/covmhn  I HAD GONE 

Occasionally, these two verbs may be translated using a present meaning, I COME instead of I HAVE COME, but the perfect 
meaning is more common.  

Note that h{kw has a perfect h|ka, which is easily confused with the aorist of i{hmi.  

5.		Double	tenses		 [189]	

In some tenses, some verbs have two forms simultaneously: the regular one, also known as weak, and the irregular one, 
also known as strong. This applies for the future, the aorist and the perfect tenses. Sometimes the alternative form is a 
form “borrowed” from another verb.  

a)  In the case of the future 

Both forms share the same meaning: 

levgw    TO SAY                Future    levxw    AND   ejrw`  (< ejrevw, a liquid future)   I WILL SAY 
e[cw      TO HAVE             Future    e{xw      AND   schvsw   I WILL HAVE 

Note that there can in fact be a slight nuance in meaning: e{xw tends to have more of a durative meaning, and schvsw 
conveys a sense of spontaneity.  

• pollh;n a[ra ejgw; tw`/ paidi; cavrin e{xw  I SHALL BE VERY GRATEFUL TO THE BOY   (Plato, Gorgias).  
• schvsw s∆ ejgw; th`~ nu`n boh`~ I WILL HOLD YOU BACK FROM WHAT YOU SAY NOW   (Aristophanes, Lysistrata).  
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b)  In the case of the aorist  [190] 

1/ Sometimes the meaning of both forms is the same:  

levgw     TO SAY                Aorist    e[lexa   AND   ei\pon  (a strong aorist)    I SAID 

This is also the case in the passive voice:  

trivbw    TO OPPRESS           Passive aorist     ejtrivbh    AND   ejtrivfqh    HE/SHE WAS OPPRESSED 

2/ Nevertheless, it is more common to find that the two forms of the verb have different meanings. The general rule is 
that the weak aorist has a transitive meaning, while the strong aorist has an intransitive meaning. The two main 
examples of verbs (apart from fuvw, mentioned in [179]) where this applies are:   

duvw     TO SINK 

Weak aorist     e[dusa   I SANK (I SUBMERGED SOMETHING) 
Strong aorist    e[dun     I SANK (I WENT UNDER THE SURFACE)        ² It is a root aorist.  

• e{ndeka me;n nau`~ tw`n Surakosivwn katevdusan THEY SANK ELEVEN SHIPS OF THE SYRACUSANS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
   ² Weak aorist: transitive. 
• tw`n de; ∆Aqhnaivwn oujdemiva katevdu nau`~  NOT ONE SHIP OF THE ATHENIANS SANK   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
   ² Strong aorist: intransitive.  

i{sthmi    TO SET  

Weak aorist     e[sthsa   I SET, POSITIONED SOMETHING 
Strong aorist    e[sthn     I STOOD        ² It is a root aorist. 

• ∆Alkibiavdh~ de; tropai`ovn te e[sthse     ALCIBIADES SET A TROPHY (Xenophon, Hellenica).     ² Weak aorist: transitive. 
• hJsqevnte~ ou\n a{ma kai; fobhqevnte~ e[sthmen     THUS, WE STOOD, HAPPY BUT AFRAID AT THE SAME TIME  
   (Lucian, Verae Historiae).        ² Strong aorist: intransitive. 

 Note 

 This is a -mi verb (already mentioned in the section on root aorists) dealt with in the next chapter.  

c)  In the case of the perfect 

The two forms almost always have different meanings (with the exception of devdia and devdoika, which have been 
presented above):  

pravttw    TO DO 

Weak perfect      pevpraca   I HAVE DONE       ² Transitive.  
Strong perfect     pevpraga   I HAVE FARED      ² Intransitive. Almost always accompanied by an adverb.  

• eu\ e[cei, ei\pen, eij mh; pavnta kakw`~ pepravcamen IT IS WELL, HE SAID, IF WE HAVE NOT DONE EVERYTHING WRONG  
   (Plutarch, Philopoemen).     ² Weak perfect: transitive. 
• oi[m∆, w\ kranopoiv∆, wJ~ ajqlivw~ pepravgamen  ALAS, HELMET-MAKER, HOW SIMPLE WE HAVE BEEN!  
   (Aristophanes, Pax).              ² Strong perfect: intransitive. 
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e) Verbs in -mi: observations and verbs with reduplication 

1.		General	observations		 [191]	

This second conjugation differs from the first one only in present, imperfect and aorist tenses. It is divided into three sub-
variants:  

a/ With reduplication in the present.    Four verbs feature in the present tense (and therefore also in the imperfect) 
a curious reduplication in iota at the beginning of the word:   

divdwmi   TO GIVE  The stem is do- 
tivqhmi   TO PUT  The stem is qe- 
i{sthmi   TO SET  The stem is sta-           ² The reduplicated present should have been sivsthmi, but the first  
     sigma developed into an initial rough breathing.  
i{hmi  TO CAST  The stem is eJ- 

Special attention should be paid to the fact that the -o- and -e- that appear in these verbs at the end of the stem are NOT 
the same ones that appear, for instance, in luv-o-men, luv-e-te, etc., as in the case of the verbs in -mi they actually belong 
to the stem, not to the ending. Those two vowels in the -w verbs are called thematic vowels and this is why the second 
conjugation, or conjugation in -mi, is also called the athematic conjugation (and the 1st conjugation, or conjugation in -w, 
is also called thematic conjugation).  

b/ With suffix -nu- in the present.    A group of verbs that feature in the present and in the imperfect a -nu- suffix 
between the stem and the personal ending (they behave like consonant verbs in the other tenses). For example:  

deivknumi  TO SHOW meivgnumi     TO MIX   rJhvgnumi      TO BREAK 

c/ Without reduplication and suffix.    A reduced group of verbs:  

eijmiv  TO BE 
ei\mi  TO GO  ² Observe the difference in accentuation with respect to eijmiv.  
fhmiv  TO SAY 
duvnamai  TO BE ABLE 
kei`mai  TO LIE (on a surface) 
kaqh`mai  TO BE SEATED 

² Note about the presentation:   The tenses that present major differences in comparison with the verbs in -w are  
      conjugated in full. In the other tenses, when they follow the regular -w model, only the first person is given.  
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2.		Verbs	with	reduplication	in	the	present  [192] 

a)  Verb   divdwmi   TO GIVE 

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

divdwmi 
divdw~ 
divdwsi(n) 
divdomen 
divdote 
didovasi(n) 

 
divdou 
didovtw 
 
divdote 
didovntwn 

didw ̀
didw`/~ 
didw`/ 
didw`men 
didw`te 
didw`si(n) 

didoivhn 
didoivh~ 
didoivh 
didoi`men 
didoi`te 
didoi`en 

didovnai 
didouv~, -ovnto~ 
didou`sa, -h~ 
didovn, -ovnto~ 

Imp. 

ejdivdoun 
ejdivdou~ 
ejdivdou 
ejdivdomen 
ejdivdote 
ejdivdosan 

     

Fut. dwvsw 
etc.   dwvsoimi 

etc. dwvsein 
dwvswn,  
-ousa, -on 

Aor. 

e[dwka 
e[dwka~ 
e[dwke(n) 
e[domen 
e[dote 
e[dosan 

 
dov~ 
dovtw 
 
dovte 
dovntwn 

dw` 
dw`/~ 
dw`/ 
dw`men 
dw`te 
dw`si(n) 

doivhn 
doivh~ 
doivh 
doi`men 
doi`te 
doi`en 

dou`nai 
douv~, dovnto~ 
dou`sa, -h~ 
dovn, dovnto~ 

Per. devdwka 
etc. 

dedwkw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

dedwvkw 
etc. 

dedwvkoimi 
etc. dedwkevnai dedwkwv~,  

-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ejdedwvkein 
etc.      

 
Notes  

 (these notes can be applied also to the other verbs in -mi) 

 1/ In present and aorist indicative, the singular has a long vowel, while in the plural there is a short one.  

 2/ The endings are different from those of the 1st conjugation, and also the infinitive ending -nai.   

 3/ Observe the peculiarity of the aorist, which presents a kappa in the singular ( i{sthmi will be an exception to this  
      rule). Do not confuse it with the perfect, which will also feature a kappa.  

 4/ In some moods, the aorist is constructed in the same way as the present, but does not include the reduplication  
      found in the present.  

 5/ Observe the difference between the reduplication in -i- in the present and imperfect and the reduplication in -e-  
       in the perfect.  
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Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

divdomai 
divdosai 
divdotai 
didovmeqa 
divdosqe 
divdontai 

 
divdoso 
didovsqw 
 
divdosqe 
didovsqwn 

didw`mai 
didw`/ 
didw`tai 
didwvmeqa 
didw`sqe 
didw`ntai 

didoivmhn 
didoi`o 
didoi`to 
didoivmeqa 
didoi`sqe 
didoi`nto 

divdosqai 
didovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejdidovmhn 
ejdivdoso 
ejdivdoto 
ejdidovmeqa 
ejdivdosqe 
ejdivdonto 

     

Fut. dwvsomai 
etc.      

Aor. 

ejdovmhn 
e[dou 
e[doto 
ejdovmeqa 
e[dosqe 
e[donto 

 
dou ̀
dovsqw 
 
dovsqe 
dovsqwn 

dw`mai 
dw`/ 
dw`tai 
dwvmeqa 
dw`sqe 
dw`ntai 

doivmhn 
doi`o 
doi`to 
doivmeqa 
doi`sqe 
doi`nto 

dovsqai 
dovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Per. devdomai 
etc. 

devdoso 
etc. 

dedomevno~ w\ 
etc. 

dedomevno~ ei[hn 
etc. dedovsqai 

dedomevno~,  
-h, -on 

Plu. ejdedovmhn 
etc.      

 

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. doqhvsomai 
etc.   doqhsoivmhn 

etc. doqhvsesqai 
doqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. ejdovqhn 
etc. 

dovqhti 
etc. 

doqw ̀
etc. 

doqeivhn 
etc. doqh`nai 

doqeiv~,  
-ei`sa, -evn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
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b)  Verb   tivqhmi   TO PUT, TO PLACE [193] 

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

tivqhmi 
tivqh~ 
tivqhsi(n) 
tivqemen 
tivqete 
tiqevasi(n) 

 
tivqei 
tiqevtw 
 
tivqete 
tiqevntwn 

tiqw ̀
tiqh`/~ 
tiqh`/ 
tiqw`men 
tiqh`te 
tiqw`si(n) 

tiqeivhn 
tiqeivh~ 
tiqeivh 
tiqei`men 
tiqei`te 
tiqei`en 

tiqevnai 
tiqeiv~, -evnto~ 
tiqei`sa, -h~ 
tiqevn, -evnto~ 

Imp. 

ejtivqhn 
ejtivqei~ 
ejtivqei 
ejtivqemen 
ejtivqete 
ejtivqesan 

     

Fut. qhvsw 
etc.   qhvsoimi 

etc. qhvsein qhvswn,  
-ousa, -on 

Aor. 

e[qhka 
e[qhka~ 
e[qhke(n) 
e[qemen 
e[qete 
e[qesan 

 
qev~ 
qevtw 
 
qevte 
qevntwn 

qw ̀
qh`/~ 
qh`/ 
qw`men 
qh`te 
qw`si(n) 

qeivhn 
qeivh~ 
qeivh 
qei`men 
qei`te 
qei`en 

qei`nai 
qeiv~, qevnto~ 
qei`sa, -h~ 
qevn, qevnto~ 

Per. tevqhka 
etc. 

teqhkw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

teqhvkw 
etc. 

teqhvkoimi 
etc. teqhkevnai teqhkwv~,  

-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ejteqhvkein 
etc.      

 

 
Notes 

 1/ Most of the observations written at the end of the section on the active voice of divdwmi  
      are also applicable here.  

 2/ Pay particular attention to the curious -h- in the 1st person of the imperfect.  

 3/ The participle tiqeiv~, -evnto~ etc. resembles the passive luqeiv~, -evnto~ etc., but this is just a coincidence: in fact,  
      the -qe- in tiqeiv~, -qevnto~ is the -qe- of the stem, not part of any passive suffix.  The real passive aorist is teqeiv~,  
      -evnto~ (see further ahead).  
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Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

tivqemai 
tivqesai 
tivqetai 
tiqevmeqa 
tivqesqe 
tivqentai 

 
tivqeso 
tiqevsqw 
 
tivqesqe 
tiqevsqwn 

tiqw`mai 
tiqh`/ 
tiqh`tai 
tiqwvmeqa 
tiqh`sqe 
tiqw`ntai 

tiqeivmhn 
tiqei`o 
tiqei`to 
tiqeivmeqa 
tiqei`sqe 
tiqei`nto 

tivqesqai tiqevmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejtiqevmhn 
ejtivqeso 
ejtivqeto 
ejtiqevmeqa 
ejtivqesqe 
ejtivqento 

     

Fut. qhvsomai 
etc.   qhsoivmhn qhvsesqai qhsovmeno~,  

-h, -on 

Aor. 

ejqevmhn 
e[qou 
e[qeto 
ejqevmeqa 
e[qesqe 
e[qento 

 
qou` 
qevsqw 
 
qevsqe 
qevsqwn 

qw`mai 
qh`/ 
qh`tai 
qwvmeqa 
qh`sqe 
qw`ntai 

qeivmhn 
qei`o 
qei`to 
qeivmeqa 
qei`sqe 
qei`nto 

qevsqai 
qevmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Per. tevqeimai 
etc. 

tevqeiso 
etc. 

teqeimevno~ w\ 
etc. 

teqeimevno~ ei[hn 
etc. teqei`sqai teqeimevno~,  

-h, -on 

Plu. ejteqeivmhn 
etc.      

 

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. teqhvsomai 
etc.   teqhsoivmhn 

etc. teqhvsesqai 
teqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. ejtevqhn 
etc. 

tevqhti 
 etc. 

teqw ̀
etc. 

teqeivhn 
etc. teqh`nai 

teqeiv~,  
-h, -on 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
 
Notes 

 1/ The similarity between qhvsomai (fut. middle) and teqhvsomai (fut. passive) has to be explained: the -qhs- in 
qhvsomai is just the stem qh + the sigma of future tense, while the -qhs- in teqhvsomai is the usual characteristic 
feature of future passive (and the stem qe, in this case, has become te, to avoid two consecutive q, following what is 
known as Grassmann’s Law).  

 2/ The same phenomenon happened in the aorist passive: it should have been ejqevqhn, but, to avoid two consecutive 
q, the stem has changed from qe to te.  
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c)  Verb   i{sthmi  TO SET, TO PLACE   and its compounds  [194] 

This verb belongs to the group of tivqhmi and divdwmi, but it presents some difficult characteristics both in conjugation 
and meaning. Therefore, the presentation will be organised differently.  

1/ General observations 

To begin with, the reduplication, which is so visible in divdwmi and tivqhmi, is not so easy to identify here. In fact, this verb 
was originally sivsthmi, but the initial reduplicated sigma transformed into a rough breathing. So, the expected 
reduplication in the present and imperfect is just iJ< instead of si-.  

Apart from the several meanings that this verb has in its simple form, there are a lot of verbs formed by adding to this 
verb a prepositional prefix, and some of them occur very frequently,  

We will begin with studying the basic form of this verb, without any kind of prefix.  

2/ Transitive meaning: TO PLACE, TO MAKE STAND, TO SET [195] 

The forms that convey this meaning are the active ones:  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

i{sthmi 
i{sth~ 
i{sthsi(n) 
i{stamen 
i{state 
i{stasi(n) 

 
i{sth 
iJstavtw 
 
i{state 
iJstavntwn 

iJstw ̀
iJsth`/~ 
iJsth`/ 
iJstw`men 
iJsth`te 
iJstw`si(n) 

iJstaivhn 
iJstaivh~ 
iJstaivh 
iJstai`men 
iJstai`te 
iJstai`en 

iJstavnai 
iJsta`~, -avnto~ 
iJsta`sa, -h~ 
iJstavn, -avnto~ 

Imp. 

i{sthn 
i{sth~ 
i{sth 
i{stamen 
i{state 
i{stasan 

     

Fut. sthvsw 
etc.    sthvsoimi 

etc. sthvsein 
sthvswn,  
-ousa, -on 

Aor. 
(weak) 

e[sthsa 
etc. 

sth`son 
etc. 

sthvsw 
etc. 

sthvsaimi 
etc. sth`sai 

sthvsa~, -santo~ 
sthvsasa, -h~ 
sthvsan, -anto~ 

 
Note 

 There is no perfect tense with transitive meaning.  

• oJ path;r to;n mikro;n pai`da ejpi; th;n travpezan e[sthsen     THE FATHER PLACED THE LITTLE CHILD ON THE TABLE.  
   ² The meaning is very similar to tivqhmi, and sometimes either of them can be used.   
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3/ Transitive meaning: TO PLACE FOR ONESELF, TO MAKE TO STAND FOR ONESELF (unusual) 

While the basic meaning is the same presented before, in this case there is an additional sense of involvement of the 
action with the benefit of the subject (I PLACE THIS HERE FOR ME, FOR MY OWN BENEFIT): this is one of the functions 
performed by the middle voice. Its conjugation, therefore, will be in the middle voice, as follows:   

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

i{stamai 
i{stasai 
i{statai 
iJstavmeqa 
i{stasqe 
i{stantai 

 
i{staso 
iJstavsqw 
 
i{stasqe 
iJstavsqwn 

iJstw`mai 
iJsth`/ 
iJsth`tai 
iJstwvmeqa 
iJsth`sqe 
iJstw`ntai 

iJstaivmhn 
iJstai`o 
iJstai`to 
iJstaivmeqa 
iJstai`sqe 
iJstai`nto 

iJstavsqai iJstavmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Imp. 

iJstavmhn 
i{staso 
i{stato 
i{stameqa 
i{stasqe 
i{stanto 

     

Fut. sthvsomai 
etc.    sthsoivmhn 

etc. sthvsesqai 
sthsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. 
(weak)  

ejsthsavmhn 
etc. 

sth`sai 
etc. 

sthvswmai 
etc. 

sthsaivmhn 
etc. sthvsasqai 

sthsavmeno~,  
-h, -on 

 

• ta;~ bivblou~ deu`ro sthvsomai     I WILL PLACE THE BOOKS HERE.  
   ² I WILL PLACE THEM HERE FOR MYSELF, NOT FOR ANYBODY ELSE: middle voice.  
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4/ Intransitive meaning: TO STAND (very important: it is the most frequent use of this verb)  [196] 

The forms used to convey this meaning are the middle ones, identical to those ones seen in the former point 3/, with 
these exceptions: the aorist and the addition of a perfect and a pluperfect (perfect and pluperfect do not exist for the 
transitive meaning).  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Aor. 
(strong) 

e[sthn 
e[sth~ 
e[sth 
e[sthmen 
e[sthte 
e[sthsan 

 
sth`qi 
sthvtw 
 
sth`te 
stavntwn 

stw` 
sth`/~ 
sth`/ 
stw`men 
sth`te 
stw`si(n) 

staivhn 
staivh~ 
staivh 
stai`men 
stai`te 
stai`en 

sth`nai 
stav~, stavnto~ 
sta`sa, -h~ 
stavn, stavnto~ 

Per. 

e{sthka 
e{sthka~ 
e{sthke 
e{stamen 
e{state 
ejsta`si(n) 

 
e{staqi 
eJstavtw 
 
e{state 
eJstavntwn 

eJstw` 
eJsth`/~ 
eJsth`/ 
eJstw`men 
eJsth`te 
eJstw`si(n) 

eJstaivhn 
eJstaivh~ 
eJstaivh 
eJstai`men 
eJstai`te 
eJstai`en 

eJsthkevnai 
or 
eJstavnai 

eJsthkwv~,  
-ui`a, -ov~ 
or 
eJstwv~,  
-w`sa, -ov~ 

Plu. eiJsthvkein 
etc.      

Notes  

 1/ The perfect tense presents several forms without kappa (2nd or strong perfect), as in the indicative plural. There 
are also a subjunctive eJsthvkw, eJsthvkh/~ etc. and an optative eJsthvkoimi, eJsthvkoi~ etc. with kappa (1st or weak 
perfect), but hardly used in Attic. Infinitive and participle have also double forms, as indicated in the boxes above.  

   2/ The perfect e{sthka has almost always the present meaning I AM STANDING (because I HAVE STOOD UP), and on it 
has been formed a future perfect  eJsthvxw  I WILL STAND.  

 3/ The aorist, perfect and pluperfect are ACTIVE in form, while the present, imperfect and future are middle. And as 
there are no perfect or pluperfect forms for the transitive meaning, there is no possible confusion: perfect and 
pluperfect are ALWAYS intransitive, although they are active in voice.  

 4/ Usually the aorist presents more problems: as can be seen, it is a root aorist, like e[bhn, e[bh~, e[bh etc. It must be 
clear that both aorists, the transitive one e[sthsa and the intransitive one e[sthn, are active. It is common, when 
translating into Greek, to think mistakenly that the intransitive aorist must be middle, as happens in the present, 
imperfect and future. In addition, keep in mind that the 3rd person plural, both in transitive and intransitive aorist, is 
identical.  

• oJ dh`mo~ tou`to to; a[galma ejn th`/ ajgora`/ e[sthsen THE PEOPLE PLACED THIS STATUE IN THE AGORA.  
   ² Strong aorist: transitive.  
• oJ dh`mo~ e[sth, pro;~ th;n a{millan blevpwn THE PEOPLE STOOD, WATCHING THE DISPUTE.       
   ² Weak aorist: intransitive.  
• pantacovqen te perieisthvkei uJpoyiva ej~ to;n ∆Alkibiavdhn SUSPICIONS AGAINST ALCIBIADES AROSE FROM EVERYWHERE  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).      ² Pluperfect: intransitive.  
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5/ Passive meaning: TO BE PLACED, TO BE SET, TO BE MADE TO STAND (very unusual)  [197] 

This form simply presents the basic meaning, but in passive sense, and logically the passive voice will be employed. As 
passive and middle forms differ only in future and aorist, we include here only these two tenses:  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Fut. staqhvsomai 
etc.    staqhsoivmhn 

etc. staqhvsesqai 
staqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. ejstavqhn 
etc. 

stavqhti 
etc. 

staqw` 
etc. 

staqeivhn 
etc. staqh`nai 

staqeiv~,  
-qei`sa, -qevn 

 
Note 

 It is worth noting that that there is no perfect passive form (and, therefore, no pluperfect): if there is no perfect in 
the transitive meaning, there can not be one in the passive meaning.  

• tou`to to; a[galma cqe;~ ejn th`/ ajgora`/ ejstavqh     THIS STATUE WAS PLACED IN THE AGORA YESTERDAY.  

6/ Compound forms  [198] 

This verb is almost always found in compound forms, with the addition of a prefix. The following list presents these 
common compound forms, ordered from high to low frequency, with examples of each use:  

q   kaqivsthmi 

a/ Transitive meaning:  TO SET DOWN, TO PLACE, TO APPOINT, TO PUT IN A CERTAIN SITUATION 

• to;n Perikleva strathgo;n katevsthsan  THEY APPOINTED PERICLES AS GENERAL.  
• oJ ejmo;~ ejcqro;~ eij~ penivan me katasth`sai peira`/  MY ENEMY TRIES TO MAKE ME FALL INTO POVERTY.  

b/ Intransitive meaning:  TO SETTLE, TO BECOME (TO BE APPOINTED), TO OPPOSE, TO FALL INTO A CERTAIN SITUATION 

• oJ Periklh`~ strathgo;~ katevsth      PERICLES WAS APPOINTED AS GENERAL.  
• touvtou genomevnou, eij~ ajporivan katevsthn AFTER THIS HAD HAPPENED, I FELL INTO PERPLEXITY.  
• ou|toi oiJ ei[kosi a[nqrwpoi ejn nw`/ e[cousin ejn ejkeivnh/ th`/ nhvsw/ katasth`nai     THESE TWENTY MEN HAVE IN MIND  
   TO SETTLE ON THAT ISLAND.   

q   ajnivsthmi 

a/ Transitive meaning: TO RAISE UP, TO ERECT, TO WAKE UP 

• ejn th`/ macvh/ nikhvsante~, oiJ poli`tai iJero;n toi`~ qeoi`~ ajnivstasin     AFTER WINNING A BATTLE, THE CITIZENS ERECT  
   A TEMPLE TO THE GODS.  

b/ Intransitive meaning:  TO STAND UP, TO RISE 

• ojye; h\n, ejgw; d∆ ajnevsthn  IT WAS LATE, AND I STOOD UP.  
• oJ pai`~, yovfon ajkouvsa~, ejxaivfnh~ ajnevsth  THE CHILD, AFTER HEARING A NOISE, SUDDENLY WOKE UP.  

c/ In the middle voice, ajnivstamai, it may mean TO EMIGRATE.  
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q   ejfivsthmi 

a/ Transitive meaning:  TO PLACE / PUT IN COMMAND OF (+ Dat.) 
• ejfivsthmiv se th`/ stratia`/     I PUT YOU IN COMMAND OF THE ARMY.  

b/ Intransitive meaning:  TO BE PLACED / BE PUT IN COMMAND OF (+ Dat.), TO TURN UP 

• th`/ stratia`/ ejpevsthn  I WAS PUT IN COMMAND OF THE ARMY.  
• oJ didavskalo~ ajprosdokhvtw~ ejpevsth  THE TEACHER TURNED UP UNEXPECTEDLY.  

q   ajnqivsthmi  [199] 

a/ Transitive meaning:  TO PLACE / PUT IN FRONT OF (+ Dat.) 
• oJ strathgo;~ to; stravteuma toi`~ polemivoi~ ajntevsthsen     THE GENERAL PLACED THE ARMY IN FRONT OF THE ENEMY.  

b/ Intransitive meaning:  TO RESIST (+ Dat.) 
• toi`~ polemivoi~ ajntevsthmen     WE RESISTED THE ENEMY.  

q   ajfivsthmi 

a/ Transitive meaning:  TO REMOVE, TO MAKE SOMEONE REVOLT 
• crhvmata dovnte~, oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi tou;~ nhsiwvta~ ejpi; tou;~ Korinqivou~ ajposthvsousin: e[peita de; aujtou;~ pro;~ a[llhn  

   tina; nh`son ajposth`sai peiravsontai     GIVING THEM MONEY, THE ATHENIANS WILL MAKE THE ISLANDERS REVOLT AGAINST  
   THE CORINTHIANS; LATER, THEY WILL TRY TO MAKE THEM REVOLT AGAINST SOME OTHER ISLAND.  

b/ Intransitive meaning:  TO STAND AWAY, TO REVOLT 
• ejn ejkeivnw/ tw`/ crovnw/ tou` mavcesqai ajpevsthn  IN THAT TIME I STAYED AWAY FROM FIGHTING.  
• oiJ Milhvsioi ajpo; tw`n Persw`n ajpevsthsan  THE MILESIANS REVOLTED AGAINST (FROM) THE PERSIANS.  

q   sunivsthmi 

a/ Transitive meaning:  TO SET TOGETHER 
• oiJ qeoi; u{dwr te kai; gh`n susthvsante~ tou;~ ajnqrwvpou~ ejpoivhsan     THE GODS CREATED THE MEN BY MIXING TOGETHER  
   WATER AND EARTH.  

b/ Intransitive meaning:  TO STAND TOGETHER, TO BE CONNECTED 
• oi{ te ∆Aqhnai`oi kai; oiJ Lakedaimoni`oi sustavnte~ ejpi; tou;~ Pevrsa~ ejmacevsanto     THE ATHENIANS AND THE SPARTANS,  
   STANDING TOGETHER, FOUGHT AGAINST THE PERSIANS.  

q   ejpivstamai  

Only in middle voice and only transitive meaning:  TO KNOW 

The present and the future tenses present regular conjugations, while the aorist is deponent passive and moreover 
presents the augment before the preposition rather than in between preposition and main stem: hjpisthvqhn.  

• ouj su; levgei~ wJ~ ejgw; oujde;n ejpivstamai peri; tw`n dikaivwn kai; ajdivkwn…     ARE YOU NOT SAYING THAT I KNOW NOTHING  
   ABOUT JUSTICE AND INJUSTICE?   (Plato, Phaedrus).  
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d)  Verb i{hmi   TO CAST, TO SEND   and its compounds  [200] 

Some forms of i{hmi can be easily confused with forms of i{sthmi, eijmiv and ei\mi. The stem is eJ-, on which its several 
tenses are formed, but it has gone through some alterations, which changed substantially its appearance.   

 
1/ The verb on its own 

Active voice  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

i{hmi 
i{h~ 
i{hsi(n) 
i{emen 
i{ete 
iJa`si(n) 

 
i{ei 
iJevtw 
 
i{ete 
iJevntwn 

iJw ̀
iJh`/~ 
iJh`/ 
iJw`men 
iJh`te 
iJw`si(n) 

iJeivhn 
iJeivh~ 
iJeivh 
iJei`men 
iJeit̀e 
iJei`en 

iJevnai 
iJeiv~, iJevnto~ 
iJei`sa, -h~ 
iJevn, iJevnto~ 

Imp. 

i{hn 
i{ei~ 
i{ei 
i{emen 
i{ete 
i{esan 

     

Fut. h{sw 
etc.    h{soimi 

etc. h{sein 
h{swn,  
-ousa, -on 

Aor. 
 

h|ka 
h|ka~ 
h|ke(n) 
ei|men 
ei|te 
ei|san 

 
e{~ 
e{tw 
 
e{te 
e{ntwn 

w| 
h|/~ 
h|/ 
w|men 
h|te 
w|si(n) 

ei{hn 
etc. ei|nai 

ei{~, e{nto~ 
ei|sa, ei{sh~ 
e{n, e{nto~  

Per. ei|ka 
etc.    eiJkevnai 

eiJkwv~, 
-ui`a, -ov~ 

Plu. ei{kein 
etc.      

 
Notes 

 1/ Observe the infinitives: iJevnai ≠ ijevnai of ei\mi, and ei|nai ≠ ei\nai of eijmiv.  

 2/ Do not confuse the aorist h|ka with the perfect of h{kw TO HAVE ARRIVED, as they have a similar form.  
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Middle voice  (quite predictable, except for the future and aorist)  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

i{emai 
i{esai 
i{etai 
iJevmeqa 
i{esqe 
i{entai 

 
i{eso 
iJevsqw 
 
i{esqe 
iJevsqwn 

iJw`mai 
etc. 

iJeivmhn 
etc. i{esqai iJevmeno~,  

-h, -on 

Imp. 
iJevmhn 
i{eso 
i{eto 
etc. 

     

Fut. h{somai 
etc.    hJsoivmhn 

etc. h{sesqai 
hJsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. 
 

ei{mhn 
ei|so 
ei|to 
ei{meqa 
ei|sqe 
ei|nto 

 
ou| 
e{sqw 
 
e{sqe 
e{sqwn 

w|mai 
h|/ 
etc. 

ei{mhn 
ei|o 
ei|to 
etc. 

e{sqai e{meno~,  
-h, -on 

Per. ei|mai 
etc.    ei|sqai 

eiJmevno~,  
-h, -on 

Plu. ei{mhn  
etc.      

 
Note 

 Again note the infinitives: h{sesqai ≠ e[sesqai of eijmiv, and e{sqai aorist ≠ ei|sqai perfect.  

 

Passive voice (as expected, it will differ from the middle one only in the future and aorist) 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Fut. 
eJqhvsomai 
eJqhvsei 
etc. 

  
eJqhsoivmhn 
eJqhvsoio 
etc. 

eJqhvsesqai 
eJqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. 
ei{qhn 
ei{qh~ 
etc. 

 
e{qhti 
etc.  

eJqw ̀
eJqh`/~ 
etc. 

eJqeivhn 
eJqeivh~ 
etc.  

eJqh`nai 
eJqeiv~, eJqevnto~ 
eJqei`sa, -h~ 
eJqevn, eJqevnto~ 
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2/ Compound forms 

This verb is hardly ever used on its own, but its compounds are very frequent; the most common ones are:  [201] 

q   ajfivhmi   TO LET GO, TO ALLOW 

• a[fe~ m∆ ej~ oi[kou~     LET ME GO HOME   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus).  

q   meqivhmi   TO DROP, TO LET GO, TO LOOSE 

• meqh`ka tovxa     I HAVE LOOSED MY ARROWS   (Euripides, Ion).  

q   parivhmi   TO PASS, TO LET PASS 

• eij dev tw/ a[llw~ dokei`, parivhmi aujtw`/ th;n ajrchvn     IF ANYBODY HOLDS ANOTHER OPINION, I PASS THE COMMAND TO HIM  
    (Thucydides, Historiae).  

q   ejfivemai   TO DESIRE + Gen. 

• ouj dhvpou, w\ Eujquvdhme, tauvth~ th`~ ajrhth`~ ejfivesai, di∆ h}n a[nqrwpoi politikoi; givgnontai     NO DOUBT, O EUTHYDEMOS,  
    YOU COVET THIS EXCELLENCE THROUGH WHICH MEN BECOME GOOD STATESMEN   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

q   proi?emai   TO BETRAY, TO ABANDON 

• oJ de; Brou`to~ ... ajpei`pe kai; proei`to ta;~ ejlpivda~     BUT BRUTUS GAVE UP AND ABANDONED HIS HOPES  
   (Plutarch, Comparatio Dionis et Bruti).  

q   sunivhmi   TO UNDERSTAND 

• oujci; xunh`ka~ provsqen…     DID YOU NOT UNDERSTAND IT PREVIOUSLY?   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus).  

These are just the basic meanings of these compounds; each one of them may have many different additional meanings. 
For instance, proi?emai may also mean TO LET GO, TO GIVE UP:  

• eij ga;r ∆Amfivpolin kai; Poteivdaian proei`to, oujd∆ a]n ejn Makedoniva/ mevnein ajsfalw`~ ejduvnato     IF HE HAD GIVEN UP  
    AMPHIPOLIS AND POTIDAEA, NOT EVEN IN MACEDONIA WOULD HE BE ABLE TO REMAIN SAFE   (Demosthenes, Philippic 4).  

Note also that, except ejfivemai and proi?emai, all the other verbs may have, among other meanings, a sense slightly 
related to the general concept of “LETTING GO”.  
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f) Verbs in -mi: verbs with suffix -nu- and stem verbs 

 

1.		Verbs	with	suffix	-nu-	in	the	present		 [202]	

We offer the conjugation of the verb deivknumi TO SHOW, as a model:  

Active voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

deivknumi 
deivknu~ 
deivknusi(n) 
deivknumen 
deivknute 
deiknuvasi(n) 

 
deivknu 
deiknuvtw 
 
deivknute 
deiknuvntwn 

deiknuvw 
deiknuvh/~ 
etc. 
 
 
 

deiknuvoimi 
deiknuvoi~ 
etc. 
 
 
 

deiknuvnai 
deiknuv~, -uvnto~ 
deiknu`sa, -h~ 
deiknuvn, -uvnto~ 

Imp. 

ejdeivknun 
ejdeivknu~ 
ejdeivknu 
ejdeivknumen 
ejdeivknute 
ejdeivknusan 

     

Fut. deivxw 
etc.   deivxoimi 

etc. deivxein deivxwn,  
-ousa, -on 

Aor. e[deixa 
etc. 

dei`xon 
etc. 

deivxw 
etc. 

deivxaimi 
etc. dei`xai deivxa~,  

-asa, -an 

Per. devdeica 
etc. 

dedeicw;~ i[sqi 
etc. 

dedeivcw 
etc. 

dedeivcoimi 
etc. dedeicevnai 

dedeicwv~, -ovto~ 
dedeicui`a, -a~ 
dedeicov~, -ovto~ 

Plu. ejdedeivcein 
etc.      

 

Middle voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

deivknumai 
deivknusai 
deivknutai 
deiknuvmeqa 
deivknusqe 
deivknuntai 

 
deivknuso 
deiknuvsqw 
 
deivknusqe 
deiknuvsqwn 

deiknuvwmai 
deiknuvh/ 
etc. 
 
 
 

deiknuoivmhn 
deiknuvoio 
etc. 
 
 
 

deivknusqai 
deiknuvmeno~,  
-h, -on 
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 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Imp. 

ejdeiknuvmhn 
ejdeivknuso 
ejdeivknuto 
ejdeiknuvmeqa 
ejdeivknusqe 
ejdeivknunto 

     

Fut. deivxomai 
etc.   deixoivmhn 

etc. deivxesqai 
deixovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. ejdeixavmhn 
etc. 

dei`xai 
etc. 

deivxwmai 
etc. 

deixaivmhn 
etc. deivxasqai deixavmeno~,  

-h, -on 

Per. devdeigmai 
etc. (see note) 

devdeixo 
etc. 

dedeigmevno~ w\ 
etc. 

dedeigmevno~ ei[hn 
etc. dedei`cqai 

dedeigmevno~,  
-h, -on 

Plu. ejdedeivgmhn 
etc.      

 
Note 

 The perfect and pluperfect middle/passive use endings with a variety of initial consonants (-mai, -sai, -tai, etc.), and 
the final result will be the same as for the consonant verbs ending in a guttural.  

Passive voice 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. same as middle 

Imp. same as middle 

Fut. deicqhvsomai 
etc.   deicqhsoivmhn 

etc. deicqhvsesqai 
deiqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Aor. ejdeivcqhn 
etc. 

deivcqhti 
etc. 

deicqw ̀
etc. 

deicqeivhn 
etc. deicqh`nai deicqeiv~,  

-qei`sa, -qevn 

Per. same as middle 

Plu. same as middle 
 
Other frequent verbs of this kind [203] 

zeuvgnumi  TO YOKE 
meivgnumi TO MIX 
o[llumi  TO DESTROY      ² This verb has some special characteristics, both in forms and in meanings. Cf. the  
   following chapter.   
o[mnumi  TO SWEAR 
rJhvgnumi  TO BREAK 

Most of these verbs have irregularities in their forms, which can be checked in the next chapter.  
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2.		Stem	verbs:	without	reduplication	and	suffix		 [204]	

a)  The verb   eijmiv   TO BE 

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

eijmiv 
ei\ 
ejstiv(n) 
ejsmevn 
ejstev 
eijsiv(n) 

 
i[sqi 
e[stw 
 
e[ste 
o[ntwn - e[stwn 

w\ 
h\/~ 
h\/ 
w\men 
h\te 
w\si(n) 

ei[hn 
ei[h~ 
ei[h 
ei\men  -  ei[hmen 
ei\te    -  ei[hte 
ei\en    -  ei[hsan 

ei\nai 
w[n, o[nto~ 
ou\sa, -h~ 
o[n, o[nto~ 

Imp. 

h\  -  h\n 
h\sqa 
h\n 
h\men 
h\te 
h\san 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fut.  

e[somai 
e[sei  -  e[sh/ 
e[stai 
ejsovmeqa 
e[sesqe 
e[sontai 

   

ejsoivmhn 
e[soio 
e[soito 
ejsoivmeqa 
e[soisqe 
e[sointo 

e[sesqai   

 

 Notes 

 1/ This verb has no aorist; if the aorist tense is needed, we would use the aorist of givgnomai.  

 2/ Observe that one of the two possible forms for the 3rd person plural imperative is identical to the genitive plural 
of the participle.  

 3/ The accentuation of the 3rd singular: although it is an enclitic, sometimes we can find e[sti, when it is the first 
word of the sentence, when it means THERE IS, EXISTS, and also when it stands for e[xesti IT IS POSSIBLE. Also in these 
cases: ajll∆ e[sti, tau`t∆ e[sti, tou`t∆ e[sti, wJ~ e[sti, oujk e[sti and eij e[sti.  

Compounds of eijmiv 

There are several verbs formed adding to eijmiv a prepositional prefix. The most important ones are:  [205] 

➢   pavreimi  TO BE PRESENT IN + Dat. 
➢   e[neimi  TO BE IN     ² Sometimes instead of pavresti we can find pavra, but observe the difference of accent with  
     the preposition alone parav.  
➢   a[peimi  TO BE ABSENT FROM + Gen. 
➢   periveimi  TO SURVIVE, TO BE SUPERIOR TO + Gen. 
➢   provseimi  TO BE SIDE BY SIDE BY + Dat. 
➢   suvneimi  TO BE WITH + Dat. 
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➢   mevtesti (impersonal)     TO TAKE PART / HAVE A SHARE IN + Gen. (subject in Dat.) 

• tw`/ patri; mevtesti tou` kevrdou~     THE FATHER HAS A SHARE IN THE BENEFITS.  

Observe in these present tenses the curious position of the accent on the preposition rather than on the verb; this 
happens only in the present indicative (cf: parh`n, perih`n, parovnte~, parei`nai, etc.).  

b)  The verb   ei\mi   TO GO  [206] 

This verb only has present and imperfect tenses:  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

ei\mi 
ei\  
ei\si(n) 
i[men 
i[te 
i[asi(n) 

 
i[qi 
i[tw 
 
i[te 
ijovntwn 

i[w 
i[h/~ 
i[h/ 
i[wmen 
i[hte 
i[wsi(n) 

i[oimi 
i[oi~ 
i[oi 
i[oimen 
i[oite 
i[oien 

ijevnai 
ijwvn, ijovnto~ 
ijou`sa, -h~ 
ijovn, ijovnto~ 

Imp. 

h\/a         - h[/ein 
h[/eisqa - h[/ei~ 
h[/ei        - h[/ein 
h\/men     - h[/eimen 
h\/te        - h[/eite 
h\/san     - h[/esan 

 Notes 

 a/ As can be seen, its forms are very similar to the verb eijmiv. For instance, the subjunctive and the participle are the 
same except for the addition of an initial iota.  

 b/ Observe the optional forms for the imperfect. Moreover, both options feature an iota subscript, inexistent in the 
imperfect of eijmiv TO BE.  

1/ This verb presents some interesting uses: the present indicative has a future meaning, often substituting the future 
tense of e[rcomai TO GO (which in any case has its own future,  ejleuvsomai, but rarely used). So:  

• e[rcomai pro;~ th;n Spavrthn  I AM GOING TO SPARTA. 
• ei\mi pro;~ th;n Spavrthn  I WILL GO TO SPARTA.  

The other moods may have either present or future meaning.  

2/ The verb e[rcomai has its own infinitive (e[rcesqai) and participle (ejrcovmeno~, etc.), but it is very common to use 
the corresponding forms of ei\mi instead:  

Rather than saying   • oJ Swkravth~, oi[kade ejrcovmeno~, ...   SOCRATES, WHILE GOING HOME, ...  
we will say    • oJ Swkravth~, oi[kade ijwvn, ...      (same meaning)  

3/ Compound verbs can be formed with the same prefixes as the verb e[rcomai, conveying the same meanings: a[peimi = 

ajpevrcomai TO GO AWAY, e[xeimi = ejxevrcomai TO GO OUT, etc. (apart from the future meaning of the present indicative).  
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c)  Verb fhmiv  [207] 

This verb, which means TO SAY, has an irregular (and incomplete) conjugation, which goes as follows:  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

fhmiv 
fh/v~  -  fhv~ 
fhsiv(n) 
famevn 
fatev 
fasiv(n) 

 
favqi 
favtw 
 
favte 
favntwn 

fw ̀
etc. 
 
 
 
 

faivhn 
etc.  
 
 
 
 

favnai 
fav~, favnto~ 
fa`sa, favsh~ 
favn, favnto~ 

Imp.  

e[fhn 
e[fh~ 
e[fh 
e[famen 
e[fate 
e[fasan 

     

Fut.  
fhvsw 
etc. 
 

   
fhvsoimi 
etc. 
 

fhvsein 
fhvswn,  
-ousa, -on 

Aor. e[fhsa 
etc.   

fhvsw 
fhvsh/~ 
etc.  

fhvsaimi 
etc.  fh`sai 

fhvsa~,  
-asa, -an 

 

 Notes 

 a/ The aorist e[fhsa is almost never used, while in fact the imperfect e[fhn is employed with an aorist meaning.  

 b/ The present participle form fav~, favnto~ is extremely rare, and it is usually replaced by favskwn, -onto~, borrowed 
from the verb favskw. 

1/ This verb must always be followed by an accusative + infinitive construction, NEVER by o{tiÚ 

• fhmi; ta;~ gunai`ka~ nu`n ejn th`/ ajkropovlei ei\nai     I SAY THAT THE WOMEN ARE NOW IN THE ACROPOLIS.  
   ² fhmi; o{ti aiJ gunai`ke~...  would be wrong.  

2/ When used in a negative sense, the way of saying I SAY THAT… NOT… is ouj fhmiv, in the sense of I DENY (cf. Latin nego):  

• ouj fhmi ; to;n patevra tou`to poiei`n     I SAY THAT MY FATHER DOES NOT DO THIS.  
   ² It DOES NOT mean  I DO NOT SAY THAT MY FATHER DOES THIS.  

3/ Moreover, the verb is very frequently inserted in the middle of a quotation in direct speech:  

• Ædia; tiv ouj peri; th`~ yuch`~Æ, e[fh, Ætoi`~ maqhtai`~ dialegovmeqa, w\ Swvkrate~…Æ     “WHY DON’T WE TALK WITH THE STUDENTS  
    ABOUT THE SOUL, SOCRATES?”, HE SAID.  
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d)  Verb duvnamai  [208] 

This verb, which means TO BE ABLE TO, has no active voice and is deponent; moreover, the grammatical voice of the aorist 
tense is passive (but with an active meaning). The other tenses follow the parameters of i{stamai (without 
reduplication), although the perfect forms are hardly ever used:  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

duvnamai 
duvnasai 
duvnatai 
dunavmeqa 
duvnasqe 
duvnantai 

 
duvnaso 
dunavsqw 
 
duvnasqe 
dunavsqwn 

duvnwmai 
duvnh/ 
duvnhtai 
dunwvmeqa 
duvnhsqe 
duvnwntai 

dunaivmhn 
etc.  
 
 
 
 

duvnasqai 
dunavmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejdunavmhn 
ejduvnaso 
ejduvnato 
ejdunavmeqa 
ejduvnasqe 
ejduvnanto 

     

Fut. dunhvsomai 
etc.    dunhsoivmhn 

etc. dunhvsesqai dunhsovmeno~, 
-h, -on 

Aor.   ejdunhvqhn 
etc.  

dunhvqhti 
etc.  

dunhqw ̀
etc.  

dunhqeivhn 
etc.  

dunhqh`nai 
(unfrequent) 

dunhqeiv~,  
-qei`sa, -qevn 

Per. deduvnhmai 
etc.  unused unused unused unused dedunhmevno~,  

-h, -on 

e)  Verb kei`mai  [209] 

This verb is deponent as well, it means TO LIE (on a surface), and it has only three tenses; it follows, like duvnamai, the 
structure of i{stamai, but many of its forms are not found in classical authors. For instance, the subjunctive forms are 
not used, except the 3rd singular, but for the sake of uniformity they are included in the chart underneath.  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

kei`mai 
kei`sai 
kei`tai 
keivmeqa 
kei`sqe 
kei`ntai 

 
kei`so 
keivsqw 
 
kei`sqe 
keivsqwn 

kevwmai 
kevh/ 
kevhtai 
kewvmeqa 
kevhsqe 
kevwntai 

keoivmhn 
etc.  kei`sqai keivmeno~,  

-h, -on 
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 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Imp. 

ejkeivmhn 
e[keiso 
e[keito 
ejkeivmeqa 
e[keisqe 
e[keinto 

     

Fut. keivsomai 
etc.    keivsoimi 

etc. keivsesqai keisovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

  
Note 

 This verb is often used as the passive perfect tense of tivqhmi: something that has been placed is something that is 
lying there.  

f)  Verb kavqhmai  [210] 

This verb, which means TO BE SEATED, is also deponent and presents only present and imperfect tense; it follows the same 
parameters as kei`mai above, but it is worth noting that the future forms were mainly used in late texts (e.g., the New 
Testament):  

 Indicative Imperative Subjunctive Optative Infinitive Participle 

Pre. 

kavqhmai 
kavqhsai 
kavqhtai 
kaqhvmeqa 
kavqhsqe 
kavqhntai 

 
kavqhso 
kaqhvsqw 
 
kavqhsqe 
kaqhvsqwn 

kaqw`mai 
kaqh`/ 
kaqh`tai 
kaqwvmeqa 
kaqh`sqe 
kaqw`ntai 

kaqoivmhn 
etc.  
 
 
 
 

kaqh`sqai kaqhvmeno~,  
-h, -on 

Imp. 

ejkaqhvmhn 
ekavqhso 
ejkavqhto 
ejkaqhvmeqa 
ejkavqhsqe 
ejkavqhnto 

     

Fut.  kaqhvsomai 
etc.    kaqhsoivmhn 

etc.  kaqhvsesqai 
kaqhsovmeno~,  
-h, -on 

 
Note 

 Do not confuse it with kaqivzomai TO SIT DOWN: kavqhmai means TO BE SEATED, a state, not the process of moving from 
standing to sitting down (kaqivzomai).  
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g) Overview of irregularities and peculiar constructions 

1.		Previous	notes		 [211]	

a)  The irregularities as a whole 

We now know the following: some verbs have a strong aorist (example: ei\don), some have a future in the middle voice 
(example: ajkouvsomai), some have an aorist that is passive in form but active in meaning (example: ejboulhvqhn), some 
have a passive aorist without -q- (example: ejkovphn), some have a root aorist (example: e[gnwn), some are in fact a 
perfect but have a present meaning (example: oi\da), etc. It is clear that it is impossible to group verbs according to their 
formation of different tenses, since some will be irregular in one tense, some in two, some in three. Moreover, the 
irregularities which occur also vary. Therefore, there is a difficulty in classifying Greek verbs into separate groups, 
primarily because many verbs would share characteristics of multiple groups according to the different tenses. For 
example, we have seen that some verbs are liquid with a strong aorist, yet others have a strong aorist but are not 
considered to be ‘liquid’.  

Nevertheless, we could not offer the principal irregular parts of the main verbs without first explaining the main 
irregularities, as we have done in the former sections. Now if, for example, we see “oJravw TO SEE: fut. o[yomai, aor. 
ei\don”, we will not only know that this is an irregular verb but we will be able to understand the irregularities: it has a 
deponent future, and it has a strong aorist (and the stem is modified in both cases).  

So, many Greek verbs (in fact, almost all of the most frequently used verbs) present some kind of irregularity; the 
irregularities are of so many different kinds that the best solution is to know the irregular principal parts of the most 
important verbs (as for instance a foreigner must learn  break / broke / broken,  eat / ate / eaten,  etc. in English).  

Therefore, the only way to master Greek verbs is to know the main parts of each verb for their tenses that are not 
conjugated regularly.  

Although it is evident that the most important tense in Greek is the aorist, more parts must be learnt; dictionaries and 
grammars vary according to which principal parts are given. In this grammar, we will offer the following parts (where 
applicable):  

–  Present  ² We offer the active unless the verb is deponent.  
–  Future   ² We offer the active unless the verb is deponent.  
–  Aorist   ² We offer the active unless the verb is deponent.  
–  Aorist passive 
–  Perfect   ² We offer the active unless the verb is deponent.  
–  Perfect middle-passive 

Not all of the verbs will have these six forms: for instance, some verbs lack a passive aorist (example: e[cw TO HAVE), while 
others only have an aorist in the passive voice, but which is active in meaning (example: duvnamai TO BE ABLE).  
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Note that a lot of the forms presented below have already been presented in their corresponding sections of the former 
chapters.

b)  The peculiar constructions 

Apart from the irregularities in their conjugation, verbs may present some peculiarities in the way they are used. For 
instance, cravomai TO USE rules a dative, blevpw TO LOOK is rarely used without the preposition prov~, etc.  

2.		List	of	verbs:	forms	and	peculiar	constructions		 [212]	

Present Future  Aorist act. Aorist pass. Perfect act. Perfect m./p. 

ajggevllw ajggelw`  h[ggeila  hjggevlqhn h[ggelka  h[ggelmai 

TO ANNOUNCE 

Irregularities :   ² Liquid future and aorist.  

a[gnumi  a[xw  e[axa  ejavghn  e[aga  --- 

TO BREAK 

Irregularities : ² Almost always found in the compound katavgnumi.   
  ² Aorist passive without q.   
  ² Perfect without k.  

a[gw  a[xw  h[gagon  h[cqhn  h\ca  h\gmai 

TO LEAD 

Irregularities : ² Strong aorist with reduplication.  
  ² The perfect active is usually found with a prepositional prefix.  

aijdevomai aijdevsomai hj/desavmhn hj/devsqhn  ---  h[/desmai 

TO FEEL SHAME, TO REVERE  

Irregularities : ² Observe how the epsilon does not lengthen in future and aorist.  

aiJrevw  aiJrhvsw  ei|lon  hJ/revqhn  h{/rhka  h{/rhmai 

TO TAKE 

Irregularities :  ² Strong active aorist. The epsilon does not lengthen in the passive aorist. 
² Aorist participle: eJlwvn after removal of augment.  

Construction :  ² In the middle voice, it means TO CHOOSE (= TO TAKE FOR ONESELF). In its compound ajfairevomai TO  
      DEPRIVE OF (usually in the middle voice), both the person deprived of something and the thing are in  
      accusative:  
     • oJ didavskalo~ ajfairei`tai tou;~ maqhta;~ ta;~ bivblou~   THE TEACHER DEPRIVES THE STUDENTS OF THE BOOKS.  
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ai[rw  ajrw`  h\ra  h[rqhn  h\rka  h\rmai 

TO RAISE 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Observe that the iota of the present disappears in the other tenses.  

aijsqavnomai aijsqhvsomai hj/sqovmhn  ---  ---  h[/sqhmai 

TO PERCEIVE, TO REALISE 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent verb.  
² Strong aorist.  

Construction :  ² As with the verb ajkouvw, the object may be in genitive if considered a source:  
    • aijsqavmonai tou` ajnqrwvpou tou`to legovnto~    I PERCEIVE THAT THE MAN IS SAYING THIS.  

ajkouvw  ajkouvsomai h\kousa  hjkouvsqhn ajkhvkoa  ---  

TO HEAR 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future, and observe the Attic reduplication in the perfect.  

Construction :  ² It takes an accusative if it means TO HEAR, but a genitive if it means TO LISTEN TO; we can even find  
       both possibilities combined (and in this case the preposition parav can be used with the genitive):  
       • ajkouvw (para;) tou` Periklevou~ to;n lovgon   I HEAR PERICLES’ SPEECH.  

aJlivskomai aJlwvsomai eJavlwn  ---  eJavlwka  --- 

TO BE CAPTURED 

Irregularities :  ² Passive meaning for all of the tenses.  
² The aorist is conjugated as a root aorist.  
² An alternative perfect is h{lwka.  

ajllavttw  ajllavxw  h[llaxa  hjllavghn  h[llaca  h[llagmai 

TO CHANGE 

Irregularities :  ² Passive aorist without q, and perfect without k.  

aJmartavnw aJmarthvsomai h{marton  hJmarthvqhn hJmavrthka hJmavrthmai 

TO MAKE A MISTAKE, TO COMMIT AN OFFENCE, TO MISS 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  

Construction :  ² The thing you miss is in the genitive case:  • aJmartavnw th`~ oJdou ̀  I MISS THE PATH, but if it means TO  
       COMMIT AN OFFENCE  the person against whom you commit the offence must be in the accusative case  
       preceded by periv or eij~. 

  ² The passive forms of the verb have the meaning of a mistake or an offence being committed:  
      • ta; hJmarthmevna   THE MISTAKES/OFFENCES THAT HAVE BEEN COMMITTED.  
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ajmuvnw  ajmunw ̀  h[muna  ---  ---  --- 

TO WARD OFF, TO DEFEND 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  

Construction :  ² It has several, but the usual ones are these two:  
                    1/ In active, the rejected object or person is in the accusative case, and the person (or city or  
       whatever) from whom we reject/defend it is in the dative  case:  • ajmuvnw tou;~ polemivou~ toi`~  

       fivloi~   I WARD THE ENEMY OFF MY FRIENDS.  
       2/ In the middle voice, • ajmuvnomai tou;~ polemivou~ would mean I DEFEND MYSELF FROM THE ENEMY.  

ajnalivskw ajnalwvsw ajnhvlwsa ajnhlwvqhn ajnhvlwka ajnhvlwmai 

TO SPEND 

Irregularities :  ² This verb is in fact a compound of ajnav and ajlivskw, but the verb is never found on its own.  

ajrevskw  ajrevsw  h[resa  hjrevsqhn  ---  --- 

TO PLEASE 

Irregularities :  ² Kappa only in the present stem.  

aJrmovttw  aJrmovsw  h{rmosa  hJrmovsqhn ---  h{rmosmai  

TO FIT, TO JOIN TOGETHER 

Irregularities :  ² One of the few -ttw verbs that form their tenses as if dental: aJrmovsw instead of aJrmovxw, etc.  

a[rcw  a[rxw  h\rxa  h\rcqhn  h\rca  h\rgmai 

TO RULE, TO BEGIN 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the perfect without kappa.  

Construction :  ² In active voice, it means TO RULE, and in middle TO BEGIN (but meanings are often interchangable).  
       When it means TO BEGIN TO DO SOMETHING, it can be followed by a participle or by an infinitive:   
       • a[rcomai gravfwn / gravfein    I START TO WRITE.  

aujxavnw  aujxhvsw  hu[xhsa  hujxhvqhn  hu[xhka  hu[xhmai 

TO INCREASE 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the augment in the role of reduplication.  
² There is also a middle future aujxhvsomai with passive meaning, apart from the expected  
     aujxhqhvsomai.  

ajfiknevomai ajfivxomai ajfikovmhn ---  ---  ajfi`gmai 

TO ARRIVE 

Irregularities :  ² Strong aorist and perfect without kappa.  
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a[cqomai  ajcqevsomai ---  hjcqevsqhn ---  h[cqhmai 

TO FEEL AFFLICTED 

Irregularities :  ² Modified stem for the future.  
² The passive aorist has active meaning.  

baivnw  bhvsomai  e[bhn  ---  bevbhka  --- 

TO GO (on foot), TO WALK 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future, and usually found with a prefix.  
² Root aorist, also usually found with a prefix. There is also an aorist e[bhsa, corresponding to the  
     unusual transitive meaning TO MAKE GO, TO PUT IN MOTION.  

bavllw  balw`  e[balon  ejblhvqhn  bevblhka  bevblhmai 

TO THROW 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and strong aorist.  

blavptw  blavyw  e[blaya  ejblavbhn  bevblafa bevblammai 

TO HURT 

Irregularities :  ² Passive aorist without q, but there is also a regular alternative ejblavfqhn.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

bouvlomai boulhvsomai ---  ejboulhvqhn ---  bebouvlhmai  

TO WANT 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent verb.   
² Passive aorist with active meaning.  

gamevw  gamw ̀  e[ghma  ---  gegavmhka gegavmhmai 

TO MARRY 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future (therefore, identical to the present) and liquid aorist.  

Construction :  ² If the subject is masculine, the verb is found in the active voice; if feminine, it is found in the middle  
      voice, and in this case the man is in dative:    
      • hJ Davfnh tw`/ ∆Apovllwni ouj gamei`tai    DAPHNE DOES NOT MARRY APOLLO.   

gelavw  gelavsomai ejgevlasa ejgelavsqhn ---  --- 

TO LAUGH 

Irregularities :  ² Observe that the alpha does not lengthen.  
² Deponent future.  
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geuvw  geuvsw  e[geusa  ejgeuvsqhn gevgeuka  gevgeumai 

TO TASTE 

Irregularities :  ² Although some unusual forms can be found, it is mainly regular.  

Construction :  ² In active, it means TO OFFER SOMEBODY (ACC.) TO TASTE SOMETHING (Gen.):   
• geuvw to;n fivlon tou` krevato~     I OFFER TO MY FRIEND TO TASTE THE MEAT.  
² In middle, it means TO TASTE SOMETHING (Gen.):  • geuvomai tou` krevato~     I TASTE THE MEAT.  

ghravskw ghravsomai ejghvrasa ---  geghvraka --- 

TO GET OLDER 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future.  
² Disappearance of the suffix -sk- in tenses other than present and imperfect.  

givgnomai genhvsomai ejgenovmhn ---  gevgona  gegevnhmai 

TO BECOME, TO HAPPEN 

Irregularities :  ² Irregular future and strong aorist.  
² Of both perfects, the active one has sometimes a present meaning of TO BE BY BIRTH.  

gignwvskw gnwvsomai e[gnwn  ejgnwvsqhn e[gnwka  e[gnwsmai 

TO RECOGNISE, TO KNOW 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and root aorist.  
² Additional sigma in passive aorist and perfect.  

Construction :  ² Other than what has been explained in the corresponding section on indirect style, this verb may  
      also be followed by an infinitive, in which case it means TO RESOLVE:   
      • tau`ta ijdwvn, e[gnw ajpofugei`n    AFTER SEEING THIS, HE RESOLVED TO FLEE.  

devw  dehvsw  ejdevhsa  ejdehvqhn  dedevhka  dedevhmai 

TO NEED 

Irregularities :  ² Observe that tenses other than the present are formed as if on a present stem deevw, which explains  
     the combination -eh-.  
² Passive aorist with middle voice meaning.  
² Do not confuse with devw TO TIE, with almost regular forms: dhvsw, e[dhsa, edevqhn, devdeka, devdemai. 

Construction :  ² In middle voice it may also mean TO ASK FOR (but the difference in meaning between both voices is  
     not always kept), with the requested thing in the accusative and the person from whom we request  
     it in the genitive:   • ajei; dei`tai crhvmata tou` patrov~   HE IS ALWAYS ASKING HIS FATHER FOR MONEY.  
² In active voice it is usually found in its impersonal use   dei`   IT IS NECESSARY   followed by an acc. +  
     infinitive  construction, but another common construction, when expressing a need, is:  • dei` moi  

     tauvth~ th`~ bivblou   I NEED THIS BOOK (person who needs something, in dative; thing needed, in  
     genitive),  • dei` o{plwn tw`/ macoumevnw/    THE MAN WHO IS GOING TO FIGHT NEEDS WEAPONS.  
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deivknumi deivxw  e[deixa  ejdeivcqhn devdeica  devdeigmai 

TO SHOW 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the perfect without kappa.  

didavskw  didavxw  ejdivdaxa  ejdidavcqhn dedivdaca dedivdagmai 

TO TEACH 

Irregularities :  ² Disappearance of the -s- in tenses other than present and imperfect.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

Construction :  ² Two accusatives, one of the thing you teach and another of the person to whom you teach it:  
    • didavskw tou;~ novmou~ tou;~ pai`da~     I TEACH THE LAWS TO THE CHILDREN.  

didravskw dravsomai e[dran  ---  devdraka  --- 

TO FLEE 

Irregularities :  ² Almost always found with the suffix ajpo-. 
² Root aorist, dealt with in the corresponding section.  

Construction :  ² The person from whom one runs away is expressed in the accusative:   
    • oJ dou`lov~ me ajpevdra    THE SLAVE RAN AWAY FROM ME.  

divdwmi  dwvsw  e[dwka  ejdovqhn  devdwka  devdomai 

TO GIVE 

Irregularities :  ² Verb fully presented and explained in the corresponding section; observe the aorist in kappa  
     (in the singular).  

dokevw  dovxw  e[doxa  ---  ---  devdogmai 

TO SEEM 

Irregularities :  ² Observe that only the present tense is contract, the other tenses look as if they have been formed  
     from the present dovkw.  

duvnamai  dunhvsomai ---  ejdunhvqhn ---  deduvnhmai 

TO BE ABLE 

Irregularities :  ² The aorist, although passive in form, has active meaning.  

ejavw  ejavsw  ei[asa  eijavqhn  ei[aka  ei[amai 

TO ALLOW 

Irregularities :  ² Irregular augment.  
² Observe that the alpha does not lengthen in the future and aorist tenses.  
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ejgeivrw  ejgerw`  h[geira  hjgevrqhn  ejgrhvgora --- 

TO AROUSE, TO AWAKEN (middle voice: TO WAKE)  

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Its perfect can only have intransitive meaning (I AM AWAKE), but it has a strong middle aorist 
     hjgrovmhn  I AWOKE.  
² Observe the Attic reduplication in the perfect.  

ejqevlw  ejqelhvsw hjqevlhsa ---  hjqevlhka  --- 

TO BE WILLING 

Irregularities :  ² Tenses other than the present appear as if they have been formed from the  present ejqelevw.  
² The verb qevlw also exists, with the same meaning, and in this case an initial e would be an augment,  
     like in the imperfect e[qelon.  

eijmiv  e[somai  ---  ---  ---  --- 

TO BE 

Irregularities :  ² Verb fully presented and explained in the corresponding section.  
² Future in middle voice.  
² Imperfect h\n.  

ejlauvnw  ejlw ̀  h[lasa  hjlavqhn  ejlhvlaka ejlhvlamai 

TO DRIVE 

Irregularities :  ² The future is contract in alpha, conjugated like the present of timavw. 
² Attic reduplication in the perfect, like ajkouvw.  

e{lkw  e{lxw  ei{lkusa  eiJlkuvsqhn ei{lkuka  ei{lkusmai 

TO DRAG 

Irregularities :  ² Unusual augment.  
² Observe the upsilon in some tenses.  

ejpivstamai ejpisthvsomai ---  hjpisthvqhn ---  --- 

TO UNDERSTAND, TO KNOW 

Irregularities :  ² The passive aorist has active meaning.  

e{pomai  e{yomai  eJspovmhn  ---  ---  --- 

TO FOLLOW 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the sigma following the augment in the aorist.  
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e[rcomai  ejleuvsomai h\lqon  ---  ejlhvluqa  --- 

TO GO 

Irregularities :  ² The future is in fact almost always replaced by ei\mi (see the corresponding chapter).  
² The aorist and perfect tenses are active.  

ejrwtavw  ejrwthvsw ejrwvthsa hjrwthvqhn hjrwvthka  hjrwvthmai 

TO ASK 

Irregularities :  ² The future and aorist are usually replaced by ejrhvsomai and hjrovmhn, which are forms borrowed from  
     the deponent verb e[romai TO ASK, almost never used in present tense.  

ejsqivw  e[domai  e[fagon  hjdevsqhn  ejdhvdoka  ejdhvdesmai 

TO EAT 

Irregularities :  ² Future middle and strong aorist.  
² Observe the unusual reduplication ed-hd in the perfect.  

euJrivskw  euJrhvsw  hu|ron  huJrevqhn  hu{rhka  hu{rhmai 

TO FIND 

Irregularities :  ² The four past tenses can have forms in euJ-, as if without augment: eu|ron, etc. 
² Strong aorist.  

ejcqavnomai ejcqhvsomai hjcqovmhn  ---  ---  h[cqhmai 

TO BE HATEFUL 

Irregularities :  ² Verb found always in the compound form ajpecqavnomai.  
² Strong aorist.  

e[cw  e{xw  e[scon  ---  e[schka  e[schmai 

TO HAVE 

Irregularities :  ² There is another future, schvsw, that indicates momentaneous possession.  
² Strong aorist.  
² Augment standing for reduplication in the perfect.  
² It has ei\con as imperfect.  
² In the aorist optative, there may be some alternation of endings (-oihn, -oih~, -oih   or   -oimi, -oi~,  

     -oi) depending on whether it is a compound form or not: scoivhn, but katavscoimi.  

Construction :  ² As pointed out in another section, with an adverb it may mean TO BE:  • kakw`~ e[cw   I FEEL BAD.  

  ² Also, with an infinitive it may mean TO BE ABLE TO:  • gravfein e[cw   I CAN WRITE,   • w\ pagkavkiste,  

       tou`to gavr s∆ eijpei`n e[cw    O MOST WICKED MAN, FOR I CAN CALL YOU THIS   (Euripides, Medea).  
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h{domai  hJsqhvsomai ---  h{sqhn  ---  --- 

TO ENJOY, TO FEEL HAPPY 

Irregularities :  ² Passive aorist and passive future have active meaning.  

Construction :  ² It rules a dative, with or without the preposition ejpiv:  • (ejpi;) th`/ nivkh/ h{domai  I ENJOY THE VICTORY,  
       but it can also go with a participle:  • h{domai ajnagignwvskwn  I ENJOY READING; or even with an  
       infinitive with the article in dative:  • h{domai tw`/ ajnagignwvskein  I ENJOY READING.  
  ² If we enjoy that something has happened or is happening, we must use the o{ti construction:   
      • h{domai o{ti tou`to ejpoivhsa~   I FEEL HAPPY THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS.  
  ² But if we mean that we will feel happy in case something takes place in the future we must keep the  
       main verb in present tense and use an eij construction with the future indicative:  • h{domai eij tou`to  

       poihvsei~   I WILL BE HAPPY IF YOU DO THIS (observe that in English we apply the sense of future tense  
       to the main clause, not to the subordinate one).  
  ² The same happens with other verbs of feeling: aijscuvnomai TO BE ASHAMED, caivrw TO REJOICE,  
       calepaivnw TO BE VIOLENT, ejleevw TO FEEL PITY, ojrgivzomai TO GET ANGRY, etc.  

qavptw  qavyw  e[qaya  ejtavfhn  ---  tevqammai 

TO BURY 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the transformation of q into t in the passive aorist, which moreover does not have the  
     expected q as marker of the tense.   

qnhv/skw  qanou`mai e[qanon  ---  tevqnhka  --- 

TO DIE 

Irregularities :  ² Present, future and aorist almost always compound with ajpo-.  
² Liquid future and strong aorist.  
² The perfect has some alternative forms for the plural: teqnhvkamen  <  tevqnamen etc.  

quvw  quvsw  e[qusa  ejtuvqhn  tevquka  tevqumai 

TO SACRIFICE 

Irregularities :  ² The -t- in ejtuvqhn replaces the expected q to avoid two consecutive thetas ejquvqhn.  

i{hmi  h{sw  h{ka  ei|qhn  ei|ka  ei|mai 

TO SEND, TO CAST 

Irregularities :  ² Verb fully presented and explained in the corresponding section.  
² Observe the aorist in kappa (only in the singular).  

Construction :  ² Verb most often found in compound forms, with unexpected meanings such as  
     sunivhmi  TO UNDERSTAND.  
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iJknevomai i{xomai  iJkovmhn  ---  i|gmai  --- 

TO ARRIVE 

Irregularities :  ² Verb almost always found in the compound form ajfiknevomai.  
² Strong aorist.  
² Reduplication imperceptible in the perfect, as it is an augmented iota.  

iJlavskomai iJlavsomai iJlasavmhn ---  ---  --- 

TO APPEASE 

Irregularities :  ² The sigma of the future and aorist is not the same one of the present stem, as the suffix -sk- of the  
     present stem has disappeared in these tenses.  

i{sthmi  sthvsw  e[sthsa  ejstavqhn  e{sthka  e{stamai 

TO STAND, TO MAKE STAND 

Irregularities :  ² Verb presented fully and explained in the corresponding section.  
² It has also the active aorist e[sthn.  

Construction :  ² The complexity of the alternation of its forms between transitive and intransitive meanings has  
    been explained previously in the corresponding section.  

kaqaivrw  kaqarw ̀  ejkavqhra ejkaqavrqhn ---  kekavqarmai 

TO PURIFY 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  

kaqivzw  kaqiw`  ejkavqisa  ---  ---  --- 

TO MAKE SIT DOWN (in middle voice: TO SIT DOWN) 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future (some verbs in -ivzw have a liquid future).  
² The perfect does not exist, but the present of kavqhmai TO BE SEATED is used instead.  

kaivw  kauvsw  e[kausa  ejkauvqhn  kevkauka kevkaumai 

TO BURN 

Irregularities :  ² Almost always found in its compound katakaivw TO BURN DOWN.  
² Once the stem has changed from kaiv- to kauv-, the conjugation is regular.  

kalevw  kalw`  ejkavlesa ejklhvqhn  kevklhka  kevklhmai 

TO CALL 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future, which makes it identical to present.  
² The epsilon does not lengthen in the aorist.  
² The alpha of the stem disappears in some tenses.  
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kavmnw  kamou`mai e[kamon  ---  kevkmhka  --- 

TO TOIL 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent and liquid future.  
² Strong aorist.  

kei`mai  keivsomai ---  ---  ---  --- 

TO LIE (on a surface) 

Irregularities :  ² It has an imperfect ejkeivmhn.  

Construction :  ² It is sometimes used as the perfect passive of tivqhmi: I HAVE BEEN PLACED, therefore I LIE.  

keravnnumi keravsw  ejkevrasa ejkravqhn  ---  kevkramai 

TO MIX 

Irregularities :  ² There is another passive aorist, more regular: ejkeravsqhn.  

kerdaivnw kerdanw ̀ ejkevrdana ---  kekevrdhka --- 

TO GAIN 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  

klaivw  klauvsomai e[klausa ejklauvsqhn ---  kevklaumai 

TO CRY 

Irregularities :  ² Change of stem from klaiv- to klauv- in some tenses.  
² Middle future and perfect with active meaning.  

klevptw  klevyw  e[kleya  ejklavphn  kevklofa  kevklemmai 

TO STEAL 

Irregularities :  ² Passive aorist without q.  
² Perfect without kappa (and with vocalic change).  

klivnw  klinw ̀  e[klina  ejklivqhn  kevklika  kevklimai 

TO BEND, TO LEAN ON 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future (almost equal to the present) and aorist.  

komivzw  komiw`  ejkovmisa  ejkomivsqhn kekovmika kekovmismai 

TO CARE FOR, TO TAKE 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future.  

krivnw  krinw ̀  e[krina  ejkrivqhn  kevkrika  kevkrimai 

TO JUDGE 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
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kteivnw  ktenw ̀  e[kteina  ---  e[ktona  --- 

TO KILL 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Verb usually found in the compound ajpokteivnw with the same meaning, in fact the perfect is never  
    found without the prefix ajpo-.  

lagcavnw lhvxomai  e[lacon  ejlhvcqhn  ei[lhca  ei[lhgmai 

TO OBTAIN BY LOT 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  
² Augment standing for reduplication in spite of the stem not beginning with a vowel.  

lambavnw lhvyomai e[labon  ejlhvfqhn  ei[lhfa  ei[lhmmai 

TO TAKE 
Irregularities :  ² Change in the stem for some tenses.  

² Middle future with active meaning.  
² Strong aorist.  
² Perfect without kappa and without reduplication.  

Construction :  ² When used in middle voice with the meaning of TAKING HOLD OF, the object is in the genitive:  
    • oJ pai`~ lambavnetai th`~ tou` patrou` ceirov~    THE CHILD TAKES HOLD OF HIS FATHER’S HAND.  

lanqavnw lhvsw  e[laqon  ---  levlhqa  levlhsmai 

TO ESCAPE SOMEONE’S NOTICE 

Irregularities :  ² Strong change in stem for the future.  
² Strong aorist.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

Construction :  ² Usually accompanied by a participle. This is fully explained in the corresponding section.  

levgw  ejrw`  ei\pon  ejrrhvqhn  ei[rhka  ei[rhmai 

TO SAY 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future, and with another stem, but there is also the future levxw.  
² Strong aorist, and with another stem, although e[lexa also exists also (in compound forms, such  
     as sullevgw, the aorist must be e[lexa, like sunevlexa).  
² The other tenses use the same stem as the future.  

Construction :  ² o{ti clause or accusative + infinitive clause, but the aorist ei\pon uses a o{ti clause only.  

leivpw  leivyw  e[lipon  ejleivfqhn levloipa  levleimmai 

TO LEAVE 

Irregularities :  ² Strong aorist.  
² Perfect without kappa.  
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maivnw  manou`mai e[mhna  ejmavnhn  mevmhna  --- 

TO MADDEN 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future.  
² The perfect has present and intransitive meaning TO BE MAD.  

manqavnw maqhvsomai e[maqon  ---  memavqhka --- 

TO LEARN 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  

mavcomai  macou`mai ejmacesavmhn ---  ---  memavchmai 

TO FIGHT 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future.  
² Aorist and perfect, formed as if on an imaginary present macevomai (which in fact is the future).  
² The epsilon does not lengthen in the aorist.  

meivgnumi meivxw  e[meixa  ejmivghn  ---  mevmeigmai 

TO MIX 

Irregularities :  ² There is also a regular passive aorist ejmeivcqhn.  

mevllw  mellhvsw ejmevllhsa ---  ---  --- 

TO BE ABOUT TO, TO INTEND 

Irregularities :  ² Future and aorist formed as if on a second stem melle-.  

Construction :  ² Usually followed by a future infinitive.  

mevlw  melhvsw  ejmevlhsa ---  memevlhka --- 

TO INTEREST 

Irregularities :  ² Tenses other than present, formed as if on an imaginary stem melevw.  

Construction :  ² Verb usually found in impersonal use:  mevlei  IT INTERESTS, with dative of the interested person and  
     genitive of the object:  • touvtou mevlei moi    THIS INTERESTS ME.  

mevnw  menw`  e[meina  ---  memevnhka --- 

TO REMAIN 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Perfect formed as if on menevw (which in fact is the future).  
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mimnhvskw mnhvsw  e[mnhsa  ejmnhvsqhn ---  mevmnhmai 

TO REMIND (in middle, TO REMEMBER)  

Irregularities :  ² Almost always found in the compound form ajnamimnhvskw.  

Construction :  ² The middle perfect is often used with present meaning, I REMEMBER, and its future would be the  
       future perfect memnhvsomai. Apart from this, the remembered object is usually placed in genitive:   
       • mevmnhtai tou` patrov~    HE REMEMBERS HIS FATHER.  

nevmw  nemw ̀  e[neima  ejnemhvqhn nenevmhka nenevmhmai 

TO ALLOT, TO PASTURE 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future (almost equal to present) and aorist.  

nomivzw  nomiw ̀  ejnovmisa  ejnomivsqhn nenovmika nenovmismai 

TO CONSIDER 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future.  

o[zw  ojzhvsw  w[zhsa  ---  o[dwda  --- 

TO SMELL 

Irregularities :  ² Future and aorist, formed as if it were an e contract verb.  
² The perfect, also irregular, has present meaning.  

Construction :  ² It can be used impersonally with a genitive (with or without ajpov) as origin of the smell:   
    • (ajpo;) touvtou tou` sivtou o[zei    THIS FOOD SMELLS / SOME SMELL COMES FROM THIS FOOD.  

oi[gnumi  oi[xw  e[w/xa  ejw/vcqhn  e[w/ca  e[w/gmai 

TO OPEN 

Irregularities :  ² Double augment.  
² Perfect without kappa.  
² This verb is almost always found in the compound ajnoivgnumi.  

oi\da  ei[somai  h[/dh  ---  ---  --- 

TO KNOW 

Irregularities :  ² Verb presented in the corresponding section.  
² The present oi\da is a perfect, and h[/dh is in fact a pluperfect used as imperfect.  

Construction :  ² Usually with a participle, as explained in the corresponding section.  
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oi[omai  oijhvsomai ---  wj/hvqhn  ---  --- 

TO THINK 

Irregularities :  ² The passive aorist has active meaning.  
² This verb exists also as oi\mai.  

oi[comai  oijchvsomai wj/covmhn  ---  w[/cwka  --- 

TO BE GONE 

Irregularities :  ² Verb with perfect tense meaning, presented in the corresponding section.  
² Strong aorist.  

o[llumi  ojlw ̀  w[lesa  ---  ojlwvleka --- 

TO DESTROY 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future.  
² The middle aorist is strong: wjlovmhn.  
² Observe the Attic reduplication in the perfect.  
² This verb is almost always found in the compound form ajpovllumi.  

Construction :  ² In the middle voice, it means TO DIE.  It also has a second active perfect, (ajp)ovlwla  I AM FINISHED,  
     I AM DONE FOR:     • mw`n ojlwvlamen…   ARE WE DONE FOR? (Sophocles, Aiax).  

o[mnumi  ojmou`mai  w[mosa  wjmovqhn  ojmwvmoka ojmwvmomai 

TO SWEAR 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid and deponent future.  
² Observe the Attic reduplication in the perfect.  

Construction :  ² It is usually followed by h\ mhvn + infinitive (the tense of the infinitive will correspond to the temporal  
    relationship):  • o[mnumi h\ mh;n tou`to poihvsein   I SWEAR THAT I WILL DO THIS.  • o[mnumi h\ mh;n tou`to  

    poih`sai    I SWEAR THAT I HAVE DONE THIS.  

ojnivnhmi  ojnhvsw  w[nhsa  wjnhvqhn  ---  --- 

TO BENEFIT (in middle: TO TAKE PROFIT)  

Irregularities :  ² Observe the suffix -in- in the present stem, which is absent in the other tenses.  

oJravw  o[yomai  ei\don  w[fqhn  eJwvraka  ejwvramai 

TO SEE 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  
² The perfect (which can also be eJovraka) has two augments (syllabic and temporal) as reduplication.  
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ojfeivlw  ojfeilhvsw w[felon  ---  wjfeivlhka --- 

TO OWE 

Irregularities :  ² Future and perfect formed as if on the stem ojfeilevw.  
² Strong aorist, but it also has a weak aorist wjfeivlhsa.  

pavscw  peivsomai e[paqon  ---  pevponqa  --- 

TO SUFFER 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

pauvw  pauvsw  e[pausa  ejpauvsqhn pevpauka pevpausmai 

TO STOP 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the additional s in the passive aorist and in the perfect.  

Construction :  ² In the active, it is transitive and there may be a participle attached to the direct object:   
  • pauvw aujtou;~ macomevnou~   I MAKE THEM STOP FIGHTING.  
  ² In the middle voice, it is intransitive and it may rule either a genitive or a participle (in the  
  nominative):  • pauvomai th`~ mavch~  or  pauvomai macovmeno~    I STOP FIGHTING in both cases.  

peivqw  peivsw  e[peisa  ejpeivsqhn pevpeika  pevpeismai 

TO PERSUADE 

Irregularities :  ² The middle aorist is strong: ejpiqovmhn.  
² There is another perfect active pevpoiqa with the meaning TO TRUST.  

Construction :  ² In middle voice, it means TO OBEY and it rules a dative:  • oJ pai`~ tw`/ patri; peivqetai   THE CHILD OBEYS  
      HIS FATHER. Also the other perfect pevpoiqa rules a dative.  

pevmpw  pevmyw  e[pemya  ejpevmfqhn pevpomfa pevpemmai 

TO SEND 

Irregularities :  ² Perfect without kappa.  

petavnnumi petw`  ejpevtasa ejpetavsqhn ---  pevptamai 

TO SPREAD 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future contract in a: petw`, peta`/~, peta`/, etc.  

pevtomai  pthvsomai ejptovmhn  ---  ---  --- 

TO FLY 

Irregularities :  ² The future and aorist forms come in fact from the alternative verb  i{pthmi.  
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pivmplhmi plhvsw  e[plhsa  ejplhvsqhn pevplhka  pevplh(s)mai 

TO FILL 

Irregularities :  ² Reduplication in the present stem.  

pivmprhmi prhvsw  e[prhsa  ejprhvsqhn ---  pevprhmai 

TO BURN 

Irregularities :  ² Reduplication in the present stem.  
² This verb is almost always found in the compound form ejmpivmprhmi, with the same meaning.  

pivnw  pivomai  e[pion  ejpovqhn  pevpwka  pevpomai 

TO DRINK 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  
² Vocalic change in some tenses.  

pivptw  pesou`mai e[peson  ---  pevptwka --- 

TO FALL 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid and deponent future.  
² Strong aorist.  

Construction :  ² Its compounds are sometimes used as the passive forms of the corresponding compounds of bavllw:  
    • oJ dou`lo~ ejxeblhvqh ejk th`~ oijkiva~ uJpo; ejmou`  =  oJ dou`lo~ ejxevpesen ejk th`~ oijkiva~ uJpo; ejmou`    THE SLAVE  
        WAS THROWN OUT OF THE HOUSE BY ME.  Observe that the agent object uJpo; ejmou` is retained (case  
        similar to ajpoqnhv/skw etc.).  

plevw  pleuvsomai e[pleusa ---  pevpleuka --- 

TO SAIL 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future.  
² There is another future form, which is deponent and contract: pleusou`mai (this future with sigma  
     and contract at the same time is called a Doric future).  
² Stem changes to pleu- in tenses other than present.  

plhvttw  plhvxw  e[plhxa  ejplhvghn  pevplhga  pevplhgmai 

TO STRIKE 

Irregularities :  ² There is another passive aorist ejplavghn, but this is also without q.  
² Observe that the perfect active has a gamma, it is not the expected pevplhca.  

pnevw  pneuvsomai e[pneusa ---  pevpneuka --- 

TO BREATHE 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future.  
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pravttw  pravxw  e[praxa  ejpravcqhn pevpraca pevpragmai 

TO DO 

Irregularities :  ² There is another perfect, also without kappa, with the intransitive meaning TO FARE: pevpraga.  

Construction :  ² When this verb has the intransitive meaning TO FARE, it is usually followed or preceded by an adverb:  
• eu\ pevpraga. pw`~ pravttei~…    I HAVE FARED WELL. HOW ARE YOU DOING?  

punqavnomai peuvsomai ejpuqovmhn ---  ---  pevpusmai 

TO INQUIRE, TO LEARN 

Irregularities :  ² Stem change in future.  
² Strong aorist.  

Construction :  ² The person from whom we get the information may be accompanied by parav, but it is always found  
    in the genitive:  • peuvsomai pavnta (para;) tou` basilevw~     I WILL LEARN EVERYTHING FROM THE KING.  

rJevw  rJeuvsomai ejrruvhn  ---  ejrruvhka  --- 

TO FLOW 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future.  
² The aorist is a root aorist, but there is also a more regular aorist e[rreusa.  

rJhvgnumi  rJhvxw  e[rrhxa  ejrravghn  e[rrwga  e[rrhgmai 

TO BREAK 

Irregularities :  ² Verb almost always found in the compound katarrhvgnumi, with the same meaning.  
² Passive aorist without q.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

sbevnnumi sbevsw  e[sbhsa  ejsbevsqhn e[sbhka  e[sbesmai 

TO EXTINGUISH 

Irregularities :  ² There is a root aorist e[sbhn with intransitive meaning TO GO OUT, and the perfect active also has this  
     intransitive meaning.  

shmaivnw shmanw`  ejshvmhna ejshmavnqhn ---  seshvmasmai 

TO INDICATE 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  

skedavnnumi skedw ̀  ejskevdasa ejskedavsqhn ---  ejskevdasmai 

TO SCATTER, TO EXTEND 

Irregularities :  ² The future is alpha contract: skedw`, skeda`/~, skeda`/.  
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speivrw  sperw ̀  e[speira  ejspavrhn  ---  e[sparmai 

TO SOW 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Passive aorist without q.  

spevndw  speivsw  e[speisa  ---  e[speika  e[speismai 

TO POUR A LIBATION 

Irregularities :  ² Inclusion of an iota in tenses other than present.  

Construction :  ² In the middle voice it means TO MAKE AN AGREEMENT.  

stevllw  stelw ̀  e[steila  ejstavlhn  e[stalka  e[stalmai 

TO SEND 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Passive aorist without q.  

strevfw  strevyw  e[streya ejstravfhn ---  e[strammai 

TO TURN 

Irregularities :  ² Passive aorist without q.  

sfavllw  sfalw`  e[sfhla  ejsfavlhn  ---  e[sfalmai 

TO MAKE FALL 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Passive aorist without q.  

sw/vzw  swvsw  e[swsa  ejswvqhn  sevswka  sevswsmai 

TO SAVE 

Irregularities :  ² Observe the disappearance of the iota subscript in tenses other than present.  

teivnw  tenw ̀  e[teina  ejtavqhn  tevtaka  tevtamai 

TO EXTEND 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² There is also a future passive taqhvsomai.  

televw  telw ̀  ejtevlesa  ejtelevsqhn tetevleka tetevlesmai 

TO FINISH 

Irregularities :  ² The future is liquid, instead of the expected telhvsw (although televsw is also found), which in turn  
     makes it appear identical to the present.  
² Observe that the epsilon does not lengthen in the other tenses.  
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tevmnw  temw ̀  e[temon  ejtmhvqhn  tevtmhka  tevtmhmai 

TO CUT 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and strong aorist.  

tivqhmi  qhvsw  e[qhka  ejtevqhn  tevqhka  tevqeimai 

TO PLACE 

Irregularities :  ² Verb fully presented in the corresponding section.  
² Aorist with kappa (in singular).  
² The perfect passive is usually replaced by kei`mai.  

tivktw  tevxomai  e[tekon  ---  tevtoka  --- 

TO BRING FORTH, TO BEAR, TO BEGET 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  
² Vocalic changes from tense to tense.  

tivnw  teivsw  e[teisa  ejteivsqhn tevteika  tevteismai 

TO PAY 

Irregularities :  ² Stem tei- in tenses other than present.  

Construction :  ² In middle voice, it means TO PUNISH.  

titrwvskw trwvsw  e[trwsa  ejtrwvqhn  ---  tevtrwmai 

TO WOUND 

Irregularities :  ² Reduplication in present tense.  

trevpw  trevyw  e[treya  ejtrevfqhn tevtrofa  tevtrammai 

TO TURN 

Irregularities :  ² There is also a strong active aorist e[trapon, and the middle aorist (TO TURN YOURSELF, TO FLEE) would  
     be ejtrapovmhn.  
² There is also a strong passive aorist (i.e. without q), ejtravphn. Observe that its perfect active  
     coincides with that of trevfw.  

Construction :  ² In the middle voice it means  TO TURN YOURSELF, TO FLEE.  
² The strong passive aorist ejtravphn would have intransitive meaning only (TO TURN YOURSELF).  

trevfw  qrevyw  e[qreya  ejtravfhn  tevtrofa  tevqrammai 

TO NOURISH 

Irregularities :  ² Continuous alternation between q and t to avoid two consecutive aspirates.  
² Perfect without kappa.  
² Observe that its perfect active coincides with that of trevpw.  
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trevcw  dramou`mai e[dramon  ---  dedravmhka --- 

TO RUN 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent verb and liquid future.  

tugcavnw  teuvxomai e[tucon  ---  tetuvchka --- 

TO HAPPEN, TO HIT 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and on a modified stem.  
² Strong aorist.  

Construction :  ² Usually with a participle, as explained in the corresponding section. Nevertheless, it can be used on  
its own in the sense of  TO HIT, and the object will be in the genitive case:  • oJ toxovth~ tou` skovpou 

e[tucen   THE ARCHER HIT THE TARGET. In this use, its opposite would be lanqavnw, TO MISS, also using a 
genitive:  • oJ toxovth~ tou` skovpou e[laqen   THE ARCHER MISSED THE TARGET.  

uJpiscnevomai uJposchvsomai uJpescovmhn ---  ---  uJpevschmai 

TO PROMISE 

Irregularities :  ² Strong aorist.  

Construction :  ² Usually followed by a future infinitive.  

faivnw  fanw`  e[fhna  ejfavnhn  pevfhna  pevfasmai 

TO SHOW   (middle voice: TO APPEAR)  

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future.  
² The passive aorist ejfavnhn always has an intransitive meaning (TO APPEAR), and the same applies for 
the perfect active pevfhna. Nevertheless, the more regular forms for these two tenses exist: ejfavnqhn 

and pevfagka, but they retain the standard meaning of I WAS SHOWN and I HAVE SHOWN respectively.  

Construction :  ² Used in the middle voice, with a participle it states that the event is factual:  • oJ Swkravth~ faivnetai 

sofo;~ w[n   SOCRATES IS EVIDENTLY WISE, while with an infinitive it states the possibility:   
• oJ Swkravth~ faivnetai sofo;~ ei\nai    SOCRATES SEEMS TO BE WISE (but this may not be the case).  

fevrw  oi[sw  h[negka  hjnevcqhn  ejnhvnoca  ejnhvnegmai 

TO CARRY 

Irregularities :  ² It uses different stems in some tenses.  
² Liquid aorist although the stem is not liquid, but it also has a strong aorist h[negkon.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

Construction :  ² In middle voice it may mean TO WIN = TO TAKE FOR YOURSELF (a prize, for instance): 
• ajei; to; bevltiston a\qlon fevromai    I ALWAYS GET THE BEST PRIZE.   
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feuvgw  feuvxomai e[fugon  ---  pevfeuga  --- 

TO FLEE 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future and strong aorist.  
² Perfect without kappa.  

fhmiv  fhvsw  e[fhsa  ---  ---  --- 

TO SAY 

Irregularities :  ² Verb presented in the corresponding section.  
² The aorist is almost always replaced by the imperfect e[fhn.  

fqavnw  fqhvsomai e[fqasa  ---  e[fqaka  --- 

TO ANTICIPATE 

Irregularities :  ² Deponent future.  
² Observe the augment standing for reduplication in the perfect.  

Construction :  ² Usually with a participle, as explained in the corresponding section.  

fqeivrw  fqerw ̀  e[fqeira  ejfqavrhn  e[fqarka  e[fqarmai 

TO DESTROY 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future and aorist.  
² Passive aorist without q.  
² Augment standing for reduplication in the perfect.  

fobevomai fobhvsomai ---  ejfobhvqhn ---  pefovbhmai 

TO FEAR 

Irregularities :  ² The passive aorist and perfect have active meaning.  

Construction :  ² This verb exists also in the active form, fobevw, meaning TO FRIGHTEN, but this is not commonly used.  

fuvw  fuvsw  e[fusa  ---  pevfuka  --- 

TO PRODUCE 

Irregularities :  ² For the intransitive meaning, the aorist is the root aorist e[fun.  

Construction :  ² The perfect pevfuka is always intransitive with the present meaning I AM BY NATURE.  

caivrw  cairhvsw  ---  ejcavrhn  kecavrhka kecavrhmai 

TO REJOICE 

Irregularities :  ² Curiously, it does not have the expected liquid future.  
² Passive aorist without q, and moreover it has an active meaning.  
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cevw  cevw  e[cea  ejcuvqhn  kevcuka  kevcumai 

TO POUR 

Irregularities :  ² Liquid future instead of the expected chvsw, and contracting only the -ee- forms as monosyllabics do  
     (like plevw).  
² Liquid aorist.  
² Change of vowel in the other tenses.  

crhv  crhvsei  ---  ---  ---  --- 

TO BE NECESSARY 

Irregularities :  ² Impersonal verb, presented in the corresponding section.  
² It has two imperfects: crh`n and ejcrh`n.  
² In fact, crhv is a noun that means NEED, and the future and imperfect tenses are formed by  
     combining it with forms of eijmiv (for example, crh`n = crh; + h\n).  

wjqevw  w[sw  e[wsa  ejwvsqhn  ---  e[wsmai 

TO PUSH 

Irregularities :  ² -qe- removed in the future and aorist tenses, but present in passive aorist (where it becomes a sigma  
     for the effect of the following consonant).  

wjnevomai wjnhvsomai wjnhsavmhn ejwnhvqhn  ---  ejwvnhmai 

TO BUY 

Irregularities :  ² There is also an aorist ejwnhsavmhn.  
² The perfect also has an active meaning.  
² In the aorist tense it is commonly replaced by the aorist of privamai: ejpriavmhn. 
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h) Compound verbs 

1.		General	remarks		 [213]	

Greek verbs are frequently found in compound forms with prepositions. For instance: 

baivnw TO GO  +   the preposition    eij~  INTO  =    eijsbaivnw  TO ENTER 
baivnw TO GO  +   the preposition    ajnav  UP  =    ajnabaivnw  TO GO UP, TO CLIMB 
baivnw TO GO  +   the preposition    katav  DOWN  =    katabaivnw  TO GO DOWN, TO DESCEND 
bavllw TO THROW, TO PELT  +   the preposition    ejk  OUT OF  =    ejkbavllw  TO THROW OUT, TO EXPEL 

Take into account that sometimes the last letter of the preposition may undergo some changes depending on the first 
consonant of the verb. For instance, when the preposition suvn is compounded with the verb lambavnw, the resulting 
compound form is sullambavnw rather than the expected sunlambavnw. Furthermore, when the preposition suvn is 
combined with cevw, the compound produced is sugcevw. Of course, when an augment splits preposition and verb, the 
preposition reverts to its original spelling: sunevlabon, sunevceon. Practice will teach these changes.  

2.		Meaning	of	the	preposition		

The preposition does not always keep its original meaning. For instance, the preposition diav = THROUGH, but diabavllw = 
TO SLANDER. Sometimes the meaning can be interpreted, as in the case of the verb katapivnw = TO DRINK COMPLETELY, “down 
to the bottom”, but in other cases the meaning provided in the dictionary must be accepted. For example:  

ajpatavw  =  TO DECEIVE   ejxapatavw  =  TO DECEIVE COMPLETELY 

The preposition ejk commonly means OUT OF, but in some cases it conveys the sense of COMPLETELY or UTTERLY. Therefore 
prepositions may sometimes give the meaning of the compound verb a certain nuance that is very difficult to be deduced 
from the basic meaning of the preposition.  

Another example: 

e[cw = TO HAVE  parevcw = TO OFFER  ² Yet the preposition parav usually means AT THE SIDE.  

3.		With	or	without	preposition?		 [214]	

Greek language is indeed quite free in the choice of whether or not to use a prepositional prefix to lend a verb a 
particular nuance, so there can be some variation when translating into Greek. For instance, the sentence I GO INTO THE 

HOUSE could be translated in two ways: 
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• baivnw eij~ th;n oijkivan    or    • eijsbaivnw eij~ th;n oijkivan  
 
² Note that it is normal that the compound verb is followed by its own preposition (in the second option, eij~  
     appears twice: as prepositional prefix in the verb and as preposition on its own).  

4.		Regime	of	the	verb	

An important detail to note is that the regime of various compound verbs may sometimes be due to the preposition 
attached to them. For instance, if the preposition uJpevr, which is followed by a genitive, is compounded with mavcomai, 
the resulting verb, uJpermavcomai  TO FIGHT ON BEHALF OF, must be followed by a genitive:  

• oiJ stratiw`tai uJpermavcontai th`~ patrivdo~     THE SOLDIERS FIGHT ON BEHALF OF THEIR HOMELAND.  

² Note that in this case, the preposition is not repeated after the verb. Practice will teach these usages.  

But we can also find:  

• oiJ stratiw`tai mavcontai uJpe;r th`~ patrivdo~     (same meaning).  

Another example:  

The preposition suvn WITH must be followed by a dative, therefore verbs compounded with it usually rule a dative, such as 
sumpravttw TO COLLABORATE:  

• oiJ Qhbai`oi ouj sumpravttousi toi`~ ∆Aqhnaivoi~     THE THEBANS DO NOT COLLABORATE WITH THE ATHENIANS.  

5.		Main	compound	verbs		 [215]	

Here we offer a list of the most common compound verbs that a student will encounter in a text and is likely to need 
when reading or composing Greek, focusing especially on verbs that have a meaning which cannot be deduced easily 
from the preposition-verb combination. The regime of the verb is also provided when it is not as expected.  

Observations:  

a/ In some cases, although the verb exists in all of its forms, its impersonal use is more common, so we have introduced 
it as such.  

b/ Some verbs may have several translations. We have provided the most frequent one.  

c/ Some of these verbs can also be found in the section entitled Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms and in other parts of 
the book, according to which grammatical aspect is being considered. 
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q   With ajmfiv 

ajmfilevgw  TO DISPUTE 

q   With ajnav 

ajnagignwvskw  TO READ 
ajnavgomai  TO PUT OUT TO SEA  
  ² With ajnav meaning UPWARDS,  
       TOWARDS THE HORIZON. 
ajnavgw  TO TAKE TO SEA 
ajnairevw  TO DESTROY 
ajnamimnhv/skomai  TO REMEMBER 

ajnativqhmi  TO ERECT  
  ² For instance, a statue. 
ajnacwrevw  TO WITHDRAW 
ajnevcomai  TO BEAR, TO ENDURE (+ Gen.)  
ajnivstamai  TO STAND UP 
ajnoivgnumi  TO OPEN 

 

q   With  ajntiv 

ajnqivsthmi  TO PUT IN FRONT OF (+ Dat.)  
ajntevcw  TO HOLD AGAINST 
ajntilevgw  TO CONTRADICT 

ajntidivdwmi  TO GIVE IN EXCHANGE 
ajntipravttw  TO ACT IN OPPOSITION 

 

q   With ajpov 

ajpaitevw  TO DEMAND BACK 
ajpallavttomai  TO DEPART 
ajpantavw  TO ENCOUNTER (+ Dat.)  
ajparnevomai  TO DENY 
a[peimi  TO BE ABSENT 
ajpevcomai  TO RESTRAIN ONESELF FROM (+ Gen.)  
ajpevcw  TO BE DISTANT FROM  
  (+ Gen., with or without ajpov) 
ajpobaivnw  TO TURN OUT, TO HAPPEN  
  • tiv ajpevbh…    WHAT HAS HAPPENED? 
ajpobavllw  TO THROW AWAY 
ajpodeivknumi  TO DISPLAY 
ajpodhmevw  TO BE ABROAD 
ajpodivdomai  TO SELL 
ajpodivdwmi  TO GIVE BACK   

ajpoqnhv/skw  TO DIE 
ajpokrivnomai  TO ANSWER 
ajpokteivnw  TO KILL 
ajpovllumi  TO DESTROY 
ajpologevomai  TO SPEAK IN DEFENCE 
ajpostevllw  TO SEND OFF, TO DISPATCH 
ajposterevw  TO DEPRIVE OF  
ajfairevw  TO DEPRIVE OF 
ajfivhmi  TO LET GO 
ajfiknevomai  TO ARRIVE  
ajfivstamai  TO REVOLT FROM (+ Gen.) 
  ² This verb in active would mean 
TO MAKE SOMEBODY REVOLT FROM, but its use in middle 
voice (intransitive meaning) is much more frequent.  

q   With diav 

diabaivnw  TO CROSS 
diabavllw  TO SLANDER 
diavgw  TO PASS, TO SPEND TIME 
diadivdwmi  TO DISTRIBUTE 

diairevw  TO DIVIDE 
diakei`mai  TO FIND YOURSELF IN A GIVEN STATE  
  ² This verb is used as the  
       passive of diativqhmi.  
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dialevgomai  TO CONVERSE 
dianoevw  TO CONSIDER 
diapravttw  TO FINISH, TO ACCOMPLISH 
diatelevw  TO CONTINUE 
diativqhmi  TO PUT IN A GIVEN STATE 
diatrivbw  TO SPEND TIME 

diafevrw  TO DIFFER FROM (+ Gen.)  
diafqeivrw  TO DESTROY 
diexevrcomai  TO DESCRIBE, TO NARRATE 
dievrcomai  TO GO THROUGH 
dihgevomai   TO RELATE 

 

q   With eij~ 

eijsbaivnw  TO GO INTO, TO EMBARK eijsbavllw  TO INVADE (eij~ + Acc.) 

q   With ejk 

ejkbaivnw  TO GO OUT OF, TO DISEMBARK 
ejkdivdwmi  TO GIVE IN MARRIAGE 
ejkpivptw  TO FALL OUT  
  ² Special meanings:  
       TO BE EXPELLED, TO BE BANNED 

ejxapatavw  TO DECEIVE COMPLETELY 
ejxelauvnw  TO DRIVE OUT 
ejxevrcomai  TO GO OUT 
e[xesti  (impersonal) IT IS POSSIBLE 
ejxhgevomai   TO RELATE 

q   With ejn 

ejmpivmplhmi  TO FILL  
ejmpivmprhmi  TO SET FIRE TO (+ Dat.)  
ejmpivptw  TO FALL UPON, TO ATTACK (+ Dat.) 

e[nesti  (impersonal) IT IS POSSIBLE 
ejnqumevomai  TO CONSIDER (+ Gen.)  
ejnnoevw  TO CONSIDER 

q   With ejpiv 

ejpainevw  TO PRAISE 
ejpanevrcomai  TO COME BACK  
  ² Note that this is a compound verb  
       with two prepositions: ejpiv and ajnav.  
ejpevrcomai  TO ATTACK (+ Dat.)  
ejpibouleuvw  TO PLOT AGAINST (+ Dat.)  
ejpigivgnomai  TO FOLLOW  
  • tou`to ejpoivhsa th`/ ejpigignomevnh / hJmevra/     
     I DID THIS ON THE FOLLOWING DAY.  
ejpidhmevw  TO BE IN ONE’S COUNTRY 

 
ejpiqumevw  TO DESIRE STRONGLY 
ejpilanqavnomai  TO FORGET (+ Gen.) 
ejpimelevomai  TO TAKE CARE OF (+ Gen.)  
ejpistevllw  TO ISSUE INSTRUCTIONS TO (+ Dat.) 
ejpithdeuvw  TO PRACTISE 
ejpitivqemai  TO ATTACK (+ Dat.)  
ejpitrevpw  TO ENTRUST 
ejfivemai  TO DESIRE (+ Gen.)  
ejfivsthmi  TO PUT IN COMMAND OF (+ Dat.)  

q   With katav 

kaqairevw  TO DEMOLISH 
kaqeuvdw  TO SLEEP  
  ² In the course of time, it was forgotten that this is a compound verb. The Greeks ended up writing  
       the augment at the beginning: ejkavqeudon instead of kaqhu`don, but both forms can be found.  
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kaqh`mai  TO BE SEATED 
kaqivsthmi  TO APPOINT, TO PUT INTO A CERTAIN STATE 
  ² In middle voice (except in aorist, see the relevant section), this verb would mean TO BE APPOINTED,  
       TO BE PUT INTO A CERTAIN STATE.  
katagelavw  TO MOCK, LAUGH AT (+ Gen.)  
katagignwvskw  TO CONDEMN  
  ² The person condemned is put into the genitive, and the reason into the accusative:    
      • tou` stratiwvtou deilivan katagignwvskousin   THEY CONDEMN THE SOLDIER BECAUSE OF HIS COWARDICE.  

  ² The penalty would also be in the accusative:    
      • tou` stratiwvtou qavnaton katagignwvskousin  THEY CONDEMN THE SOLDIER TO DEATH.  

katakaivw  TO BURN DOWN 
katalambavnw  TO SEIZE, TO OVERTAKE 
kataleivpw  TO LEAVE BEHIND, TO ABANDON 

katastrevfw  TO SUBDUE 
katafronevw  TO DESPISE 
katevcw  TO RESTRAIN, TO CONTROL 

q   With metav 

metabavllw  TO CHANGE 
metadivdwmi  TO GIVE A SHARE of (+ Gen.)  
metamevlei  (impersonal)   TO REPENT  
  ² The person who is repenting would be in the Dat., and the reason in the Gen.:  
       • metamevlei moi th`~ kloph`~    I REPENT THE THEFT.  

metanoevw  TO MAKE UP ONE’S MIND 
metapevmpomai  TO SEND FOR 

metativqhmi  TO CHANGE 
metevcw  TO HAVE A SHARE IN (+ Gen.)  

q   With parav 

paradivdwmi  TO HAND OVER 
parainevw  TO EXHORT, TO ADVISE 
parakalevw  TO SUMMON 
paraskeuavzw  TO PREPARE 

pavreimi  TO BE PRESENT 
parevcw  TO PROVIDE 
paroxuvnw  TO INCITE, TO PROVOKE 

 

q   With periv 

perigivgnomai  TO SURVIVE, TO BE SUPERIOR periveimi  TO SURVIVE, TO BE SUPERIOR 

² Remember that givgnomai is commonly used to supply the forms that eijmiv does not have.  

q   With prov 

proairevomai  TO PREFER 
prodivdwmi  TO BETRAY 
proevrcomai  TO ADVANCE 

prooravw  TO FORESEE 
procwrevw  TO GO FORWARD 
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q   With prov~ 

prosbavllw  TO ATTACK (+ Dat.) 
prosdevcomai  TO ACCEPT, TO EXPECT 
prosdokavw  TO EXPECT 

prosdokei `  (impersonal) TO SEEM WELL MOREOVER  
  • tou`to prosdokei ̀moi     

      MOREOVER THIS SEEMS WELL TO ME.  

prosevcw  TO APPLY  
  ² Commonly used in the idiom  to;n nou`n prosevcw    TO PAY ATTENTION.  
proshvkei  (impersonal)   TO BE APPROPRIATE, TO INTEREST (+ Dat.) 
  • tou`to ouj proshvkei tw/` didaskavlw/    THIS IS NOT APPROPRIATE TO THE TEACHER.  

prospivptw  TO FALL UPON, TO ATTACK (+ Dat.)  
prospoievomai  TO PRETEND 

prostavttw  TO ASSIGN 
prostivqhmi  TO ADD 

q   With suvn 

suggignwvskw  TO FORGIVE  
  (+ Dat. of the person forgiven) 

suggravfw  TO COMPILE 
sullambavnw  TO APPREHEND 

sullevgw  TO GATHER, TO COLLECT  
  ² Although a compound of the verb levgw, the aorist of this verb is sunevlexa, not sunei\pon. The  
      same applies with respect to the other tenses: the irregular forms of levgw are not to be used.  

sumbaivnei  (impersonal)   TO HAPPEN, TO BE THERE 
sumbaivnw  TO COME TO TERMS WITH (+ Dat.)  
sumbouleuvw  TO DECIDE IN COUNCIL 
sumfevrei  (impersonal)   TO INTEREST,  
  TO BE OF ADVANTAGE TO (+ Dat.) 
  • tou`to ouj sumfevrei moi     

     THIS DOES NOT INTEREST ME.  

sundeipnevw  TO HAVE DINNER WITH 
sunevrcomai  TO GATHER, TO CELEBRATE A MEETING 
sunivhmi  TO UNDERSTAND 
suvnoida  TO SHARE IN KNOWLEDGE 
suntavttw  TO ARRANGE 
suntivqhmi  TO AGREE WITH (+ Dat.)  

q   With uJpevr 

uJperbaivnw  TO TRESPASS uJperoravw  TO LOOK DOWN ON, TO OVERLOOK 

q   With uJpov 

uJpakouvw  TO OBEY (+ Dat.)  
uJpavrcw  TO BE AVAILABLE 
uJpiscnevomai  TO PROMISE 

uJpolambavnw  TO ANSWER 
uJpopteuvw  TO SUSPECT 
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a) Use of cases 

1.		General	observations		 [216]	

In the section on syntactical functions we have already dealt with the basic ones and their distribution among cases; now 
we will try to examine further possibilities in the use of cases, but unfortunately, the repetition of the main functions is 
unavoidable.  

Nominative and vocative, whose uses are rather simple, do not have complicated subdivisions of functions, but the other 
three cases do, and the way of classifying their several uses is an open choice: we could list all of the possibilities one by 
one, we could group these possibilities into common areas and so create several subgroups, etc. But even for some 
functions it would be very relative to decide whether this function must go within this or that subgroup. We have 
grouped them in a simple way, avoiding unnecessary theory.  

A lot of times genitive and dative have functions very closely related to the ones presented here, so to simplify matters 
we have avoided presenting an excess of possibilities and we present only the big groups from which the other uses are 
derivations.  

2.		Nominative		 [217]	

a/ The most common use is as subject:  

• oJ a[nqrwpo~ kaqeuvdei  THE MAN IS SLEEPING.  
• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi hjpeivgonto  pro;~ to;n ∆Assivnaron potamovn  THE ATHENIANS HURRIED TOWARDS THE RIVER ASSINAROS  
   (THUCYDIDES, HISTORIAE).  

b/ The second most common use is the function of predicative object, usually with the verbs eijmiv TO BE, kaqivstamai TO 

BE APPOINTED, TO BECOME, TO FALL INTO A CERTAIN STATE, givgnomai TO BECOME, pevfuka TO BE BY NATURE, and similar ones:  

• oJ pai`~ ajgaqov~ ejstin      THE CHILD IS GOOD.  
• ”Ellhnev~ ejsmen      WE ARE GREEK MEN   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  
• oJ Dikaiovpoli~ strathgo;~ katevsth     DIKAIOPOLIS WAS APPOINTED GENERAL.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai oujdevpote deiloi ; pefuvkasin      THE SOLDIERS ARE NEVER COWARDLY BY NATURE.  
• hJ Davfnh basivleia genhvsetai      DAPHNE WILL BECOME QUEEN.  
• ajgwnoqevtai d∆ oiJ qeoiv eijsin      THE GODS ARE THE REFEREES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

c/ Sometimes we can find the nominative where we would expect a vocative:  

• w\ pai`~, deu`ro ejlqev     BOY, COME HERE!  

d/ And we will find it instead of the vocative in those pronouns that do not have vocative:  

• ou|to~, dia; tiv tou`to poiei`~…     YOU THERE, WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?  
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3.		Vocative		 [218]	

Usually preceded by the word w\, the function of the vocative is to address somebody directly (but see what is said on the 
nominative about it):  

• w\ pai`, deu`ro ejlqev     BOY, COME HERE!  
   ² But compare with the same example above: nominative instead of vocative.  
• w\ Swvkrate~, e[fh, ejgrhvgora~ h] kaqeuvdei~…     O SOCRATES, HE SAID, ARE YOU AWAKE OR ARE YOU SLEEPING?  
   (Plato, Protagoras).  

4.		Accusative		 [219]	

a)  Accusative direct object 

1/ Main function: 

The main function is that of direct object of a transitive verb:  

• oJ didavskalo~ tou;~ maqhta;~ oJra`/ THE TEACHER SEES THE STUDENTS.  
• tou;~ polemivou~ ouj filw`  I DO NOT LOVE THE ENEMY.  
• pevmpousin ou{tw th;n Salaminivan nau`n SO, THEY SEND THE SHIP “SALAMINIA”   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• ejnivote ta;~ sponda;~ ma`llon ejfobouvmhn h] nu`n to;n povlemon     SOMETIMES I FEARED THE TRUCE MORE THAN THE WAR NOW  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).   

2/ Double accusative:  [220] 

a/ Several verbs have a direct object, but some verbs, apart from a direct object, have also a predicative object, which 
could be considered the attribute of the direct one. Observe this sentence:     

I REGARD SOCRATES AS GOOD. 

SOCRATES is the direct object, it is what (or whom) I consider, but GOOD is what I consider him to be. The direct object 
would be in accusative, and the predicative must be in the same case as the object to which it refers:  

• nomivzw to;n Swkravth ajgaqovn     I REGARD SOCRATES AS GOOD.  

More examples:  

• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi to;n Perikleva strathgo;n ei{lonto            THE ATHENIANS ELECTED PERICLES GENERAL.  
• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi to;n Perikleva strathgo;n katevsthsan     THE ATHENIANS APPOINTED PERICLES GENERAL.  

Other verbs that use the same construction:  

kalevw   TO CALL SOMEBODY SOMETHING 
ojnomavzw   TO NAME SOMEBODY SOMETHING 
poievw   TO MAKE SOMEBODY SOMETHING (sad, for instance)  
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b/ Slightly related with this, some verbs have a direct object in the accusative and another object which would be 
indirect to us but which is expressed also in the accusative in Greek. For instance, with the verb TO TEACH:  

  I TEACH PHILOSOPHY TO THE CHILDREN.  

PHILOSOPHY is what I teach, and therefore will be in the accusative, but TO THE CHILDREN, which sounds to us to be an 
indirect object (and therefore we would have the tendency to express it in the dative), will in fact also be in the 
accusative:  

• didavskw filosofivan tou;~ pai`da~     I TEACH PHILOSOPHY TO THE CHILDREN.  

Other verbs that use the same construction:  

aijtevw   TO REQUEST SOMETHING FROM SOMEBODY 
ajnamimnhv/skw  TO REMIND SOMEBODY ABOUT SOMETHING 
ajfairevw   TO TAKE SOMETHING AWAY FROM SOMEBODY 
ejrwtavw   TO ASK SOMEBODY SOMETHING 
kruvptw   TO HIDE SOMETHING FROM SOMEBODY 
sterevw   TO DEPRIVE SOMEBODY OF SOMETHING 

• to;n fivlon bivblon aijtw`   I ASK MY FRIEND FOR A BOOK.  
• tou;~ polemivou~ ta; o{pla e[kruya  I HID THE WEAPONS FROM THE ENEMIES.  
• polla; ejrwthvmata to;n didavskalon oiJ maqhtai; ajei; ejrwtw`sin  THE DISCIPLES ALWAYS ASK MANY QUESTIONS  
   TO THE TEACHER.  

c/ Some judicial verbs have also two accusatives – one of the person being accused and one of the accusation itself:  

• oJ Periklh`~ gravfetai to;n ajdelfo;n grafhvn     PERICLES WRITES AN ACCUSATION AGAINST HIS BROTHER.   

b)  Circumstantial accusative  [221] 

Several uses come under this heading. The main ones are:  

1/ Accusative of extension: 

The time through which an action takes place is expressed in accusative, without any preposition. It is called accusative 
of extension in time. In English we could add DURING or FOR: 

• oiJ stratiw`tai ejpolevmoun pevnte hJmevra~ THE SOLDIERS FOUGHT (FOR) FIVE DAYS.  
• ejpi; de; ta; o{pla polloi; oujk h\lqon tauvthn th;n nuvkta DURING THAT NIGHT MANY DID NOT ATTEND TO THEIR  
   MILITARY DUTIES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Also the distance along which an action takes place is expressed in accusative, without any preposition. It is called 
accusative of extension in space: 

• oiJ pai`de~ ejbavdizon polla; stavdia THE CHILDREN WALKED MANY STADES.  
• hJ povli~ ajpevcei movnon tevttara stavdia THE CITY IS ONLY FOUR STADES AWAY.  
   ² The accusative is also used to express how far away something is.  
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 Note 

  Do not confuse a direct object with an accusative of extension (both will be in accusative without preposition):  
• oiJ stratiw`tai ta; o{pla (dir. ob.) polla; stavdia (acc. ext.) e[feron     THE SOLDIERS CARRIED THE WEAPONS MANY STADES.  

2/ Accusative of respect:  [222] 

Sometimes the accusative, instead of being the direct object of the verb, specifies with respect to what the action of the 
verb takes place. For instance:  

• ajlgw` th;n kefalhvn  I AM ILL “WITH RESPECT TO THE HEAD” = I HAVE A HEADACHE.  
• oJ Swkravth~ e[mpeiro~ h\n th;n oijkodomivan  SOCRATES WAS EXPERIENCED “WITH RESPECT TO CONSTRUCTION” = SOCRATES  
   WAS AN EXPERIENCED CONSTRUCTOR, SOCRATES WAS EXPERIENCED IN CONSTRUCTION, etc.  

In fact, the use of an infinitive after some adjectives is related with this, it is just the omission of the article tov:  

• oJ Periklh`~ deinov~ ejsti levgein kai; oiJ lovgoi aujtou` hJdei`~ eijsin ajkouvein   =   oJ Periklh`~ deinov~ ejsti to; levgein kai;  

   oiJ lovgoi aujtou` hJdei`~ eijsi to; ajkouvein     PERICLES IS CLEVER AT SPEAKING AND HIS WORDS ARE PLEASANT TO HEAR.  

Other examples of accusative of respect (in all of these examples, the article could be absent):   

• th;n fuvsin ajgaqov~ eijmi  I AM GOOD BY NATURE.  
• Spartiavth~ eijmi; to; gevno~  I AM SPARTAN BY BIRTH.  
• tuflo;~ tav t∆ w\ta tovn te nou`n tav t∆ o[mmat∆ ei\ YOU ARE BLIND IN YOUR EARS, IN YOUR MIND AND IN YOUR EYES  
   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus).  
• oJ Nei`lo~ pevnte stadivwn ejsti; to; eu\ro~ THE NILE IS FIVE STADES WIDE (“WITH RESPECT TO WIDTH”).  
   ²  Observe that the number is in genitive.  

3/ Adverbial accusative:  [223] 

The neuter accusative of some nouns and adjectives is sometimes used in an adverbial sense, and in fact all of these 
accusatives could be considered accusatives of respect:  

tou`ton to;n crovnon IN THIS TIME 
tou`ton to;n trovpon IN THIS WAY 
to; ejnantivon  ON THE OPPOSITE 
oujdevn   IN NO WAY, NOT AT ALL 
ta; a[lla   AS TO THE REST 

to; prw`ton   IN THE FIRST PLACE 
to; provteron  BEFORE 
tevlo~   FINALLY 
to; teleutai`on  FINALLY 
to; loipo;n (crovnon)  FOR THE REMAINING TIME 

4/ Exclamative accusative: 

Usually accompanied by the particles mav and nhv (sometimes mav may have a negative meaning):  

• nh; to;n Diva     BY ZEUS!  
•  kai; oJ Sovlwn Æma; DivaÆ ei\pen    AND SOLON SAID “NO, BY ZEUS!”   (Plutarch, Solon).  
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5.		Genitive		 [224]	

a)  Genitive of relation 

1/ Main function:  

The main function of the genitive is to indicate the relationship of possession:  

• oJrw` th;n tou` didaskavlou oijkivan  I SEE THE TEACHER’S HOUSE.  
• ajnivstatai kai; sugkalei` tou;~ Proxevnou prw`ton locavgou~ HE GETS UP AND FIRST OF ALL HE CALLS PROXENOS’ OFFICERS  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Position of the genitive:  

Usually, the possessive genitive is placed between the article and the noun (THE OF THE TEACHER HOUSE instead of THE 

HOUSE OF THE TEACHER), but the position of the genitive may also be outside the article + noun as long as the article is 
repeated in whichever form it is. Observe:  

• e[cw tou;~ tou` douvlou i{ppou~   =   e[cw tou;~ i{ppou~ tou;~ tou` douvlou     I HAVE THE SLAVE’S HORSES.  
• fevrw ejpistolh;n tw`/ tou` didaskavlou douvlw/   =   fevrw ejpistolh;n tw`/ douvlw/ tw`/ tou` didaskavlou     I CARRY A LETTER  
   FOR THE TEACHER’S SLAVE.  

Note: Observe that in these two last examples English uses only one article, but Greek will usually need two: one for the 
possessor and one for the genitive, as in fact THE SLAVE’S HORSES means THE HORSES OF THE SLAVE. So, even if this way of 
expressing possession in English may sound similar to the Greek way of putting the genitive in the middle, English skips 
an article that Greek must have.  

2/ Objective and subjective genitive:  [225] 

Let’s imagine this sentence: THE FEAR OF THE ENEMY. If the enemies feel fear, the genitive OF THE ENEMY is called the 
subjective genitive (because the enemy are the subject who fears), and the genitive is written as usual, between the 
article and the noun:  

• oJ tw`n polemivwn fovbo~   or   oJ fovbo~ oJ tw`n polemivwn 

But if it means somebody else’s fear towards the enemies, it is called the objective genitive (because the enemy are the 
object which somebody fears), and the genitive is written outside the group article + noun:  

• oJ fovbo~ tw`n polemivwn 

3/ Genitive of description: 

In some cases the genitive may indicate, with respect to another word, a relationship that English may translate by OF, as 
in the possessive genitive, but in fact it does not indicate a relationship of possession (the same happens in English, in 
fact):  

• oJdo;~ pevnte hJmerw`n A WAY OF FIVE DAYS (FIVE DAYS LONG) 
• a[nqrwpo~ pollh`~ sofiva~ A MAN OF MUCH WISDOM   
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b)  Circumstantial genitive  [226] 

1/ Partitive genitive: 

Obviously, it indicates the part out of a larger amount:  

• ojlivgoi me;n aujtw`n ... sivtou ejgeuvsanto     FEW OF THEM ... TASTED ANY FOOD   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
   ² sivtou is in fact also a partitive genitive: some verbs rule this case (see the corresponding chapter).  
• mikro;n u{pnou lacw;n ei\den o[nar     HAVING ACHIEVED TO SLEEP A LITTLE (“HAVING GOT A LITTLE OF SLEEP”), HE SAW A DREAM  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Concerning the rule of including the genitive between article and noun, let’s remember that this parenthetical 
construction is used when we wish to express possession, as in oiJ tou` didaskavlou pai`de~  THE TEACHER’S CHILDREN, but 
when we use the genitive to express a part of something (the so called partitive genitive), we do not put it into the 
middle but leave it “outside”, as in these examples:  

• oiJ ajgaqoi; tw`n ∆Aqhnaivwn tou;~ maqhta;~ didavskousin THE GOOD ONES OF THE ATHENIANS (THOSE OF THE ATHENIANS  
    WHO ARE GOOD) TEACH THE STUDENTS.  
• ejgw; ajei; sumbouleuvw toi`~ sofoi`~ tw`n summavcwn I ALWAYS CONSULT WITH THE WISE ONES OF THE ALLIES (WITH  
   THOSE OF THE ALLIES WHO ARE WISE).  

If, for instance, we had left the genitive “inside” in the last example, ejgw; ajei; sumbouleuvw toi`~ tw`n summavcwn sofoi`~, it 
would have meant … WITH THE WISE ONES THAT BELONG TO THE ALLIES, as if the wise ones were not part of them, but some 
property (prisoners, hired teachers, etc.), rather than … WITH THOSE OF THE ALLIES WHO ARE WISE.  

This construction is also common with numbers, when we want to say for instance FIVE OF THE SOLDIERS instead of FIVE 

SOLDIERS:  

• pevnte stratiw`tai     FIVE SOLDIERS      ≠      pevnte tw`n stratiwtw`n     FIVE OF THE SOLDIERS  (from a larger group).  

2/ Judicial genitive:   [227] 

Many judicial verbs compounded with the prepositional suffix kata- use the genitive for the person, creating in fact an 
effect contrary to what would be expected by an English speaker:  

• kathgorw` aujtou ̀fovnon I ACCUSE HIM OF MURDER.  
   ² Observe that HIM is in genitive, while OF MURDER is in accusative, in spite of the OF).  
• katagignwvskw aujtou ̀qavnaton I CONDEMN HIM TO DEATH (in this case, what is in genitive is the penalty).  
• oiJ d∆ ∆Aqhnai`oi ... katevgnwsan aujtou ̀te kai; tw`n met∆ ejkeivnou     AND THE ATHENIANS CONDEMNED HIM TO DEATH AND  
    THOSE WITH HIM   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

BUT: verbs not compounded with the suffix kata- behave in the expected way:  

• diwvkw aujto;n kloph`~     I PROSECUTE HIM (accusative) FOR THEFT (genitive).  
• zhmiw` aujto;n qanavtw/     I PUNISH HIM (accusative) WITH DEATH (dative).  
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3/ Exclamatory genitive: 

Either in positive or in negative sense, and usually preceeded by some exclamatory word:  

• feu` th`~ mwriva~  ALAS, WHAT STUPIDITY!  
• feu`, th`~ ajnoiva~  ALAS, WHAT FOOLISHNESS   (Sophocles, Electra).  
• w\ th`~ kalh`~ eJorth`~  WHAT A NICE FESTIVAL!  
• oi[moi th`~ kakh`~ tuch`~  WHAT BAD LUCK!  

4/ Genitive of price: 

It is used to express the value of something, in fact it can be considered a derivative use of the genitive of description:  

• bivblo~ pevnte dracmw`n      A BOOK OF FIVE DRACHMAS 

6.		Dative		 [228]	

a)  Dative indirect object 

1/ Main function: 

The main function of the dative is the role of indirect object:  

• ta;~ bivblou~ tw`/ Periklei ` divdwmi I GIVE THE BOOKS TO PERICLES.  
• ejgw; dev soi levgw, o{ti ... I TELL YOU THAT ...   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  
• ejpei; de; pavlin h\lqe, levgei th;n manteivan tw`/ Swkravtei     WHEN HE CAME BACK, HE TOLD THE PROPHECY TO SOCRATES  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).   

2/ Possessive dative: 

To express possession, apart from using the verb e[cw, there is another way. The sentence  

• oJ didavskalo~ pevnte bivblou~ e[cei     THE TEACHER HAS FIVE BOOKS 

can also be expressed using the verb eijmiv + dative. The possessed object becomes the subject of the sentence (and 
therefore it must be in nominative) and the possessor is put in dative:  

• tw`/ didaskavlw/ pevnte bivbloi eijsivn     THE TEACHER HAS FIVE BOOKS.  
   ² Literally it means   FOR THE TEACHER THERE ARE FIVE BOOKS.  
• ejn Troiva/ dev moi polloi; me;n ejcqroiv    IN TROY I HAVE MANY ENEMIES   (Sophocles, Aiax).       ² Verb eijmiv  elliptic.  

So, I HAD A HOUSE can be said in these two ways:  

• oijkivan ei\con    or      ejmoi ; oijkiva h\n.  

   ² With the second option meaning literally   FOR ME THERE WAS A HOUSE.  
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Another verb that can be used in this sense, with the same meaning, is uJpavrcei:  

• pollai; bivbloi uJpavrcousi toi`~ maqhtai`~     THE STUDENTS HAVE MANY BOOKS.  

Note: To translate a construction of possessive dative as if it were a genitive is a common mistake; the first Greek 
example could have been translated by mistake  THE FIVE BOOKS ARE THE TEACHER’S, which is not what is meant in the Greek 
sentence.  

3/ Dative of interest:  [229] 

It points out the person who is benefited by an action:  

• tou`tov soi ejpoivhsa     I HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU (for your benefit).  

As can be seen, the translation is practically equal to that of an indirect object.  

• diabebhkovsi de; aujtoi`~ pavlin faivnetai Miqradavth~     WHEN THEY HAD CROSSED (“TO THEM WHO HAD CROSSED”),  
   MITHRADATES APPEARED AGAIN   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

4/ Ethic dative:  

A derivation of the previous use: the person in dative is emotionally affected by the action of the verb, either positively 
or negatively:  

• oJ pathvr moi ajpevqanen     could be translated by     MY FATHER HAS DIED.  

but this moi emphasises the emotional involvement, in this case obviously negative, so a possible translation could be 
POOR ME, MY FATHER HAS DIED,   or   I HAVE BEEN LEFT WITHOUT FATHER.  

Another example:  

• oiJ polevmioi hJmi`n ajpelhluvqasin could be translated by     THE ENEMY HAS GONE.  

but to reflect the emotional involvement of this hJmi`n, in this case obviously positive, we could say for instance WE HAVE 

GOT RID OF THE ENEMY, THE ENEMY HAVE LEFT US IN PEACE.  

• ejpeidh; dev moi hJ mhvthr ejteleuvthsen, ...  WHEN MY MOTHER DIED, …   (Lysias, Death of Eratosthenes).  
• w\ duvsqeon mivshma, soi; movnh/ path;r tevqnhken… O IMPIOUS ONE, ARE YOU THE ONLY ONE WHO HAS LOST THE FATHER?  
   (Sophocles, Electra).  

b)  Circumstantial dative  [230] 

1/ Instrumental dative: 

It tells us the instrument with which some action is performed:  

• gravfw kalavmw /      I WRITE WITH A PEN.  
• oJ Swkravth~ lovgoi~ didavskei      SOCRATES TEACHES WITH (BY MEANS OF) WORDS.  
• ejshvmhne toi`~ ”Ellhsi th`/ savlpiggi      HE GAVE A SIGNAL TO THE GREEKS WITH THE TRUMPET   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• w/jkodovmhto de; plivnqoi~ kerameai`~      IT HAD BEEN BUILT WITH CLAY BRICKS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
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As can be seen, the preposition WITH is not used in Greek if it means the instrument with which we do something, but if 
WITH means company we will use metav + genitive or suvn + dative :   

• oijkw` ejn th`/ oijkiva/ su;n toi`~ fivloi~ / meta; tw`n fivlwn     I LIVE IN THE HOUSE WITH MY FRIENDS.  

BUT: Some verbs use the dative directly without any preposition to mean company:  

• ajmfisbhtw` toi`~ didaskavloi~      I DISCUSS WITH THE TEACHERS.  
• dialegovmeqa toi`~ polivtai~      WE CONVERSE WITH THE CITIZENS.  
• ejxhlavsamen pa`si toi`~ stratiwvtai~      WE ADVANCED WITH ALL OF THE SOLDIERS.  

2/ Causal dative: 

There are several ways of expressing cause in Greek, and one of them is by means of the dative:  

• fovbw / tou`to ejpoivhsa  I DID THIS BECAUSE OF FEAR.  
• polloi; th`/ novsw/ th;n povlin kataleivpousin MANY ARE LEAVING THE CITY BECAUSE OF THE ILLNESS.  

3/ Agent dative:  [231] 

In the passive voice, the agent object, the person by whom an action is performed (THE BOOK WAS WRITTEN BY THE POET), is 
expressed in Greek by the preposition uJpov + genitive :  

• hJ bivblo~ ejgravfh uJpo; tou` poihtou ̀    THE BOOK WAS WRITTEN BY THE POET.  

Nevertheless, if what causes the action is not a person, the dative is used, in its instrumental sense, but if it is personified 
then uJpov with the genitive may be used:  

• hJ gevfura th`/ quevllh/ diefqavrh      THE BRIDGE WAS DESTROYED BY THE STORM.  
• oJ ejmo;~ bivo~ diafqeivretai uJpo; tou` fqovnou      MY LIFE IS BEING DESTROYED BY ENVY.  

If the perfect and pluperfect tenses are used, the agent is in the dative without a preposition, even if it is a person: 

• hJ bivblo~ gevgraptai tw`/ poihth`/  THE BOOK HAS BEEN WRITTEN BY THE POET.  
• polloi; polevmioi ejmoi; beblammevnoi eijsivn  MANY ENEMIES HAVE BEEN WOUNDED BY ME.  
• tau`ta toivnun a{panta pevpraktai toi`~ ejmoi`~ yhfivsmasi  ALL OF THIS HAS BEEN DONE BY MY DECREES  
   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

But if there is any possibility of confusion, like in 

• tou`to ejmoi; pepoivhtai either  THIS HAS BEEN DONE FOR ME  (dative of indirect object)  
     or  THIS HAS BEEN DONE BY ME  (agent dative)  

then we can keep the usual system of uJpov + genitive  even if the main verb is a perfect:  

• tou`to uJpo; ejmou ` pepoivhtai     THIS HAS BEEN DONE BY ME.  
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4/ Adverbial dative:  [232] 

As happens with the accusative, some datives have become fixed expressions:   

ijdiva/ kai; dhmosiva/  PRIVATELY AND PUBLICLY ² These two adjectives/adverbs can be found also separately.  
biva/   BY FORCE ² This could almost be considered an instrumental dative. 
tw`/ o[nti   IN FACT 
pollw`/ u{steron  MUCH LATER ² LATER BY MUCH: this pollw`/ is also called dative of intensity.  
tw`/ e[rgw/   IN FACT 
divkh/   WITH JUSTICE ² This could be considered an instrumental dative.  
koinh`/   IN COMMON 
pezh`/   ON FOOT 

5/ Dative of manner: 

It expresses the way in which something happens:  

• pollw`/ qoruvbw/ eij~ th;n oijkivan eijsh`lqon  THEY WENT INTO THE HOUSE WITH MUCH UPROAR.  
• levgw s∆ ejgw; dovlw/ Filokthvthn labei`n  I TELL YOU TO GET PHILOCTETES THROUGH DECEIT   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  
• tauvthn basileu;~ Persw`n ... oujdeni; trovpw/ ejduvnato eJlei`n     THE KING OF THE PERSIANS COULD NOT TAKE IT IN ANY WAY  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

6/ Dative of reference:  [233] 

It indicates the person with respect to whom an assessment makes sense:  

• oJ Periklh`~ toi`~ polivtai~ ajgaqo;~ a[rcwn ejstivn     PERICLES IS A GOOD RULER, ACCORDING TO THE CITIZENS’ OPINION.  
   ² It could be argued that toi`~ polivtai~ is a dative of interest: PERICLES IS A GOOD RULER FOR THE CITIZENS.  
• ouj gavr tiv moi Zeu;~ h\n oJ khruvxa~ tavde     FOR ME, THE ONE WHO MADE THIS ANNOUNCEMENT WAS NOT ZEUS  
   (Sophocles, Antigone).  

It may also indicate some aspect with respect to which an assessment is made:  

• ∆Apollwnivdh~ ti~ h\n boiwtiavzwn th`/ fwnh`/     THERE WAS A CERTAIN APOLLONIDES WHO TALKED IN BOEOTIAN  
   (... “USING BOEOTIAN WITH RESPECT TO THE LANGUAGE”)   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

7/ Dative of measure or intensity: 

The degree of difference (usually after a comparative or a superlative) is expressed by means of the dative:  

• oJ Swkravth~ pollw`/ sofwvterov~ ejstin SOCRATES IS MUCH WISER (... “WISER BY MUCH”).  
• ou|to~ sofwvtatov~ ejsti pollw`/ THIS ONE IS THE WISEST ONE BY FAR.  
• oJ Swkravth~ tosouvtw/ sofwvterov~ ejstin w{ste oujdei;~ aujto;n nika`/     SOCRATES IS SO MUCH WISER THAT NOBODY DEFEATS HIM  
   (... “WISER BY SO MUCH THAT...”).  

It can be used with adverbs, but also in a comparative sense:  

• tosouvtw/ crovnw/ u{steron    SO LONG AFTER       ² Moreover, here it is accompanying a noun. 
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b) Prepositions 

1.		General	observations		 [234]	

In Greek, cases alone cannot convey certain meanings, and so some phrases must be constructed with prepositions. The 
cases that are used with prepositions are accusative, genitive and dative. Some prepositions take multiple cases, and the 
meaning is different according to which one they use. Furthermore, a preposition may have more than one meaning for 
each case. For instance, the preposition uJpevr, when used with a genitive, may mean both ABOVE and ON BEHALF OF. The 
context will make this clear.  

Note: When using prepositions of more than two syllables, it is frequently positioned after the word it rules; however, 
this causes the accent to shift backwards:  

• ... tou`de pravgmato~ pevri     …CONCERNING THIS MATTER   (Sophocles, Ajax). 
   ² Instead of peri ; tou`de (tou`) pravgmato~.  

2.		Prepositions	of	one	case	

a)  Prepositions  ajnav  and  eij~  [235] 

These two prepositions can only be followed by the accusative case.  

q   ajnav  

Its basic meaning is UPWARDS:  

• ajna ; th;n oJdo;n baivnomen WE GO UP THE ROAD.  
• touvtou~ de; e[fasan oijkei`n ajna ; ta; o[rh THEY SAID THAT THESE PEOPLE LIVED UP THE MOUNTAIN   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

But it may also have the temporal meaning  of DURING:  

• ajna; pa`san th;n nuvkta     DURING THE WHOLE NIGHT 

³ Some idioms:  

• ajna; povlin  THROUGH THE CITY (meaning SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE CITY) 
• ajna; kravto~  WITH ALL OF ONE’S STRENGTH 
• ajna; rJou`n   AGAINST THE STREAM 

q   eij~  [236] 

Its basic meaning is INTO:  

• eij~ th;n oijkivan h\lqen HE WENT INTO THE HOUSE.  
• eij~ th;n qavlattan katedivwkon tou;~ polemivou~ I PURSUED THE ENEMY INTO THE SEA   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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But it may also have the temporal and figurative meaning of AROUND:  

• eij~ nuvkta       AROUND NIGHT  • eij~ penthvkonta      AROUND FIFTY 

Or just TOWARDS:  

• kai; a{ma eij~ to;n ÔIppivan ajpevbleyen   AND AT THE SAME TIME HE DEVIATED HIS EYES TOWARDS HIPPIAS   (Plato, Protagoras).  

³ Some idioms:  

• eij~ kenovn  IN VAIN 
• eij~ ”Aidou  INTO HADES (elision of th;n oijkivan)  
• eij~ aji?dion  FOREVER 
• eij~ fovbon  IN ORDER TO PRODUCE FEAR 
• e[to~ eij~ e[to~  YEAR AFTER YEAR 

• eij~ tevlo~   AT THE END 
• eij~ duvnamin   ACCORDING TO ONE’S CAPABILITIES 
• eij~ hJma`~   IN OUR TIME 
• oujk eij~ makravn  SOON 

b)  Prepositions  ajntiv,  ajpov,  ejk,  prov  [237] 

These four prepositions can only be followed by the genitive case.  

q    ajntiv 

It has two basic meanings; INSTEAD OF and IN FRONT OF (note that, despite what it may seem at first, it does not mean 
AGAINST):  

• ajnti; tou` patro;~ h\lqon ejgwv  I HAVE COME INSTEAD OF MY FATHER.  
• oJ strathgo;~ ajntiv mou e[sth  THE GENERAL STOOD IN FRONT OF ME.  
• ajei; kataleivpei e{teron nevon ajnti; tou` palaiou `     IT ALWAYS LEAVES BEHIND SOMETHING ELSE NEW IN PLACE OF THE OLD  
   (Plato, Symposium).  

³ An idiom: 

• ajnti; ou|…     WHY?  

q    ajpov  [238] 

Its basic meaning is FROM, AWAY FROM, both in local and temporal meaning:  

• ajpo; th`~ oijkiva~ ajpobaivnw  I MOVE AWAY FROM THE HOUSE.  
• ajpo; ejkeivnou tou` e[tou~  FROM THAT YEAR ON  
• ajph`lqen eij~ “Efeson, h} ajpevcei ajpo; Savrdewn triw`n hJmerw`n oJdovn     HE DEPARTED TO EPHESUS, WHICH IS A THREE-DAY  
   JOURNEY AWAY FROM SARDIS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

³ Some idioms: 

• oiJ ajpo; Periklevou~  PERICLES’ DESCENDANTS  
• oiJ ajpo; ai{mato~  THE RELATIVES 
• ajpo; ajlhqeiva~  TRULY, REALLY 

• ajpo; touvtou  BECAUSE OF THIS 
• ajpo; deivpnou  AFTER DINNER 
• ajpo; i{ppou  ON HORSEBACK 
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• ajpo; spoudh`~  IN EARNEST 
• ajpo; tou` i[sou  ON EQUAL TERMS 
• ajpo; tou` profanou`~  OPENLY 
• ajpo; tou` aujtomavtou  SPONTANEOUSLY 
• ajpo; tou` fronivmou  PRUDENTLY 

• ajpo; rJuth`ro~  WITH LOOSE REIN 
• ajpo; a[rti  SINCE RECENTLY 
• ajpo; ejmautou`  MOTU PROPRIO 
• ajpo; sumbavsew~  ON AGREEMENT 

 

q    ejk (ejx)  [239] 

Its basic meaning is OUT OF and FROM:  

• ejk th`~ oijkiva~ ejkbaivnw I AM GOING OUT OF THE HOUSE.  
• ejx ajrch`~  FROM THE BEGINNING 
• e[fugen ejk Spavrth~ HE FLED FROM SPARTA   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ejk tw`n de; prwvtwn a[rxomai levgein I WILL BEGIN TO EXPLAIN FROM THE BEGINNING   (Euripides, Medea).  

³ Some idioms: 

• ejk touvtwn  BECAUSE OF THESE THINGS 
• ejx ajgcimovlou  FROM NEARBY 
• ejk tou` ajkinduvnou  OUT OF DANGER 
• ejx ajkoh`~   BY HEARSAY 
• ejx ajprosdokhvtou  UNEXPECTEDLY 
• ejk tou` ajfanou`~  SECRETLY 
• ejk biva~   BY FORCE 
• ejx ajnavgkh~  BY FORCE 
• ejk paidov~  FROM CHILDHOOD 
• ejk dhmosivou  AT PUBLIC EXPENSE 
• ejk tou` dikaivou  WITH JUSTICE 
• ejk tou`   FROM THEN 

• ejk tou` ajdivkou   UNJUSTLY 
• ejk ceirov~   AT CLOSE QUARTERS 
• kako;~ ejk kakou`  DISGRACE AFTER DISGRACE 
• ejk tw`n ejndecomevnwn  ACCORDING TO THE POSSIBILITIES 
• ejk tw`n ejnovntwn  ACCORDING TO THE POSSIBILITIES 
• ejk tw`n oJmologevwn  ACCORDING TO THE AGREEMENTS 
• ejx ejpiboulh `~   WITH PREMEDITATION 
• ejk tou` ajdivkou   UNJUSTLY 
• ejx i[sou   ON EQUAL TERMS 
• ejx oujdeno;~ lovgou  WITHOUT ANY REASON 
• ejx ajevlptou   SUDDENLY 
• ejk sunqevtou   ACCORDING TO THE TREATY 

q    pro v  [240] 

Its basic meaning is BEFORE, IN FRONT OF:  

• pro; th`~ povlew~ BEFORE THE CITY, IN FRONT OF THE CITY 
• pro; th`~ ejkklhsiva~ BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY        ² Both temporal and local meaning.  
• tovte me;n katevfugen eij~ Ai[ginan mikro;n pro; hJlivou dusmwǹ     THEN HE FLED TO AEGINA A LITTLE BEFORE SUNSET  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• a{ma th`/ hJmevra/ ejquveto me;n pro ; tou` strateuvmato~     AT DAYBREAK HE MADE A SACRIFICE IN FRONT OF THE ARMY  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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c)  Prepositions  ejn  and  suvn  [241] 

Both must be followed by a dative.  

q    ejn  

Its basic meaning is IN, AMONG:  

• ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oijkw`  I LIVE IN ATHENS.  
• ejn ejkeivnw/ tw`/ e[tei  IN THAT YEAR 
• o{tan ti levgw ejn th`/ ejkklhsiva /...  WHENEVER I SAY SOMETHING IN THE ASSEMBLY...   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
• povterovn ejstin oijkei`n a[meinon ejn polivtai~ crhstoi`~ h] ponhroi`~…     IS IT BETTER TO LIVE AMONG HONEST CITIZENS  
   OR WICKED ONES?   (Plato, Apologia).  

³ Some idioms:  

• ejn touvtw/   IN THE MEANTIME, MEANWHILE 
• ejn ”Aidou  IN HADES (elision of th`/ oijkiva/) 
• ejn ajkinduvnw/  OUT OF DANGER 
• ejn bracutavtw/  IN VERY FEW WORDS 
• ejn tw`/ ejmfanei`  PUBLICLY 

• ejn tw`/ fanerw`/  PUBLICLY 
• ejn kenoi`~  IN VAIN 
• ejn tw`/ parovnti  IN THE PRESENT MOMENT 
• oiJ ejn tevlei  THE GOVERNMENT 
• ejn hJsuvcw/  CALMLY  

q    suvn  [242] 

Its basic meaning is WITH:  

• su;n toi`~ fivloi~ paivzw      I PLAY WITH MY FRIENDS.  
• Qrasuvboulo~ de; su;n triavkonta nausi;n ejpi; Qra/vkh~ w[/ceto  THRASYBULOS DEPARTED TO THRACIA WITH THIRTY SHIPS  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

In fact this preposition is not used very often. The most normal way in which to express WITH, in the sense of in the 
company of, is to use metav + genitive.  

³ Some idioms:  

• su;n toi`~ qeoi`~     WITH THE GODS’ HELP  • su;n ajfanei` lovgw/     FOR SOME STRANGE REASON 

3.		Prepositions	of	two	cases	

The prepositions diav, katav, metav, uJpevr can be followed either by an accusative or by a genitive.  [243] 

q    diav 

a/ With an accusative, it means BECAUSE OF:  

• tou`to poiw` dia; th;n hJmetevran filivan  I AM DOING THIS BECAUSE OF OUR FRIENDSHIP.  
• Foinivkh de; kai; Suriva dia; to;n povlemon ajnavstatoi gegovnasin PHOENICIA AND SYRIA HAVE BEEN DEVASTATED  
   BECAUSE OF THE WAR   (Isocrates, Panegyricus).  
• ejn peniva/ muriva/ eijmi; dia; th;n tou` qeou` latreivan  I AM IN TOTAL POVERTY BECAUSE OF SERVING THE GOD  
   (Plato, Apologia).  
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b/ With a genitive, it means THROUGH:  

• dia; th`~ povlew~ trevcousin oiJ pai`de~  THE CHILDREN RUN THROUGH THE CITY.  
• pezh`/ ejporeuveto dia; th`~ cwvra~      HE ADVANCED THROUGH THE COUNTRY ON FOOT   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

³ Some idioms: (all of these with genitive) 

• dia; crovnou  IN THE COURSE OF TIME 
• dia; ojlivgou  SOON 
• ouj dia; makrou `  IN A SHORT TIME 
• dia; bracevw~  IN A SHORT TIME 
• dia; bracevwn  IN A FEW WORDS 
• dia; bracutavtwn  IN VERY FEW WORDS 
• dia; pantov~  ALWAYS 
• dia; pleivstou  FROM LONG AGO 

• dia; ajkribeiva~  WITH EXACTITUDE 
• dia; kefalaivwn  IN SUMMARY 
• dia; ojrgh`~  ANGRILY 
• dia; tacevwn  QUICKLY 
• dia; ejlacivstou  IN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME 
• dia; kenh`~  IN VAIN 
• dia; makrw`n  FOR A LONG TIME 

q    katav  [244] 

This preposition is considered to be the opposite of ajnav, as its basic meaning is DOWNWARDS, but there are many different 
idiomatic expressions that use this preposition (moreover ajnav rules one case, whereas katav rules two).  

a/ With an accusative, it means DOWNWARDS:  

• kata; th;n oJdo;n baivnomen     WE ARE GOING DOWN THE ROAD.  

It may also mean UP AND DOWN in the sense of AROUND. For example:  

• trevcomen kata; th;n povlin     WE ARE RUNNING UP AND DOWN THE CITY.  
• ejn toiouvtoi~ lovgoi~ genovmenoi kata; th;n oJdo;n ajfikovmeqa pro;~ th;n oijkivan     ENTANGLED IN SUCH CONVERSATION  
   ON OUR WAY, WE ARRIVED AT THE HOUSE   (Plutarch, Septem Sapientium Convivium).  

b/ With a genitive it may mean UNDER/BELOW or AGAINST:  

• oiJ ajpoqanovnte~ kata; th`~ gh`~ oijkou`sin  THOSE WHO HAVE DIED GO BELOW THE EARTH.  
• kata; tw`n polemivwn levgw  I AM SPEAKING AGAINST THE ENEMY.  
• lovgou~ uJperhfavnou~ oJ Sertwvrio~ kata; tou` Pomphi?ou dievspeire SERTORIUS UTTERED SOME ARROGANT SPEECHES  
   AGAINST POMPEY   (Plutarch, Pompeius).  

³ Some idioms:  

• kata; tou;~ novmou~  ACCORDING TO THE LAWS 
• kata; ai\san  FAIRLY, JUSTLY 
• kata; qevrou~ ajkmhvn  UNDER THE HEAT  
   OF THE SUMMER 
• kata; divkhn  WITH JUSTICE 

• kata; duvnamin  IN THE POSSIBLE MEASURE 
• kata; to; dunatovn  IN THE POSSIBLE MEASURE 
• kata; uJperbolhvn  EXCESSIVELY 
• kata; ejphvreian  IMPOLITELY 
• kata; gh`n   BY LAND 
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• kata; qavlattan  BY SEA 
• kata; hJsucivan  CALMLY  
• kata; tavco~  QUICKLY 
• kata; pevnte  IN GROUPS OF FIVE 
• kata; ejmautovn  MY WAY 
• kata; hJmevran EVERY DAY 
   ² Usually kaq∆ hJmevran 

• kata; suntucivan  BY CHANCE 
• kata; nou`n ejmoiv  AGREEING WITH MY DESIRES 
• kata; uJperbolhvn  EXCESSIVELY 
• wJ~ kata; o[mmata  FROM WHAT ONE CAN SEE 
• kata; ejkei`non to;n crovnon  DURING THAT PERIOD  
• kata; a[kra~ (gen. sing.) COMPLETELY, FROM HEAD TO TOE 

• au{th hJ ajpovkrisi~ ouj kata; nou`n ejmoiv ejstin     THIS ANSWER DOES NOT SATISFY ME / IS NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH MY DESIRE.  

q    metav  [245] 

a/ With an accusative, it means AFTER:  

• meta; tau`ta  AFTER THESE THINGS 
• meta; th;n mavchn e[sthsan trovpaion  AFTER THE BATTLE THEY ERECTED A TROPHY   (Plutarch, Timoleon).  

b/ With a genitive, it means WITH:  

• meta; tw`n qew`n oijkou`sin o{ te ”Ektwr kai; oJ ∆Acilleuv~  HECTOR AND ACHILLES LIVE AMONG THE GODS.  
• hJ/revqh katavskopo~ aujto;~ meta; Qeagevnou~ uJpo; ∆Aqhnaivwn HE HIMSELF WAS CHOSEN INSPECTOR BY THE ATHENIANS,  
   WITH THEAGENES   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• ajpevpleon meta; th`~ Salaminiva~ ejk th`~ Sikeliva~  THEY SAILED FROM SICILY WITH THE SALAMINIA [name of  
   a ship]    (Thucydides, Historiae).  

³ Some idioms:  

• meta; ajlhqeiva~    TRULY, REALLY              • meta; ojlivgon    SOON                  • meta; lovgou    WITH REASON 

q    uJpevr  [246] 

a/ With an accusative, it means FURTHER AWAY THAN, BEYOND:  

• ejkei`noi oiJ a[nqrwpoi oijkou`sin uJpe;r to;n povtamon THOSE MEN LIVE BEYOND THE RIVER.  
• eijsi; de; dh`mo~ uJpe;r to;n Tagwvnion potamovn THESE ARE A PEOPLE BEYOND THE RIVER TAGUS  (Plutarch, Sertorius).  

b/ With a genitive, it may mean ABOVE or ON BEHALF OF:  

• oiJ qeoi; uJpe;r tw`n ajnqrwvpwn eijsivn GODS ARE ABOVE MEN.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai uJpe;r th`~ patrivdo~ mavcontai THE SOLDIERS FIGHT ON BEHALF OF THEIR MOTHERLAND.  
• nu`n h{kw para; sev, i{na uJpe;r ejmou` dialecqh`/~ aujtw`/ NOW I COME TO YOU IN ORDER THAT YOU TALK TO HIM IN MY FAVOUR  
   (Plato, Protagoras).  
• tauvthn d∆ au\ th;n hJmevran hujlivsqhsan ejn tai`~ kwvmai~ tai`~ uJpe;r tou` pedivou     THAT DAY THEY SLEPT IN THE VILLAGES  
   WHICH WERE ABOVE THE PLAIN   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

³  An idiom:  

• uJpe;r duvnamin     BEYOND ONE’S FORCES 
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4.		Prepositions	of	three	cases	

The prepositions ajmfiv, ejpiv, parav, periv, prov~, uJpov can be followed by the accusative, genitive or dative cases.  [247] 

q    ajmfiv 

This has the same meaning as periv (see below).  

q    ejpiv 

This preposition is one of the most complex, as it is used in a lot of idiomatic expressions.  

a/ With the accusative and with verbs of movement it may mean ONTO and TOWARDS, but with verbs of attacking and 
similar it means AGAINST:  

• oJ pai`~ ejpi; th;n travpezan ajnevbainen THE CHILD CLIMBED ONTO THE TABLE (“WENT UP ONTO THE TABLE”).  
• plevomen ejpi; th;n ∆Epivdamnon WE ARE SAILING TO EPIDAMNOS.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai ejpi; tou;~ polemivou~ ejxevbhsan THE SOLDIERS WENT OUT AGAINST THE ENEMY.  

b/ With the genitive and with verbs that do not convey movement, it may mean ON (meaning with contact ):  

• ta; crhvmata ejpi; th`~ trapevzh~ kei`tai     THE MONEY IS ON THE TABLE.  

Observe the difference:  

• tav crhvmata ejpi; th;n travpezan katevlipon     I LEFT THE MONEY ON THE TABLE.  
   ² In this case, we have used the accusative because the verb implies movement.  

It may also have a meaning of SOMEWHERE IN THE AREA OF (note that this meaning is similar to that of a partitive genitive):  

• ej~ ta; ejpi; Qrav/kh~ cwriva bohvqeian h\gon     THEY BROUGHT HELP TO THEIR POSITIONS AROUND THRACIA  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

Furthermore, it may mean DURING THE TIME OF and TOWARDS (especially with names of islands):  

• ejpi; tou` Periklevou~ IN THE TIME OF PERICLES 
• ejpi; th`~ Krhvth~ plevomen WE SAIL TOWARDS CRETE          ² Very frequent use with names of islands.  

c/ With the dative case, the main meaning is ON, OVER (English usage may prefer IN, BY or AT to reflect this geographical 
sense):  

• povlin ejpi; th`/ qalavtth/ keimevnhn ei[domen     WE SAW A CITY THAT LIES BY THE SEA.  
• oJ de; Kallikravtida~ ... ejdeipnopoiei`to th`~ Levsbou ejpi; th`/ Maleva/ a[kra/      AND CALLICRATIDAS ... TOOK DINNER AT  
   CAPE MALEA, IN LESBOS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

³ This preposition has copious meanings, many of which are purely idiomatic and so must be learnt by practice. Some of 
the most frequent ones are:  
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with accusative 

• ejpi; makrovn  FAR AWAY  

• o{son ejpi; makrovtaton  AS FAR AWAY AS POSSIBLE 
• wJ~ ejpi; to; poluv  MOST OF THE TIMES 
• ejpi; ajgcivmolon  NEAR 

• ejpi; poluv  TO A GREAT EXTENT  
• ejpi; dovru TO THE RIGHT (“TO THE SPEAR”) 
• ejpi; ajspivda  TO THE LEFT (“TO THE SHIELD”) 
• ejpi; to; plei`ston FOR THE MOST PART 

with genitive 

• ejpi; i[sh~   EQUALLY 
• ejpi; xurou` ajkmh`~  IN THE CRITICAL POINT 

• ejpi; ejmou ̀ IN MY TIME 

with dative 
• ejpi; eujnoiva /  BECAUSE OF BENEVOLENCE 
• ejpi; ejmoiv   IN MY POWER 
• ejpi; tw`/ basilei `  IN THE KING’S POWER 
• ejpi; touvtoi~  UNDER THESE CONDITIONS  
• ejpi; w|/    WITH THE CONDITION THAT 

• ejpi; povsw/…  FOR HOW MUCH?  
• ejpi; nuktiv  DURING THE NIGHT 
• to; ejpi; ejmoiv  WITH RESPECT TO THE THINGS DEPENDING ON ME 
• ejpi; touvtoi~  MOREOVER / ON THESE TERMS / AFTERWARDS 

q    parav  [248] 

a/ With the accusative, the basic meaning is ALONG, BY/AT THE SIDE OF:  

• oiJ nau`tai plevousi para; th;n nh`son THE SAILORS ARE SAILING ALONG THE ISLAND.  
• ejk touvtou para; to;n potamo;n ejxhvlaunen FROM THERE HE MARCHED ALONG THE RIVER   (Plutarch, Crassus).  

b/ With the genitive, it may mean FROM:  

• para; tw`n hJgemovnwn tou`to keleuvw     I ORDER THIS IN THE COMMANDERS’ NAME (“FROM THE COMMANDERS”).  

c/ With the dative, it may mean AMONG, BY:  

• para; toi`~ Lakedaimonivoi~ tou`to oujdevpote givgnetai     THIS NEVER HAPPENS AMONG THE SPARTANS.  
• par∆ ejkeivnw/ ga;r h\n     FOR HE WAS BY HIM (BY HIS SIDE, during a battle)   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

d/ When we use a proper name or a noun denoting a person, the three cases may share the meanings TO THE HOUSE OF, 
FROM THE HOUSE OF and IN THE HOUSE OF:  

• baivnw para; to;n strathgovn  I AM GOING TO THE GENERAL’S HOUSE.  
• h{kw para; tou` strathgou `  I HAVE COME FROM THE GENERAL’S HOUSE.  
• nu`n eijmi para; tw`/ strathgw`/  I AM NOW IN THE GENERAL’S HOUSE.  
• ejneceivrhsa eujqu;~ para; se; ijevnai  I TRIED TO COME TO YOUR HOUSE IMMEDIATELY   (Plato, Protagoras).  
• kataluvei d∆ ... para; Kalliva/  HE IS STAYING AT CALLIAS’ PLACE   (Plato, Protagoras).  

³ Some idioms:  

with accusative 
• para; tou;~ novmou~  AGAINST THE LAWS 
   ² The opposite of  kata; tou;~ novmou~  
• para; ejlpivda  AGAINST ALL HOPE 

with dative 
• para; ejmautw`/  AT (MY) HOME 
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q    periv  [249] 

a/ The use of this preposition with the dative case is extremely unusual and can be disregarded. With the accusative, it 
has the meaning of AROUND (in all senses - temporal, geographical, etc.):  

• ajfikovmhn peri; th;n eJspevran  WE ARRIVED AROUND EVENING.  
• oiJ pai`de~ trevcousi peri; th;n oijkivan  THE CHILDREN ARE RUNNING AROUND THE HOUSE.  

b/ This preposition can also mean ABOUT, when used with either the accusative or the genitive:  

• oJ Periklh`~ lovgon peri; to;n povlemon ei\pen   =   oJ Periklh`~ lovgon peri; tou` polevmou ei\pen     PERICLES MADE A SPEECH  
   ABOUT THE WAR.  
• tou`to me;n e[xesti levgein kai; peri; zwgravfwn kai; peri; tektovnwn     IT IS POSSIBLE TO SAY THIS ALSO ABOUT PAINTERS  
   AND ABOUT BUILDERS   (Plato, Protagoras).  

³ Some idioms:  

• oiJ peri; to;n Swkravthn  SOCRATES’ DISCIPLES       ² Also oiJ ajmfi; to;n Swkravthn 
• tima`n tina peri; pavntwn  TO HONOUR SOMEBODY ABOVE EVERYBODY ELSE.  

q    prov~  [250] 

a/ With accusative, in all senses (geographical, temporal, etc.) it can be translated as TO, TOWARDS and AGAINST:  

• pro;~ th;n oijkivan baivnw  I AM GOING TOWARDS THE HOUSE.  
• pro;~ eJspevran ajfivkonto  THEY ARRIVED TOWARDS EVENING.  
• h\lqe~ pro;~ hJma`~  YOU HAVE COME TO US   (Euripides, Medea).  
• pro;~ tou;~ polemivou~ strateuvomen  WE ARE MARCHING AGAINST THE ENEMY.  
• mneivan ejpoiou` pro;~ ejme; uJpe;r tou` neanivskou  YOU HAVE MADE SOME MENTION TO ME ON BEHALF OF THIS YOUNG BOY  
   (Plato, Protagoras).  

b/ With the genitive, it may mean FROM (as if it were ajpov, but this use is rare) and BY (AT THE SIDE OF):  

• pro;~ tw`n hJgemovnwn tou`to keleuvw I ORDER THIS IN THE COMMANDERS’ NAME (“FROM THE COMMANDERS”).  
• pro;~ tou` potamou` ejkaqeuvdomen      WE WERE SLEEPING BY THE RIVER.  

c/ With the dative, it means AT THE SIDE OF (as with the genitive):  

• pro;~ th`/ krhvnh/ kaqeuvdw  I AM SLEEPING AT THE SIDE OF THE FOUNTAIN.  
• oJ Nikiva~ ... pro;~ th`/ povlei h\n  NICIAS WAS AT THE SIDE OF THE CITY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

³ Some idioms:  

with accusative 
• pro;~ rJou`n  AGAINST THE FLOW 
• pro;~ bivan  VIOLENTLY 
• pro;~ tou`to  WITH RESPECT TO THIS 

with genitive 
• pro;~ tw`n qew`n  IN THE GODS’ NAME 
• oiJ pro;~ ai{mato~  THE RELATIVES 
• pro;~ divkh~  WITH JUSTICE 

with dative 
• pro;~ touvtw/ /touvtoi~  
    MOREOVER  

q    uJpov  [251] 
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a/ It is used with the accusative, it means UNDER with a sense of movement:  

• e[rcomai uJpo; to; devndron  I AM GOING UNDER THE TREE.  
• katevkruyen uJpo; to;n kevramon th`~ oijkiva~  HE HID IT UNDER THE TILES OF THE HOUSE   (Plutarch, Lysander).  

b/ It is used with the genitive if it means UNDER in the sense of COVERED BY:  

• hJ bivblo~ uJpo; tou` iJmativou kei`tai     THE BOOK IS UNDER THE CLOAK.  

Of course, its most common use with a genitive is to express the agent object in the passive voice:  

• oJ Swkravth~ uJpo; tw`n dikastw`n kategnwvsqh  SOCRATES WAS CONDEMNED BY THE JUDGES.  
• tau[t∆ a[ra, wJ~ e[oiken, misei`taiv te uJpo; tw`n qew`n kai; filei`tai  IT SEEMS THAT THE SAME THINGS ARE BOTH HATED  
    AND LOVED BY THE GODS   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

c/ With the dative, it means UNDER in the sense of a lower position (with verbs of state, not of movement):  

• uJpo; tw`/ devndrw/ kaqeuvdw I AM SLEEPING UNDER THE TREE.  
• fulattovmenoi de; drapeteuvsousin ajei; uJpo; tai`~ ajspivsin PROTECTING THEMSELVES THEY WILL BE CONTINUALLY  
   SKULKING UNDER THEIR SHIELDS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

It also conveys the sense of AT THE BOTTOM OF, AT THE FOOT OF:  

• uJpo; tw`/ puvrgw/ e[menen HE WAS WAITING AT THE FOOT OF THE TOWER.  
• ta;~ de; loipa;~ tw`n new`n ... uJpo; tw`/ teivcei ajneivlkuse HE DREW UP THE REMAINDER OF THE SHIPS ... UNDER THE WALL  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

A related derivative meaning is IN THE POWER OF:  

• hJ povli~ uJpo; tw`/ basilei` ejstivn     THE CITY LIES IN THE KING’S POWER      ² The equivalent of  ejpi; tw`/ basilei.̀  
• novmize ta;~ Qhvba~ pantavpasin uJpo; Lakedaimonivoi~ ... e[sesqai     THINK THAT THEBES WILL BE COMPLETELY UNDER THE  
   POWER OF THE SPARTANS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

³ Some idioms:  

with accusative 

• uJpo; nuvkta  AT NIGHTFALL 
• uJpo; to;n aujto;n crovnon  ABOUT THE SAME TIME 

with genitive 

• uJpo; mnhvmh~     BY HEART 

• Faivax de; ... ej~ ∆Italivan kai; Sikelivan presbeuth;~ uJpo; to;n aujto;n crovnon ejxevpleusen     PHAEAX ... DEPARTED TO ITALY  
   AND SICILY ABOUT THE SAME TIME AS THE AMBASSADOR   (Thucydides, Historiae). 
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c) Expressions of time and place 

1.		Expressions	of	time	

a)  When?  [252] 

1/ The time in which something happens is expressed by the preposition ejn + dative. For example: 

• ejn touvtw/ tw`/ crovnw/     IN THIS TIME 

2/ But if the mentioned period of time is a day, month or year, the dative alone is used (especially if an ordinal precedes 
it). Here are some examples: 

• tw`/ deutevrw/ e[tei  IN THE SECOND YEAR 
• th`/ prwvth/ hJmevra/  ON THE FIRST DAY 
• tauvth/ me;n th`/ hJmevra/ ... ajph`lqon oiJ bavrbaroi  ON THAT DAY THE BARBARIANS WITHDREW   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• th`/ a[llh/ (supply hJmevra/) ejporeuvonto  ON THE FOLLOWING DAY THEY DEPARTED   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

3/ There are a number of expressions which are often used in Greek to convey time when, and some of these have been 
listed below. Adverbial expressions can be found in the corresponding section. 

• a{ma hJmevra/  AT DAYBREAK 
• pro;~ eJspevran  TOWARDS EVENING 
• uJpo; nuvkta  AT NIGHTFALL 
• th`/ proteraiva/  ON THE PREVIOUS DAY 
• th`/ uJsteraiva/  ON THE FOLLOWING DAY 
• tou` loipou ̀ IN THE FUTURE 

• ejn tw`/ parovnti  IN THE PRESENT TIME 
• ejn touvtw/  IN THE MEANTIME 
• ejk touvtou  AFTER THIS 
• eij~ kairovn  AT THE RIGHT TIME 
• ajgora`~ plhqouvsh~ AT THE TIME OF FULL MARKET  
  (IN THE MIDDLE OF THE MORNING) 

b)  Within which period?  [253] 

The time within which something happens is expressed by the genitive (without preposition):  

• nuktov~  DURING/WITHIN THE NIGHT 
• qevrou~  DURING/WITHIN THE SUMMER 
• ejkei`no~ levgei o{ti a[xei aujtou;~ pevnte hJmerw`n eij~ cwvrion o{qen o[yontai qavlattan     HE SAYS THAT HE WILL TAKE THEM  
   WITHIN FIVE DAYS TO A PLACE FROM WHERE THEY WILL SEE THE SEA   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

c)  Since when?  

The time since when something is taking place is expressed by means of the ordinal in the accusative case:  

• pevmpthn hJmevran ejn th`/ nhvsw/ mevnei  IT IS THE FIFTH DAY HE IS ON THE ISLAND.  
• h[dh trivthn hJmevran ouj kaqeuvdei  IT IS ALREADY THE THIRD DAY HE DOES NOT SLEEP.  
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d)  How long ago?  

The period of time elapsed since a certain event is expressed, as the previous case, by means of the ordinal in the 
accusative case, but adding one unit more to the number of complete periods:  

• pevmpthn hJmevran ajph`lqen   HE LEFT FOUR DAYS AGO.         ² i.e. today is the fifth day he is absent.  
• ejxh`lqon e[to~ touti; trivton  I DEPARTED TWO YEARS AGO   (Demosthenes, Oratio 54).  

e)  For how long?  [254] 

1/ The period of time through which an action takes place is expressed by the accusative (known as accusative of 
extension in time):  

• oiJ stratiw`tai trei`~ hJmevra~ ejmavconto  THE SOLDIERS FOUGHT FOR THREE DAYS.  
• ejntau`qa e[meinen oJ Ku`ro~ kai; hJ stratia; hJmevra~ ei[kosin  THERE CYRUS AND THE ARMY REMAINED FOR TWENTY  
    DAYS   (XENOPHON, ANABASIS).  
• crovnon me;n ou\n tina ojlivgon ou{tw pro;~ ajllhvlou~ hjkrobolivsanto SO, THEY SKIRMISHED WITH EACH OTHER FOR  
   A SHORT TIME   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

2/ Alternatively, this can be expressed by diav + genitive:  

• oiJ stratiw`tai dia; triw`n hJmerw`n ejmavconto     THE SOLDIERS FOUGHT FOR THREE DAYS.  

3/ If, rather than expressing specific units of time (number of days, of years, etc.), we wish to convey a loose temporal 
description, the genitive alone is used. This is especially the case if the main verb is negative (i.e. if something has not 
taken or will not take place):  

• pollw`n ejtw`n tou`to oujk ejpoivhsa  I HAVE NOT DONE THIS FOR MANY YEARS.  
• devka hJmerw`n oujde;n e[domai  I WILL NOT EAT ANYTHING FOR TEN DAYS.  

f)  In how much time?  

The period of time needed to complete an action is expressed by the preposition ejn + dative:  

• ejn trivsi hJmevrai~ ejk th`~ Sikeliva~ eij~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ e[pleusa   I SAILED FROM SICILY TO ATHENS IN THREE DAYS.  
• ejn pevnte hJmevrai~ ejbohqhvsate aujtoi`~ kai; nausi; kai; pezh`/ dunavmei  IN FIVE DAYS YOU HELPED THEM BOTH WITH A FLEET  
   AND WITH A LAND FORCE   (Aeschines, In Ctesiphontem).  
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2.		Expressions	of	place 

These can be divided into four main types. Additionally, there is a fifth type that parallels one of the expressions of time [255] 
dealt with previously:  

a)  Where?  

1/ The usual way of expressing the place where something happens is by using the preposition ejn + dative:  

• ejn th`/ oijkiva/     IN THE HOUSE 
• ejn th/` provsqen prosbolh`/ ... e[paqe me;n oujdevn IN THE PREVIOUS ATTACK ... HE HAD SUFFERED NO HARM  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• h\n ga;r polu;~ si`to~ ejn tai`~ kwvmai~ BECAUSE THERE WAS MUCH GRAIN IN THE VILLAGES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

2/ Other prepositions may indicate proximity:  

• pro;~ th`/ krhvnh/  AT THE SIDE OF THE FOUNTAIN 
• para; tw`/ Periklei`  AT PERICLES’ HOUSE 
• para; tauvthn th;n povlin h\n purami;~ liqivnh  NEAR THIS CITY THERE WAS A STONE PYRAMID   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

3/ Some words have an adverbial form (and what remains of a former case, the locative) to denote place where:  

• oi[koi     AT HOME • Plataia`si     AT PLATAEA  • ∆Aqhvnhsi     AT ATHENS 

b)  Where to?  [256] 

1/ Direction is indicated by the prepositions prov~ or eij~ + accusative:  

• eij~ th;n oijkivan  INTO THE HOUSE   
• e[rcetai eij~ to; dikasthvrion  HE IS GOING INTO THE COURTROOM   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
• pro;~ th;n oijkivan  TOWARDS THE HOUSE  
• oiJ me;n to; dexio;n kevra~ e[conte~ pro;~ th;n povlin e[feugon     THOSE WHO WERE ON THE RIGHT FLANK STARTED FLEEING  
   TOWARDS THE CITY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

³ Note that eij~ is used if we mean final arrival into the mentioned place, and prov~ if we simply mean direction towards 
a place. 

2/ Other prepositions may also express a sense of direction, sometimes with a different meaning:  

• ejpi; tou;~ polemivou~  AGAINST THE ENEMY 
• para; to;n Perikleva  TO PERICLES’ HOUSE 
• ÔIppokravth~ ga;r par∆ ejme; ajfikovmeno~ ...  SINCE HIPPOCRATES, AFTER ARRIVING AT MY PLACE, ...   (Plato, Protagoras).  
• ajfivkonto ejpi; to;n Tivgrhta potamovn  THEY ARRIVED AT THE RIVER TIGRIS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• wJ~ to;n Perikleva  TOWARDS PERICLES  
   ² wJ~ has a lot of meanings; it will mean TOWARDS only when followed by a person’s name or pronoun.  
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3/ We can also find ejpiv + genitive meaning TOWARDS, and this use is common with names of islands:  

• ejpi; th`~ Navxou plevomen     WE ARE SAILING TO NAXOS.  

4/ Some words have an adverbial form that indicates place to where, by means of the suffix -de:  

• oi[kade   HOMEWARDS 
• ∆Aqhvnaze   TOWARDS ATHENS        ² The suffix -de has undergone an alteration into -ze.  
• kai; oiJ me;n triavkonta ∆Eleusi`navde ajph`lqon     AND THE THIRTY WENT TO ELEUSIS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

c)  Where from?  [257] 

1/ Place from where is expressed by the preposition ejk or ajpov + genitive:  

• ejk th`~ oijkiva~ OUT OF THE HOUSE ² ejk is used when we refer to a movement from inside to outside.  
• ajpo; th`~ oijkiva~ AWAY FROM THE HOUSE ² ajpov is used when we refer to a movement away from a place.  
• prosevtaxan ajgagei`n ejk Salami`no~ Levonta  THEY GAVE THE ORDER TO BRING LEON FROM SALAMIS   (Plato, Apologia).  
• sunh/`san me;n ... ajpo; tou` Khfisou ̀  THEY CAME ... FROM THE RIVER CEPHYSUS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Observe how these prepositions can be paired:  

q  eij~  and  ejk     INTO  and  OUT OF   q  prov~  and  ajpov    TOWARDS  and  AWAY FROM 

2/ Other prepositions can also express movement from:  

• parav tou` Periklevou~     FROM PERICLES’ HOUSE 

3/ Some words have an adverbial form, with the suffix -qen, to mean place from where:  

• oi[koqen      FROM HOME  • ∆Aqhvnhqen     FROM ATHENS 

d)  Through where?  [258] 

Place through where is expressed by the preposition diav + genitive:  

• dia; th`~ povlew~     THROUGH THE CITY 
• ta; de; toxeuvmata ejcwvrei dia; tw`n ajspivdwn kai; dia; tw`n qwravkwn     THE ARROWS PASSED THROUGH THE SHIELDS  
   AND THE BREASTPLATES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

e)  How far?   

The distance along which an action takes place is expressed by the accusative, known as the accusative of extension in 
space:  

• oiJ pai`de~ devka stavdia e[dramon  THE CHILDREN RAN TEN STADES.  
• ejnteu`qen dih`lqon ... parasavgga~ ei[kosi  FROM THERE THEY ADVANCED TWENTY PARASANGS   (Xenophon, Anabasis). 
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d) Regime of verbs and adjectives 

1.		General	observations		 [259]	

a/ Most verbs that have an object rule the accusative case :  

 • ejsqivw to;n si`ton     I AM EATING THE FOOD 

but some rule other cases. For instance, the verb bohqevw rules the dative case:  

 • bohqou`men toi`~ ∆Aqhnaivoi~     WE HELP THE ATHENIANS.  

So, verbs that are transitive in English (i.e., they have a direct object) do not always use an accusative in Greek. Let’s see 
more examples of this lack of correspondence between English and Greek:  

The verb a[rcw TO RULE is followed by a genitive:  • a[rcw th`~ cwvra~  I RULE THE COUNTRY. 
The verb pisteuvw TO TRUST is followed by a dative:  • pisteuvw tw`/ ajdelfw`/  I TRUST MY BROTHER.  

The regime of these unusual verbs is usually indicated in dictionaries.  

b/ Moreover, some verbs will need a preposition and others will not  – these must simply be learnt along with the verb. 
One verb may also take different cases. For instance, the verb ejpiceirevw TO ATTACK may be followed either by a dative or 
by prov~ + accusative:  

• oJ strathgo;~ ejpiceirei` toi`~ polemivoi~  /  oJ strathgo;~ ejpiceirei` pro;~ tou;~ polemivou~     THE GENERAL IS ATTACKING  
    THE ENEMY.  

Therefore, a verbal expression that has been taught in some given way may later be found used differently. Dictionaries 
may offer the most common regime, but bear in mind that the construction offered here or in any other book will not be 
the only possible construction.  

c/ To complicate matters further, in some cases, a verb may have two objects. For instance, the verb ejkbavllw TO THROW 

OUT, TO EXPEL, if used in the sense of TO THROW SOMEBODY OUT OF SOMEWHERE, will express the person in the accusative case 
and the place in the genitive case:  

• ejkbavllw to;n gewrgo;n tou` ajgrou`     I EXPEL THE FARMER OUT OF THE FIELD.  

Note that it would be normal to find ejkbavllw to;n gewrgo;n ejk tou` ajgrou`, with a preposition (ejk) ruling the genitive [260] 
instead of the genitive alone. Continuous practice will teach this, and the easiest way of learning it is to try to remember 
the construction when you come across it. Again, it would be far too extensive to cover all of the possible constructions 
some verbs may adopt, and, when reading, the student must have some flexibility to accept previously unknown 
constructions and even to deduce them from comparison with verbs of similar meaning when composing in Greek.  

We provide a list of some of the most frequent verbs that do not rule the usual accusative case. Although most verbs are 
quoted and translated, additional comments and/or examples have been supplied for some to help the student’s 
understanding.  
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d/ Some adjectives also require complementing words to be in certain cases. For instance, the adjective i[so~, -h, -on 
EQUAL requires that the complement (the thing or person to which something or somebody is equal) be in dative:  

• oJ pai`~ i[so~ tw`/ ajdelfw`/ ejstin     THE BOY IS EQUAL TO HIS BROTHER.  

In the list offered here, note that several of these adjectives are related to some verbs given in the former section. As 
happens in the list of verbs, some of the adjectives have additional comments aside from the translation and/or an 
example when it has been considered convenient.  

2.		Verbs	that	rule	genitive	or	dative	

a)  Verbs that rule genitive  [261] 

aijsqavnomai  TO PERCEIVE 
ajkouvw   TO LISTEN TO 
² This verb rules accusative  if it has the meaning of TO HEAR: • yovfon ajkouvw     I HEAR A NOISE 
     but it rules genitive  if it has the meaning of TO LISTEN TO:  • tou` patro;~ ajkouvw I LISTEN TO MY FATHER.  
² If, for instance, we said  to;n patevra ajkouvw, it would mean  I HEAR MY FATHER (approaching , talking, etc.),  
     just as I could hear any other noise, but it would not mean that I am paying attention to what he says.  
aJmartavnw   TO MISS  • aJmartavnw th`~ oJdou ̀    I MISS THE PATH.  
² In the New Testament it may have the meaning of  TO SIN, in the sense of deviating from the right path, but  
     its usual classical meaning is  TO MISS, for example in the sense of missing a target when shooting an arrow.  
ajmelevw   TO NEGLECT 
ajpevcomai   TO ABSTAIN FROM • dei` se ajpevcesqai oi[nou     YOU MUST ABSTAIN FROM WINE.  
ajpevcw   TO BE DISTANT FROM 
ajpolauvw   TO ENJOY 
ajpofeuvgw   TO BE ACQUITTED OF 
² Of course, it means TO FLEE AWAY in the sense of “to achieve avoiding the punishment”.  
a {ptomai   TO TOUCH 
a[rcw   TO RULE 
a[rcomai   TO BEGIN 
² The usual distribution of this verb is TO RULE in active voice and TO BEGIN in middle voice, but note these two  
   factors: both voices may be found ruling an accusative instead of a genitive, and moreover the meanings  
  are sometimes swapped – TO RULE in middle voice and TO BEGIN in active voice.  
basileuvw   TO BE KING OF 
devw   TO NEED, TO ASK FOR 
² The idiom  pollou` dei ̀ MUCH IS NEEDED  is much used in the sense of  TO BE FAR AWAY FROM:  
     • kathgoroivhn a]n ejmautou` wJ~ qeou;~ ouj nomivzw. ajlla; pollou` dei ̀ou{tw~ e[cein, nomivzw te gavr, w\ a[ndre~ ∆Aqhnai`oi  
       THEY COULD ACCUSE ME OF NOT BELIEVING IN THE GODS, BUT THIS IS FAR FROM BEING SO; FOR I BELIEVE IN THEM,  
       O ATHENIANS   (Plato, Apologia).  
diafevrw   TO BE DIFFERENT FROM 
ejpiqumevw   TO DESIRE 
ejpilanqavnomai     TO FORGET 
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ejpimelevomai  TO TAKE CARE OF 
ejravw   TO FALL IN LOVE WITH 
qaumavzw   TO WONDER AT, TO ADMIRE 
qiggavnw   TO TOUCH 
katagelavw  TO LAUGH AT 
katagignwvskw     TO CONDEMN 
katadikavzw  TO CONDEMN 
² These two judicial verbs put the person condemned in the genitive case and the penalty in the accusative case:  
     • katadikavzomen tou` strathgou` to;n qavnaton     WE CONDEMN THE GENERAL TO DEATH.  
katafronevw  TO DESPISE 
² Observe that compound verbs with the suffix kata- rule genitive if this suffix has a meaning of opposition.  
kratevw   TO DOMINATE, TO CONQUER 
lambavnomai  TO TAKE HOLD OF 
² In active voice it just means TO TAKE and it rules an accusative:    • th;n bivblon lambavnw    I TAKE THE BOOK  
     but in middle voice it means TO TAKE HOLD OF and it rules a genitive: • oJ pai`~ th`~ tou` patro;~ ceiro;~ lambavnetai  
                 THE CHILD TAKES HOLD OF HIS FATHER’S HAND.  
mevmnhmai   TO REMEMBER 
² Obviously, this form is a perfect tense but with present meaning.  
metevcw    TO HAVE A SHARE IN 
ojrevgomai   TO TEND TO, TO DESIRE 
pauvomai   TO CEASE FROM 
² In active voice, it means TO STOP SOMEBODY ELSE, but in middle it means TO STOP YOURSELF OF DOING SOMETHING,  
     and it can also be followed by a participle:     • pauvomai th`~ mavch~ =  pauvomai macovmeno~     I STOP FIGHTING.  
periveimi   TO BE SUPERIOR TO 
proevcw   TO BE SUPERIOR TO, TO STAND OUT 
strathgevw   TO BE GENERAL OF  
toxeuvw   TO SHOOT AT (with a bow) 
tugcavnw   TO HIT, TO REACH 
² When used alone and not with a participle, it has the opposite meaning of aJmartavnw (which also rules genitive):  
     TO HIT THE TARGET, as well as TO OBTAIN.  
feuvgw   TO BE ACCUSED OF 
² In the sense of trying to escape from an accusation, in the supposition that the accused person will try  
     to prove his/her innocence.  
yauvw   TO PALPATE, TO TOUCH 

b)  Verbs that rule dative  [262] 

ajpantavw   TO MEET, TO ENCOUNTER 
ajpeilevw   TO THREATEN 
ajpistevw   TO DISTRUST 
ajrevskw   TO PLEASE 
² Usually in the third person:        • tou`tov moi ajrevskei    THIS PLEASES ME.  
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bohqevw   TO HELP 
² It almost always has a sense of military help, for example, sending troops to help a besieged city.  
     The usual sense of TO HELP is given by wjfelevw, which rules accusative.  
dialevgomai  TO CONVERSE WITH 
douleuvw   TO BE A SLAVE TO 
ejgkei`mai   TO PUT PRESSURE ON SOMEBODY 
eijkavzw   TO COMPARE 
ei[kw   TO YIELD TO 
ejntugcavnw   TO MEET, TO COME ACROSS 
² Very close meaning to its stem verb tugcavnw TO REACH. In any case, the meaning is different from TO FIND,  
     which is instead conveyed by the verb euJrivskw.  
e[oika   TO BE SIMILAR TO 
² Obviously, it is a perfect with present meaning.  
ejpitivqemai   TO ATTACK 
ejpitugcavnw  TO MEET, TO COME ACROSS 
² Please see the comment for ejntugcavnw above.  
ejpiceirevw   TO ATTACK 
e{pomai   TO FOLLOW   • soi; ga;r eJyovmesq∆ a{ma     WE WILL FOLLOW YOU   (Sophocles, Electra).  
hJgevomai   TO GUIDE 
² This verb can also mean TO CONSIDER, but then it rules an infinitive construction.  
h{domai   TO REJOICE 
loidorevomai  TO ABUSE 
mavcomai   TO FIGHT 
mevlei   TO INTEREST 
² Almost always in 3rd person:        • tou``to mevlei moi     THIS INTERESTS ME.  
mevmfomai   TO CENSURE, TO CRITICISE 
oJmologevw   TO AGREE WITH 
ojneidivzw   TO REPROACH 
ojrgivzomai   TO GET ANGRY WITH 
parainevw   TO ADVISE 
peivqomai   TO OBEY 
² Active voice  peivqw = TO PERSUADE, and it rules an accusative:       • peivqw tou;~ polivta~     I PERSUADE THE CITIZENS.  
  Do not confuse the present middle voice  peivqomai  TO OBEY  with the passive voice  peivqomai  TO BE PERSUADED  
  (obviously, in other tenses they will not look identical).  
pisteuvw   TO RELY ON 
plhsiavzw   TO APPROACH 
prosbavllw  TO ATTACK 
proscwrevw  TO APPROACH 
uJpakouvw   TO OBEY 
uJphretevw   TO SERVE 
fqonevw   TO ENVY 
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calepaivnw  TO BE ANGRY WITH 
cravomai   TO USE, TO CONSIDER 

3.		Adjectives	followed	by	genitive	or	dative	

a)  Adjectives followed by genitive  [263] 

a[xio~, -a, -on  WORTHY OF 
e[mpeiro~, -o~, -on  EXPERT IN 
ejndehv~, -ev~  LACKING IN 
ejpiqumhtikov~, -hv, -ovn  ANXIOUS OF 
ejpisthvmwn, -on  ACQUAINTED WITH 
e[rhmo~, -o~, -on  DEPRIVED OF 
kevno~, -h, -on  EMPTY OF 

koinov~, -hv, -ovn   COMMON TO 
makavrio~, -a, -on  HAPPY FOR 
mestov~, -hv, -ovn   FULL OF 
mevtoco~, -o~, -on   SHARING IN 
mnhvmwn, -ono~   MINDFUL OF 
plhvrh~ -e~   FULL OF  

There are two adjectives that, when followed by a partitive genitive, present a special characteristic: they must agree in 
gender with the gender of the noun in genitive:  

q h{misu~, -eia, -u  HALF      ² In Greek, HALF is an adjective.  
• hJ hJmivseia th`~ cwvra~  HALF OF THE COUNTRY 
• oJ h{misu~ tou` dhvmou  HALF OF THE DEME 
 
q poluv~, pollhv, poluv  MUCH     ² MOST when used with a partitive genitive.  
• oJ polu;~ tou` strateuvmato~  MOST OF THE ARMY 
• hJ pollh; th`~ povlew~  MOST OF THE CITY 

b)  Adjectives followed by dative  [264] 

aujtov~, -hv, -ov  SAME AS 
² Remember that for this form to have this meaning it must be preceded by the article (otherwise, it would mean  
     SELF or HIM, HER etc.):       • suv te kai; ejgw; to; aujto; poiou`men tw`/ Periklei ̀     YOU AND I DO THE SAME AS PERICLES. 
diavforo~, -o~, -on  DIFFERENT FROM  
² Take care when composing into Greek as the English preposition FROM may make us think that it must be  
     always followed by genitive; it is sometimes followed by genitive and sometimes by dative.  
dusmenhv~, -ev~  HOSTILE TO 
ejnantivo~, -a, -on  OPPOSITE TO 
ejoikwv~, -ui`a, -ov~  SIMILAR TO 
² This is the perfect participle of the verb e[oika TO BE SIMILAR, a perfect itself.  
ejcqrov~, -av, -ovn  ENEMY TO 
² ENEMY in the sense of PERSONAL ENEMY (inimicus  in Latin).  
i[dio~, -a, -on  PRIVATE TO 
i[so~, -h, -on  EQUAL TO 
• dei` tou;~ stratiwvta~ i[sou~ ajllhvloi~ ei\nai     IT IS NECESSARY THAT SOLDIERS ARE EQUAL TO EACH OTHER.  
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koinov~, -hv, -ovn  COMMON TO 
xevno~, -h, -on  GUEST TO  
o{moio~, -a, -on  SIMILAR TO 
oJmovlogo~, -o~, -on  AGREEING WITH 
pistov~, -hv, -ovn  TRUSTWORTHY TO 
polevmio~, -a, -on  ENEMY TO 
² ENEMY in the sense of MILITARY ENEMY (hostis  in Latin).  
fivlo~, -h, -on  FRIEND TO 
² Sometimes it is found also followed by a genitive, FRIEND OF.  
crhstov~, -hv, -ovn  USEFUL TO 

4.		Appendix:	Adjectives	followed	by	infinitive	or	participle		 [265]	

Although this is not directly linked with cases, it is convenient to add these further comments on the regime of some 
adjectives.  

a/ The infinitive may complete the meaning of some adjectives that precede them (the way of translating the whole 
piece adjective + infinitive  will depend on the sense of the adjective):  

• oJ Periklh`~ deino;~ levgein h\n     PERICLES WAS GREAT AT SPEAKING.  
   ² The adjective means TERRIBLE, but of course it is used to mean TERRIBLY GOOD, BRILLIANT. And in this case the  
        translation is AT + gerund.  

• hJ ∆Akrovpoli~ hJdei`a oJra`n ejstin     THE ACROPOLIS IS PLEASANT TO SEE.  
   ² In this case, the translation by a simple infinitive is obvious.  

• oiJ stratiw`tai eJtoi`moi h\san ejpitivqesqai     THE SOLDIERS WERE READY TO FIGHT.  
   ² Again, translation by a simple infinitive.  

• cwrei`n eJtoi`mo~ I AM READY TO GO   (Sophocles, Aiax).  
• poi` ga;r molei`n moi dunatovn…  WHERE CAN I GO?   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

b/ Some adjectives can be followed by a participle to complete the meaning (this is dealt with in greater detail in the 
chapter Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms). For instance, the adjective dh`lo~, -h, -on:  

• dh`lov~ eijmi tou`to ouj poihvsa~     IT IS EVIDENT THAT I HAVE NOT DONE THIS (literally, it means “I AM EVIDENT NOT HAVING  
   DONE THIS”).  

Another adjective that uses this construction is fanerov~, -av, -ovn, clearly related to the verb faivnomai:  

• fanerav ejstin au{th hJ kovrh sofwtavth ou\sa     IT IS EVIDENT THAT THIS GIRL IS VERY WISE.  
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SYNTAX OF CLAUSES 

 

a) Simple clauses  

1. Describing real actions 
2. Expressing potential actions 
3. Expressing commands and prohibitions 
4. Expressing wishes 
5. Asking questions 
6. Impersonal verbs 
 
b) Subordinate clauses  

1. The concept of oblique optative 
2. Causal clauses 
3. Purpose clauses 
4. Temporal clauses 
5. Concessive clauses 
6. Result clauses 
7. Conditional clauses 
8. Relative clauses 
9. Comparative clauses 
10. Fear clauses 
11. Indefinite clauses 
12. Proviso clauses 

c) Infinitive clauses  

1. Which verbs use the infinitive and how?  
2. Which tense of infinitive?  
3. Where there is no change of subject 
4. Infinitive with article 
5. Infinitive after verbs of negative idea 
6. Infinitive absolute 
7. Infinitive imperative 
8. Infinitive with a[n  

 

 

d) Participle clauses  

1. Participle with article 
2. Participle without article 
3. The participle is impersonal 
4. The temporal correlation 
5. Verbs that usually require a participle 
6. Adjectives that usually require a participle 
7. Genitive absolute 
8. Accusative absolute 
9. Participle with a[n 

e) Indirect speech  

1. An introduction 
2. Indirect statement clauses  
3. Indirect command clauses 
4. Indirect question clauses 
5. Subordinate clauses in indirect speech  

f) Verbal adjectives  

1. Ending in -tevo~, -teva, -tevon 
2. Ending in -tov~, -thv, -tovn 

g) Combination of negatives 

1. Negatives cancelling or reinforcing each other?  
2. Other combinations of negatives side by side 

h) The use of particles  

1. General guidelines 
2. Most common particles 

i) Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms 

1. General remarks 
2. Non-verbal expressions 
3. Verbal expressions  
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a) Simple clauses 

1.		Describing	real	actions	 [266]	

a/ In order to describe real actions, it is necessary to use the indicative mood, in the appropriate tense:  

• dia; tiv tou`to ejpoivhsa~…  WHY DID YOU DO THIS? 
• oiJ maqhtai; sofoiv eijsin  THE STUDENTS ARE CLEVER.  
• au[rion th;n ejpistolh;n gravyw  TOMORROW I WILL WRITE THE LETTER.  

b/ It is worth remembering at this stage the difference in aspect between the imperfect and the aorist tenses: the 
imperfect indicates continuous actions or processes, while the aorist conveys the idea of a punctual action:  

• tou`to e[legon, kai; oJ Swkravth~ ejxaivfnh~ ajfivketo  I WAS SAYING THIS, AND SOCRATES ARRIVED SUDDENLY.  
• tou`to ei\pon, e[peita de; ajph`lqon  I SAID THIS, AND THEN I LEFT.  

c/ A special case: omission of eijmiv:  

Sometimes the verb eijmiv is absent and has to be supplied by the reader. Observe in these examples how the predicative 
object lies outside the group article + noun; in these cases the verb to be has to be added by the reader:  

• oJ didavskalo~ deinov~  =   oJ didavskalov~ ejsti deinov~ =   oJ didavskalo~ deinov~ ejstin  THE TEACHER IS AN EXPERT.  
• oiJ a[ggeloi ajgaqoiv =   oiJ a[ggeloiv eijsin ajgaqoiv =   oiJ a[ggeloi ajgaqoiv eijsin  THE MESSENGERS ARE GOOD.  

But compare the previous sentences with these examples: 

• oJ deino;~ didavskalo~  THE EXPERT TEACHER 
• oiJ ajgaqoi; a[ggeloi  THE GOOD MESSENGERS  

These are not complete sentences on their own and this can be noted as the adjective lies inside the group article + noun.  

d/ Customary actions:  

Although it is not very common, imperfect and aorist tenses with a[n may be used to express frequent actions:  

• pollavki~ hjkouvsamen a]n uJma`~  WE OFTEN LISTENED TO YOU   (Aristophanes, Lysistrata).  

2.		Expressing	potential	actions		 [267]	

a)  Future potentiality 

1/ To express future potentiality in Greek, it is necessary to use the optative with the particle a[n, which is usually placed 
after the verb. Let’s see some examples:  

• levgoimi a[n  I WOULD/COULD SAY.  
• gravfoi~ a[n  YOU WOULD/COULD WRITE.  
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• bouloivmhn a]n th;n mhtevra ijdei`n  I WOULD LIKE TO SEE MY MOTHER.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai th;n povlin aiJroi`en a[n  THE SOLDIERS WOULD/COULD CAPTURE THE CITY.   
• oiJ Lakedaimovnioi th;n povlin poliorkoi`en a[n THE SPARTANS WOULD/COULD BESIEGE THE CITY.   
• oujk a]n qaumavzoimi  I WOULD NOT BE SURPRISED   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
• h\ pouv me Telamwvn ... devxait∆ a]n eujprovswpo~…  MAYBE TELAMON WOULD RECEIVE ME AMICABLY?   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

2/ If the verb is expressed in negative form, the particle a[n is positioned between the negative particle and the verb:  

• oujk a]n levgoimi  I WOULD NOT / COULD NOT SAY. 
• oiJ Lakedaimovnioi th;n povlin oujk a]n poliorkoi`en  THE SPARTANS WOULD NOT / COULD NOT BESIEGE THE CITY.  
• oujk a]n ejkei`no~ dikavseie kakw`~  HE WOULD NOT BE A BAD JUDGE   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods). 
• oujk a]n dunaivmhn soi; kakw`~ fronei`n pote  I WOULD NEVER BE ABLE TO DEVISE ANYTHING BAD AGAINST YOU 
     (Euripides, Medea).  

3/ Apart from this basic use with potential meaning, this construction may be used as well to express a polite request [268] 
instead of using the imperative (see next section):  

• gravfe   WRITE! 
• gravfoi~ a[n  YOU COULD WRITE = PLEASE, COULD YOU WRITE? 
  ² Please note that there is no question mark in the Greek sentence. 
• baivne pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~  GO TO ATHENS! 
• baivnoi~ a]n pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~  YOU COULD GO TO ATHENS = PLEASE, COULD YOU GO TO ATHENS?  
• fevre, e[coi~ a[n eijpei`n tiv ejsti to; kalovn  COME ON, TELL US WHAT BEAUTY IS   (Plato, Hippias Maior).  

4/ It is important to keep this construction in mind when translating into Greek, as a way of expressing polite requests 
without using any equivalent of the English verbal form could :  

• COULD YOU TELL ME THIS, PLEASE?  levgoi~ a]n tou`tov moi.      ² Observe the lack of question mark.  

b)  Present potentiality [269] 

To express present potentiality, it is necessary to use the imperfect indicative + a[n:  

• oiJ Lakedaimovnioi th;n povlin ejpoliorkou`n a]n  THE SPARTANS WOULD/COULD BE BESIEGING THE CITY.  

The difference with the previous sentence in optative (oiJ Lakedaimovnioi th;n povlin oujk a]n poliorkoi`en) is that the 
optative one referred to a possible future event, while this one means that at present there is a possibility for the 
Spartans to besiege the city. Another example:  

• bivblon e[grafon a[n  I COULD WRITE A BOOK.  

The same happens here: while bivblon gravfoimi a[n would mean that I could possibly write a book in the future, the use of 
the imperfect means that I could write it now (but for some reason I am not writing it).  Another example:  

• tiv a]n ou\n boulovmeno~ ejgw; toiou`ton kivndunon ejkinduvneuon…  FOR WHICH REASON WOULD I RUN SUCH A RISK?  
     (Lysias, De Caede Eratosthenis)   

Note    

This construction corresponds to the apodosis of a conditional period of unfulfilled condition in the present. 
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c)  Potentiality in the past  [270] 

To express potentiality in the past, it is possible to use the aorist indicative + a[n:  

• bivblon e[graya a[n I COULD HAVE WRITTEN A BOOK.  
• ouj ga;r a]n deu`r∆ iJkovmhn I WOULD NOT HAVE COME HERE   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannos).  
• oiJ Lakedaimovnioi th;n povlin ejpoliovrkhsan a[n THE SPARTANS WOULD/COULD HAVE BESIEGED THE CITY.  
• tiv~ a]n ajpetovlmhse, touvtwn ou{tw~ ejcovntwn, ejpiceirh`sai toiouvtw/ pravgmati…     WHO WOULD HAVE DARED,  
    IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, TO HANDLE SUCH A QUESTION?   (Lysias, Areopagiticus).   

 Note 

 This construction corresponds to the apodosis of a conditional period of unfulfilled condition in the past.  

d)  Uses of a[n on its own  [271] 

Sometimes the particle a[n can be found without an accompanying verb, which is to be supplied by the reader (the 
context should make it clear whether an optative or an indicative):  

• Question :   tiv~ tou`to poiei`n duvnaito a[n…   WHO WOULD BE ABLE TO DO THIS?       Answer :   ejgw; a[n   I WOULD.  
    ² dunaivmhn to be mentally supplied; note that also in English the verb must be supplied.  
• su; d∆ oujk a[n, w\ “Apollon…     WOULDN’T YOU, APOLLO?   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods 17). 
   ² Apollo had asked Hermes if he would accept something.  

e)  a[n used twice in the same sentence  [272] 

1/ Sometimes, if the sentence is very long, the particle a[n can be repeated again near the verb, in case it has been used at 
the beginning of the sentence and there are several words between it and the verb; this is to remind the reader/listener 
that this is a potential sentence and that a[n was previously enunciated:  

• tou`to ejgw; a]n su;n toi`~ qeoi`~ kaq∆ hJmevran uJpe;r th`~ povlew~ kaivper tou` patro;~ kwluvonto~ poihvsaimi a[n 
   I WOULD DO THIS EVERY DAY ON BEHALF OF THE CITY WITH THE HELP OF THE GODS, ALTHOUGH MY FATHER OPPOSES IT.  

2/ In tragedy, we can even find both very near to the verb:  

• tiv~ ga;r toiau`t∆ a]n oujk a]n ojrgivzoit∆ e[ph kluvwn...…     WHO WOULD NOT GET ANGRY HEARING SUCH WORDS?  
    (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannos).  

3.		Expressing	commands	and	prohibitions	

a)  Commands  [273] 

1/ In order to express a command it is necessary to use, logically, the imperative mood; the choice between present and 
aorist imperative will depend on whether the order implies a continuous action or a punctual action. For instance, if we 
want to translate the order WRITE WHAT I SAY, we could translate it in the following ways:  

either  gravfe o} levgw  (present imperative) 
or  gravyon o} levgw  (aorist imperative) 
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In the first case, it is supposed that the action will be executed through a long period of time (for instance, a student 
taking notes of what the teacher says for one hour), while in the second case it is supposed that the action will take place 
just as a punctual one (for instance, a student writing a sentence that the teacher has just said). Another example:  

• sivghson   KEEP SILENT (Sophocles, Aiax).           ² Aorist: punctual action.  

Nevertheless, in some cases the border between punctual or continuous aspect of an action may be blurred, making the 
choice quite relative, and classical authors themselves used either one or the other of the imperative tenses as long as it 
made sense.  

• ejrwvta, w\ ∆Afrodivth, to;;n so;n uiJovn     ASK YOUR SON, O APHRODITE   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods).  
   ² Lucian could as well have used the aorist imperative instead of the present.  

An imperative can be preceded by a[ge or fevre (imperatives of a[gw and fevrw), meaning COME ON: 

• a[ge, dov~ moi ta; crhvmata  COME ON, GIVE ME THE MONEY.  
• a[ge dh; ajkouvsate kai; a[lla  COME ON, LISTEN TO THESE OTHER THINGS AS WELL   (Xenophon, Apologia Socratis).  
• fevr∆ eijpev   COME ON, TELL ME   (Sophocles, Electra).  

2/ Another way to give a command is by means of o{pw~ + fut. indicative:  [274] 

• o{pw~ ejn th`/ mavch/ nikhvsete  WIN IN THE BATTLE.  
• o{pw~ memnhvsh/ diakriqh`nai peri; tou` kavllou~  REMEMBER TO HAVE A DISCUSSION ABOUT BEAUTY  
     (Xenophon, Symposium).  

In fact, this is just a case of a o{pw~ clause following a verb of effort in imperative (like ejpimelei`sqe, TAKE CARE THAT), but 
with this last imperative elided. For this kind of clauses, see the corresponding section of Proviso clauses in the chapter of 
subordinate clauses.  

3/ A third way to express an order is to use the potential optative:  

• tou`tov moi levgoi~ a[n  PLEASE, TELL ME THIS.                    • proavgoi~ a[n        PLEASE, GO ON   (Plato, Phaedrus).  

The literal translation of the first sentence would be YOU COULD TELL ME THIS, which is a polite way to make a request. If 
translating into Greek, do not forget the a[n, because in this way we would have an expression of wish (see next section).  

4/ A very idiomatic expression can be used to give a command to be performed immediately:  [275] 

• oujk a]n fqavnoi~ tou`tov moi levgwn  TELL ME THIS ONCE AND FOR ALL!  

In this case, the verb fqavnw does not have any direct object, there is nobody before whom you do something, it is just an 
idiomatic construction. A similar example from Plato:  

• oujk a]n fqavnoi~ levgwn  START YOUR SPEECH ONCE AND FOR ALL!   (Plato, Symposium).  

5/ Inside the class of commands we should include exhortations, equivalent to the English Let’s + infinitive: the 
subjunctive is used for this purpose (called the jussive subjunctive). As with the imperative, we can use present or aorist 
subjunctive, in order to convey the continuous aspect (present) or punctual aspect (aorist) of the verb:  

• dialegwvmeqa  LET’S TALK.  (present: continuous action) 
• gravywmen  LET’S WRITE. (aorist: punctual action) 
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• proi?wmen eujquv  LET’S GO IMMEDIATELY   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods).  
• cwrw`men, ejgkonw`men  LET’S GO, LET’S HURRY   (Sophocles, Aiax).  
• peri; swfrosuvnh~ levgwmen  LET’S TALK ABOUT COMMON SENSE   (Aristotle, Ethic to Nicomachus).  

6/ The use of the 3rd person imperative is not very common, and a good translation in English would be LET 

HIM/HER/THEM + infinitive:  

• pavnta legevtw      LET HIM/HER TELL EVERYTHING.  • eijsiovntwn      LET THEM GO IN.  

b)  Prohibitions  [276] 

There are two ways of expressing a prohibition:  

1/ For prohibitions of general character (but sometimes also for prohibitions regarding a specific moment), it is 
necessary to use the negative form of the present imperative, always with the negative particle mh v:  

• mh; ajpokteivne  DO NOT KILL.  
• mh ; nu`n moi ejn tw`/ parovnti o[clon pavrece  DO NOT DISTURB ME NOW   (Xenophon, Symposium).  
• mh; kri`ne, mh; ∆xevtaze  DO NOT ASK, DO NOT INVESTIGATE   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

2/ In order to express a prohibition for more specific circumstances, as for instance DO NOT WRITE NOW, the normal rule 
would be to use the aorist imperative, as it describes punctual actions, but to express negative commands the aorist 
imperative is not employed (except for the 3rd person) and, instead, the most common mood is aorist subjunctive:  

• mh; gravyh/~ nu`n  DO NOT WRITE NOW.  
• mh; poihvsh/~ tau`ta: eij de; mhv, e[fh, aijtivan e{xei~  DO NOT DO THIS; IF NOT, HE SAID, YOU WILL BE TO BLAME  
   (Xenophon, Symposium).  
• mh; nu`n e[t∆ ei[ph/~ mhdevn  DO NOT SAY ANYTHING   (Sophocles, Electra).  

Remember that one of the uses of the subjunctive is the so-called iussive (or exhortative) subjunctive:  

• gravywmen LET’S WRITE.  • mh; gravywmen     LET’S NOT WRITE.  

4.		Expressing	wishes		 [277]	

a)  For the future 

1/ The form IF ONLY… and similar expressions, used to express a wish for the future, is translated into Greek by means of 
optative without a[n (as usual, the choice between present or aorist will be just aspectual, not temporal):  

• levgoi~ moi tou`to     IF ONLY YOU TOLD ME THIS!               • kakw`~ o[loio     MAY YOU PERISH BADLY!   (Sophocles, Electra).  

In this construction, the negative is mh v:  

• mh ; to;n ejmo;n fivlon ajpokteivnoi~  IF ONLY YOU WOULD NOT KILL MY FRIEND!  
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2/ It is frequent to use the introductory words ei[qe or eij gavr at the beginning:  

• ei[qe oiJ qeoi; th;n povlin swv/zoien IF ONLY THE GODS WOULD SAVE THE CITY!  
• eij ga;r oJ Swkravth~ tou;~ pai`da~ didavskoi IF ONLY SOCRATES WOULD TEACH THE CHILDREN!  
• ei[qe, ei\pen, w\ Farnavbaze, ... fivlo~ hJmi`n gevnoio ma`llon h] polevmio~     IF ONLY, PHARNABAZUS, YOU WERE OUR FRIEND  
   RATHER THAN OUR ENEMY! HE SAID   (Plutarch, Agesilaos).  

3/ A very common use of this style of optative is  ajpoloivmhn  MAY I DIE!  Of course, it does not express a real desire of 
dying, it is just the usual sudden reaction in front of a negative situation.  

b)  For the present  [278] 

1/ To express wishes for the present, we will use the imperfect indicative (not the present tense!):  

• ei[qe oiJ qeoi; th;n povlin e[sw/zon     IF ONLY THE GODS WOULD SAVE THE CITY!  
   ² The difference with respect to the same sentence in optative is that, by using the imperfect, we mean that  
        now the gods are not saving the city, but we would like them to.  
 
• eij ga;r to;n patevra oJ uiJo;~ ejfivlei     IF ONLY THE SON WOULD LOVE HIS FATHER!  
   ² Now he does not love him, but we would like him to.  

2/ Another way of expressing a wish for the present is to use the strong aorist w[felon + present infinitive:  

• w[felon oiJ qeoi; th;n povlin swv/zein  IF ONLY THE GODS WOULD SAVE THE CITY!  
• w[fele to;n patevra oJ uiJo;~ filei`n  IF ONLY THE SON WOULD LOVE HIS FATHER!  
• w[fele zh`n Brou`to~  IF ONLY BRUTUS WERE ALIVE!   (Plutarch, Brutus).  

c)  For the past  [279] 

1/ To express a wish for the past, use the aorist indicative:  

• ei[qe oiJ qeoi; th;n povlin e[swsan  IF ONLY THE GODS HAD SAVED THE CITY!  
• eij gavr moi tou`to ei\pe~  IF ONLY YOU HAD TOLD ME THIS!   
• ei[qe soi, w\ Perivklei~, tovte sunegenovmhn  IF ONLY I HAD KNOWN YOU THEN, PERICLES!   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

2/ To express a wish for the past it is also possible to use the strong aorist w[felon (aorist of ojfeivlw TO OWE) + aorist 
infinitive:  

• ei[qe w[felon oiJ qeoi; th;n povlin sw`sai  IF ONLY THE GODS HAD SAVED THE CITY!  
• w[felev~ moi tou`to eijpei`n  IF ONLY YOU HAD TOLD ME THIS!  

 Note  

 In all three cases (present, past or future), the negative particle will be mh v, and this holds true for compound 
negative pronouns, adverbs, etc., as usually happens in sentences that express subjectivity.  

 • eij gavr moi tou`to mh; ei\pe~     IF ONLY YOU HAD NOT  TOLD ME THIS!  
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5.		Asking	questions		 [280]	

a)  Simple questions 

1/ When a yes/no question is introduced and we do not know whether the answer will be affirmative or negative, we put 
a\ra or h \ at the beginning (equivalent to the Latin -ne):  

• a\ra ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon oJra`/~…  BUT DON’T YOU SEE THAT MAN?  
• a\ra levgei~ o} kai; ejgw; tovte uJpwvpteusa ...…  BUT DO YOU MEAN WHAT I SUPPOSED BEFORE …?   (Plato, Theaetetus).  

2/ If we suppose that the answer will be yes, we put a\ra ouj or ou[koun at the beginning (equivalent to the Latin nonne):  

• ou[koun ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ejsti; oJ Periklh`~…  ISN’T PERICLES IN ATHENS? (PERICLES IS IN ATHENS, ISN’T HE?).  
• a\ra oujc ou{tw…  ISN’T IT SO?   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

3/ If we suppose that the answer will be no, we put a\ra mhv or mw`n (mh ; + ou\n) at the beginning (equivalent to the Latin 
num):  

• mw`n mw`rov~ ejstin oJ Swkravth~…  IS SOCRATES A FOOL? (SOCRATES ISN’T A FOOL, IS HE?).  
• a\ra mh; a[llo ti h/\ oJ qavnato~ h] tou`to…  WAS DEATH ANYTHING OTHER THAN THIS?   (Plato, Phaedo).  

4/ Double questions (X or Y) are introduced by povteron or povtera (equivalent to the Latin utrum), and the or is 
translated by h [:  

• povteron pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ ijevnai bouvlei h] pro;~ th;n Spavrthn…      DO YOU WANT TO GO TO ATHENS OR SPARTA?  
• povteron ou\n aiJ gunai`ke~ ejn tai`~ povlesin fronimwvteraiv soi dokou`sin ei\nai h ] oiJ a[ndre~…      DO THE WOMEN OR THE MEN  
    OF A CITY SEEM TO YOU TO BE WISER?   (Plato, Cratylus).  
• povteron o[nto~ Aijgivsqou pevla~ levgei~ tavd∆ hJmi`n, h] bebw`to~ ejk dovmwn…      ARE YOU TELLING US THIS WITH AIGISTUS BEING  
   NEARBY OR HAS HE GONE OUT OF THE HOUSE?   (Sophocles, Electra).  
• povteron ejgwv soi spoudai`o~ dokw` h] ou[…      DO I SEEM A DILIGENT PERSON TO YOU OR NOT?  
   (Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum).  

b)  Deliberative questions  [281] 

1/ The subjunctive mood is used in deliberative questions. In these questions, usually in 1st person, the speaker uses the 
subjunctive (either present or aorist, to convey aspectual differences) to express some degree of uncertainty about what 
should be done, as if he/she were asking for instructions or suggestions. For instance:  

• tiv poiou`men nu`n…  WHAT ARE WE DOING NOW?  ² Indicative:    normal question.  
• ajlla; tiv poiw`men…  BUT WHAT ARE WE TO DO?   (Plato, Symposium).  ² Subjunctive: deliberative question.  

In fact, a deliberative question is just the interrogative form of an exhortative subjunctive:  
• tiv poiw`men…  LET’S DO WHAT?  
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2/ Given that in the case of several verbs the 1st person singular is identical both in indicative and in subjunctive, in some 
cases only the context will tell us whether it is a deliberative question or not. For example:  

• tiv aujtw`/ levgw… could mean   either    WHAT AM I TELLING HIM?    ² If we consider it to be indicative. 
                                                    or           WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO TELL HIM?     ² If we consider it to be subjunctive. 

Of course, there is no doubt if we use an aorist subjunctive (if it doesn’t look like its future indicative!):  

• tiv aujtw`/ ei[pw…  WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO TELL HIM?  

3/ A lot of times we will find the deliberative subjunctive in this kind of double use:  [282] 

• mevnwmen h] ajpivwmen…        SHALL WE REMAIN HERE OR SHALL WE LEAVE?  
• ejpiskopw`men au\ tou`to, w\ Eujquvfrwn, eij kalw`~ levgetai, h] ejw`men ...…  SHALL WE EXAMINE THIS AGAIN, EUTHYPHRO,  
   TO SEE IF IT IS RIGHT, OR SHALL WE LEAVE IT …?   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

4/ To formulate a negative question, the particle to be used is mh v, not ou jÚ  

• tou`to mh; poiw`men…     ARE WE NOT SUPPOSED TO DO THIS?  

5/ This example is a very common use of the deliberative question with the verb cravomai:  

• tiv crw`mai ejmautw`/…     WHAT AM I TO DO WITH MYSELF?  

6/ Sometimes, the deliberative question is preceded by bouvlei or bouvlesqe (which can be translated as DO YOU WANT 

TO?), but forming an expression independent from the main sentence:  

• bouvlei, w{sper ”Omhro~, eujcwvmeqa tai`~ Mouvsai~... …     SHALL WE, LIKE HOMER, INVOKE THE MUSES …? WOULD YOU  
    LIKE TO?   (Plato, Republic).  

c)  Other questions  [283] 

1/ Adverbial questions use an interrogative adverb as the interrogative element, and to repeat the question Greek uses 
the form of an indirect question of the adverb: 

• pou ` ejstin oJ pathvr…  WHERE IS MY FATHER?          ² Direct question 
• o{pou… ejn th`/ oijkiva/  WHERE? IN THE HOUSE.       ² Question repeated 

2/ Adjectival questions use an interrogative adjective as interrogative element, and to repeat the question use the form 
of indirect question, as with the adverbs:  

• tivna oJra`/~…     WHOM DO YOU SEE? • – povsou~ ajnqrwvpou~ ei\de~…     HOW MANY MEN DID YOU SEE? 
     – oJpovsou~… ei[kosi                    HOW MANY? TWENTY.  

Both these types of questions are dealt with in the corresponding sections on adverbs and pronouns/adjectives.  
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6.		Impersonal	verbs		 [284]	

In English, impersonal verbs normally use the pronoun IT  to indicate their subject: IT IS NECESSARY TO GO THERE, IT IS NOT 

POSSIBLE TO DO THIS, etc., but in Greek there is not a neuter pronoun equivalent to the pronoun IT  in this usage. As in most 
languages, the verb will always be in 3rd person singular.  

a)  General information  

1/ The most important impersonal verbs are:  

dei `  IT IS NECESSARY  
  ² fut. dehvsei, aor. ejdevhse 

crhv  IT IS NECESSARY  
  ² fut. crhvsei and crhvstai,  

       infinitive crh`n and crh`nai, no aorist 
prevpei  IT IS CONVENIENT 
e[xesti  IT IS POSSIBLE 

e[nesti  IT IS POSSIBLE 
pavresti IT IS POSSIBLE 
mevtesti THERE IS A SHARE (OF + Gen.)  

dokei ` IT SEEMS WELL 
sumbaivnei  IT HAPPENS 
sumfevrei IT IS CONVENIENT 
mevlei IT INTERESTS 

2/ Impersonal verbs are almost always used with infinitives. For instance: 

• dei ` tou`to poiei`n IT IS NECESSARY TO DO THIS       ² Note that there is no subject for the verb dei`.  
• ta; ga;r ajlhqh` crh; levgein IT IS NECESSARY TO SPEAK THE TRUTH   (Lysias, In Andocidem).  
• ejn ou\n toiouvtoi~ ou[te swfronei`n, fivlai, ou[t∆ eujsebei`n pavrestin      IN SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES, MY FRIENDS, IT IS NOT  
    POSSIBLE EITHER TO BE PRUDENT OR TO BE PIOUS   (Sophocles, Electra).  

3/ They can also rule a whole infinitive construction, i.e. the infinitive may have its own subject:  [285] 

• dei` uJma`~ tou`to poiei`n      IT IS NECESSARY FOR YOU TO DO THIS, YOU MUST DO THIS, etc.  
   ² Observe that there are various ways to translate this construction.  

Grammatically speaking, uJma`~ tou`to poiei`n (YOU TO DO THIS) is in fact what it is necessary to do, therefore this infinitive 
clause represents the actual subject of dei `; but this is just a grammatical appreciation and it is not strictly necessary to 
translate it correctly. Another example:  

• dei ` ou\n to;n strathgou`nta tou`to paraskeuavzein toi`~ eJlomevnoi~ aujto;n strathgovn     THE COMMANDER MUST  
   THEREFORE PROVIDE THIS TO THOSE WHO HAVE CHOSEN HIM GENERAL   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

4/ This subject will be expressed in accusative only with the impersonal verbs dei ` and crh v, while with the other ones it 
will take the dative:  

• e[xestiv moi ejkei`se ijevnai I CAN GO THERE (“IT IS POSSIBLE FOR ME TO GO THERE”).  
• pavresti tw`/ didaskavlw / pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ poreuvesqai IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THE TEACHER TO GO TO ATHENS / THE  
   TEACHER CAN GO TO ATHENS, ETC.  
• soi ; me;n e[xestin eijpei`n a} bouvlei, ejmoi;; de; kai; levgein kai; poiei`n YOU CAN SAY WHAT YOU WANT, BUT I CAN  
    BOTH SAY AND DO WHAT I WANT   (Plutarch, Artaxerxes).  
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5/ If the infinitive is a verb that has a predicative object and the impersonal verb rules dative, the predicative object can 
be either in accusative (which is normal for the predicative object of an infinitive) or in dative (agreeing with the 
“subject”):  

• e[xestiv moi divkaion ei\nai / e[xestiv moi dikaivw/ ei\nai     I CAN BE FAIR (“IT IS POSSIBLE FOR ME TO BE FAIR”).  

b)  Special cases  [286] 

1/ crhv has a strange ending in -h, because in fact it is not a verb but a noun (the original expression was crhv ejsti, but 
the ejsti was lost in the course of time), so that its imperfect is crh`n (crhv + h\n, do not confuse it with the infinitive 
which can be written in the same way) or even ejcrh`n (a curious case of an augment in front of a noun, which proves 
that it ended up to be considered as a verb):  

• ejcrh`n / crh`n se th;n povlin labei`n YOU HAD TO CAPTURE THE CITY.   
• ejshmaivnetev moi ... a{ t∆ ejcrh`n poiei`n kai; a} oujk ejcrh`n YOU INDICATED TO ME WHAT IT WAS NECESSARY AND WHAT IT WAS  
    NOT NECESSARY TO DO   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).   

2/ When dealing with e[xesti, we must take into account that we may find the form e[sti itself with the meaning IT IS 

POSSIBLE; observe that the only difference with the real HE/SHE IS ejsti v is the position of the accent:  

• e[xesti pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ poreuvesqai  =  e[sti pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ poreuvesqai IT IS POSSIBLE TO GO TO ATHENS.  
• nu`n de; dia; ta; pravgmata eujwnotavtou~ e[sti fivlou~ ajgaqou;~ kthvsasqai NOW, BECAUSE OF THE STATE OF AFFAIRS,  
    IT IS POSSIBLE TO ACQUIRE GOOD FRIENDS AT A VERY CHEAP PRICE   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

But be careful: if ejsti v, with its normal meaning, is used to open a sentence, we will write e[sti:  

• oJ Swkravth~ ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ejstivn  =  e[stin oJ Swkravth~ ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~     SOCRATES IS IN ATHENS.  
• e[stin ejn ajnqrwvpoi~ yeuvdesqai… e[sti mevntoi, e[fh      IS THE CONCEPT OF LYING INHERENT TO MEN? IT IS INDEED, HE SAID  
    (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

3/ dokei` (the aorist is e[doxe, not ejdovkhse as we would expect) is a verb that is frequently employed as a substitute [287] 
for the English verb  TO DECIDE:  

• dokei` tw`/ strathgw`/ thvmeron mavcesqai IT SEEMS GOOD TO THE GENERAL TO FIGHT TODAY  =  THE GENERAL DECIDES  
   TO FIGHT TODAY.  
• e[doxe tw`/ dikasthrivw/ dh`sai to;n ∆Erasinivdhn IT SEEMED GOOD TO THE COURT TO IMPRISON ERASINIDES  =  THE COURT  
   DECIDED TO IMPRISON ERASINIDES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• e[doxe plei`n to;n ∆Alkibiavdhn IT WAS DECIDED THAT ALCIBIADES SHOULD DEPART (Thucydides, Historiae).  

In fact, this verb stands for TO SEEM (among other secondary meanings), although it is frequently used with the enhanced 
meaning TO SEEM GOOD. But observe this example, where it conveys only the meaning of TO SEEM:  

• pavnta aujtoi`~ ejdovkei ejpi; xunwmosiva/ ojligarcikh`/ kai; turannikh`/ pepra`cqai     EVERYTHING SEEMED TO THEM TO HAVE  
   BEEN DONE POINTING TOWARDS AN OLIGARCHICAL AND ABSOLUTIST CONSPIRACY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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4/ There are two verbs, one of which is a compound form of the other one, that rule a genitive of object:  [288] 

mevlei: in fact the verb mevlw exists also as a personal verb, and it means TO BE OF CONCERN, TO INTEREST:  

• mevlw toi`~ didaskavloi~     I INTEREST THE TEACHERS, THE TEACHERS ARE INTERESTED IN ME, etc.  

But its use in the 3rd person is so frequent that it is considered also as an impersonal verb, and in this case the object of 
interest is usually given in genitive:  

• mevlei moi tw`n bivblwn      BOOKS INTEREST ME.  
• kai; pavnu g∆, e[fh oJ ∆Iscovmaco~, mevlei moi touvtwn w|n ejrwta`/~ AND WHAT YOU ARE ASKING INTERESTS ME A LOT,  
    SAID ISCHOMACHUS   (Xenophon, Oeconomicus).  

This verb has a compound, metamevlei, which means TO REPENT (OF), and also the object of repentance must be expressed 
either in the genitive case or  as a participle:  

• metamevlei moi tw`n aJmarthmavtwn  I REPENT (OF) THE SINS.  
• ouj metamevlei moi th`~ aiJrhvsew~  I DO NOT REPENT (OF) THE CHOICE   (Lucian, Hermotimus).  
• metemevlonto ta;~ sponda;~ ouj dexavmenoi  THEY REPENTED (OF) NOT HAVING ACCEPTED THE TRUCE  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

5/ Another personal verb that may be used impersonally is sumbaivnei, in the sense of TO HAPPEN:  

• e[peita de; tavde sunevbh AND AFTERWARDS THESE THINGS HAPPENED  
   ² So, we can use it as a synonym of givgnomai.  
• polla; kai; calepa; sumbaivnei toi`~ ajnqrwvpoi~ MANY BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO MEN (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

c)  The personal construction  [289] 

Sometimes verbs that are not impersonal, like levgw, are used impersonally:  

• levgetai tou;~ pai`da~ ejn th`/ ajgora`/ ei\nai  IT IS SAID THAT THE CHILDREN ARE IN THE AGORA.  

But in Greek it is much more frequent to use the so called personal construction:  

• oiJ pai`de~ levgontai ejn th`/ ajgora`/ ei\nai IT IS SAID THAT THE CHILDREN ARE IN THE AGORA.  
   ² Literally, THE BOYS ARE SAID TO BE IN THE AGORA.  
• oJ Tavntalo~ ejn ”Aidou levgetai to;n ajei; crovnon diatrivbein IT IS SAID THAT TANTALUS SPENDS ETERNITY IN HADES  
   (Xenophon, Oeconomicus).  
   ² Literally, TANTALUS IS SAID TO SPEND ETERNITY IN HADES. 
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b) Subordinate clauses 

1.		The	concept	of	Oblique Optative		 [290]	

Before entering the forest of subordinate clauses, we must first acquaint ourselves with the Oblique Optative.  

a)  Replacing an indicative

1/ In indirect sentences, what is said (or would be said) in the direct style is usually kept in indicative:  

• ou|to~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ levgei o{ti oJ Swkravth~ ejn th`/ povlei ejstivn     THIS MAN SAYS THAT SOCRATES IS IN THE CITY.  

Note that if the introductory verb is in a secondary tense (imperfect, aorist or pluperfect), the natural tendency in 
English is to say THIS MAN SAID THAT SOCRATES WAS IN THE CITY. However, Greek retains the tense in which the reported 
speech was originally delivered, which, in this case, was SOCRATES IS IN THE CITY:  

• ou|to~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ ei\pen o{ti oJ Swkravth~ ejn th`/ povlei ejstivn     THIS MAN SAID THAT SOCRATES WAS (literally, IS) IN THE CITY.  

2/ There is an optional change that can be made in cases such as this, when the introductory verb is in secondary tense; [291] 
the indicative verb can be replaced by the equivalent tense in the optative mood. This is called the Oblique Optative:  

• ou|to~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ ei\pen o{ti oJ Swkravth~ ejn th`/ povlei ejstivn  or  ei[h     (same meaning).  

In the above example, a present optative can replace the present indicative. Observe another example:  

• oJ strathgo;~ levgei o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi mavcontai THE GENERAL SAYS THAT THE ATHENIANS ARE FIGHTING.  
• oJ strathgo;~ ei\pen o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi mavcointo THE GENERAL SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS WERE FIGHTING.  

3/ Verbs in other tenses can also undergo this switch to the optative: a future indicative will be replaced by a future 
optative, etc. However, there is no imperfect tense in the optative (only the indicative mood has an imperfect tense). 
Observe the following example: 

• oJ Swkravth~ ejn th`/ povlei h\n     SOCRATES WAS IN THE CITY.  

If this is put into reported speech and the introductory verb is in a secondary tense, the original indicative can be kept or 
put into the optative, but as there is no imperfect optative the present tense would be used instead:  

• ou|to~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ ei\pen o{ti oJ Swkravth~ ejn th`/ povlei ei[h or h\n     THIS MAN SAID THAT SOCRATES WAS IN THE CITY.  

Here are a couple of original examples:  

• oJ Tissafevrnh~ ... ei\pen o{ti eij~ lovgou~ bouvloito aujtw`/ ajfikevsqai     TISSAPHERNES SAID THAT HE WANTED TO TALK TO HIM  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
   ² bouvloito replaces bouvletai: from the present indicative to the present optative.  
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• eujqu;~ de; Seuvqh/ ei\pen o{ti sustrateuvsoito aujtw`/     IMMEDIATELY HE TOLD SEUTHES THAT HE WOULD MARCH WITH HIM   
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
   ² sustrateuvsoito replaces sustrateuvsetai: from the future indicative to the future optative.  

b)  Replacing a subjunctive  [292] 

1/ In subordinate sentences that use the subjunctive (with verbs of fear, purpose clauses and other subordinates that 
have not yet been introduced), the same phenomenon can take place: if the introductory verb is in a secondary tense, 
the subjunctive can be replaced by the equivalent tense in optative. For example:  

• e[rcetai oi[kade i{na nevan bivblon gravfh / HE GOES HOME TO WRITE A NEW BOOK.  
• h\lqen oi[kade i{na nevan bivblon gravfh / or gravfoi HE WENT HOME TO WRITE A NEW BOOK.  
• ou{tw d∆ ejtavcqhsan, i{na mh; dievkploun didoi`en THEY [SHIPS] WERE ARRANGED IN THIS WAY, IN ORDER NOT TO GIVE  
    ANY OPTION OF BREAKING THROUGH   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• fobou`mai mh; oiJ polevmioi th;n povlin diafqeivrwntai I FEAR THE ENEMY MAY DESTROY THE CITY.  
• ejfobouvmhn mh; oiJ polevmioi th;n povlin diafqeivrwntai / diafqeivroien     I FEARED THE ENEMY WOULD DESTROY THE CITY. 
• ejfobei`to mh; th`/ oujra`/ ejpivqointo oiJ polevmioi HE FEARED THE ENEMY WOULD FALL UPON HIS REAR  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ Note that the same can also happen in deliberative questions (i.e. not a subordinate clause):  

• tiv poiw`men…  WHAT ARE WE TO DO?  
• hjporou`nto tiv poiw`si or poioi`en  THEY WERE ASKING WHAT THEY WERE TO DO.  

c)  Final remarks:  [293] 

1/ When the main verb is in a primary tense (present, future or perfect), the main sentence and the subordinate 
sentence are said to form a primary sequence; but if the main verb is in a past tense (imperfect, aorist or pluperfect) and 
the verb of the subordinate sentence can be moved to the optative, the main and the subordinate sentences are said to 
form a secondary sequence. Using one of the former examples:  

• oJ strathgo;~ levgei o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi mavcontai  THE GENERAL SAYS THAT THE ATHENIANS ARE FIGHTING.  
   ² Primary sequence 
• oJ strathgo;~ ei\pen o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi mavcontai or mavcointo  THE GENERAL SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS WERE FIGHTING.  
   ² Secondary sequence 

2/ In both former sections a) and b), observe that the optative is not accompanied by a[n. Furthermore, when the 
original mood (either the indicative or subjunctive) of the subordinate is retained in a secondary sequence instead of 
being replaced by the optative, it is said that the vivid style is being used, which means that it is supposed that the 
reader-listener will perceive the action as happening realistically in front of their eyes. Using one of the former examples:  

• oJ strathgo;~ ei\pen o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi mavcointo  THE GENERAL SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS WERE FIGHTING.  
   ² Secondary sequence, normal style. 
• oJ strathgo;~ ei\pen o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi mavcontai  THE GENERAL SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS WERE FIGHTING.  
   ² Secondary sequence, vivid style. 
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2.		Causal	clauses		 [294]	

a)  Which conjunctions? 

1/ It is customary to introduce a causal subordinate with any of these conjunctions: o{ti, diovti and wJ~ (note also that a 
causal subordinate introduced by any of these three conjunctions will usually stand after the main clause):  

• to; a\qlovn soi parevcw, diovti oJ a[risto~ ei\     I GIVE YOU THE PRIZE BECAUSE YOU ARE THE BEST ONE.  
• ajriqmo;n oujk e[graya tw`n ajpoqanovntwn, diovti a[piston to; plh`qo~ levgetai ajpolevsqai     I HAVE NOT WRITTEN THE NUMBER  
    OF DEAD PEOPLE BECAUSE IT IS SAID THAT THE AMOUNT OF PEOPLE WHO DIED IS INCREDIBLE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

It is clear that o{ti must not be translated by THAT if used in a causal sense. Similarly, the many other meanings of wJ~ are 
not appropriate in causal clauses. 

2/ The conjunctions ejpeiv and ejpeidhv can also be used. However, these two conjunctions may also have the temporal 
meaning WHEN. Effectively, they are the equivalent to the Historic “cum”  in Latin, therefore they can also be translated 
by AS, thus maintaining a half-causal / half-temporal meaning. Note that a causal subordinate introduced by any of these 
two conjunctions will usually stand before the main clause:  

• ejpei ; oJ Periklh`~ tou`to ei\pen, pavnte~ ajphvlqomen     AS (BECAUSE/WHEN) PERICLES SAID THIS, ALL OF US LEFT.  
• ejpei ; de; ou[te Ceirivsofo~ h|ken ou[te ploi`a iJkana; h\n ..., ejdovkei ajpitevon ei\nai     AS NEITHER CHEIRISOPHOS HAD COME  
   NOR WERE THERE SUFFICIENT SHIPS, IT SEEMED THE BEST IDEA TO DEPART   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

b)  Which mood?  [295] 

1/ As a general rule, the causal clause will be in the indicative mood: 

• oiJ stratiw`tai eij~ th;n povlin ejpanh`lqon diovti mavcesqai oujkevti ejbouvlonto     THE SOLDIERS WENT BACK INTO THE CITY  
   BECAUSE THEY DID NOT WANT TO FIGHT ANY LONGER.  

2/ However, if we want to convey an alleged reason for the cause and the verb of the main sentence is in a secondary 
tense, then the optative mood can be used instead (note that this is reported speech, and not an oblique optative):  

• oiJ stratiw`tai eij~ th;n povlin ejpanh`lqon diovti to;n Perikleva ijdei`n bouvlointo     THE SOLDIERS WENT BACK INTO THE CITY,  
    ALLEGEDLY BECAUSE THEY WANTED TO SEE PERICLES.  

In this last example, the soldiers would have said WE WANT TO SEE PERICLES, even if the real reason for their return was 
another one, e.g. they did not want to fight.  

3.		Purpose	clauses		 [296]	

a)  Usual method 

1/ The main way to express purpose is through a subordinate sentence introduced by the conjunction i{na, with the verb 
in the subjunctive (either present or aorist, depending on aspect):  

• pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ oi[comai i{na to;n ajdelfo;n i[dw     I AM GOING TO ATHENS TO SEE MY BROTHER.  
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In order to make the purpose clause negative, use mhv:  

• ejgwv toi, e[fh, i{na mh; pavscw tau`ta, oujd∆ eij~ politeivan ejmauto;n katakleivw     IN ORDER NOT TO SUFFER THIS, I DO NOT  
    SHUT MYSELF UP IN A COMMUNITY   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• trevcomen i{na oiJ polevmioi mh; labw`sin hJma`~     WE ARE RUNNING SO THAT THE ENEMIES DO NOT CAPTURE US.  

³ Some authors reduced i{na mhv to just mhv, shifted to the place previously occupied by i{na. The former example could be 
written as: 

• trevcomen mh ; oiJ polevmioi labw`sin hJma`~     WE ARE RUNNING SO THAT THE ENEMIES DO NOT CAPTURE US.  
• to;n ou\n parovnta pevmyon ej~ kataskophvn, mh ; kai; lavqh / me prospeswvn     SEND THIS MAN HERE AS A LOOKOUT,  
    LEST HE [somebody else] TURNS UP AND I DO NOT REALISE IT   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  

2/ Instead of i{na, the conjunctions o{pw~ and wJ~ can be used. In purpose clauses, the two last conjunctions (not i{na) 
may be accompanied by the particle a[n:   

• oi[kade baivnei o{pw~ (a[n) ajnapauvhtai HE IS GOING HOME TO REST.  
• i[q∆, ejkkavluyon, wJ~ i[dw to; pa`n kakovn COME ON, UNCONCEAL HIM, SO THAT I MAY SEE ALL THE EVIL   (Sophocles, Aiax).  
• hJmei`~ oiJ strathgoi; ... ejbouleuomveqa su;n toi`~ Kerasountivoi~ o{pw~ a]n tafeivhsan oiJ tw`n ÔEllhvnwn nekroiv  
   WE THE GENERALS … DELIBERATED WITH THE PEOPLE OF CERASUS IN ORDER THAT THE DEAD OF THE GREEKS COULD  
    BE BURIED   (Xenophon, Anabasis).   

3/ If the introductory verb is in a past tense (imperfect or aorist), the subjunctive may be replaced by the corresponding [297] 
tense of the optative (oblique optative):  

• ejdravmomen i{na oiJ polevmioi mh; lavboien hJma`~ WE RAN SO THAT THE ENEMIES WOULD NOT CAPTURE US.  
• oiJ d∆ ∆Aqhnai`oi, i{na mh; diaspasqeivhsan, ejphkolouvqoun AND THE ATHENIANS, IN ORDER NOT TO BE DETACHED,  
    FOLLOWED THEM   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

³ Note this exception: if the main clause happens to be an expression conveying desire, the verb of the purpose clause 
must be in the same mood  as the verb of the main clause:  

• ei[qe tou`to eijdeivhn i{na soi ei[poimi  IF ONLY I KNEW THIS SO I COULD TELL YOU!  
• ei[qe aujto;n ei\don i{na ejfuvlaxa  IF ONLY I HAD SEEN HIM SO I COULD HAVE PROTECTED HIM!  

In these two examples, i{na is followed by an optative (this is not an oblique optative) and an indicative respectively.  

b)  Other methods  [298] 

1/ There are other methods through which purpose can be expressed. For example, using a future participle (sometimes 
preceded by wJ~)Ú 

• oJ ∆Acilleu;~ trevcei pro;~ th;n povlin wJ~ tou;~ polemivou~ ajpoktenw`n     ACHILLES IS RUNNING TOWARDS THE CITY IN ORDER  
   TO KILL THE ENEMIES (observe that this is a future participle of a liquid verb).  
• kai; oJ Qravsullo~ ... eij~ ∆Aqhvna~ e[pleuse tau`ta ejxaggelw`n kai; stratia;n kai; nau`~ aijthvswn     AND THRASYLLUS …  
    SAILED TO ATHENS TO ANNOUNCE THIS AND TO ASK FOR AN ARMY AND SHIPS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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Remember that since it is a participle it can agree with an object instead of with the subject:  

• to; xi`fo~ tw`/ stratiwvth / divdwmi wJ~ ejn th`/ mavch/ machsomevnw /  I GIVE THE SWORD TO THE SOLDIER SO THAT HE  
    MAY FIGHT IN THE BATTLE. 
• e[pemye Qeovpompon ... eij~ Lakedaivmona ajpaggelou`nta ta; gegonovta HE SENT THEOPOMPUS … TO LACEDAEMON  
    SO THAT HE WOULD ANNOUNCE THE EVENTS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ After some verbs, the infinitive can also have a meaning of purpose, especially after verbs that have meanings of [299] 
giving, sending, etc., although the use of the infinitive to express purpose is not a common method:  

• pevmpw th;n bivblon tw`/ ajdelfw`/ ajnagignwvskein  I AM SENDING THE BOOK TO MY BROTHER TO READ.  
• to;n oi\non aiJrw` pivnein  I AM TAKING THE WINE TO DRINK.  
• tou;~ ejpithdeivou~ e[pemye touvtwn ejpimelhqh`nai  HE SENT THE PROPER PERSONS TO TAKE CARE OF ALL THESE THINGS  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

3/ A peculiar method used to express purpose is by means of a neuter article in the genitive + infinitive:  

• ta;~ bivblou~ e[kruya tou` mh ; tou;~ polemivou~ aujta;~ kaivein     I HID THE BOOKS LEST THE ENEMY WOULD BURN THEM.  

4.		Temporal	clauses		 [300]	

a)  Main temporal clauses 

1/ The main conjunctions that are used to translate the English word WHEN are  q o{te (or  q oJpovte WHENEVER),  q ejpei v 

and  q ejpeidhv. The primary difference between them is that o{te means WHEN in the sense of at the same time as, while 
ejpeiv and ejpeidhv mean WHEN in the sense of after:  

• o{te ejgw; oi[koi h\n, su; ejn th`/ ajgora`/ h\sqa WHEN I WAS AT HOME, YOU WERE IN THE AGORA  
    ² Note that both actions happened simultaneously.  
• o{te d∆ au{th hJ mavch ejgevneto, Tissafevrnh~ ejn Savrdesin e[tucen w[n     WHEN THIS BATTLE TOOK PLACE, TISSAPHERNES  
    HAPPENED TO BE IN SARDIS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ejpeidh ; oiJ hJgemovne~ tou`to ei\pon, oiJ poli`tai ajph`lqon WHEN THE LEADERS HAD SAID THIS, THE CITIZENS LEFT  
   ² Note that this means AFTER THE LEADERS HAD SAID THIS, THE CITIZENS LEFT: the action of the temporal clause  
        took place first.  
• ejpei ; d∆ eij~ th;n ∆Asivan ajfivkonto, sunhvgage stratiwvta~ WHEN THEY ARRIVED IN ASIA, HE GATHERED SOLDIERS  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Remember, also, from the previous section on causal clauses that ejpeiv and ejpeidhv may have a causal meaning. These [301] 
two words can therefore be considered the equivalent to the Historic “cum”  in Latin, with this half-causal / half-
temporal meaning commonly translated by AS.  

2/ These two conjunctions also have the meaning of WHEN:  

q  hJnivka, used in the same way as o{te:  WHEN  in the sense of  at the same time as. 
q  wJ~, used in the same way as ejpeiv:  WHEN  in the sense of  after.  
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• hJnivka d∆ h\n ajmfi; mevsa~ nuvkta~, ...  WHEN IT WAS AROUND MIDNIGHT, …   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  
• w J~ de; e[gnw to; pra`gma, ...  WHEN HE LEARNED ABOUT THE MATTER, …   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

3/ Other conjunctions or idiomatic combinations that introduce temporal clauses include:  [302] 

q  ejpei; prw`ton  and  ejpei; tavcista    AS SOON AS 

• oiJ de; triavkonta hJ/revqhsan me;n ejpei; tavcista ta; makra; teivch ... kaqh/revqh     THE THIRTY WERE CHOSEN AS SOON AS  
    THE LONG WALLS … HAD BEEN DEMOLISHED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

q  e[ste, mevcri  and  mevcri ou|    UNTIL  (sometimes WHILE) 

• ejmavconto ... mevcri oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi ajpevpleusan eij~ Mavduton THEY FOUGHT UNTIL THE ATHENIANS SAILED AWAY TO  
    MADYTUS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ejkei` e[meine ... mevcri ou | Ku`ro~ eij~ Savrdei~ ajfivketo HE REMAINED THERE ... UNTIL CYRUS ARRIVED AT SARDIS  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

q  ejx ou|  and  ajpo; ou | (usually written ajf∆ ou |)   SINCE 

• tou;~ ga;r xevnou~, ejx ou | o{ te Sivni~ kai; oJ Skeivrwn kai; oJ Prokrouvsth~ ajpevqanon, oujdei;~ e[ti ajdikei`  
   SINCE SCINIS, SCEIRON AND PROCRUSTES DIED, NOBODY OFFENDS THE FOREIGNERS   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

q  ejn w/|    WHILE 

• ejn w|/ de; pavnta tau`ta ejpravtteto, ta; kata; qavlattan ... genovmena dihghvsomai     I WILL EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED … AT SEA  
    WHILE ALL OF THIS WAS TAKING PLACE   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

There are two more conjunctions that present some complications, as their meaning varies and is dependent on the 
verbal mood that accompanies them: privn and e{w~.  

b)  The conjunction  privn  UNTIL / BEFORE [303] 

This conjunction may mean either UNTIL or BEFORE.  

1/ If it is followed by a finite verb, it means UNTIL or BEFORE indistinctly:  

• oJ ajdelfo;~ oujk ajph`lqe pri;n h|xa     MY BROTHER DID NOT LEAVE UNTIL/BEFORE I ARRIVED.  
• ouj provsqen ejpauvsanto pri;n ejxepoliovrkhsan to;n “Olouron     THEY DID NOT STOP UNTIL/BEFORE THEY HAD  
    CAPTURED OLOUROS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Both meanings can be used interchangeably, but the final meaning will be the same one, and observe that the main 
sentence is usually negative. So, if we want to translate UNTIL into Greek (in a meaning transposable with BEFORE), as in 
DO NOT WRITE UNTIL/BEFORE THE TEACHER ORDERS YOU TO, we will use privn + a finite form :  

• mh; gravfe pri;n oJ didavskalo~ a]n keleuvh /  DO NOT WRITE UNTIL/BEFORE THE TEACHER ORDERS YOU TO.  
• oujk e[graya pri;n oJ didavskalov~ moi ejkevleusen  I DID NOT WRITE UNTIL/BEFORE THE TEACHER TOLD ME TO.  
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The main sentence will usually be negative, but this is not always the case. For example, in this sentence the main clause 
is positive, and privn is followed by a finite form:  

• ejnqavde w[/kou`n pri;n pro;~ th;n Lakedaimonivan metevsthn     I LIVED HERE UNTIL/BEFORE I MOVED TO LACEDAEMONIA.  

2/ If it is followed by an infinitive, it will only convey the meaning of BEFORE :  [304] 

• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi poli`tai ajei; ejbouleuvonto pri;n yhfivzesqai ATHENIAN CITIZENS ALWAYS DELIBERATED BEFORE VOTING.  
• ajei; louvomai pri;n kaqeuvdein I ALWAYS TAKE A BATH BEFORE SLEEPING.  
• dei` sev moi dialevgesqai pri;n para; to;n Ku`ron ejlqei`n YOU SHOULD TALK WITH ME BEFORE GOING TO CYRUS.  
• pri;n de; pentekaivdeka stavdia dielhluqevnai ejnevtucon h[dh nekroi`~     BEFORE HAVING ADVANCED FIFTEEN STADES,  
    THEY ALREADY CAME ACROSS CORPSES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• eJtoi`mo~ h\n, pri;n ejkplei`n, krivnesqai     HE WAS WILLING TO BE JUDGED BEFORE SAILING OFF   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

As it can be seen, in this case the main sentence is usually positive; but again this is not a golden rule, observe this 
example in which the main clause is negative, and privn is followed by an infinitive:  

• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi poli`tai ouj dienohvqhsan pri;n yhfivzesqai     THE ATHENIAN CITIZENS DID NOT THINK BEFORE VOTING.  

3/ As usual, if the subject of the infinitive is different from the subject of the main verb, it will be in the accusative:  

• ajphvlqomen pri;n to;n didavskalon ajfikevsqai  WE DEPARTED BEFORE THE TEACHER ARRIVED.  
• privn se ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ katalipei`n, ta;~ bivblou~ ajpodwvsw  BEFORE YOU LEAVE ATHENS, I WILL GIVE YOU THE BOOKS BACK.  

c)  The conjunction  e{w~  UNTIL / WHILE / AS LONG AS [305] 

1/ If e{w~ is followed by an indicative, it may mean either WHILE or UNTIL; the context will indicate which meaning is most 
appropriate. As a general rule, if followed by an imperfect it will mean WHILE (continuous action), and if followed by an 
aorist it will mean UNTIL (punctual action):  

• e{w~ su; ejn th`/ Spavrth/ h\sqa, ejgw; th;n oijkivan wj/kodovmhsa WHILE YOU WERE IN SPARTA, I CONSTRUCTED THE HOUSE.  
• oJ gewrgo;~ e[kamnen e{w~ oJ despovth~ aujto;n oi[kade eijsekavlesen THE FARMER WAS WORKING UNTIL THE MASTER  
   CALLED HIM HOME.  
• oJ mevntoi ∆Aghsivlao~ ... perievmenen e{w~ oiJ fuvgade~ tw`n Korinqivwn ejpoivhsan tw`/ Poseidw`ni th;n qusivan 
   AGESILAOS WAITED UNTIL THE EXILES OF THE CORINTHIANS HAD MADE THE SACRIFICE TO POSEIDON   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

If e{w~ is followed by a subjunctive + a[n (or optative without a[n in secondary sequence), it means UNTIL but with a sense [306] 
of temporal indefinition:  

• mevne ejnqande e{w~ a]n ejgw; ejlpanevlqw WAIT HERE UNTIL I COME BACK.  
• ejkevleue ... fulavttein, e{w~ a]n aujto;~ e[lqh / HE ORDERED THEM … TO BE ON GUARD UNTIL HE HIMSELF WOULD COME  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ As we can see, in the first examples e{w~ dealt with facts that had really taken place: the master called the slave home, 
and somebody was in Sparta; but when e{w~ is followed by a subjunctive + a[n (primary sequence) or optative (secondary 
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sequence), it means UNTIL, and it always refers to a future action that may, or may not, take place. Observe the 
difference in these examples: 

• oJ gewrgo;~ kavmnei e{w~ a]n oJ despovth~ aujto;n oi[kade eijskalh`/      THE FARMER WORKS UNTIL THE MASTER CALLS HIM HOME. 
   ²  This means that he has decided to work until the master calls him, but this moment is indefinite.  
• oJ gewrgo;~ e[kamnen e{w~ oJ despovth~ aujto;n oi[kade eijskalevseien     THE FARMER WAS WORKING UNTIL THE MASTER WOULD  
   CALL HIM HOME.  
   ²  This means that he had decided to work until the master would call him, but did the master ever call him?  

3/ Another meaning of e{w~ (like mevcri) is AS LONG AS:  

• toi`~ d∆ ∆Orcomenivoi~ ei\pen, e{w~ strateiva ei[h, pauvsasqai tou` polevmou     HE TOLD THE INHABITANTS OF ORCHOMENOS  
   TO STOP MAKING WAR AS LONG AS THE CAMPAIGN WENT ON   (Xenophon, Hellenica).   

d)  Indefinite ever temporal clauses  [307] 

[This concept is dealt with in further detail in the corresponding section on indefinite clauses.]  

Linked to this last point of temporal indefinition we have seen for e{w~, we can find the same type of construction with 
several other temporal constructions that would use the word EVER to be translated into English. When a future 
indefinite action is referred to in a subordinate sentence, as in WHEN YOU SEND ME YOUR BOOK I WILL READ IT (this is 
indefinite because who knows when that person will send the book, if ever), the verb of the main sentence is in the 
future tense of the indicative, as expected, and the subordinate sentence is in subjunctive + a[n. Note that the same 
applies for repeated actions in the present. In this case, rather than a repeated action, it is an indefinite action in the 
future tense. The particle a[n is sometimes linked to the conjunction.  

Observe the following examples:  

• ejpeida;n to;n pai`da pro;~ ejme; pevmyh/~, aujto;n paideuvsw  WHENEVER YOU SEND ME YOUR SON, I WILL TEACH HIM.  
• o{tan oiJ polevmioi h{kwsin, eJtoi`moi ejsovmeqa  WHENEVER THE ENEMY COME, WE WILL BE READY.  
• o{tan to;n Swkravth ejn th`/ ajgora`/ i[dw, pavnta ejrw` WHENEVER I SEE SOCRATES IN THE AGORA, I WILL ASK HIM  
   EVERYTHING.  
• ejpeida;n mevntoi tou`to gevnhtai, hJghsovmeqa mevn, e[fh, hJmei`~ WHENEVER THIS MAY HAPPEN, WE WILL LEAD, HE SAID  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

5.		Concessive	clauses		 [308]	

In Greek, there are two ways of expressing a clause introduced by ALTHOUGH, IN SPITE OF: with a subordinate or with a 
participle.  

a)  With a subordinate 

We must use the conjunction kaiv and the conditional particle ei j (or ejavn, if it is an indefinite event); in fact, what we 
shall be translating literally is EVEN IF. Note that the choice between ei j or ejavn and of the tense of the subordinate verb 
adheres to the same rules as seen for conditional sentences; for example:  
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• kai; eij (or eij kai ;) nosw `, ejn toi`~ ajgroi`~ karterw`~ ponw`      ALTHOUGH I AM ILL, I AM WORKING HARD IN THE FIELDS.  
• eij kai ; ta; mevgista eij~ ejme; ejxhmavrtanon, oujk a]n oi|ovn t∆ h\n divkhn me par∆ aujtw`n lambavnein     EVEN IF THEY HAD  
    WRONGED ME VERY GREATLY, IT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE THAT I WOULD TAKE REVENGE FROM THEM   (Lysias, Areopagiticus).  
• kai; eja;n (or eja;n kai ;)  ou|to~ oJ ajqlhth;~ mavlista ajskh `/, ta; ∆Oluvmpia ouj nikhvsei     ALTHOUGH THIS ATHLETE MAY PRACTISE  
    A LOT, HE WILL NOT WIN IN THE OLYMPIC GAMES.  
• tou`to me;n ga;r kai; eja;n krathvswsin oJmoivw~ dravsousin     EVEN IF THEY WIN, THEY WILL NEVERTHELESS DO THIS  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

b)  With a participle  [309] 

The conjunction kaivper must be placed before the participle, and the tense of the participle will be dependent upon the 
temporal relationship with the main event:  

• kaivper nikhvsa~, oJ Periklh`~ tou;~ aijcmalwvtou~ oujk ajpevkteinen  IN SPITE OF HAVING WON (ALTHOUGH HE  
   HAD WON), PERICLES DID NOT KILL THE PRISONERS.  
• kaivper ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ou\sa, hJ Lusistravth tw`/ Dikaiopovlei oujk ejnevtucen  IN SPITE OF BEING IN ATHENS, LYSISTRATA  
   DID NOT COME ACROSS DIKAIOPOLIS.  
• ∆Aghsivlao~ dev, kaivper aijsqanovmeno~ tau`ta, o{mw~ ejpevmene tai`~ spondai`~  AGESILAOS, IN SPITE OF KNOWING THIS,  
   NEVERTHELESS WENT ON ABIDING BY THE TRUCE   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

This construction may also be used with a participle absolute:  

• kaivper tw`n Lakedaimonivwn ta;~ sponda;~ lusavntwn, oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi th`/ Lakedaimoniva/ oujk ejpevqento     ALTHOUGH  
    THE SPARTANS HAD BROKEN THE TRUCE, THE ATHENIANS DID NOT ATTACK LACEDAEMONIA.  
• kaivper ajkhruvktw/ polevmw/ tw`n Fwkevwn crwmevnwn, pezh`/ dieporeuvqh eij~ th;n Boiwtivan     ALTHOUGH THE PHOCIANS  
    WERE WAGING A CRUEL WAR, HE PROCEEDED ON FOOT INTO BOEOTIA   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

6.		Result	clauses		 [310]	

To express the result or consequence of what has been expressed in the main sentence, Greek uses a subordinate clause, 
introduced by w{ste (or, sometimes, wJ~). The verb of the subordinate clause may be in the infinitive or the indicative, 
depending on the nuance we wish to convey. Usually we will find the adverb ou{tw(~) (SO) in the main sentence as a 
marker of a following result clause. 

a)  Expression of the real result 

If we want to express the real result of an action, we use the indicative:  

• ou{tw tacevw~ trevcei w{ste oiJ fivloi aujto;n ouj nikw`sin  HE RUNS SO QUICKLY THAT HIS FRIENDS DO NOT BEAT HIM.  
• ou{tw sofov~ ejsti w{ste pavnta gignwvskei HE IS SO WISE THAT HE KNOWS EVERYTHING.  
• ejme; de; ou{tw~ ojxevw~ kai; rJa/divw~ katei`den w{ste ajsebeiva~ ejgravyato     HE HAS EXAMINED ME SO SHARPLY AND SO EASILY  
   THAT HE HAS ACCUSED ME OF IMPIETY   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

The negative is ou j, since it denotes a fact. Note that result clauses never use the oblique optative when the main verb is 
past.  
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b)  Expression of the possibility of the result  [311] 

1/ If we want to express the possibility of the result, we use the infinitive. The negative is mhv, since it denotes a 
possibility: 

• ou{tw sofov~ ejsti w{ste pavnta gignwvskein HE IS SO WISE SO AS TO KNOW EVERYTHING.  
• ou{tw tacevw~ trevcei w{ste tou;~ fivlou~ nika`n HE RUNS SO QUICKLY SO AS TO BEAT HIS FRIENDS.  
• oJ de; ou{tw~ ajnteskeuavsato to; oi\kon w{ste touvtwn mhdeno;~ prosdei`sqai     BUT HE, ON THE CONTRARY, ARRANGED  
   HIS HOUSE IN SUCH A [SIMPLE] WAY AS NOT TO NEED ANY ONE OF THESE THINGS   (Xenophon, Agesilaos).  

The infinitive can be used in result clauses even in cases where it is evident that the result did happen:  

• ou{tw~ ajndrei`oi oiJ ”Ellhne~ h\san w{ste tou;~ Pevrsa~ ejn tw`/ Maraqw`ni nika`n     THE GREEKS WERE SO BRAVE AS  
    TO DEFEAT THE PERSIANS AT MARATHON        ² They did defeat them. This is a fact, not just a possibility. 

2/ If the subject of the infinitive is different to that of the main clause, it will be in the accusative case:  [312] 

• ou{tw~ kakw`~ didavskei w{ste pavnta~ tou;~ maqhta;~ ajpelqei`n     HE TEACHES SO BADLY AS TO MAKE ALL THE STUDENTS  
   LEAVE. 
• ajdikou`nta Fivlippon ejxhvlegca fanerw`~ ou{tw~ w{ste tou;~ ejkeivnou summavcou~ aujtou;~ ajnistamevnou~ oJmologei`n  
   I PROVED THAT PHILIPPOS WAS ACTING WRONGLY SO CLEARLY AS TO MAKE HIS ALLIES STAND UP AND AGREE [WITH ME]  
   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

It is clear that the THAT by which we translate w{ste is not the same as the THAT by which we translate other words, such 
as o{ti. The meaning of THAT by which we translate w{ste is one which denotes a following consequence.  

3/ Sometimes the word that tells us that a result clause will follow may be a quantitative demonstrative (tosou`to~) [313] 
or a qualitative demonstrative (toiou`to~), instead of ou{tw~:  

• tosouvtou~ stratiwvta~ ei\con w{ste th;n povlin rJa/divw~ e[labon  THEY HAD SO MANY SOLDIERS THAT THEY TOOK  
    THE CITY EASILY.  
• ejgw; de; dh; eij~ tosou`ton ajmaqiva~ h{kw w{ste kai; tou`t∆ ajgnow`  I HAVE REACHED SUCH A POINT OF IGNORANCE  
    THAT I DO NOT EVEN KNOW THIS   (Plato, Apology).  
• eij~ tou`to maniva~ ajfikovmhn w{ste ejpiqumei`n ei|~ w]n polloi`~ mavcesqai I HAD REACHED SUCH A STATE OF MADNESS SO  
    AS TO WANT TO FIGHT, I ALONE AGAINST MANY   (Lysias, Contra Simonem).  

Or there can even be no marker:  

• pevfuken ejsqlov~, w{st∆ ajrkei`n fivloi~     HE IS A BRAVE MAN, SO THAT HE WILL HELP HIS FRIENDS (Sophocles, Electra).  

c)  A special use  [314] 

1/ The combination of a comparative adjective or adverb with h [ (THAN) and a result clause using the  infinitive, instead 
of the expected second term of the comparison, has the meaning of too + adjective…to + infinitive, as for instance, TOO 

CLEVER TO MAKE A MISTAKE. The construction is as follows:  

• oJ Swkravth~ sofwvterov~ ejstin h] w{ste aJmartavnein     SOCRATES IS TOO WISE TO MAKE A MISTAKE (literally, SOCRATES IS  
   WISER THAN SO AS TO MAKE A MISTAKE).  
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This can be more easily understood if one imagines what has been elided between the h [ and the w{ste; for example, THE 

WAY HE SHOULD BE . Then the sentence would read SOCRATES IS WISER THAN (THE WAY HE SHOULD BE) SO AS TO MAKE A MISTAKE.  

So, to translate HE IS TOO SLOW TO WIN we would literally say HE IS SLOWER THAN SO AS TO WIN:  

• braduvterov~ ejstin h] w{ste nika`n     HE IS TOO SLOW TO WIN.  

2/ This construction can be used also with other verbs:  

• h[/sqonto aujto;n ejlavttw e[conta duvnamin h] w{ste tou;~ fivlou~ wjfelei`n     THEY REALISED THAT HE HAD TOO SMALL A FORCE  
   TO HELP HIS FRIENDS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

d)  After a full stop  [315] 

w{ste after a full stop (or any mark of punctuation that denotes the end of a sentence) must be translated by THEREFORE 
or AS A RESULT:  

• su; tou`to ejpoivhsa~, oi\da o{ti: w{ste a\qlovn soi dwvsw   YOU HAVE DONE THIS, I KNOW. THEREFORE, I WILL GIVE YOU A PRIZE.  
• w{ste oujdevpote ejkei` oiJ pai`de~ e[rhmoi a[rcontov~ eijsi THEREFORE, CHILDREN THERE [in Sparta] ARE NEVER WITHOUT A  
   LEADER   (Xenophon, De Republica Lacedaemoniorum).  

7.		Conditional	clauses		 [316]	

a)  The conditional period 

1/ A conditional period consists of two parts: the conditional clause, known as the protasis, and the main clause, known 
as the apodosis. For example, in the sentence IF YOU GIVE ME THE BOOK, I WILL BE GLAD: the introductory IF (eij) clause is the 
protasis, and the second clause is the apodosis. Both together form what is usually called a conditional period.  

2/ There are several types of conditional periods. These are dependent on whether or not the condition takes place; 
whether it is probable or improbable. For example, in the sentence IF YOU HAD BEEN HERE YESTERDAY, WE WOULD HAVE 

WRITTEN THE LETTER, it is evident that the condition can no longer be accomplished. But in the sentence IF YOU WERE HERE, 
WE WOULD WRITE THE LETTER, it seems that this can still take place. Each period has its own degree of possibility of 
accomplishment.  

3/ Conditional periods are classified in many different ways: according to the degree of accomplishment, according to 
the verbal mood they use, etc. There is no international agreement on this. The classification offered here is the most 
common method presented in grammars and textbooks.  

The negative adverb in the protasis is mhv, and in the apodosis it is ouj  (the same rule applies to compounds with either).  

b)  Real conditionals  [317] 

1/ These are conditionals in which it is supposed that the condition is accomplished. They are also known as open 
conditionals. Both the protasis and apodosis use an indicative tense, but in some cases we can find an imperative. The 
translation into English should be literal.  
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• eij tou`to levgei~, mw`ro~ ei \   (indicative + indicative)     IF YOU SAY THIS, YOU ARE FOOLISH.  
• eij tou`to ei\pe~, h{marte~   (indicative + indicative)     IF YOU SAID THIS, YOU MADE A MISTAKE.  
• eij tou`to bouvlei, dov~ moi ta; crhvmata   (indicative + imperative)   IF YOU WANT THIS, GIVE ME THE MONEY.  
• eij bouvlei bivblon gravfein, sofo;~ ei \   (indicative + indicative)     IF YOU WANT TO WRITE A BOOK, YOU ARE WISE.  
• eij crhvmata ei\ce~, pollou;~ fivlou~ ei\ce~ (indicative + indicative)     IF YOU HAD MONEY, YOU HAD MANY FRIENDS.  
• eij bouvlei toi`~ qeoi`~ dw`ra dou`nai, parevce aujtoi`~ provbata   (indicative + imperative)   IF YOU WANT TO GIVE  
    PRESENTS TO THE GODS, OFFER THEM SHEEP.  
• eij bouvlesqe ajkou`sai oi|o~ ejn tai`~ mavcai~ h\n, ejrw ` kai; tou`t∆ uJmi`n (indicative + indicative)     IF YOU WANT TO KNOW  
    WHICH KIND OF MAN I WAS IN THE BATTLES, I WILL TELL YOU THIS ALSO    (Plato, Banquet).  

2/ But in some cases, the combination of tenses may look really strange to an English speaker, and then the translation 
should be adapted. For instance, observe this combination of future + present (in any case, take into account that poetic 
language allows itself some indulgences):  

• eij de; tou` crovnou provsqen qanou`mai, kevrdo~ au[t∆ ejgw; levgw     IF I (WILL) DIE BEFORE TIME, I CALL IT A BENEFIT  
    (Sophocles, Antigone).  

c)  Eventual conditionals  [318] 

1/ The most common variety of conditional period in Greek is the so-called eventual period, which follows this pattern:  

eij + a[n + subjunctive  (protasis),    future indicative  (apodosis). 

Almost always ei j + a[n = ejavn, which makes this kind of period very recognizable. In this category of conditionals, it is 
supposed that it is possible that the condition expressed in the protasis (the half containing ejavn) may take place. 

• eja;n tou`to tw`/ strathgw`/ levgh/~, ou|to~ neva o{pla soi dwvsei       IF YOU SAY THIS TO THE GENERAL, HE WILL GIVE  
    YOU NEW WEAPONS. 
• ajll∆ e[stai tau`ta, eja;n qeo;~ ejqevlh/       IT WILL BE SO, IF THE GOD WISHES (Plato, Ion).  
• eja;n to; ejmo;n teicismo;n bouvlh/ dikaivw~ skopei`n, euJrhvsei~ o{pla kai; ...  IF YOU WANT TO INSPECT MY FORTIFICATION  
   CAREFULLY, YOU WILL FIND WEAPONS AND ...   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

2/ Note that this period of conditional has a variation: instead of a future indicative, an imperative may be used for the [319] 
main sentence:  

• eja;n nika`n bouvlh /, mavcou     IF YOU WANT TO WIN, FIGHT.  

The difference in this use of subjunctive + a[n is that it has an ever meaning; we could have translated this sentence as IF 

YOU EVER WANT TO WIN, FIGHT. Another example:  

• eja;n de; dhmokrativa gevnhtai, eu\ i[ste, e[fh, o{ti diamenei` uJmi`n hJ povli~     IF EVER DEMOCRACY IS ESTABLISHED, BE SURE THAT  
    THE CITY WILL REMAIN TRUE TO YOU   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

3/ It is also common to find a participle instead of the usual protasis with eij IF :  

• mh; tou`to poihvsa~, ouj nikhvsei~     NOT HAVING DONE THIS / IF YOU HAVE NOT DONE THIS, YOU WILL NOT WIN.  
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Observe that the negative is mhv, which in fact is what supplies the participle with the conditional nuance, since if the 
sentence were ouj tou`to poihvsa~, ouj nikhvsei~ then it would be implied that we know for certain that the person has not 
done tou`to.  

 Note 

 This use of a participle instead of a protasis is not restricted to this type of conditionals: it can be found in real 
conditionals, eventual conditionals, etc. 

d)  Potential conditionals  [320] 

In this kind of conditionals, usually known as potential conditionals, in which the optative is used both in the protasis 
and in the apodosis, the condition expressed is a mere supposition of the speaker, and most probably has not yet taken 
place. These conditionals correspond to the English IF I WERE (in the future) IN ATHENS, I WOULD SEE THE ACROPOLIS, and with 
verbs other than to be they can be translated by SHOULD/WOULD. The apodosis must have the particle a[n:  

• ei j ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ei[hn, th;n ∆Akrovpolin i[doimi a[n IF I WERE IN ATHENS, I WOULD SEE THE ACROPOLIS.  
• eij tou`tov moi ei[poi~, a[smeno~ a]n ei[hn      IF YOU SHOULD TELL ME THIS, I WOULD BE HAPPY.  
• ei j ajdivkw~ aJloivhn, ajpodraivhn a[n      IF I WERE TO BE DECLARED GUILTY AGAINST JUSTICE, I WOULD RUN  
   AWAY   (Lysias, Pro Milite).   

As usual, the choice between the present or the aorist optative is an aspectual matter.  

e)  Unfulfilled present conditionals  [321] 

These conditionals are used to indicate that the condition is not being accomplished now, but could still possibly be 
accomplished in the future. In this case, the imperfect tense is used in both the protasis and the apodosis, and the particle 
a[n is positioned near the verb in the apodosis. Note that, if the apodosis is negative, the negative ouj is almost always 
written before a[n (this rule is valid for all classifications of conditionals):  

• ei j th;n bivblon e[grafe~, sofo;~ ejgivgnou a[n IF YOU WROTE THE BOOK, YOU WOULD BECOME WISE. 
• ei j ejn th`/ mavch/ ejmavcou, ejnivka~ a[n IF YOU FOUGHT IN THE BATTLE, YOU WOULD WIN.  
• eij me;n ajllavxasqaiv se e[dei ..., oujk a]n e[gwgev soi sunebouvleuon     IF YOU HAD TO CHANGE…, I WOULD NOT ADVISE  
    YOU TO   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Remember: Unfulfilled conditions in the present do not mean that the present tense is required, but rather that the 
condition is not fulfilled right now, in the present. It thus refers to the time in which the action takes place, and not to 
the tense that should be used.  

f)  Unfulfilled past conditionals  [322] 

These conditionals are used to indicate that the condition has not been accomplished (and can no longer be 
accomplished). In this case, the aorist tense is used in both halves, and the particle a[n is added in the apodosis:  

• eij th;n ajlhvqeian ei\pe~, oJ basileu;~ polla; crhvmatav soi parevscen a[n  IF YOU HAD SPOKEN THE TRUTH, THE KING  
   WOULD HAVE OFFERED YOU MUCH MONEY.  
• eij de; mh; ejbohvqhsan aujtoi`~ ..., ejkinduvneusan a]n a{pante~ ajpolevsqai IF THEY HAD NOT HELPED THEM …, ALL OF THEM  
   WOULD HAVE BEEN IN DANGER OF DYING   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• ei j cqe;~ h\lqe~, to;n ejmo;n patevra ei\de~ a[n     IF YOU HAD COME YESTERDAY, YOU WOULD HAVE SEEN MY FATHER.  
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g)  Variations  [323] 

Of course, it is possible to combine the former types of conditionals into hybrid variations, if the meaning dictates this. 
For instance:  

• ei j cqe;~ th;n Spavrthn katevlipe~, nu`n ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ h\sqa a[n IF YOU HAD LEFT SPARTA YESTERDAY, NOW YOU WOULD  
    BE IN ATHENS.  
   ² Note the aorist tense in the protasis and the imperfect tense in the apodosis.  
• ei j de; kerdaivnein ejbouvlou, tovt∆ a]n plei`ston e[labe~      IF YOU WANTED TO MAKE A PROFIT, YOU WOULD HAVE 
    TAKEN MORE   (Lysias, Areopagiticus).  
   ² Note the imperfect tense in the protasis and the aorist tense in the apodosis. 
• oujd∆ iJkovmhn e[gwg∆ a[n, ei j su; mh; ∆kavlei~       I WOULD NOT HAVE COME, IF YOU WERE NOT CALLING ME  
   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannos).  
   ² Note the imperfect tense in the protasis and the aorist tense in the apodosis.  

h)  Repeated condition in the present  [324] 

These conditionals are in fact a derivation of the eventual period, but it is assumed that the stated condition takes place 
repeatedly, therefore the protasis is translated as EVERY TIME THAT rather than the customary IF. As in the case of eventual 
conditionals, the protasis uses eja;n + subjunctive, but the apodosis uses the present indicative.  

• eja;n oJ path;r pro;~ th;n povlin h{kh /, dw`ra toi`~ paisi; fevrei     EVERY TIME THE FATHER COMES TO THE CITY,  
   HE BRINGS PRESENTS TO THE CHILDREN.  

i)  Repeated condition in the past  [325] 

These conditionals are similar to h), with the exception that the repeated actions have taken place in the past. The 
protasis uses the optative (the usual replacement in secondary sequence for a subjunctive + a[n in primary sequence), 
and the apodosis uses the imperfect tense.  

• ei j oJ path;r pro;~ th;n povlin h{koi, dw`ra toi`~ paisi; e[feren     EVERY TIME THE FATHER CAME TO THE CITY,  
   HE BROUGHT PRESENTS TO THE CHILDREN.  

8.		Relative	clauses		 [326]	

a)  An introduction to the use of the relative 

1/ A relative clause is a subordinate clause that provides additional information concerning something or somebody (the 
antecedent) mentioned in the main clause. Relative clauses are introduced by a relative pronoun: in English this may be 
WHICH, wHO, THAT, WHOM, etc. It is imperative that the Greek relative pronoun agrees with the antecedent in both gender 
and number (although there are exceptions). Its case will be determined by its role in the relative sentence and is 
independent of the role of the antecedent in the main sentence. Let’s see some examples:  
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• THE BOY WHO IS HERE IS CLEVER:    WHO IS HERE is the relative clause inside the main clause THE BOY IS CLEVER. The  
   word BOY is its antecedent (the relative clause refers to it), so the relative WHO must be singular and masculine  
   like BOY, and in the nominative case because it has the role of subject in the relative sentence (note that in this  
   example both antecedent and relative are in the same case):  

 oJ pai`~ o}~ pavresti sofov~ ejstin. 

• THE WOMEN WHOM YOU SAW YESTERDAY WENT TO ATHENS:    WHOM YOU SAW YESTERDAY is the relative clause, which is  
    inside the main clause THE WOMEN WENT TO ATHENS. The word WOMEN is its antecedent, so the relative WHOM must  
    be feminine and plural like WOMEN, and in the accusative case because it has the role of direct object in the  
    relative sentence (note that in this example the antecedent and relative are in different cases):  

 aiJ gunai`ke~ a}~ su; cqe;~ ei\de~ pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ h\lqon. 

2/ As we can see, the antecedent and the relative pronoun (usually known as the relative) may perform different roles [327] 
in their respective sentences. Observe a further example:  

• THE WOMEN TO WHOM YOU OFFERED THE BOOKS ARE CLEVER. Main clause: THE WOMEN ARE CLEVER. Relative clause:  
   TO WHOM YOU OFFERED THE BOOKS. The antecedent of TO WHOM is THE WOMEN, so the relative must be feminine and  
   plural like WOMEN, and in the dative case because it has the role of indirect object in the relative clause:  

 aiJ gunai`ke~ ai|~ ta;~ bivblou~ parevsce~ sofaiv eijsin. 

   THE WOMEN (the antecedent) in the main clause performs the function of subject, in this case, and therefore is in  
   the nominative case, but TO WHOM (the relative) performs the role of indirect object in its relative clause,  
   therefore it must be in the dative case.  

3/ A good way to identify the role of the relative in its clause is by replacing it with its antecedent and to then “reorder” 
the clause: TO WHOM YOU OFFERED THE BOOKS > TO THE WOMEN YOU OFFERED THE BOOKS > YOU OFFERED THE BOOKS TO THE WOMEN: 
the indirect object role of TO THE WOMEN (and, therefore, of the relative which was in its place) seems now evident.  

b)  Normal uses of the relative  [328] 

The relative sentences we have dealt with up to now were fairly straightforward - the antecedent was the subject of its 
clause and the relative was in the appropriate case. Now, more complicated examples will be introduced.   

1/ The antecedent may not be the subject: 

• ta; o{pla e[dwka tw`/ ajnqrwvpw/ o}n gignwvskei~     I GAVE THE WEAPONS TO THE MAN (WHOM) YOU KNOW.  

 ² Observe that sometimes it is not necessary to express the relative in English, but it must be expressed in Greek.  

In this case, the antecedent (THE MAN) performs the role of indirect object, and therefore is in the dative case, and the 
relative performs the role of direct object, and therefore is in the accusative case.   

• ejpi; de; to; nautikovn, o } ejkei`no~ hJqroivkei ..., ejxepevmfqh Krathsippivda~     CRATESIPPIDAS WAS SENT AGAINST THE NAVY THAT  
   THAT MAN HAD GATHERED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
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2/ Whose  =  of whom / of which:  [329] 

Sentences with this kind of possessive relative may cause some confusion, but we must simply remember that WHOSE is 
nothing else than OF WHOM. Observe the following sentence:  

I SEE THE SOLDIERS WHOSE WEAPONS YOU HAVE   =  I SEE THE SOLDIERS THE WEAPONS OF WHOM YOU HAVE. 

WHOSE  performs the role of possessive object, equivalent to OF WHOM. By replacing the relative with the antecedent and 
re-ordering the sentence, we will have: THE WEAPONS OF WHOM YOU HAVE > THE WEAPONS OF THE SOLDIERS YOU HAVE > YOU HAVE 
THE WEAPONS OF THE SOLDIERS, from which it is evident that it is a possessive object and therefore will be in the genitive 
case. As the antecedent is SOLDIERS, the relative will have to be masculine, plural and in the genitive case, and the final 
result will be:  

• oJrw` tou;~ stratiwvta~ w|n ta; o{pla e[cei~     I SEE THE SOLDIERS WHOSE WEAPONS YOU HAVE.  

Two further examples:  
• ejkei` ejsti hJ pai`~ h|~ to;n patevra gignwvskei~     THERE IS THE GIRL WHOSE FATHER YOU KNOW  (= THERE IS THE GIRL  
   THE FATHER OF WHOM YOU KNOW). 
• mantikh`~ de; pavmpolu ajpodei`n moi dokei`, h|~ to; e[rgon ta; a[dhla ... progignwvskein     IT SEEMS TO ME THAT HE IS  
   VERY FAR FROM DIVINATION, THE PURPOSE OF WHICH IS TO DISCOVER WHAT IS UNCLEAR   (Lucian, Hesiodus).  

3/ With prepositions:  [330] 

The relative, apart from adopting the necessary case, may also have prepositions, since it is in fact performing the role of 
a noun, in whichever case it may be. Observe these examples:  

• oiJ pai`de~ su;n oi|~ paivzei~ ajndrei`oiv eijsin     THE BOYS WITH WHOM YOU PLAY ARE BRAVE.  

The expression WITH needs the preposition suvn + dative; therefore, the relative is masculine, plural and dative.  

• oijkw` ejn th`/ povlei pro;~ h}n baivnei~     I LIVE IN THE CITY TOWARDS WHICH YOU GO.  

The expression TOWARDS requires the preposition prov~ + accusative; therefore, the relative is feminine (because povli~ is 
feminine), singular and accusative.  

• ... ejggu;~ Kadousivwn, ejf∆ ou}~ ejstravteusen     … NEAR THE CADUSIANS, AGAINST WHOM HE HAD MARCHED  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• oJ so;~ de; path;r e[ghme th;n tou` ejmou` patro;~ qugatevra, ejx h|~ su; ejgevnou     YOUR FATHER MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF MY  
    FATHER, FROM WHOM YOU WERE BORN   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

c)  Special uses of the relative  [331] 

1/ Connective relative: 

a/ It is possible to find a relative immediately following a strong pause, usually a full stop. It could be a relative that 
belongs to the next sentence, as in this example:  

• oJ ejmo;~ ajdelfo;~ strathgov~ ejstin: o}n de; oJra`/~, strathgo;~ oujk e[stin     MY BROTHER IS A GENERAL; BUT THE MAN WHOM YOU  
    SEE IS NOT A GENERAL.  

In this case, the connective de v shows that the relative belongs to the new sentence that follows after the pause. It is 
clear that there are two sentences after the high dot: the relative one and the main one.  
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b/ However, if there is no connective particle after the pause, the relative is a relative of connection, and it should be 
translated as if it were a demonstrative or a personal pronoun:  

• oJ ejmo;~ ajdelfo;~ strathgov~ ejstin: o}n pavnte~ filou`sin MY BROTHER IS A GENERAL; ALL LOVE THIS ONE/HIM. 
• pollou;~ maqhta;~ e[cw: oi|~ bivblou~ divdwmi      I HAVE MANY DISCIPLES; I GIVE BOOKS TO THESE/TO THEM.  

Observe in both examples the lack of connective. Now let’s see some examples without the initial sentences:  

• [following a full stop]  w|n ei|~ kai; Xenofw`n h\n      OF THESE, XENOPHON WAS ALSO ONE  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• [following a full stop]  w|n kai; to;n ∆Alkibiavdhn ejph/tiw`nto THEY MADE ALCIBIADES RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• [following a full stop]  ou}~ oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi, ejpei; to; pra`gma hjggevlqh, sullabovnte~ ejfuvlatton     THE ATHENIANS, WHEN  
    THE MATTER WAS REPORTED, SEIZED THESE MEN AND KEPT THEM UNDER GUARD   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ Attraction of the relative:  [332] 

a/ If the antecedent is either in the genitive or the dative and the relative is expected to be in the accusative, the relative 
can then adopt the case of the antecedent:  

• tou`to divdwmi toi`~ stratiwvtai~ ou}~ oJra`/~ > tou`to divdwmi toi`~ stratiwvtai~ oi|~ oJra`/~ I GIVE THIS TO THE SOLDIERS  
   YOU SEE.  
• e[cw ta;~ bivblou~ th`~ paido;~ h}n filei`~ > e[cw ta;~ bivblou~ th`~ paido;~ h|~ filei`~ I HAVE THE BOOKS OF THE  
   GIRL YOU LOVE.  
• e}n ejqauvmasa tw`n pollw`n w|n ejyeuvsanto     I WAS SURPRISED BY ONE OF THE MANY LIES THEY TOLD   (Plato, Apologia).  

b/ If the antecedent is simply a demonstrative, as previously seen, it may be absent, but the relative can nevertheless be 
attracted to the case in which it would have been found:  

• e[cw ta; o{pla touvtou o}n ajpevkteina > e[cw ta; o{pla touvtou ou | ajpevkteina > e[cw ta; o{pla ou| ajpevkteina     I HAVE THE  
    WEAPONS OF THE ONE I KILLED.  
• oJ me;n dh; Xenofw`n ou{tw qusavmeno~ oi|~ ajnei`len oJ qeo;~ ejxevplei     XENOPHON, AFTER THUS MAKING SACRIFICES TO  
    THOSE (GODS) WHOM THE GOD HAD SAID, SAILED AWAY   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

This happens even if there is a preposition:  

• ejrgavzomai su;n touvtw/ o}n oJra`/~ > ejrgavzomai su;n touvtw/ w |/ oJra`/~ > ejrgavzomai su;n w |/ oJra`/~  
   I WORK WITH THE ONE YOU SEE.  

3/ Lack of antecedent:  [333] 

Sometimes the antecedent, usually a generic THIS or THAT, is not expressed:  

• o}~ nuǹ tw`/ Periklei` mavcetai oJ ejmo;~ ajdelfov~ ejstin THIS ONE (masculine) WHO FIGHTS NOW WITH PERICLES  
    IS MY BROTHER.  
• ai} pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ e[rcontai sofaiv eijsin  THESE (feminine) WHO GO TOWARDS ATHENS ARE CLEVER.  
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THIS ONE of the first sentence and THESE of the second are not expressed in Greek; if expressed, they would have been 
ou|to~ and ejkei`nai respectively.  

• pisteuvw ga;r divkaia ei\nai a} levgw  I THINK THAT WHAT I SAY IS FAIR   (Plato, Apologia).  

• eijpw;n a[peim∆ w|n ou{nek∆ h\lqo I WILL LEAVE AFTER SAYING WHY (“THE THINGS BECAUSE OF WHICH”) I CAME  
   (Sophocles, Oedipus Rex).  
• parekavlesan de; kai; tw`n a[llwn ajndrw`n ou}~ ejdovkoun dikaiotavtou~ ei\nai     OF THE OTHER MEN, THEY CONVOKED  
    ALSO THOSE WHOM THEY CONSIDERED TO BE MOST FAIR   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

4/ Agreement with more than one antecedent:  [334] 

a/ If the antecedents are people and have different genders, the relative is put in masculine plural:  

• oiJ a[ndre~ kai; aiJ gunai`ke~ ou}~ oJra`/~ sofoiv eijsin     THE MEN AND THE WOMEN YOU SEE ARE CLEVER.  

b/ If the antecedents are things (or abstract concepts or similar, but not people) and have different genders, the relative 
is put in neuter plural:  

• qaumavzw th;n timh;n kai; to;n qumo;n a } oJ strathgo;~ e[cei     I ADMIRE THE HONOUR AND THE SPIRIT THAT THE GENERAL HAS.  

5/ Attraction of the antecedent by the indefinite relative:  [335] 

A sentence containing an indefinite relative, such as oujdeiv~ ejsti o{sti~ meaning THERE IS NOBODY WHO, can experience an 
attraction of the antecedent (and any noun accompanying it) to the case of the indefinite relative. After such a change 
the verb eijmiv is usually omitted.  

• ejn th`/ cwvra/ oujk h\n oujdei;~ polevmio~ o{ntina ejgw; oujk ejnivkhsa     IN THE COUNTRY THERE WAS NO ENEMY  
   WHOM I HAD NOT DEFEATED  
    can become     ejn th`/ cwvra/ oujdevna polevmion o{ntina ejgw; oujk ejnivkhsa     (same meaning).  

• oujdemiva bivblo~ ejsti;n h{ntina ejgw; oujk ajnevgnwn     THERE IS NO BOOK WHICH I HAVE NOT READ  
    can become     oujdemivan bivblon h{ntina ejgw; oujk ajnevgnwn     (same meaning).  

6/ Inclusion of the antecedent:  [336] 

a/ In some cases, the antecedent of a relative can be incorporated into the relative clause itself, and it will then take on 
the case of the relative. For example:  

• e[cw th;n bivblon ejn h|/ tou`to gevgraptai     I HAVE THE BOOK IN WHICH THIS IS WRITTEN  
    can become     ejn h|/ bivblw/ tou`to gevgraptai, tauvthn e[cw     (same meaning).  

Note that the antecedent has lost the article and that we may use a demonstrative pronoun to make the connection 
easier, but this is not compulsory, as we can see in the following example:  

• hJ povli~ ejn h|/ oijkei`~ kallivsth ejstivn     THE CITY IN WHICH YOU LIVE IS VERY BEAUTIFUL  
    can become     ejn h|/ povlei oijkei`~ kallivsth ejstivn     (same meaning).  
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• ajdikei` Swkravth~ ou}~ me;n hJ povli~ nomivzei qeou;~ ouj nomivzwn     SOCRATES COMMITS A CRIME NOT BELIEVING IN THE GODS  
    IN WHICH THE CITY BELIEVES   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

The “expected” order would have been ajdikei` Swkravth~ tou;~ qeou;~ ou}~ me;n hJ povli~ nomivzei ouj nomivzwn (note, moreover, 
that in this case no attraction has occurred, as both happened to be direct objects in their respective sentences).  

b/ Sometimes, after including the antecedent into the relative clause, the relative takes the case of the antecedent:  

• oiJ me;n a[lloi tecni`tai ajpokruvptontaiv pw~ ta; ejpikairiwvtata h|~ e{kasto~ e[cei tevcnh~     THE OTHER ARTISTS SOMEHOW  
    CONCEAL THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE SKILL THAT EACH ONE HAS   (Xenophon, Economics).  

We would have expected ... ejpikairwvtata th`~ tevcnh~ h}n e{kasto~ e[cei.  

Note 

As the final result is that the relative clause appears before the main one, some grammarians call this inverse prolepsis.  

7/ Generic mhv in a relative clause:  [337] 

As happens when applying mhv instead of ouj to a participle, mhv can give the relative clause a general meaning:  

• a} oujk e[cw poiei`n ouj poiw`  I DO NOT DO WHAT I CANNOT DO.  
   ² Something definite, for example: to speak a particular language, to swim, etc. 
• a} mh ; e[cw poiei`n ouj poiw`   I DO NOT DO THE KIND OF THINGS THAT I CANNOT DO.  
   ² Something abstract: anything that I do not know how to do. 
• ouj ga;r a} pravttousin oiJ divkaioi, ajll∆ a} mh ; pravttousi, tau`ta levgei~     YOU ARE SAYING NOT WHAT THE JUST DO,  
    BUT WHATEVER THEY DO NOT DO   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

In fact, this is almost the same as using an indefinite clause with the indefinite relative in much the same way as: 

• o{sti~ a]n tou`to mh; levgh/, sofov~ ejstin     WHOEVER DOES NOT SAY THIS, IS WISE.  

8/ Lack of agreement in number:  [338] 

Sometimes a relative may be plural while the antecedent is singular. This is due to the fact that this singular can be taken 
as representative of a general whole (note that we have retained this incongruence in the English translations supplied 
below): 

• o{sti~ a]n bivblou~ gravfh/, touvtou~ timw`   WHOEVER WRITES BOOKS, I LOVE THESE.  
   ²  Meaning anybody who writes books.  
• oJ ejmo;~ path;r didavskalov~ ejstin, oi} tou;~ pai`da~ paideuvousin MY FATHER IS A TEACHER, (THOSE) WHO TEACH THE  
    CHILDREN.      ² Meaning that all teachers teach the children.  

9.		Comparative	clauses		 [339]	

a)  First type 

Comparative clauses comprehend four types of clauses, one of which has been explained in the previous chapter on 
correlatives: the comparisons by means of the correlatives toiou`to~ or tosou`to~ in the main sentence and oi|o~ or o{so~ 
in the subordinate.  
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b)  Second type 

The second type of comparatives are those used to express THE MORE…, THE MORE…, for which we use a fixed form (either 
in the accusative neuter or in the dative) of the correlatives:  

o{son (or o{sw /) …, tosou`ton (or tosouvtw/) …       ² Usually in this order.  

• o{son ma`llon ejn toi`~ ajgroi`~ kavmnw, tosou`ton plousiwvtero~ givgnomai      THE MORE I WORK IN THE FIELDS,  
    THE RICHER I BECOME.  
• ou|toi de; o{sw / a]n pleivw speivrwsi, tosouvtw/ ma`llon th`~ eijrhvnh~ ejpiqumhvsousi THESE PEOPLE, THE MORE THEY SOW,  
    THE MORE THEY WILL DESIRE PEACE   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

c)  Third type  [340] 

1/ The third type is comparative clauses that explain that something happens (or has happened, or will happen, or will 
not happen, etc.) in the same way as some other event. The comparison can be introduced by wJ~, w{sper or o{pw~Ú  

• ou{tw tacevw~ e[dramen wJ~ oJ a[llo~ dromeuv~      HE RAN AS QUICKLY AS THE OTHER RUNNER. 
• tou`to ou{tw~ ejpoivhsa, w{sper me ejkevleusan      I DID IT SO, AS THEY ORDERED ME.  
• ou|toi me;n ou\n, w{sper ejgw; levgw, h[ ti h] oujde;n ajlhqe;~ eijrhvkasin  THESE PEOPLE, AS I SAY, HAVE SAID EITHER LITTLE OR  
   NOTHING TRUE   (Plato, Apologia).  
• ejnto;~ ga;r ei[kosin hJmerw`n h[gage tou;~ a[ndra~, w{sper uJpevsth      FOR WITHIN TWENTY DAYS HE BROUGHT THE MEN,  
    AS HE HAD PROMISED   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

2/ The use of w{sper / wJ~ + participle meaning AS IF, in sentences such as  HE IS ALWAYS GIVING ME ORDERS, AS IF HE WERE MY 

MASTER, should also be included in this group:  

• ajeiv me keleuvei, w{sper oJ ejmo;~ despovth~ w[n      HE IS ALWAYS GIVING ME ORDERS, AS IF HE WERE MY MASTER.  
• a[lloi de; tw`n Qra/kw`n to;n e{teron ejxevferon wJ~ teqnhkovta OTHER THRACIANS CARRIED OFF THE OTHER ONE,  
   AS IF HE WERE DEAD   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

3/ Another way of expressing this meaning of AS IF is by means of w{sper eij and then the potential construction of [341] 
optative + a[n, although usually the a[n is placed immediately after the w{sper:  

• ou|to~ ga;r ejmoi; faivnetai ta; ejnantiva levgein aujto;~ eJautw`/ ejn th`/ grafh`/ w{sper a]n eij ei[poi: ∆Adikei` Swkravth~ qeou;~ ouj  

   nomivzwn, ajlla; qeou;~ nomivzwn     HE SEEMS TO ME TO CONTRADICT HIMSELF IN THE ACCUSATION, AS IF HE SAID  “SOCRATES  
    COMMITS A CRIME NOT BELIEVING IN GODS BUT BELIEVING IN GODS”   (Plato, Apologia).  

4/ Or even imperfect indicative instead of optative (the choice of tense depends on the sense that we want to express: 
potential sense, sense of unfulfilled condition in the present, etc. Observe the parallelism to the conditional sentences):  

• ajlla; prosevcwn ejmoi; to; nou`n ajpovkrinai, w{sper a]n eij ejx ajrch`~ pavlin hjrwvtwn     BUT PAY ATTENTION TO ME AND ANSWER  
    AS IF I WERE ASKING AGAIN FROM THE VERY BEGINNING   (Plato, Hipparchus).  

5/ In some expressions, wJ~ alone will be enough to produce this effect:  

• ajpevpleon ... ejk th`~ Sikeliva~ wJ~ ej~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~     THEY SAILED AWAY FROM SICILY AS IF TOWARDS ATHENS  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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d)  Fourth type  [342] 

The fourth type is formed by comparatives that have a form of the adjective oJ aujtov~ (THE SAME) in the main sentence: 
THE SAME … AS… For example: I HAVE THE SAME BOOK AS YOU.  

1/ There are several ways in which to express AS in such sentences: kaiv (obviously, in this case it will mean neither AND 
nor ALSO), w{sper (when a comparison is drawn between the way in which actions are performed), or the necessary form 
of the relative o{sper (in most cases, more than one option is acceptable):  

• e[cw th;n aujth;n bivblon h{nper suv      I HAVE THE SAME BOOK AS YOU.  
   ² Here the emphasis is on WHICH YOU HAVE, therefore the relative has been used.  
• e[cw th;n aujth;n bivblon kai; suv      I HAVE THE SAME BOOK AS YOU.  
   ² Here the emphasis is on AS YOU HAVE, therefore kaiv has been used to convey this meaning of AS;  
        alternatively, w{sper or the relative could also be used.  
• ejgw; tou`to ejpoivhsa tw`/ aujtw`/ trovpw/ w|/per suv I HAVE DONE THIS IN THE SAME WAY AS YOU.  
   ² Here the emphasis is on IN THE SAME WAY IN WHICH, therefore the relative should be used.  

2/ Another way of expressing the second term of the comparison is by means of the dative:  [343] 

• e[cw th;n aujth;n bivblon soiv      I HAVE THE SAME BOOK AS YOU.  
   ² Alternatively, kai; suv would also be appropriate, or also using w{sper suv. 
• ejgw; tou`to ejpoivhsa tw`/ aujtw`/ trovpw/ soiv  I HAVE DONE THIS IN THE SAME WAY AS YOU.  
   ² Alternatively, kai; suv would also be appropriate, or also using w{sper suv.  

10.		Fear	clauses		 [344]	

a)  To fear that something may happen or may have happened 

1/ The main verb that expresses fear is fobou`mai. When expressing a positive fear, such as I FEAR / I AM AFRAID THAT HE WILL 

COME, the THAT clause is introduced by the negative mhv which is not translated. However, when expressing a negative 
fear, such as I FEAR / I AM AFRAID THAT HE WILL NOT COME, the THAT clause is introduced by the double negative mh; ouj, of 
which only the second negative is translated. Therefore:  

➢  I FEAR THAT HE WILL ...   fobou`mai mh; ...  Note:   mhv  =   THAT 

➢  I FEAR THAT HE WILL NOT ...   fobou`mai mh; ouj ... Note:   mh; ouj  =   THAT ... NOT 

2/ When expressing a fear concerning the present or the past, the indicative (in the relevant tense) is used in [345] 
the THAT clause:  

• fobouvmeqa mh; h[dh tou`to poiou`sin      WE FEAR THAT THEY ARE ALREADY DOING THIS.  
• fobouvmeqa mh; h[dh tou`to ejpoivhsan      WE FEAR THAT THEY HAVE ALREADY DONE THIS.  
• nu`n de; fobouvmeqa mh; ajmfotevrwn a{ma hJmarthvkamen  NOW WE FEAR THAT WE HAVE MADE A MISTAKE IN BOTH ASPECTS  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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3/ But, when expressing a fear concerning a future event, something that has not yet happened, then the subjunctive 
(either present or aorist, depending on the aspect) is used in the THAT clause:  

• fobou`ntai mh; oiJ polevmioi au[rion mavcwntai      THEY FEAR THAT THE ENEMIES WILL / MAY FIGHT TOMORROW.  
• fobou`ntai mh; oiJ suvmmacoi au[rion oujk ajfivkwntai THEY FEAR THAT THE ALLIES WILL / MAY NOT ARRIVE TOMORROW.  
• oiJ strathgoi; tw`n ∆Aqhnaivwn ajpedevxanto kai; aujtoi; fobouvmenoi mh; oujc iJkanoi; w\si Levsbw/ pavsh/ polemei`n  
   THE GENERALS OF THE ATHENIANS ACKNOWLEDGED, THEY THEMSELVES ALSO FEARING THAT THEY WOULD NOT BE ENOUGH TO  
   FIGHT AGAINST ALL LESBOS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

4/ As usual, if the introductory verb is past, the subjunctive may be replaced by the oblique optative:  

• ejfobouvmhn mh; oiJ polevmioi ajfivkointo      I WAS AFRAID THAT THE ENEMY MIGHT ARRIVE.  
• ejfobei`to mh; th`/ oujra`/ ejpivqointo oiJ polevmioi HE WAS AFRAID THAT THE ENEMY WOULD ATTACK HIS REARGUARD.   
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• oJ Klevarco~ oujk h[qelen ..., fobouvmeno~ mh; kuklwqeivh eJkatevrwqen     CLEARCHUS DID NOT WANT …, FEARING THAT HE  
   COULD BE ENCIRCLED FROM BOTH SIDES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

b)  To fear to do something [346] 

When expressing a fear to do something, we must simply use an infinitive (again, either present or aorist). Note that in 
this case the negative mhv will be translated as negative:  

• dia; tiv fobei` tou`to poih`sai…      WHY ARE YOU AFRAID TO DO THIS? 
• fobou`mai mh; nika`n      I AM AFRAID NOT TO WIN.  

c)  They may also be introduced by…  [347] 

Aside from the verb fobou`mai, the verbs devdoika and devdia are also verbs of fearing, which in fact are perfects but have 
a present meaning (in much the same way as oi\da), and also its aorist e[deisa (this form does have an aorist meaning):  

• dedoivkamen mh; thvmeron oJ Swkravth~ ajpoqanh`/  WE FEAR THAT SOCRATES MAY DIE TODAY.  
• devdoika, mhv mou ajmelhvsh/~  I FEAR LEST YOU DISREGARD ME   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods).  

And some periphrasis that share this meaning are  fovbo~ ejstiv  THERE IS FEAR  and  kivndunov~ ejsti  THERE IS DANGER:  

• ouj fovbo~ (ejsti;) mhv se ajgavgw ejpi;...     THERE IS NO DANGER THAT I TAKE YOU TOWARDS…   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
• e[legen wJ~ ... kivnduno~ ei[h mh; kai; oiJ ”Ellhne~, eij tau`ta ai[sqointo, sustai`en     HE SAID THAT THERE WAS DANGER  
   THAT ALSO THE GREEKS, IF THEY LEARNT ABOUT THIS, WOULD BECOME UNITED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

11.		Indefinite	clauses		 [348]	

a)  Indefinite construction of repeated action 

When expressing that an action takes place repeatedly, as for instance THE CHILDREN ARE HAPPY WHENEVER (EVERY TIME THAT) 

THEY SEE THEIR FATHER, the following should be used for the temporal clause:  
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1/ Subjunctive + a[n when the present time is referred to (present indicative in the main clause):  

• oiJ pai`de~ caivrontai o{tan to;n patevra oJrw`sin  THE CHILDREN ARE HAPPY WHENEVER THEY SEE THEIR FATHER  
   ² oJrw`sin is in subjunctive here.  
• oiJ maqhtai; polla; manqavnousin oJpovtan (= o{tan) tou` didaskavlou ajkouvwsin     THE STUDENTS LEARN A LOT  
    WHENEVER THEY LISTEN TO THE TEACHER.  
• feuvgw, o{tan i[dw aujtov      I FLEE WHENEVER I SEE THIS   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods).  
• o{tan ti dra`/~ ej~ kevrdo~, oujk ojknei`n prevpei      WHENEVER YOU LOOK FOR THE ADVANTAGE, YOU MUST NOT HESITATE  
   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  

2/ Subjunctive + a[n when the future time is referred to (future indicative in the main clause):  [349] 

• ejpeida;n eij~ th;n ÔEllavda poreuvwmai, dw`rav soi oi[somai     WHENEVER I GO TO GREECE, I WILL BRING YOU PRESENTS.  

The possibility of the repeated action in the future is very relative, this sentence simply means WHENEVER I GO…, maybe 
only once, if at all! It could also be translated as EVERY TIME I GO…, but the sense of repeated action cannot be expressed 
since it has not yet taken place.  

• ejpeida;n mevntoi tou`to gevnhtai, hJghsovmeqa     WHENEVER THIS HAPPENS, WE WILL LEAD   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

3/ Optative without a[n when the past time is referred to (imperfect in the main clause, since this action took place 
several times):  

• oiJ pai`de~ ejcaivronto o{te to;n patevra oJrw`/en  THE CHILDREN WERE HAPPY WHENEVER THEY SAW THEIR FATHER.  
• oiJ maqhtai; polla; ejmavnqanon oJpovte (= o{te) tou` didaskavlou ajkouvoien     THE STUDENTS LEARNT A LOT WHENEVER  
   THEY LISTENED TO THE TEACHER.  
• ejpeidh; de; e[lqoimen ei[~ ti katagwvgion, ...      WHENEVER WE ARRIVED AT AN INN, …   (Lucian, Philopseudeis).  

b)  Indefinite constructions of single action  [350] 

These sentences are almost equivalent to the former constructions of repeated action, with the only difference that, 
rather than emphasising the repetition of the action, they focus on an indefinite aspect (author, object, etc.) of a single 
action. The relative (usually, the indefinite o{sti~ WHOEVER) can also be used in this indefinite sense.  

1/ Referring to the present: indefinite clause in subjunctive + a[n 

• sofov~ ejstin o{sti~ a]n th;n filosofivan manqavnh /     WHOEVER LEARNS PHILOSOPHY IS WISE.  

Observe that if the sentence had been sofov~ ejstin o}~ th;n filosofivan manqavnei, it would identify a definite person 
performing the action; therefore, by using the indefinite relative and subjunctive + a[n, the indefinite meaning of 
WHOEVER is conveyed. Another example:  

• o} me;n a]n pavnte~ oiJ qeoi` misw`sin ajnovsiovn ejstin, o} d∆ a]n filw`sin, o{sion     WHATEVER ALL THE GODS HATE IS UNHOLY,  
    AND WHATEVER THEY LOVE, HOLY   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
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2/ Referring to the past: indefinite clause in optative without a[n  [351] 

• ajpevkteinon o{ntina oJrw`/en     THEY KILLED WHOMEVER THEY SAW.  

As before, the above sentence could have been written as ajpevkteinon ou}~ eJwvrwn, in which case it would mean that they 
had killed a definite number of people; so, by using the indefinite relative + optative, the indefinite meaning of WHOEVER 
is conveyed. Another example:  

• pa`sai ga;r tovte aiJ povlei~ ejpeivqonto o{ ti Lakedaimovnio~ ajnh;r ejpitavttoi     BECAUSE THEN ALL THE CITIES OBEYED  
    WHATEVER THE SPARTAN MAN WOULD INSTRUCT THEM   (Xenophon, Hellenica).   

3/ Referring to the future: indefinite clause in subjunctive + a[n or optative without a[n  [352] 

• ejpeida;n pavnta moi ei[ph/~, ta; crhvmatav soi dwvsw     WHENEVER YOU TELL ME EVERYTHING, I WILL GIVE YOU THE MONEY.  

Observe that this is equivalent to the conditional period of subjunctive + a[n in the protasis, and the future indicative in 
the apodosis:  

• eja;n pavnta moi ei[ph/~, ta; crhvmatav soi dwvsw     IF YOU TELL ME EVERYTHING, I WILL GIVE YOU THE MONEY. 

An example with indefinite relative:  

• a{tta keleuvh/~ a[n, poihvsw     WHATEVER YOU ORDER, I WILL DO IT.  

The sentence could have been written as a} keleuvei~, poihvsw, meaning that someone has delivered a specific order; so, 
by using the indefinite relative and subjunctive + a[n, the indefinite meaning of WHATEVER is conveyed.  

An example with a temporal clause:  

• ejpeida;n ejkei`se e[lqwmen, bouleusovmeqa     WHEN WE ARE THERE, WE WILL DECIDE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).   

4/ If the future possibility were even more indefinite (meaning that the possibility of the event happening is even less 
likely), it would be appropriate to use the optative (without a[n) in the subordinate clause, and optative (+ a[n) also in the 
main clause:  

• w|/tini tou`to parevcoi~, eujdaivmwn a]n ei[h     WHOEVER YOU OFFERED THIS TO, HE WOULD BE HAPPY.  

³ Note that all of these types of sentences are in fact parallel to conditional sentences using the same moods.  

12.		Proviso	clauses		 [353]	

a)  Verbs that commonly use this construction 

1/ Verbs of precaution and effort, conveying meanings in the sense of TAKING CARE THAT, MAKE SURE THAT, are occasionally 
followed by o{pw~ + future indicative. In fact, they closely resemble purpose clauses, and the meaning is very similar; 
usually, this future indicative is translated using a present:  

• ejpimelou`mai o{pw~ oiJ maqhtai; pavnta e{xousin      I TAKE CARE THAT THE STUDENTS HAVE EVERYTHING.  
• ejpimelei`sqe o{pw~ oiJ maqhtai; ta;~ bivblou~ ajnagnwvsontai MAKE SURE THAT THE STUDENTS READ THE BOOKS. 
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• ajei; ejpimelei`sqai dei` o{pw~ oiJ maqhtai; wJ~ tavcista maqhvsontai  IT IS ALWAYS NECESSARY TO TAKE CARE THAT STUDENTS  
   LEARN AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.  
• o{pw~ d∆ ajmunouvmeqa oujdei;~ paraskeuavzetai oujde; ejpimelei`tai  NOBODY PREPARES OR CARES HOW WE WILL DEFEND  
   OURSELVES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Despite the clause being in indicative, the negative adverb used is mhv:  

• frontivzw o{pw~ su; mhde ;n kako;n poihvsei~     I TAKE CARE THAT YOU DO NOT DO ANYTHING WRONG.  

2/ Of course, the oblique optative can be used if the main verb is in the past tense:  

• ajei; ejpemelouvmhn o{pw~ oiJ maqhtai; wJ~ tavcista maqhvsointo     WE ALWAYS TOOK CARE THAT THE STUDENTS WOULD LEARN  
   AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.  

3/ The main verbs that use this construction are:  

ejpimelevomai  TO TAKE CARE 
paraskeuavzomai  TO PREPARE 
spoudavzomai  TO BE ZEALOUS 

frontivzw  TO TAKE THOUGHT  
proqumevomai  TO MAKE AN EFFORT 
fravzomai  TO CONSIDER  

b)  Other verbs that use this construction  [354] 

1/ Other verbs that have a meaning less directly related to SEEING TO IT THAT, TAKING CARE THAT, etc., can also be used in this 
sense, such as the verbs oJravw, pravttw, skopevw or fulavttw. For example: 

• fuvlatte o{pw~ mh; ejn th`/ mavch/ trwqhvsei       TAKE CARE THAT YOU ARE NOT WOUNDED  
   IN THE BATTLE!  
• o{ra o{pw~ ejpikourhvsei~ moi, ejavn me ejlevgcein ejpiceirh`/ oJ Menevxeno~ ENSURE THAT YOU COME TO MY HELP, IF  
   MENEXENOS TRIES TO REFUTE ME   (Plato, Lysis).  

2/ The elision of the main verb in imperative form is very common, and it leaves the o{pw~ sentence as main sentence. 
For instance, the first example could have been 

• o{pw~ mh; ejn th`/ mavch/ trwqhvsei     (MIND) THAT YOU ARE NOT WOUNDED IN THE BATTLE!  

and it should be understood that the initial imperative has been elided but should be supplied in the English translation. 
It is just another way of expressing an order (see the corresponding chapter). 
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c) Infinitive clauses 

1.		Which	verbs	use	the	infinitive	and	how?		 [355]	

a)  Use of the infinitive 

The infinitive is a verbal noun; it is a noun that indicates an action (to read, to sleep, to write) rather than a noun that 
indicates an object (chair, table). It is indeclinable (refer to the later section on the use of the infinitive with article), but 
due to its verbal nature, the noun can have its own objects.  

The use of the infinitive may be very similar to its use in English:  

• bouvlomai ejsqivein I WANT TO EAT.  
• e[cw gravfein      I CAN WRITE.  
• oJ Swkravth~ peira`/ th;n filosofivan tou;~ maqhta;~ didavskein     SOCRATES TRIES TO TEACH PHILOSOPHY TO THE STUDENTS.  

As in the previous example, the infinitive in this sentence has two objects dependent upon it:  

• oJ gewrgo;~ gravfein mu`qon tw`/ ajdelfw `/ ejqevlei     THE FARMER WISHES TO WRITE A STORY FOR HIS BROTHER. 

Here, both mu`qon and tw`/ ajdelfw`/ depend on the infinitive gravfein. In the following example, the infinitive has three 
elements depending on it (a direct object, an adverb and a prepositional phrase):  

• tou`to bouvlomai safw`~ maqei`n par∆ uJmw`n     I WANT TO LEARN THIS FROM YOU CLEARLY   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

b)  Verbs that use it  

1/ Verbs of thinking, expressing an opinion and wanting are usually followed by an infinitive clause. The verb of this 
clause will be the infinitive, and if the subject (and predicative object, if any) of the infinitive is different to that of the 
main verb, it will be in the accusative case : 

• oJ didavskalo~ nomivzei to;n maqhth;n sofo;n ei\nai     THE TEACHER THINKS THAT THE STUDENT IS CLEVER. 

The accusative to;n maqhthvn is the subject of the infinitive ei\nai, and sofovn is its predicative object. Note also that in 
this example English uses a THAT clause, whereas the Greek sentence says THE TEACHER THINKS THE STUDENT TO BE CLEVER.  

• bouvlomai to;n stratiwvthn mavcesqai     I WANT THE SOLDIER TO FIGHT. 

The accusative to;n stratiwvthn is the subject of the infinitive mavcesqai. Note also that in this example English does use 
an infinitive: TO FIGHT.  

So, the subject of the infinitive clause must be in the accusative case. Observe the difference:  

• oJ path;r bouvletai ejsqivein      THE FATHER WANTS TO EAT. 
• oJ path;r bouvletai to;n uiJo;n ejsqivein     THE FATHER WANTS THE SON TO EAT.  
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2/ Some verbs that use this construction are: 

q  oi[omai, hJgevomai, nomivzw  TO THINK, TO CONSIDER:  

• oi[omai to;n Swkravth ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oijkei`n      I THINK THAT SOCRATES LIVES IN ATHENS.  
• hJgou`mai to;n Swkravth sofo;n ei\nai      I THINK THAT SOCRATES IS WISE.  
• tou`to hJgou`mai mevga tekmhvrion a[rconto~ ajreth`~ ei\nai I CONSIDER THAT THIS IS GREAT PROOF OF A RULER’S EXCELLENCE  
   (Xenophon, Oeconomicus).  
• nomivzousin oiJ Lakedaimovnioi tou;~ ∆Aqhnaivou~ kakou;~ stratiwvta~ ei\nai THE SPARTANS THINK THAT THE ATHENIANS  
    ARE BAD SOLDIERS.  
• nomivzw ou\n tou;~ mh; ojrqw`~ pravttonta~ ou[te sofou;~ ou[te swvfrona~ ei\nai  I THINK THAT THOSE WHO DO NOT ACT  
    CORRECTLY ARE NEITHER WISE NOR PRUDENT   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

q  kwluvw  TO PREVENT:  

• oiJ pai`de~ kwluvousi to;n patevra kaqeuvdein  THE CHILDREN PREVENT THE FATHER FROM SLEEPING.  
• tiv ou\n kwluvei kai; se; ejpivstasqai…      SO, WHAT PREVENTS YOU FROM KNOWING IT?  (Xenophon, Oeconomicus).  

Observe that the English translation uses a gerund here, caused by the English verb TO PREVENT, yet this translates in 
Greek as THE CHILDREN PREVENT THE FATHER TO SLEEP and WHAT PREVENTS YOU TO KNOW IT?  

q  keleuvw  TO ORDER, TO COMMAND:  

• oJ didavskalo~ keleuvei tou;~ maqhta;~ ta;~ bivblou~ fevrein     THE TEACHER ORDERS THE STUDENTS TO CARRY THE BOOKS.  

q  bouvlomai  TO WANT:  

• bouvlomai tou;~ polemivou~ ajpoqanei`n     I WANT THE ENEMY TO DIE.  

Some of these verbs will appear again subsequently in the corresponding section of Indirect Statement; the use of 
infinitive clauses for Indirect Statement is just one of the several uses of the infinitive.  

c)  When using a negative  [356] 

When verbs expressing desire introduce a negative infinitive clause, mhv (not ouj) must be usedÚ 

• oiJ strathgoi; ejbouvlonto tou;~ stratiwvta~ mh ; fugei`n THE GENERALS WANTED THE SOLDIERS NOT TO FLEE.  
• keleuvei~ me o{mw~ ajpokrivnesqai, ajlla; mh ; ejpanerevsqai…  DO YOU ORDER ME TO ANSWER IN ANY CASE, BUT NOT  
    TO ASK IN RETURN?   (Plato, Euthydemus).  

But verbs of thinking, indirect statement and similar meaning use the negative ouj:  

• nomivzw to;n pai`da ouj sofo;n ei\nai     I THINK THAT THE CHILD IS NOT WISE.  
• nomivzw ... tou;~ ajnqrwvpou~ oujk ejn tw`/ oi[kw/ to;n plou`ton kai; th;n penivan e[cein ajlla; ejn tai`~ yucai`~     I THINK … THAT  
    MEN HAVE WEALTH AND POVERTY NOT IN THEIR HOUSES BUT IN THEIR SOULS   (Xenophon, Symposium).  

Therefore, as a rule, the negative of the infinitive is always mhv, except in the case of indirect statements, when it is ouj.  
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d)  A double choice  [357] 

If the infinitive refers to a genitive or dative in the main sentence and has a predicative object, this predicative object can 
either  be in the accusative (as shown previously) or  agree with that genitive or dative:  

• ajgaqovn ejsti tw`/ didaskavlw/ sofo;n ei\nai     IT IS GOOD FOR THE TEACHER TO BE WISE. 
   ² Here, the predicative object of the infinitive, sofovn, is in the usual accusative case.  
• ajgaqovn ejsti tw`/ didaskavlw/ sofw`/ ei\nai       (same meaning).  
   ² In this case, sofw`/ agrees with didaskavlw/.  

 ³ Note that in these examples there is no subject in the accusative for the infinitive.  

2.		Which	tense	of	infinitive?		 [358]	

a)  With verbs of desire 

In the case of verbs expressing desire, the choice between present or aorist infinitive is simply aspectual rather than 
temporal; usually either can be used, taking into account the sense of the sentence. When the present infinitive is used, 
it shows that the action is a continuous process, however, when the aorist infinitive is used, it indicates that the action is 
a single, punctual event (note that it is translated as if it were in the present tense):  

• bouvlomai to;n pai`da bivblon gravfein  I WANT THE CHILD TO WRITE A BOOK. ²  An ongoing action.  
• bouvlomai to;n pai`da ejpistolh;n gravyai  I WANT THE CHILD TO WRITE A LETTER. ²  A punctual action.  

Here, the use of the aorist infinitive does not denote a past meaning. Another example:  

• bouvlomai th;n bivblon ajnagignwvskein     I WANT TO READ THE BOOK  ² The process is conducted over a long period. 
• bouvlomai th;n bivblon ajnagnw`nai             I WANT TO READ THE BOOK  ² The process is immediate and perfunctory.  

However, sometimes one can hardly differentiate the meanings, and therefore the two infinitives can be used 
interchangeably - even classical authors alternated between the two. For example: 

• bouvlomai ejsqivein    or  bouvlomai fagei`n      I WANT TO EAT.  
• to; feuvgein aijscrovn ejstin  or  to; fugei`n aijscrovn ejstin  TO FLEE IS SHAMEFUL.   

The choice of infinitive may provide a slight nuance, which is often lost in translation. 

• uJmi`n dh; toi`~ dikastai`~ bouvlomai h[dh to;n lovgon ajpodou`nai      NOW I WANT TO OFFER TO YOU, JUDGES, THE EXPLANATION  
   (Plato, Phaedo).  
   ² Alternatively, the present infinitive ajpodidovnai could have been used.  

b)  With verbs of indirect statement  [359] 

In indirect statements (see the corresponding chapter), the infinitive expresses tense (therefore, this now includes the 
future infinitive):  

• oJ didavskalo~ nomivzei tou;~ maqhta;~ th;n bivblon ajnagignwvskein     THE TEACHER THINKS THAT THE STUDENTS ARE  
    READING THE BOOK.  
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• oJ didavskalo~ nomivzei tou;~ maqhta;~ th;n bivblon ajnagnw`nai     THE TEACHER THINKS THAT THE STUDENTS HAVE READ  
    THE BOOK.  
• nomivzw, h]n iJppeu;~ gevnwmai, a[nqrwpo~ pthno;~ e[sesqai     I THINK THAT, IF I EVER BECOME A RIDER, I WILL BE A WINGED MAN  
   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).   

c)  Three special cases  [360] 

There are three verbs that refer to future actions, and are usually followed by a future infinitive (note that the future 
infinitive will be used irrespective of the tense of the main verb):  

q  uJpiscnevomai  TO PROMISE:  

• oJ Periklh`~ uJpiscnei`tai th;n povlin fulavxein      PERICLES PROMISES TO GUARD THE CITY.  
• oJ d∆ uJpevsceto ajndri; eJkavstw/ dwvsein pevnte ajrgurivou mna`~  AND HE PROMISED TO GIVE EACH MAN FIVE MINAE OF SILVER  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

q  mevllw  TO BE ABOUT TO, TO INTEND:  

• oJ ∆Acilleu;~ mevllei pollou;~ polemivou~ ajpoktenei`n      ACHILLES INTENDS TO KILL MANY ENEMIES.  
• mevllw ga;r uJma`~ didavxein o{qen moi hJ diabolh; gevgonen  I INTEND TO SHOW YOU WHERE THE SLANDER COMES FROM  
   (Plato, Apologia).  

q  ejlpivzw  TO HOPE:  

• oiJ stratiw`tai ejlpivzousin th;n mavchn nikhvsein      THE SOLDIERS HOPE TO WIN THE BATTLE.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai h[lpizon th;n mavchn nikhvsein      THE SOLDIERS EXPECTED TO WIN THE BATTLE.  

Note that after uJpiscnevomai we may find an aorist infinitive + a[n: this is because (using the example given above) if the 
future infinitive fulavxein is supposed to replace a future indicative fulavxw I WILL GUARD, the aorist infinitive + a[n is 
supposed to replace an aorist optative + a[n: fulavxaimi a[n I WOULD/COULD GUARD, the meaning of which is not as strong 
as that of a future indicative, and this would produce oJ Periklh`~ uJpiscnei`tai th;n povlin fulavxai a[n PERICLES PROMISES 

THAT HE COULD GUARD THE CITY.  

3.		Where	there	is	no	change	of	subject		 [361]	

a/ If the subject of the infinitive happens to be the same as that of the main verb, it is not expressed (see first example 
below), and in reported speech the predicative object, if any, will be in the nominative, since it agrees with the subject of 
the main verb (see second example below):  

• oJ path;r bouvletai ejsqivein     THE FATHER WANTS TO EAT.  
• nomivzousi sofoi ; ei\nai      THEY THINK THEY ARE WISE.  

b/ If we want to add a subject to the infinitive for emphasis, the corresponding form of aujtov~ in the nominative can be 
added:  

• nomivzousin aujtoi; sofoi; ei\nai     THEY THINK THAT THEY THEMSELVES ARE WISE.  
   ² Note that   nomivzousin aujtou;~ sofou;~ ei\nai   would mean    THEY THINK THAT THEY (somebody else) ARE WISE. 
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c/ Another system is using the indirect reflexive in accusative:  

• oJ tw`n Messhnivwn strathgo;~ ... e[fh ponei`n sfa`~     THE GENERAL OF THE MESSENIANS SAID THAT THEY (the Messenians)  
    WERE IN DISTRESS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

4.		Infinitive	with	article		 [362]	

a)  Its basic use 

1/ The infinitive is a verb, yet it can also be used as the direct object of a verb, as in ejqevlw ejsqivein I WANT TO EAT, where 
the Greek equivalent of the English infinitive is used.  

However, when it is not the direct object of a verb but is the subject, it may be used with an article; note that the gerund 
is used in English: EATING IS GOOD. In Greek this should be translated as TO EAT IS GOOD, using an infinitive. This infinitive is 
acting as a verbal noun and consequently may have an article; since an infinitive denotes an action, something abstract, 
it uses the neuter article (the predicative object, if any, will also be neuter). The infinitive is a neuter (verbal) noun, 
therefore the neuter article is used. Note these differences: 

• ejqevlw baivnein      I WANT TO WALK.  
• to; baivnein rJav/diovn ejstin     (THE ACT OF) WALKING IS EASY.  
• ejqevlw trevcein      I WANT TO RUN.  
• to; trevcein sqenoi` to; sw`ma     (THE ACT OF) RUNNING STRENGTHENS THE BODY.  
• tajutovn soi dokei` ei\nai to; genevsqai kai; to; ei\nai, h] a[llo…     DOES IT SEEM TO YOU THAT BECOMING AND BEING IS  
    THE SAME?   (Plato, Protagoras).  
• to; swqh`naiv ge to; yeu`do~ fevrei     THE LIE BRINGS ABOUT OUR SALVATION (“THE LIE BRINGS ABOUT THE ACT OF BEING SAVED”)  
   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  

2/ The object of an infinitive may be found in any case, since it remains dependent on the case which this verb rules; this 
also applies in the case of an infinitive with article:  

• to; toi`~ fivloi~ bohqei`n kalovn ejstin     IT IS GOOD TO HELP FRIENDS.  
   ² Observe the object between the article and the infinitive, following the usual parenthetical structure.  

b)  Declension of the infinitive  [363] 

1/ If the infinitive must be declined into genitive or dative (in these cases, the use of the article is compulsory, and also in 
accusative after a preposition), only the article changes. Note that, since the article is neuter, the accusative is identical 
to the nominative:  

• ejgw; ejpiqumivan e[cw tou` nika`n      I HAVE THE DESIRE TO WIN.  
• ejn tw`/ kavmnein hJ swthriva ejstivn  SALVATION IS IN (THE ACT OF) WORKING.  
• kai; hJmei`~ ajkouvsante~ ajpevscomen tou` dakruvein     AND WE, AFTER HEARING THIS, STOPPED CRYING   (Plato, Phaedo).   
• w\ Swvkrate~, ...ei[wqa~ crh`sqai tw`/ ejrwta`n te kai; ajpokrivnesqai     SOCRATES, YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO MAKING USE OF  
    THE RESOURCE OF ASKING AND ANSWERING   (Plato, Crito).  
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Here is a more complicated example  – the infinitive has been declined, and there are two objects inside the clause: 

• ejpiqumivan e[comen tou` ejn th`/ mavch/ ejpi; tou;~ polemivou~ nika`n  WE HAVE THE DESIRE TO WIN IN THE BATTLE  
   AGAINST THE ENEMIES.  
   ² Observe the degree of separation between the article and the infinitive: parenthetical structure.  

2/ When used after a preposition, the use of the article with the infinitive is compulsory, and can also be found in 
accusative:  

• pro;~ to; nika`n tou;~ maqhta;~ paideuvw     I TEACH THE CHILDREN TOWARDS WINNING (TOWARDS VICTORY).  
• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi oujk ejbohvqoun dia; to; mh; punqavnesqai tau`ta     THE ATHENIANS DID NOT HELP BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT  
    AWARE OF THIS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

5.		Infinitive	after	verbs	of	negative	idea		 [364]	

a)  Normal construction 

1/ Some verbs may have a negative idea implicit in their meaning (to deny, to hinder, to forbid, etc.). When these verbs 
have an infinitive depending on them, the negative adverb mhv (or the corresponding word compound with it) is usually 
added before the infinitive. It should not be translated, but it again reinforces the negative idea:  

• ei[rgw aujtou;~ oi[kade mh ; ejlqei`n      I HINDER THEM FROM GOING HOME.  
• ei[rgw se mh; tou`to poiei`n      I PREVENT YOU FROM DOING THIS.  
• oJ ga;r didavskalo~ aujto;n ei\rxe mhkevti moi prosievnai BECAUSE THE TEACHER HAS FORBIDDEN HIM TO APPROACH  
    ME ANY MORE   (Lucian, Dialogi Meretricii).  
• ajrnou`mai tauvthn th;n povlin kalh;n mh; ei\nai      I DENY THAT THIS CITY IS BEAUTIFUL.  
• ta; de; ejxarnou`mai mh; tou`ton e[cein to;n trovpon      WITH RESPECT TO OTHER POINTS I DENY THAT THEY HAVE THIS  
    CHARACTER   (Aeschines, In Timarchum).  
• ajmfisbhtw` mh; to;n Swkravth sofo;n ei\nai      I DISPUTE THAT SOCRATES IS WISE.  
• ajpagoreuvw soi mh; oi\kade ijevnai      I FORBID YOU TO GO HOME.  
• ajphgovreuse toi`~ strathgoi`~ mh; devcesqai to;n a[ndra  HE FORBADE THE GENERALS TO RECEIVE THE MAN  
   (Plutarchus, Cimon).  
• katarnou`mai mh; tou`to poih`sai      I DENY THAT I HAVE DONE THIS.  

2/ Following the verb kwluvw, the infinitive may or may not take the negative mhv:  [365] 

• oJ ceimw;n diekwvluse mhde;n pra`xai w|n oiJ strathgoi; pareskeuavsanto     THE STORM PREVENTED THEM FROM  
   DOING ANYTHING OF WHAT THE GENERALS HAD ARRANGED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

But be careful: sometimes the mhv after kwluvw means really a negative sense that must be translated:  

• stratiwvta~ d∆ oujde;n i[sw~ kwluvei mh; tou;~ toiouvtou~ krativstou~ ei\nai, ajlla; tou;~ h|tton me;n ajndreivou~      
   NOTHING PREVENTS THEM FROM NOT BEING SUCH EXCELLENT SOLDIERS, BUT MEN WHO ARE LESS COURAGEOUS  
   (Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics).  
   ² In the sense of IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THEY ARE NOT THE BEST SOLDIERS, BUT MEN WHO ARE LESS COURAGEOUS.  
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3/ Verbs of hindering can also use the articular infinitive in genitive:  

• ei[rgw se tou` mh; tou`to poiei`n     I PREVENT YOU FROM DOING THIS (“I PREVENT YOU FROM THE ACT OF DOING THIS”).  

b)  Repetition of the negative  [366] 

When making the main sentence negative, the negative adverb ouj must be repeated again before the infinitive. Note 
that even though there will be two negative adverbs before the infinitive (mhv and ouj), neither should be translated into 
English (see also the section on combinations of negatives which addresses this superfluous use of mhv):  

• oujk ei[rgw aujtou;~ oi[kade mh; oujk ejlqei`n      I DO NOT HINDER THEM FROM GOING HOME.  
• oujk ajrnou`mai tauvthn th;n povlin kalh;n mh; oujk ei\nai I DO NOT DENY THAT THIS CITY IS BEAUTIFUL.  
• ou[t∆ aujto;~ ejxarnou`mai mh; ouj gegonevnai ejrwtikov~      AND I DO NOT DENY THAT I HAVE BEEN A LOVER  
   (Aeschines, Against Timarchus).  

6.		Infinitive	absolute		 [367]	

Some idiomatic expressions use an infinitive, with or without wJ~, but without any subject in the accusative:  

q  wJ~ e[po~ eijpei`n   SO TO SPEAK 
q  wJ~ eijpei`n lovgw/   TO SAY IT IN JUST ONE WORD 
q  wJ~ ejmoi; dokei`n   AS I UNDERSTAND IT 
q  to; nu`n ei\nai   FOR THE PRESENT MOMENT 
q  eJkw;n ei\nai   AS FAR AS I AM CONCERNED 
q  (wJ~) sunelovnti eijpei`n   IN SHORT 
q  ojlivgou dei`n   NEARLY, ALMOST, WITHIN A LITTLE  

 Note 
 According to some grammarians, dei`n is the shortened version of the participle dei`on, which makes it look like an 

infinitive, and in this case it should be considered an accusative absolute.  

Let’s see some examples:  

• a[neu ga;r ajrcovntwn oujde;n a]n ou[te kalo;n ou[te ajgaqo;n gevnoito wJ~ me;n sunelovnti eijpei`n oujdamou`     BECAUSE WITHOUT  
   LEADERS NOTHING GOOD OR CONVENIENT WOULD HAPPEN, TO SAY IT IN ONE WORD, ANYWHERE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• ojlivgou dei`n pleivou~ ajpektovnasin ∆Aqhnaivwn ejn ojktw; mhsi;n h] pavnte~ Peloponnhvsioi devka e[th polemou`nte~  
   THEY HAVE KILLED ALMOST MORE ATHENIANS IN EIGHT MONTHS THAN THE WHOLE OF THE PELOPONNESIANS IN TEN YEARS  
   OF WAR   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• pau`sai, e[fh, to; nu`n ei\nai memfovmenov~ moi     FOR THE PRESENT MOMENT, STOP CRITICISING ME   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

7.		Infinitive	imperative		 [368]	

In some cases, the infinitive is used instead of the imperative. Perhaps the most famous case is the inscription in the 
Thermopylae asking foreigners to announce the news to Sparta:  

• «W xei`n∆, ajggevllein Lakedaimonivoi~ o{ti th`/de keivmeqa, toi`~ keivnwn rJhvmasi peiqovmenoi     FOREIGNER, TELL  
    THE SPARTANS THAT WE LIE HERE, OBEDIENT TO THEIR INSTRUCTIONS.  
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8.		Infinitive	with	a[n  [369]	

a)  Its normal use (without prolepsis of a[n)  

1/ This use of a[n is found in reported speech. Observe this conditional period which uses a[n:  

• eij tou`tov moi levgoi~, ejgwv soi crhvmata doivhn a[n     IF YOU WERE TO TELL ME THIS, I WOULD GIVE YOU MONEY.  

If we pass it into reported speech and the verb that introduces the reported speech is a verb that must be followed by an 
infinitive construction (such as nomivzw), the conditional sentence will remain as it is and the verb of the main clause will 
become an infinitive in the same tense as the original sentence, but this infinitive will now carry the a[n of the original 
sentence with it:  

• ou|to~ nomivzei, eij tou`tov moi levgoi~, ejmev soi crhvmata dou`nai a[n     HE THINKS THAT IF YOU WERE TO TELL ME THIS  
   I WOULD GIVE YOU MONEY.  

Another example:  

• eij tou`tov moi ei\pe~, ejgwv soi crhvmata e[dwka a[n     IF YOU HAD TOLD ME THIS, I WOULD HAVE GIVEN YOU MONEY.   

In reported speech:  

• ou|to~ nomivzei, eij tou`tov moi ei\pe~, ejmev soi crhvmata dou`nai a[n     HE THINKS THAT IF YOU HAD TOLD ME THIS I WOULD HAVE  
   GIVEN YOU MONEY.  

2/ As can be seen, the infinitive may replace either a former indicative or a former optative. In this case, as the tense [370] 
used in both examples is the aorist (one optative and the other indicative), the infinitive is aorist in both cases and in 
both infinitive sentences we have dou`nai a[n; the conditional sentences help us to deduce whether it replaces an 
indicative or an optative. But if, for instance, we only had the sentence  

• nomivzei ejmev soi crhvmata dou`nai a[n  

it could mean either HE THINKS THAT I WOULD GIVE YOU MONEY (replacing an optative) or HE THINKS THAT I WOULD HAVE GIVEN 

YOU MONEY (replacing an indicative). In this case, we must rely on the wider context. 

Observe these double examples (first sentence – direct speech; second sentence – reported speech):  

• tou;~ polemivou~ ejnivkhsa~ a[n, eij summavcou~ e[sce~     YOU WOULD HAVE DEFEATED THE ENEMY, IF YOU HAD HAD ALLIES.  
   oi[omaiv se tou;~ polemivou~ nikh`sai a[n, eij summavcou~ e[sce~ I THINK THAT YOU WOULD HAVE DEFEATED THE ENEMY,  
    IF YOU HAD HAD ALLIES.  

• tou;~ polemivou~ nikhvseia~ a[n (or nikw/vh~ a[n), eij summavcou~ e[coi~     YOU WOULD DEFEAT THE ENEMY, IF YOU HAD ALLIES.  
   oi[omaiv se tou;~ polemivou~ nikh`sai a[n (or nika`n a[n), eij summavcou~ e[coi~     I THINK THAT YOU WOULD DEFEAT THE ENEMY,  
   IF YOU HAD ALLIES .  
   ² Note the brackets: the infinitive must be in the same tense that was used in either the indicative or optative.  
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3/ An imperfect is always replaced by a present infinitive. For example:  

• eij nu`n oiJ polevmioi ejpetivqento, th;n povlin ejlavmbanon a[n       IF THE ENEMY WERE ATTACKING NOW, THEY  
   WOULD CAPTURE THE CITY. 
   fhmi; eij nu`n oiJ polevmioi ejpetivqento, touvtou~ th;n povlin lambavnein a[n  I SAY THAT IF THE ENEMY WERE ATTACKING NOW,  
   THEY WOULD CAPTURE THE CITY.   

• Klevarco~ de; oJ aJrmosth;~ oijovmeno~ oujdevna a]n tou`to poih`sai, ...      CLEARCHUS THE GOVERNOR, THINKING THAT  
   NOBODY WOULD DO THAT, ...   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• oujk e[fh eJautou` ge a[rconto~ oujdevn∆ a]n ÔEllhvnwn ... ajndrapodisqh`nai HE SAID THAT, UNDER HIS RULE, NO GREEK  
    WOULD BE ENSLAVED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).   

b)  Prolepsis of a[n  [371] 

1/ It is important to note that in this construction the particle a[n has a tendency to be attracted by a negative adverb 
and by an interrogative word of the main sentence and therefore to move towards the beginning of the sentence:  

• oujk oi[omai to;n ajdelfo;n tou`to poiei`n a[n     I DO NOT THINK THAT MY BROTHER WOULD DO THIS 
    is usually written as     oujk a]n oi[omai to;n ajdelfo;n tou`to poiei`n     (same meaning).  

Another example:  

• tiv~ oi[etai to;n ejmo;n ajdelfo;n tou`to poiei`n a[n…     WHO THINKS THAT MY BROTHER WOULD DO THIS? 
    is usually written as     tiv~ a]n oi[etai to;n ejmo;n ajdelfo;n tou`to poiei`n…     (same meaning).  

2/ In some cases the prolepsis can take place even if there is no negative adverb or interrogative word:  

• oi\mai a]n uJma`~ kavllista krivnein     I THINK THAT YOU WOULD JUDGE IT BEST   (Xenophon, Hellenica). 
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d) Participle clauses 

Previous note:   The participle is a verbal adjective; thus describing the noun with which it agrees. Since it is both an 
adjective and a verb, it is fully declinable, and also has forms for the three voices (active, middle and passive) and for 
several tenses (present, future, etc.). It may take objects similar to those it would have if used as a normal verb.  

1.		Participle	with	article	(also	known	as	attributive participle)		 [372]	

a)  Its usual adjectival meaning

1/ Basic meaning: 

As a general rule, it can be said that the use of the participle with article restricts the range of the noun to which it is 
linked. Observe these two sentences that incorporate a standard adjective:  

• oJ kalo;~ pai`~ ejsti ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ THE HANDSOME BOY IS IN ATHENS.   
• oJrw` to;n kalo;n pai`da I SEE THE HANDSOME BOY.  

Now, observe these sentences that contain an adjectival participle. Note the typical translation by use of a relative 
sentence, and note also the morphological changes of the participles:  

• oJ gravfwn pai`~ ejsti ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ THE BOY WHO IS WRITING / THE WRITING BOY IS IN ATHENS.   
• oJrw` to;n gravfonta pai`da I SEE THE BOY WHO IS WRITING / I SEE THE WRITING BOY.  
• aiJ gravfousai kovrai eijsivn ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ THE GIRLS WHO ARE WRITING / THE WRITING GIRLS ARE IN ATHENS.  
• oJrw` ta;~ grafouvsa~ kovra~ I SEE THE GIRLS WHO ARE WRITING / I SEE THE WRITING GIRLS.  

Essentially, the participle is an adjective and as such it agrees in gender, number and case with the word it accompanies.  

2/ Position: [373] 

Note that the participle can be positioned between the group article + noun. However, an adjectival participle is 
commonly positioned outside, with the article repeated, therefore following the equivalent structure used for “normal” 
adjectives. Accordingly, one often finds: 

oJ pai`~ oJ gravfwn  instead of oJ gravfwn pai`~ 
to;n pai`da to;n gravfonta  instead of to;n gravfonta pai`da 
aiJ kovrai aiJ gravfousai  instead of aiJ gravfousai kovrai 
ta;~ kovra~ ta;~ grafouvsa~  instead of ta;~ grafouvsa~ kovra~ 

3/ Without noun: 

As an adjective can stand alone (oiJ ajgaqoiv THE GOOD ONES), an adjectival participle can be used with an unnamed article:  

• aiJ gravfousai kovrai h{kousin  THE WRITING GIRLS / THE GIRLS WHO WRITE HAVE ARRIVED.  
• aiJ gravfousai h{kousin      THE WRITING ONES / THE ONES THAT WRITE HAVE ARRIVED.  
   ² Feminine: girls, women, goddesses, etc.; the context will clarify this.  
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• fivlo~ eijmi; tw`n trecovntwn stratiwtw`n  I AM A FRIEND OF THE SOLDIERS WHO ARE RUNNING. 
• fivlo~ eijmi; tw`n trecovntwn       I AM A FRIEND OF THOSE WHO ARE RUNNING / OF THE RUNNING ONES.  
   ² Masculine: boys, men, gods, etc.; the context will clarify this.  
• oJ qeo;~ aujtov~ ejstin oJ levgwn      THE GOD HIMSELF IS THE ONE WHO SPEAKS   (Plato, Apologia).  
• oiJ macovmenoi pro; aujtou` ajpevqnh/skon  THOSE FIGHTING IN FRONT OF HIM STARTED FALLING   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• tou;~ dravsanta~ h[/dei oujdeiv~       NOBODY KNEW WHO HAD DONE IT   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

4/ With objects:  [374] 

Because of the verbal nature of the participle, it may take objects similar to those it would have if used as the main verb 
of a sentence (observe that the words dependent on the participle are positioned between the article and the participle, 
maintaining the familiar parenthetical structure):  

• filw` tou;~ ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oijkou`nta~      I LOVE THOSE (masc.) WHO LIVE IN ATHENS. 
• oJrw` ta;~ tacevw~ trecouvsa~     I SEE THOSE (fem.) RUNNING QUICKLY.  
• oujc ou|toiv eijsin oiJ tau`ta levgonte~      THESE MEN ARE NOT THE ONES WHO SAY THESE THINGS   (Plato, Apologia).  

5/ Which negative?  [375] 

When the action of the participle conveys a definite circumstance, the negative is ouj:  

• oiJ ouj macovmenoi     THOSE WHO DO NOT FIGHT (THOSE PARTICULAR MEN WHO DO NOT FIGHT).  
• oiJ ouj dunavmenoi ejpibh`nai ... th;n Feia;n aiJrou`sin THOSE WHO COULD NOT EMBARK … CAPTURED PHEIA  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).           ² Thucydides is referring to a specific group of soldiers.   

But when the participle has a generic or conditional meaning, the negative is mhv:  

• oiJ mh; macovmenoi     THOSE WHO DO NOT FIGHT (THOSE WHO GENERALLY DO NOT FIGHT).  
• oiJ mh; ejpistavmenoi a[ra, e[fh, manqavnousin, w\ Kleiniva     IT IS THOSE WHO DO NOT KNOW THAT LEARN, KLEINIAS  
   (Plato, Euthyphro).          ² Here, Plato conveys the sense of WHOEVER DOES NOT KNOW, IF ANY.  

b)  Using the participle of  eijmiv  [376] 

See the following examples for the use of the participle of eijmiv:  

• oiJ sofoi; o[nte~ th;n cw`ran fulavttousin THOSE (masc.) WHO ARE WISE DEFEND THE COUNTRY.  
• oJrw` ta;~ ajndreiva~ ou[sa~      I SEE THOSE (fem.) WHO ARE BRAVE.  
• oiJ me;n ponhroi; kakovn ti ejrgavzontai tou;~ ajei; ejggutavtw aujtw`n o[nta~     WICKED PEOPLE DO SOMETHING BAD TO THOSE  
    WHO ARE ALWAYS VERY NEAR TO THEM   (Plato, Apologia).  

In this case, the participle of eijmiv is used without an accompanying noun. This is commonly used in order to indicate a 
specific group of people.  

c)  Use of specific English terms  [377] 

In some cases, instead of translating by THE WRITING ONE / THE ONE WHO WRITES etc., we can use an English term with the 
same meaning. Observe the alternative second translations:  
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➢  oiJ trevconte~  THOSE WHO RUN  /  THE RUNNERS.  
➢  aiJ ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oijkou`sai  THOSE WHO LIVE IN ATHENS  /  THE INHABITANTS OF ATHENS.  
➢  oiJ feuvgonte~  THOSE WHO FLEE  /  THE FUGITIVES, THE EXILES.  
➢  ta; gignovmena   THE THINGS THAT HAPPEN  /  THE EVENTS.  
 
• meta; de; tau`t∆, ejpeidh; kath`lqon oiJ feuvgonte~ ejk Peiraievw~, ...     LATER, WHEN THE EXILES CAME BACK FROM PIRAEUS, …  
   (Isocrates, In Callimachum).  
• wJ~ d∆ e[gnw oJ Ku`ro~ ta; gignovmena...     WHEN CYRUS LEARNT THE EVENTS…   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

It must be remembered, however, that whenever the article precedes the participle, the participle is specificative (as for 
instance TALL is specificative in the sentence I SEE THE TALL BOYS).  

2.		Participle	without	article	(also	known	as	circumstantial participle)		 [378]	

a)  Its normal descriptive meaning 

1/ Agreeing with the subject: 

If the participle is positioned outside the group article + noun (or, alternatively, without the preceding article), rather 
than imposing restrictions on the word to which it is linked, it simply provides further information concerning it, usually 
expressing the circumstance in which the action of the main verb takes place. Observe this sentence:  

• oJ pai`~ dialevgetai toi`~ fivloi~     THE BOY CONVERSES WITH HIS FRIENDS.  

In order to translate THE BOY, WALKING, CONVERSES WITH HIS FRIENDS, we will use present participle of the verb baivnw in 
order to translate WALKING, and, as usual, it will have to agree in number, gender and case with THE BOY (singular, 
masculine and nominative): 

• oJ pai`~ baivnwn dialevgetai toi`~ fivloi~     THE BOY, WALKING, CONVERSES WITH HIS FRIENDS.  

Observe that the positioning of the participle is outside the group article + noun. If it were inside, the sentence oJ baivnwn 

pai`~ dialevgetai toi`~ fivloi~ would mean THE WALKING BOY / THE BOY WHO WALKS TALKS WITH HIS FRIENDS.  

Let us consider three further examples:  

• oiJ stratiw`tai eu\ macovmenoi th;n patrivda fulavttousin.  

There are various translations which could apply: 

1  THE SOLDIERS,  FIGHTING WELL,  PROTECT THE COUNTRY.  
2 THE SOLDIERS,  WHEN FIGHTING WELL,  PROTECT THE COUNTRY.  
3 THE SOLDIERS,  BECAUSE OF FIGHTING WELL,  PROTECT THE COUNTRY.  
4 THE SOLDIERS,  IF THEY FIGHT WELL,  PROTECT THE COUNTRY.  

This first example highlights the several nuances that a circumstantial participle may have, without the necessity of 
expressing the terms WHEN, BECAUSE OF, IF, etc. in Greek.  
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• oi{ te Peloponnhvsioi ejpikatabavnte~ tou;~ ejn tw`/ potamw`/ mavlista e[sfazon THE PELOPONNESIANS, COMING DOWN  
   AGAINST THEM, MASSACRED THOSE WHO WERE IN THE RIVER   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• ta;~ cei`ra~ ajnevseisan, dhlou`nte~ prosivesqai ta; kekhrugmevna      THEY RAISED AND WAVED THEIR HANDS,  
   SHOWING THAT THEY ACCEPTED THE REQUIREMENTS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

2/ Agreeing with an object:  [379] 

Here are some examples of the participle agreeing with a noun in different cases:  

• divdwmi bivblou~ tai`~ kovrai~ dialegomevnai~ I GIVE BOOKS TO THE GIRLS WHILE THEY ARE TALKING.  
   ² Observe that it does not mean  I GIVE BOOKS TO THE GIRLS WHO ARE TALKING.  
• oJrw` to;n pai`da trevconta      I SEE THE BOY RUNNING.  

Observe in the last example how in Greek, thanks to the case agreement of the participle with its noun, the possible 
confusion of who is running is avoided; if the person who is running were the subject of the sentence, it would translate 
as oJrw` to;n pai`da trevcwn /trevcousa (masc. / fem. subject).  

 Note 

 oJrw` to;n trevconta pai`da (or oJrw` to;n pai`da to;n trevconta) would mean I SEE THE RUNNING BOY. Observe the 
positioning of the participle (between the article and the noun or with the article repeated), which results in the 
participle being restrictive (attributive participle). 

   • kai; ga;r uJmei`~ ejkeivnwn provteron hjkouvsate kathgorouvntwn     FIRST YOU HAVE LISTENED TO THOSE IN THEIR ACCUSATIONS  
    (Plato, Apologia).  

b)  Specific meanings  [380] 

A participle can have a specific meaning, not just describing a circumstance in general terms but specifying which kind of 
circumstance (i.e. the participle can be equivalent to a subordinate clause). Sometimes the word(s) that accompany the 
participle will help us to discern this meaning. Note the following possibilities:  

1/ A participle can have concessive meaning, if the general context suggests it:  

• ejgw; trevcwn ouj kavmnw     This could be translated as   RUNNING, I DO NOT GET TIRED,   but also by   ALTHOUGH I RUN /  
   EVEN RUNNING / IN SPITE OF RUNNING, I DO NOT GET TIRED.  
   ² The context will clarify which meaning is most appropriate. 

Moreover, it is common to find the particle kaivper at the beginning of the participial clause in order to reinforce this 
concessive meaning:  

• kaivper ejn tw`/ stratopevdw/ w[n, to;n fivlon oujc oJrw`       ALTHOUGH I AM IN THE CAMP, I DO NOT SEE MY FRIEND.  
• kaivper tou` didaskavlou ajkouvonte~, ouj manqavnomen  ALTHOUGH WE LISTEN TO THE TEACHER, WE DO NOT LEARN.  
• ∆Aghsivlao~ dev, kaivper aijsqanovmeno~ tau`ta, o{mw~ ejpevmene tai`~ spondai`~     ALTHOUGH HE REALISED THIS,  
   NEVERTHELESS AGESILAOS RESPECTED THE TREATY   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• tou` Klevwno~ kaivper maniwvdh~ ou\sa hJ uJpovscesi~ ajpevbh AND CLEON’S PROMISE, ALTHOUGH IT WAS MAD, SUCCEEDED  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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2/ When the participle has a conditional meaning, the negative mhv is used:  [381] 

• mh; ponw`n crhvmata ouj devxei     NOT MAKING AN EFFORT (IF YOU DO NOT MAKE AN EFFORT), YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE MONEY.  

If the sentence had read ouj ponw`n, NOT MAKING AN EFFORT would convey a definite, factual meaning, whereas by using mhv 
a conditional sense is expressed – IF YOU DO NOT MAKE AN EFFORT.  

• pw`~, e[fh, toi`~ dia; deilivan feuvgousi mh; macovmenoi toi`~ di∆ ajndreivan mevnousi machsovmeqa…     HOW, HE SAID, WILL WE  
   FIGHT WITH THOSE THAT STAND BECAUSE OF THEIR BRAVERY, IF WE DO NOT FIGHT (NOT FIGHTING) WITH THOSE THAT FLEE  
   BECAUSE OF THEIR COWARDICE?   (Plutarchus, Coniugalia Praecepta).  

Here is an example of a participle that is linked to the object (rather than the subject) and also has a conditional 
meaning:  

• tauvth/ th`/ bivblw/ mh; crwmevnoi~ oujk e[xestai uJmi`n pavnta manqavnein    TO YOU NOT USING THIS BOOK IT WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE  
   TO LEARN EVERYTHING. 
    ² Which is better translated by     IF YOU DO NOT USE THIS BOOK, YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO LEARN EVERYTHING.  

3/ A participle may also convey a comparative sense, usually translated by AS IF, when preceded by w{sper:  [382] 

• ajei; ta; aujta; e[legon, w{sper suvmmacoi o[nte~     THEY WERE ALWAYS SAYING THE SAME THINGS, AS IF THEY WERE OUR ALLIES.  
• aujto;~ me;n w{sper uJpo; moivra~ tino;~ ajgovmeno~ ejkphdhvsa~ prw`to~ ejmpesw;n toi`~ polemivoi~ ajpoqnhv/skei     AND HE, AS  
   IF LED BY SOME KIND OF FATE, LEAPING FORTH FIRST OF ALL AND FALLING UPON THE ENEMY, DIES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

4/ A participle may also have a causal meaning, and in this case it is usually preceded by any of the three words wJ~, oi|a, 

a{te. The only difference between these words is that wJ~ implies that the speaker does not fully agree with the causal 
meaning of the participle:  

• crhvmatav soi dwvsw a{te tou`tov moi eijpovnti      AS YOU HAVE TOLD ME THIS, I GIVE YOU MONEY.  
• ajpoktenw` se wJ~ th;n povlin toi`~ polemivoi~ paradovnta I WILL KILL YOU BECAUSE YOU HAVE HANDED THE CITY OVER  
   TO THE ENEMIES.  
• oiJ ojpisqofuvlake~, a{te uJgiaivnonte~, ejxanastavnte~ e[dramon eij~ tou;~ polemivou~     THE REAR-GUARDS, AS THEY  
   WERE IN GOOD CONDITION, GOT UP AND RAN TOWARDS THE ENEMY   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

³ Note that, in this construction, any words that depend on the participle are positioned between the wJ~, oi|a, a{te and 
the participle.  

c)  Additional observations  [383] 

1/ It is clearly a challenge to mix the two constructions, where the participle agrees with the subject or agrees with an 
object. Let us begin with a normal participle construction with a main verb that has an object and a participle agreeing 
with it:  

• deivxw se tou`to poihvsanta     I WILL SHOW THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS.  
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2/ If in some cases the object is the same as the subject, the object is omitted, and the participle continues to be in the 
nominative:  

• deivxw tou`to poihvsa~  I WILL SHOW THAT I HAVE DONE THIS.  
• ejgw ; deivxw povll∆ ajnhlwkwv~  I WILL SHOW THAT I HAVE SPENT A LOT   (Demosthenes, Contra Phaenippum).  

3/ Finally, when emphasising the simultaneity of the action expressed by the present participle and that expressed by 
the main verb (or, if not simultaneity, the sense of one action succeeding another almost immediately), a{ma should 
precede the participle:  

• tou`to e[legon a{ma gravfousa  I WAS SAYING THIS WHILE WRITING AT THE SAME TIME.  
• kai; a{ma tau`ta levgwn h[/ei pro;~ th;n Skh`yin  AND SAYING THIS HE WENT TO SCEPSIS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

3.		The	participle	is	impersonal		 [384]	

We have seen that the participle, although it is a verbal form, is simply an adjective, therefore corresponds directly to the 
noun with which it agrees, rather than the person. See these examples, in which the participle is in the nominative case, 
therefore providing information about the subject, whichever person it is (I, you, he, etc.):  

• eijsbaivnwn eij~ th;n oijkivan, ejgw; tou;~ ajdelfou;~ oJrw ̀     WALKING INTO THE HOUSE, I SEE MY BROTHERS.  
• eijsbaivnwn eij~ th;n oijkivan, su ; tou;~ ajdelfou;~ oJra`/~      WALKING INTO THE HOUSE, YOU SEE YOUR BROTHERS.  
• eijsbaivnwn eij~ th;n oijkivan, oJ strathgo;~ tou;~ ajdelfou;~ oJra`/  THE GENERAL, WALKING INTO THE HOUSE,  
   SEES HIS BROTHERS.  

In the following examples, the participle is in the accusative case, therefore providing information about the direct 
object, whichever person it is (I, you, he, etc.):  

• o[yomaiv se met∆ ojlivgon dakruvousan I WILL SOON SEE YOU CRYING   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods).  
• o[yomai aujth;n met∆ ojlivgon dakruvousan I WILL SOON SEE HER CRYING.  

4.		The	temporal	correlation		 [385]	

a)  Use of the present participle 

1/ The use of the present participle indicates that the action takes place at the same time as the main verb (whether the 
main verb is present, past or future). Therefore, present means simultaneous, rather than now. For instance, here is a 
sentence where the main verb is in the imperfect, but a present participle has been used:  

• ejgw; ejbohvqoun toi`~ ejn th`/ mavch/ macomevnoi~      I HELPED THOSE WHO WERE FIGHTING IN THE BATTLE.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai ejdivwkon tou;~ trevconta~ polemivou~ THE SOLDIERS WERE PURSUING THE RUNNING ENEMIES / THE ENEMIES  
   WHO WERE RUNNING.  

Both participles are translated into English using the imperfect tense, but since the Greek participle is in the present 
tense it signifies that the action expressed by the participle was taking place at the same time as the action of the main 
verb. The actions take place simultaneously. Another example:  

• ei\ta pro;~ tou;~ macomevnou~ ... ejcwvrei     THEN HE WENT TOWARDS THOSE WHO WERE FIGHTING  
   (Plutarch, Fabius Maximus).  
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2/ In some cases, the action expressed by the participle is an action that takes place habitually (not only at one point in 
time), in which case the participle can be translated by the present tense even in a sentence where the main verb is in a 
past tense:  

• o{te pai`~ h\n, ejmivsoun tou;~ sofou;~ o[nta~     WHEN I WAS A CHILD, I USED TO HATE THOSE WHO WERE/ARE WISE.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai ejfivloun tou;~ ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oijkou`nta~ THE SOLDIERS LOVED THOSE WHO LIVE/LIVED IN ATHENS.  

b)  Use of the future participle  [386] 

Aside from the other uses that will be studied subsequently, the future participle has the following two functions:  

1/ The person / thing etc. to whom / which the participle refers is expected to perform the action in the future. Compare 
the following:  

• oJrw` a[ndra tina; gravfonta I SEE A MAN WHO IS WRITING. 
• oJrw` a[ndra tina; gravyonta I SEE A MAN WHO WILL WRITE / WHO IS ABOUT TO WRITE. 
• aiJ trevcousai kovrai kaq∆ hJmevran ajskou`sin THE GIRLS WHO RUN PRACTICE EVERY DAY. 
• aiJ dramouvmenai kovrai kaq∆ hJmevran ajskou`sin THE GIRLS WHO WILL RUN / WHO ARE ABOUT TO RUN PRACTICE EVERY DAY. 

Note that in the future means the future time with respect to the moment in which the action of the main verb takes 
place. For instance:  

• divdwmi ta; o{pla tai`~ gunaixi; tai`~ macoumevnai~ I GIVE THE WEAPONS TO THE WOMEN WHO WILL FIGHT / WHO ARE  
   ABOUT TO FIGHT.  
• e[dwka ta; o{pla tai`~ gunaixi; tai`~ macoumevnai~ I GAVE THE WEAPONS TO THE WOMEN WHO WOULD FIGHT / WHO  
   WERE ABOUT TO FIGHT. 

Observe that in the last sentence, if a future participle has been used, it means that the action of fighting was to take 
place after somebody had given the women the weapons; therefore, the English translation must be adapted to express 
this temporal relation. Here is another example:  

• oiJ th;n oijkivan oijkodomhvsonte~ e[ti ejn toi`~ agroi`~ eijsin     THOSE WHO WILL / WHO ARE GOING TO CONSTRUCT THE HOUSE  
   ARE STILL IN THE FIELDS.  
• oiJ th;n oijkivan oijkodomhvsonte~ e[ti ejn toi`~ agroi`~ h\san     THOSE WHO WOULD / WHO WERE GOING TO CONSTRUCT THE  
   HOUSE WERE STILL IN THE FIELDS.  

Observe this double example:  

• kai; ejn th`/ strathgiva/ ... a[llou~ me;n euJrhvsei tou;~ tavxonta~ ajnq∆ eJautou`, a[llou~ de; tou;~ macoumevnou~     ALSO, IN THE  
   ARMY HE WILL FIND SOME WHO WILL COMMAND INSTEAD OF HIM, AND OTHERS WHO WILL FIGHT   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

An important participle that has become a noun (as have so many other participles):  

• ta; genhsovmena     THE FUTURE  (“THE THINGS THAT WILL HAPPEN”).  
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2/ The other use is when the future participle has a purpose meaning (IN ORDER TO). Usually, if the main verb is not a [387] 
verb of movement (to go, to come, etc.), we use it preceded by the word wJ~ (which has several meanings, to be met 
progressively), alternatively, if it is a verb of movement, we use it without wJ~:  

• e[rcomai pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ th;n eJorth;n ojyovmeno~ I AM GOING TO ATHENS TO SEE THE FESTIVAL.  
• mavla kavmnw wJ~ polla; crhvmata dexovmeno~      I WORK A LOT TO GET A LOT OF MONEY.  
• Ku`ro~ de; kai; Kuaxavrh~ suntaxavmenoi perievmenon, wJ~ eij prosivoien oiJ polevmioi, macouvmenoi     CYRUS AND CYAXARES  
   WERE WAITING IN COMBAT FORMATION, IN ORDER TO FIGHT IF THE ENEMY WOULD APPROACH   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• fivlon pevmpomevn soi bohqhvsonta      WE SEND YOU A FRIEND TO HELP YOU / WHO WILL HELP YOU.   

Observe in this last example how the participle agrees with the direct object of the sentence – the person who will carry 
out the action expressed in the future participle. Translation can be facilitated with a relative clause.  

c)  Use of the aorist participle  [388] 

1/ The aorist participle is used frequently, especially to indicate an action that has taken place before the action 
mentioned by the main verb (so, the aorist participle has almost always a temporal meaning, rather than an aspectual 
meaning):  

• oJ Periklh`~, tau`ta eijpwvn, ajph`lqen     PERICLES, AFTER SAYING THIS, LEFT. 

   ² The sentence PERICLES SAID THIS AND LEFT would usually be translated into Greek using the structure PERICLES,  
        HAVING SAID THIS, LEFT. 
• ejn th`/ mavch / nikhvsante~, oiJ stratiw`tai pro;~ ta;~ ∆Aqhvna~ h\lqon     HAVING WON IN THE BATTLE, THE SOLDIERS WENT  
   TOWARDS ATHENS.  

Alternatively, the aorist participle can be translated as AFTER WINNING …, or any other appropriate translation which 
conveys this temporal difference between the actions of the participle and the main verb:  

• ajpolabovnte~ pavnta ta; aijcmavlwta ajph`lqon     AFTER TAKING ALL THE BOOTY, HE DEPARTED   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2/ When an aorist participle is used, the entirety of the sentence does not necessarily have to refer to past events. 
Indeed, it may concern the future:  

• th;n bivblon gravya~, dwvsw soi     HAVING WRITTEN THE BOOK, I WILL GIVE (IT) TO YOU.   

Maybe I have not written it yet, but whenever I may have written it I will give it to you; it is obvious that the event of 
the participle will already belong to the past when the event of the main verb takes place.  

3/ In some cases, the aorist participle may refer to an action that took place simultaneously with the action of the main 
verb. For example:  

• ajpokrinavmeno~ pavnta ei\pen     HAVING ANSWERED, HE SAID EVERYTHING.  

It is clear that the subject is answering at the same time as he is speaking, therefore an appropriate translation is 
ANSWERING / IN HIS ANSWER, HE SAID EVERYTHING. In this case, the use of the aorist tense rather than the present tense is 
idiomatic.  
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d)  Use of the perfect participle  [389] 

The use of the perfect participle is linked to its meaning of an event whose consequences are still lasting. It is not 
commonly found except in its use as a noun, i.e. with article:  

• oiJ teqnhkovte~ ajei; timw`ntai     THE DEAD MEN ARE ALWAYS HONOURED.  
• oiJ nu`n teqnhkovte~ iJkanoi; h\san zw`nte~ nika`n macovmenoi pavnta~ tou;~ barbavrou~     THOSE WHO NOW ARE DEAD WERE  
   ENOUGH, WHEN ALIVE, TO DEFEAT ALL THE BARBARIANS IN BATTLE   (Xenophon, Agesilaus).  

Note: oiJ ajpoqanovnte~, aorist participle, would rather mean THOSE WHO DIED, perhaps referring to a specific battle. The 
use of the perfect rather than the aorist gives this meaning that now they are no longer among us.  

• oiJ ajnesthkovte~ th;n povlin ajpevlipon     THE REBELS LEFT THE CITY.  

Note: oiJ ajnastavnte~, aorist participle, would rather mean THOSE WHO HAD REVOLTED, but perhaps they had given up their 
attitude on a separate occasion; the use of the perfect rather than the aorist supplies the meaning that their attitude was 
still the same, i.e. it was still lasting when they left the city, so the translation THE REBELS conveys this continuing feeling 
effectively. Nevertheless, the difference is really difficult to perceive in a translation.  

5.		Verbs	that	usually	require	a	participle		 [390]	

Among the uncountable number of verbs in Greek that take a participle, there is a reduced group that deserve special 
study; we will find these verbs almost always accompanied by a participle referring to the subject, and therefore, in the 
nominative case. We will offer first a very literal translation for the purpose of showing the Greek structure and then 
one or two more fluent translations.  

a)  Most frequent verbs 

q   lanqavnw     TO ESCAPE SOMEBODY’S NOTICE DOING SOMETHING 

• ejgw; lanqavnw to;n strathgo;n feuvgwn     I ESCAPE THE GENERAL’S NOTICE FLEEING / THE GENERAL DOES NOT REALIZE  
   THAT I FLEE / I FLEE WITHOUT THE GENERAL NOTICING, etc.  
• oiJ stratiw`tai lanqavnousi tou;~ polemivou~ feuvgonte~     THE SOLDIERS ESCAPE THE ENEMIES’ NOTICE FLEEING /  
   THE ENEMIES DO NOT REALIZE THAT THE SOLDIERS ARE FLEEING / THE SOLDIERS FLEE WITHOUT THE ENEMIES NOTICING, etc.  
• a\ra lanqavnw se xevno~ w[n…     DO I ESCAPE YOUR NOTICE BEING A FOREIGNER? / DO NOT YOU REALISE THAT I AM A FOREIGNER?  
• e[laqon hJma`~ ajpodravnte~      WE DID NOT REALISE THAT THEY HAD ESCAPED   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

Note that the person whose notice is escaped is in fact the direct object of the verb lanqavnw. This verb can also be used 
without mentioning whose attention was missing. The following sentence does not specify any direct object:  

• e[laqon ejggu;~ proselqovnte~     THEY APPROACHED NEARER WITHOUT BEING NOTICED   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

q   tugcavnw     TO HAPPEN TO BE, TO BE BY CHANCE 

• tugcavnei~ sofo;~ w[n      YOU HAPPEN TO BE BEING WISE  /  IT HAPPENS THAT YOU ARE WISE. 
• aiJ Mou`sai tugcavnousi tou;~ poihta;~ didavskousai  THE MUSES HAPPEN TO TEACH THE POETS  /  IT HAPPENS THAT  
   THE MUSES TEACH THE POETS.   
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• kata; de; to;n ajnavploun e[tucen hJmi`n sumplevwn Memfivth~ ajnhvr ON THE WAY UP THE RIVER A MEMPHITEAN MAN  
   HAPPENED TO BE SAILING WITH US   (Lucian, Philopseudeis).  
• parw;n ejtuvgcanon       I HAPPENED TO BE PRESENT   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

If the participle is in the perfect tense, it has the meaning of TO HAVE JUST:  

• tugcavnw tou`to gegrafwv~     I HAVE JUST WRITTEN THIS.  

Note that when tugcavnw is found on its own it has the meaning of HITTING (a target), and the object must be in genitive:  

• bevlo~ me;n ejtovxeusa, tou ` de; stratiwvtou oujk e[tucon     I SHOT AN ARROW, BUT I DID NOT HIT THE SOLDIER.  

q   fqavnw     TO ANTICIPATE SOMEBODY / DO SOMETHING BEFORE SOMEBODY ELSE  [391] 

• oiJ polevmioi fqavnousi tou;~ ∆Aqhnaivou~ feuvgonte~       FLEEING, THE ENEMIES ANTICIPATE THE ATHENIANS /   
   FLEEING, THE ENEMIES LEAVE THE ATHENIANS BEHIND.        ² The case of the participle makes it clear who is fleeing.  
• oiJ maqhtai; fqavnousi to;n didavskalon to; didaskalei`on leivponte~ THE STUDENTS ANTICIPATE THE TEACHER  IN LEAVING  
   THE SCHOOL /  THE STUDENTS LEAVE THE SCHOOL BEFORE THE TEACHER DOES.  
• kai; fqavnousin ejpi; tw`/ a[krw/ genovmenoi tou;~ polemivou~       THEY REACHED THE TOP BEFORE THE ENEMY DID  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

q   faivnomai     TO APPEAR / TO BE EVIDENT DOING SOMETHING 

• oJ Periklh`~ faivnetai ejn th`/ ejkklhsiva/ levgwn     PERICLES APPEARS SPEAKING IN THE ASSEMBLY / PERICLES IS EVIDENTLY  
   SPEAKING IN THE ASSEMBLY.  
• hJ naumaciva faivnetai deinh; ou\sa      THE NAVAL BATTLE APPEARS BEING CRUEL / THE NAVAL BATTLE SEEMS TO BE CRUEL.  
• nu`n d∆ ejpeidh; ajqavnato~ faivnetai ou\sa, ...     NOW, AS IT IS EVIDENT THAT IT (THE SOUL) IS IMMORTAL, …  (Plato, Phaedo).  

Note faivnomai + infinitive: this conveys that something only seems to be a certain way – it is not definite:  

• oJ ejmo;~ fivlo~ faivnetai sofo;~ ei\nai     MY FRIEND SEEMS TO BE WISE.          ² Maybe he is, maybe he is not.  
• tou`to de; to; o[noma faivnetai to;n ∆Anaxavgoran pievzein     THIS NAME SEEMS TO PUT ANAXAGORAS UNDER PRESSURE  
   (Plato, Cratylus).  

b)  Other verbs [392] 

The following verbs, which are related to either continuing or ceasing an action, can also be followed by a participle, 
although they can also be found on their own:  

➢  diatelevw  TO KEEP ON, TO GO ON ➢  lhvgw  TO CEASE 
➢  ajnevcomai  TO ENDURE ➢  pauvomai  TO CEASE 

Examples:  

• pauvomai macovmeno~      I STOP FIGHTING.  
   ² pauvomai th`~ mavch~ (Gen.) would mean more or less the same, I STOP  TAKING PART IN THE BATTLE, but  
        pauvw th;n mavchn (Acc.) would mean I STOP THE BATTLE.  
• diatelevw gravfousa     I GO ON WRITING.  
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• ejpei; de; tou`to wJmolovghsan, eujqu;~ ejpauvsanto polemou`nte~ WHEN THEY REACHED AN AGREEMENT, THEY  
   IMMEDIATELY STOPPED FIGHTING   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• o{de ajpo; tou`de tou` crovnou diatelei` strathgo;~ w[n      THIS MAN WILL GO ON BEING GENERAL FROM THIS VERY  
   MOMENT   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  

6.		Adjectives	that	usually	require	a	participle		 [393]	

Some adjectives, usually predicative objects with the verb eijmiv, can be followed by a participle. The two most common 
examples are dh`lo~ and fanerov~:  

• dh`lhv ejsti sofh; ou\sa      IT IS CLEAR/OBVIOUS THAT SHE IS WISE (“SHE IS CLEAR BEING WISE”).  
• faneroiv ejsmen tacei`~ o[nte~ IT IS CLEAR/OBVIOUS THAT WE ARE QUICK (“WE ARE CLEAR BEING QUICK”).  

A usual way of translating this is by means of an adverb: SHE IS OBVIOUSLY WISE, WE ARE OBVIOUSLY QUICK; for instance:  

• dh`lo~ ei\, w\ Qeaivthte, katafronw`n mou     YOU OBVIOUSLY DESPISE ME, THEAETETUS   (Plato, Theaetetus).  

³ This construction is also presented in the chapter Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms.  

7.		Genitive	Absolute		 [394]	

a)  Basic concepts 

1/ Participles agree with some part of the sentence (with the subject, or the direct object, etc.), but there is a 
construction in Greek in which we will find a participle in the genitive case agreeing with a noun also in the genitive case, 
with both the noun and the participle being entirely independent from the rest of the sentence. The construction is 
therefore usually translated as a temporal or causal subordinate. For example:  

• tw`n stratiwtw`n nikhsavntwn, oiJ poli`tai ejcavrhsan     (literally) THE SOLDIERS HAVING WON, THE CITIZENS WERE HAPPY.  

The main sentence is THE CITIZENS WERE HAPPY; the part THE SOLDIERS HAVING WON, which is independent from it, could be 
translated as WHEN THE SOLDIERS HAD WON, BECAUSE THE SOLDIERS HAD WON, AS THE SOLDIERS HAD WON, AFTER THE VICTORY OF THE 

SOLDIERS, etc. (observe especially the last translation, using a noun instead of a verb).  

Important   The subject of the genitive absolute can never be part of the main sentence (although, to be honest, 
some classical authors skip this rule from time to time).  

For instance, to translate WHILE THE GODS ARE IN HEAVEN, MEN HONOUR THEM, it would be wrong to say tw`n qew`n ejn tw`/ 

oujranw`/ o[ntwn, oiJ a[nqrwpoi aujtou;~ timw`sin (unless THEM means somebody else rather than THE GODS). We should, in this 
case, use a participle agreeing with THE GODS:  

• oiJ a[nqrwpoi timw`si tou;~ qeou;~ ejn tw`/ oujranw`/ o[nta~     WHILE THE GODS ARE IN HEAVEN, MEN HONOUR THEM.  

2/ A genitive absolute, as with any other participle, can have elements depending on it: objects, indirect questions, etc.:  

• ejromevnou dev mou tiv aiJ quvrai nuvktwr yofoi`en, ...     WHEN I ASKED WHY THE DOORS WERE MAKING NOISE AT NIGHT, …  
   (Lysias, Death of Eratosthenes).  
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b)  Any tense, any voice  [395] 

1/ The genitive absolute may also be in the present tense, in which case the action expressed is contemporaneous with 
that of the main verb:  

• tou` paido;~ trevconto~, oJ path;r ejkavqeuden      WHILE THE CHILD WAS RUNNING, THE FATHER WAS SLEEPING.  
   ² Literally  THE CHILD RUNNING, THE FATHER WAS SLEEPING.  
• ejnivkhsan de; Lakedaimovnioi hJgoumevnou ∆Aghsandrivdou  UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF AGESANDRIDES, THE SPARTANS  
   WON    (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
   ² Literally  AGESANDRIDES LEADING, THE SPARTANS WON.  

Observe the free use of a noun, LEADERSHIP. We could have said WHILE / BECAUSE AGESANDRIDES WAS LEADING, etc., but in 
some cases the use of a noun produces a more natural English.  

2/ The participle may be in any voice:  

• th`~ povlew~ diafqareivsh~, oJ strathgo;~ ajnevsth  THE CITY HAVING BEEN DESTROYED, THE GENERAL STOOD UP.  
• crovnou metaxu; diagenomevnou ...      IN THE COURSE OF TIME ... / AS TIME WAS PASSING BY ...  
   (Lysias, Death of Eratosthenes).  

c)  Circumstantial meanings  [396] 

1/ As happens with participles that agree with some element of the sentence, the genitive absolute can also have an 
additional circumstantial meaning. For instance, in this example we can see a genitive absolute with concessive meaning:  

• tw`n qew`n keleuovntwn, qusiva~ ouj quvsei~…     ALTHOUGH THE GODS ORDER IT, WILL YOU NOT PERFORM SACRIFICES?  

WHEN or BECAUSE or AS would have sounded strange here - ALTHOUGH is the most appropriate option. As in the case of 
normal participles, this meaning of ALTHOUGH can be reinforced by adding kaivper:  

• kaivper tw`n qew`n keleuovntwn, qusiva~ ouj quvsei~…     (same meaning) 

2/ It can also have a causal or a temporal meaning:  

• polla; kai; megavla pura; ejgevneto, a{te pollh`~ u{lh~ parouvsh~     THERE WAS A BIG FIRE, BECAUSE THERE WAS A LOT OF  
   WOOD (Xenophon, Hellenica).   
   ² Causal : The presence of a{te makes it clearly causal.  
• tau`ta pavnta sou` ajpoqanovnto~ huJrovmhn     I FOUND OUT ALL OF THIS AT YOUR DEATH   (Sophocles, Aiax).  
   ² Temporal : In this case, the context makes it clear.  

3/ In some cases, the genitive absolute could have either a causal or a temporal meaning simultaneously:  

• tou` strathgou` polla; crhvmata dovnto~, pavnte~ a[smenoi h\san      WHEN / BECAUSE THE GENERAL WAS GIVING  
   MONEY, ALL WERE HAPPY.  
• gunai`ka de; kalh;n kai; ajgaqh;n e[labe me;n tw`n gonevwn keleuovntwn WHEN / BECAUSE HIS PARENTS ORDERED IT, HE TOOK  
   A BEAUTIFUL AND GOOD WIFE   (Plutarch, Artaxerxes).  
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An easy way of translating a participle that can have this double causal / temporal meaning is by using AS: AS HIS PARENTS 

ORDERED IT, …  

4/ It can also have a conditional meaning:  

• tou` paido;~ mhdemivan bivblon ajnagnovnto~, oJ path;r ojrgisqhvsetai     IF THE CHILD HAS NOT READ ANY BOOK, THE FATHER  
   WILL GET ANGRY.  

In this last example, the use of mhdemivan instead of oujdemivan makes the conditional meaning clear (with oujdemivan the 
genitive absolute would mean that the child really has not read any book, it would be clearly causal).  

d)  A curious difference with Latin  [397] 

In Latin there is no present participle of the verb to be, so the usual ablative absolute of the style Cicerone consule has no 
participle, but in Greek the verb eijmiv (and its compounds) does have a present participle:  

• tou` Periklevou~ strathgou` o[nto~ ...      WHEN PERICLES WAS GENERAL ...  
• parhv/ei d∆ oujdeiv~, aJpavntwn me;n tw`n strathgw`n parovntwn NO ONE CAME FORWARD, ALTHOUGH ALL THE GENERALS  
   WERE PRESENT   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  
• fanerou` ga;r o[nto~ tou` pravgmato~, ...     WITH THE MATTER BEING CLEAR, …   (Lysias, Areopagiticus).  

e)  Fixed idioms  [398] 

Some genitive absolutes have become idiomatic expressions:  

• qeou` qevlonto~ ...       WITH GOD’S WILL ... 
• mhdeno;~ kwluvonto~ ...       IF NOBODY OPPOSES ... (the conditional meaning is indicated by the use of mhv as the  
   negative instead of ouj)  
• touvtwn ou{tw~ ejcovntwn ...      THIS BEING THE SITUATION ...  
• ajgora`~ plhqouvsh~     AT THE TIME OF FULL MARKET (IN THE MIDDLE OF THE MORNING) 
• proi>ovnto~ de; tou` crovnou ...  IN THE COURSE OF TIME …   (Lysias, Death of Eratosthenes).  
• Dwrieu;~ oJ Diagovrou ejk ÔRovdou eij~ ÔEllhvsponton eijsevplei ajrcomevnou ceimw`no~     DORIEUS, SON OF DIAGOROS,  
   SAILED FROM RHODES TO THE HELLESPONT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE WINTER   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

8.		Accusative	Absolute		 [399]	

a)  Basic structure 

We know what the impersonal verbs are:  

• dei ` to;n maqhth;n tw`/ didaskavlw/ peivqesqai     THE STUDENT MUST OBEY THE TEACHER.  

And we know also what a genitive absolute is:  

• tou` patro;~ ajkouvonto~, oJ uiJo;~ pavnta ejxhghvsato     WHILE THE FATHER WAS LISTENING, THE SON EXPLAINED EVERYTHING.  
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If we want to use an impersonal verb in an absolute construction, the participle of this verb must be in accusative 
(always singular neuter), not in genitive; but the regime of the verb will remain unchanged. For instance, we know that 
e[xesti rules a dative:  

• e[xesti tw`/ Swkravtei ajpofeuvgein     IT IS POSSIBLE FOR SOCRATES TO FLEE (in English, we would rather say SOCRATES  
   HAS THE POSSIBILITY OF FLEEING).  

Then, if we want to say (literally) IT BEING POSSIBLE FOR SOCRATES TO ESCAPE, THE DISCIPLES PREPARED EVERYTHING, we must 
express the IT BEING POSSIBLE in accusative (singular neuter always), but of course FOR SOCRATES will go on being in dative 
since the regime of the verb is the same:  

• ejxo;n tw`/ Swkravtei ajpofeuvgein, oiJ maqhtai; pavnta pareskeuvasan     IT BEING POSSIBLE FOR SOCRATES TO FLEE,  
   HIS DISCIPLES PREPARED EVERYTHING.  
• ejxo;n d∆ hJmi`n ejn eijrevnh/ politeuvesqai, ou|toi ... povlemon hJmi`n pro;~ ajllhvlou~ parevcousin     IT BEING POSSIBLE FOR US  
   TO LIVE IN PEACE LIKE CITIZENS, THESE… BRING WAR AGAINST EACH OTHER TO US   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

b)  Main difference with a Genitive Absolute  [400] 

1/ In an accusative absolute construction, aside from the fact that the participle is in the accusative case, there is no 
subject (they are impersonal verbs) that agrees with it in the same case (unlike in the genitive absolute, where the 
subject had to be in the genitive case), but just a complement in the case as needed by the verb:  

• ejxo;n tw`/ Periklei ` tou;~ polivta~ pei`qein, makro;n lovgon ejpoihvsato     IT BEING POSSIBLE FOR PERICLES TO PERSUADE  
   THE CITIZENS, HE MADE A LONG SPEECH.  

Pericles is both the object of the accusative absolute and the subject of the main sentence; remember that in a genitive 
absolute the subject of the main sentence can not be found also in the genitive absolute part. This is different in an 
accusative absolute construction.  

2/ However, it might also be the case that no object is specified:  

• pollav me ajnakrivnei~, w\ ou|to~, h[dh pivnein devon     YOU ARE ASKING ME MANY QUESTIONS, WHEN WE SHOULD ALREADY  
   BE DRINKING   (Lucian, Saturnalia).  

The devon is not accompanied by any specific accusative saying for whom it is necessary to drink, the translation WE has 
been deduced from the general context.   

c)  Additional meaning  [401] 

As in the genitive absolute, the accusative absolute can also convey some specific circumstantial meanings. Let’s see an 
example with a clear concessive meaning and another one with a clear comparative meaning:  

• oJ de; ÔErmh`~ braduvnei, pavlai parei`nai devon     HERMES GOES SLOWLY, ALTHOUGH HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN HERE A WHILE  
    AGO   (Lucian, Cataplous).        ² Concessive meaning.  
• katakeivmeqa w{sper ejxo;n hJsucivan a[gein         WE LIE DOWN, AS IF IT WERE POSSIBLE TO BE IDLE   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
   ² Comparative meaning.   
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d)  Main accusative absolutes  [402] 

1/ The main impersonal verbs (or personal verbs when used impersonally) that may form an accusative absolute are:   

➢   devon  BEING NECESSARY 
➢   creovn  BEING NECESSARY  
       ² also crh; o[n and crewvn 
➢   prevpon  BEING CONVENIENT 

➢   prosh`kon  BEING CONVENIENT 
➢   ejxovn  BEING POSSIBLE   
➢   parovn  BEING POSSIBLE 
➢   eijrhmevnon  HAVING BEEN SAID

2/ These three ones are in the present, aorist and perfect tenses of the same verb (the last two are in the active and 
middle voices respectively, but convey the same meaning):  

➢   dokou`n   IT SEEMING WELL, BEING DECIDED 
➢   dovxan   HAVING SEEMED WELL, HAVING BEEN DECIDED 
➢   dedogmevnon  HAVING SEEMED WELL, HAVING BEEN DECIDED 

• dovxan moi tou`to eujqu;~ poiei`n, ejpoivhsa  AS IT SEEMED WELL TO ME TO DO THIS IMMEDIATELY, I DID IT.  
• dovxan hJmi`n tau`ta ejporeuovmeqa      AS IT SEEMED WELL TO US, WE DEPARTED   (Plato, Protagoras).  
• sundovxan tw`/ patri; kai; th`/ mhtri ; gamei` th;n Kuaxavrou qugatevra     AS IT SEEMED WELL TO HIS FATHER AND HIS MOTHER,  
   HE MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF CYAXARES   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  
• to; plh`qo~ ejyhfivsanto polemei`n. dedogmevnon de; aujtoi`~ eujqu;~ me;n ajduvnata h\n ejpiceirei`n     THE PEOPLE VOTED  
   TO FIGHT. BUT, ALTHOUGH THEY HAD TAKEN THIS DECISION, AT FIRST IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE AN IMMEDIATE ATTEMPT  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).   
• e[ti dev, w\ Swvkrate~, oujde; divkaiovn moi dokei`~ ejpiceirei`n pra`gma, sauto;n prodou`nai, ejxo;n swqh`nai     SOCRATES,  
   I DO NOT THINK THAT YOU ARE DOING ANYTHING FAIR BY GIVING YOURSELF UP, WHEN IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO SAVE YOU  
   (Plato, Crito).   
• eijrhmevnon ejn tai`~ provteron sunqhvkai~ o{pla mh; ejpifevrein...     ALTHOUGH IN THE FORMER TREATY IT HAD BEEN  
   SPECIFIED THAT NO WEAPONS SHOULD BE BROUGHT …   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• soi; ga;r paro;n gh`n thvnde kai; dovmou~ e[cein ...     FOR ALTHOUGH IT WAS POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO POSSESS THIS LAND AND  
   THIS HOUSE ...   (Euripides, Medea).  

3/ And there are also some formed by a combination of the verb eijmiv and an adjective:  [403] 

➢  dh`lon o[n  BEING EVIDENT 
➢  dunato;n o[n  BEING POSSIBLE 
➢  ajduvnaton o[n  BEING IMPOSSIBLE 

• ajduvnaton o]n th;n povlin biva/ eJlei`n, ...     IT BEING IMPOSSIBLE TO TAKE THE CITY BY FORCE, …   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

4/ Although it is not very frequent, it may happen that a verb used in a personal way forms, together with its subject, an 
accusative absolute (usually preceded by wJ~ or w{sper):  

• siwph`/ ejdeivpnoun, w{sper tou`to prostetagmevnon aujtoi`~     THEY WERE HAVING DINNER IN SILENCE, AS IF THIS HAD  
   BEEN ORDERED TO THEM   (Xenophon, Symposium).   

Observe that tou`to is the subject of the accusative participle prostetagmevnon.  
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9.		Participle	with	a[n		 [404]	

a)  Its use in reported speech 

1/ This formation is equivalent to the use of the infinitive + a[n, but with verbs that require a participle construction. 
Let’s see some double examples (a sentence in direct speech, transformed later into reported speech: the verb becomes a 
participle but “carries” the a[n with it):  

• tou;~ polemivou~ ejnivkhsa~ a[n, eij summavcou~ e[sce~     YOU WOULD HAVE DEFEATED THE ENEMY, IF YOU HAD HAD ALLIES.  
   ² With a verb followed by a participle:  
   oi\dav se tou;~ polemivou~ nikhvsanta a[n, eij summavcou~ e[sce~     I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD HAVE DEFEATED THE ENEMY,  
   IF YOU HAD HAD ALLIES.   

• eij tou`tov moi ei\pe~, ejgwv soi crhvmata e[dwka a[n     IF YOU HAD TOLD ME THIS, I WOULD HAVE GIVEN YOU MONEY.  
   ² With a verb followed by a participle:  
   ou|to~ oi\den, eij tou`tov moi ei\pe~, ejmev soi crhvmata dovnta a[n     HE KNOWS THAT IF YOU HAD TOLD ME THIS,  
   I WOULD HAVE GIVEN YOU MONEY.  

• eij nu`n oiJ polevmioi ejpetivqento, th;n povlin ejlavmbanon a[n     IF THE ENEMY WERE ATTACKING NOW, THEY WOULD CAPTURE  
   THE CITY. 
   ² With a verb followed by a participle:  
   aijsqavnomai, eij nu`n oiJ polevmioi ejpetivqento, touvtou~ th;n povlin lambavnonta~ a[n     I REALISE THAT IF THE ENEMY WERE  
   ATTACKING NOW, THEY WOULD CAPTURE THE CITY.  

• eij th;n mavchn ejnivkhsa~, ejgevnou a]n luphro;~ toi`~ polemivoi~     IF YOU HAD WON THE BATTLE, YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN  
   DISTRESSING TO YOUR ENEMIES.  
   ² With a verb followed by a participle:  
   eu\ oi\dav se, eij th;n mavchn ejnivkhsa~, luphro;n genomevnon a]n toi`~ summavcoi~     I KNOW THAT IF YOU HAD WON THE BATTLE,  
   YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN DISTRESSING TO YOUR ENEMIES.  

2/ As in the case of the infinitive + a[n, a problem of translation arises when an aorist participle + a[n replaces either an [405] 
aorist indicative + a[n or an aorist optative + a[n (note that in the former examples the IF clause helped us to solve this 
problem). For instance, this sentence could have two possible translations:  

• oi\dav se tou;~ polemivou~ nikhvsanta a[n     I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD DEFEAT / WOULD HAVE DEFEATED THE ENEMIES 

and this is because the original sentence could be  

either    tou;~ polemivou~ ejnivkhsa~ a[n      YOU WOULD HAVE DEFEATED THE ENEMIES.  
 ² In this case the subsequent meaning of the former sentence would be I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD HAVE DEFEATED  
       THE ENEMIES. 

or           tou;~ polemivou~ nikhvseia~ a[n     YOU WOULD DEFEAT THE ENEMIES.  
 ² In this case the subsequent meaning of the former sentence would be I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD DEFEAT  
       THE ENEMIES.  
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b)  Its use to give the participle a potential meaning  [406] 

The second use is far more complex; as before, the a[n gives the participle a potential meaning, but in this case it is not 
just a personal verbal form that has become a participle in reported speech. As usual, the problem is deciding whether an 
aorist participle + a[n conveys the meaning of an aorist indicative + a[n or of an aorist optative + a[n.  

We can distinguish three basic uses:  

1/ It replaces a potential relative: 

In the following examples, first we offer the potential relative sentence (as it would normally be expressed), then, the 
same sentence but using a participle. Observe that we provide some examples with translations based on both the aorist 
indicative + a[n and the aorist optative + a[n, to highlight the difference in translation. 

• Potential relative sentence:  dei` eijdevnai a} lecqeivh a[n     IT IS NECESSARY TO KNOW WHAT COULD (OR WOULD) BE SAID. 
   Participle with a[n:  dei` eijdevnai ta; a]n legovmena     (same meaning).  
   ² Thus the participle + a[n replaces the potential relative.  

• Potential relative sentence:  oJrw` to;n strathgo;n o}~ aiJreqeivh a[n     I SEE THE GENERAL WHO COULD BE CHOSEN. 
   Participle with a[n:  oJrw` to;n aiJreqevnta a]n strathgovn     (same meaning).  
   ² Note that the participle + a[n could have replaced an indicative + a[n (and therefore have this other meaning):  
       oJrw` to;n strathgo;n o}~ hJ/revqh a[n     I SEE THE GENERAL WHO COULD HAVE BEEN CHOSEN.  

• Potential relative sentence:  oJ Loukiavno~ dihgei`tai a} gevnoito a[n     LUCIAN EXPOSES THINGS THAT COULD HAPPEN.  
   Participle with a[n:  oJ Loukiavno~ dihgei`tai genovmena a[n     (same meaning). 

• Potential relative sentence:  suv, o}~ tou`to hJdevw~ tovte ejpoivhsa~ a[n, nu`n oujk ejqevlei~…     YOU, WHO THEN WOULD [407] 
   HAVE DONE THIS WITH PLEASURE, NOW DO NOT WANT TO?  
   Participle with a[n:  suv, tou`to hJdevw~ tovte poivhsa~ a[n, nu`n oujk ejqevlei~…     (same meaning).  
   ² Note that the participle + a[n could have replaced an optative + a[n (and therefore have this other meaning):  
       suv, o}~ tou`to hJdevw~ tovte poihvseia~ a[n, nu`n oujk ejqevlei~…     YOU, WHO THEN WOULD DO THIS WITH PLEASURE, NOW ...  

• Potential relative sentence:  ejpainw` touvtou~ oi} crhvmata th`/ povlei doi`en a[n     I PRAISE THOSE WHO WOULD GIVE  
   MONEY TO THE CITY.  
   Participle with a[n:  ejpainw` tou;~ crhvmata th`/ povlei dovnta~ a[n     (same meaning). 

• Potential relative sentence:  oiJ polevmioi oJrw`si tei`co~ o} rJa/divw~ lhfqeivh a[n     THE ENEMIES SEE A WALL THAT COULD  
   BE TAKEN EASILY.  
   Participle with a[n:  oiJ polevmioi oJrw`si tei`co~ rJa/divw~ lhfqe;n a[n     (same meaning).  

Its use with a future participle is extremely rare, but let us see one example:  

• Potential relative sentence:  ejnqavde a[nqrwpo~ pavresti o}~ i[sw~ summacei`tai a[n     THERE IS A MAN HERE WHO WOULD 
   PERHAPS JOIN US IN THE FIGHT.  
   Participle with a[n:  ejnqavde a[nqrwpo~ pavresti i[sw~ summacouvmeno~ a[n     (same meaning).   
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2/ It gives the participle a concessive meaning: [408] 

In the next example the presence of a[n produces a very small change in the meaning, in fact it could have been avoided 
altogether:  

• Participle without a[n:  e[cwn polla; eijpei`n, sighvsomai     BEING ABLE TO SAY MANY THINGS, I WILL KEEP SILENT.  
   Participle with a[n:  e[cwn a]n polla; eijpei`n, sighvsomai      ALTHOUGH I WOULD BE ABLE TO SAY MANY THINGS,  
   I WILL KEEP SILENT.  

With respect to this example, note the following: 

²  kaivper could have been added to the first sentence: kaivper e[cwn polla; eijpei`n, sighvsomai (clear concessive meaning).  
²  The optative + a[n which the participle + a[n would replace would be found if we had expressed the concession as a  
      main sentence or as a concessive clause:  

• e[coimi a]n polla; eijpei`n, ajlla; sighvsomai I WOULD BE ABLE TO SAY MANY THINGS, BUT I WILL KEEP SILENT.  
• kai; eij e[coimi a]n polla; eijpei`n, sighvsomai  ALTHOUGH I WOULD BE ABLE TO SAY MANY THINGS, I WILL KEEP SILENT.  

However, in the following example, observe how the addition of the particle a[n completely changes the meaning:  

• Participle without a[n:  rJa/divw~ th;n povlin eJlwvn, oJ strathgo;~ ajnacwrei`n ejkevleusen      HAVING TAKEN THE CITY EASILY,  
   THE GENERAL ORDERED TO WITHDRAW.  
   Participle with a[n:  rJa/divw~ th;n povlin eJlw;n a[n, oJ strathgo;~ ajnacwrei`n ejkevleusen     ALTHOUGH HE WOULD/COULD HAVE  
   TAKEN THE CITY EASILY, THE GENERAL ORDERED TO WITHDRAW.  

With respect to this example, note the following:  

²  The aorist indicative + a[n which the participle + a[n would replace would be found if we had expressed the concession  
      as a main sentence:  

• rJa/divw~ th;n povlin ei|len a[n, ajlla; oJ strathgo;~ ajnacwrei`n ejkevleusen     HE WOULD/COULD HAVE TAKEN THE CITY EASILY,  
   BUT THE GENERAL ORDERED TO WITHDRAW.  

The difference in meaning is clear: by using the participle alone, we mean that the city was taken, while by using the 
participle + a[n we mean that it could have been taken, but was not. Thus, while there is not much difference between 
BEING ABLE and ALTHOUGH I WOULD BE ABLE, there is a big difference between HAVING TAKEN THE CITY and ALTHOUGH HE COULD 

HAVE TAKEN THE CITY.  

Observe this example from Plato (in this example, the concessive meaning is better reflected by EVEN IF rather than by 
ALTHOUGH):  

• e[cw ejkkecumevnw~ panti; ajndri; levgein, ouj movnon a[neu misqou`, ajlla; kai; prostiqei;~ a]n hJdevw~ ei[ tiv~ mou ejqevlei ajkouvein  
   I POUR MYSELF OUT PROFUSELY TO ANYBODY, NOT ONLY WITHOUT SALARY BUT ALSO EVEN IF OFFERING SOMETHING MYSELF IF  
   SOMEBODY WANTED TO LISTEN TO ME   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
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3/ Preceded by wJ~, it replaces a potential causal sentence:  [409] 

• Causal sentence:  uJperorw` touvtou~ tou;~ stratiwvta~ diovti ouj duvnainto a[n moi bohqh`sai     I LOOK DOWN ON THESE  
    SOLDIERS BECAUSE THEY WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO HELP ME.  
    Participle with a[n:  uJperorw` touvtou~ tou;~ stratiwvta~ wJ~ ouj dunamevnou~ a[n moi bohqh`sai (same meaning).   

Note that if we deleted the a[n from the last sentence it would mean I LOOK DOWN ON THESE SOLDIERS BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT 

ABLE TO HELP ME, and this participle would have corresponded to this causal sentence:  

• uJperorw` touvtou~ tou;~ stratiwvta~ diovti ouj duvnantaiv moi bohqh`sai     I LOOK DOWN ON THESE SOLDIERS BECAUSE THEY  
   ARE NOT ABLE TO HELP ME.  

So, the use of a[n with the participle has resulted in the same meaning as optative + a[n: potentiality in the future. Let’s 
see some more examples:  

• Causal sentence:  dwvsw soi ta; crhvmata, diovti ouj qarrhvsaimi a]n ou[pote katevcein     I WILL GIVE YOU THE MONEY  
   BECAUSE I WOULD NEVER DARE TO KEEP IT.  
   Participle with a[n:  dwvsw soi ta; crhvmata, wJ~ ouj qarrw`n a]n ou[pote katevcein     (same meaning).  

• Causal sentence:  ejgw; aujto;~ toi`~ polemivoi~ macou`mai, diovti ejkei`no~ ouj machvsaito a[n     I MYSELF WILL FIGHT AGAINST  
   THE ENEMIES, BECAUSE HE WOULD NOT FIGHT.  
   Participle with a[n:  ejgw; aujto;~ toi`~ polemivoi~ macou`mai, wJ~ ejkeivnou ouj macomevnou a[n     (SAME MEANING).  

• Causal sentence:  ejgw; aujto;~ tou`to ejpoivhsa diovti uJmei`~ ajduvnatoi h\te a[n     I DID THIS MYSELF BECAUSE YOU WOULD  
   BE UNABLE.  
   Participle with a[n:  ejgw; aujto;~ tou`to ejpoivhsa, uJmw`n ajdunavtwn o[ntwn a[n     (same meaning).  

Note that if the participle must replace an aorist indicative + a[n (unfulfilled condition in the past), the aorist participle [410] 
must be used:  

• Causal sentence:  dwvsw soi ta; crhvmata, diovti oujk ejqavrrhsa a]n ou[pote katevcein     I WILL GIVE YOU THE MONEY  
   BECAUSE I WOULD NEVER HAVE DARED TO RETAIN IT.  
   Participle with a[n:  dwvsw soi ta; crhvmata, wJ~ ouj qarrhvsa~ a]n ou[pote katevcein     (same meaning).  

• Causal sentence:  ejgw; aujto;~ tou`to ejpoivhsa diovti uJmei`~ ajduvnatoi ejgevnesqe a[n     I DID THIS MYSELF BECAUSE YOU  
   WOULD HAVE BEEN UNABLE.  
   Participle with a[n:  ejgw; aujto;~ tou`to ejpoivhsa, uJmw`n ajdunavtwn genomevnwn a[n     (same meaning). 
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e) Indirect speech 

1.		An	introduction		 [411]	

Strictly speaking, indirect speech is the reproduction of somebody’s words as part of a larger sentence. For example, if 
Socrates said THE SOLDIERS HAVE BEHAVED BRAVELY, the inclusion of Socrates’ words as part of the larger sentence SOCRATES 

SAID THAT THE SOLDIERS HAD BEHAVED BRAVELY is what is usually known as indirect style. In a broader sense, it also 
comprehends the reproduction of someone’s thoughts, perceptions, opinions, etc.  

Indirect speech can be divided into three parts:  

Indirect statement clauses:   As the name indicates, this is the reproduction of somebody’s statement, as seen in the 
former example of Socrates’ words. Moreover, in addition to verbs of saying (HE SAYS THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS), indirect 
statements include verbs of thinking (HE THINKS THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS, I CONSIDER THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS) verbs of 
physical or intellectual perception (HE SEES THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS, HE HAS REALISED THAT YOU HAVE DONE THIS). So, these 
sentences will not always be reproducing something that somebody has said, but may well be reproducing somebody’s 
thoughts or perceptions.  

Indirect command clauses:   The reproduction of somebody’s orders, advice, etc. (direct command: DO NOT ADVANCE; 
indirect command: THE GENERAL ORDERED THE SOLDIERS NOT TO ADVANCE).  

Indirect question clauses:   The reproduction of somebody’s question (direct question: WHERE IS SOCRATES?; indirect 
question: HE ASKED WHERE SOCRATES WAS). Note that this may also include the reproduction of a question that has not 
been directly asked, as in the sentence I WANT TO KNOW WHERE SOCRATES IS: possibly the direct question, WHERE IS SOCRATES? 
has not yet been asked, thus no former question is being reproduced here, but rather the question is being expressed as 
part of a compound sentence.  

The behaviour of subordinate clauses in indirect statement may pose some difficulties; these are addressed at the end of 
this chapter.  

2.		Indirect	statement	clauses		 [412]	

There are three constructions to express what in English will usually be introduced by a THAT clause. Deciding which of 
these constructions must be used is not problematic when translating from Greek, but it may be more difficult when 
translating into Greek, as it will not depend solely on the verb of the main clause and so sometimes more than one 
option is possible. For instance, in the sentence I KNOW THAT HE IS WISE we can either use a o{ti construction or an infinitive 
construction to express the THAT HE IS WISE part.  

Inside an indirect statement, when reproducing somebody’s words (introduced with a verb of saying: HE SAID THAT…) 
rather than what somebody thought, saw, realised, etc., we form what is usually called reported speech.  
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a)  The o{ti construction  [413] 

1/ Its use: 

Almost all verbs of saying (except fhmiv) are followed by a o{ti sentence, translated by THAT (o{ti can be replaced by wJ~ if 
we want to express some reservation about the veracity of the statement). Observe the following examples:  

• oJ didavskalo~ levgei o{ti oiJ maqhtai; ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ eijsivn     THE TEACHER SAYS THAT THE STUDENTS ARE IN ATHENS.  
• levgei o{ti ejlpivda~ e[cei kalw`~ e[sesqai     HE SAYS THAT HE HAS HOPES THAT IT WILL GO WELL   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Other verbs which are not of saying, such as aijsqavnomai TO PERCEIVE, can also use this o{ti construction:  

• oJ basileu;~ aijsqavnetai o{ti oiJ stratiw`tai th;n mavchn ejnivkhsan     THE KING PERCEIVES THAT THE SOLDIERS HAVE WON  
   THE BATTLE.  

Note that these examples could have been expressed using different constructions: levgw can also use an infinitive 
construction (although this is not common), and aijsqavnomai can also use a participle construction (which in fact would 
be more frequent); both constructions are explained in due course.  

2/ Verbs that use it: 

Here are some of the verbs that can be followed in English by a THAT clause that would correspond to a o{ti construction 
in Greek:  

  ajggevllw   TO ANNOUNCE 
  aijsqavnomai  TO PERCEIVE 
  ajkouvw   TO HEAR 
  gignwvskw   TO KNOW 
  deivknumi   TO DISPLAY 
  dhlovw   TO SHOW 

  diabebaiovomai  TO MAINTAIN 
  levgw   TO SAY 
  manqavnw   TO LEARN 
  oi\da   TO KNOW 
  oJravw   TO SEE 
  punqavnomai  TO LEARN BY INQUIRY

 Note 

 A lot of these verbs can also be followed by other constructions. For instance, oJravw is most frequently followed by a 
participle construction.  

3/ The tenses: [414] 

Special care must be taken with respect to the English tenses:  

• Direct speech:    oJ basileu;~ bivblon e[grayen      THE KING WROTE A BOOK. 
• Indirect speech:    oJ a[ggelo~ ei\pen o{ti oJ basileu;~ bivblon e[grayen THE MESSENGER SAID THAT THE KING HAD WRITTEN  
   A BOOK.  

In Greek, the tense of the original statement is always kept, but in English, if the introductory verb is in the past tense, 
we must move the translation one step back in time. In this example we have moved the simple past WROTE to the 
pluperfect HAD WRITTEN. Observe another example:  
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• Direct:    oJ basileu;~ bivblon gravfei      THE KING WRITES A BOOK. 
• Indirect:  oJ a[ggelo~ ei\pen o{ti oJ basileu;~ bivblon gravfei     THE MESSENGER SAID THAT THE KING WAS WRITING A BOOK.  

Similarly, the English present tense translation has been moved one step backwards in time because the introductory 
verb was a past tense, but in Greek it goes on being in present tense. Observe another example:  

• Kovnwni de; ei\pen o{ti pauvsei aujto;n moicw`nta th;n qavlattan     HE TOLD CONON THAT HE WOULD STOP HIM FROM  
   COMMITTING ADULTERY WITH THE SEA   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
   ² Obviously, the original sentence was   pauvsw aujtovn ...    I WILL STOP ... 

Even if we make use of the oblique optative (which we can do in the secondary sequence, when the introductory verb is 
in a past tense: imperfect, aorist or pluperfect), it will go on being in the same tense, but the mood will now be optative. 
Note the following examples:  

• oJ a[ggelo~ ei\pen o{ti oJ basileu;~ bivblon gravfoi THE MESSENGER SAID THAT THE KING WAS WRITING A BOOK.  
• oJ mavnti~ ... e[legen o{ti mevga~ me;n oijwno;~ ei[h      THE SOOTHSAYER … SAID THAT IT WAS A GREAT OMEN  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
   ² Obviously, the original sentence was   mevga~ oijwnov~ ejstin    IT IS A GREAT OMEN.  

 Note 

 Indirect speech in secondary sequence is the only construction in which we can find the future optative:  
• ei\pen o{ti bivblon gravyei / gravyoi     HE SAID THAT HE WOULD WRITE A BOOK.  

4/ The phenomenon of the prolepsis : [415] 

In o{ti constructions, the use of the prolepsis (“anticipation”) is very frequent: the subject of the o{ti sentence is placed as 
direct object of the main verb. Observe the example:  

• levgomen o{ti oJ Periklh`~ ajei; nika`/     WE SAY THAT PERICLES ALWAYS WINS 

can be written as 

• levgomen to;n Perikleva o{ti ajei; nika`/     (same meaning).  

b)  The infinitive construction  [416] 

1/ Verbs that use it:  

Verbs of thinking, considering and similar meanings (and fhmiv) are usually followed by an infinitive construction. For 
example, oi[omai TO THINK and nomivzw TO CONSIDER, TO THINK:  

• oi[omai to;n Swkravth ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oijkei`n I THINK THAT SOCRATES LIVES IN ATHENS.  
• nomivzousin oiJ Lakedaimovnioi tou;~ ∆Aqhnaivou~ kakou;~ stratiwvta~ ei\nai     THE SPARTANS CONSIDER THE ATHENIANS  
   TO BE BAD SOLDIERS.  
• nomivzw tou;~ hJmetevrou~ stratiwvta~ nikh`sai  I THINK THAT OUR SOLDIERS HAVE WON.  
• nomivzei~ kakovnoun th;n mhtevra soi ei\nai…      DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR MOTHER TO BE MALICIOUS TOWARDS YOU?  
   (Xenophon, Memorabilia).  
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Other verbs that are followed by an infinitive construction are:  

hJgevomai   TO THINK, TO CONSIDER (rather strongly)  
uJpopteuvw   TO SUSPECT 

oJmologevw   TO AGREE 
uJpolambavnw  TO SUPPOSE 

Most of the grammar affecting the infinitive construction, even when ruled by verbs of indirect statement, has been 
presented in the former chapter; here we shall now qualify it with further information. It must also be said that, in 
indirect statement, the negative of the infinitive is ouj, not mhv:  

• nomivzw aujta;~ ejn th`/ povlei oujk ei\nai     I THINK THAT THEY ARE NOT IN THE CITY.  

But if the infinitive construction follows an imperative (or similar construction in subjunctive), the negative is mhv:  

• novmize to;n Swkravth mh ; mw`ron ei\nai     CONSIDER THAT SOCRATES IS NOT A FOOL.  

2/ Verbs of saying:  [417] 

Most verbs of saying that use o{ti can also use an infinitive construction. For instance:  

• oJ pai`~ levgei o{ti oJ ajdelfo;~ ejn th`/ ajgora`/ ejstin  =  oJ pai`~ levgei to;n ajdelfo;n ejn th`/ ajgora`/ ei\nai     THE CHILD SAYS  
   THAT HIS BROTHER IS IN THE AGORA.  

NOTE: fhmiv must never be followed by a o{ti construction but by an infinitive one. Moreover, a negative preceding this 
verb affects the infinitive, not the main verb:  

• oJ didavskalo~ oujk e[fh tou;~ maqhta;~ h{kein does NOT mean  THE TEACHER DID NOT SAY THAT THE STUDENTS HAD ARRIVED  
   but   THE TEACHER SAID THAT THE STUDENTS HAD NOT ARRIVED.  
• aujto;~ de; oujk e[fh ijevnai      HE SAID THAT HE WOULD NOT GO   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

In other words, ouj fhmiv has the meaning of TO DENY (equivalent to the Latin nego).  

When verbs of saying are used, the infinitive also expresses tense. In other words, it is kept in the tense in which [418] 
the sentence was originally said:  

• ejkei`no~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ tauvthn th;n bivblon gravfei      THAT MAN IS WRITING THIS BOOK.  
   ² levgei ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon tauvthn th;n bivblon gravfein      HE SAYS THAT THAT MAN IS WRITING THIS BOOK.  
   ² ei\pen ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon tauvthn th;n bivblon gravfein     HE SAID THAT THAT MAN WAS WRITING THIS BOOK.  

Observe that in the last sentence the present infinitive has been translated as past in English because of the change from 
HE SAYS to HE SAID, but the tense of the Greek infinitive remains unchanged.  

• ejkei`no~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ tauvthn th;n bivblon e[grayen  THAT MAN HAS WRITTEN THIS BOOK.  
   ² levgei ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon tauvthn th;n bivblon gravyai  HE SAYS THAT THAT MAN HAS WRITTEN THIS BOOK.  
   ² ei\pen ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon tauvthn th;n bivblon gravyai  HE SAID THAT THAT MAN HAD WRITTEN THIS BOOK.  

Observe that in the last sentence the aorist infinitive has been translated as pluperfect in English because of the change 
from HE SAYS to HE SAID, but the tense of the Greek infinitive remains unchanged.  
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• ejkei`no~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ tauvthn th;n bivblon gravyei THAT MAN WILL WRITE THIS BOOK.  
   ² levgei ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon tauvthn th;n bivblon gravyein HE SAYS THAT THAT MAN WILL WRITE THIS BOOK.  
   ² ei\pen ejkei`non to;n a[nqrwpon tauvthn th;n bivblon gravyein HE SAID THAT THAT MAN WOULD WRITE THIS BOOK.  

Observe that in the last sentence the future infinitive has been translated as potential mood in English because of the 
change from HE SAYS to HE SAID, but the tense of the Greek infinitive remains unchanged.  

• ta; me;n pura; oujk e[fh ijdei`n     HE SAID HE HAD NOT SEEN THE FIRES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
   ² The original sentence would have been oujk ei\don... I HAVE NOT SEEN ..., so the aorist is kept in the infinitive.  

c)  The participle construction  [419] 

1/ Verbs that use it: 

Verbs that express physical or intellectual perception, such as TO SEE, TO REALISE, TO KNOW, may use the o{ti construction:  

• oJrw` o{ti oJ path;r ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ ejstivn     I SEE THAT MY FATHER IS IN ATHENS.  

But they may also use (as is more often the case) an accusative + participle construction, in which the participle will 
agree with the direct object: 

• oJrw` to;n patevra ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ o[nta     (same meaning, but literally   I SEE MY FATHER BEING IN ATHENS).  

The tense of the participle shows the temporal relationship with the main verb:  

• oi\da to;n patevra bivblon gravyonta I KNOW THAT MY FATHER IS GOING TO WRITE A BOOK.  
• h[/dh to;n patevra bivblon gravyonta   I KNEW THAT MY FATHER WAS GOING TO WRITE A BOOK.  
   ² The participle is in future tense, so the action is future with respect to the main verb.  

Two further examples:  

• to;n ajdelfo;n tou;~ polemivou~ labovnta ei\don     I SAW MY BROTHER HAVING CAPTURED THE ENEMIES = I SAW THAT MY  
   BROTHER HAD CAPTURED THE ENEMIES.  
   ² Observe that the participle is translated by an English pluperfect, in order to indicate that the action is  
       former to that of the main verb.  

• wJ~ ei\de tou;~ me;n Pevrsa~ fulavttonta~ th;n a[kran...     WHEN HE SAW THAT THE PERSIANS WERE GUARDING THE SUMMIT…  
   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  
   ² This could have also been translated as  WHEN HE SAW THE PERSIANS GUARDING THE SUMMIT….  

The main verbs that use this construction are:  [420] 

  aijsqavnomai  TO PERCEIVE 
  ajkouvw   TO HEAR, TO LISTEN 
  gignwvskw   TO KNOW 
  deivknumi   TO SHOW 
  dhlovw   TO SHOW 
  ejpilanqavnomai  TO FORGET 

  ejpivstamai  TO KNOW 
  manqavnw   TO LEARN 
  mevmnhmai   TO REMEMBER 
  oi\da   TO KNOW  
  oJravw   TO SEE 
  punqavnomai  TO GET TO KNOW
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• ouj ga;r h[/desan aujto;n teqnhkovta     THEY DID NOT KNOW THAT HE HAD DIED   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• oJ de; Kleovmbroto~, ejpeidh; ejpuvqeto th;n eijrhvnhn gegenhmevnhn, ...     AND CLEOMBROTOS, WHEN HE LEARNED 
   THAT PEACE HAD BEEN REACHED, …   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Observe that some of these verbs are also found in the list of verbs that can be followed by a o{ti construction. The verb 
ajkouvw is an unusual verb, since it rules the genitive if referring to a person:  

• ajkouvw tou` didaskavlou levgonto~     I LISTEN TO THE TEACHER SPEAKING.  

But if it is used in the sense of reported speech then it takes an accusative:  

• ajkouvw to;n didavskalon levgonta     I HEAR THAT THE TEACHER IS SPEAKING.   
   ² Now we have translated it using a THAT clause, as if this information has been related by a third party.  

2/ When speaking about oneself:  [421] 

If the subject of the participle is the same as that of the main verb of the sentence, the subject is not mentioned 
(although aujtov~ could be used in the necessary form for emphatic purposes) and the participle (and the predicative 
object, if any) is in the nominative, agreeing with the subject:  

• au|tai aiJ kovrai gignwvskousi (aujtai;) sofai; ou\sai     THESE GIRLS KNOW THAT THEY ARE WISE.  

3.		Indirect	command	clauses		 [422]	

An indirect command is expressed by the infinitive:  

• Original command:    ajnagnw`qi th;n bivblon     READ THE BOOK!  
   ² Indirect command:    oJ didavskalo~ ejkevleusen aujto;n ajnagnw`nai th;n bivblon    THE TEACHER TOLD HIM  
        TO READ THE BOOK.  

Since the negative used for a negative order is mhv, the negative used in an indirect command clause will also be mhv:  

• oJ didavskalo~ ejkevleusen aujto;n mh; ajnagnw`nai th;n bivblon     THE TEACHER TOLD HIM NOT TO READ THE BOOK.  

Some verbs of ordering, such as keleuvw, rule an accusative, and others, such as diakeleuvomai, rule a dative. Practice 
will teach this.  

Some more examples:  

• oiJ de; ajnabohvsante~ ejkevleuon ejkeivnou~ a[rcein      AND THEY STARTED SHOUTING AND ORDERED THAT THOSE MEN  
   SHOULD BE IN COMMAND   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• sev, w\ Pavri, keleuvei oJ Zeuv~ ... dikavsai tai`~ qeai`~, h{ti~ aujtw`n hJ kallivsth ejstiv ZEUS ORDERS YOU, PARIS, TO JUDGE  
   ON BEHALF OF THE GODDESSES, WHICH ONE OF THEM IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL   (Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods).  
• tosou`ton uJmi`n e[ti diakeleuvomai mnhmoneuvein, o{tan fevrhte th;n yh`fon      I URGE YOU TO REMEMBER SUCH A  
   GREAT DETAIL WHEN YOU CAST YOUR VOTE   (Isocrates, Against Callimachus).  
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4.		Indirect	question	clauses		 [423]	

An indirect question (or indirect interrogative) is a question inside a main sentence. For instance:  

• Direct question:   pou` ejstin oJ Swkravth~…     WHERE IS SOCRATES?  
   ²Indirect question:    bouvletai eijdevnai pou` ejstin oJ Swkravth~     HE WANTS TO KNOW WHERE SOCRATES IS.  

a)  What happens to the original verb?  

The same tense must be kept, and also the indicative mood (unless it is a deliberative question in subjunctive, in which 
case subjunctive tense must be kept). If, for instance, the original question is formulated in future tense,  

• tiv poihvsei~ au[rion…     WHAT WILL YOU DO TOMORROW?  

the verb of the indirect question will be in the future tense, regardless of the tense of the main sentence:  

• eijdevnai ejbouvleto tiv poihvsw au[rion     HE WANTED TO KNOW WHAT I WOULD DO TOMORROW  
   ² Observe that, as the introductory verb is past, the English WILL has become WOULD, but in Greek the sentence  
        reads literally as   HE WANTED TO KNOW WHAT I WILL DO TOMORROW.  

• tauvthn de; e[cwn th;n hJlikivan ou[te tiv ejstin ojligarciva hjpistavmhn     AT THAT AGE, I DID NOT EVEN KNOW WHAT OLIGARCHY  
   IS / WAS   (Lysias, In Theomnestum).  

BUT: As in the cases of reported speech, the oblique optative can be used if the introductory verb is in a secondary tense, 
creating the so called secondary sequence:  

• pw`~ machvsontai oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi…      HOW WILL THE ATHENIANS FIGHT?  
   h[reto pw`~ machvsointo oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi HE ASKED HOW THE ATHENIANS WOULD FIGHT.  

² Remember that this is optional; machvsontai would also have been correct.  

b)  What happens to the interrogative word?  [424] 

1/ In the examples above, the interrogative word has not changed; nevertheless, it is very common to add the prefix oJ<, 
but this is optional (note that some accent alteration will occur if used):  

• h[reto o{pw~ machvsointo oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi      HE ASKED HOW THE ATHENIANS WOULD FIGHT.  
• bouvletai eijdevnai o{pou ejstin oJ Swkravth~      HE WANTS TO KNOW WHERE SOCRATES IS.  
• eijdevnai ejbouvleto o{ ti poihvsw au[rion      HE WANTED TO KNOW WHAT I WOULD DO TOMORROW.  
   ² Usually we write o{ ti in two words to avoid confusing it with the other o{ti.  
• ejrwtw`si oJpovte oJ Swkravth~ pro;~ th;n Lakedaimonivan ei\sin      THEY ASK WHEN SOCRATES WILL GO TO LACEDAEMONIA.  
• qaumavzw o{pw~ hjqevlhsev soi oJ tou` desmwthrivou fuvlax uJpakou`sai I WONDER HOW THE PRISON GUARD WANTED TO  
   AGREE TO YOUR REQUEST   (Plato, Crito).  
• oujk oi\d∆ o{poi ajfanh;~ w[/ceto      HE LEFT UNNOTICED, I DO NOT KNOW WHERE TO  
   (Lucian, Philopseudeis).  

2/ The use of tiv~, tiv or any of its forms is a separate issue:  

• tiv~ ejstin ejn th`/ oijkiva/…     WHO IS IN THE HOUSE?  
   ² ejrwta`/ tiv~ ejstin ejn th`/ oijkiva/     HE ASKS WHO IS IN THE HOUSE.  
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If instead of tiv~ (in any case) we want to use the form with the added oJ< prefix, the indefinite relative o{sti~, h{ti~, o{ ti 
should be used (but this is optional):  

• ta; me;n prw`ta hjgnovoun o{sti~ h\n     AT THE BEGINNING I DID NOT KNOW WHO HE WAS   (Lucian, Philopseudeis).  

3/ In cases where a question is repeated by the listener, the oJ< must be added at the beginning (this is compulsory):  

• povte machvsomen…     WHEN WILL WE FIGHT?  
   oJpovte… oujdevpote      WHEN? NEVER.  

c)  And if there is no interrogative word?  [425] 

Questions such as bouvlei hJmi`n sunelqei`n… DO YOU WANT TO COME WITH US? (questions in which a YES or a NO answer is 
expected) are introduced by the usual eij (IF) when indirect:   

• ejrwtw` eij bouvlei hJmi`n sunelqei`n      I AM ASKING WHETHER YOU WANT TO COME WITH US.  
• sfovdra pievsa~ aujtou` to;n povda, h[reto ei j aijsqavnoito PRESSING HIS FOOT HARD, HE ASKED IF HE FELT IT   (Plato, Phaedo).  

In cases where we also want to express an alternative (the usual OR NOT or any second option), we may replace the eij 
with povteron, with h[ in its usual meaning of OR. The expression OR NOT can be either h] ou[ or h] mhv:  

• ejrwtw` povteron bouvlei hJmi`n sunelqei`n h] ou[      I AM ASKING WHETHER YOU WANT TO COME WITH US OR NOT.  
• ejrwtw` povteron bouvlei hJmi`n sunelqei`n h] ejnqavde mevnein I AM ASKING WHETHER YOU WANT TO COME WITH US OR  
   TO STAY HERE.  
• pevmpei ou\n pro;~ aujto;n kai; ejrwta`/ povteron bouvletai eijrhvnhn h] povlemon e[cein     THEREFORE HE SENDS TO HIM AND ASKS  
   HIM WHETHER HE WANTS TO HAVE PEACE OR WAR   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Also we can replace povteron...h[ with ei[te...ei[te:  

• ejrwtw` ei[te bouvlei hJmi`n sunelqei`n ei[te ou [     I AM ASKING WHETHER YOU WANT TO COME ALONG WITH US OR NOT.  
• ejrwtw` ei[te bouvlei hJmi`n sunelqei`n ei[te ejnqavde mevnein I AM ASKING WHETHER YOU WANT TO COME ALONG WITH US OR  
   TO REMAIN HERE.  
• ejxh`n oJra`n ei[te ti ojrqw`~ ejpravtteto ei[te ti hJmavrtanon      IT WAS POSSIBLE TO SEE WHETHER EVERYTHING WENT WELL OR  
   THEY WERE MAKING SOME MISTAKE   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

d)  Another case of prolepsis  

The subject of the interrogative sentence can be made the direct object of the main verb:  

• oi\da o{sti~ su ; ei\     I KNOW WHO YOU ARE      
   can also be expressed as     oi\da se o{sti~ ei\     (same meaning).  

5.		Subordinate	clauses	in	indirect	speech		 [426]	

We know that when we pass a sentence from direct into indirect statement it must be rewritten as an infinitive clause, 
or a participle, or preceded by o{ti (the choice will, of course, depend on which verb introduces the indirect statement). 
Observe this sentence:  
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• oJ Periklh`~ ajgaqo;~ strathgo;~ e[stai eja;n oiJ poli`tai mavcesqai bouvlwntai     PERICLES WILL BE A GOOD GENERAL IF THE  
    CITIZENS WANT TO FIGHT.   

In indirect statements, such as those introduced by nomivzw, we now know that an infinitive with an accusative subject 
must be used in the main sentence:  

• nomivzw to;n Perikleva ajgaqo;n strathgo;n e[sesqai, ...     I THINK THAT PERICLES WILL BE A GOOD GENERAL, …  

But what happens with the subordinate clause that depended on the main one (which has now become an infinitive 
sentence)? This is dependent upon the tense of the introductory verb.  

a)  Introductory verb in primary tense  (i.e. present, future or perfect) 

The mood of the subordinate clause remains as it was:  

• nomivzw to;n Perikleva ajgaqo;n strathgo;n e[sesqai eja;n oiJ poli`tai mavcesqai bouvlwntai     I THINK THAT PERICLES WILL BE  
   A GOOD GENERAL IF THE CITIZENS WANT TO FIGHT.  

b)  Introductory verb in secondary tense  (i.e. imperfect, aorist or pluperfect)  [427] 

1/ The verb of the subordinate clause, unless it is a secondary tense of the indicative, may be put into the optative mood; 
however, this change is optional:  

• either    ejnovmisa to;n Perikleva ajgaqo;n strathgo;n e[sesqai eja;n oiJ poli`tai mavcesqai bouvlwntai     I THOUGHT THAT  
   PERICLES WOULD BE A GOOD GENERAL IF THE CITIZENS WANTED TO FIGHT . 
   or           ejnovmisa to;n Perikleva ajgaqo;n strathgo;n e[sesqai ei j oiJ poli`tai mavcesqai bouvlointo     (same meaning).  

Observe that in this change from subjunctive to optative we have removed the a[n that was linked to the conjunction eij.  

• uJpiscnei`to de; aujtw`/, eij e[lqoi, fivlon aujto;n Kuvrw/ poihvsein     HE PROMISED TO MAKE HIM FRIENDS WITH CYRUS, IF HE  
   WOULD COME   (Plato, Apologia). 
   ² The original sentence would have been eja;n e[lqh/~, poihvsw ...    IF YOU COME, I WILL ... 
 
• e[legen oJ Qhramevnh~ o{ti eij mhv ti~ koinwnou;~ iJkanou;~ lhvyoito tw`n pragmavtwn, ajduvnaton e[soito th;n ojligarcivan  

   diamevnein     THERAMENES SAID THAT, UNLESS SOMEBODY WOULD TAKE ENOUGH COLLABORATORS FOR THE BUSINESSES, THE  
   OLIGARCHY WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO SURVIVE   (Xenophon, Hellenica). 
   ² The original sentence would have been eij mhv ti~ ... lhvyetai ..., ajduvnaton e[stai ...    UNLESS SOMEBODY TAKES ...,  
         IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE... 

2/ But if the verb of the subordinate clause is in secondary tense in the indicative, it should remain as such:  [428] 

• oJ maqhth;~ ajnevgnw th;n bivblon h}n e[pemya~     THE STUDENT READ THE BOOK THAT YOU SENT HIM.  

The verb of the subordinate is in secondary tense in the indicative, so we will keep it thus:  

• ejnovmisa to;n maqhth;n ajnagnw`nai th;n bivblon h}n e[pemya~     I THOUGHT THAT THE STUDENT HAD READ THE BOOK THAT  
   YOU HAD SENT HIM.  
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3/ A final double example:  

• oiJ dikastai; katagignwvskousi tw`n ajndrw`n oi{tine~ ta; crhvmata klevptwsin a[n     THE JUDGES CONDEMN WHOEVER  
   STEALS THE MONEY.  

Let’s now put this into reported speech using the verb levgw in primary tense:  

• levgw o{ti oiJ dikastai; katagignwvskousi tw`n ajndrw`n oi{tine~ ta; crhvmata klevptwsin a[n     I SAY THAT THE JUDGES  
   CONDEMN WHOEVER STEALS THE MONEY.  
   ² The introductory verb levgw is in primary tense, so the verb of the subordinate remains unchanged. 

And now with ei\pon, in secondary tense:  

• either    ei\pon o{ti oiJ dikastai; katagignwvskousi tw`n ajndrw`n oi{tine~ ta; crhvmata klevptwsin a[n     I SAID THAT THE  
   JUDGES CONDEMNED WHOEVER WOULD STEAL THE MONEY  
   or           ei\pon o{ti oiJ dikastai; katagignwvskousi tw`n ajndrw`n oi{tine~ ta; crhvmata klevptoien (same meaning).  
   ² Note again the removal of the particle a[n.  

However, if the original sentence had been 

• oiJ dikastai; katagignwvskousi tw`n ajndrw`n oi} ta; crhvmata e[kleyan     THE JUDGES CONDEMN THE MEN WHO  
   STOLE THE MONEY 

in this case, even if the main verb is in a secondary tense, the aorist e[kleyan must remain as it is:  

• ei\pon o{ti oiJ dikastai; katagignwvskousi tw`n ajndrw`n oi} ta; crhvmata e[kleyan     I SAID THAT THE JUDGES CONDEMNED  
   THE MEN WHO HAD STOLEN THE MONEY.  

³ Remember that, alternatively, we could have used the oblique optative katagignwvskoien after ei\pon.   
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f) Verbal adjectives 

1.		Ending	in	< tevo~, < teva, < tevon		 [429] 

a)  Formation and meaning 

These adjectives, which are equivalent to the Latin gerundive amandus, -a, -um, imply that the noun with which the 
adjective agrees must suffer the action implied in the meaning of the verb, and they are formed by adding the suffixes  

  -tevo~, -teva, -tevon  

to the verbal stem, resulting in a meaning that denotes necessity. For instance:  

• poievw  >  poihtevo~   MUST BE DONE  
• ejxairevw  >  ejxairetevo~  MUST BE CHOSEN  
• pevmpw  >  pemptevo~   MUST BE SENT  

² The translations are completely artificial, just for the sake of providing some kind of direct meaning.  

In some cases, the stem of the verb suffers some small alteration. Nevertheless, they are easily recognisable from the 
different stems of the verb (the future stem, the aorist stem, etc.). For example:  

• a[gw   >  ajktevo~  MUST BE DONE 
• lambavnw   >  lhptevo~  MUST BE CAPTURED 
• diabaivnw  >  diabatevo~  MUST BE CROSSED 
• gravfw   >  graptevo~  MUST BE WRITTEN 
• pravttw   >  praktevo~  MUST BE DONE 
• peivqw   >  peistevo~  MUST BE TRUSTED 

Yet in other cases the stems undergo very irregular alterations, making it very difficult to identify the verbal origin. For 
example: 

• levgw  >  rJhtevo~  MUST BE SAID 
• fevrw  >  oijstevo~  MUST BE CARRIED 
• ei\mi  >  ijtevo~  MUST BE GONE TO 

b)  Use  [430] 

1/ With transitive verbs: 

There are two ways of using verbal adjectives; the first way, the personal way, is simply using it as a normal adjective, 
thus agreeing with its corresponding noun:  

• au{th hJ bivblo~ grapteva ejstivn     THIS BOOK HAS TO BE WRITTEN (literally, THIS BOOK IS THAT HAS TO BE WRITTEN).  
   ² bivblo~ is feminine, therefore the adjective grapteva is also feminine.  
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• ou|to~ oJ a[nqrwpo~ timhtevo~ h\n     THIS MAN HAD TO BE HONOURED  (literally, THIS MAN WAS THAT HAS TO BE HONOURED).  
   ² The adjective timhtevo~ is masculine, agreeing with a[nqrwpo~.  
• potamov~ d∆ eij mevn ti~ kai; a[llo~ a[ra hJmi`n ejsti diabatevo~ (ejsti) oujk oi\da     I DO NOT KNOW IF WE MUST STILL CROSS  
   ANOTHER RIVER   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

The second way, the impersonal way, is by using the verbal adjective in the neuter, nominative case, either singular or 
plural, and then writing the object in the case ruled by the verb on which the verbal adjective is based (usually, the 
accusative case):  

• tauvthn th;n bivblon graptevon / grapteva ejstivn      THIS BOOK HAS TO BE WRITTEN.  
   ² th;n bivblon is in the accusative because this is the case ruled by the verb gravfw.   Literally, it says  
  IT IS TO BE WRITTEN (as if saying SOMEBODY MUST WRITE) THIS BOOK.  
• tou`ton to;n a[nqrwpon timhtevon / timhteva ejstivn      THIS MAN HAD TO BE HONOURED.  

   ² to;n a[nqrwpon is in the accusative case. Literally, it says IT IS TO BE HONOURED THIS MAN.  
• o{pw~ toi mh; ejp∆ ejkeivnw/ genhsovmeqa pavnta poihtevon      EVERYTHING MUST BE DONE SO THAT WE DO NOT FALL INTO HIS  
   HANDS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• skeptevon moi dokei` ei\nai o{pw~ ajsfalevstata menou`men IT SEEMS TO ME THAT WE SHOULD CONSIDER HOW WE WILL BE  
   SAFEST   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

³ Note that in this construction the omission of the verb eijmiv is very frequent.  

2/ With intransitive verbs:  [431] 

Thus far we have dealt with the use of verbal adjectives with transitive verbs, but verbs that are intransitive, such as the 
verb uJpakouvw TO OBEY, cannot be used in the personal way, since this verb rules the genitive case. For example, it would 
be WRONG to translate the sentence   THE GENERAL MUST BE OBEYED   as   oJ strathgo;~ uJpakoustevo~ ejstin.  

Instead, we must use the impersonal form and observe the case ruled by the verb on which the verbal adjective is based; 
in this example, it is the genitive case:  

• tou` strathgou` uJpakoustevon / uJpakousteva ejstin     THE GENERAL MUST BE OBEYED.  

This is also the case for verbs that neither have a direct object, nor any kind of object at all. For example, the verb ponevw 
TO WORK HARD;  note also its use with the verb ei\mi TO GO (and see the irregularity of its verbal adjective, ijtevon):  

• tou` qevrou~ ponhtevon ejstin  IN SUMMER ONE MUST WORK HARD, IT IS NECESSARY TO WORK HARD, etc.  
• ijtevon ejsti; pro;~ th;n mavchn  ONE MUST GO TO THE BATTLE, IT IS NECESSARY TO GO TO THE BATTLE, etc.  

Other examples:  

• o{mw~ de; ejdovkei kai; ejpi; touvtou~ ijtevon ei\nai NEVERTHELESS IT SEEMED THAT THEY ALSO HAD TO GO AGAINST THOSE MEN  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• oujc iJdrutevon     I MUST NOT REMAIN HERE   (Sophocles, Aiax).  
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3/ The agent:  [432] 

The person carrying out the action of the verbal adjective is usually in the dative case: 

• oJ oi\no~ potevo~ toi`~ sumpovtai~ ejstivn     THE WINE MUST BE DRUNK BY THE GUESTS.  
• hJmi`n dev ge oi\mai pavnta poihteva wJ~ mhvpote ejpi; toi`~ barbavroi~ genwvmeqa     I THINK THAT WE MUST DO EVERYTHING  
   SO THAT WE NEVER FALL INTO THE HANDS OF THE BARBARIANS   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

But if the impersonal form is used, the person can be either in the dative or in the accusative:  

• to;n oi\non potevon ejsti; toi`~ sumpovtai~ / tou;~ sumpovta~     THE WINE MUST BE DRUNK BY THE GUESTS. 

Of course, there may be some confusion in some cases:  

• to;n pai`da klhtevon th;n mhtevra ejstin      THE CHILD MUST BE CALLED BY THE MOTHER  
   or    THE MOTHER MUST BE CALLED BY THE CHILD.  
• tw`/ strathgw`/ bohqhtevon tw`/ Periklei` ejstin THE GENERAL MUST HELP PERICLES  
   or    PERICLES MUST HELP THE GENERAL.     ² The verb bohqevw rules dative.  

2.		Ending	in < tov~, < thv, < tovn		 [433]	

a)  Formation and two primary meanings 

Adjectives which have these endings added to a verb stem (which may suffer alterations) carry the meaning of the verb. 
Usually, this meaning is either the equivalent of an aorist passive participle, as for example spartov~, <hv, <ovn (speivrw TO 

SCATTER) means SCATTERED. Alternatively, it expresses the possibility of carrying out the action, as for example qaumastov~, 

<hv, <ovn (qaumavzw TO ADMIRE), means ADMIRABLE.  

Some more examples of verbal adjectives that convey the first meaning are:  

• paideutov~     EDUCATED • qreptov~     FED  (from trevfw TO FEED) • rJiptov~     THROWN 

Some more examples of verbal adjectives that convey the second meaning are:  

• oJratov~        VISIBLE  • diabatov~    CROSSABLE  • memptov~    REPROACHABLE 

Examples in whole sentences:  

• tiv ou\n peri; yuch`~ levgomen… oJrato;n h] ajovraton ei\nai…     WHAT WILL WE SAY ABOUT THE SOUL? IS IT VISIBLE OR INVISIBLE?  
   (Plato, Phaedo).  
• kaivtoi oujk a]n ei[h mempto;~ misqo;~ oJ toiou`to~     INDEED YOUR SALARY WOULD NOT BE REPROACHABLE   (Plato, Theaetetus).  

But, in some cases, the same adjective may carry both meanings. For example:  

• thktov~   (thvkw  TO MELT)  SOLUBLE  and  MELTED 
• uJperbatov~ (uJperbaivnw  TO CROSS) CROSSABLE (e.g. a river)  and  INVERTED 
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b)  The third meaning  [434] 

Furthermore, in some cases, there may be a third appropriate meaning for the person performing the action, along with 
the other two meanings. Yet, this is rare. For instance, memptov~ may mean REPROACHABLE and WHO REPROACHES, as in the 
following sentences:  

• au{th hJ pravxi~ mempthv ejstin      THIS ACTION IS REPROACHABLE.  
• au{th hJ guvnh tw`/ paidi; mempthv ejstin THIS WOMAN REPROACHES HER SON.  
   ² Literally   THIS WOMAN IS ONE WHO REPROACHES HER SON.  

Two more such cases are:  

• a[gnwsto~  UNKNOWN  and  IGNORANT 
• pistov~   RELIABLE / TRUSTWORTHY  and  ONE WHO RELIES / CREDULOUS  

Example:  

• pistoi ; diamevnousin ejn tai`~ sumforai`~     THEY GO ON BEING RELIABLE EVEN IN MISFORTUNES   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

Therefore, it is possible that there is more than one possible translation. For example:   

• oJ Periklh`~ pistov~ ejstin     PERICLES IS A RELIABLE MAN / PERICLES IS A CREDULOUS MAN.  

The context should make it clear. Observe this other example which includes a dative:  

• oJ Periklh`~ pisto;~ tw`/ strathgw`/ ejstin      
   either PERICLES RELIES ON THE GENERAL (“ PERICLES IS ONE WHO RELIES ON THE GENERAL")   
   or    IN THE GENERAL’S OPINION, PERICLES IS A RELIABLE MAN.  

The verb pisteuvw rules a dative of the person on whom you rely (thus its verbal adjective will also rule a dative case), 
which justifies the first translation. But since one use of the dative case is to express IN THE OPINION OF …, the second 
translation is also a viable option. Again, the context should make this clear.  

• pistoi ; toi`~ fivloi~ ejgevnonto     THEY WERE RELIABLE TO THEIR FRIENDS   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

We could have translated THEY RELIED ON THEIR FRIENDS, but the wider context in Xenophon shows that the first option is 
correct. 
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g) Combination of negatives 

1.		Negatives	cancelling	or	reinforcing	each	other?		 [435]	

When two negatives are used in the same English sentence, they neutralise each other’s negative force: NOBODY DID NOT 

COME = EVERYBODY CAME. When two or more negatives are present in the same Greek sentence, the meaning depends on 
the order of their appearance:  

a/ If the main negative ouj appears first, any subsequent compound negative reinforces it:  

• ejgw; oujk h\n ejn tai`~ ∆Aqhvnai~ oujdevpote I HAVE NEVER BEEN IN ATHENS.  
• oJ strathgo;~ oujk ei\pen oujdevn      THE GENERAL DID NOT SAY ANYTHING.  
• pro;~ ejniva~ de; tw`n povlewn kai; prosevbalen, uJpo; tw`n ∆Acaiw`n ajnagkazovmeno~, ouj mh;n ei|lev ge oujdemivan  
   HE ALSO MADE ATTEMPTS AGAINST SOME OF THE CITIES, COMPELLED BY THE ACHAEANS, BUT HE DID NOT CAPTURE  
   ANY (“NO ONE”)   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

b/ If the main negative ouj appears after a compound negative pronoun, it neutralizes the compound one:  

• oujdei;~ oujk h\lqen      NOBODY DID NOT COME = EVERYBODY CAME.  
• oujde;n oujk e[dwka tw`/ patriv NOTHING I DID NOT GIVE TO MY FATHER = I GAVE ALL TO MY FATHER.  
• tw`n oJrwvntwn oujdei;~ oujk e[pascev ti th;n yuch;n uJp∆ ejkeivnou     OF THOSE WHO WERE WATCHING, THERE WAS NO ONE  
   WHO DID NOT HAVE HIS SOUL STIRRED BY THAT ONE   (Xenophon, Symposium).  

Remember that in the case of expressions of fear, the negative mhv does not have to be translated and so there is no [436] 
problem concerning mutual reinforcement or elision:  

• oJ path;r fobei`tai mh ; oJ fivlo~ oujk ejpanevlqh/     THE FATHER IS AFRAID THAT THE SON MAY NOT COME BACK.  

c/ Two compound negative pronouns following each other result in a mutual reinforcement of the negative character:  

• oujdei;~ oujde;n ejpoivhsen      NOBODY DID ANYTHING (literally, NOBODY DID NOTHING).  
• oujdei;~ oujde;n uJgie;~ wJ~ e[po~ eijpei`n peri; ta; tw`n povlewn pravttei     NOBODY DOES ANYTHING (NOTHING) HEALTHY,  
   SO TO SPEAK, CONCERNING THE AFFAIRS OF THE CITY   (Plato, Respublica).  
• oujdei;~ ga;r oujdeni ; wjrgivzeto NOBODY FELT ANGER AGAINST ANYBODY (AGAINST NOBODY)   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

2.		Other	combinations	of	negatives	side	by	side		 [437]	

There are some expressions in which the elision of some words has caused the two negatives mhv and ouj to be in the same 
clause (occasionally even juxtaposed). We will present each one of the two possible combinations, ouj mhv and mh; ouj, and 
we will examine the different meanings that each one of them may have.  
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a)  ouj mhv  

It can be followed by a subjunctive or by a future indicative, but in fact the meaning is almost the same for both 
constructions: a strong statement that tells us that something will not happen.  

1/ First meaning - followed by subjunctive: 

• ouj mh ; oiJ polevmioi nikhvswsin     THERE IS NO FEAR THAT THE ENEMY MAY WIN.  

The words fobhtevon ejstiv are to be supplied after the ouj, with which we would have a fear expression, and the verb 
after the mhv must be in subjunctive (as usual in a fear clause). The whole original sentence would have been:  

• ou j fobhtevon ejsti; mh; oiJ polevmioi nikhvswsin     THERE IS NO FEAR THAT THE ENEMY MAY WIN / THE ENEMY WILL NOT WIN. 

Another example:  

• ouj mh; tajlhqh` levgh /     THERE IS NO FEAR THAT HE MAY SPEAK THE TRUTH / HE WILL NOT SPEAK THE TRUTH.  

It can also be translated as a strong denial in the sense that somebody refuses to do something:  

• ouj mh; mavchtai      HE WILL NOT FIGHT / THERE IS NO WAY HE WILL FIGHT / NOTHING WILL MAKE HIM FIGHT, ETC.  
• ouj mh; lavbw crhvmata THERE  IS NO WAY I ACCEPT MONEY / I ASSURE YOU I WILL NOT ACCEPT MONEY, ETC.  
• ouj mh; pivqhtai      THERE IS NO WAY HE WILL OBEY   (Sophocles, Philoctetes).  

Another way of translating it is as an emphatic future; the last example could be translated by HE SHALL NOT OBEY.  

If interrogative, it can be translated as a requirement but in the form of a complaint (as if saying ISN’T THERE ANY WAY THAT 

YOU DO NOT…?):  

• ouj mh; ei[ph/~…     WON’T YOU SHUT UP?  

2/ Second meaning - followed by future indicative: [438] 

• ouj mh; katabhvsei     YOU SHALL NOT COME DOWN / DO NOT COME DOWN   (Aristophanes, Vespae).  

The negative sentence should have been ouj katabhvsei, but the insertion of mhv reinforces the certainty that something 
will not take place: YOU SHALL NOT COME DOWN.  

It may also convey a strong prohibition:  

• ouj mh; katabhvsei     DO NOT COME DOWN.  

As when followed by a subjunctive, if interrogative, it should be translated as a requirement but in the form of a 
complaint:  

• ouj mh ; dusmenh;~ e[sh/ fivloi~…     WON’T YOU STOP BEING UNPLEASANT TO MY FRIENDS?   (Euripides, Medea) 
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b)  mh; ouj  [439] 

1/ First use - with expression of fear elided: 

• mh; ouj oJ Periklh`~ tou`to ei[ph/     THERE IS SOME CHANCE THAT PERICLES MAY NOT SAY THIS. 

This construction is simply the negative of this one:  

• mh ; oJ Periklh`~ tou`to ei[ph/     THERE IS SOME CHANCE THAT PERICLES MAY SAY THIS.  

In this last example, the verb fobou`mai is missing, but with it the sentence would mean I FEAR THAT PERICLES MAY SAY THIS, 
without it the sentence is reduced to (THERE IS SOME CHANCE) THAT PERICLES MAY SAY THIS, expressing in fact that it would be 
better if he does not say it.  

So, the first sentence mh; ouj oJ Periklh`~ tou`to ei[ph/ is nothing else than the second one but with the fear clause negatived, 
and in it we find two negatives juxtaposed, but it would have been impossible to explain this without first explaining the 
second sentence. In fact, it is just a subordinate depending on a verb of fear but with the verb of fear elided.  

• e[~ te to; loipo;n mh; oujkevti bouvlwntai ajmuvnein     THERE IS SOME CHANCE THAT THEY MAY NOT HELP ANY LONGER  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

Another example (this time in indicative, as it refers to an event that has already taken place):  

• mh; tou`to dikaivw~ oujk ejpoivhsa     THERE IS SOME CHANCE THAT I DID NOT DO THIS JUSTLY.  
   ² If fobou`mai is supplied at the beginning, it becomes a normal fear clause.  

2/ Second use - with infinitive preceded by mhv: [440] 

• oujk a[dikovn ejsti to;n prodwvthn mh; oujk ajpokteivnein     IT IS NOT UNFAIR NOT TO KILL THE TRAITOR.  

Observe this sentence:  

• a[dikovn ejsti to;n prodwvthn mh ; ajpokteivnein     IT IS UNFAIR NOT TO KILL THE TRAITOR.  

If we make the main verb negative in order to mean IT IS NOT UNFAIR NOT TO KILL THE TRAITOR, not only do we add ouj to the 
main sentence, but we also add it again between the mhv and the infinitive:  

• oujk a[dikovn ejsti to;n prodwvthn mh; oujk ajpokteivnein     IT IS NOT UNFAIR NOT TO KILL THE TRAITOR.  

So, in the case of infinitives preceded by mhv, we add ouj twice: to the main sentence and to the infinitive itself.  

• eij mh; ga;r o{rkoi~ qew`n a[farkto~ hiJrevqhn, oujk a[n pot∆ e[scon mh; ouj tavd∆ ejxeipei`n patriv     IF I, OFF MY GUARD, HAD NOT  
   BEEN TRAPPED BY AN OATH OF THE GODS, I WOULD NEVER HAVE RESISTED NOT TELLING THIS TO MY FATHER  
   (Euripides, Hippolytus).  
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This also happens in the cases of verbs which contain a negative idea and that have the mhv (which is not translated) [441] 
before an infinitive (just for the sake of reinforcing the negative idea of the verb of the main clause; see the section 
Infinitive after verbs of negative idea):  

• ajrnei`tai to;n Perikleva ajgaqo;n strathgo;n mh ; ei\nai      HE DENIES THAT PERICLES IS A GOOD GENERAL.  
   oujk ajrnei`tai to;n Perikleva ajgaqo;n strathgo;n mh; oujk ei\nai     HE DOES NOT DENY THAT PERICLES IS A GOOD GENERAL.  
• oJ didavskalo~ hJma`~ ei[rgei mh; ejkei`se ejlqei`n      THE TEACHER PREVENTS US FROM GOING THERE.  
   oJ didavskalo~ hJma`~ oujk ei[rgei mh; oujk ejkei`se ejlqei`n          THE TEACHER DOES NOT PREVENT US FROM GOING THERE.  
• ajmfisbhtw` se mh ; tajlhqh` levgein      I DISAGREE THAT YOU SPEAK THE TRUTH.  
   oujk ajmfisbhtw` se mh; ouj tajlhqh` levgein          I DO NOT DISAGREE THAT YOU SPEAK THE TRUTH.  
• ajpagoreuvw se mh ; tau`ta poiei`n      I FORBID YOU TO DO THIS.  
   oujk ajpagoreuvw se mh; ouj tau`ta poiei`n          I DO NOT FORBID YOU TO DO THIS.  
 
• ejgwv toi oujk ajmfisbhtw` mh; oujci ; se; ei\nai sofwvteron h] ejmev     I DO NOT DISAGREE THAT YOU ARE WISER THAN ME  
   (Plato, Hippias Minor).  

Note that this does not happen with kwluvw, although it also means TO PREVENT:  

• oJ didavskalo~ hJma`~ kwluvei (mh;) ejkei`se ejlqei`n  THE TEACHER PREVENTS US FROM GOING THERE  
   ² The mhv in front of the infinitive is optional with kwluvw.  
• oJ didavskalo~ hJma`~ ouj kwluvei ejkei`se ejlqei`n THE TEACHER DOES NOT PREVENT US FROM GOING THERE  
   ² No repetition of the ouj, and moreover mhv is never used after a negative form of kwluvw.  

But sometimes the mhv used after the verb kwluvw must be translated (see the section of Infinitive after verbs of negative 
idea in the chapter of Infinitive clauses).  

A curious case:  

Observe this interrogative and why we find the two negatives for the infinitive without one in the main [442] 
clause:  

• tiv ejmpodwvn ejsti mh; oujk oi\kade hJma`~ ijevnai…     WHAT PREVENTS US FROM GOING HOME?  

The expression ejmpodwvn ejsti is an expression of negative idea (something may be preventing us from doing something 
else), and this explains the presence of the mhv for the infinitive; moreover, although there is no negative word in the 
question tiv ejmpodwvn ejsti, the sense of this expression having now been made negative (as we changed ajmfisbhtw ` to 
oujk ajmfisbhtw ` in the former example) is implicit, as it is obvious that the question is implying the word NOTHING for an 
answer, and this explains the ouj.  

• eij de; genhsovmeqa ejpi; basilei`, tiv ejmpodw;n mh; oujci; ... uJbrizomevnou~ ajpoqanei`n…     IF WE FALL INTO THE KING’S HANDS,  
   WHAT WILL PREVENT ... US RECEIVING ALL KIND OF OFFENCES AND DYING?   (Xenophon, Anabasis). 
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h) The use of particles 

1.		General	guidelines		 [443]	

The Greek language is full of particles. These are small words that are often included in a sentence and which sometimes 
are not translated directly. Instead, they add a nuance that is conveyed through a slightly modified translation. 

There is no general agreement concerning which words should, or should not, be classified as particles. For instance, wJ~ 
can be translated as BECAUSE, but this should be considered a conjunction rather than merely a particle that gives a 
sentence an additional nuance.  

In this chapter, the most common particles have been included in approximate order of frequency. Note that some 
require a more complex explanation than others.  

2.		Most	common	particles	

q  Particle dev  [444] 

The particle dev cannot stand first in a sentence - sometimes this requires splitting two words that supposedly go 
together, such as an article and its noun. It is used to connect a sentence with the previous one, and has the simple 
meaning of AND. This is due to the fact that in Greek two sentences are often connected in order to express some kind of 
relationship or continuity between both. Depending on the context, it could also be translated by BUT or WHILE.  

• oJ strathgo;~ feuvgei, oJ de ; ijatro;~ tou;~ i{ppou~ lambavnei THE GENERAL FLEES BUT/AND THE PHYSICIAN TAKES THE HORSES.  
   ² The context will indicate which translation is more appropriate.  
• Ku`ro~ de ; sugkalevsa~ tou;~ strathgou;~ ei\pen...      AND CYRUS, HAVING SUMMONED THE GENERALS, SAID…  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

q  Particles mevn-dev  [445] 

1/ In order to link and contrast two sentences, Greek uses these two particles: mevn in the first sentence and dev in the 
second. They cannot stand in the first position:  

• oJ me;n strathgo;~ baivnei pro;~ to;n potamovn, oiJ de ; polevmioi ouj diwvkousin aujtovn    THE GENERAL WALKS TOWARDS THE RIVER,  
   BUT/WHILE/AND  THE ENEMIES DO NOT PURSUE HIM.  

There are several ways in which to express this contrast: BUT/WHILE/AND, for instance. The translations are the same as 
when we come across dev alone, but in this case the mevn heightens the contrast.  

• ejgw; me;n a[nw dih/twvmhn, aiJ de ; gunai`ke~ kavtw       I LIVED UPSTAIRS, AND THE WOMEN DOWNSTAIRS  
   (Lysias, Death of Eratosthenes).  
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2/ Sometimes, sentences that have been linked by these two particles are not contrasted very strongly, and both 
sentences could simply be complementary; in this case a simple AND can suffice:  

• eJspevra me;n ga;r h\n, h|ke d∆ ajggevllwn ti~ ...     IT WAS IN THE AFTERNOON, AND SOMEBODY CAME ANNOUNCING…  
   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

3/ It can also combine objects. For example:  

• pevmpw to;n me;n a[ggelon pro;~ to;n strathgovn, to;n de; i{ppon pro;~ to;n fivlon     I SEND THE MESSENGER TO THE GENERAL  
   AND THE HORSE TO MY FRIEND.  

In this case, the subject (“I”, not explicitly mentioned in the Greek) and verb are common to both halves, so, in order to 
put the mevn in second position, we start “counting” from the first of the two elements to be combined (THE MESSENGER).  

4/ These two particles can also be used with a repeated adverb in a distributive sense. For example:  [446] 

• ejnivote me;n kaqeuvdw, ejnivote de; gravfw     SOMETIMES I SLEEP, SOMETIMES I WRITE.  
• ejnivote me;n oJrw` aujtouv~, ejnivote de; ou[       SOMETIMES I SEE THEM, SOMETIMES I DO NOT   (Plato, Theaetetus).  

Or with two different adverbs:  

• prw`ton mevn ..., e[peita dev ...     FIRST…, LATER… This is a very common expression in Greek.  

5/ Its distributive use with the article is also very common:  

• oiJ me;n eujqu;~ diefqeivronto, oiJ de; ejmpalassovmenoi katevrreon     SOME WERE KILLED IMMEDIATELY; OTHERS, ENTANGLED  
   (in their own gear), WERE TAKEN DOWNSTREAM   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

q  Particle gavr  [447] 

This particle has a causal meaning, and is usually translated by AS or FOR, and sometimes as BECAUSE. It is also found in the 
second position:  

• oiJ suvmmacoi feuvgousin, oiJ ga;r polevmioi trevcousin pro;~ th;n oijkivan THE ALLIES FLEE, AS THE ENEMIES RUN TOWARDS  
   THE HOUSE.  
• eij me;n ga;r tou`to levgousin, ...       FOR IF THEY SAY THIS, …   (Plato, Apologia).  
   ² Observe that, in the case of coincidence, the mevn has priority for the second position. 
• ouj ga;r tevcnh/ tau`ta levgousin ajlla; qeiva/ dunavmei       FOR THEY DO NOT SAY THIS BY MEANS OF SOME  
   TECHNIQUE, BUT BY MEANS OF A DIVINE FORCE   (Plato, Ion).  

An important expression: 

• h\ gavr…     ISN’T IT SO?  

q  Particle ou\n  

This particle means THEREFORE, and is also placed in second place:  

• oiJ stratiw`tai ajndrei`oiv eijsin: tou;~ ou\n polemivou~ diwvkousin     THE SOLDIERS ARE VALIANT; THEREFORE, THEY PURSUE  
   THE ENEMIES.  
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• nu`n ou\n pro;~ Dio;~ levge moi...      THEREFORE, TELL ME NOW, BY ZEUS, …   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
• mevmnhsai ou\n o{ti ouj tou`tov soi diekeleuovmhn THEREFORE, REMEMBER THAT I DID NOT ORDER YOU THIS  
   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

q  Special uses of kaiv  [448] 

kaiv is not a particle, but a conjunction (AND, BUT) and an adverb (ALSO). Nevertheless, it has been included in this section 
to explain it with examples of its use in combination with some particles.) 

1/ When a noun is accompanied by two adjectives one of which is either MANY or BIG, Greek usually adds kaiv between 
both adjectives, but the kaiv is not translated:  

• polloi; kai; ajgaqoi ; a[nqrwpoi     MANY GOOD MEN          ² Observe the lack of AND in the translation.  

2/ In addition to AND, another meaning of kaiv is ALSO, the context will make it clear which translation is more 
appropriate: 

• ..., oJ de; didavskalo~ kai ; muvqou~ gravfei     …, AND THE TEACHER ALSO WRITES MYTHS. 

In this sentence the AND is the dev, which connects it to the former sentence.  

3/ Two important combinations:  

kai; dh; kaiv     AND MOREOVER 

• kai; dh; kai; nu`n tou`to uJmw`n devomai divkaion     AND MOREOVER I REQUEST NOW FROM YOU THIS FAIR FAVOUR  
   (Plato, Apologia).  

kai; gavr     INDEED  

• kai; ga;r ejkei`noi ejbohvqoun hJmi`n ejnantiva Qhbaivoi~ o{te uJmei`~ ajpwknei`te      INDEED, THEY HELPED US AGAINST THE  
   THEBANS WHEN YOU REFRAINED   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• kai; ga;r au{th hJ livqo~ ouj movnon aujtou;~ tou;~ daktulivou~ a[gei tou;~ sidhrou`~ INDEED, THIS STONE DOES NOT ONLY  
   ATTRACT THE IRON RINGS   (Plato, Ion).  

q  Particles te...kaiv  [449] 

1/ To express BOTH…AND…, Greek uses the word kaiv and the particle te, which must always go in second place of the 
first element. For instance:  

• oJrw` thvn te oijkivan kai ; to;n ajgrovn     I SEE BOTH THE HOUSE AND THE FIELD.  

In this sentence, the first element to be combined is THE HOUSE, and the second is THE FIELD. 
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2/ If the first element happens only to have one word, then automatically the te and the kaiv will be positioned 
adjacently. For example: 

• nikw` nu`n te kai; tovte     I WIN BOTH NOW AND THEN.  

When reading this aloud, the typical mistake is to read nikw` nu`n - te kai ; - tovte, as if the te kaiv formed one unit, rather 
than nikw` nu`n te - kai ; tovte, which is the correct pronunciation, since the te belongs to the first element and the kaiv to 
the second.  

3/ As can easily be seen, it may be used to connect two verbs, two direct objects, two adverbs, etc. Here is an example [450] 
in which two participles are combined:  

• oiJ de; Surakovsioi kai; oiJ suvmmacoi prosevkeinto to;n aujto;n trovpon pantacovqen bavllontev~ te kai; ajkontivzonte~   
   THE SYRACUSANS AND THEIR ALLIES WENT ON IN THE SAME WAY, ATTACKING AND THROWING SPEARS FROM ALL SIDES  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

In the following example, two verbs are combined:  

• aJqrovoi ga;r ajnagkazovmenoi cwrei`n ejpevpiptovn te ajllhvloi~ kai; katepavtoun     FOR, BEING COMPELLED TO PROCEED ALL  
   IN A PACK, THEY FELL ON EACH OTHER AND TROD ON EACH OTHER   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

4/ Another way of expressing BOTH … AND is to repeat kaiv at the front of each element to be combined. For example:  

• oJrw` kai ; th;n oijkivan kai ; to;n ajgrovn     I SEE BOTH THE HOUSE AND THE FIELD. 

In cases where there are several elements to be combined, Greek uses kaiv several times, rather than commas. A kaiv is 
also included at the front of the first element:  

• kai ; oJ strathgo;~ kai ; oiJ stratiw`tai kai ; oJ a[rcwn kai ; oJ dikasth;~ ejpanh`lqon     THE GENERAL, THE SOLDIERS, THE ARCHON  
   AND THE JUDGE RETURNED.  

q  Particle ge  [451] 

Although it may have several meanings when combined with other particles, when this particle stands alone it has a 
restrictive meaning that sometimes can be translated by AT LEAST, but sometimes there is no English equivalent and the 
restrictive sense must just be taken into account; it must be placed as the second word:  

• timw` to;n Perikleva wJ~ strathgovn ge     I HONOUR PERICLES, AT LEAST AS GENERAL.  
• aijei; ejn aujtw`/ qavptousi tou;~ ejk tw`n polevmwn, plhvn ge tou;~ ejn Maraqw`ni     THEY ALWAYS BURY IN IT THOSE FALLEN IN WAR,  
   EXCEPT THOSE FALLEN IN MARATHON   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
   ² The restrictive sense would mean that at least those fallen in Marathon have not been buried in that place;  
        maybe also others have not either, but at least those fallen in Marathon.  

It can also be attached to a pronoun:  

• e[gwge     I AT LEAST    ² Observe that the accent has moved to the first syllable.  
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q  Particle dhv  [452] 

It has several meanings, however the most frequent one is the intensive meaning. This meaning can be translated by NO 

DOUBT, INDEED, or other options. It must be placed in second position, especially as it adds emphasis on the preceding 
word:  

• sofwvtato~ dhv ejstin oJ Swkravth~     SOCRATES IS, NO DOUBT, THE WISEST ONE.  
• ejstrateuveto me;n dh; ou{tw~ ejxapathqeiv~     HE NO DOUBT MARCHED WITH THE ARMY, HAVING BEEN DECEIVED IN THIS WAY  
   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  
• tovte dhv     THEN INDEED. 
• tiv dhv…        WHAT, PRAY?  ² A very common idiomatic use.  
• kai; dhv      AND MOREOVER  ² kai; dh; kaiv also has this meaning.  

q  Particle dhvpou  

This particle casts slight doubt on a statement, and can be translated as PROBABLY. It must be placed in second position:  

• pavnta dhvpou ejpoivhsa~     YOU HAVE DONE EVERYTHING, PROBABLY.  
• kakourgei`n dei`, w\ Krivtwn, h] ou[… ouj dei` dhvpou, w\ Swvkrate~     MUST WE ACT WRONGLY, CRITON, OR NOT? PROBABLY  
   WE MUST NOT, SOCRATES   (Plato, Crito).  

q  Particle dh`ta  [453] 

This is simply an emphatic form of dhv, and has the same intensive meaning. It is also placed as the second word:  

• a\ra tou`to ejpoivhsa~…   – ejpoivhsa dh`ta      HAVE YOU DONE THIS?   – I HAVE INDEED.  
• nai; ma; Diva, w\ Swvkrate~, bouleuwvmeqa dh`ta BY ZEUS, SOCRATES, LET’S INDEED DELIBERATE   (Plato, Theages).  
• ouj dh`ta     CERTAINLY NOT      ² A very strong denial.  

q  Particle h\  

Another particle with an assertive meaning, but it is usually found in combination with other particles:  

• h\ ajdreivw~ mavcetai HE FIGHTS BRAVELY, I ASSURE YOU.  
• h\ kalw`~ levgei~      TAKE FOR GRANTED THAT WHAT YOU SAY IS RIGHT   (Plato, Theaetetus).  
• h\ gavr…       ISN’T IT SO?     ² Observe that in this combination gavr loses its original meaning.  

h\ mhvn is used to introduce a strong assessment, several translations are possible:  

• h\ mh;n ou[pote tou`to ejpoivhsa      I ASSURE YOU THAT I HAVE NEVER DONE THIS.  
• h\ mh;n ejgw; e[paqovn ti toiou`ton  I ASSURE YOU THAT I HAVE EXPERIENCED SOMETHING OF THIS KIND   (Plato, Apologia).  

q  Particle kaivtoi  [454] 

The basic meaning of this particle is AND YET:  

• kaivtoi oujde;n sofo;n ei[rhka~      AND YET YOU HAVE SAID NOTHING WISE.  
• kaivtoi ajlhqev~ ge wJ~ e[po~ eijpei`n oujde;n eijrhvkasin AND YET THEY HAVE SAID, SO TO SPEAK, NOTHING TRUE  
   (Plato, Apologia).  
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q  Particle mevntoi  

This is an assertive and adversative particle, and can be translated by BUT CERTAINLY or HOWEVER. It must be placed as the 
second word:  

• ajnagignwvskein e[cei~, mw`ro~ mevntoi ei\     YOU CAN READ, BUT CERTAINLY YOU ARE A FOOL.  
• oJ mevntoi Xenofw`n ajnagnou;~ th;n ejpistolh;n ajnakoinou`tai Swkravtei tw`/ ∆Aqhnaivw/ peri; th`~ poreiva~     HOWEVER,  
   XENOPHON, AFTER READING THE LETTER, TELLS SOCRATES, THE ATHENIAN, ABOUT THE JOURNEY   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

Important expression: 

• ouj mevntoi ajllav ...     AND NEVERTHELESS ...  

q  Particle mhvn  [455] 

On its own it means  INDEED, and it is frequently found in the combination kai; mhvn:  

• kai; mh;n Mavrwn moi pw`m∆ e[dwke, pai`~ qeou`    AND INDEED MARON, SON OF A GOD, GAVE ME [THE] DRINK    
   (Euripides, Cyclops). 

Also in the expression ouj mh;n ajllav AND NEVERTHELESS (this expression can also be found as ouj mevntoi ajlla v , as above):  

• oiJ polevmioi ijscurwvtatoiv eijsin: ouj mh;n ajlla; nika`n peiravsomai      THE ENEMY ARE STRONG; AND NEVERTHELESS  
   I WILL TRY TO WIN.  
• ouj mh;n ajlla; peiravsomaiv ge wJ~ dia; bracutavtwn [tou;~ lovgou~ poiei`sqai] NEVERTHELESS I WILL TRY TO EXPLAIN IT  
   AS BRIEFLY AS POSSIBLE   (Plato, Gorgias).  

q  Particle oujkou`n  

This particle, which acts almost as an adverb, can be translated as THEREFORE:  

• oujkou`n fobei`sqai crh; tou;~ yovgou~     THEREFORE WE MUST FEAR THE BLAME   (Plato, Crito).   

q  Particle ou[koun  [456] 

This has the opposite meaning of oujkou`n: THEREFORE NOT. In fact it is simply the combination of the negative with ou\n:  

• ou[koun e[gwge, w\ Swvkrate~, e[fh, e[cw para; tau`ta a[llo ti levgein     THEREFORE, SOCRATES, I CANNOT SAY ANYTHING ELSE  
   WITH RESPECT TO THAT   (Plato, Phaedo).  

q  Particle toivnun   

This is a transitional particle, and can be translated by NOW THEN or THEREFORE. It must be placed in second position:  

• ejkei`non me;n toivnun ejw`men, ejpeidh; kai; a[pestin     NOW THEN, LET’S LEAVE HIM OUT, AS HE IS NOT PRESENT  
   (Plato, Meno).
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i) Hellenisms: peculiarities and idioms 

1.		General	remarks		 [457]	

Greek has some peculiarities and idioms that may present some difficulty to the student. Some involve a verb, while 
others do not.  

In the case of those that are not linked to a definite verb, a participle, an infinitive or even a personal verbal form may 
still be found, but note that the peculiarity or idiom does not depend on a definite verb. Here, they have been grouped 
under Non-verbal expressions, and then subdivided according to several concepts.  

In some cases the peculiarity or idiom is introduced by Greek words exemplifying it, as in tiv boulovmeno~, and obviously 
it must be assumed that adjectives, articles, participles, etc. can be adapted in gender and number as necessary (tiv 
boulovmenai, tiv boulovmenoi, etc.).  

In the case of those that are linked to a definite verb, they have been grouped under Verbal expressions  and classified by 
alphabetical order of that verb (compound verbs will be found also inside the group of the verb of which they are a 
compound). We have alternated both orders of verb + object, as this variety is typical of Greek; therefore, for example, 
you can find either hJsucivan a[gw or a[gw hJsucivan.  

In several of the verbal expressions presented here the middle voice is more frequent than the active one, so we have 
provided the middle voice where we consider it to be more common, but this does not mean that the active voice cannot 
be found for the same expression.  

2.		Non-verbal	expressions	

a)  Adverbs or prepositions involved  [458] 

q  oiJ ejkei ̀

1/ We know that the expression THE TEACHER’S HOUSE must be rendered in Greek as hJ tou` didaskavlou oijkiva (or hJ oijkiva hJ 

tou` didaskavlou). Something similar happens when, instead of a possessive object as in the first example, we have a 
prepositional object that restricts the field of the words on which it depends:  

• oiJ ejn th`/ nhvsw/ a[nqrwpoi     THE MEN ON THE ISLAND                ² literally, THE ON THE ISLAND MEN.  

This parenthetical structure (some grammars call it sandwiched construction) is extremely frequent in Greek.  

2/ aiJ ejk th`~ nhvsou pavrqenoi means THE MAIDENS FROM THE ISLAND, but it could also mean THE MAIDENS THAT COME FROM THE 

ISLAND. Observe that there is no verb in the Greek sentence, it literally says THE FROM THE ISLAND MAIDENS, yet sometimes a 
verb can be supplied, and in the case of the former example oiJ ejn th`/ nhvsw/ a[nqrwpoi we could also have said THE MEN 

THAT ARE ON THE ISLAND.  

• ejpoliovrkoun tou;~ ejn th`/ nhvsw/ Lakedaimonivou~ oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi     THE ATHENIANS WERE BESIEGING THE SPARTANS THAT  
   WERE ON THE ISLAND   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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3/ Final step: We could even omit the noun. For example: 

• oiJ ejn th`/ nhvsw /      THOSE ON THE ISLAND  
   ² THOSE must be masculine, e.g. boys, men, soldiers, etc. 
• oJrw` ta;~ ejn th`/ nhvsw /  I SEE THE WOMEN ON THE ISLAND.  
   ² tav~ must be somebody feminine, e.g. girls, women, goddesses, etc.  

Moreover, the article could be followed by an adverb alone:  

• oiJ ejkei `      THE ONES THERE, THOSE THERE  
• oiJ nu`n       MEN OF NOWADAYS 
• oiJ tovte      MEN OF THOSE TIMES 
• oiJ ejn tevlei      THOSE IN POWER, THE GOVERNMENT 
• oiJ pavlai      MEN OF OLD TIMES 
• eujdaimonevsteroiv eijsin oiJ ejkei` tw`n ejnqavde     THOSE THERE ARE HAPPIER THAN THESE HERE   (Plato, Apologia Socratis).  

q  ejn ”Aidou  [459] 

This use of the preposition ejn with a genitive is nothing else than the absence of the words th`/ oijkiva/. The original 
expression would be: 

• ejn th`/ ”Aidou oijkiva/      IN THE HOUSE OF HADES.  
• ejkei` d∆ ejn ”Aidou keivsomai cwri;~ sevqen I WILL LIE THERE IN HADES, AWAY FROM YOU   (Euripides, Hecuba).  

The same use can be applied to other prepositions, and in some expressions the omitted word is gh:̀  

• eij~ didaskavlou (=  eij~ th;n tou` didaskavlou oijkivan) foitw`sin oiJ pai`de~      THE CHILDREN ARE GOING TO SCHOOL. 
• dia; polemiva~ (gh`~) poreuovmeqa    WE ARE ADVANCING THROUGH ENEMY TERRITORY.  

q  pou` th`~ gh`~…  [460] 

Some adverbs can be followed by a genitive (a partitive genitive in fact):  

• pou` th`~ gh`~…      WHERE ON EARTH? (“WHERE OF THE EARTH?”) 
• phnivka th`~ hJmevra~ ejsti; nu`n…      WHAT TIME IS IT NOW? (“WHICH MOMENT OF THE DAY IS IT NOW?”)  
• ojye; th`~ hJmevra~ h{kon      THEY CAME LATE IN THE DAY (“THEY CAME LATE OF THE DAY”)  

q  ejf∆ w|/te  

This combination of preposition and relative (sometimes also written as ejf∆ w/|) means ON THE CONDITION THAT:  

• xunevbhsan pro;~ tou;~ Lakedaimonivou~ ejf∆ w|/ ejxivasin ejk Peloponnhvsou     THEY YIELDED TO THE LACEDAEMONIANS  
   ON THE CONDITION THAT THEY WOULD DEPART FROM THE PELOPONNESUS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
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b)  Adjectives or participles involved  [461] 

q  aujtoi`~ toi`~ nauvtai~  

This use of aujtov~ in the dative case outside the article-noun group means (WHATEVER) AND ALL. Observe these examples:  

• ta;~ tw`n polemivwn nau`~ ei{lomen aujtoi`~ toi`~ nauvtai~      WE CAPTURED THE ENEMY’S SHIPS, CREW AND ALL.  
• ... to;n turovn ... o}n ou|to~ aujtoi`~ toi`~ talavroi~ kathvsqien ... THE CHEESE, ... WHICH THIS MAN HAS DEVOURED  
   BASKETS AND ALL   (Aristophanes, Ranae).  

q  oJ tucwvn  

This strange use of the participle of tugcavnw means ANYBODY, THE FIRST ONE YOU COME ACROSS:  

• oujd∆ a]n oJ tucw;n ajgnohvseien o{ti pevplastai      AND THERE ISN’T ANYBODY WHO WOULD NOT REALISE THAT IT IS  
   SOMETHING MADE UP   (Plutarch, Themistocles).  
• ... fevronta~ ... sumfora;n ... tw`/ tucovnti tw`n politw`n ... BRINGING DISGRACE TO ANY ONE OF THE CITIZENS  
   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

q  h{suco~ tou`to ei\pen  [462] 

A lot of times an adjective that agrees with the subject can be translated in English by a modal adverb: 

• h{suco~ tou`to ei\pen      HE SAID THIS QUIETLY.  
• a[smeno~ tou`to ejpoivhsen      HE DID THIS HAPPILY / HE WAS HAPPY TO DO THIS.  
• h{suco~ kateqea`to ta;~ tavxei~      HE INSPECTED THE RANKS QUIETLY   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

q  tiv boulovmeno~… 

This expression (with the participle adapted in number and gender accordingly), literally WANTING WHAT?, means WITH 

WHICH PURPOSE?:  

• tivno~ ei{neka tau`∆ e[pratten oJ Fivlippo~ kai; tiv boulovmeno~…     WHY HAS PHILIPPOS DONE THIS AND FOR WHAT PURPOSE?  
   (Demosthenes, De Corona).  

A very similar expression is tiv paqwvn… which literally means HAVING SUFFERED WHAT?, implying some sort of bad 
experience: 

• tiv paqw;n ejxaivfnh~ ajph`lqe~…     WHAT MADE YOU LEAVE SUDDENLY?  
   ² Literally, HAVING SUFFERED WHAT DID YOU LEAVE SUDDENLY?  

And another idiomatic use of a participle closely linked to this, again with its variations of gender and number, is tiv~ w[n…  

• tivne~ ou\sai eij~ th;n ejmh;n oijkivan eijsbaivnete…     WHO ARE YOU TO ENTER MY HOUSE?  
   ² Literally, BEING WHO DO YOU ENTER MY HOUSE?   
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q  ei[ ti~ kai; a[llo~  [463] 

This combination, word by word IF EVEN ANYONE ELSE, may be translated by ABOVE ALL:  

• ei[ ti~ kai; a[llo~ oJ Swkravth~ ajei; tajlhqh` levgei SOCRATES ABOVE ALL SPEAKS THE TRUTH.  
   ² The meaning is IF THERE IS ANYONE WHO SPEAKS THE TRUTH, IT IS SOCRATES.  
• ejpivstatai d∆ ei[ ti~ kai; a[llo~      HE KNOWS HOW TO, IF ANY MAN DOES   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

q  teleutw`n / ajrcovmeno~ 

The use of a participle of the verb teleutavw corresponds to what in English would be the adverb FINALLY:  

• teleutw`ntev~ te aujtw`n ajpevsthsan uJpo; tou` kakou` nikwvmenoi     FINALLY, THEY KEPT AWAY FROM THEM, DEFEATED  
   BY THE EVIL   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

Similarly, the participle of a[rcomai obviously corresponds to the English expression IN THE BEGINNING:  

• ajrcovmenoi ga;r pavnte~ ojxuvteron ajntilambavnontai     BECAUSE IN THE BEGINNING EVERYBODY STARTS AN ENTERPRISE  
   RATHER EAGERLY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

c)  Cases of unexpected agreement  [464] 

q  sch`ma ∆Attikovn 

The Attic scheme is the use of a singular verb when the subject of the sentence is a neuter plural:  

• tau`ta ta; zw`/a trevcei     THESE ANIMALS ARE RUNNING.  

But let’s take into account that adjectives etc. accompanying the subject would remain in plural:  

• ta; zw`/a e[laqen hJma`~ ejkbaivnonta     WE DID NOT SEE THAT THE ANIMALS WERE GOING OUT.  

q  Agreement kata; suvnesin (“according to the sense”)  [465] 

1/ There are other instances when we can observe the opposite phenomenon occurring; a singular subject, if it has a 
collective meaning, takes a plural verb:  

• to; plh`qo~ tou`to poiei`n oujk h[qelon THE  MULTITUDE DID NOT WANT TO DO THIS.  
• to; plh`qo~ ejyhfivsanto polemei`n  THE MULTITUDE VOTED TO WAGE WAR   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

This can also happen with a participle:  

• to; plh`qo~, nomivzonte~ tou;~ polemivou~ ajfivxesqai, e[fugen     THE MULTITUDE, THINKING THAT THE ENEMY WOULD ARRIVE,  
   FLED.  

2/ Furthermore, when a predicative object is an adjective, we may find that the subject and predicative object do not 
agree in gender as one would expect. First let us take a look at the normal case:  

• hJ nivkh kalhv ejstin     VICTORY IS BEAUTIFUL.  
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But we can find this:  

• hJ nivkh kalovn ejstin     VICTORY IS SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL.  

In this case, although nivkh is feminine, the predicative object is in neuter, and we should translate it as SOMETHING 

BEAUTIFUL.  

3/ A similar phenomenon is the use of a masculine or feminine demonstrative form instead of the expected neuter:  [466] 

• tou`to h\n hJ th`~ aJmivllh~ ajrchv      THIS WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE CONFRONTATION. 
• au{th h\n hJ th`~ aJmivllh~ ajrchv      (same meaning).  
   ² In this variant, the word that means THIS agrees with what is to come (ajrchv).  
• ajrch; me;n ou\n au{th ejgevneto tou` ajdikhvmato~ THIS WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE FRAUD  
   (Demosthenes, Contra Phormionem).  

q  e[stin oi} ...  

This expression means THERE ARE SOME WHO..., instead of the expected plural eijsi;n oi { ... : 

• e[stin oi} ejtuvgcanon kai; qwravkwn kai; gevrrwn     [after a battle has just begun by throwing clods of earth]  
   THERE WERE SOME THAT STRUCK THE BREASTPLATES AND SHIELDS OF THE ENEMY   (Xenophon, Cyropaedia).  

d)  The personal construction  [467] 

1/ Personal construction of the infinitive: 

Instead of the impersonal construction of the infinitive, such as 

• levgetai tou;~ ∆Aqhnaivou~ sofou;~ ei\nai     IT IS SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS ARE WISE,  

we can find the personal construction of the infinitive:  

• oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi levgontai sofoi; ei\nai      IT IS SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS ARE WISE  
   (Literally, THE ATHENIANS ARE SAID TO BE WISE).   
   ² Observe that now the main verb has a personal subject and that sofoiv is in the nominative.  
• nu`n de; kai; tovde levgetai xumbh`nai      IT IS SAID THAT ALSO THIS HAPPENED   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
   ² This could also be an example of impersonal construction, as tovde can be considered a nominative  
        or an accusative.  
• kaiv ti~ kai ; a[nemo~ aujtou;~ levgetai kwlu`sai AND SOME WIND WAS ALSO SAID TO HAVE HINDERED THEM  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

Moreover, we can find the impersonal construction with o{ti instead of with infinitive:  

• levgetai o{ti oiJ ∆Aqhnai`oi sofoiv eijsin       IT IS SAID THAT THE ATHENIANS ARE WISE.  
• levgetai o{ti Qemistoklh`~ cwrivon pipravskwn ejkevleuse ...  IT IS SAID THAT THEMISTOCLES, WHEN HE BOUGHT A SMALL  
   PARCEL OF LAND, ORDERED ...   (Plutarch, Fragmenta).  
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2/ Personal construction with adjectives:  [468] 

Some adjectives, combined with the verb eijmiv, may form a personal construction (using an infinitive or a participle) 
instead of an impersonal one followed by o{ti and a new sentence.  

Observe an example of the impersonal construction with o{ti:  

• dh`lovn ejstin o{ti tou`to oujk ejpoivhsa     IT IS EVIDENT THAT I HAVE NOT DONE THIS.  
   ² Observe that dh`lon is neuter.  

The same meaning will be conveyed by the personal construction:  

• dh`lov~ eijmi tou`to ouj poihvsa~ (same meaning).  
   ² Literally, I AM EVIDENT NOT HAVING DONE THIS, and observe that dh`lo~ must agree in gender with the subject.  
• ei\ dh`lo~ oujk eijdw;~ tiv dra/`~      IT IS EVIDENT THAT YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING  
   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus).  

An example where the personal construction will use an infinitive:  

• divkaiovn ejsti o{ti strathgo;~ katevsthn     IT IS FAIR THAT I HAVE BEEN APPOINTED GENERAL.  
   ² Impersonal construction.  
• divkaiov~ eijmi strathgo;~ katasth`nai      (same meaning).   
   ² Personal construction: literally, I AM FAIR TO HAVE BEEN APPOINTED GENERAL.  

e)  Idioms with oi|o~ and o{so~  [469] 

1/ The neuter oi|on (and its plural oi|a) may mean FOR EXAMPLE, FOR INSTANCE:  

• yeudh` levgei~: oi|a levgei~ o{ti oJ Periklh`~ toi`~ Lakedaimonivoi~ ojfelei ̀    YOU LIE; FOR INSTANCE, YOU SAY THAT PERICLES  
   HELPS THE SPARTANS.  

2/ The neuter oi|on (and its plural oi|a), preceding a participle, gives it a causal sense:  

• misw` se oi|on to;n ajdelfo;n ajpokteivnanta     I HATE YOU BECAUSE YOU HAVE KILLED MY BROTHER.  

3/ The impersonal expression e[xesti IT IS POSSIBLE can also be expressed by oi|ovn t∆ ejstiv:  

• oi|ovn t∆ ejsti; a[neu crhmavtwn o[lbion ei\nai       IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE HAPPY WITHOUT MONEY.  
• kaivtoi pw`~ oi|ovn t∆ ejsti;n eJtevrwn kathgorei`n, oi|~ aujtov~ ti~ e[nocov~ ejstin…  BUT HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO ACCUSE OTHER  
   PEOPLE OF TRANSGRESSIONS OF WHICH HE HIMSELF IS GUILTY?   (Isocrates, In Callimachum).  

The expression oi|ov~ t∆ eijmiv is dealt with in the Point 3 Verbal expressions.  

4/ With a superlative, the neuter oi|on has the same effect as wJ~:  

• wJ~ tavcista  =  oi|on tavcista      AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.  
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5/ The neuter o{son followed by a number may mean AROUND:  

• o{son devka e[th ejkei` ejnw/vkoun      I LIVED THERE FOR AROUND TEN YEARS.  
• e[sthsan ajpevconte~ aujtw`n o{son pentekaivdeka stadivou~ THEY HALTED AT AROUND SOME FIFTEEN STADES AWAY  
   FROM THEM   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

6/ In dative + ma`llon and in correlation with tosouvtw/, it means THE MORE…, THE MORE… (see also section Comparative 
       clauses):  

• o{sw/ ma`llon ajnagignwvskw, tosouvtw/ ma`llon manqavnw     THE MORE I READ, THE MORE I LEARN.  

f)  Idioms of group  [470] 

The use of a neuter adjective (singular or plural) without any noun agreeing with it but with a genitive depending on it 
lends the whole phrase an abstract sense, implying that the article had been accompanied by the word MATTER, AFFAIR, 
THING, etc.:  

• ta; tou` polevmou  THE AFFAIRS OF WAR  
• ta; th`~ povlew~  THE AFFAIRS OF THE CITY  
• to; th`~ tuvch~  THE AFFAIRS OF FORTUNE, DESTINY 
• ta; th`~ ajrch`~  THE AFFAIRS OF THE GOVERNMENT, POWER 
 
• mavlista ga;r a]n oJ toiou`to~ kai; ta; th`~ povlew~ di∆ eJauto;n bouvloito ojrqou`sqai     BECAUSE SUCH A PERSON WOULD WANT  
   THE AFFAIRS OF THE CITY TO PROSPER, FOR HIS OWN SAKE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• to; th`~ tuvch~ ga;r ajfane;~ oi| probhvsetai     FORTUNE WILL COME TO YOU INVISIBLE   (Euripides, Alcestis).  

g)  Strange constructions with a comparative  [471] 

If we want to express a quality in a degree higher than expected, these are some of the ways of expressing it:  

• ou|to~ oJ maqhth;~ sofwvterov~ ejsti tou` metrivou  THIS STUDENT IS WISER THAN THE AVERAGE.  
• ou|to~ oJ maqhth;~ sofwvterov~ ejsti th`~ gnwvmh~      THIS STUDENT IS WISER THAN WHAT PEOPLE THINK.  
   ² Literally, …THAN THE (GENERAL) OPINION.  
• ou|to~ oJ maqhth;~ plei`on kavmnei tou` devonto~      THIS STUDENT PUTS IN MORE EFFORT THAN NECESSARY.  
• ta; fw`ta katesbevnnusan oiJ poli`tai, fobouvmenoi mh; porrwtevrw tou` metrivou dovxwsin ejn sunousivai~ ei\nai kai; povtoi~  
   THE CITIZENS EXTINGUISHED THE LIGHTS, FOR FEAR THAT IT WOULD SEEM THAT THEY WERE ENJOYING THEIR COMPANY IN  
   ENTERTAINMENTS AND DRINKING BEYOND A NORMAL MEASURE   (Plutarch, Tiberius et Gaius Gracchus).  

h)  Special meaning of the imperfect  [472] 

Sometimes, the imperfect does not mean I WAS WRITING, I WAS SLEEPING, etc. It may also have these two nuances: the 
beginning of the action and the attempt to perform the action. For example:  

• oJ maqhth;~ e[grafe to;n lovgon  THE STUDENT WAS WRITING / STARTED TO WRITE / TRIED TO WRITE THE STORY.  
• tovte ejporeuovmhn      THEN I BEGAN THE JOURNEY.  
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• ejpei; oiJ polevmioi ajfivkonto, ejgw; e[feugon      WHEN THE ENEMY ARRIVED, I TRIED TO ESCAPE.   
• ejfobhvqhsan kai; trapovmenoi e[feugon dia; th`~ povlew~ THEY WERE AFRAID AND, TURNING ON THEIR HEELS, THEY STARTED  
   FLEEING THROUGH THE CITY   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

 Note 

 Of course there is a verb in Greek that means TO TRY, peiravw, but the imperfect of most verbs can also be used to 
express this nuance. 

In some cases the context makes it easy to choose. For instance: 

• oiJ polevmioi ejxaivfnh~ ajfivkonto kai; oiJ ”Ellhne~ aujtivka ejmavconto    THE ENEMY ARRIVED SUDDENLY AND THE GREEKS  
   IMMEDIATELY STARTED TO FIGHT.  

The translation of ejmavconto by STARTED TO FIGHT seems quite clear, reinforced by the adverb aujtivka IMMEDIATELY; in this 
case, TRIED TO FIGHT would sound strange.  

i)  Contractions  [473] 

Sometimes the crasis of two words may create some forms that are not easily recognisable, especially in tragedy and 
comedy. Here are some examples:  

  ejgw\/da  from  ejgw; oi\da 
  ejgw/\mai  from  ejgw; oi\mai 
  prou[rgou  from  pro; e[rgou 
  ka\/ta  from  kai; ei\ta 
  kaujtov~  from  kai; aujtov~ 
  tou\rgon  from  to; e[rgon 
  kajgwv  from  kai; ejgwv 

  kajmev  from  kai; ejmev 
  kajn  from  kai; ejn 
  ka[n  from  kai; ejavn 
  a{nqrwpo~  from  oJ a[nqrwpo~ 
  w[nqrwpe  from  w\ a[nqrwpe 
  tajrguvrion  from  to; ajrguvrion

 
• h{xei ga;r aujtav, ka]n ejgw; sigh`/ stevgw  THIS WILL ARRIVE, EVEN IF I COVER IT WITH MY SILENCE  
   (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus).  
• tiv fhv~, w[nqrwpe…       WHAT DO YOU SAY, MY FRIEND?   (Sophocles, Aiax).  

Of course, the contraction of tajlhqh` should be well known, and also the Homeric formula kalo;~ kajgaqov~.  More 
contractions can be found in the chapter on pronouns.  

j)  Gnomic aorist [474] 

This is the use of aorist to express some sentences of perpetual value, including sayings, where one sentence in the past is 
used to represent a general case valid applicable at any time. Of course, the past tense is translated by present. For 
instance:  

• ajqumou`nte~ a[ndre~ ou[pw trovpaion e[sthsan DISHEARTENED MEN NEVER RAISE A TROPHY   (Plato, Critias).  
• oJ crovno~ pavnta hjkevsato TIME HEALS EVERYTHING.  
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k)  Some other peculiar constructions [475] 

q  oujk e[sq∆ o{pw~ ouj ...   

This expression means IT IS QUITE CERTAIN THAT ...:  

• oujk e[sq∆ o{pw~ tajlhqh` ouj levgei      IT IS QUITE CERTAIN THAT HE SPEAKS THE TRUTH.  
• oujk e[sq∆ o{pw~ au[rion ouj nikhvsomen      IT IS QUITE CERTAIN THAT TOMORROW WE WILL WIN.  
• oujk e[sq∆ o{pw~ oujk ejxelw` ∆k th`~ oijkiva~      I WILL CERTAINLY DRIVE HIM OUT OF THE HOUSE   (Aristophanes, Clouds).  

q  ou{tw dhv  

It can mean FINALLY in the sense of NOT UNTIL THEN:  

• pavnta moi eijpw;n ou{tw dh; ajph`lqen      AFTER HE HAD TOLD ME EVERYTHING, FINALLY (and not before) HE LEFT.  
• ou{tw dh; gnou;~ ajphvgage pavlin th;n stratiavn HAVING REALISED THIS, FINALLY HE WITHDREW HIS ARMY AGAIN  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

3.		Verbal	expressions		 [476]	

As specified at the beginning of the chapter, the verbal expressions are listed alphabetically, grouping together the 
expressions based on the same verb; some additional explanation has been added when it has been considered necessary.  

The list of verbal expressions can be endless, so we have included only those which students are more liable to come 
across.  

With  a[gw 

 1/ ejn timh`/ a[gw     TO HAVE IN HIGH ESTEEM 

• ejn timh`/ me;n h\ge tou;~ peri; to;n nevon Mavrion     HE HELD THOSE WHO WERE WITH THE YOUNG MARIUS IN HIGH ESTEEM  
   (Plutarch, Marius).  

 2/ a[gw hJsucivan     TO BE AT PEACE  

• kai; to; loipo;n hJsucivan h\ge     AND FROM THEN ON HE LIVED IN PEACE   (Plutarch, Solon).  

With  ajkouvw 

 eu\/kalw`~/kakw`~ ajkouvw     TO ENJOY GOOD/BAD FAME  

• h[kouse kakw`~ uJpo; tw`n Makedovnwn     HE HAD A BAD REPUTATION AMONG THE MACEDONIANS   (Plutarch, Pyrrhus).  

 ² This expression can be used as the passive of the corresponding idioms eu\ levgw etc.  

With  devw 

 These two combinations with the verb devw in its sense of   TO NEED (of something)   are very frequent:  

 1/ devw ojlivgou     ALMOST 

• wJ~ d∆ ei\don th;n ∆Aretafivlan, ojlivgou ejdevhsan ejklaqevsqai th`~ pro;~ to;n tuvrannon ojrgh`~     WHEN THEY SAW ARETAPHILE,  
   THEY ALMOST FORGOT THEIR HATRED AGAINST THE KING   (Plutarch, Mulierum Virtutes).  
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 2/ devw pollou ̀    TO BE FAR AWAY FROM 

• oJ de; pollou` dei ̀dra`n tou`to     BUT HE IS FAR AWAY FROM DOING THIS   (Plato, Laws).  

With  divdwmi  [477] 

 divdwmi divkhn     TO PAY A PENALTY, TO BE PUNISHED 

• kata; to;n auJtou` novmon divkhn e[dwken     HE WAS PUNISHED ACCORDING TO HIS OWN LAW   (Plutarch, Camillus).  

With  eijmiv  

 1/ oi|ov~ t∆ eijmi     I AM ABLE  

 This combination of the qualitative relative oi|o~, oi{a, oi|on with the verb eijmiv is the result of several ellipses, and 
the meaning is TO BE ABLE, TO BE CAPABLE.  

• oJ Periklh`~ oi|ov~ t∆ h\n pavnta~ tou;~ polivta~ peivqein      PERICLES WAS CAPABLE OF PERSUADING ALL THE CITIZENS.  
• ejgw; me;n ou\n wJ~ oi|ov~ t∆ h\n ei[rhka peri; tou` pravgmato~ I HAVE TOLD YOU ABOUT THE MATTER AS I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO  
   (Isocrates, In Lochitem).  

 2/ ejmpodwvn eijmi     I AM AN OBSTACLE 

 This means I AM AN OBSTACLE, I AM IN THE WAY (ejmpodwvn is indeclinable, it is not a nominative).  

• uJmei`~ de; ajei; mevn fate: aujtonovmou~ ta;~ povlei~ crh; ei\nai, aujtoi; d∆ ejste ; mavlista ejmpodw;n th`/ aujtonomiva/     YOU ARE  
   ALWAYS SAYING “IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE STATES ARE INDEPENDENT”, BUT YOU POSE A MAJOR OBSTACLE FOR INDEPENDENCE  
   (Xenophon, Hellenica).  

With  e[rcomai 

 1/ e[rcomai ejpi; pa`n     TO USE ALL RESOURCES 

• a\r∆ oujk a]n ejpi; pa`n e[lqoi wJ~ ... pa`sin ajnqrwvpoi~ fovbon paravscoi tu` strateu`saiv pote ejp∆ aujton…     WOULDN’T HE USE  
   ALL HIS RESOURCES IN ORDER TO ... INSPIRE FEAR OF CAMPAIGNING AGAINST HIM IN ALL MEN?   (Xenophon, Anabasis).  

 2/ uJpov tino~ e[rcomai     I AM BROUGHT TO TRIAL BY SOMEBODY 

 This is the so-called virtual passive: instead of saying oJ Swkravth~ eijsavgetai (eij~ to; dikasthvrion) uJpo; tou` 
∆Anuvtou, the sense of  TO BE BROUGHT  is conveyed by eijsevrcomai instead of by the passive of eijsavgw, which thus 
produces the combination of eijsevrcomai + an agent object. This is quite similar to the construction oJ strathgo;~ 
ajpevqanen uJpo; tw`n polemivwn   THE GENERAL DIED AT THE HANDS OF THE ENEMY.  

• oJ Swkravth~ eijsevrcetai uJpo; tou` ∆Anuvtou     SOCRATES IS BROUGHT TO TRIAL BY ANYTOS.  

With  e[cw  [478] 

 1/ ejn aijtiva/ e[cw     TO MAKE RESPONSIBLE 

• to;n me;n Perikleva ejn aijtiva/ ei\con     THEY CONSIDERED PERICLES RESPONSIBLE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

 2/ e[cw ejn nw`/     TO PLAN 

• eijpev moi, w\ Swvkrate~, tiv ejn nw`/ e[cei~ poiein…     TELL, ME, SOCRATES, WHAT DO YOU PLAN TO DO?   (Plato, Crito).  
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 3/ kalw`~ e[cw     TO FEEL WELL 

 The verb e[cw with an adverb must be translated by TO BE, TO FEEL:  

• kakw`~ e[cw      I FEEL IN A BAD STATE, I FEEL BAD.  
• pw`~ e[cei~ pro;~ ejpisthvmhn… HOW DO YOU FEEL WITH RESPECT TO KNOWLEDGE?   (Plato, Protagoras).  

 We also find it in this common genitive absolute: touvtwn ou{tw~ ejcovntwn, ... IN THESE STATE OF AFFAIRS, ... 

With  h{domai 

• h{domai ejpi; ajndreivoi~ toi`~ stratiwvtai~     I LIKE SOLDIERS IF THEY ARE BRAVE.  

 If we had come across the sentence h{domai toi`~ ajndreivoi~ stratiwvtai~, it would mean I LIKE BRAVE SOLDIERS, in the 
clear sense that I do not like soldiers who are not brave, but by adding the preposition ejpiv and by leaving the 
adjective outside the article/noun group we produce the effect of a condition: I LIKE SOLDIERS [ALL OF THEM] IF/WHEN 

THEY ARE BRAVE.  

With  hjmiv (verb unused in present tense)  [479] 

 There are two expressions that use the verb hjmiv TO SAY, which is almost never used aside from these two 
expressions:  

• h\n d∆ ejgw  AND I SAID   • h\ d∆ o{~ AND HE SAID  

With  ajpoqnhv/skw  

• ajpoqnhv/skw uJpo; tw`n polemivwn     I DIE AT THE HANDS OF THE ENEMY.  

 The verb ajpokteivnw is not used in the passive voice: ajpoqnhv/skw is used in its place. The sentence above would 
mean literally  I DIE BY THE ENEMY, but it must be translated as I AM KILLED BY THE ENEMY; we can translate it by I DIE AT 

THE HANDS OF THE ENEMY, if we want to keep the sense of TO DIE.  

• ajpacqevnte~ ej~ th;n ∆Attikh;n ajpevqanon uJpo; ∆Aqhnaivwn     AFTER BEING CARRIED AWAY TO ATTICA THEY WERE KILLED  
   BY THE ATHENIANS   (Herodotus, Historiae).  

With  levgw and  poievw  [480] 

 1/ levgw ajgaqav tina      TO SPEAK WELL ABOUT SOMEBODY 

 When verbs like levgw or poievw are used in the sense of SPEAKING (ABOUT SOMEBODY) or TREATING (SOMEBODY) 

respectively, they may rule two accusatives: one of the person and another one, usually a neuter plural adjective, 
that will tell us how the subject acts with respect to that person or says about him/her:  

• oJ didavskalo~ kaka; hJma`~ levgei     THE TEACHER SPEAKS BADLY ABOUT US.  
   ² It could be considered an accusative of respect: THE TEACHER SAYS BAD THINGS WITH RESPECT TO US.  
   ² Important: it does not mean THE TEACHER TELLS US BAD THINGS: hJma`~ is in the accusative, not in the dative.  

• oJ de; katei`ce th`/ boh`/, ta;~ me;n gunai`ka~ povll∆ ajgaqa; levgwn, se; de; polla; kakav     AND HE CONTROLLED IT WITH HIS  
   SHOUTING, SAYING MUCH GOOD OF THE WOMEN AND MUCH ILL OF YOU   (Aristophanes, Ecclesiazusae).  
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Two examples with the verb poievw:  

• oJ didavskalo~ ajgaqa; hJma`~ poiei `     THE TEACHER TREATS US WELL.  
   ² Literally, THE TEACHER DOES GOOD THINGS WITH RESPECT TO US.  
• polla; kai; ajgaqa; th;n povlin pepoihkovte~ a[ra ajdivkw~ uJp∆ aujth`~ ajpovlluntai     AFTER DOING SO MUCH GOOD TO  
   THE CITY, THEY ARE UNJUSTLY RUINED BY IT   (Plato, Gorgias).  

 2/ levgw eu\/kakw`~ tina     TO SPEAK WELL/BADLY ABOUT SOMEONE 

 Related to the former use, a modal adverb instead of a neuter adjective can be used in the same way (see eu\ 

ajkouvw etc. as counterpart idiom):  

• ajkouvsa~ pote; o{ti Plavtwn aujto;n kakw`~ levgei, ...     HAVING HEARD ONCE THAT PLATO SPOKE BADLY ABOUT HIM, ...  
   (Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum).  

 And the same with eu\/kakw`~ poievw:  

• polla; ejn hJgemonivai~ uJma`~ eu\ ejpoivhsa     I HAVE DONE YOU MANY SERVICES IN THE COMMANDING OF YOUR ARMY  
   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

 3/ mevga levgw     TO SPEAK ARROGANTLY  

• mh; qorubhvshte, mhd∆ eja;n dovxw ti uJmi`n mevga levgein     DO NOT MAKE A FUSS, EVEN IF I SEEM TO YOU TO BE BOASTING  
   (Plato, Apologia).  

With  pavscw  [481] 

 eu\/kakw`~ pavscw uJpov tino~     TO BE WELL/BADLY TREATED BY SOMEBODY  

• eu\ e[paqon uJpo; twn polemivwn     I WAS WELL TREATED BY THE ENEMIES.  

² Although it means TO SUFFER, pavscw may also have a passive meaning and therefore have an agent object too.  

 Moreover, note the idiom: 

• tiv paqw;n tou`to ejpoivhsa~…     WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO YOU TO MAKE YOU DO THIS? 

With  poievw   (see also With levgw and poievw above)  [482] 

 1/ (peri;) oujdeno;~ poiou`mai     TO CONSIDER OF NO IMPORTANCE 

• ejpikruvyasqai th;n ajdikivan peri; oujdeno;~ ejpoihvsanto     THEY DID NOT CARE AT ALL TO CONCEAL THEIR CRIME  
   (Lysias, Pro Milite).  

² This expression, as also the next one, can be used without the preposition periv.  

 2/ (periv) pollou` poiou`mai     TO CONSIDER OF MUCH IMPORTANCE 

 It admits comparative or superlative degrees, all we have to do is modify the adjective:  

• ejme; de; peri; pleivstou tw`n aujtou` fivlwn ejpoiei`to     HE VALUED ME ABOVE ALL HIS FRIENDS   (Isocrates, Aegineticus).  

² This expression, as also the former one, can be used without the preposition periv.  
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 3/ The middle voice of poievw  

 Some verbs can be replaced by a combination of the verb poievw and a noun derived from the replaced verb: for 
instance, deipnevw TO HAVE DINNER can be replaced by dei`pnon poiou`mai. But a rule of these replacements (with the 
unavoidable exceptions) is that the verb poievw must be in the middle voice. Observe some examples:  

polemevw    TO FIGHT  >   povlemon poiou`mai 
levgw   TO SPEAK  >   lovgou~ poiou`mai 
ajpologevomai  TO DEFEND ONESELF  >   ajpologivan poiou`mai  

• prov~ te ÔRhgivnou~ lovgou~ ejpoihvsanto      THEY MADE A DEAL WITH THE RHEGIANS   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• ajnavgkh pro;~ tau`ta th;n ajpologivan poiei`sqai I MUST MAKE A DEFENCE WITH RESPECT TO THESE MATTERS  
   (Isocrates, De Bigis). 
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a) Elementary rules for accentuation 

1.  General remarks  [483] 

Accentuation rules for Greek are complicated, and there are many exceptions; the guidelines offered here are just a 
summary of the most basic rules.  

The type of accents found in words varies and have fixed positions, which cannot be guessed. The rules given below will 
determine this. Please note: the possibilities about where an accent can be placed and which kind of accent a word may 
have are not presented as a free choice of place and kind when translating into Greek, but as examples of how we may 
find it according to different factors.  

2.  Position of the accent  

The last three syllables of a word (if it has three or more) are called, starting from the last syllable, ultima, penult and 
antepenult. The accent can appear only on one of these three last syllables. Here is an example of each:  

• on the ultima:    ajgorav  • on the penult:    hJmevra • on the antepenult:    povteron 

3.  Types of accent  [484] 

There are three types of accent in Greek:  

• acute  accent (av):  ajgorav, hJmevra, povteron  • circumflex  accent (a`): kairw`/, qea`~, tucei`n 
• grave  accent (a;):  ajgora;, peri;, qeo;~ 

4.  Position and kind of accent 

• An acute accent can be on any of the three last syllables:  ajgorav, hJmevra, povteron 

• A grave accent can be on the last syllable only:  ajgora;, aujto;n 
• A circumflex accent can be on any of the last two syllables:  ajgorw`n, nh`so~ 

5.  Changes in the accent  [485] 

a/ If the following word has an accent (of any kind) and there is no comma or anything that produces a pause, a word 
that has an acute accent on the ultima must change this to a grave accent:  

• oJrw` th;n kalh;n ajgoravn      I SEE THE BEAUTIFUL AGORA.  

Observe how ajgoravn can retain the acute accent since there is no accented word following it (in this example, it is the 
last word of the sentence). The article thvn must change to th;n because there is an accented word following it (kalh;n), 
and similarly kalhvn must change to kalh;n because there is also an accented word following it (ajgoravn).  
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Of course, if ajgoravn were followed by an accented word, it too would replace its acute accent with a grave: 

• oJrw` th;n kalh;n ajgora;n kai; mavlista h{domai     I SEE THE BEAUTIFUL AGORA AND I VERY MUCH ENJOY IT.  
   ² Now kai ; follows it, so ajgoravn must change to ajgora;n.  

Note that the grave accent is only used as a replacement for the acute accent when a word has an acute on the ultima 
and is followed by another accented word. But:  

• bouloivmhn a[n, w\ Swvkrate~, ...     I WOULD WANT, SOCRATES, ...   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
   ² The a[n must not change to a]n because between it and the following word (w\) there is a comma.  

b/ A word that has a circumflex accent on the penult must change it to an acute accent if, for reasons of declension or 
conjugation, the ultima becomes long (a diphthong, for instance, is considered a long vowel). Compare: 

• oJrw` th;n nhs̀on I SEE THE ISLAND.  
• oJrw` to;n th`~ nhvsou basileva I SEE THE KING OF THE ISLAND.  

Observe how, in the last example, nh`son changes its circumflex to nhvsou because, for declension reasons, the word has 
changed the ending -on (short syllable) to -ou (long syllable).  

c/ A word that has an acute accent on the antepenult must move it to the penult if, for reasons of declension or 
conjugation, the ultima becomes long. Compare: 

• oJrw` to;n a[nqrwpon  I SEE THE MAN. 
• oJrw` to;n tou` ajnqrwvpou ajdelfovn  I SEE THE MAN’S BROTHER. 

Observe how, in the last example, a[nqrwpon has moved its accent to ajnqrwvpou because, for declension reasons, the 
ending of the word has changed from -on (short syllable) to -ou (long syllable).  

6.  General tendencies  [486] 

a/ Nouns tend to try to keep the accent in the same place as found in the nominative, changing it according to the last 
two rules given in the former section:  

➢  w\mo~, w\mon, w[mou.  ² Change of accent, but no need to move it to the next syllable.  
➢  ajmfovtero~, ajmfovteron, but ajmfotevrw/.  ² Unavoidable move to the next syllable.  

b/ Verbs try to send the accent as close to the beginning of the word as possible (of course never surpassing the 
antepenult) as long as the rules allow it. Observe these forms of the verb kwluvw: 

➢  ejkwvlusa:  The accent is as close to the beginning as possible – nothing prevents this, as the ultima is short.  
➢  ejkwluvsamen:  The accent must move to the right, since it cannot precede the antepenult.  
➢  ejkwluvqhn:  The accent cannot be found as ejkwvluqhn, because -qhn is a long syllable (it contains a long  
  vowel).  
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c/ With respect to declensions:  [487] 

1- Nouns of the 1st declension that have the accent on the last syllable (for example, timhv) change this to a circumflex in 
the genitive and dative singular: timh`~, timh `/. The same applies to nouns of the 2nd declension: strathgov~, -ovn, -ou`, -w`/.   

2- The genitive plural of nouns of the first declension has a circumflex on the ending, -w`n, even if the accent is found 
elsewhere in the other cases:  mavch, -h~   gen. pl.   macw`n,     polivth~, -ou   gen. pl.   politw`n.  

3- The dative plural of the 1st and 2nd declensions have a circumflex accent: timai`~, strathgoi`~. However, the nomina-
tive plural, although it contains the same vowels as the dative plural, keeps the accent short: timaiv, strathgoiv. This is 

because the endings -ai and -oi in nominative plural are considered to be short.  

4- It is worth remembering that, almost always, adjectives that follow the 2-1-2 pattern -o~, -a, -on and have an accent 
on the antepenult move it to the penult in the feminine: divkaio~, dikaiva (NOT divkaia), divkaion.  

5- With respect to the usual acc. pl. ending in -a~, if it belongs to the 1st declension it is long (nom. pl. stratiw`tai, but 
acc. pl. stratiwvta~: observe the change of accent because now the last syllable, -a~, is long), but if it belongs to the 3rd 
declension it is short (nom. pl. fuvlake~ and acc. pl. fuvlaka~: observe that there is no need to shift the accent one 
syllable forward because the last syllable, -a~, is short).  

6- The final -a of neuter plural is short: dikaiva if feminine singular (the accent has shifted forwards because the final -a 

is long), but divkaia if neuter plural (the accent does not need to shift forwards because the final -a is short).  

7.  Enclitics  [488] 

a/ There are several words that are enclitics, i.e. they do not have any accents. It must be taken into account that an 
acute accent on the ultima of a word preceding an enclitic must remain acute: 

• iJppeuv~ ti~     A HORSE 
   ² iJppeuv~ does not change to iJppeu;~ because the following word (ti~) is an enclitic. But: iJppeu;~ ajgaqov~.  
• ajtecnw`~ gavr moi dokei` ...     FOR IT SEEMS TO ME THAT HE REALLY ...   (Plato, Euthyphro).  
   ² gavr is followed by an enclitic (moi), so it does not need to change to ga;r.   

b/ It may also cause a former word that should not have any accent to receive an acute one on its last (or only) syllable:  

• ei[ ti~ a[llo~ tw`n qew`n ...     IF ANY OTHER ONE OF THE GODS ...   (Plato, Euthyphro).  

We should have found eij ti~ a[llo~, but ti~ is an enclitic, so it throws back an acute accent on eij, a conjunction that 
otherwise does not have accent on it.  
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c/ We can even find “chained cases”. Observe this example:  

• ei[ tiv~ mou ejqevlei ajkouvein ...     IF SOMEBODY WANTS TO LISTEN TO ME ...   (Plato, Euthyphro):  

mou is an enclitic, so it throws an acute accent on ti~, an enclitic that should not have any one on it (take care not to 
confuse it now with the interrogative  tiv~…  WHO?).  

At the same time, as we have seen above, ti~ is an enclitic, and it throws back an accent on eij, a conjunction that does 
not have accent on it.  

d/ An enclitic may also make a former word have two accents:  [489] 

• a[nqrwpov~ ti~     SOME MAN  
   ² a[nqrwpo~ has an enclitic (ti~) following it, and the enclitic throws an accent onto its last syllable.  
• h[kousev ti~ uJmw`n     ONE OF YOU HEARD IT   (Plato, Apologia).  
   ² h[kouse has become h[kousev because of the enclitic (ti~) following it.  

BUT: If the first word has already got an acute accent on the penult, the enclitic does not throw back any accent on the 
ultima, but if it is a circumflex accent then it does; so, povnon tina does NOT become povnovn tina (for what happens, 
please see the following lines), but nh`son tina must become nh`sovn tina:  

• tou`tov gev moi dokei` ...     THIS SEEMS TO ME ...   (Plato, Apologia).  
   ² Observe the double accent on tou`tov (and also the chained effect of the two consecutive enclitics).  

e/ Also, it may be that an enclitic has an accent according to other more complicated rules that are not explained here [490] 
(we are only covering the most basic rules). For instance:  

a[nqrwpon tina must become a[nqrwpovn tina (rule explained above), but ajnqrwvpwn tinwn must become ajnqrwvpwn 

tinw`n: we would not expect tinwn to have an accent because it is an enclitic, but one of the rules not explained here 
causes it to have an accent on its ultima. In fact, this is owing to the fact that the accent of ajnqrwvpwn is an acute on the 
penult syllable and the enclitic following it has two syllables and there is some rule for this case, but, as said, we will not 
be covering these complicated rules here; this is just an example of how things can get more complicated.  

f/ With respect to ejsti, it would be worth noting that, when it follows the negative oujk, the combination must be 
accented oujk e[sti instead of ou[k ejsti as it could seem; although ejsti is an enclitic form, it does not throw back an 
accent on the oujk (see Note 3 in section on verb eijmiv):  

• oujk e[stin o{sti~ ...  THERE IS NO ONE WHO ...   (Thucydides, Historiae).  
• ejndeivknumai o{ti oujk e[sti sofov~ I SHOW THAT HE IS NOT WISE   (Plato, Apologia). 
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b) The dual 

1.		General	remarks		 [491]	

The dual is an aspect of Greek by which we can express nouns, adjectives and verbal forms when referring to two 
entities; so, its grammatical position lies between the singular and the plural, although needless to say two is usually 
considered plural unless the dual endings are used.  

The sentence   oiJ ajgaqoi; stratiw`tai pro;~ th;n povlin ajph`lqon   clearly states   THE GOOD SOLDIERS DEPARTED TOWARDS THE 

CITY. If we want to specify that we mean two soldiers, we could simply include the word two:  

• oiJ duvo ajgaqoi; stratiw`tai pro;~ th;n povlin ajph`lqon     THE TWO GOOD SOLDIERS DEPARTED TOWARDS THE CITY.  

But we could also signify this using the dual endings – a series of endings (for nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.) that are used 
to represent two subjects, two objects, etc.:  

• tw; ajgaqw; stratiwvta pro;~ th;n povlin ajphlqevthn     (same meaning). 
   ² By using these endings we can omit the adjective duvo, as the meaning of two is contained in the dual endings.  

Although the use of the dual was not very common in the classical period, it may be useful to take a closer look at its 
main forms, since it can be found in authors such as Plato, Xenophon, Thucydides, etc.  

2.		The	article		 [492]	

One of the things that make it easy is that there is no distinction of gender - masculine, feminine and neuter have the 
same forms:  

 Nom., Voc. and Acc.:   twv   Gen. and Dat.:   toi`n  

• oujd∆ a[ra twv ge ijdw;n ghvqhsen ∆Acilleuv~     AND ACHILLES WAS NOT HAPPY TO SEE THEM   (Homer, Iliad I 329).  
   ² Remember that in Homer the use of article may represent HIM, HER, etc.  

3.		Declensions		 [493]	

a)  1st declension:    Nom., Voc. and Acc.: -a     Gen. and Dat.: -ain 

Independently from the sub-type (the same endings are used for any of the five sub-types of the 1st declension):  

q  nauvth~, -ou  produces  tw; nauvta, toi`n nauvtain 
q  dovxa, -h~  produces  tw; dovxa, toi`n dovxain  

• ta; crhvmata divdwmi toi`n stratiwvtain      I GIVE THE MONEY TO THE TWO SOLDIERS.  
• h\n de; ou|to~ me;n toi`n ejrastai`n peri; mousikh;n diatetrifwv~  THIS ONE OF THE TWO LOVERS HAD SPENT HIS TIME ON MUSIC  
   (Plato, Lovers).  
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b)  2nd declension:     Nom., Voc. and Acc.:  -w       Gen. and Dat.:  -oin [494] 

Independently from the sub-type or gender:  

q  a[nqrwpo~, -ou  produces  tw; ajnqrwvpw, toi`n ajnqrwvpoin 
q  e[rgon, -ou  produces  tw; e[rgw, toi`n e[rgoin 
q  bivblo~, -ou (f.) produces  tw; bivblw, toi`n bivbloin  

• tw; bivblw h[dh ajnevgnwn      I HAVE ALREADY READ THE TWO BOOKS.  
• ... th;n eijsbolhvn, h{ ejsti metaxu; duoi`n lovfoin stenh; eij~ ...      ... THE ENTRANCE, WHICH IS A NARROW PASSAGE BETWEEN  
   TWO HILLS GOING INTO ...   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

c)  3rd declension:      Nom., Voc. and Acc.:  -e        Gen. and Dat.:  -oin [495] 

1/ The consonantal sub-types of the 3rd declension follow this parameter:  

q  fuvlax, -ako~  produces  tw; fuvlake, toi`n fulavkoin 
q  stravteuma, -mato~  produces  tw; strateuvmate, toi`n strateumavtoin 
q  fugav~, -avdo~  produces  tw; fugavde, toi`n fugavdoin  

• tw; fugavde oJrw`      I SEE THE TWO EXILES.  
• toi`n strateumavtoin th;n povlin e[labon      WITH THE TWO ARMIES, I CAPTURED THE CITY.  
• prw`ton dev moi dihvghsai th;n sofivan toi`n ajndroi`n tiv~ ejstin FIRST TELL ME WHAT THE WISDOM OF THESE TWO MEN IS  
   (Plato, Euthydemus).  

2/ Some of the vocalic sub-types have the ending -ei instead of -e:  

q  povli~, -ew~  produces  tw; povlei, toi`n polevoin 
q  e[po~, -ou~  produces  tw; e[pei, toi`n e[poin  

• oiJ polevmioi tw; povlei dievfqeiran      THE ENEMY DESTROYED THE TWO CITIES.  
• bouvlomai d∆ ojlivgw/ makrovtera peri; toi`n polevoin eijpei`n I WANT TO SPEAK A LITTLE MORE AT LENGTH ABOUT THESE 
    TWO CITIES   (Isocrates, Panegyricus).  

3/ The type basileuv~, -evw~ has -h or -ei instead of -e: tw; basilh ̀/ tw; basilei`, toi`n basilevoin.  

d)  Adjectives  [496] 

The same endings are applied to adjectives, according to the declension they must follow: tw; dikaivw ajnqrwvpw, toi`n 

dikaivoin ajnqrwvpoin, toi`n dikaivoin nauvtain, tw; dikaivw fuvlake, etc.  

• tw; dikaivw dikasta; to;n aijcmalwvthn ejlusavthn      THE TWO FAIR JUDGES FREED THE PRISONER.  
• ... kai; Dioskouvroin toi`n uJmetevroin polivtain ...   ... AND TO THE DIOSCURI, YOUR CITIZENS, ...  (Xenophon, Hellenica).  
• scolh`~ de; genomevnh~ ajmfoi`n ei\pen oJ Simwnivdh~ WHEN BOTH OF THEM HAD SOME FREE TIME, SIMONIDES SAID  
   (Xenophon, Hiero).  
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4.		Pronouns		 [497]	

These are the most frequent forms. It can be observed that they roughly make use of the 2nd declension, and, again, note 
that there is no difference between genders; we use the singular form to introduce them:  

q  Demonstrative   ou|to~, au{th, tou`to   Nom. and Acc.   touvtw      Gen. and Dat.   touvtoin 
q  Demonstrative   o{de, h{de, tovde      Nom. and Acc.   twvde      Gen. and Dat.   toi`nde 
q  Interrogative   tiv~, tiv      Nom. and Acc.   tivne  Gen. and Dat.   tivnoin 

q  Personal pronoun   ejgwv      Nom. and Acc.   nwv      Gen. and Dat.   nw`/n 

q  Personal pronoun   suv      Nom. and Acc.   sfwv      Gen. and Dat.   sfw`/n 
      ² Do not confuse this with sfa`~, sfw`n, sfivsi, indirect reflexive, and also 3rd person pronoun in Homer).  

• nw; touvtw tw; bivblw touvtoin toi`n maqhtai`n e[doton      WE BOTH GAVE THESE TWO BOOKS TO THESE TWO STUDENTS.  
• fravze Lusiva/ o{ti nw; katabavnte ej~ to; Numfw`n na`mav te kai; mousei`on ...     TELL LYSIAS THAT BOTH OF US, COMING DOWN  
   TO THE FOUNTAIN AND SACRED PLACE OF THE NYMPHS, ...   (Plato, Phaedrus).  
• tivne levgei~…      WHICH TWO DO YOU MEAN?   (Plato, Philebus).  
• e[gwge sfw; w{sper qew; prosagoreuvw      I ADDRESS YOU TWO AS IF YOU WERE TWO GODS   (Plato, Euthydemus).  

5.		Verbal	forms		 [498]	

Firstly, it must be said that there is no 1st person, but only 2nd and 3rd. The endings are quite simple, as in fact they are just 
-ton / -thn for the active voice (and passive aorist) and -sqon / -sqhn (and -sqwn for the imperative) for the 
middle/passive voice. The distribution is as follows:  

a)  Active voice 

1/ Present, future and perfect (primary tenses) of the indicative and all tenses of the subjunctive:  

q  2nd person: -ton  q  3rd person: -ton  ² Both persons are identical.  

• tw; pai`de trevceton     THE TWO CHILDREN ARE RUNNING.  

2/ Imperfect, aorist and pluperfect (secondary tenses) of the indicative and all tenses of the optative:  

q  2nd person: -ton q  3rd person: -thn  

• tw; pai`de ejdramevthn        THE TWO CHILDREN RAN.  
• pravgou~ de; dh; tou` deomevnw deu`r∆ h[lqeton…   WHICH BUSINESS HAVE YOU BOTH COME LOOKING FOR? (Aristophanes, Aves). 

3/ Imperative (all tenses):  

q  2nd person: -ton   q  3rd person: -twn  

• w\ pai`de, deu`ro e[lqeton      CHILDREN, COME HERE BOTH OF YOU!  
• movleton, e[lqeton, ajntovmeq∆, w\ Qesmofovrw polupotniva MOVE, COME, WE PRAY, O VENERABLE THESMOPHORAE  
   (Aristophanes, Thesmophoriazusae).  
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b)  Middle voice  [499] 

1/ Present, future and perfect (primary tenses) of the indicative and all tenses of subjunctive:  

q  2nd person: -sqon  q  3rd person: -sqon  ² Both persons are identical. 

• tw; pai`de pauvesqon gravfonte~     THE TWO CHILDREN STOP WRITING.  

2/ Imperfect, aorist and pluperfect (secondary tenses) of the indicative and all tenses of optative:  

q  2nd person: -sqon q  3rd person: -sqhn  

• tw; pai`de ejpausavsqhn gravfonte~       THE TWO CHILDREN STOPPED WRITING.  
• tw`n de; ∆Argeivwn duvo a[ndre~ ... proselqovnte “Agidi dielegevsqhn mh; poiei`n mavchn       TWO MEN OF THE ARGIVES ... WENT  
   UNTO AGIS AND AGREED NOT TO MAKE BATTLE   (Thucydides, Historiae).  

3/ Imperative (all tenses):  

q  2nd person: -sqon q  3rd person: -sqwn  

• w\ pai`de, pauvesqon gravfonte~       CHILDREN, STOP WRITING BOTH OF YOU!  

c)  Passive voice  [500] 

The passive uses the same endings as for the middle, except in the aorist indicative, where the endings are the same as 
for the active voice:  

q  2nd person: -ton  q  3rd person: -thn  

• touvtw tw; bivblw ejgrafhvthn uJpo; tou` ejmou` didaskavlou       THESE BOOKS WERE WRITTEN BY MY TEACHER. 
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c) Homeric dialect 

1.		General	remarks		 [501]	

The artificial language used by Homer is predominantly Ionic, but it also has a considerable Aeolian component, aside 
from other dialectical forms, archaisms and so on. Some instances of divergence from the Attic dialect can be explained 
easily by the influence of another dialect (for example, the Aeolian dative plural -essi), while others seem random. In 
such cases, it must be taken into account that metric needs impose some changes on certain words. For example, double 
consonants where there should only be one, short vowels that become long by diphthongation, etc. Indeed, the feeling 
of irregularity experienced when reading Homeric works is heightened by the juxtaposition of these strange forms with 
regular Attic forms. Here, we will try to offer a short summary of the main differences of the Homeric dialect with 
respect to the Attic dialect. This is not, however, an exhaustive presentation on the Homeric dialect, but rather offers 
some of the main instances as a kind of “introduction”, to give readers an idea of what can be expected in Homer.  

2.		Article		 [502]	

Some alternative forms of the article are used:  

q  Gen. sing.:  toi`o  =  tou ̀    ² See further down in Declensions.  
q  Nom. pl.:  toiv =   oiJ,       taiv    =    aiJ 
q  Gen. fem. pl.:  tavwn =  tw`n 

q  Dat. fem. pl.:  th`/~  =  tai`~ 

q  Dat. masc. pl. and neuter:  toi`si =  toi`~  

• oi} me;n ejkhvrusson, toi; d∆ hjgeivronto mavl∆ w\ka SOME MADE THE ANNOUNCEMENT, AND THE OTHERS GATHERED QUICKLY  
   (Iliad II, 52).  
• tai; de; megavla ktupevousai pi`pton ...      AND THEY [TREES] KEPT FALLING WITH A MIGHTY NOISE   (Iliad XXIII, 119).  

3.		Declensions		 [503]	

a)  Second declension 

The genitive sing. of the second declension offers a form called the Mycenaean genitive:  

q  -oio instead of -ou  For example:  ajnevmoio   =   ajnevmou 

• o[fr∆ oJ gevrwn i{ppoio parhoriva~ ajpevtamne ...     WHILE THE OLD MAN CUT THE REINS OF THE HORSE ...   (Iliad VIII, 87).  

b)  Third declension 

The third declension offers these forms in genitive singular:  

q  gevneu~       =   gevnou~ 
q  basilh`o~   =   basilevw~  
      ² Quantitative metathesis: the two vowels swap their condition - the short one becomes long, and vice-versa.  
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It offers also an Aeolian dative plural: -essi 

q  fulavkessi   =   fuvlaxi  

• pavntwn me;n kratevein ejqevlei, pavntessi d∆ ajnavssein  HE WANTS TO CONQUER ALL, AND TO RULE OVER ALL   (Iliad I, 288).  
• aujta;r ejpei; kovsmhqen a{m∆ hJgemovnessin e{kastoi ...      BUT WHEN EACH UNIT HAD BEEN ARRANGED WITH ITS LEADER ...  
   (Iliad III, 1).  

Aside from these general characteristics, words like povli~ may have various alternatives for several cases. For example, 
the Acc. pl. may be povlia~, povlha~ or povli~.  

4.		Adjectives		 [504]	

a)  Feminine forms in compound adjectives 

Homer often uses the 1st declension feminine forms of some adjectives, which, in Attic, would follow the 2-2-2 scheme, 
for example ajqavnato~, -h, -on  =  ajqavnato~, -o~, -on.  

In fact, examples of this can be found in the Attic dialect, as some -o~, -o~, -on adjectives can also appear as -o~, -a/-h, -

on; nevertheless, it is a much more frequent occurrence in Homer.  

b)  poluv~, pollhv, poluv 

Sometimes, Homer makes this adjective follow regular forms in the nominative: pollov~, -hv, -ovn.  

• pollo;~ d∆ ejpelhvlato calkov~      MUCH BRONZE HAD BEEN WELDED   (Iliad XIII, 804).  

Moreover, he adopts 3rd declension endings for some forms:  
q  poleve~   =  polloiv 
q  polevo~   =  pollou ̀
q  polevessi  =  polloi`~ 

• poleev~ ga;r ejp∆ aujtw`/ kavppeson      FOR MANY HAD FALLEN UPON HIM   (Iliad XVI, 661).  

c)  Comparatives and superlatives 

Homer makes some unusual comparatives and superlatives follow the regular pattern instead of the irregular one:  

q  bevltero~    =    beltivwn 
q  fevrtero~    =    beltivwn 
q  fevrtato~    =    bevltisto~ 

• bevlteron au\t∆ e[ridi xunelaunevmen o{tti tavcista    IT IS BETTER TO JOIN IN BATTLE AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE   (Iliad XXII, 129).  
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5.		Pronouns		 [505]	

a)  Personal pronouns 

Homer uses several alternative forms of personal pronouns, sometimes even several forms for the same case.  

Singular  

q  1st person:    ejmei`o, ejmeu`, ejmevqen   =   ejmou` 
q  2nd person:    tuvnh   =   suv   and   sei`o, seu`, sevqen   =   sou ̀
q  3rd person (anaphoric):    min   =   aujtovn  

• ceiriv tev min katevrexen  AND SHE STROKED HIM WITH HER HAND   (Iliad I, 361).  
• ejgw; de; sevqen polu; ceivrwn  AND I AM MUCH WORSE THAN YOU   (Iliad XX, 434).  

Plural  

q  1st person:  a[mme~   =   hJmei`~   and   a[mme   =   hJma`~       ² Observe the difference in breathing.  
q  2nd person:  u[mme~   =   uJmei`~   and   u[mme   =   uJma`~       ² Observe the difference in breathing.  

• povlemon d∆ oujk a[mme keleuvw duvmenai  I DO NOT COMMAND THAT WE DESCEND INTO WAR   (Iliad XIV, 62).  
• aujtivka d∆ u[mme kataktenei`  HE WILL KILL YOU IMMEDIATELY   (Iliad XXIII, 412).  

b)  Possessive pronouns  [506] 

q  2nd person sing.: tevo~    =     sov~ 
q  3rd person sing.:    eJov~, o{~  =     HIS     ² Inexistent in Attic.  
q  1st person pl.:    aJmov~    =     hJmevtero~ 
q  2nd person pl.:    uJmov~    =     uJmevtero~ 

• su; de; pau`e teo ;n mevno~      AND YOU, STOP YOUR FURY   (Iliad I, 282).  
• patevr∆ aJmo;n ajpevktane di`o~ ∆Acilleuv~  DIVINE ACHILLES KILLED OUR FATHER   (Iliad VI, 414).  

c)  Demonstrative pronouns 

Instead of the demonstrative itself, the article can be used:  

• to;n oJrw`     I SEE HIM.  ² In Attic, we would say  aujto;n ojrw`.  
• to;n d∆ ajpameibovmeno~ prosevfh poluvmhti~ ∆Odusseuv~     ODYSSEUS OF THE MANY COUNSELS ANSWERED HIM AND SAID  
   (Iliad X, 423).  

The relative in nominative may mean THAT, as if it were the corresponding form of ejkei`no~ (and without article): 

• o}~ a[nqrwpo~     THAT MAN.  ² In Attic, we would say  ejkei`no~ oJ a[nqrwpo~.  
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d)  Relative pronoun  [507] 

Instead of the relative, the article may be used:  

• oJ a[nqrwpo~ to;n oJrw`     THE MAN THAT I SEE.  
   ² In Attic, we would say  oJ a[nqrwpo~ o}n oJrw`.  
• hjra`q∆ oJ geraio;~ ∆Apovllwni a[nakti, to;n hju?komo~ tevke Lhtwv  THE OLD MAN PRAYED TO THE LORD APOLLO, WHOM  
   FAIR-HAIRED LETO BORE   (Iliad I, 36).  

The indefinite relative presents some unusual forms. For example:  

q  o{tti     =   o{ti 
q  o{tteo   =   ou|tino~  

• ... eij dh; soi; pa`n e[rgon uJpeivxomai o{ttiv ken ei[ph/~       ... IF I AM TO YIELD TO YOU IN ANY MATTER, WHATEVER YOU SAY  
   (Iliad I, 294).  

e)  Interrogative pronoun 

Apart from the usual forms, it may also present these ones:  

q  Gen. sing.:  teu`   =   tivno~ 
q  Dat. sing.:  tevw/   =   tivni 
q  Gen. pl.:  tevwn  =  tivnwn 

• tiv~ de; suv ejssi fevriste tevwn d∆ e[xessi tokhvwn…      WHO ARE YOU, NOBLE MAN, AND FROM WHICH PARENTS?  
   (Iliad XXIV, 387).  

6.		Prepositions		 [508]	

a)  The final vowel  

The final vowel of a preposition disappears, and the consonant (which is now, after the elision of the final vowel, the last 
letter of the preposition) experiences a phonetic assimilation to the consonant with which the following word begins:  

q  kavllipe  =  kat(ev)lipe 
q  ka;k kefalh`~  =  kat(a;) kefalh`~ 
q  ka;r rJovon  =  kat(a;) rJovon 
q  a]m pedivon  =  ajn(a;) pedivon 

• ∆Acaiou;~ kavllipe~       YOU LEFT THE ACHAEANS   (Iliad XXI, 414).  
• qu`ne ga;r a]m pedivon       FOR HE STORMED ACROSS THE PLAIN   (Iliad V, 87).  

b)  Anastrophe 

q  th`~ povlew~ a[po    instead of    ajpo; th`~ povlew~ 

Observe the change in the position of the accent. In fact, this phenomenon also takes place in Attic, but it is much more 
frequent in the Homeric dialect.  

• ejpesseuvonto new`n a[po      THEY HURRIED FROM THE SHIPS   (Iliad II, 208).  
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c)  Lack of preposition 

Sometimes prepositions are not used:  [509] 

q  e[rcontai pedivoio THEY ARE GOING ACROSS THE PLAIN  instead of  e[rcontai dia; tou` pedivou 

      ² Observe the absence of the article (as well as the Mycenaean genitive).  
q  e[ban nau`n      I EMBARKED ONTO THE SHIP     instead of     e[bhn eij~ th;n nau`n 

• mavla d∆ w\ka dievprhsson pedivoio     AND THEY RUSHED VERY QUICKLY ACROSS THE PLAIN   (Iliad II, 785).  

It could be argued that the preposition diav is incorporated into dievprhsson, but:  

• e[rcontai pedivoio machsovmenoi proti; a[stu     THEY GO ACROSS THE PLAIN TO FIGHT AGAINST THE CITY   (Iliad II, 801).   

d)  Unusual cases 

We can find prepositions with unusual cases:  

q  meta; ajndravsi     WITH THE MEN   ² metav can not be followed by dative in Attic.  

• ejgw; meta; pa`sin ajtimotavth qeov~ eijmi I AM THE MOST DISHONOURED ONE AMONG THE GODS   (Iliad I, 516).  

7.		Spelling		 [510]	

Some words may contain double consonants:  

q  o{tti    =   o{ti  q  e[ssomai    =    e[somai q  e[llabe    =    e[labe 

• fovbo~ e[llabe pavnta~     FEAR SEIZED ALL OF THEM   (Iliad XI, 402).  

In some words, a dental consonant can be found instead of a sigma:  

q  i[dmen    =    i[smen 

• tov ge dh; kai; i[dmen a{pante~     ALL OF US KNOW THIS   (Iliad VII, 281).  

8.		Suffixes		 [511]	

-fi is an instrumental and locative suffix: 

q  quvrhfi     AT THE DOORS  q  bivhfi     BY FORCE 

-qen means place from, and -de means place to where 

q  oujranovqen     FROM HEAVEN q  ajgorhvnde     TOWARDS THE AGORA 

-qi is a locative suffix:  

q  oi[koqi     AT HOME 
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• aujta;r ejgw;n ajgorhvnde ejleuvsomai      BUT I WILL GO TO THE ASSEMBLY   (Odyssey XVII, 52).  
• tav t∆ e[ndoqi kai; ta; quvrhfi      BOTH INSIDE AND BY THE DOOR   (Odyssey XXII, 220).  
• h[ rJav nuv pou toiau`ta kai; aujtw`/ oi[koqi kei`tai OR MAYBE HE HAS SUCH DEVICES AT HOME   (Odyssey XXI, 398).  

These suffixes can also be found in Attic (except -fi), but they are much more frequent in Homer.  

9.		Verbal	forms		 [512]	

a)  Verb eijmiv 

q  2nd singular:     ejssiv, ei\~    =    ei\    q  infinitive:    e[mmen, e[mmenai    =    ei\nai 

Other verbs also apply the endings -men and -menai to form their infinitives.  

• tiv~ de; suv ejssi fevriste tevwn d∆ e[xessi tokhvwn…  WHO ARE YOU, NOBLE MAN, AND FROM WHICH PARENTS?  
   (Iliad XXIV, 387). 
• bouvlom∆ ejgw; lao;n sw`n e[mmenai  I WANT MY PEOPLE TO BE SAFE   (Iliad I, 117).  

b)  Augment 

It is optional. Sometimes we will encounter forms that have it and others that do not:  

q  lu`se =     e[luse q  bh`    =    e[bh 

• i{ppou~ me;n lu`se     HE UNYOKED THE HORSES   (Iliad VIII, 440).  
• Tudei?dh/ Diomhvdei> Palla;~ ∆Aqhvnh dw`ke mevno~ kai; qavrso~     TO DIOMEDES, SON OF TYDEUS, PALLAS ATHENE GAVE  
    STRENGTH AND COURAGE   (Iliad V, 1-2).  

c)  Contract verbs  [513] 

Verbs that are -a- contract in Attic experience a double phenomenon. Firstly, they appear without contraction, but, 
moreover, as if they were -o- contract verbs:  

q  oJrovw    =    oJrw`  (<oJravw) 

• ... oJrovwn ejp∆ ajpeivrona povnton     ... LOOKING ONTO THE BOUNDLESS SEA   (Iliad I, 350).  

d)  Other verbal characteristics 

The mentioned infinitive endings in -men and -menai:  

q  tiqhvmenai   =   tiqevnai  

Infinitives of the verb oi\da:  

q  i[dmen, i[dmenai   =   eijdevnai 

• se; de; i[dmenai aujto;n oji?w     I THINK YOU KNOW HIM   (Iliad XIII, 273).  
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e)  Tmesis 

The prepositional prefix may be split from the verb stem:  

q  ejk d∆ aujtoi; e[ban    =    ejxevban d∆ aujtoiv 

• ejk de; kai; aujtoi; bai`non ejpi; rJhgmi`ni qalavssh~     AND THEY DISEMBARKED ONTO THE SEASHORE   (Iliad I, 437).  

10.		Conjunctions		 [514]	

a/ Conditional:  

q  aij   =   eij 

b/ Temporal:  

q  h\mo~, eu\te    =    o{te q  pavro~    =    privn 
q  h\mo~             =    e{w~ q  eij~ o{ ken  =    e{w~ a[n 

• e[nq∆ ”Upno~ me;n e[meine pavro~ Dio;~ o[sse ijdevsqai THERE SLEEP STOPPED, BEFORE ZEUS’ EYES WOULD SEE HIM  
   (Iliad XIV, 286).  
• h\mo~ d∆ hjevlio~ katevdu ...      WHEN THE SUN SET ...   (Iliad I, 475).  
• eu\te puvla~ i{kane ...      WHEN HE REACHED THE GATES ...   (Iliad VI, 392).  

c/ Temporal and purpose:  

q  o[fra    =    e{w~, i{na  

• o[fra me;n hjw;~ h\n ...     WHILE IT WAS MORNING ...   (Iliad VIII, 66).  

11.		Particle		kevn  [515] 

Instead of a[n we can find kevn:  

• tou`to ejgw; poihvsaimi kevn      I WOULD DO THIS.  
• tovte kevn min iJlassavmenoi pepivqoimen  THEN, PRAYING, WE MIGHT PROPITIATE HIM   (Iliad I, 100).  

Furthermore, the presence or absence of this modal particle is very variable, and it is possible that we do not find it in 
constructions where we would find it in Attic.  

• oujdev tiv pwv moi provfrwn tevtlhka~ eijpei`n e[po~ o{tti nohvsh/~ ...       AND YOU NEVER TELL ME ANYTHING WITH A READY HEART,  
   WHATEVER YOU MAY PLAN   (Iliad I, 542-3).  

We would have expected the usual a[n or kevn in order to express the sense of uncertainty, but there is no sign of either.  
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d) Words that are easily confused 

 
In Greek, we often encounter words that appear to be almost identical, and which therefore may lead to confusion in 
meaning. These words differ only very slightly, perhaps in one letter or maybe even only in the accent or the breathing. 
Here we will present the words students most commonly confuse.  

1.		Non-verbal	forms		 [516]	

q  aijnov~    and    ai\no~ 

• aijnov~, -hv, -ovn  DREADFUL  
• ai\no~, -ou      TALE  

q  ajllav    and    a[lla 

• ajllav      BUT  
• a[lla      neuter plural of a[llo~

q  a[ra,  ajrav    and    a\ra 

• a[ra             SO THEN  
• ajrav, -a`~     CURSE, PRAYER, DESTRUCTION  
• a\ra             particle that introduces 
                       a question 

q  aujtov~    and    auJtov~ 

• aujtov~          SAME (if preceded by article) or SELF 
• auJtov~          contraction of oJ aujtov~  
 
² The same applies for the feminine aujthv and auJthv.

q  aujtovn    and    auJtovn 

• aujtovn          accusative of aujtov~ 
• auJtovn          contraction of the reflexive eJautovn 

² The same applies for aujthvn and auJthvn, aujtw`/ and auJtw`/, aujtouv~ and auJtouv~, etc.  
² Note that while auJtov~ and auJthv are contractions of the pronoun with the article, in the oblique cases  
     (aujtovn, auJth`~, etc.) they are contractions of the reflexive form eJaut-.  

q  basivleia    and    basileiva 

• basivleia, -a~         QUEEN 
• basivleion, -ou       PALACE 
    ² plural  basivleia, same meaning 
• basileiva, -a~         KINGDOM, ROYALTY 

q  di`a    and    diav 

• di`o~, -a, -on     DIVINE  
• diav                     THROUGH, BECAUSE OF

q  ei[    and    ei\ 

• ei[        ei j  followed by an enclitic  =  ei[  
• ei\        YOU ARE  

q  e[paino~    and    ejpainov~ 

• e[paino~, -ou          PRAISE  
• ejpainov~, -hv, -ovn     AWFUL
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q  h[    and    h\ 

• h[         EITHER, OR  
• h\       TRULY and also imperfect of eijmiv  

q  h[n    and    h\n 

• h[n         ejavn contracts into h[n in some texts  
• h\n         imperfect of eijmiv

q  qeva    and    qeav 

• qeva, -a~         SPECTACLE 
• qeav, -a`~         GODDESS 

q  muvrioi    and    murivoi 

• muvrioi            TEN THOUSAND 
• murivoi            COUNTLESS

q  nomov~    and    novmo~ 

• nomov~, -ou ̀        MEADOW, AREA 
• novmo~, -ou         LAW 

q  oiJ, aiJ    and    oi{, ai{ 

• oiJ, aiJ         are articles 
• oi{, ai{         are relative pronouns

q  oi|o~    and    oi\o~ 

• oi|o~, -a, -on      SUCH AS    
• oi\o~, -h, -on         ALONE 
   ² Its adverb oi\on means ONLY 

q  o[ro~    and    o{ro~ 

• o[ro~, -ou~         MOUNTAIN 
   ² This noun belongs to the 3rd declension. 
• o{ro~, -ou           BOUNDARY, LIMIT 
   ² This noun belongs to the 2nd declension.

q  oujdev    and    ou[te 

• oujdev         AND…NOT 
   ² This is simply the combination of ouj and dev 
• ou[te         NEITHER/NOR 

q  oujkou`n    and    ou[koun 

• oujkou`n         THEREFORE 
• ou[koun         THEREFORE…NOT 
² Observe that the change of accent alters  
        the meaning entirely.

q  tau`ta    and    taujtav 

• tau`ta  plural of  tou`to 

• taujtav   contraction of  ta; aujtav 

q  w\mo~    and    wjmov~ 

• w\mo~, -ou              SHOULDER 
• wjmov~, -hv, -ovn         SAVAGE, RAW  

q  tiv~    and    ti~  

• tiv~         WHO, WHAT 
   ² The forms found with accent on the iota are  
        interrogatives: tivna, tivne~, tivni, ti v, etc. 
• ti~          ANY, SOME, A 
   ² The forms with no accent or with an accent  
        that is not on the first iota are indefinites:  
        tina, tinov~, tine~, tiniv, ti, etc.. 

q  tou`ton    and    taujtovn 

• tou`ton        accusative singular of ou|to~ 

• taujtovn           contraction of to; aujtov 
   ² When, and only when, this specific  
        contraction takes place, a final -n can be 
        added to aujto v.   

q  fw`~    and    fwv~ 

• fw`~, fwtov~ tov     LIGHT  
    ² The same as favo~, -ou~ tov. 
• fwv~, fwtov~  oJ      HUMAN BEING
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2.		Verbal	forms		 [517]	

q  aiJrevw   and   ai[rw  

• aiJrevw       TO TAKE        ² Aorist   ei|lon 

• ai[rw         TO RAISE        ² Aorist   h\ra 

q  devw   and   devw  

There are two verbs that have the same forms for the present, but not for the aorist.  

• devw       TO BIND       ² Aorist   e[dhsa 

• devw       TO NEED      ² Aorist   ejdevhsa 

The well-known impersonal dei` is related to the latter, and its aorist is ejdevhse.  

q  ei\nai,  ijevnai , ei|nai   and   iJevnai 

Some forms of the verbs eijmiv, ei\mi and i{hmi are very similar: eijsiv THEY ARE and ei\si HE/SHE GOES, etc. Even the second 
singular of eijmiv and ei\mi coincides: ei\. The infinitives are as follows:  

• ei\nai     pres. inf. of  eijmiv    TO BE 
• ijevnai     pres. inf. of     ei\mi    TO GO 
• iJevnai     pres. inf. of    i{hmi    TO CAST, TO SEND 
• ei|nai     aorist inf. of    i{hmi    TO CAST, TO SEND 

q  ejrw`  

• ejrw`     present of ejravw     I FALL IN LOVE 
• ejrw`     future of levgw       I WILL SAY 

The irregular verb levgw TO SAY has its own future, levxw, but this form is rarely used, the irregular ejrw` (contraction from 
ejrevw) is much more frequent. This form is in fact the liquid future of the verb ei[rw TO SAY; however, this verb is hardly 
used in the present tense.  

q  e[somai   and   ei[somai  

• e[somai      future of eijmiv     I WILL BE 
• ei[somai    future of oi\da     I WILL KNOW 

q  h/[dh   and   h[dh   

• h/[dh     imperfect of oi\da     I KNEW 
                  ² In fact, h/[dh is a pluperfect with imperfect meaning.  
• h[dh     ALREADY  
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q  h|ka  

• h|ka     perfect of h{kw     I HAVE ARRIVED 
• h|ka     aorist of i{hmi       I HAVE SENT 

Both verbs h{kw and i{hmi have identical perfects.  

q  h/\san   and   h\san   

• h/\san     imperfect of oi\da      THEY KNEW 
                     ² In fact, h/\san is a pluperfect with imperfect meaning.  
• h\san     imperfect of eijmiv     THEY WERE 

q  i[sqi  

• i[sqi      imperative of eijmiv BE! 
• i[sqi      imperative of oi\da KNOW! 

q  mevllw    and    mevlw 

• mevllw     TO BE ABOUT TO        ² Aorist ejmevllhsa 
• mevlw       TO BE AN OBJECT OF CARE / TO CARE FOR ² Aorist ejmevlhsa 

q  peivsomai 

• peivsomai  future of  pavscw I WILL SUFFER 
• peivsomai  future of  peivqomai I WILL OBEY 

The two verbs have the same form in the future tense.  
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Index of grammatical terms 

This index contains the English terms and expressions that have been used in the presentation of Greek grammar.  

In some cases, the same function can be found under two or more different entries; for instance, the Dative of purpose 
can be found both under Dative and under Purpose. This will help students to find the requested item more easily. Also, 
in some cases it makes more sense to name the grammatical item in the singular or in the plural, independently from 
whether the entry is in singular or plural; for instance, under the entry of Prepositions (it is customary to use the plural 
when introducing this concept) we find the sub-entry Lack of prep., obviously Lack of preposition, while further down 
we find the sub-entry Preps. of one case, obviously Prepositions of one case. The presence or absence of a final -s will 
make it clear.  

The numbers make reference to the numbered paragraphs, not to the pages.  

 
Accents   [4-5], [483-490] 
 Changes in the acc.  [485-487] 
 Position of the acc.  [483-484] 
 Types of acc.  [484] 
 Words with two accs.  [489] 
Accusative  [219-223] 
 Accusative absolute  [399-403] 
 Acc. as adverb  [108], [223] 
 Acc. as direct object  [219] 
 Acc. exclamative  [223] 
 Acc. of extension  [221], [254], [258] 
 Acc. of respect  [222] 
 Circumstantial acc.  [221-223] 
 Double acc.  [220], [480] 
 Function of acc.  [11] 
Active   [135], [137] 
Addressed object 
 Function of add. obj.  [10] 
Adjectives  [48-61] 
 Adjs. and contract declension  [51] 
 Adjs. as adverbs  [462] 
 Adjs. followed by dative  [264] 
 Adjs. followed by genitive  [263] 
 Adjs. followed by infinitive  [265] 
 Adjs. followed by participle  [265] 
 Adjs. in Homeric dialect  [504] 
 Adjs. of one ending  [60] 
 Dual in adjs.  [496] 
 Compound adjs.  [50] 
 First class of adjs.  [49-51] 
 General observations  [48] 
 Irregular adjs.  [59-60] 
 Personal construction with adjs.  [468] 
 Position of the adj.  [61] 

 Regime of adjs.  [263-265] 
 Second class of adjs.  [52-55] 
 Third class of adjs.  [56-58] 
 Verbal adjs.  [429-434] 
Adverbs   [106-121] 
 Advs. of place  [113-114] 
 Advs. of time  [112] 
 Affirmative advs.  [117] 
 Comparative of modal advs.  [109-110] 
 Indefinite advs.  [116] 
 Interrogative advs.  [115] 
 Modal advs.  [107-108] 
 Negative advs.  [118-119] 
 Prepositional advs.  [120-121] 
 Quantitative advs.  [111] 
 Superlative of modal advs.  [109-110] 
Agent object  [251] 
 Ag. obj. with verbal adjectives  [432] 
Agreement 
 Cases of unexpected agr.  [464-466] 
Alphabet  [1] 
Antecedent  
 Attraction of the ant.  [335] 
 Concept of ant.  [326] 
 Inclusion of the ant.  [336] 
 More than one ant.  [334] 
Aorist  
 A. in conditional clauses  [322] 
 A. infinitive in infinitive clauses  [358-359] 
 A. of potentiality  [270] 
 A. to express wishes  [279] 
 Gnomic a.  [474] 
Article   [14-18] 
 Accented art.  [18] 

 Accidence  [14] 
 Art. and adjective  [16-17] 
 Art. and adverb  [458] 
 Art. and participle  [16] 
 Art. and prepositional object  [458] 

 Art. and mevn ... dev  [18] 
 Art. in dual  [492] 
 Art. in Homeric dialect  [502] 
 Art. to indicate a change of subject  [18] 
 Omission of art.  [15] 
 Syntax  [15-18] 
 Use of art.  [15] 
Aspect   [134] 
Attic declension  [28] 
 Adjectives and Attic decl.  [51] 
Augment  [148-151] 
 Aug. in compound verbs  [150] 
 Aug. in Homeric dialect  [512] 
 Aug. instead of reduplication  [153-154] 
 Double aug.  [151] 
 Syllabic aug.  [148] 
 Temporal aug.  [148] 
Breathings  [5] 
Cases  
 Concept of c.  [9] 
 Name and order of cs.  [9] 
 Use: General observations  [216] 
Causal clauses  [294-295] 
Combinations of consonants  [2] 
Commands  [273-275] 
 Immediate commands  [275], [438] 
Comparative clauses  [339-343] 
Comparative of adjectives and adverbs  [67-72] 
 Additional meanings  [71] 
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 Comps. in Homeric dialect  [504] 
 Comp. of adverbs of place  [114] 
 Comp. of inferiority  [72] 
 Comp. of modal adverbs  [109-110] 
 Comp. with a number  [71] 
 Irregular formation  [69], [72] 
 Regular formation  [68] 
 Strange constructions with comp.  [471] 
 Syntactical construction  [70] 
Concessive clauses  [308-309] 
Conditional clauses  [316-325] 
 Eventual cond. cls.  [318-319] 
 Potential cond. cls.  [320] 
 Real cond. cls.  [317] 
 Repeated condition in the present  [324] 
 Repeated condition in the past  [325] 
 Unfulfilled past cond. cls.  [322] 
 Unfulfilled present cond. cls.  [321] 
 Variations in cond. cls.  [323] 
Contractions  [473] 
Consecutive clauses: see Result clauses 
Contract declension  [29] 
 Adjectives and contr. decl.  [51] 
Correlatives  [122-130] 
 Corr. adverbs  [122-124] 
 Corr. adjectives  [125-130], [469] 
Crasis   [6] 
Customary actions  [266] 
Dative   [228-233] 
 Adjectives followed by dat.  [264] 
 Adverbial dat.  [232] 
 Agent dat.  [231] 
 Causal dat.  [230] 
 Circumstantial dat.  [230-233] 
 Dat. as adverb  [108] 
 Dat. in comparative clauses  [343] 
 Dat. in infinitive clauses  [357] 
 Dat. indirect object  [228-229] 
 Dat. of interest  [229] 
 Dat. of manner  [232] 
 Dat. of measure  [233] 
 Dat. of reference  [233] 
 Ethic dat.  [229] 
 Function of dat.   [11] 
 Instrumental dat.  [230] 
 Possessive dat.  [228] 
 Verbs that rule dat.  [262] 
Declension 
 Accent in decls.  [487] 
 Concept of decl.  [12] 

 General observations  [19] 
1st declension  [20-24] 
 Dual in the 1st decl.  [493] 
2nd declension  [25-29] 
 Attic decl.  [28] 
 Contract decl.  [29] 
 Dual in the 2nd decl.  [494] 
 Feminine nouns  [26] 
 Neuter nouns  [27] 
 2nd decl. in Homeric dialect  [503] 
3rd declension  [30-47] 
 Standard endings  [30] 
 Consonant stems  [31-40] 
  Dental stems  [33] 
  Guttural stems  [31] 
  Labial stems  [31] 
  Liquid stems  [36-37] 
  Nasal stems  [33] 

  -nt- stems  [35] 
  Sigmatic stems  [38-40] 
 Dual in the 3rd decl.  [495] 
 Vowel stems  [41-46] 
  Diphthong stems  [43] 
  Single vowel stems  [41-42], [45-46] 
 Irregular nouns  [47] 
 3rd decl. in Homeric dialect  [503] 
Deictic iota  [73] 
Deponent verbs  [136] 
Diaeresis  [6] 
Diphthongs  [2] 
 Diphs. and accents  [4] 
 Diphs. and breathings  [5] 
Direct object 
 Accusative as dir. obj.  [219] 
 Function of dir. obj.  [10] 
Dual   [491-500] 
 D. in article  [492] 
 D. in declensions  [493-496] 
 D. in pronouns  [497] 
 D. in verbs  [498-500] 
Elision   [6] 
Enclitics   [488-490] 
 Enc. adverbs  [116] 
Endings 
 Use of ends.  [8], [12] 
Exhortations  [275-276] 
Fear clauses  [344-347], [436-437] 
 F. cls. concerning an action  [346] 
 F. cls. concerning the future  [345] 

 F. cls. concerning the present or past  [345] 
 Verbs that introduce f. cls.  [347] 
Feminine 
 Concept of fem.  [13] 
Future 
 Fut. infinitive in infinitive clauses  [359-360] 
Gender 
 Concept of gend.  [13] 
Genitive   [224-227] 
 Adjectives followed by gen.  [263] 
 Circumstantial gen.  [226-227] 
 Exclamatory genitive  [227] 
 Function of gen.  [11] 
 Gen. absolute  [394-398] 
 Gen. in infinitive clauses  [357] 
 Gen. of description  [225] 
 Gen. of price  [227] 
 Gen of relation  [224-225] 
 Gen. partitive  [226], [460] 
 Judicial gen.  [227] 
 Objective gen.  [225] 
 Position of the gen.  [224] 
 Subjective gen.  [225] 
 Verbs that rule gen.  [261] 
Hellenisms  [457-482] 
Homeric dialect  [501-515] 
 Adjectives in H. d.  [504] 
 Article in H. d.  [502] 
 Comparatives in H. d.  [504] 
 Conjunctions in H. d.  [514] 
 Declensions in H. d.  [503] 
 General remarks  [501] 
 Prepositions in H. d.  [508-509] 
 Pronouns in H. d.  [505-507] 
 Spelling in H. d.  [510] 
 Suffixes in H. d.  [511] 
 Superlatives in H. d.  [504] 
 Tmesis in H. d.  [513] 
 Verbal forms in H. d.  [512-513] 
Imperative  [133] 
 Imp. in conditional periods  [317], [319] 
 Uses of imp.  [273], [276] 
Imperfect 
 Imp. in conditional clauses  [321] 
 Imp. of potentiality  [269] 
 Imp. to express wishes  [278] 
 Special meaning of the imp.  [472] 
Indefinite clauses  [348-352] 
 Indef. cls. of repeated action  [348] 
 Indef. cls. of single action  [350] 
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Indefinite pronoun  [see under Pronouns] 
Indicative  [133] 
 Ind. in causal clauses  [295] 
 Ind. in fear clauses  [345] 
 Ind. in result clauses  [310] 
Indirect object 
 Dative as ind. obj.  [228] 
 Function of ind. obj.  [10] 
Indirect speech  [411-428] 
 Ind. command clauses  [422] 
 Indirect questions  [423-425] 
 Ind. statement clauses  [412-421] 
 Participles in ind. sp.  [404-405] 
 Subordinate clauses in ind. sp.  [426-428] 
Infinitive  [133] 
 Adjectives followed by inf.  [265] 
 Declension of the inf.  [363] 
 Inf. absolute  [367] 
 Inf. clauses  [355-371] 
 Inf. clauses in indirect speech  [416-418] 
 Inf. endings in Homeric dialect  [513] 
 Inf. for result clauses  [311] 
 Inf. imperative  [368] 
 Inf. in fear clauses  [346] 
 Inf. in temporal clauses  [304] 
 Inf. to express purpose  [299] 
 Inf. with article  [362-363] 
 Inf. with two negatives  [440-442] 
 Inf. with verbs of negative idea 
    [364-365], [441] 

 Inf. with a[n  [369-371] 
 Personal construction with inf.  [467] 
Iota    [3] 
 Adscript iota  [3] 
 Subscript iota  [3] 
Letters   [1] 
 Capital letters  [1], [3], [5] 
Masculine 
 Concept of masc.  [13] 
Middle   [135-137] 
Moods 
 Definition of moods  [133] 
 Formation of moods  [138] 
Negatives 
 Combination of negs.  [435-442] 
 Compound negs.  [119], [436] 
 Neg. infinitive clauses  [356] 
 Neg. pronouns  [101-105] 
 Repetition of the negative  [366] 

Neuter 
 Concept of neuter  [13] 
Nominative 
 Function of Nom.  [11] 
 Nom. as predicative object  [217] 
 Nom. as subject  [217] 
 Nom. instead of vocative  [217] 
Numerals  [62-66] 
 Cardinals  [62-64] 
 Compound nums.  [64] 
 Declension of nums.  [63] 
 Multiplicatives  [66] 
 Ordinals  [65] 
Optative  [133] 
 Oblique opt.  [290-293] 
 Opt. to express wishes  [277] 
 Opt. in causal clauses  [295] 
 Opt. in conditional clauses  [320], [325] 
 Opt. in indefinite clauses  [349], [351-352] 
 Opt. in purpose clauses  [297] 
 Potential opt.  [267-268], [274] 
Participle  [133] 
 Adjectives followed by part.  [265], [393] 
 Aorist part.  [388] 
 Attributive participle  [372-377] 
 Circumstantial participle  [378-383] 
 English terms equivalent to Greek parts. [377] 
 Future part.  [386-387] 
 Impersonality of the part.  [384] 
 Part. and negatives  [375], [381] 
 Part. clauses  [372-410] 
 Part. construction in indirect speech [419-421] 
 Part. with article  [372-377] 
 Part. with causal meaning [382], [396], [409] 
 Part. with comparative meaning  [382], [401] 
 Part. with concessive meaning 
   [309], [396], [401], [408] 
 Part. with conditional meaning  [381] 
 Part. with objects  [374] 
 Part. with potential meaning  [406] 
 Part. with purpose meaning  [298], [387] 

 Part. with a[n  [404-410] 
 Part. without article  [378-383] 
 Part. without noun  [373] 
 Perfect part.  [389] 
 Position of the part.  [373] 
 Present part.  [385] 
 Temporal correlation of the part.  [385-389] 
 Verbs that need a part.  [390-392] 

Particles   [443-456] 
Passive   [135-137] 
 Virtual pass.  [477] 
Personal construction  [289], [467-468] 
Place expressions  [255-258] 
Polite requests  [268] 
Possessive object 
 Function of poss. obj.  [10] 
Potential actions  [267-272] 
 Future potentiality  [267-268] 
 Potential relative sentences  [406] 
 Potentiality in the past  [270] 
 Present potentiality  [269] 
Predicative object 
 Case of pred. obj.  [10], [217] 
 Function of pred. obj.  [10] 
Prepositions  [234-251] 
 Alteration of the prep. in compound verbs 
   [150] 
 General observations  [234] 
 Lack of prep.  [10] 
 Meaning of the prep. in compound verbs 
   [213-214] 
 Preps. in Homeric dialect  [508-509] 
 Preps. of one case  [235-242] 
 Preps. of two cases  [243-246] 
 Preps. of three cases  [247-251] 
Present  
 Pres. infinitive in infinitive clauses  [358-359] 
Prohibitions  [276] 
Prolepsis  [415], [425] 
Pronouns  [73-105] 
 Anaphoric pron.  [82] 
 Demonstrative prons.  [73-75] 
  Demonstrative prons. in Homeric dialect 
    [506] 
  Gender of the demonstrative prons.  [75] 
  Qualitative demonstrative pron.  [125] 
  Quantitative demonstrative pron.  [126] 
 Dual in prons.  [497] 
 Identity prons.  [83], [461] 
 Indefinite prons.  [90-100] 
  Indefinite relative pron.  [90-92] 
  Indefinite pron. in indirect questions [92] 
 Interrogative prons.  [87-88] 
  Interrogative pron. in Homeric dialect 
    [507] 
  Main interrogative pron.  [87] 
  Qualitative interrogative pron.  [88] 
  Quantitative interrogative pron.  [88] 
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  Selective interrogative pron.  [88] 
 Negative prons.  [101-105] 
 Personal prons.  [76-77] 
  Personal prons. in Homeric dialect  [505] 
 Possessive prons.  [78-80] 
  Possessive prons. in Homeric dialect 
    [506] 
  Possessive pron. replaced by genitive of 
   personal pron.  [80] 
 Reciprocal pron.  [81] 
 Reflexive prons.  [84-86] 
  Indirect reflexive pron.  [86] 
 Relative pron.  [89-92] 
  Attraction of the antecedent  [335] 
  Attraction of the relative pron.  [332] 
  Connective relative pron.  [331] 
  General use of the relative pron. 
    [326-330] 
  Inclusion of the antecedent  [336] 
  Indefinite relative pron.  [90-92], [352] 
  Lack of antecedent  [333] 
  More than one antecedent  [334] 
  Possessive relative pron.  [329] 
  Relative pron. in Homeric dialect  [507] 
  Relative pron. with prepositions  [330] 
  Qualitative relative pron. 
    [125], [469], [477] 
  Quantitative relative pron.  [126], [469] 
Pronunciation  [1] 
 Pro. of combinations of consonants  [2] 
 Pro. of diphthongs  [2] 
 Pro. of letters  [1] 
Proviso clauses  [353-354] 
Punctuation marks  [7] 
Purpose clauses  [296-299] 
Questions  [280-283] 
 Adjectival qu.  [283] 
 Adverbial qu.  [283] 
 Deliberative qu.  [281-282] 
 Double qu.  [280] 
 Simple qu.  [280] 
Real actions  [266] 
Reduplication  [152-154] 
 Attic red.  [153] 
 Augment instead of red.  [153-154] 
Relative clauses  [326-338] 

 Attraction of the antecedent  [335] 
 Attraction of the relative  [332] 
 Connective relative  [331] 
 General notions  [326-330] 
 Inclusion of the antecedent  [336] 
 Indefinite rel. cls.  [352] 
 Lack of agreement in number  [338] 
 Lack of antecedent  [333] 
 More than one antecedent  [334] 
 Possessive relative  [329] 
 Relative with prepositions  [330] 
Result clauses  [310-315] 
Simple clauses  [266-289] 
Subject 
 Case of subj.  [10], [217] 
 Function of subj.  [10] 
Subjunctive  [133] 
 Iussive subj.  [275] 
 Subj. in conditional clauses  [318], [324] 
 Subj. in deliberative questions  [281] 
 Subj. in fear clauses  [345] 
 Subj. in indefinite clauses  [348-350], [352] 
 Subj. in purpose clauses  [296] 
 Subj. in temporal clauses  [306-307] 
Suffixes in Homeric dialect  [511] 
Superlative  [67-72] 
 Irregular formation  [69], [72] 
 Regular formation  [68] 
 Sups. in Homeric dialect  [504] 
 Sup. of adverbs of place  [114] 
 Sup. of inferiority  [72] 
 Sup. of modal adverbs  [109-110] 

 Sup. preceded by wJ~  [71] 
 Syntactical construction  [70] 
Syntactical functions  [8], [10] 
 Syn. funcs. and cases  [11] 
Temporal clauses  [300-307] 
 Indefinite temp. cl.  [307] 
Tenses 
 Definition of ts.  [132] 
 Deponent ts.  [182-184] 
  Middle future with active meaning  [182] 
  Middle future with pass. meaning [184] 
  Passive aorist with active meaning  [183] 
 Double ts.  [189] 
 Formation of ts.  [137] 

 Perfect with present meaning  [185-187] 
 Present with perfect meaning  [188] 
 Strong ts.  [174-181] 
  Root aorist  [178-179] 
  Strong aorist active and middle  [175-177] 
  Strong aorist passive  [181] 
  Strong future active and middle [180] 
  Strong future passive  [181] 
  Strong perfect and pluperfect  [180] 
Time expressions  [252-254] 
Tmesis   [513] 
Verbs 
 Accent in vs.  [486] 
 Compound vs.  [213-215] 
 Consonantal vs.  [ 167-170] 
  Dental vs.  [170] 
  Guttural vs.  [169] 
  Labial vs.  [168] 
 Contract vs.  [155-166] 
  Contract vs. in Homeric dialect  [513] 
 Dual in vs.  [498-500] 
 Impersonal vs.  [284-289], [402] 
 Irregularities  [211-212] 
 Liquid vs.  [171-173] 
 Non contract vs.  [141-147] 
 Peculiar constructions  [211-212] 
 Principal parts  [140] 
 Regime of vs.  [214], [259-262] 
 Stem vs.  [204-210] 
 Types of vs.  [139] 

 Vs. in -w  [141-190] 

 Vs. in -mi  [191-210] 
 Vs. that rule dative  [262] 
 Vs. that rule genitive  [261] 
 Vs. with reduplication in the present [192-201] 

 Vs. with suffix -nu- in the present  [202-203] 
Vocative  [218] 
 Function of voc.  [11] 
 Lack of voc.  [14] 
 Nominative instead of voc.  [217] 
Voices   [135] 
Wishes   [277-279] 
 W. for the future  [277] 
 W. for the present  [278] 
 W. for the past  [279] 
Words easily confused  [516-517]
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Index of Greek words 

This index contains the Greek grammatical words, i.e. words associated to some grammatical function (like for instance 
i{na is associated to purpose clauses) or that have to be presented in the study of the grammar even if they are not 
associated to any definite grammatical function (like for instance the numeral ei|~). It does not contain either the 
vocabulary used in the examples (all the examples, in any case, are translated) or the vocabulary of the lists of frequent 
terms that follow a given parameter.  

With respect to the verbal forms, including all the irregular forms of each verb introduced in the grammar would have 
been excessive, but the strong aorists, given their importance, and also some other very important verbal forms have 
been included.  

The numbers make reference to the numbered paragraphs, not to the pages.  

 

ajgaqov~  [69] 

a[gan  [111] 

ajggevllw  [172] 

ajgeivrw  [153] 

ajghvgerka  [153] 

a[gw  [177] 

a[dhn  [111] 

ajeiv  [112] 

∆Aqhvnaze  [113], [256] 

∆Aqhvnhqen  [113], [257] 

∆Aqhvnhsi  [113], [255] 

”Aidou  [459] 

aiJrevw  [177] 

aijsqavnomai  [177] 

ai[scisto~  [69] 

aijscivwn  [69] 

aijscrov~  [69] 

ajkhvkoa  [153] 

ajkouvw  [153] 

a{li~  [111], [121] 

aJlivskomai  [179] 

ajllhvlou~  [81] 

a[lloqen  [113] 

a[lloqi  [113] 

a[llo~  [94-95], [463] 

a[llose  [113] 

a[llw~  [107] 

a{ma  [121], [383] 

aJmartavnw  [177] 

ajmeivnwn  [69] 

ajmfiv  [247] 

ajmfovteroi  [100] 

a[n [266-271], [274-275], [296], 
 [306-307], [348-352], 
 [369-371], [404-410] 

ajnav  [235] 

ajnevw/gon  [151] 

a[neu  [121] 

ajnhvr  [37] 

ajnqivsthmi  [199] 

ajnivsthmi  [198] 

ajnoivgw  [151] 

ajntiv  [237] 

ajntikruv  [113], [120] 

a[nw  [113], [120] 

a[nwqen  [113] 

ajnwtavtw  [114] 

ajnwtevrw  [114] 

a{pax  [66] 

ajpevdran  [178] 

ajpevqanon  [177] 

a[peimi  [205] 

ajpov  [238], [257] 

ajpodidravskw  [178] 

ajpoqnhv/skw  [177], [187] 

a\ra  [280] 

a[risto~  [69] 

a[rti  [112] 

a{te  [382], [396] 

au\qi~  [112] 

au[rion  [112] 

aujtivka  [112] 

aujtovqen  [113] 

aujtovqi  [113] 

auJtovn  [84] 

aujtov~ [82-83], [264], [342-343],  
 [421] 

aujtovse  [113] 

aujtou`  [113] 

ajfivhmi  [201] 

ajfiknevomai  [177] 

ajfikovmhn  [177] 

ajfivsthmi  [199] 

bavdhn  [108] 

baivnw  [178] 

bavllw  [177] 

bevltisto~  [69] 

beltivwn  [69] 

biva/  [108] 

blevpw  [168] 

gavr  [447], [453] 

ge  [451] 

gegevnhmai  [186] 

gevgona  [186] 

givgnomai  [177], [186] 

gignwvskw  [178] 

gunhv  [32] 

dev  [444-446] 

devdia  [186], [347] 

dedogmevnon  [402] 

devdoika  [186], [347] 

dei`  [284-285], [399] 

deivdw  [186] 

deivknumi  [202] 

deinov~  [265] 

devon  [402] 

deu`ro  [113] 

devw  [163] 

dhv  [452], [475] 

dh`lo~  [72], [265], [393] 

dhlovw  [164-165] 

dhmosiva/  [108] 

dhvpou  [452] 

dh`ta  [453] 

diav  [243], [254], [258] 

divdwmi  [192] 

diovti  [294] 

div~  [66] 

diwvkw  [169] 

dokei`  [284], [287] 

dokou`n  [402] 

dovxan  [402] 

duvnamai  [208] 

duvo  [62-63] 

duvomai  [178] 

duvw  [178], [190] 

e{  [86] 

ejavlwn  [179] 

ejavn  [308], [318-319], [324] 

eJautovn  [84] 
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ejavw  [149] 

e[balon  [177] 

e[bhn  [178] 

e[bhsa  [178] 

e[ggista  [114] 

ejgguv~  [113], [120] 

ejgguvtata  [114] 

ejggutevrw  [114] 

ejgenovmhn  [177] 

e[gnwn  [178] 

ejgwv  [76] 

e[dramon  [177] 

e[dun  [178], [190] 

e[dusa  [178], [190] 

e[dwka  [192] 

e[qhka  [193] 

ejqivzw  [149] 

e[qw  [186] 

eij  [308], [316-325], [425] 

eijdevnai  [185] 

ei\don  [177] 

eijdwv~  [185] 

ei[qe  [277-279] 

ei[qizon  [149] 

eijkov~  [186] 

ei[kw  [186] 

ei[lhfa  [154] 

ei|lon  [177] 

eijmiv  [204], [266], [376], [397] 

ei\mi  [206] 

ei\pon  [177], [190] 

eiJpovmhn  [149] 

eijrgazovmhn  [149] 

ei[rhka  [154] 

eijrhmevnon  [402] 

eij~  [236], [256] 

ei|~  [62-63] 

ei[somai  [185] 

ei[sw  [121] 

ei\ta  [112] 

ei[te  [425] 

ei\con  [149] 

ei[wqa  [186] 

ei[wn  [149] 

ejk  [239], [257] 

e[kamon  [177] 

e{kasto~  [98] 

eJkavtero~ [99] 

ejkei`  [113], [123] 

ejkei`qen  [113] 

ejkei`no~  [73], [129] 

ejkei`se  [113] 

eJkwvn  [58] 

e[labon  [177] 

e[laqon  [177] 

ejlavttwn  [69] 

ejlauvnw  [153] 

ejlavcisto~  [69] 

e[lexa  [177] 

ejlhvlaka  [153] 

ejlhvluqa  [154] 

e[lipon  [177] 

ÔEllhniv~  [60] 

eJllhnistiv  [108] 

ejlpivzw  [360] 

e[maqon  [177] 

ejmautovn  [84] 

ejmov~  [78] 

e[mprosqen  [113], [120] 

ejn  [241], [252], [254-255] 

ejnantivon  [121] 

e[ndoqen  [113] 

e[ndon  [113], [120] 

e{neka  [121] 

e[nesti  [284] 

ejnhvnoca  [154] 

ejnqavde  [113], [123] 

ejnqevnde  [113] 

ejx  [239] 

ejxaivfnh~  [112] 

e[xesti  [284-286], [399] 

ejxovn  [399], [402] 

e[xw  [113], [120], [189] 

e[xwqen  [113] 

e[oika  [186] 

e[paqon  [177] 

ejpeiv  [294], [300] 

ejpeidavn  [307], [349] 

ejpeidhv  [294], [300] 

e[peisa  [177] 

e[peita  [112] 

e[peson  [177] 

ejpiv  [247], [256] 

ejpiqovmhn  [177] 

ejpimelevomai  [353] 

e[pion  [177] 

ejpivstamai  [199] 

e{pomai  [149],[177] 

ejpuqovmhn  [177] 

ejrgavzomai  [149] 

e[rrifa  [154] 

e[rcomai  [154], [177], [206] 

ejrw`  [173], [189] 

ejrwtavw  [177] 

ejsqivw  [177] 

eJspovmhn  [177] 

e[ste  [302] 

e{sthka  [186] 

e[sthn  [179], [190] 

e[sthsa  [190] 

e[sti  [286], [466], [475], [490] 

e[scon  [177] 

e[tamon  [177] 

e{tero~  [96], [130] 

e[ti  [112] 

e[tucon  [177] 

eujquv~  [112] 

eujrivskw  [177] 

eu|ron  [177] 

e[fagon  [177] 

e[fhn  [207] 

e[fqasa  [179] 

e[fqhn  [179] 

ejfivemai  [201] 

ejfivsthmi  [198] 

e[fugon  [177] 

e[fun  [179] 

e[fusa  [179] 

ejcavrhn  [178] 

e[cqisto~  [69] 

ejcqivwn  [69] 

ejcqrov~  [69] 

ejcrh`n  [286] 

e[cw  [149], [177] 

eJwvrwn  [151] 

e{w~  [305] 

Zeuv~, Diovß  [47] 

h\  [453] 

h[  [314] 

h[gagon  [177] 

h[dh  [112] 

h{kista  [72] 

h{kw  [188] 

h\lqon  [177] 

h{marton  [177] 

hJmei`~  [76] 

hJmevtero~  [78] 

h{misu~  [263] 

hjmfesbhvtoun  [151] 

h[negka  [177] 

h[negkon  [177] 

hJnivka  [301] 

hjntebovloun  [151] 

hjnwvcloun  [151] 

hjpisthvqhn  [199] 

hjrovmhn  [177] 

h{rw~  [46] 

hj/sqovmhn  [177] 

h|tton  [72] 

h{ttwn  [69] 

hu|ron  [177] 

qavttwn  [69] 

qugavthr  [37] 

ijdiva/  [108] 

i{hmi  [200] 

i{na  [296] 

i[so~  [260] 

i{sthmi  [179], [186], [190], 
  [194-197] 

i[sw~  [117] 

ijtevo~  [429] 

kaqeuvdw  [150] 

kavqhmai  [210] 

kaqivzomai  [210] 

kaqivsthmi  [198] 

kaiv  [342], [448-450] 
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kaivper  [309], [380], [396] 

kaivtoi  [454] 

kavllisto~  [69] 

kallivwn  [69] 

kakov~  [69] 

kavkisto~  [69] 

kakivwn  [69] 

kalov~  [69] 

kavmnw  [177] 

kajn  [473] 

ka[n  [473] 

katav  [244] 

ka\/ta  [473] 

kavtw  [113], [120] 

kavtwqen  [113] 

katwtavtw  [114] 

katwtevrw  [114] 

kei`mai  [209] 

kevkthmai  [186] 

kivnduno~  [347] 

kravtisto~  [69] 

kreivttwn  [69] 

ktavomai  [186] 

kwluvw  [365], [442] 

lavqra/  [108] 

lambavnw  [154], [176-177] 

lanqavnw  [177], [390] 

levgw  [154], [173], [177], [189] 

leivpw  [177] 

luvw  [141-145] 

mav  [223] 

mavkar  [60] 

makravn  [113], [120] 

mavla  [111] 

mavlista  [72], [111] 

ma`llon  [72], [111] 

manqavnw  [177] 

mavthn  [108] 

mevga~  [59], [69] 

mevgisto~  [69] 

meqivhmi  [201] 

meivzwn  [69] 

mei`sto~  [69] 

meivwn  [69] 

mevla~  [59] 

mevlei  [284], [288] 

mevllw  [360] 

mevlw  [288] 

mevmnhmai  [187] 

mevn  [445-446] 

mevntoi  [454] 

metav  [245] 

metamevlei  [288] 

metaxuv  [113], [120] 

mevtesti  [205], [284] 

mevcri  [121], [302] 

mhv  [118-119], [276], [296], [311],  
 [316], [337], [344-345], [356],  
 [364-366], [375], [381], [422],  
 [436-442] 

mhdeiv~  [103] 

mhdevtero~  [105] 

mhvn  [453], [455] 

mhvthr  [37] 

mikrov~  [69] 

mimnhvskw  [187] 

movli~  [108] 

movnon  [111] 

movno~  [97] 

muvrioi  [64] 

murivoi  [64] 

mw`n  [280] 

naiv  [117] 

nau`~  [44] 

nevw  [163] 

newv~  [28] 

nhv  [223] 

nomivzw  [173] 

nou`~  [29] 

nu`n  [112] 

nwv  [497] 

oJ, hJ, tov  [14-18] 

o{de  [73] 

o{qen  [124] 

oi|  [86], [124] 

oi|a  [382] 

oi\da  [185] 

oi[kade  [113], [256] 

oi[koqen  [113], [257] 

oi[koi  [113], [255] 

oi[moi  [227] 

oi|o~  [125], [128], [469] 

oijstevo~  [429] 

oi[comai  [188] 

ojlivgon  [111] 

ojlivgo~  [69] 

o[llumi  [187] 

o[lwla  [187] 

o[pisqen  [113], [120] 

oJpoi`o~  [128] 

oJpovso~  [128] 

oJpovtan  [348] 

oJpovte  [124], [300] 

oJpovtero~  [130] 

o{pou  [123] 

o{pw~  [122], [274], [296], [340],  
 [353-354], [475] 
oJravw  [151], [177] 

o{~, h{, o{  [89], [129], [327-338] 

o{son  [339] 

o{so~  [125], [128], [469] 

o{sti~  [90-92], [129], [337],  
 [350-352], [424] 

ojstou`n  [29] 

o{sw/  [339] 

o{tan  [307], [348] 

o{te  [300] 

o{ti  [294], [413-415] 

ouj  [118], [366], [375], [435-442] 

ou|  [86], [123-124] 

oujdamw`~  [108], [119] 

oujdeiv~  [101-102] 

oujdevn  [108] 

oujdevpote  [112], [119] 

oujdevtero~  [104] 

oujkou`n  [455] 

ou[koun  [280], [456] 

ou\n  [447] 

ou[pote  [119] 

ou[te  [119] 

ou|to~  [73], [129] 

ou{tw~  [107], [122], [310], [475] 

oujciv  [119] 

ojfeivlw  [177] 

ojyev  [112] 

pavlai  [112] 

pavlin  [112] 

pantavpasin  [111] 

pantacovqen  [113] 

pantacovse  [113] 

pantacou`  [113] 

pavnu  [119] 

parav  [248], [255-257] 

pavreimi  [205] 

pavresti  [284-285] 

parivhmi  [201] 

parovn  [402] 

pa`~  [58] 

pavscw  [177] 

pathvr  [37] 

pauvw  [146] 

peivqomai  [177] 

peivqw  [170], [187] 

pevnh~  [60] 

pevpoiqa  [187] 

pevpraga  [190] 

pevpraca  [190] 

pevran  [121] 

periv  [249] 

periveimi  [205] 

pevfuka  [187] 

pivnw  [177] 

pivptw  [177] 

plei`sto~  [69] 

pleivwn  [69] 

plevw  [163] 

plhvn  [121] 

plhsivon  [113], [120] 

pnevw  [163] 

povqen  [115] 

poqen  [116] 

poi`  [115] 

poi  [116] 

poievw  [160-161] 

poi`o~  [88], [128] 

poiov~  [128] 

pollacou`  [113] 

pollw`/  [233] 
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poluv  [111] 

poluv~  [59], [69], [263] 

povrrw  [113], [120-121] 

porrwtavtw  [114] 

porrwtevrw  [114] 

povson  [115] 

povso~  [88], [128] 

poso~  [128] 

povte  [115] 

potev  [116], [124] 

povteron  [280], [425] 

povtero~  [88], [130] 

pou`  [115], [123] 

pou  [116], [123] 

pravttw  [190] 

prevpei  [284] 

prevpon  [402] 

privn  [303-304] 

prov  [240] 

proivemai  [201] 

proi`ka  [108] 

prov~  [250], [255] 

provseimi  [205] 

prosh`kon  [402] 

prwv/  [112] 

prw`ton  [112], [302] 

punqavnomai  [177] 

pw`~  [115], [122] 

pw~  [116], [122] 

rJav/dio~  [69] 

rJa`/sto~  [69] 

rJav/wn  [69] 

rJevw  [163] 

rJhtevo~  [429] 

rJivptw  [154] 

seautovn  [84] 

sov~  [78] 

suv  [76] 

sumbaivnei  [284], [288] 

sumfevrei  [284] 

suvn  [242] 

suvneimi  [205] 

sunivhmi  [201] 

sunivsthmi  [199] 

sfa`~  [84], [86] 

sfovdra  [108] 

sfw`  [497] 

schvsw  [189] 

tavca  [108] 

tavcista  [302] 

tavcisto~  [69] 

tacuv~  [69] 

te  [449-450] 

tevqnhka  [187] 

tevlo~  [108], [223] 

tevmnw  [177] 

tevttare~  [62-63] 

thvmeron  [112] 

tiv  [115] 

tivqhmi  [193] 

timavw  [156-157] 

tivne  [497] 

tiv~  [87], [129] 

ti~  [93], [129], [488] 

toi`n  [492] 

toivnun  [456] 

toiou`to~  [125], [128], [313] 

tosou`ton  [339] 

tosou`to~  [125], [128], [313] 

tosouvtw/  [339] 

tovte  [112] 

touvtw  [497] 

trei`~  [62-63] 

trevcw  [177] 

trihvrh~  [39] 

triv~  [66] 

tugcavnw  [177], [390] 

tucwvn  [461] 

twv  [492] 

twvde  [497] 

uJiov~  [47] 

uJmei`~  [76] 

uJmevtero~  [78] 

uJpevr  [246] 

uJpiscnevomai  [360] 

uJpov  [231], [251] 

u{steron  [112] 

faivnomai  [391] 

fanerov~  [393] 

fevrw  [154], [177] 

feu`  [227] 

feuvgw  [177] 

fhmiv  [207], [416-417] 

fqavnw  [179], [391] 

fobevomai  [344-346] 

fovbo~  [347] 

fuvw  [179], [187] 

caivrw  [178] 

ceivristo~  [69] 

ceivrwn  [69] 

cqev~  [112] 

creovn  [402] 

crhv  [284], [286] 

crh`n  [286] 

w\  [218], [227] 

w|de  [107], [122] 

wJ~  [71], [110], [121-122], [256],  
 [294], [296], [298], [301], 
[310], [340], [367], [382], [387] 

w{~  [108], [122] 

w{sper  [340-341], [382] 

w{ste  [310], [315] 

w|/te  [460] 

w[felon  [177], [278-279]
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